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FOREWORD

This volume contains the Proceedings of the seventeen Technical Sessions
from the Twelfth Annual Conference of the Canadian Nuclear Society held in
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, June 9 to 12, 1991. As in previous years, the
Annual Conference of the Canadian Nuclear Society was held in conjunction
with the Annual Conference of the Canadian Nuclear Association.

The papers for these Proceedings were prepared by the authors in a format
prescribed by the Technical Program Committee. The papers are generally
published as submitted by the authors. Responsibility for the content of
each paper rests solely with its authors.

These Proceedings are copyrighted by the Canadian Nuclear Society.
Requests for further information concerning these Proceedings, permission
to reprint any part of these Proceedings, or orders for copies of these
proceedings should be addressed to:

Canadian Nuclear Society
144 Front Street West, Suite 725
Toronto, Ontario, CANADA M5J 2L7

AVANT-PROPOS

Ce volume contient les actes des 17 seances techniques de la 12# Conference
annuelle de la Societe nucleaire canadienne ayant eu lieu a Saskatoon, dans
la Saskatchewan, du 9 au 12 juin 1991. Comme aux annees precedentes, la
Conference a eu lieu en meme temps que la Conference de 1'Association
nucleaire canadienne.

Les auteurs ont redige leur communication selon la presentation prescrite
par le Comite technique des programmes. Les communications sont
generalement publiees telles que les auteurs les ont soumises; leur contenu
n'engage que la responsabilite de leur auteur.

Les actes de la Conference sont proteges par un droit d'auteur detenu par
la Societe nucleaire canadienne. Pour toute demande de renseignements
complementaires sur ceux-ci, pour obtenir l'autorisation d'en reproduire
toute partie ou en commander un exemplaire, priere de s'adresser a:

Canadian Nuclear Society
144 Front Street West, Suite 725
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5J 2L7
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CALCULATION OF 3-D FLUX DISTRIBUTIONS IN CANDU REACTORS USING LATTICE PROPERTIES
WHICH INCLUDE THE HISTORY OF THE LATTICE

B. ROUBEN AND D.A. JENKINS

AECL CANDU
Sheridan Park Research Community

Mississauga, Ontario
L5K 1B2

ABSTRACT

A refinement is proposed to the current method of evaluating
lattice properties for use in core-tracking calculations in
CANDU reactors. This refinement takes into account the
individual past history of each bundle, including fluxJ'power
level .fuel temperature, and coolant density and temperature
that the bundle has seen during its stay in the core. Previously,
core-average or locally appropriate values were used for the
lattice parameters, and 'he past history was not taken into
account. This new method provides a means of much more
accurately following the power and burnup history of a
CANDU reactor core, both locally and globally.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Finite-reactor codes such as RFSP (Reference 1) calculate the
3-dimensional flux and power distributions in the reactor core.
The input to these codes is the full 3-d model of the core. The
nuclear properties in this model are constructed from two basic
categories of data:

• the nuclear cross sections of the basic lattice cells,
calculated by a cell code such as POWDERPUFS-V (see
for example Reference 2) or WIMS (Reference 3), and

• the reactivity-device incremental cross sections, usually
calculated by a supercell code such as MULTICELL
(Reference 4).

The lattice cross sections vary with position in the core. The
most direct source of this variation is the fuel irradiation. At
any instant in the reactor history, the irradiation in any given
fuel bundle depends on the local flux and on the length of time
the bundle has been residing in the core. It is mandatory for
codes which are used to track the reactor history, such as RFSP,
to account for the effect of irradiation on the nuclear properties.

In fact, standard 3-d models make use of "fuel tables" (tables
of lattice properties) which are a function of a single parameter,
the fuel irradiation, and interpolation in this single parameter
is used to determine the local cross sections.

There are, however, other sources of spatial variation in lattice
properties in addition to irradiation. This paper presents a new
method for taking these variations into account in
core-tracking simulations.

2.0

2.1

METHODOLOGIES FOR
LATTICE PROPERTIES

CALCULATING

Non-Uniform Core Parameters

Lattice properties depend in principle on several parameters
which are not uniform through the core. Some of these
parameters are:

• the fuel temperature (correlated with bundle power)

• the coolant density (depends on the channel and the axial
position within the channel)

• the coolant temperature (depends on the channel and the
axial position within the channel)

• the absolute flux level (correlated with bundle power)

• the concentration of saturating fission products
(correlated with flux level)

Other parameters which enter into the calculation of lattice
cross sections may exhibit some non-uniformity. One
example is the moderator temperature, which in fact has a 3-d
distribution in the core.

The standard models used in finite-reactor codes do not
attempt to take into account the spatial variation of most of the
above parameters. Typically an average or "effective" value
of the parameter is used in the lattice calculation for all bundles
in the core. For example, an effective core^average fuel
temperature is almost always used, and an average coolant
density is used in most applications. One common exception
is the concentration of the "poison" isotope 135Xe, a 3-d
distribution of which is often taken into account.

Note also that the use of average or effective values means that
the individual local conditions, as well as the history of the
individual local changes which occur during the bundle's
residence in core, are not taken into account in the modelling.

2.2 The Local—Parameter Method

The "local parameter" method of calculating lattice cross
sections was developed several years ago (References 5,6,7) to
take into account the variation of properties with fuel
temperature and coolant density. In actual fact, the variation
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with flux level and the distribution of 135Xe are also taken into
account at the same time, through a correlation between fuel
temperature and bundle power and the relation of the xenon
concentration to the absolute flux level.

This local-parameter method is based on calculating fuel
tables for a number (-40) of pairs of values of fuel temperaiure
(or bundle power) and coolant density which span the expected
range of values, and subsequently calculating the properties of
any bundle by double linear interpolation in these parameters
(in addition to interpolation in irradiation).

While the "local-parameter" method is indeed in principle an
improvement over the "uniform-parameter" scheme which
uses effective core values for the parameters, it does suffer
from [wo weaknesses:

i) It can handle only two independent non-uniform
parameters. Adding even one other parameter makes the
number of fuel tables and of interpolations too
cumbersome.

ii) It cannot handle sudden perturbations easily. The reason
is that, in a perturbation case, each unique combination of
pre-perturbaiion and post-perturbalion values of the
parameters results in a unique fuel table. Thus the number
of tables to be calculated would escalate from -40 to ~402

= 1600.

In addition, since the fuel tables are each evaluated for fixed
(though not-spatially uniform) values of the parameters, the
basic assumption still remains that the fuel in each bundle has
been irradiated at a constant value of the bundle power or
coolant density. Thus, the history of changes in these basic
parameters for a given bundle as it pursues its life in the core
is not taken into account.

2.3 The New History-Based Local-Parameter Method

A new method of calculating lattice properties is proposed
here. In this method, fuel tables against irradiation are not
calculated a priori. Instead, at each core-tracking simulation,
the lattice cell code POWDERPUFS-V is executed for every
fuel bundle in the core individually. There are thus 4560 lattice
calculations for a CANDU 6 reactor. This is not as onerous as
it may seem. The reason is that the lattice calculation for a
particular bundle bridges only the small irradiation step which
the bundle experiences during the time interval associated with
the core-tracking simulation — typically 3 or 4 full-power
days (FPD). That is, the "depletion" calculation for each
bundle docs not start from zero irradiation, but from the
previous value of irradiation for the bundle.

For the purpose of these large numbers of lattice calculations,
a version of POWDERPUFS-V trimmed down to its bare
essentials was created. It is important to note, however, that in
this trimming down of the code no compromise was made in
the calculational method, which remains precisely that used in
the normal computation of fuel tables. In order to start from
a given irradiation point and take the next irradiation step, it

wasfoundthai43distincthemsofdatamustbekepton file for
each bundle. These represent nuclide densities and
miscellaneous data needed in the POWDERPUFS-V
calculation.

With this version of the code, the 4560 lattice calculations to
advance the irradiation in a CANDU 6 can be completed in
about 80 CPU seconds on an APOLLO DN10000 workstation.
This is quite an affordable expenditure in relation to the total
CPU time needed for the core-tracking simulation, which may
be of the order of 15 ± 5 minutes. Note also that the time needed
for the new lattice calculation must be considered in relation
to the time needed for the interpolations in the fuel tables in the
case of the standard simulations. These require about 20 CPU
seconds. We consider the additional 60 CPU seconds a small
price to pay for the capacity of tracking each bundle
individually.

The new methodology indeed treats each bundle's history as
individual. Local conditions can be specified for each bundle,
and changes in local conditions can be taken into account. For
instance:

• the fuel flux in the bundle can be made consistent with the
bundle power at each simulation; thus the history of the
fuel flux is taken into account

• the fuel temperature can similarly be consistent with the
flux level

• the coolant density can be taken to be different at each
location; the distribution of coolant density can be
determined with a thermohydraulics code.

When the bundle moves due to a refuelling operation, the
coolant density will change consistent with the new location.
Other individual values, such as for instance the coolant
temperaiure or the moderator temperature, can be used if their
distribution in the core is known. The important point to note
is that the effect of any change (and of the timing of this
change) in any of the physical parameters of each individual
bundle can now in principle be modelled. This represents an
important simulation refinement from a basic point of view.

Note that what makes this methodology practically possible at
the present time is the standard usage of POWDERPUFS-V
for existing CANDU's, and the relative simplicity of this code.
Applying this methodology with more sophisticated cell
codes, such as WIMS^, may not be presently possible because
the calculation for each bundle may still require too much
computer time. However, whether a practical way can be
found to sufficiently trim these codes, or wheiher computer
advances will cut the calculation time to an acceptable range,
is a question for the future.

Note that the history-based methodology is being proposed for
application to core-tracking simulations. It is not proposed for
"time-average" calculations, the "history" of a bundle not
being a well-defined concept in this case. For time-average
calculations the previous local-parameter method can still be
applied.



3.0 L'APAlilLlTHiS. _ OIL Tilt. J l i S
LOCAL PARAMETER MF-:THOD

In addition 10 allowing the individual tracking of every fuel
bundle in core, the Iiisiory based local -parameter
methodology permits new lyjvs of calculations.

3.1 lion CalcuUu ions

Instantaneous changes in core conditions can easily be
handled. Global and localized changes can be simulated with
the same degree of facility. Changes in temperatures or
densities, localized changes in coolant boiling, loss of coolant,
etc. can all be modelled down to the individual bundle detail
using the history-based methodology and the
POWDERPUFS-V perturbation option; in this calculation no
irradiation step is involved and previous nuclide densities are
used in conjunction will) the new core conditions. This type of
calculation w ill in fact lake less computer lime than the burnup
step, since the nuclide densities need not be recomputed.

3.2 Changes in Saturating l-'ission Products

Changes to the local concentration of saturating fission
products, such as xenon, samarium, rhodium, as well as of
plutonium, can be simulated in conjunction with an external
"fission product" program. This program, can he based on (lie
same methodology as, say, point xenon predictors, but it
would be executed for every bundle in core. It would compute
the 3-d changes in fission-product concentration following a
defined transient such as a reactor shutdown. The modified
concentrations of the fission products can then be read back
into the history-based file anil the 3 d flux and power
distribution can be recalculated. In this way 3-dimensional
samarium and plutonium tnmsienis can be simulated, again
down to individual bundle detail.

4.0 GENKRAL EFFECTS OF THE HISTORY-BASED
LOCAL-PARAMETER METHOD

Assuming as a minimum thai the local bundle power and
coolant density are taken into account, the main consequence
of using the history-based local-parameter method over the
uniform-parameter method is a priori expected to be an
overall radial and axial flattening of the calculated flux and
power distributions. The reasons for this are as follows:

i) The lattice reactivity decreases when the fuel temperature
and power (flux level) increase. Thus, in high-power
regions of the core, where the fuel temperature and (lux
level and the 1?5Xe concentration are higher than the
effective average values, the history-based
local-parameter calculation will tend to reduce the
reactivity and, therefore, the flux/power. Conversely, in
low-power regions the history-based local-parameter
method will increase local reactivity and raise the flux.
Therefore, the central region (both radially and axially)

will see a relative decrease in power, whereas the radial
and axial peripheral regions w ill see a power rise.

ii) In CANDU, reactivity increases when coolant density
drops. Since coolant density is lowest near the channel
outlet, bundles near the channel downstream end will have
their power raised by the history-based local-parameter
calculation.

5.0 RESULTS

The history-based local-paranicter method was tested by
resimulating the Pi. Lepreau operating history over a three
month period O'NO November - 1991 February)- This
constituted 31 RFSP simulations with rcfuellings and buinup
steps.

The starting huniup distribution on 1990 October 29 was of
course arrived at using the conventional uniform-parameter
lattice properties. The effects of the local history' on lattice
properties then built in over a period of time. The local
conditions taken into account in the calculation were the fuel
flux, fuel temperature, and xenon concentration, which were
all made consistent with the bundle power, and coolant density
and temperature at each lattice site, which were obtained from
a thennohydraulics code run for the steady-state reactor
configuration.

Table 1 gives a comparison of maximum channel and bundle
powers over the period, simulated with and without the
history-based local-parameter method. These maxima are
always lower with the history option, by an average of 1.8%
;uid 5.5% for channel and bundle respectively. Table 1 also
shows a comparison of the maximum channel-power peaking
factor (CPPF). This parameter is used to calibrate the ROP
detectors at Point Lcpreau and therefore directly affects the
operating margin. Here we see an average reduction of 1.4%
due to the hisiory-based local-parameter method.

Figure 1 graphically demonstrates the difference in channel
power experienced by a high powered channel (P07) over the
period simulated including its own refuelling early in the
history.

Table 2 compares the powers of the seven power zones
corresponding to the seven pairs of zone control compartments
in the reactor. Each radial zone's power is expressed as a
percentage of the reference (lime average) zone power. The
results were averaged over 100 FPD of the simulation and
indicate dial the central zone's power is reduced by 1.4%, on
average, while the outer four zones increase by -0.5% each.

6.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The new history- based local-parameter method is a basic
refinement to finite-reactor simulation. It provides a moans of
much more accurately following the power and burnup history
of a CANDU reactor core, both locally and globally. Each
bundle's history is tracked, taking into account the local
power/flux level, fuel temperature, coolant temperature and
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density and, in principle, any other local variations identified.
Maximim channel and bundle powers, and CPPF, are all
reduced when the history-based local-parameter method is
used.
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TABLE 1

Comparison of Pt. Lepreau RFSP Production Runs With and Without the HISTORY Option

FPD

2683

2686

2690

2693

2697

2700

2704

2707

2711

2714

2718

2721

2725

2728

2732

2734

2737

2742

2746

2749

2753

2756

2760

2763

2767

2770

2774

2777

2781

2784

2788

2690-2788

Maximum Channel Power (kW)

No
HISTORY

6852(P08)

6780 (R10)

6828 (RIO)

6774 (O0S)

6994(P07)

6965 (TO)

6919(P07)

6947 (Gil)

6914(P07)

6871 (l'07)

6885(P07)

6934(P07)

6851 (HI 3)

6905 (O08)

6882 (NI8)

6878 (N08)

6839(P07)

6827(1115)

6853(1115)

6850(S09)

6909 (O06)

6888(006)

6876 (Q15)

6844(013)

6878 (M07)

6905(017)

6834(Q15)

6832 (O06)

6846(G14)

6864 (O06)

6895 (G14)

6879

HIS'IORY

6S15(1'(W,

66S1 (RIO)

671? (RIO)

6W3 (OI)S)

6813(P07)

6820(POV,

6787 il'D/)

6774(Gil)

6784 (Pl)7)

6744 (N1S)

6769 (P07>

6816(P07)

6719(P07)

6759 (OI)S)

6778 (MS)

6742 (NOS)

6733 (Pin)

6708(1115)

6759 (SIN)

6745 (S09)

6754 (O06)

6742 (O06)

6737 (Q15)

6717(013)

6743 (M07)

6772(017)

6742 (Ql 5)

6723 (O06)

6759 (Q08)

6755 (O06)

6771 (O06)

6752

f>i ffc1 rent" e
(%)

-0.5

-1.5

-1 .7

-1 9

- 2 . 6

-2 .1

-1 .9

-2 .5

-1 .9

- l . S

-1.7

-1 .7

-1.9

-2.1

- 1 . 5

- 2 . 0

-1 .5

- 1 . 7

-1.4

-1 .5

-"• ~<

_ T j

-2.0

-1.9

-2.0

-1.9

-1.3

-1.6

-1.3

-1.6

-1.8

-1.8

Maximum Bundle Power (kW)

No
HISTORY

845 (TO6/6)

846 (SI0/6)

839 (P06/6)

S39(P06/6)

87] (P06/6)

S55 (l\)6/6)

849 (TO6/6)

.S45(H]l/7)

M2(I'17/6)

855 (1*06/6)

846 (11)6/6)

S3SCP06/7)

S33(G17/7)

848 (005/7)

847 (SI0/6)

847 (ill2/7)

842(018/6)

841(018/6)

850 (S09/6)

853 (S09/6)

852 (S09/6)

852 (O05/6)

840 (O06/6)

S44 (J06/7)

847 (O06/6)

844 (017/7)

851 (O06/6)

841 (O06/6)

841(0)7/7)

850 (O06/6)

85! (O05/6)

847

HISTORY

838 (P06/6)

809 (SI 0/6)

796 (SI 0/6)

7SS (P06/6)

S12(P06/6)

803 (P06/6)

798 (P06/6)

793 (TO/7)

797 (PI 7/6)

S06 (P06/6)

S00 (P06/6)

794(1*06/7)

790 (PO5/7)

795 (O05/7)

S06(S10/6)

801 (K12/7)

799(018/6)

797(018/7)

807 (S09/6)

807 (S09/6)

807 (O05/6)

SOi (O05/6)

797 (O05/6)

804 (J06/7)

801 (O06/6)

797 (017/7)

804 (OOS/6)

798 (O06/6)

795 (O06/6)

807 (O06/6)

810(005/6)

800

Difference
{%)

-0.8

-4.4

-5.1

-6.1

-6.8

-6 1

-6.0

-6.2

-5.3

-5.7

-5.4

-5.3

-5.2

-6.3

-4.8

-5.4

-5.1

_^ 2

-5.1

-5.4

-5.3

-5.2

-5.1

-4.7

-5.4

-5.6

-5.5

-5.1

-5.5

-5.1

-4.8

-5.5

CPPF
No

HISTORY

1.079 (PI 1)

1.090 (SOS)

1.088 (S08)

1.0/2 (S12)

1.096 (P07)

1.092 (P06)

1.098 (Q05)

1.090(1-12)

1.084 (P07)

1.077 (P07)

1.079 (P07)

1.093 (P05)

1.075 (G15)

1.075 (P07)

1.084(1113)

1.075 (M08)

1.084 (1116)

1.086(1116)

1.095 (S09)

1.096 (S09)

1.099 (S09)

1.092 (Q16)

1.101 (Q16)

1.090 (Q16)

1.086 (M07)

1.098(QO6)

1.083 (Dll)

1.092 (Dll)

1.082 (Q17)

1.082 (Dll)

1.098(004)

1.088

HISTORY

1.073 (PU)

1.0S0(S08)

1.077 (SOS)

1.064 (HIS)

1.072(1118)

1.075 (P05)

l.O9O(QO5)

1.076(Q05)

1.067 (P17)

].068 (SOS)

1.065 (Q05)

l.OS8(QO5)

1.061 (Q05)

1.063 (S08)

1.068 (Ml 9)

1.067 (Q16)

1.070(1116)

1.067(Q16)

1.081 (S09)

1.079 (S09)

1.079 (S09)

1.078 (Q16)

1.082 (Q16)

1.076(Q16)

1.074 (Q17)

1.087 (Q06)

1.071 (Dll)

1.082 (Dll)

1.073 (Q17)

1.073 (Dll)

1.084(004)

1.074

Difference
(%)

-0.6

-1.0

-1.1

-0.8

-2.4

-1.7

-0.8

-1.4

-1.7

-0.9

-1.4

-0.5

- 1 4

-1.2

-1.6

-0.8

-1.4

-1.9

-1.4

-1.7

-2.0

-1.4

-1.9

-1.4

-1.2

-I.I

-1.2

-1.0

-0.9

-0.9

-1.4

-1.4
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TABLE 2

Comparison of Zone Powers With and Without the HISTORY Option

Axial Zone Pair

1/8

2/9

3/10

4/11

5/12

6/13

7/14

Percent of Reference Power—Averaged Over the
Period FPD 2690 -2788

No HISTORY

99.74

101.22

101.93

98.82

99.14

100.57

98.34

HISTORY

100.25

101.61

101.55

97.46

99.19

101.07

99.01

Difference
(%)

+0.51

+0.39

-0.37

-1.38

+0.05

+0.50

+0.68

100 x (History - No History) / No History

+0.51

+0.39

-0.37

-1.38

+0.05

+0.50

+0.68
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Figure 1
Comparison of Channel Power History
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SIMPLIFIED MODELS FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE
TIME-AVERAGE POWER DISTRIBUTION IN CANDU REACTORS

INCLUDING THE INFLUENCE OF LOCAL PARAMETERS

D. ROZON AND J. TAJMOUATT

Institut dc genie cnergctique
Ecole Polytcchniquc

Montreal, Qc, CANADA, H3C 3A7

ABSTRACT

Simplified models can be very useful in design studies, as
long as the simplifications introduced in the models do not
compromise the accuracy of the parametric survey.
Simplifications are generally introduced in order to reduce
computing costs or the modelling effort. For reactor
calculations, this boils down to reducing the number of
unknowns, and to simplifying the method used to evaluate
the cross sections at each mesh point. This paper will
summarize a study that was caried out to determine the
uncertainty introduced in the reference povser
distributions when various simplifications are introduced
in the model, such as in the time-averaging procedure, the
use of course mesh and the treatment of boundary
conditions. The introduction of symmetry and local
parameter effects will also be discused. In particular, it is
shown that good accuracy on maximum bundle power
I<1%) can be acheived with an 118 core coarse mesh
model, as long as the location of in-core devices are
symmetric.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The reference power distribution in a CANDU reactor is a
time-average power distribution which results from the
nominal state of the core. This state is characterized by:

the lattice properties and core size
the reflector thickness (calandria radii)
the reference fuel management scheme (axial shuffling
scheme, radial distribution of exit burnup, fresh fuel
enrichment,...)
reactivity mechanisms at their nominal position
(adjusters IN, zone controllers at nominal, no boron,...)
the presence of in-core structural material (guide tubes,
detectors,...)

In the early stages of reactor design, a large number of flux
calculations are needed to find the optimum configuration of
devices, along with an appropriate fuelling scheme.
Requirements arc that the maximum lime-average (T-A)
bundle power and channel power satisfy specified limits.
Reactivity devices must also provide the required amount of
rccativity. There will therefore be an advantage in using

appropriate simplified models for parametric surveys or
optimization studies, inasmuch as the accuracy on the above
parameters is not compromised.

This paper will summarize a study that was caricd out with
the OPTEX-4 codcf'J in order to determine the uncertainty
introduced in the reference power distributions when the
following simplifications are introduced:

a simplified time-average model for uni- and bi-
directional fuelling will be introduced and compared to
the standard model
coarse mesh vs fine mesh, including the
homogenization of reactivity mechanisms over two
lattice pitches instead of one
the inclusion (or absence) of local parameter effects
trcatement (or neglect) of the cylindrical boundary
condition in the radial direction

Two reactor models were used for the study. A CANDU-3
model was dcvelopped, in 1/2 and 1/4 core symmetry, as
well as a 1/4 and 1/8 core symmetry model for CANDU-
600. The computed uncertainties in the bundle and channel
power distributions resulting from the above simplifications
will be given for both these reactors. Emphasis will be
placed on the simplified time-average procedure and on the
treatment of local parameters.

2.0 THE TIME-AVERAGING PROCEDURE

2.1 The Standard Time-Average Model

In the standard lime-average procedure (ex. FMDP or
OHRFSP), uniform values of exit irradiation (or fuelling
frequencies) are imposed over a limited number of burnup
zones. Considering the axial shuffling scheme used in each
zone, the imposition of a fixed exit irradiation for the fuel in
a given bumup zone determines a range of irradiations for
each bundle in the zone. This range also depends on the
local flux in the fuel. As Fig. 1 illustrates, average bundle
fuel burnup can be used as the independant parameter for
interpolation of cross sections, since irradiation and burnup
are very nearly linear in the cell code POWDERPUFS-V
(PPV) which was used in this study.
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Figure 1: Burnup vs. fuel irradiation in PPV

0.5 1 0

Fuel irradiation (n/kb)

The advantage in using burnup as the indcpcndant variable is
that it is uniquely defined (ex. MWh/kg) whereas fuel
irradiation (n/kb) depends on the cell code definition
(Westcotl flux, thermal flux,...), which is not necessarily
the same from one code to the other.

The usual approach to the T-A model is to group the
channels into burnup zones, with the same average exit
burnup and axial shuffling scheme for every channel in the
zone. The simplest case is to define two radial zones for
differcniial fuelling to acheive radial flattening of the power
distribution. Using the burnup notation, the following
definitions arc used:

Tj : lime interval between rcfucllings in channel / at
equilibrium

<pjk : time-average thermal flux in unit cell containing
bundle k in channel j

nj : number of fresh bundles introduced in channel j al
each refuelling

Bj : average cxilburnup in channel)

The T-A bundle power distribution is thus:

Pjk - Hjk <t>jk 0)

The burnup increment in bundle k over the cycle defined by
the interval between rcfuellings is simply:

ABjk = Hjk (t>jk Tj =

- BT.jk ~ BO,jk (2)

The equilibrium refuelling condition imposes lhat the
average exit burnup of the bundles removed from channel j

is given by the total energy produced in the channel during
the cycle, divided by ny:

nj k

Eliminating T j , we find:

where:

ABjk = rij Bj y/jk

Hjk <Pjk
Vjk = v ' ,

Lnjk <Pik
k

(3)

(4)

(5)

Vj/jk is seen to be the local bundlc-to-channel power ratio.
The timc-avcraged cross sections are then be obtained by
averaging the burnup dependent properties over the specified
ranges:

1

ijk
r{e)do (6)

Using vector notation, the integration limits are given by:

(7)

where Sj is the axial shuffling operator applicable to
channel j (or the burnup zone in which j is located).

Because of the dependence of cross sections on the local flux
in Eq. 6, the T-A diffusion problem is non-linear and outer
iterations will required to converge on the T-A flux
distribution. In OPTEX-4, these outer iterations can be
coupled with the outer iterations associated with criticality
control: at each outer iteration, the totai fuelling rate (or the
core average exit burnup) is adjusted to yield a specified
value of keff (usually kerpl.0).

We note that since bundle properties depend on the local
flux, each bundle in the core has different properties,
resulting in a high degree of heterogeneity in the domain. A
full 3-D representation is thus generally required in the
diffusion calculations of the T-A power. These arc required
in spite of the fact that reactivity devices and major
structural material are generally located symmetrically abouv
the axial mid-plane in CANDU reactors. 1/2 core (lcft-to-
right) symmetry is also generally found.
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Simplifying the T-A procedure thus offers the potential of
reducing the number of unknowns in the problem by a factor
of at least 4.

2.2 The Homogeneous Model

A much simplified approach is the so-called homogeneous
model, where axially uniform properties arc defined by
integrating the cross sections over the entire range of bumup
in any given burnup zone. This procedure is valid for
continuous bi-directional fuelling. Thus:

Wmk =
ye/71

1

¥i Jo
(8)

The fuel properties arc seen to be axially homogeneous
(same for every bundle k in channel j). Also, the cross
sections are independent of the local flux, so that no
iterations on the axial shape are required. Symmetry can be
used to the extent allowed by in-corc devices.

A major disadvantage of the homogeneous method is that it
does not reflect the influence of the axial shuffling schemes.
Neglecting the discrete nature of refuelling introduces errors
in in T-A flux shape, tending to over-estimate the maximum
channel power and to underestimate the maximum bundle
power. Due to the non-conservative results, this method
docs not meet our accuracy requirements and is considered
obsolete.

2.3 The Zonal Time-Average Model (proposed)

An improved simplified approach has been programmed in
OPTEX-4 wich retains the basic non-linearity of the time-
average problem, ft consist of an averaging procedure which
converges on a single axial flux shape per burnup zone
(instead of each channel), with a single range of bundle
burnups for each axial position in the zone. Eq. 6 then
becomes:

[ X " , * <Pjk
jem \ k

(11)

The integration limits arc obtained using Sm , the shuffling
operator in burnup zone m, as in Eq. 7.

We note that for uni-dircctional fuelling, fuel properties arc
homogeneous in each plane, but differ from one plane to
another. The number of fuel cells with different properties
is thus reduced to NK, the number of bundles in a channel
(usually 12). We also observe that iterations on the axial
flux shape are still required. The zonal T-A model will
therefore include (he axial flattening effect of the shuffling
scheme, contrary to the homogeneous model.

Also, since properties arc homogeneous in the XY plane
(within each burnup zone), 1/2 and 1/4 core symmetry will
be possible with the Zonal T-A model if the device
positions allow it. Considering that most uni-directional
schemes can be made symmetric about the mid plane, 1/4 or
even 1/8 core symmetry could also be applied (i.e. only 6
bundles per channel in the domain).

However, most CANDU reactors use bi-dirccuonal schemes.
Even in CANDU-3, a bi-direciional 4 bundle scheme is used
in the outer burnup zone. Because the fuelling direction
alternates from one channel to the next, the fuel properties
will not be homogeneous in each plane, contrary to uni-
directional schemes. In order to allow symmetry, a special
averaging procedure is thus required for bi-directional
fuelling.

The average will in fact be applied at each axial position
over two adjacent channels (refuelled in opposite direction in
bi-directional refuelling). Let Smk+ be the T-A cross
section obtained using Eq.9 for bundle k in a channel refuel-
led in the positive direction in burnup zone m, and Emk the
value for a refuelled in the opposite direction. The value used
in OPTEX-4 is simply:

i

-T5—
ABmk V.mk

(j e m)

where

and

- n (10)

(* = 1,NK)

With axial symmetry, this simplifies to:

1

(12)

(13)

= 1,NK/2)
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Figure 2 Comparison of Time-Average axial power shapes in CANDU-600
0.15

channel D 13

Full core Time-Average

1/8 core Zonal T.-A.

1/8 core Homogeneous

5 6 7

Axial position
9 10 11 12

2.4 Numerical results

The Zonal T-A procedure yields properties which are axially
non-uniform but arc axially symmetric. Since in-core
reactivity mechanisms are generally positionncd symmetri-
cally about the axial mid-plane, this approach allows the use
of half-core symmetry in the calculations (i.e. only 6
bundles per channel instead of 12), while producing a bundle
power distribution which should still reflect the influence of
the particular axial shuffling scheme used. Table 1
compares the values obtained in 1/8 core symmetry with a
full core FMDP reference calculation for CANDU-600,
using the standard T-A model with an 8-bundle bi-directional
scheme.

Table 1 Comparison of T-A models
(CANDU-600)

max. bundle
power (kW)
max. channel
power (kW)
Avg. exit B
(MWhlkR)

adjuster worth
(mk)

unknowns!
energy group

CP time
(sec)

Time-
Average

(full core)

826.58

6482.1

172.7

17.71

6128

107.3

Zonal T-A
(118 core)

826.12

6470.8

172.0

17.44

766

11.6

llomog.
(118 core)

795.56

6465.3

172.7

15.74

766

6.9

As can be observed, the zonal T-A procedure yields results
which are much closer to the full core values than does the
homogeneous model, while reducing the computing effort

0.12

0 10"

0.02-

Full core Time-Avg.
1/8 core Zonal T.-A.
1/8 core Homogeneous

o.oo -p
4 5 6 7

position

10 11 12

by a factor of nearly 10. The axial power shapes are also
compared in Fig.2 for two specific channels, inside the
adjusted region (inner core J 12) and outside (outer core
D 13). Cases arc normalized to the same channel power. In
fact, the values shown correspond to the definition of Eq. 5.

We note that the axial shapes obtained with the Zonal T-A
model arc nearly identical to the ones obtained with the
standard T-A model, while the homogeneous model tends to
systematically ovcrfiaitcn the axial shape. This leads to
lower flux values in the region of the adjusters, yielding a
significantly lower reactivity worth of the adjusters in the
homogeneous model. Of greater importance is the
underestimate of the peak power.

3.0 MESH SPACING

3.1 Fine mesh vs. coarse mesh

As we saw in the previous section, the T-A procedure calls
for the integration of burnup dependent macroscopic cross
sections over a range of burnup specified by the T-A
procedure. The basic (burnup dependent) lattice properties
are obtained from unit cell calculations using transport
theory (ex. PPV), in the form of two-group macroscopic
cross sections homogenized over the unit cell volume
containing a fuel bundle and the surrounding moderator
within the lattice. The data field for the neutron diffusion
equation thus contains uniform values within each lattice
cell in the core.

The two-group diffusion equation is then solved by using
an appropriate numerical method, usually mesh-centered
finite differences (MCFD) or finite elements (FEM). In
OPTEX-4, the diffusion equation is solved by calling the
diffusion module TRIVAC'^, which uses a variable order
nodal collocation method. The lowest order is equivalent to
first order MCFD.
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Figure 3a
Fine mesh (GFMSC)
CANDU-600 1/8 core

Figure 3b
Coarse mesh (GCMSC)

CANDU-600 1/8 core
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A more appropriate definition of the supercell would be to
homogenize the adjusters over two latices pitches (i.e. one
on either side of the device). This approach would be more
accurate, since it reflects the spatial frequency of insertion.
An added benefit is that a coarse mesh calculation becomes
possible.

3.2 Numerical results

12 13 14 15 16 17 1a 19 20 21 22
I I I 1 I I I i i I I I

Within the core, the natural choice for the numerical mesh
spacing is the channel lattice and the bundle length (i.e. the
calculation mesh contains one unknown per energy group
per lattice position). This coarse mesh is generally
considered sufficient for CANDU reactor calculations.
Indeed, our calculations on a 1/8 core coarse mesh model
showed that for peak power and reactivity worths, the first
order solution (I unknown/lattice) was within 1% of the
second order method (containing 8 unkowns/!allice).

The presence of reactivity devices inserted interstitially is
accounted for by correcting the adjaceni lattice properties
with an incremental cross section, calculated seperatly in a
3D supcrccll using transport theory (ex. MULTICELlJ3!).
The traditional approach is to homogenize the reactivity
device over a volume equal to the unit cell volume. As a
consequence of this approach, the incremental cross sections
are applied over half a lattice volume on both sides of the
device. This in turn imposes a finer mesh spacing for the
diffusion calculations, i.e. two mesh points per bundle. As
a result, the number of unknowns in the diffusion equation
is more than tripled. The difference between coarse mesh
and fine mesh is illustrated in Fig. 3

The problem with this approach is that in the case of the
adjusters, the boundary conditions imposed in the supercell
calculations (reflection) imply that the adjusters are inserted
between every row of channels, when in fact the devices are ^y. _ A£o

inserted every second row, as illustrated in Fig. 4. 2

Figure 4 Adjuster Supercell definition The results are given in Table 2.

In order to evaluate the influence of the homogenization
procedure for the adjusters, three case will be compared on a
1/8 core model of CANDU-600:

1- a fine mesh calculation, as in Fig. 3a (GFMSC)

2- a coarse mesh calculation, as in Fig. 3b (GCMSC)

3- a fine mesh calculation, but with adjusters homogenized
over two lattice pitches as in the coarse mesh case
(GFM2SC)

The incremental cross sections for the adjusters in the fine
mesh (case 1) were taken from the Gentilly-2 data base. For
cases 2 and 3, the adjusters are homogenized over two lattice
pitches using simply volume homogenization.'

(14)

oo oloo
traditional supercell more appropriate

definition

We note that there is very little difference the coarse mesh
calculation (GCMSC) and the fine mesh calculation with
adjusters homogenized over 2 pitches (GFM2SC). In fact,
the RMS deviations in the bundle powers in each plane was
smaller than 0.5%. This result demontratcs that there is no
need for a fine mesh calculation on the basis of numerical
convergence alone.



Table 2 Coarse mesh vs. fine mesh
(1/8 core CANDU-600)

input to the cell code, and a sepera'c lattice burnup
calculation is carried out lo generate ib^uel table.

max. bundle
power (kW)
max. channel
power (kW)
Avg. exit B
(MWklka)
adjst. worth

(mlc)
unknowns!

energy group
CP time

(sec)

GFMSC

819.38

6449.64

172.8

17.0

2556

33.5

GCMSC

826.12

6470.8

172.0

17.4

766

11.6

GFM2SC
(horn, adj.)

825.74

6458.7

171.1

17.4

2556

33.1

When we compare the first two cases, small differences
appear, particularly in the vicinity of the adjusters where the
bundle power can differ by 4 to 5 % and the channel power
by about 1 %. However, these differences arc not significant
since in principle, a new supcrccll calculation should be
carried out to homogenize the adjusters over 2 lattice pitches
(instead of dividing by 2, as in Eq. 14). Because the fine
flux distribution in the extended supercell is not the same,
the flux-volume homogenization would yield slightly
different incremental cross sections. This correction would
account for the observed differences between cases 1 and 2.

With regards to the mesh spacing, we conclude that a coarse
mesh calculation is adequate, provided the reactivity devices
are homogencized over two lattice pitches in the supercell
calculation. We will now consider the local corrections
wich can be introduced to improve the accuracy of the
reference power distribution.

4.0 LOCAL PARAMETERS

Although not strictly related to the adequacy of simplified
methods, one aspect of the calculation of the reference power
distribution is an appropriate treatcment of local parameters.

4.1 Effective parameters (traditional approach)

The traditional approach to flux calculations has been to
interpolate the burn up dependent cell cross sections in a
unique reference fuel table. This reference table is obtained
from a sepcrate cell calculation (ex. PPV) where "effective"
values of local parameters are specified. The more important
local parameters are the fuel temperature, the coolant density
and temperature, in addition lo the absolute flux level in the
cell. These parameters are local in the sense that they
normally have different values for each bundle in the core.
A unique "effective" value is chosen for each parameter at

- 15 -

The advantage of this approach lies in its great simplicity.
A single seperate cell calculation is carried out to provide the
properties of every bundle in the core. On the other hand,
we know thai the local parameters are distributed throughout
the core, and their distribution should affect global reactivity
and the flux distribution. Moreover, the distribution of local
parameters is itself a function of the power distribution via
the channel thermalhydraulics.

The traditional approach therefore relies on the choice of
"effective" parameters, although the effectiveness criterion is
not obvious. Presumably, one would choose parameters
which preserve the keff obtained with distributed parameters.

In order to remove this arbitrary choice, a distributed
parameter approach has been introduced'**! in which locally
appropriate values of coolant density, fuel temperature and
flux level are accounted for via interpolation in a grid of fuel
tables spanning the fuel temperature and coolant density
range. This improved approach thus requires a large number
of scperate cell calculations (=30) to constitute the fuel table
data base.

4.2 Local parameter correction in OPTEX-4

The approach we have used in OPTEX-4 is somewhat
simplified. A reference cell calculation was first carried out,
using reference values of the local parameters. For
CANDU-600, we chose a high power bundle (830 kW) with
an average fuel temperature of 842°C. The relationship
between bundle power and fuel temperature was obtained
with a 1-D heat transfer model of a fuel pin, including UO2
fuel, cladding and coolant at a fixed average temperature
(290°C). This relation is illustrated in Fig. 5.

Two local effects were introduced separately in OPTEX-4:
the distributed xenon concentration, and the fuel temperature
e f fcc t- Figure 5

Fuel temperature vs. bundle power
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a) xenon

First, a local incremental cross section is calculated to
account for the distributed saturated xenon distribution,
usins a formalism similar to the XEMAX code:

where

*jk =
<*x <t>jk Cjk

Xx +ax

and

Only the thermal absorption cross section is corrected. The
reference value (xref) is 0.944, indicating that the xenon
concentration in the reference table is near its saturation
value in an infinite flux (1.0).

b) fuel temperature (absolute flux)

The absolute flux level in the fuel will influence the
concentration of other saturated fission products. It also
determines the fission rate in the fuel, so it is related to
bundle power. As shown in Fig. 5, average fuel temperature
is itself related to bundle power. These combined effects
were accounted in OPTEX-4 by interpolating a local
incremental cross sections as a function of the local bundle
power in a set of 5 fuel tables which were generated at
different power and temperature levels. Note that the effect
of xenon is first removed from these tables, so that the
incremental cross sections can be added separately (and the
effect verified independently of the xenon distribution effect).
Thus:

(16)

where
AL*{PhB) = L*{phB)-Z-{pref,B) (17)

The incremental cross section table was therefore obtained
by taking the difference between the xenon-free properties at
temperature and the xenon-free properties in the reference
table.

We note that both corrections depend on the local cell
(thermal) flux. Consequently, outer iterations are necessary
to apply the local parameter corrections. Since outer
iterations are already required in the T-A procedure and for
criticality control, no additionnal effort is introduced by
these corrections.

4.2 Numerical results for local parameters

Table 3 summarizes the results of the application of the
above local corrections.

We note that the distributed xenon has relatively little effect
on the peak power. The reason is that xenon is in fact rather
uniformly distributed in the core at full power. Although
we observed a reduction of xenon concentration of nearly
20% in the fuel bundles at the extremities of the channels
(positions 1 and 12), these differences fall rapidly as we
proceed inside the core, so that the resulting effect on the
power distribution is quite small.

The same cannot be said of the temperature correction,
which follows the power distribution much more closely.

Table 3 shows a reduction of 2.4% in maximum bundle
power, and a reduction of 1.1% in maximum channel power.
These values depend on the location of the maxima, as well
as the reference value of bundle power in the reference table.
We remember that a high value was chosen as a reference
(830 kW), and this tends to minimize the gain. What is
certain is that the application of the local parameter
correction always flattens the power shape and will always
lead to a gain in operating margin.

Let us consider the flattening effect more closely. Fig. 6
shows the relative difference in bundle powers in plane 1 and
6, as well as the difference in channel powers for the
CANDU-600 1/8 core model, with and without the local
correction. We note that when applying the local parameter
correction, the bundle power generally increases in the the
first plane, more so in the outer channels. In the center of
the core (plane 6), bundle powers generally decrease,
indicating that the temperature correction flattens the axial
distribution of power in the reactor. There is also radial
flattening, as evidenced by the differences in channel powers.
The flattening effect is easily understood since in regions
where the fuel temperature (bundle power) is lower the the
reference value (i.e. in the reference table), the fuel is less
reactive (k<x, is lower) and the local power goes down. Even
if all bundle powers in the core are lower than the reference
value (as is the case in our example), normalization to total
reactor power will increase the power at the core periphery,
and the flattening effect will be observed.

Another important aspect of the local parameter correction is
the global rectivity effect. Since our reference table was
established for an arbitrarily high bundle power, the reference
calculation underestimated the excess reactivity of the fuel in
the reactor, leading to an underestimate of the average exit
burnup when criticality control is applied. We note in table
3 that when the temperature correction is applied, the exit
burnup is increased, and a value much closer to the true
value is predicted (i.e. experimentally observed). The
application of the local parameter correction thus removes
the arbitrariness in the choice of the reference "effective"
parameters.
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Table 3 Local Parameter Corrections (CANDU 1/8 core)

max. bundle
power (kW)

max. channel
power (kW)

Avg. exit burnup
(MWh/ka)

adjuster worth
(mk)

Zonal T-A (no
correction)

826.12

6470.8

172.0

17.44

xenon
correction

821.72

6456.4

173.4

17.33

temp,
correction

810.11

6409.6

183.5

17.03

xen.+temp.
corrections

805.96

6397.55

185.0

16.94

A similar approach was taken to apply the local parameter
correction on a 1/4 core model of CANDU-3 (i.e. half core
with axial symmetry). The reference table was generated in
this case for a bundle power of 730 kW, in anticipation of
the increased axial flattening produced by the unidirectional
axial shuffling schemes. In this case, the effect of the local
parameter correction was somewhat more significant, a 4.7%
reduction in maximum bundle power, and a reduction of
2.0% in the maximum channel power. Fig. 7 shows the
change in channel powers calculated for our CANDU-3
model.

5. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

When solving the diffusion equation, void or extrapolated
boundary conditions are applied on the external boundary of
the domain. In the X-Y plane, the physical boundary (where
flux goes to zero) is determined by the cylindrical boundary
of the calandria. Because of the cartesian mesh definition,
the circular boundary is necessarily approximated by Ihe X
and Y limits. The crudeness of this approximation will be
greater at a 45° angle, and it will be compounded by the use
of a coarse mesh representaton. In our study, we were
concerned by the influence this approximation could have on
the power distribution in the reactor, considering the fact
that the notch in the calandria in the first two axial positions
considerably reduces the reflector thickness.

A cylindrical boundary correction was applied in TRIVAC
by adjusting the extrapolated boundary in the X and Y
direction at each mesh point on the radial boundary to match
the (physical) cylindrical boundary.^'

Our results on our CANDU-600 model show a significant
effect of the cylindrical correction on bundle powers in
planes 1 and 2, as expected: a reduction of 4% in the central
channel bundle powers in plane 2, with an increase of nearly
20% at a 45° angle at the periphery. In the central plane,
thcr is still a reduction of 3.5% in the center and an increase
of 8% at the periphery. Fig. 8 shows the differences in
channel powers observed when applying the cylindrical
correction. We note that for this model, the cylindrical

correction is even more important that the local parameter
correction.

We observe finally that the CANDU-3 reactor is a special
case because of the presence of the shicl tank extension on
the top of the core. In this case, the cylindrical correction
must exclude the sector containing the shield lank boundary
(27°). Results are shown in Fig. 9. We note that effect of
the cylindrical correction is opposite the previous case. This
does noi indicate a trend for CANDU-3, but rather reflects
the crudeness of our particular model in representing the
physical boundary.

We conclude that the application of the cylindrical boundary
correction is essential, because it corrects for the
inadequacies of the cartesian mesh to represent correctly the
physical boundary, which can have an influence on the
calculated power distribution as great as the local parameter
correction.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have shown that simplified Time-Average
models are possible without significant loss of accuracy on
peak power. In particular, it was observed that our proposed
Zonal T-A approach can reproduce the axial flux shape
obtained with the standard model, while allowing symmetry
to be applied in the calculation (up to 1/8 core).

We also concluded that the choice of a fine mesh over a
coarse mesh for CANDU reactor calculations is mostly due
to the arbitrary homogenization of adjusters over 1 lattice
pilch instead of 2, and is not due to considerations of the
numerical discretization of the diffusion operator, as it
should. In fact, a coarse mesh representation is quite
adequate, provided the supercell calculations are applied over
the appropriate volume and that cylindrical boundary
correction is applied.

Finally, we noted the importance of including a correction
for local parameters, because of the systematic reduction in
peak power and the increased accuracy in reactivity and
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burnup predictions associated with the reference power
distribution.
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Figure 7 Effect of local correction on power distribution
(CANDU-3)
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A GENERALIZED NON-EQUILIBRIUM TANK MODEL
FCR CATHENA

N.U. AYDEMIR
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Pinawa, Manitoba
Canada ROE 1L0

ABSTRACT

The one-dimensional, two-fluid thermalhydraulic
computer code CATHENA ((Canadian j4/porit/im
for £HJ£rmalhydraulic N_etwork ̂ Analysis) has a
two-region pressurizer model, with each region
represented by a drift-flux homogeneous
thermalhydraulic model. However, the range of
applicability of this model is limited because of
the homogeneous assumption. To extend the
capabilities \>f CA THEN A, a t.wo-region (upper
and lower), two-fluid, non-equilibrium Tank
Model has been developed capable of representing
the majority of tanks in the CANDU primary
heat transport system. A two-fluid approach
is used in generating the conservation equations
for the upper and lower regions of the tank.
This paper presents the conservation equations
describing the Tank Model, and the constitutive
relations defining the mass and energy transfer
within each region and between the upper and
lower regions. The numerical solution scheme
is described, and examples are presented that
demonstrate the versatility of the model.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Currently, there are a number of studies on the
modelling of pressurizer tanks available in
literature. In a majority of these works, the
model is able to predict the basic response of
the pressurizer to selected plant transients (or
scaled-down pressurizer tank transients)
reasonably well. Although most vessels in
reactor systems have insurge or outsurge lines,
not all of them are equipped with internal
heaters, spray lines, bleed or relief valves, etc.
Current models are usually developed to
represent a specific vessel.

There is also a variation in the general
methodology used among the models reviewed:

1. Single volume tank. The mass and energy
conservation equations are written for steam
only, everything else, including the liquid region
is represented in the form of source and sink
terms in an energy equation.

2. Two-volume tank with steam volume at
saturation.

3. Two-volume tank with saturated/superheated
gas and subcooled/saturated liquid.

Typical examples in each category can be found
elsewhere (1,2,3,4). Further subdivisions of the
models are possible if one considers the
inclusion of sprays, heaters , inter-region
transport processes, flashing (5,6), etc. The less
elaborate models where the eteam is assumed to
be compressed isentropically are no longer in
use since it quickly became obvious that the
amount of condensation and heat loss on the
walls of the steam zone are very significant.

In the present study, a generalized
Model" (GTM) has been developed that is able
to model a variety of tanks. This is required
in the modelling of CANDU nuclear reactor
where tanks such as a pressurizer, deaerator,
degasser-condenser, etc., may be present in the
thermalhydraulic network.

Features of the present model include the
following:

lj A two-fluid approach is adopted for both
tank regions (upper and lower). True local
thermodynamic non-equilibrium is modelled
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(some authors use the term non-equilibrium in
reference to non-equilibrium between upper and
lower tank regions). As a result, separate
models for spray condensation or flashing are
not needed. I:."tead, relations are used to
calculate interface heat and mass transfer based
on interfacial are»,s and temperature differences
between the phases. 2) The model has been
implicitly integrated in the thermalhydraulics
code CATHENA. Thus: i) Any number of
connections to the vessel are possible at any
location (for example surge lines can be covered
or uncovered by either region during a
transient); ii) Detailed control systems can be
modelled to regulate the functions of the tank.
For example, the spray rate , relief valve
operation or internal heaters can be easily
controlled using other CATHENA models; 3)
Meta-stable thermodynamic states in the tank
regions (e.g., superheated liquid) are allowed.
One may therefore be able to model liquid
superheating followed by flashing in the lower
zone during a rapid pressure relief or intensive
condensation of steam in the upper region
during spraying with subcooled liquid droplets
forming part of the mixture. Some of these
droplets may totally evaporate while some m&y
succeed in reaching the lower liquid region.

2.0 METHODOLOGY

2.1 Mathematical Idealization

The tank is assumed to consist of an upper
and a lower region as shown in Figure 1 with
an arbitrary number of pipe connections.

Since thermodynamic non-equilibrium of the two
regions is a possibi l i ty, the s ta tes and
compositions of both regions are represented
separately.

The upper and lower tank regions are modelled
as independent volumes that are allowed to
exchange heat and mass through mechanisms
such as condensate fall, bubble rise or flashing.
Each region is assumed to consist of two
phases: gas and liquid and are allowed to
exchange heat and mass through an interface as
determined by CATHENA condensation and
boiling mechanisms. This t r ea tmen t is
consistent with the two-fluid modelling approach
in CATHENA (7). One must, however,

Any number of
connections are
possible

Upper Region

U U U U
,a ,n . ,hf

O

I

L L
h

L L L L
F ,0 ,hg ,hf

Lower region

r
FIGURE 1. TANK MODEL AND VARIABLES

distinguish between the interface between the
two regions (inter-region) and the interface
between the phases wi th in each region
(interface).

The thermodynamic state of each region is
specified by four variables (P, tt, hg) hf, see
nomenclature), assuming that the phasic
pressures are the same. This is consistent with
those used in CATHENA. Since there are two
regions, there are nine variables, the ninth
variable being the volume of the upper region.
The dependent system variables are shown in
Figure 1.

Four conservation equations per region (two for
mass and two for energy) are generated giving
a total of eight equations. A ninth equation,
formulated to close the system, is supplied by a
"tank momentum" equation. This equation
reduces to a requirement of hydrostatic pressure
balance within the upper and lower regions.



2.2 Internal Physical Processes

2.2.1 Transfer Mechanisms

In the present model, the following modes of
heat and mass transfer are considered:

Conservation of Mass (4 Eqns.):

dm,
k _ ri

dt k
(k=g,f and i=U, L)

Conservation of Energy (4 Egns.1):

[1]

•Interface condensation and evaporation,
•Inter-region condensation,
•Bubble-rise,
•Rain-out, and
•Internal heaters.

Wall-condensation and wall boiling mechanisms
will be added in the near future using the
comprehensive heat transfer package within
CATHENA.

2.2.2 Modelling of Tank Functions

Heat and mass exchanges through spray lines,
surge or bleed lines, relief valves, etc., are
included in the source terms as t ransport
quantities. No separate models for these need
be developed as the users define their own
components and connect them to the tank using
the input options of CATHENA.

2.2.3 Control Systems

CATHENA models are used to control the tank
internal heater and other functions, such as the
sprays, relief valves, bleed valves, etc., providing
a large degree of flexibility.

2.2.4 Numerical Solution Scheme

The equation solution scheme is similar to the
CATHENA Numerical solution technique (7): A
one-step semi-implicit finite difference scheme is
used. The discretized system of equations is
arranged in a similar fashion to other
CATHENA nodes and put in the global finite-
difference matrix. The GTM equations are
therefore a part of the complete system of
equations representing the facility being
modelled and solved simultaneously with the
rest of the network equations.

2.3 Governing Equations

The conservation equations for the GTM can be
written in the following form:

k _ ,i pi k
dT " 'k " P dt

Balance of Momentum (1 Eqn.):

f

[2]

[3]

where the subscripts g, f refer to gas and fluid
phases respectively. Superscripts U, L denote
the "upper" and "lower" zones, respectively
(variables are defined in the nomenclature at
the end of this paper).

The forms of the source terms F ^ and ^ y
depend on the physical phenomena in the tank
being modelled. For example, inter-region
heat/mass exchange would be included here.
The mass and energy transport terms due to
branches connected to the tank, as well as the
effect of branch elevation on the local pressure
at the junction to the tank, are also taken into
account through the source terms. Space
restrictions do not allow a detailed description
of these terms.

Using the relations

\ = and = H * -

[4a, b]

(or dividing Eqn.(4b) by m£

i ,i ni iu, = h, - r v,k k k

combined with

dt dt

[4c]

[5]

where the parameters 7 represent the dependent
variables (e.g., pressure) and ^ represent the
derived variables (e.g., density). Equations jl]
and J2| then, become:
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k dt
i
n
i dV

Vk dT
t v1

dt [6]

( b n V n + 1 ) ,

• dm, . dh. . J n i
1 k 1 k y1 —

dt mk dt ~ k dt
wliere

dt

since

8h

iv K

T dt~ 9Pi dt

[7]

[8]

The equation for balance of internal tank
momentum given by Equation (3) can be
simplified if the spatial velocity gradients and
viscous terms within the tank are assumed to
be negligible compared to the internal body
force terms. This leads to the following
equation:

dP_ + r r pB,
dz v l

or equivalently,

PL- PU= - § - (z
U Up z pj

[9a]

[9b]

where p1= /51a1+

Equations [6|, [7| and [9b] form a system of
nine equations to be discretized and solved with
the techniques described briefly in the next
section. These methods are also discussed in
reference (7) in more detail.

2.4 Discretization

In accordance with the numerical solution
scheme adopted in CATHENA, the GTM
equations are cast in the form (for a given
phase k):

where summation over L denotes the sum of
contributions from all connections attached to
the region. Superscript n denotes the value of
a variable at time step n.

Equations [1) through [3j can be written semi-
implicitly as follows:

9m. 3F, ,
, k k -.n n+1

[10]

9U,1

K P
" P

1 ±
dt

~ p

. dV.1
i k

dT

The momentum balance equation is rewritten as

p n+ l pn+l_

R r / U.

5 - [ ( Z
u / # n + 1

+ ( Z
L ^

U N n , U U , U , L L>n
«D} d z + z d^m+ ( z PJ

[12a]

Where z = V /A and 1 =H-z . Using
Equations [5] and [8], Equation [I2aj becomes
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! 1 4 c

ur u , u u / ,
rg KOh

Tj J

"i . . . o n i or
l

L
IB J-lrU L r L t L

- - T - dv + z [p do

+ .. terms similar to above for lower region.
Replace U with L) ] } |12b]

where Equations |4] and |5] must be used in
Equations [10] through [ 12] when required. A
further simplification is poss ib le with the
definition <Z g = (1-fl f) = C.

2.5 Source Terms

These are given by V j, and jj ̂ . Source terms
for the mass conservation equations are

T f = -mT- m g i+ Z (mf)

F = -m, + m . + Z (m )
g b g i 1

 K gJ

.L . l v

[13a]

[13b]

[13c]

[13d]

Source terms for the Conservation of Energy
equations are:

= mi h - j h + j hb g J+ g J - g,

m .hU + QU.+ E (m1h1)gi g , s V l ^ g gJ

• uU .U ,U
r f g i f , s

[14a]

• 1,1s

J b - j h - m . h . + 0 . . +J + g J - g , s g i f , s ^ f i

mn T hU-L g
[14d

where

denotes the mass flow rate at a connection
"1" as seen by region "i".

The summation over "1" in the above equations
represents the contribution of transport terms
(mass or energy) from all links connected to
the tank region being considered. For example,
a branch carrying sub-cooled water can be
connected to the tank in the upper region
simulating a spray (the droplet diameter is
computed by CATHENA from a flow-regime
map). The cold water coming in will be added
to the upper fluid mass and energy equations.
Then, the heat and mass (i.e., condensation of
steam on water droplets) will take place
through the two-phase interface heat/mass
transfer mechanisms.

2.6 Internal Transport Mechanisms
and Models

The internal transport mechanisms considered in
this version of the GTM are bubble rise,
droplet rain-out and inter-region heat transfer
models. The local exchange of heat and mass
through the interface of the two phases within
a given region is determined by CATHENA
models. These are, however, slightly modified
before being used in the GTM model (to allow
for the changing volumes of the regions).

2.6.1 Bubble-Rise

A uniform bubble distribution in the lower tank
region is assumed. The rate of bubbles crossing
the inter-region boundary is given by:

m, = A M , y , p ro U-.U D' g,L<

or in semi-implicit form:
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+ a dt

dp
I .
V 3P

dP

dt

either direction through an inter-region interface
is given by reference (9):

1/2
_ P W

1/2
[18]

[15]

The bubble-rise velocity Vj, is similar to that
given in reference (9):

[16]

where the constants 02,02 a r e defined in
reference (7).

2.6.2. Rain-Out

The rate of rain-out is given by

V AU-LVr Pi,U

Equation [17] is also written semi-implicitly as
was Equation [15].

2.6.3. Interface Heat /Mass Transfer

These are correlations that determine the rate
of heat and mass exchange across the interface
of liquid and gas phases and are defined in
reference (7).

2.6.4 Inter-Region Heat /Mass
Transfer

The mass and heat transfer at the interface
separating the two regions is modelled as a
difference between two quantities - a rate of
arrival of molecules from the vapour space
towards the interface and a rate of departure of
molecules from the surface of the liquid into
the vapour space. When condensation takes
place the arrival rate exceeds the departure
rate. During evaporation the reverse occurs,
and during an equilibrium state the two rates
are equal.

Fjom kinetic theory it can be shown that the
inass rate of flow (of molecules) passing in

In general, the net mass flux across a surface is
the difference of fluxes from both sides. This
can be expressed as the difference

J = [19]

where j + and j . correspond to condensation and
evaporation rates respectively.

The simplest approach considers that the fluxes
in equation [19] are given by Equation (18) for
appropriate vapour and liquid temperatures and
pressures. Then, Equation [19] can be rewritten

J " I 2»5T»R J I T l / 2 T l / 2 J
B f

[20]

In practice, Equation 120] is modified by
applying correction coefficients to j + and j .
separately or j as a whole. Considering the
complexity of the present problem, it is
probably best not to introduce more coefficients
than needed. For this reason, in the present
study, Equation [20] is multiplied by a constant
O'. The suggested values for O in reference (9)
are low, usually in the order of 0.01. This
value is used in the GTM.

2.7 External Transport Terms

If a branch-tank junction is completely exposed
to a single-tank region, the mass and energy
fluxes are calculated based on the link velocity
for each phase. When a branch-tank junction
is exposed to both regions at the same time,
the mass and energy fluxes directed into/out of
the tank are distributed in proportion to the
exposed area of each region. Multidirectional
flows are possible. The velocity of a given
phase is assumed to be equal to the computed
velocity of the same phase at that link. For
example, if the flow is out of the tank and the
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level is at the branch-tank junction, then the
velocities of the bubbles (from the lower region)
and velocity of gas (from upper region) are
assumed to be the same. Similarly, if the
liquid velocity (from lower region) and the
droplet velocity (from upper region) are
assumed equal.

3.0 TESTING AND VALIDATION

In this section, the results of the present
model are compared against two different
experiments described in (4) and (5).

3.1 McMaster Experiments (4)

The experimental facility simulated here is a
McMaster small-scale pressurizer experimental
loop, shown in Figure 2. The test pressurizer
is a glass cylindrical tank with an inside
diameter of 5.1 cm and a height of about 66
cm. Five immersion-type electrical heaters are
installed at the bottom of the tank. This
pressurizer is connected to a simulated primary
heat transport system. The tank is fitted with
a control valve and an adjustable relief valve

U7TTT IXLUT itLTt

FIGURE 2. MCMASTER PRESSURIZER
LOOP

Several tests have been conducted (4) such that
a transient is initiated with the step change of
heater power, bleed valve opening, or surge
valve opening and/or closing. The test
simulated here is a short-duration insurge
(about 6.5 s) of subcooled water at 70° C from
the primary heat transport sustem at 170 kPa.
The tank is initially at 134.8 kPa and the
heater power is 266.4 W. The initial liquid

level is 19.6 cm. These conditions were input
in the present model with a small steam-bleed
rate (as also was the case in the experiments)
and the appropriate flow resistance to simulate
the valve resistance. The pressure response of
GTM is compared in Figure 3 with the

I PRESENT MODEL
I EXPERIMENT

FIGURE

•o 120 iso :oi
Time (s)

PRESSURE RESPONSE

experimental data. Figure 3 indicates an initial
pressure drop due to incoming subcooled water,
which decreases the quality and the temperature
of the lower region significantly. This in turn,
leads to a rapid heat transfer from the upper
steam region to the "cold" liquid surface across
the inter-region boundary. At this point, the
GTM pred ic t s s igni f icant a m o u n t s of
condensation and rain-out in the upper steam
region (which is not shown here). In general,
the figure indicates that GTM pressure response
is slightly below the experimental response but
still compares reasonably well with the data.
When the insurge line is shut-off, the pressure
gradually increases due to the presence of the
internal heater.

3.2 MIT Experiments

The simulated MIT (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology) experimental facility schematic is
shown in Figure 4. Briefly, this is a facility
consisting of a primary tank (114.3 cm in
height and 20.3 cm in inside diameter) fitted
with an internal heater. Details of the
instrumentation can be found in reference (5).
Several tests were conducted with this vessel as
outlined in reference (5). The test being
simulated here is an outsurge transient as
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opposed to the previous example where an
insurge was considered.

FIGURE 4. MIT PRESSURIZER LOOP

The tank is initially at equilibrium and
saturated at a pressure of 0.86 MPa. The initial
water level is about 76.2 cm. The experiment
was started by discharging saturated liquid from
the bottom of the tank. The outsurge stops at
about 65 s. The results of GTM along with
the experimental data are shown in Figure 5,
which is offset by about 10 s, since the GTM
transient was started at t = 0 s. (therefore the
figure indicates that outsurge stops at about 55

s .

FIGURE 5. PRESSURE RESPONSE

A gradual decrease of pressure up to the end of
the outsurgc is well matched by the GTM.

•The rate of decrease of pressure is initially
small due to flashing in the momentarily

superheated liquid. In the present model,
flashing is a natural outcome of the two-fluid
formulation. The rate of flashing decreases as
the liquid superheat decreases. Following the
end of the outsurge, the pressure continues to
decrease because of heat losses (estimated in
(5) to be about 1.1 kW) from the system.
This is simulated in the present model by
subtracting heat from the lower liquid region
since wall heat transfer models are not included
in the present version of the GTM.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

A two-region, non-equilibrium, two-fluid tank
model has been developed. A total of nine
variables were shown to characterize such a
model. The internal transport mechanisms
considered were bubble rise, droplet rain-out
and inter-region heat/mass transfer. Extensive
use of facilities offered by CATHENA has
increased the versatility of the model. Local
exchanges of mass and heat between phases
within each region were calculated using
CATHENA relations and methodology. The
control algorithm of CATHENA are also used
to control the tank internal heater as well as
other tank functions such as sprays, relief or
bleed valves. The ability to attach a user-
defined number of connections to the tank
with different elevations also adds to the
versatility of the model.

The model was successfully used to simulate
two low pressure experiments involving a pulse-
type insurge and an outsurge from small- scale
tanks.

Future upgrades of this model are anticipated
in the following areas:

• Inclusion of non-condensable gases
• Use of wall heat transfer models

The generality offered by this model will permit
its use in represent ing CANDU reac tor
components such as pressurizers, deaerators or
degasser-condensers in the future work.
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NOMENCLATURE

A],AL area at tank link
Ay.L inter-region area

bubble-rise coefficients
specific heat of phase k
net force acting at the mass center of
region i
acceleration due to gravity
total height of tank
total enthalpy of phase k in region i
specific enthalpy of phase k in region i
inter-region heat transfer coefficient
net inter-region mass transfer rate
rate of condensation on inter-region
interface
rate of evaporation from inter-region
interface
momentum of tank (also molecular
weight of water)
rate of interface mass transfer
pressure
heating power
universal gas constant
temperature
time
total internal energy of phase k in
region i
phase velocities
bubble-rise velocity
rain-out velocity

g
H

j -

M

i

m k

P
Q
R
T
t

vf,vg

vb

vr

i
vk

total tank volume

specific volume of phase k in region i

height of region i in the tank (i=U,L)
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Greek letters

ft void fraction
<p energy source term
r mass source1 term
7 tank independent variable
0" coefficient for inter-region mass transfer
p density

Subscripts

b bubble quantity
f liquid phase
fg difference between liquid and steam
g gas phase
gi interface quantity

ht tank internal heater
k phase (k=f or k=g)
1 link quantity
m denotes mean quantity
r rain-out quantity
U-L inter-region quantity

Superscripts

B denotes body force
i denotes tank region
L lower region quantity (also used as Link

quantity)
U upper region quantity
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TWO-PHASE FLOW STABILITY EXPERIMENTS IN RD-14M

P.J. Ingham, A.J. Melnyk and T.V. Murray
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Pinawa, Manitoba ROE 1L0

ABSTRACT

Experiments were conducted in the RD- 14M test
facility at AECL Research, Whiteshell Laboratories, to
investigate flow stability in a figure-of-eight loop.

Two scaling rationales were used to design a header
interconnect to mitigate RD- 14M figure- of- eight
flow oscillations. An interconnect design based on
conservation of geometric similarity between RD-14M
and current CANDU reactors was partially successful
in mitigating figure-of-eight flow oscillations. A
design based on preservation of dynamic similarity
between RD-14M and current CANDU reactors proved
to be completely successful in integrating flow
oscillations.

INTRODUCTION

Flow and pressure oscillations have been observed
in the primary heat transport system of CANDU*
reactors and experimental loops operated with steam
quality in the outlet headers [1-4]. Interconnect
piping has been installed between the outlet headers
of many CANDU reactors to mitigate these
oscillations.

Tests have been carried out in the multiple-channel
RD-14M figure-of-eight facility (which has many
major and important differences when compared to
a reactor) to investigate the stabilizing influence of
various header interconnect geometries on the
primary heat transport system flow behaviour at
nominal full-power conditions, with net quality in
the outlet headers.

Results from these tests will provide physical insight
into the various phenomena and mechanisms that
occur. This information will help in model and
code development and verification, which in turn
will increase confidence in the ability of codes to
predict behaviour in an actual reactor.

* CANadian Dueterium Uranium

In this paper, the scaling rationales used in design
of the RD-14M header interconnects are briefly
discussed. The RD-14M loop is also described
The experimental procedures are discussed and
results from typical tests are presented.

SCALING RATIONALE FOR THE RD-14M
OUTLET HEADER INTERCONNECT

The outlet-header interconnect in CANDU reactors
is intended to equalize the pressure in the two
outlet headers of the primary heat transport loop,
and so damp out any oscil latory-type flow
behaviour. This is achieved by permitting a small
flow between the headers if a pressure difference
develops between them (from the higher-pressure
outlet header to the lower-pressure outlet header).

It is not clear which rationale is most appropriate
to use for scaling the RD-14M header interconnect
(to/from a CANDU): preservation of geometric
similarity or preservation of flow dynamics in the
in te rconnec t design. Both techniques have
advantages and disadvantages, and both involve a
certain amount of engineering judgement.

Geometric Similarity

Much of the design of the RD-14M loop pipework
was based on geometric-scaling considerations [3].
This may be extended to the RD-14M interconnect
piping by considering the momentum equation,

L af W + K] r,
where L

G
F
D
K
AP,grtv

length of interconnect pipe (m)
mass flux (kg/(m2«s))
friction factor
pipe internal diameter (m)
geometrical loss coefficient
hydrostatic head (Pa)
fluid density (kg/m3)

Conservation of the momentum equation can be
achieved by conserving G, L and AP^^ and by
using appropriate K factors.
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Dynamic Similarity

It has been postulated, that by reproducing the
ratio of the interconnect pipework resistance to the
heat transport system pipe resistance that occurs in
a reactor, dynamic similarity may be reproduced in
RD-14M.

Header Interconnect Design

Two interconnect geometries were designed for use
in RD-14M based on using the two scaling
methodologies described above. Table 1 compares
the two designs. The major differences are in the
area-to-length ratios (A/L) of the two interconnects.
An increase in the A/L ratio, or decrease in
pipework flow resistance, has been considered by
some to have a stabilizing effect on figure-of-eight
flow oscillations [6] or, put another way, decreasing
the pipe resistance helps damp out oscillations.
Intuitively this is logical: a short, large-diameter
pipe would prove more effective than a long
capillary in removing pressure and flow oscillations.
Indeed, this is the design basis for commercially
available pulsation dampers, and the principle behind
the design of surge tanks.

TABLE 1

COMPARISON OF HEADER INTERCONNECT
DESIGNS USED IN RD-14M

Parameter

Length (m)

Flow Area fmm1)

Internal
Diameter (mnV)

Height (m)

Orifice
Diameter (mm)

A/L (mm)

Scaling Technique

Geometric
Similarity

32.

176

15

5.5

8.5

0.006

Dynamic
Similarity

15.

452

24

1.79

9.7

0.03

FACILITY DESCRIPTION

Figure 1 shows a simplified flow diagram of the
multiple-heated-channel RD-14M facility. RD-14M
is a figure-of-eight loop possessing many of the
physical and geometrical characteristics of the
CANDU reactor heat transport system.

The RD-14M primary heat transport system contains
ten 6 m-long, 1.0-MW (nominal) horizontal heated
channels (HS5 through HS10) connected to end-
fitting simulators representing two passes (HS5 to

HS9 and HS10 to HS14) through a CANDU
reactor core. Each channel contains seven
electrically heated fuel element simulators (FES).
The channels are arranged to cover the full range
of elevation differences in a CANDU reactor core.

ElERGS.VCr CORE
COOLANT TANK

HS 14

FIGURE 1: A SCHEMATIC OF RD-14M
FACILITY

Primary fluid circulation is by two centrifugal pumps
(PI and P2). Heat is removed from the primary
circuit through two full-height, recirculating U-tube-
type steam generators (BO1 and BO2). The heated
channels are connected to flow distribution
manifolds or headers (HD5 to HD8) by pipework
(feeders) with various geometries. The channels,
feeders, headers, pumps and steam generators are
arranged in figure-of-eight geometry to give a full-
elevation scaled representation of the major
components of a CANDU heat transport loop.
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The primary side pressure is regulated by a surge
tank equipped with an electric heater (HR1). The
secondary side pressure is regulated by a jet
condenser (CD1), in which steam is condensed by
contact with cold water. The cooled condensate is
returned to the steam generators as feedwater.

Loop instrumentation consists of gamma-ray
densitometers for fluid density measurements,
differential and gauge pressure transducers,
thermocouples and resistance temperature detectors.
Single-phase volumetric flow rates are measured
using turbine flowmeters.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

In the experiments described in this paper, steady
state conditions were obtained, then quality was
induced in the primary loop by either reducing the
primary pump speed, or decreasing the primary
pressure by venting from the surge tank. The
influence of the surge tank on primary flow
stability was determined by periodic isolation during
the experiment. Flow-stability tests were performed
without header interconnect pipework, with a header
interconnect design based on geometric scaling
rationale, and with a header interconnect design
based on dynamic considerations.

The nominal conditions for all the tests described in
this paper are listed in Table 2. The experimental
test matrix is shown in Table 3.

TABLE 2

RD-14M NOMINAL FULL POWER CONDITIONS

TABLE 3

RD-14M FLOW STABILITY TEST MATRIX

Primary Pressure

Primary Power

Primary Flow

Primary
Temperature at
Outlet Header

Secondary
Pressure

10 MPa

4.1 MW/pass

21 L/s (75%
full pump RPM)

310*C

5.4 MPa

Test
#

F8901

F8902

F8903

F8904

F8905

F8906

F8907

F8908

F8909

Experimental
Method

Pump speed
reduced

Primary pressure
decreased

Primary pressure
decreased

Primary pressure
decreased

Pump speed
reduced

Primary pressure
decreased

Pump speed
reduced

Pump speed
reduced

Pump speed
reduced

Interconnect

Geometric
Similarity

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Dynamic
Similarity

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, selected results, which demonstrate
typical RD-14M flow stability results, with and
without the two different interconnect designs, are
presented and discussed. The general results are
summarized and presented in tabular form.

No Header Interconnect

Figure 2 shows the volumetric flow rates at the
discharge of pumps 1 and 2 in test F8901. In this
test, the primary pump speed was reduced to induce
net quality in the outlet headers. During the time
period shown in Figure 2, the primary pumps were
operating at 65% of full speed until t = 1100 s,
when the pump speed was increased to 67% of full
rpm. Between t = 900 to 1000 s, the surge tank
was isolated from the primary system.

Large-amplitude, out-of-phase flow oscillations were
observed in the RD-14M primary heat transport
system. Isolating the surge tank had little effect on
these flow oscillations.

Figure 3 shows the volumetric flow rates at the
discharge of pumps 1 and 2 in test F8902. In this
test, the primary system pressure was decreased to
induce quality in primary heat transport system.
During the time period shown, the primary pressure
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was decreased from 9.8 MPa to 9.5 MPa. The
surge tank was isolated from the primary system
between t = 1000 s and t = 1320 s.

25
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FIGURE 2: PRIMARY FLOW RATE IN
TEST F8901

1200

26
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FIGURE 3: PRIMARY FLOW RATE IN
TEST F8902

Again the flow oscillations in the two half-loops are
out-of-phase. Isolating the surge tank increases the
amplitude of the flow oscillations. When the surge
tank is brought back on line, (t = 1320 s), the flow
oscillations are gradually reduced, indicating the
surge tank has a dampening effect on the
oscillations. At pressures greater than 9.8 MPa
(t < 600 s) and pressures less than 9.5 MPa
(t > 1600 s), the flows in the two half-loops were

essentially stable. Figure 4 shows the volumetric
flow at the discharge of pump 2 for the whole test
and illustrates this instability band phenomena. This
type of behaviour was reproducible (test F8903). It
has also been observed in current CANDU reactors
during commissioning tests, but for different
pressure ranges [1,3,4], and in single-channel RD-14
tests [7].

600 24001200 1800
Time (s) _

FIGURE 4: PRIMARY FLOW RATE AT
PUMP 2 IN TEST F8902

HEADER INTERCONNECT DESIGN USING
GEOMETRIC SIMILARITY

Figure 5 shows the volumetric flow rates at the
discharge of pumps 1 and 2 in test F8905. In this
test the primary pump speed was reduced to induce
net quality in the outlet headers. For the time
period shown, t = 1300 to 1700 s, the pump was
operating at 66% of full rpm, until t a: 1600 s,
where the rpm were increased to 68% of full
speed. The surge tank was isolated from the
primary system at from t = 1320 s to t = 1440 s.

It is obvious from Figure 5 that this interconnect
did not mitigate the large out-of-phase flow
oscillations in the RD-14M primary heat transport
system, when the primary pump speed was reduced
to induce quality in the outlet headers. This type
of behaviour was repeatable (test F8909).

Figures 6 and 7 show the volumetric flow rates at
the discharge of primary pumps 1 and 2 in test
F8904. The primary flows were stable throughout
the test. When the primary system pressure was
reduced to induce quality in the outlet headers, this
interconnect design was most effective in mitigating
flow oscillations in the RD-IAM primary circuit.
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FIGURE 5: PRIMARY FLOW RATE IN
TEST F8905
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FIGURE 6: PRIMARY FLOW RATE AT
PUMP 1 IN TEST F8904

Heater Interconnect Design Using Dynamic
Similarity

Figure 8 shows the volumetric flow rates at the
discharge of primary pumps 1 and 2 in test F8906.
During this test, the primary pressure was reduced
from 10 to 9.1 MPa. The primary flows were
stable throughout. The dynamic similarity approach
to header interconnect design is obviously successful
in mitigating flow oscillations in RD-14M for
pressure perturbations.

Figure 9 shows the volumetric flow rates at the
discharge of primary pump 1 and 2 in test F8907.
In this test, the primary pump speed was reduced
from 77 to 66% of full pump speed during the
duration of the test. Primary flows were stable
throughout. This type of behaviour was repeatable
(Figure 10). When pump speed was reduced to
induce quality in the RD-14M outlet header, an
interconnect design, based on consideration of
dynamic similarity, was very effective in mitigating
flow oscillation in the RD-14M primary circuit

" W * * ^ ^
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FIGURE 7: PRIMARY FLOW RATE AT
PUMP 2 IN TEST F8904
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FIGURE 8: PRIMARY FLOW RATE IN
TEST F8906
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General Behaviour

The overall results, from flow stability experiments
conducted in the RD-14M figure-of-eight loop, with
net quality (approximately 4%) in the outlet
headers, are summarized in Tables 4, 5 and 6.
Results obtained from experiments conducted using
a header interconnect design based on geometric
similarity between RD-14M and a CANDU reactor
did not differ from single-channel RD-14 results [6].
The interconnect was only successful in mitigating
flow oscillations when the primary pressure was
reduced to induce quality in the heat transport
system. However, when the primary pump speed

was reduced to induce quality, this type of design
was not successful in dampening out flow
oscillations.

TABLE 4

NO HEADER INTERCONNECT

Experimental
Method "

Reduce pump
speed

Reduce primary
pressure

Observations
(Primary circuit)

large out-of—phase
oscillations

S.5 - 9.8 MPa,
large out—of—phase

oscillations,
otherwise stable

When an RD-14M header interconnect design based
on dynamic similarity between the loop and a
CANDU reactor is used, it is successful in
preventing figure-of-eight flow oscillations, regardless
of the experimental technique used (in these tests)
to induce quality in the outlet headers.

TABLE 5

HEADER INTERCONNECT WITH
GEOMETRIC SIMLARITY

Experimental
Method

Reduce pump
speed

Reduce primary
pressure

Observations
(Primary circuit)

large
out-of-phase

oscillations

stable

TABLE 6

HEADER INTERCONNECT WITH
DYNAMIC SIMILARITY

Experimental
Method

Reduce pump
speed

Reduce primary
pressure

Observations
(Primary circuit)

stable

stable
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CONCLUSIONS REFERENCES

Large out-of-phase flow oscillations were observed
in tests performed without an interconnect when
net quality was induced in the outlet header by
reducing pump speed and by decreasing primary
pressure.

An interconnect designed on the basis of
geometric similarity, was successful in mitigating
these flow oscillations when primary pressure was
decreased. The same interconnect design was
unsuccessful in mitigating the large out-of-phase
oscillations which developed when the pump speed
was reduced.

An interconnect design based on dynamic similarity
was completely successful in mitigating the flow
oscillations when net quality was induced in the
outlet header either by reducing pump speed or by
decreasing primary pressure.

If full-power figure-of-eight flow oscillations in the
RD-14M loop are to be prevented, the pipework
connecting the outlet headers should be as short as
possible with as large a diameter as is practical.

The presence of multiple channels does not appear
to have a stabilizing effect on flow oscillations,
considering the experiments reported here and those
conducted in the single-channel RD-14M loop [7].

The surge tank had a dampening effect on the flow
oscillations observed in the RD-14M loop when no
header interconnect was installed and the primary
pressure was reduced to induce net quality in the
outlet header. The surge tank had a minimal effect
on any of the other tests performed in this test
series.
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ABSTRACT

From a review of technologies, the paper concludes that
electron beam (E-beam) technology is preferred, if a multi-
use irradiation facility is to be based in Saskatchewan. E-
beain processing for the sterilization of medical and
industrial waste, municipal waste, industrial products and
food products is a wave of the future. Radiation processing
is also a practical tool for the modification of molecular
structure in rubbers, polymers and composite materials, and
for the curing of surface coatings.

Market research projections conclude that a Saskatchewan
facility would utilize approximately 500 hours of beam time.
Tin's is sufficiently near to an economic breakeven operation
for an E-beam facility to warrant a detailed feasibility
analysis. Such an analysis should include technical,
marketing, ownership and management, and economic
aspects. It should emphasize a regional and U.S. export
demand forecast for the proposed facility, and it should
include a market penetration strategy.

1.0 BACKGROUND

Interest in industrial irradiation began in earnest in 1984
with the formation of a ten member Saskatoon Advisory
Committee on Industrial Irradiation. The members were
drawn from the University of Saskatchewan, the
Saskatchewan Research Council, the mining industry, the
food industry and the industrial robotics and biotechnology
sectors of the biotechnology industry. From this
committee evolved a somewhat smaller Industrial
Irradiation Working Group (IIWG).

In May, 1984, the IIWG prepared a discussion paper
entitled "Canadian Opportunities for the Development of
Industrial Irradiation Technology in Saskatchewan". This
paper gives a concise picture of where the irradiation
industry was seen to be headed in 1984. It recommended
a comprehensive feasibility study to, in part, answer a list

of questions oriented toward producing a useful knowledge
resource base for future commercial applications of
industrial irradiation.

Since that time, the concept of an industrial irradiation
opportunity in Saskatchewan languished until late 1988.
However, various meetings were held from time to time,
including seminars hosted by the Department of Chemistry
at the University of Saskatchewan.

On January 30, 1989, an industrial and applied research
irradiation seminar was hosted by the Department of
Chemistry, University of Saskatchewan, centring on the
applications of the GammaCell 220 facility. On June 7,
1990, a seminar on food irradiation was held and featured
Dr. Joe Borsa of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited and
Dr. Bruce Lauer of Health Protection Canada. On
January 29, 1991, at a joint meeting in Saskatoon of
Canadian Nuclear Society and the Chemical Institute of
Canada, Dr. Joe Borsa of A.E.C.L. gave a lecture on food
irradiation.

These and other discussions led to a revival of the
industrial irradiation concept and the need for a
preliminary study of marketing opportunities. It is hoped
that this paper will stimulate further discussion toward a
decision to design and construct a multi-use facility in
Saskatchewan.

2.0 IONIZING ENERGY APPLICATIONS

There exist a large number of fields for irradiation
applications. Twenty three applications for irradiation in
industry have been identified for Saskatchewan. Several of
these cannot be accomplished by Cobalt 60 irradiation,
and are marked by an asterisk.

2.1 Animal Feeds

Mossel (1) discussed the subject of decontamination of
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animal feeds by irradiation, stating, "mixed feed ingredients
and mixed feeds arc often carriers of salmoncllae and
other cntcrogenic organisms. In turn they contaminate
slaughter animals and subsequently enter the food chain".

2.2 Stillape from Ethanol Distilleries for Animal Feed

When slillage is used as livestock feed, irradiation would
increase the storage life and reduce spoilage.

2.3 Grain and Specialty Crops

As discussed by Borsa (2), "irradiation can be used to
destroy insects, miles, fungi, and barterial contaminants,
all of which cause significant losses in stored grain and
grain products".

2.4 Feat Moss

Used as soil conditioner, and in inoculants to fix nitrogen
or immobilized phosphate, peat moss can be sterilized by
irradiation (3).

2.5 Disinfection of Hay and Foraee Bales

To meet export requirements to foreign countries,
irradiation can be used to rid bales of hay and other
forage feeds of insects, larvae, etc.

2.6 Medical Disposables

Medical disposables include many products, such as latex
"loves, bandages, cotton swabs and syringes (4).

2.7 Personal Care Products

These include razor blades, condoms, raw materials for
perfumes and cosmetics.

2.8 Food Processing and Preservation

Food irradiation has been a controversial subject for some
time, primarily because of the misunderstandings that
occur with respect to irradiation being a process, and not
an ingredient, which does not cause any radioactivity in the
food product. There are considerable advantages in
combining such food processing alternatives as heat
treatment, irradiation and Modified Atmosphere Packaging
(MAP). Irradiation is widely used to reduce spoilage and
increase shelf life of fresh fruits and vegetables (5).

2.9 Sprout Inhibition

Irradiation is an accepted and effective way to inhibit
sprouting of stored root crops, such as potatoes and
onions.

2.10 Fresh and Packaged Meat Products

This is apparently the most controversial application of
food irradiation. Eventually it is expected that the
irradiation of meat products to increase shelf life and
reduce disease carrying capacity will be recognized as the
safest process known to accomplish these objectives (6,7).

2.11 Animal Hide Preservation

Early attempts to sterilize animal hides for preservation
were unsatisfactory. A Canadian company, Ionizing
Energy Company of Canada Ltd., claims to have overcome
these problems by the use of a catalysing solution and cost
effective- electron beam technology.

2.12 Sterilization of Medical Devices in Hospitals
and Laboratories

Medical devices, such as re-usable equipment in hospitals
can be routinely sterilized using radiation (4,8).

2.13 Hospital Waste Treatment

Irradiation can be used to process hospital waste to
destroy microbes including pathogens and viruses (9).

2.14 Industrial Waste Treatment

Industrial wastes and pollutants such as sulphur dioxide
and trihalomethanes can be processed using radiation,
along with activated carbon absorption. PCB's
(polychlorinated biphenyls) can be dechlorinated using
high energy radiation (10).

2.15 Treatment of Sewage Sludge

Sewage sludge can be irradiated to destroy harmful
bacteria, reduce odour and render the material more
useful as organic fertilizer (11).

2.16 Reclaimer-Ameliorator Polymeric Gel (RAPG)
as Soil Conditioner

RAPG is a multifunctional telomer grafted unto ccllulosic
substrate space. It is prepared in a one-step process by
ionizing radiation (12).

2.17 Gold and Gem Assays*

Electron beam accelerators can be used to activate test
samples of material and to establish the concentration of
important elements (13).



2.18 Gemstone Coloration*

Prolonged exposure to high intensity electron beam
irradiation modifies the color of gemstones.

2.19 Electronics Applications*

Integrated circuit boards for aerospace applications must
withstand continuous radiation during operation. An
electron beam accelerator can be used to establish quality
assurance and for finalizing electronic circuits.

2.20 Plastics Industry*

Various references discuss irradiation applications in the
plastics industry. In particular Reference (14) gives an up-
to-date review of commercial applications for:

-Wire and cable insulation,

-Hcat-shrinkable film, tubes and pipes,

-Radiation - curable coatings,

-Rubber products,

-Polyolefin foam.

Many of the radiation effects involve radiation cross-
linking of polymers. Cross-linking increases strength and
toughness and facilitates binding to composite materials.
There may be applications for irradiation in
Saskatchewan's plastics industry.

2.21 Composite Materials*

Composite materials, including polymers with carbon or
cellulose fibre for example, hold considerable promise for
the production of very strong structural materials when
processed by electron beam irradiation.

2.22 Cellulose Degradation*

One area of promising applied research is the irradiation
of ccllulosic materials to degrade the cellulose, thereby
increasing digestibility of the material as a livestock feed
component.

2.23 Teflon Degradation*

Large doses of radiation can degrade plastics such as
teflon for waste treatment, or for the production of new
useful products.

3.0 REVIEW OF IRRADIATION TECHNOLOGY

Irradiation technology is divided into two different
categories, gamma ray or Cobalt 60 systems and election
beam systems. The Cobalt 60 systems represent a mature,
reliable technology which is relatively lower in capital cosi
and higher in operating cost, due to replenishment of the
radioactive Cobalt 60 material. The electron beam
systems represent a rapidly emerging group of
technologies which, though higher in capital cost for
equivalent volumes, are lower in operating costs (15).

Electron beam technology is more versatile, in the sense
that energy and power outputs can be matched to
processing requirements, over a shorter process lime than
for gamma ray technology, and with sufficiently high
energies to cause polymer cross-linking in plastics and
composites for greater strength and toughness.

The electron beam system has lower penetration than the
gamma ray Cobalt 60 system, but packaging, and
irradiating from two sides, can handle many product
configurations. The electron beam system lends itself to
continuous conveying, or the use of automated carls, past
the active beam area.

Consumer acceptance is potentially better for the electron
beam system. No radioactive material is involved, thus
eliminating any radioactive waste storage with its perceived
environmental hazard.

For intermittent use, the electron beam system is much
cheaper per unit of production, because the irradiation
process can be turned on and off. The Cobalt 60 System,
on the other hand, radiates continuously, decaying all the
while at 12.5% per year, and has to be replenished.

Electron beam technologies have varying energy ranges.
Low energy is considered to be up to 600 KeV; medium
energy is 0.5 to 5.5 MeV, and high energy is above 5.5
MeV. For example the Dynamatron Technology of
Radiation Dynamics, Inc. (RDI) is in the medium energy
category, and the IMPELA technology of AECL is high
energy.

Two E-beam technologies have been investigated at the
prefeasibility level. The direct current, 150 KW
Dynamatron technology of RDI was seen in action at the
E-beam Services Inc. plant at Cranbury, New Jersey. This
is a relatively mature technology, having an energy of 4.5
MeV. The energy can be varied from about 2.5 to 4.5
MeV. New RDI machines and control systems are
capable of 5 MeV down to 500 KeV. The Cranbury plant
is a multi-use facility divided into a sterile plant area and
an industrial products area. This plant, when visited in
early 1989, was operating at up to 120 hours of beam time



per week on a wide variety of products, including large
boxes of medical disposable products.

The IMPELA linear accelerator technology of AECL,
which is being piloted at Chalk River to produce 50 KW
of power at 10 MeV, has been operated for short periods
of duration. It is capable of energy variation form 7.5 to
11.5 MeV. The 110/1 machine at Pinawa, IMPELA's
predecessor, can be run continuously at 10 MeV,
producing 1KW of power.

The IMPELA system can be modified to produce X-rays
for greater penetration (at greater expense) than electron
beam radiation.

4.0 REVIEW OF REGULATORY ISSUES

In Canada, food irradiation has finally been recognized as
a process instead of an additive. Final regulations were
approved by Cabinet on March 23, 1989 and published in
the Canada Gazette on April 12, 1989. A second set of
regulations was also passed, governing product labelling.

The labelling requirement necessitates a strong, public
education program regarding the high degree of safety of
food irradiation for sterilization. Such an education
program should build on the public's positive awareness of
X-rays and gamma rays in medicine, and microwave ovens
in the kitchen. Irradiated food must come to be
recognized as superior food.

Under the new regulations, manufacturers and importers
of irradiated food must keep records of the food irradiated
for two years, including the quality and lot number, the
purpose and rate of irradiation, the dosage and the
irradiation source.

The use of the international-type symbol and informational
label is mandatory for both prepackaged and bulk
irradiated food. Irradiated food is required to be
identified as such in advertising.

E-beam technology has an advantage in that licensing by
the Atomic Energy Control Board is not required, with the
associated requirement of radioactive source disposal.

5.0 INDUSTRIAL DEMAND IN SASKATCHEWAN

Present or latent industrial demands in Saskatchewan are
evident in 18 of the 23 applications listed, with the likely
exception of the following: -

2.11 Animal hide preservation

2.12 Sterilization of medical devices in hospitals and
laboratories

2.16 Reclaimer-amelioration polymer gel (RAPG) as soil
conditioner

2.18 Gem stone coloration

2.23 Teflon degradation.

Approximately 42 companies and agencies were contacted
to determine potential usage of irradiation services in
Saskatchewan. Table I compiles some quantitative
information arising from the interviews.

6.0 PROJECTED MULTI-USE FACILITY
UTILIZATION

Based on the preliminary estimates of immediate
demands, and assumed densities in the case of each
product, an appropriate utilization of 446 hours of beam
time is calculated for an electron beam facility, which
amounts to a 22% utilization at 40 hr/wk on the average.
For a typical electron beam facility which processes 56.6
m3/hr., at an average of US$35.31/m3, this amounts to an
annual cash flow of US$892,000.

Latent demands which can be quantified at the present
time account for a further 4,200 hrs. of beam time,
amounting to a 70% utilization factor at 120 hr/wk for
50/yr on the average (3-shift operation), or full utilization
of an 80 hr/wk, 2-shift operation.



Table I

Immediate and Latent Demands for Industrial Irradiation
Services in Saskatchewan

All Figures in Metric Tonnes per Year Unless Otherwise
Specified

America. The Whiteshell Irradiator has received inquiries
for irradiation services from all over North America, and
services have been provided by this facility to companies
and research organizations from Ontario to British
Columbia. Test irradiations in food and agriculture, and
in medical disposables (especially test kits) are increasing
in demand.

Immediate

- Animal Feeds

- Peat Moss

- Hay/Forage

- Gold/Gem Assays
& Electronic
Applications,
Not Quantified

- Fruit &
Vegetables

- Meats & Poultry

110

3,000

4,000

Latenl

4,000

100,000

(latent)

2,000

8,000

- Plastic Products
& Composite Materials,
Not Quantified

- Medical Disposables
& Personal Care
Products m3/yr 14,000

- Medical, Industrial
& Sewage Waste
Treatment

(latent)

14,000

4,000

Latent demands for irradiation services which are expected
to occur in the near future are large quantities of sterilized
peat when cereal grain inoculanls are prevalent in
Saskatchewan, and large quantities of pelletizcd, sterilized
sewage sludge as organic fertilizer.

A number of disparate uses can take place in a single E-
beam irradiation facility, by using space partitioning in the
plant, appropriate packaging and suitable operations
protocol. The Cranbury plant of E-beam Services Inc. is
one such multi-use facility.

According to an authority at the Whiteshell Nuclear
Research Station, there are also strong possibilities of
contract research in the plastics and composite area, for a
high energy electron beam facility in Saskatchewan. This
new business could come from other parts of North

7.0 APPROXIMATE FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

A preliminary financial analysis showing positive viability
has been carried out by the authors. The analysis covers
the cost and operating income of a 40 KW, 10 MeV
facility, operating at four million cubic feet throughput per
year for a beam time of approximately 2000 hr per year.
This size of facility is close to a recommended size for a
first multi-use facility in Saskatchewan. It must be
emphasized that a developmental marketing program, to
assure the intent of anchor users, would be necessary
during the detailed project planning stage.
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RADIATION-INDUCED DEGRADATION OF POLYMERIC MATERIALS
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Slow degradation of organic polymers, such as
wire and cable insulation, pump seals, and paints,
is known to occur with time. The degradation is
mainly due to oxidation reactions and is
therefore dependent on exposure of the materials
to air. The degradation is usually enhanced on
exposure of the materials to heat, light, and high-
energy radiation.

High-energy radiation-induced degradation of
synthetic polymers has been widely studied since
the phenomenon is of interest to operators of
nuclear reactors and particle accelerators. Wire
and cable insulation, pump seals and organic-
paints in use at these facilities, which arc
exposed to low levels of irradiation, are subject
to enhanced oxidativc degradation. The
phenomenon is also of interest to basic radiation
and polymer chemists, from the point of view of
the oxidation reactions involved and the
measures that can be taken to inhibit such
reactions.

The key reaction that initiates the oxidative
degradation is the formation of pcroxy radicals
by the reaction of the high-energy radiation-
induced free radicals in a polymer (RH):

Rfl H.

R- + 0, R0,

(1)

(2)

The peroxy radicals lead to the formation of
organic hydroperoxides (ROOH), which, in turn,
lead to the formation of carbonyl compounds and
other oxidation products. The overall effect of
these reactions is chain scission of the polymers
leading to degradation of their mechanical and
dielectric properties.

Under conditions of very low dose rates (a few
k(iy/h, or less). Reaction (2) becomes very
efficient since oxygen from air can diffuse into

the polymer at a rate faster than it is used up.
Thus, the overall efficiency of high-energy
radiation-induced oxidative degradation is very
high at very low dose rales.

Two types of additives help reduce the oxidative
degradation of polymers: antirad agents and
antioxidants. The antirad agents reduce the
formation of high-energy radiation-induced free
radicals, i.e., they inhibit Reaction (1) by energy
transfer from the polymer to these aromatic
additives. The antioxidants act by reacting both
with the free radicals formed in Reaction (1),
thereby reducing the extent of Reaction (2), and
by altering the course of the reactions of the
peroxy radicals in such a way as to reduce the
chain scission and the overall degradative
oxidation. Based on detailed mechanistic work,
many new antirad agents and antioxidants have
become available.

In this presentation, the status of oxidative
degradation work on synthetic organic polymers
in use at nuclear reactor sites will be reviewed,
and the guidance provided by the results of the
relevant basic research to reduce such
degradation will be discussed.
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ABSTRACT

The preliminary work reported here
suggests that radiation processing
can reduce the energy requirements
and harmful emissions associated
with three activities. Both the
number and amount of volatiles
released during radiation curing
of matrix materials for advanced
composites are less than those
released during heat or catalyst
curing. Radiation sterilization
of bioh azardous waste i s
economically competitive with
incineration, and involves
disposal in landfills rather than
atmospheric releases. Radiation
pasteurization of sewage sludge
allows unrestricted use of the
p a s t e u r i z e d sludge as a
fertilizer/soil conditioner, and
is favored on economic and
environmental grounds. These
three examples indicate that, in
comparison with alternative
processes, radiation processing is
more energy efficient and avoids
atmospheric emissions.

1 .0 INTRODUCTION

There is a growing international
consensus that effective means
must be found to reduce the
nega t ive e f f e c t s of man's
industr ia l ac t iv i t i e s
na tura l environment,
materials and energy must
more efficiently. Methods
found to reduce the generation of
waste materials and pollutants,
and to recycle and treat those
that must be generated. Areas
that have been polluted in the

on his
Both

be used
must be

p a s t w i l l h a v e t o be
r e h a b i l i t a t e d . Some useful
materials (CFC, PCB, asbestos)
must be replaced entirely, and the
re lease of others (S0x, CO2 ,
volatile hydrocarbons) will have
to be curtailed.

Industries and companies that are
able to achieve these goals, and
at the same time maintain product
q u a l i t y and p r i c e , w i l l be
tomorrow's winners. Our work in
radiation applications suggests
that radiation processing can help
meet these objec t ives . This
contribution can be made through
process modifications to reduce
harmful chemical emiss ions ,
process energy requirements and
waste generation, and to convert
wastes into useful resources by
using radiat ion as part of a
process (1).

Ionizing radiation, from isotope
or electron-beam sources (EB), is
a practical and economical source
of processing energy. Ionizing
radia t ion from isotope decay
(gamma rays from 60Co) is used to
sterilize medical disposables and
similar products in more than 160
plants throughout the world (2).
This process i s gaining market
share because i t is reliable and
h a s c l e a r e n v i r o n m e n t a l
advantages. Industrial processing
using radiation generated by about
625 EB accelerators is used to
manufacture electrical insulation,
shrink films and devices, and to
cure inks and surface coatings
( 3). Most of these applications
were adopted because they produced
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unique material properties, were
rel iable and were economically
competitive.

Although reliabil i ty, economy and
unique properties are important,
i t is likely that environmental
aspects may play a larger role in
i n d u s t r i a l adopt ion of new
processes in the future.

To i l lus t ra te some environmental
a d v a n t a g e s of r a d i a t i o n
processing, we have compared the
energy requirements and emissions
for t h r e e p o s s i b l e f u t u r e
applications: 1. radiation curing
of advanced composites at ambient
t e m p e r a t u r e s ; 2. r a d i a t i o n
t r e a t m e n t of b i o l o g i c a l l y
hazardous waste, allowing landfill
disposal rather than incineration;
and 3. radiat ion treatment of
sewage sludge, allowing i ts use as
a fertilizer and soil conditioner
rather than disposing of the
s ludge in l a n d f i l l s or by
incineration.

All three of these applications
are technica l ly possible and
believed to be practical on an
industrial scale. They all appear
to be economically competitive
under some conditions.

2.0 CURING ADVANCED COMPOSITES

Advanced compos i t e s a r e normal ly
cured under high t e m p e r a t u r e s and
pressures in autoclaves. This
process is reasonably energy-
in tens ive and leads to the
production of toxic volatiles
since some of the resins break
down under these conditions. EB
curing is more energy efficient
and can be done at near-ambient
temperatures, thus minimizing the
production of volatile breakdown
products. Experiments were
conducted to study emissions from
the curing of composites by
ionizing radiation and thermal
methods.

2 . 1 Experimental Methods

S a m p l e s (2 mL ) of some
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e monomers and
oligomers were cured by radiation
and thermal methods under a
constant stream of nitrogen (about
10 mL/min) in a 20-mL vial sealed
with a Teflon septum (Figure 1).
The exit gas was passed through a
charcoal f i l t e r to t r ap any
volatiles released. For analysis,
the volatiles were eluted from the
charcoal with chloroform, and an
aliquot was chromatographed on a
methylsilicone capillary column in
an HP 5890 gas chromatograph. The
r e s u l t i n g chromatograms were
integrated and the integrated
peaks were summed.

2.2 Experimental Results

The number of different volatile
m a t e r i a l s r e l e a s e d d u r i n g
radiation curing was much smaller
than for heat curing, as shown by
t h e r e s u l t s f o r
t r ip ropry leneg lyco ld iac ry la t e
(Figure 2). In addition, the
t o t a l volume of vola t i les was
significantly less (Table 1). As
would be expec ted , g r e a t e r
quan t i t i e s of v o l a t i l e s were
released during curing of the
m u l t i f u n c t i o n a l monomers
(dipentaerythrytolhydroxypentaacry
l a t e and t r i p r o p y l e n e -
g lyco1d ia c r y l a t e ) than the
oligomer (epoxydiacrylate). It is
also significant that in most
cases the r e l ea se s from the
radiation-cured materials were
also significantly less than irom
the catalyst-cured materials.

2.3 Discussion and Conclusions

These results show qualitatively
that curing composites by ionizing
radiation produces significantly
less v o l a t i l e chemicals than
thermal methods. There are also a
number of o ther i n d u s t r i a l
advantages of EB curing (4) .
Although not yet examined in
detai l , we believe there are a
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number of related industrial
applications where radiation-
curable resins can be used to
similar advantage.

3.0 BIOLOGICALLY HAZARDOUS WASTE

W a s t e s c o l l e c t e d d u r i n g
a g r i c u l t u r a l q u a r a n t i n e a t
i n t e r n a t i o n a l a i r p o r t s and
biomedical wastes are hazardous
b e c a u s e t h e y may c o n t a i n
p a t h o l o g i c a l microorganisms.
These are primarily plant and
animal diseases in the f irst case
and human pathogens in the second.

The composition of wastes at
in t e rna t iona l a i rpo r t s i s , on
average, 61% paper, 15% metal, 8%
food, 8% p las t i c , 4% glass, 2%
wood and 2% other ( 5 ) . These
wastes are normally decontaminated
by thermal treatment. In North
America, the most common thermal
method used to process this type
of waste is incineration. Heat
s te r i l i za t ion is also sometimes
used as an a l t e r n a t i v e to
incineration. Thus, treatment by
EB irradiat ion was compared to
i n c i n e r a t i o n a n d h e a t
steri l izat ion.

3.1 Comparison of Treatment
Methods

The energy requirements and costs
for treatment by incineration,
h e a t s t e r i l i z a t i o n and EB
irradiation are shown in Table 2.
The reference capacity is 30 000
tonnes/a of waste. Incineration
and heat steril ization plants are
assumed to be gas-fired without
heat recovery and the irradiation
plant is operated on electr ical
energy . Energy consumption
calculations include efficiency
factors for energy conversions.
In the case of heat sterilization
and i r radia t ion, i t is assumed
that the sterilized wasta will be
compacted t o o n e - t h i r d the
original volume by a mechanical
compactor. A 10:1 reduction in

volume is assumed for incinerated
wastes.

The e s t i m a t e of e n e r g y
r e q u i r e m e n t s for r a d i a t i o n
treatment was based on a radiation
dose of 20 kGy, 50% dose
absorption efficiency and 20%
electrical energy efficiency. For
incinerat ion, energy estimates
were done from information given
in the literature (6,7). Energy
r e q u i r e m e n t s f o r h e a t
sterilization were determined from
the s t a n d a r d heat c a p a c i t y
equation (8).

The e n e r g y r e q u i r e d t o
decontaminate biological wastes by
ionizing radiation is about 120
kWh/tonne. This compares with
1200 kWh/tonne for incineration
without heat recovery (900 kWh/t
with 25% of input energy from
recovery heat), and 800 kWh/tonne
for heat s t e r i l i za t ion . Thus,
radiation decontamination consumes
approximately 8 to 10 times less
energy than the thermal methods.

Total treatment costs for the
three methods, including capital,
operating energy and disposal
costs for an integrated treatment
faci l i ty , are given in Table 3.
The c o s t of t r e a t m e n t by
incineration i s the highest at
$95-115 ($80-100 with 25% heat
recovery), followed by EB at $75-
90, and heat s t e r i l i za t ion the
lowest at $70-77. If waste heat
recovery is included, the cost of
inc ine ra t ion can decrease by
20 to 30 percent , bringing i t
c lose to the range for heat
s t e r i l i z a t i o n . Assuming heat
recovery for incineration, the
range of cos t for a l l the
treatment methods fall within a
relatively narrow band of about
$70-90/tonne of waste. This is
important since irradiation offers
a means of reducing environmental
pollution when compared with the
two treatment methods.
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3.2 Conclusions

T r e a t m e n t / d i s p o s a l of
international garbage appears to
be competitive with exis t ing
methods and offers significant
r e d u c t i o n in a t m o s p h e r i c
pollut ion. One drawback with
irradiation sterilization is that
it does not reduce the volume of
waste; however, par t ia l volume
reduction can be attained as a
processing step.

4 . 0 SEWAGE SLUDGE TREATMENT

Sewage sludge is the organic
material remaining after the
treatment of human wastes. It
normally contains large numbers of
mic robes , some p o t e n t i a l l y
hazardous, and may contain toxic
metals and chemical compounds
r e s u l t i n g from i n d u s t r i a l
discharges. If free of the latter
two components, and treated to
reduce microbial load, i t is a
useful f e r t i l i z e r and s o i l
conditioner since i t contains 4%
nitrogen, 2.5% phosphorus and 1.0%
potash on a total solids basis
(9).

Sewage sludge is normally disposed
of in landfills, by incineration,
or by spreading on restricted-use
lands. In Canada about 40% of the
sludge generated is incinerated
and 18% i s d isposed of in
landfills (10). In the U.S. about
9% is marketed as fertilizer, but
as far as we know this is not done
in Canada.

4.2 Comparison of Treatment
Methods

For this waste type, irradiation
was compared against incineration
and landfills. We assumed that
t h e r e i s no d i s p o s a l cost
a s soc ia ted with the t r ea t ed
sludge. The steri l ized sludge
will be used as a soil conditioner
or fertilizer supplement and will
either be sold for a nominal fee

or taken away at no fee by an end
user.

The re fe rence data for the
treatment facilities are the same
as for international garbage given
above. A dewatering unit will be
an i n t e g r a l p a r t of any
irradiation process.

The energy requirements and costs
for the three treatment/disposal
methods are given in Table 4, and
the t o t a l t r ea tmen t c o s t s ,
including cap i t a l , operating,
energy and disposal costs, are
given in Table 5 for an integrated
treatment facility. The cost of
treating sewage sludge wastes by
irradiation, $50-65/tonne, appears
to be favorable when compared to
the costs for incinerating the
sewage sludge, $80-115/tonne, in
terms of both energy and overall
treatment costs. Even with 50%
heat recovery, the treatment cost
by incineration is higher ($65-
85/t) than by ionizing radiation
($50-65/t). The cost of disposal
by direct landfill at $75/tonne is
also higher than i r r ad i a t ion
costs, assuming the steri l ized
sludge can be disposed of at no
cost to the generator/treatment
facility.

4.3 Conclusions

For sewage sludge treatment, i t
appears that s t e r i l i z a t i o n by
irradiation is a viable technology
from both an economic and
environmental perspective when
compared to existing treatments.
In fact, irradiation sterilization
c a n o f f e r s i g n i f i c a n t
environmental pollution benefits
by reducing gas emissions in the
case of incineration and land
a v a i l a b i l i t y in the case of
landfilling/spreading.

EB treatment of sludge is an
energy-efficient process and,
although more energy is likely
used to package and transport the
sludge for use than for disposal,
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this is offset by avoiding these
costs for other fertilizer
materials. Radiation treatment is
clearly favored in this case over
alternate methods.

5)

5.0 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The above three examples indicate
that radiation processing is more
energy e f f i c i e n t and avoids
e m i s s i o n s , p a r t i c u l a r l y
atmospheric emiss ions , when
compared to alternative processes.
We believe that these advantages
a re c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of t he
technology and will be true in
most applications. We suggest
that environmental advantages will
speed future adoption of such
radiation-based processes.
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Experimental setup
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FIGURE 1: EXPERIMENTAL SETUP FOR COLLECTING VOLATILES RELEASED DURING HEAT
OR RADIATION CURING
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FIGURE 2: CHROMATOGRAHS OF VOLATILES RELEASED FROM HEAT- AND RADIATION-
CURED TRIPROPYLENEGLYCOLDIACRYLATE.
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TABLE 1 - VOLATILE RELEASES (ARBITRARY UNITS) FROM VARIOUS
EPOXY-TYPE SYSTEMS

Material

Dipentaerythrytol-
hydroxypentaacrylate

Tripropyleneglycol-
diacrylate

Epoxydiaerylate

3-rain Epoxy

24-h Epoxy

Type

Multifunctional
monomer

Multifunctional
monomer

Oligomer

Catalyst
cure system

ii

Cure Type

Heat

135000

74400

1050

-

-

Radiation

175

2120

36

-

-

Catalyst

-

-

-

2200

6830
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TABLE 2 - COMPARISON OF ENERGY REQUIREMENT/COSTS FOR 30 000-T/A BIOLOGICAL HAZARDOUS - INTERNATIONAL GARBAGE
TREATMENT FACILITY

in

i

Treatment
Method

A. Incineration
(i) without heat

recovery

(ii) with 257.
heat reco-
very

B. Heat
Sterilization

C. EB
Sterilization

Energy
Source

Gas-fired

Gas-fired

Gas-fired

Electricity

Specific*1)
Energy

Consumption
(kWh/t)

1200

900

800(2)

120

Commercial
Energy
Costs3

($/kUh)

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.08

Specific
Energy
Costs
($/t)

60

45

40

10

Trucking/
Landfill
Costs
($/t)

7.5
(10:1 volume
reduction)

25
(3:1 volume
reduction by
compaction)

25
(3:1 volume
reduction by
compaction)

Comments

. Significant volume reduction
• Atmospheric pollution
. Depletion of valuable fossil-fuel
reserves

• Relatively more energy intensive

• Uncertainties in decontamination
efficiencies

• No volume reduction
• Some air pollution
• Relatively more energy intensive

• Good control and measurement of
decontamination efficiency

• No volume reduction
• Clean process - no air pollution
• Order-of-magnitude lower energy
requirements

I1' Includes efficiency factor for energy conversion
<2> Without heat recovery
< 3> Ontario case



TABLE 3 - COMPARISON OF COSTS FOR 30 000-T/A BIOLOGICAL HAZARDOUS -
INTERNATIONAL GARBAGE TREATMENT FACILITY

Treatment
Method

A. Incineration
(i) no heat recovery
(ii) 25% recovered heat

B. Heat Sterilization

C. EB Sterilization

Costs

Capital
($, 000)

4000-6000
II

1000-2000

6000-8000

Operating
($ ,000/a)

250-500
II

50-100

400-600

Energy
($/t)

60
45

40

10

Trucking/
Landfill
(S/t)

7.5
II

25

25

Total t1)
Treatment
Costs
(S/kg)

95-115
80-100

70-77

75-90

Lifetime of 15 a at i=10f

TABLE 4 - COMPARISON OF ENERGY/COST FOR 30 000-T/A SEWAGE SLUDGE TREATMENT FACILITY AND LANDFILL

en
QO

Treatment
Method

A. Incineration
(i) without

heat recovery
(ii) with 25Z

recovered
heat

B. EB
Sterilization

C. Landfill

Energy
Source

Gas-fired

Gas-fired

Electricity

-

Specific'*>
Energy

Consumption
(kWh/t)

1200

900

120

-

Commercial
Energy
Costs3

(S/kWh)

0.05

0.08

-

Specific
Energy
Costs
($/t)

45

10

-

Trucking/
Landfill
Costs
($/t)

7.5
(10:1 volume
reduction)

Processing
material

sold or given
to user

75

Comments

• Atmospheric pollution
• Utilizes valuable energy resources
. Relatively more energy intensive
• Volume reduction

• No volume reduction
• Clean process - no air pollution
• Relatively less energy intensive
• Can be recycled to land

• Infections species still present
in waste

• Poses threat to environment
• Cheap

t1' Includes efficiency factor for energy conversion
<2' Without heat recovery
'•*' Ontario case



TABLE 5 - COMPARISON OF COSTS FOR 30 000-T/A SEWAGE SLUDGE TREATMENT FACILITY

Treatment
Method

A Incineration
(i) no heat

recovery
(ii) 25% heat rec

very

B. EB
Sterilization

C. Landfill

Costs

Capital
($, 000)

A 00-6000

n

6000-8000

Nil

Operating
($, 000/a)

250-500

II

400-600

Nil

Energy
($/t)

60

45

10

Nil

Trucking/
Landfill

($/t)

7.50

n

Nil

75

Total I1'
Treatment
Costs
($/t)

95-115

80-100

50-65

75

Lifetime of 15 a at i=10Z
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ABSTRACT

Electron beam (EB) processing involves using electrons
to initiate polymerization or cross-linking reactions in
suitable substrates, thereby enhancing specific physical
and chemical properties. A relatively new use of EB
processing is now emerging: the production of fibre-
reinforced composites. EB curing at ambient
temperature has the potential to reduce the residual
stresses in an advanced composite, a result of expansion
during thermal curing, and to significantly increase the
overall cure speed and process throughput. Wood
fibres are used as a filler material for various
ttiermoplastics such as polypropylene. EB treatment,
combined with selected EB<urable coupling agents,
significantly increases the adhesion between the wood
fibres and the thermoplastic polymer, resulting in
improved material properties. Work to develop both
products and processes for the EB curing of fibre-
reinforced composites is currently underway at AECL
Research. This paper briefly updates these
developments.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

EB processing uses ionizing radiation rather than
thermal energy, specifically high-energy electrons or
X-rays produced by an accelerator, to initiate
polymerization and cross-linking reactions in suitable
matrices, curing the polymer and/or enhancing
specific physical and chemical properties. Figure 1
illustrates a typical linear accelerator. Electron
pulses are produced by the gun and injected into
the evacuated accelerator structure. This structure
consists of several coupled cavities in which an
accelerating field is produced by radio-frequency
(RF) power from a klystron. The beam is
monitored, scanned using magnets, and then passes
through a thin metal window to the atmosphere
and to the product being treated. An accelerator is
a source of penetrating radiation and, therefore,
must be operated in a shielded room. The
penetration limit of a 10-MeV EB is about 3.5 cm
of unit density material and about 30 cm when the

Ion Pump
Scanner

Electron Gun

I i

FIGURE 1: TYPICAL LINEAR ACCELERATOR

EB is converted to X-rays. The penetration limit is
inversely proportional to density. Currently, there
are about 600 EB accelerators being used worldwide
to process plastics and composites (1).

Many benefits have been identified for carbon and
aramid fibre-reinforced composites when using EB
processing rather than thermal curing, including
ambient curing temperatures, reduced curing times,
and improved material handling, all of which
translate into improved product quality and/or lower
production costs (2, 3). However, all curing has to
be done in a shielded facility using detailed
dosimetry methods to ensure product quality, and
only free-radical-initiated matrix systems are well-
suited to EB curing. The epoxies commonly used
in the advanced carbon fibre-reinforced composites
polymerize by a cationic mechanism under the
influence of high-energy radiation and this process
is inhibited by trace amounts of water (4). EB-
curable matrices have been developed over the past
10 years with properties comparable to these
epoxies. Vinyl polyesters are also amenable to EB
curing, and thus can be used with this process as a
matrix material.
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Wood fibres and wood flour are currently used
industrially as a filler material for various
thermoplastics, such as polypropylene, polyethylene,
nylon and polyester, to produce blends with higher
elastic moduli, reduced thermal sensitivity, and lower
overall production costs. The adhesion between the
fibres and the matrix significantly affects many of
the properties of the composites. Chemical bonding
between the hydrophilic wood fibres and the
hydrophobic polymer cannot be easily achieved with
standard mixing procedures alone. EB treatment,
combined with the use of selected EB-curable
coupling agents, significantly increases the adhesion
between the wood fibres and the thermoplastic
polymer, resulting in improved material properties.
EB processing allows the wood fibres to reinforce
the thermoplastics rather than to act only as a filler
material (5).

Research in EB-curable composites over the past 15
years, together with the recent availability of
industrial, high-energy, high-power accelerators,
makes possible the industrial production of many
fibre-reinforced products. Research has been
conducted on a number of topics, including matrix
development, sizings and interface properties, EB
effects on fibre properties, process development,
process control, and radiation safety and dosimetry.

2.0 ADVANCED COMPOSITES

2.1 Resin Developments

Table 1 gives tue range of properties presently
available for both epoxy and EB-curable acrylated
epoxy polymers (6). The number of commercially
available EB-curable resins, and thus the range of
properties available, while increasing rapidly, is still
limited.

Recent effort has focussed on the formulating of
acrylated epoxy resins with elevated glass transition
temperatures (Tg). Resins based on difunctional
acrylated epoxies have a Tg of about 120°C and
tetrafunctional systems have been shown to have a
Tg of about 200°C. The effect of moisture and
temperature on the Tg of acrylated epoxies is also
being examined. Figure 2 illustrates the typical
moisture effect for a difunctional acrylated epoxy.
The Tg decreases from about 120°C to 95°C after
storage in water at 100°C for 24 hours.

TABLE 1: TYPICAL PROPERTIES OF EPOXIES
AND EB-CURABLE ACRYLATED EPOXIES

Property

Strength (MPa):
Tensile
Compressive

Modulus (GPa):
Tensile
Compressive

Elongation at Break (%)

Coef. of Linear Thermal
Expansion (/im/(m-aC))

Glass Transition
Temperature (°C)

Epoxies

28-90
103-172

2.4-4.1
2.8-4.1

3-6

45-65

100-175

Acrylated
Epoxies

50-82
NA'

2.3-4.2
NA

1.5-8.2

NA

53-200

* Not available from the supplier.
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FIGURE 2: EFFECT OF MOISTURE AND
TEMPERATURE ON Tg

2.2 Process Developments

Figure 3 gives the typical temperature rise in an
FB-cured composite laminate as a function of the
number of plys, a result of radiation-induced
exothermic reactions and the heat dissipation
conditions. A composite of carbon fabric and a
low-molecular-weight acrylated epoxy was EB Ueated
at a dose rate of 250 Gy/s for this study.
Excessive heating in composites can be avoided by
proper selection of the resin formulations, reducing
the required curing dose by using cross-linking
promoters and fractional irradiation techniques.
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FIGURE 3: TYPICAL TEMPERATURE RISE IN
CARBON FABRIC LAMINATES

Converting to low-dose-rate X-rays also reduces or
eliminates heating problems. Multiple passes are
normally required to deliver the needed energy to
an entire composite product, which allows the
product to be maintained at an acceptably low
temperature (<50°C) (76).

Figure 4 gives the typical dose rate effect on the
curing of an acrylated epoxy. For this specific
resin, as the dose rate is increased the degree of
curing for a given dose also increases. These
effects must be quantified to ensure that a uniform
degree of curing is achieved throughout a product,
when treatment with both EB and X-rays is
required.

100 r

! - !

Ooam R»f

O 1 kQy/h

-r 10 kQy/h

* 5400 kGy/ii

1 10
Dose, kGy

100

FIGURE 4: EFFECT OF DOSE RATE ON THE
CURING OF ACRYLATED EPOXY

Figure 5 shows the effect of lowering the curing
temperature on the gel fraction of acrylated epoxy.
As the curing temperature is lowered, radical
mobility decreases. Therefore, the required dose (at

a specified dose rate) to obtain a selected degree of
cure goes up as the curing temperature is lowered.
Our studies have shown that selected acrylated
epoxies can be cured at a temperature as low as
-30°C.

80 [

# 60
c
o

to 40

a
20

20 40 60 80
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FIGURE 5: EFFECT OF CURING TEMPERATURE
ON THE GEL FRACTION OF

ACRYLATED EPOXY

A processing option that has been considered is EB
treating frozen (<-50c) composite products and
then quenching them at their desired service
temperature to allow the cross-linking reactions to
proceed. Figure 6 illustrates why EB curing at the
service temperature is perferred over this quenching
technique. The greatly limited radical mobility as
the polymer is heated from below -50°C to the
quenching temperature (25°C) is condusive to
excessive recombination reactions. As seen in the
figure, the samples that were EB treated at 25°C
had higher gel fractions over the entire dose range.
Similar effects were seen at lower curing and
quenching temperatures as well.

100

40 60

Dose. kGy

FIGURE 6: EFFECT OF QUENCHING ON THE
CURING OF ACRYLATED EPOXIES
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3.0 WOOD FIBRE-REINFORCED PLASTICS

Recent studies in this area have focussed on the
optimization of the properties of our wood fibre-
reinforced plastic (WFRP) using polypropylene (PP)
as the matrix polymer, bleached wood fibres (WF)
(aspect ratio £ 15), and selected proprietary EB-
curable coupling agents or reactive additives (RA).

Figure 7 illustrates the typical effect of EB
treatment (dose rate = 5400 kGy/h) prior to
extrusion, on the flexural strength and modulus of a
particular WFRP (59.5% PP; 35% WF; 3.5% RA;
2% maleated PP (MPP), a lubricating agent). A
dose of 5 kGy increases both the strength and the
modulus of the WFRP.

(".'.'I Strength

M l Modulus

O) | 100% PP
£ 30

CO

I 20 !
®

10

i
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3
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o

0 2.6 S

Electron Dose, kGy

FIGURE 7: EFFECT OF EB TREATMENT ON
THE FLEXURAL PROPERTIES OF WFRP
(59.5% PP; 35% WF; 3.5% RA; 2% MPP)

Figure 8 shows the effect of varying the RA
concentration on the flexural properties of a typical
WFRP (65% PP; 35% WF), EB treated to a dose
of 10 kGy. A concentration of between 0.9 and
1.8% gives a high strength while maintaining the
high modulus expected in a wood fibre-filled PP.
The strength can be further improved by increasing
the RA concentration, but the modulus begins to
decrease, a result of excessive bonding between the
fibres and the PP. Combining 1.8% MPP with the
WFRP had only a minor effect on the modulus of
the WFRP.

Table 2 gives the typical properties of our EB-
treated WFRP and PP (6). WFRP has higher
tensile and flexural strength, modulus, and a
significantly improved heat deflection temperature
(HDT). The HDT is related to the service
temperature that a material can tolerate. The melt
flow index (MFI), as expected, is decreased by the

h
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FIGURE 8: EFFECT OF REACTIVE ADDITIVES
ON THE FLEXURAL PROPERTIES OF WFRP

(65% PP; 35% WF)

addition of wood fibres into the PP. However, an
MFI of 4.4 g/10 min still allows the WFRP to be
injection moulded, an important processing
advantage for the material.

TABLE 2: TYPICAL PROPERTIES OF
EB-TREATED WFRP

Properties

Wood Fibre Content, %
Tensile Strength, MPa
Flexural Strength, MPa
Flexural Modulus, GPa

Heat Deflection Temp., °C
at 1.84 N/mm
at 0.46 N/mm

Melt Flow Index, g/10 min

Notched Impact Strength, J/m

PP

0
37

38

1.41

66
95
14

12

WFRF

35

4 9

63

3.46

116
146
4.4

11

Figure 9 compares the properties of the EB-treated
WFRP to the high-volume commodity thermoplastics
currently in production (6). The flexural modulus
and the HDT of our WFRP are higher than PP,
low-density polyethylene (LDPE), polystyrene (PS),
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and polymethyl
methacrylate (PMMA). The flexural strength of
our WFRP is in the middle of this group of
polymers. This type of information is necessary to
determine the potential industrial applications for
the EB-treated WFRP.
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FIGURE 9: PROPERTIES OF EB-TREATED
WFRP AND COMMODITY PLASTICS

4.0 SUMMARY

A potential industial application for high-energy EB
processing is the manufacturing of superior fibre-
reinforced materials, both advanced composites using
fibres such as carbon or aramid, and wood fibre-
reinforced thermoplastics. Resin characterization
and process design has been the focus of our
recent advanced composite research. The effects of
the EB dose rate, moisture and the curing
temperature on the properties of carbon fabric
laminates are being studied as part of the process
development. EB treatment, in combination with
specific proprietary additives, has been shown to
improve the mechanical properties and the thermal
stability of WFRP, yet maintain the mouldability of
the material. The properties of EB-treated WFRP
compare favourly with several commodity
thermoplastics.
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ABSTRACT

Shcrt-term feeding tests with day
old single comb White Leghorn
cockerels were undertaken to test
the proposition that radiation
pasteurization of animal feed
would result in improved
performance of animals or birds
consuming that feed. This assumes
that animal feed frequently
harbours pathogens which
deleteriously affect the consuming
animal or bird, and that
irradiation destroys those
pathogens. In five of six tests
completed to date, using separate
lots of feed ingredients in each,
radiation pasteurization resulted
in statistically significant
improvements in feed consumption,
weight gain and/or feed conversion
efficiency.

1 . 0 INTRODUCTION

The commercia l r e a r i n g of swine
and p o u l t r y for human consumption
is now a highly specialized form
of agricultural activity in the
developed areas of the world.
Mass rearing techniques, coupled
with central processing and
widespread d i s t r i b u t i o n of
products, constitute an extremely
e f f i c i e n t system for food
production, providing an abundance
of affordable meat and poultry

products for the consumer.
However, with mass production
techniques, where very large
numbers of animals or birds are
maintained in a single enclosure,
disease prevention and control is
of paramount importance. To
minimize the risk of disease, most
producers isolate their production
facilit ies as completely as is
p rac t i cab le , with s t r ingent
precautions in place to prevent
the introduction of disease via
personnel, new stock, rodents,
etc. Of course, feed must be
brought into the production
faci l i ty and the feed stream
represents a major avenue for the
unwanted i n t r o d u c t i o n of
pathogenic microorganisms into
such a facility (1-5). Large
central feed mills supplying many
individual producers compound the
dissemination problem, as does the
recycling of inedible parts of
animals or birds as rendered high-
protein meal. One common measure
to control feed-borne disease is
the use of antibiotics in feeds,
but this is not always effective
and has other limitations as well
(6,7) . Since irradiation is an
e x c e l l e n t m e t h o d f o r
decontaminating a v a r i e t y of
substances (1,8,9), i t could be
u s e d t o i m p r o v e t h e
microbiological quality of animal
feed. Thus, in p r i n c i p l e at
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least, irradiation could be used
to reduce or eliminate the risk of
feed-borne disease. In the
present series of experiments,
short-term feeding tests with baby
chicks were carr ied out to
determine the frequency of
occurrence (on a feed batch
basis) , and magnitude, of any
benef i t s resu l t ing from the
radiation pasteurization of feed.
This type of benefi t i s of
considerable practical importance
because it accrues directly to the
producer, who must pay for the
feed and i t s processing. Baby
chicks were used because i t is the
young of any species that are most
vulnerable to infection.

2.3 Irradiation

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Test Species

Newly hatched cockerels of the
single comb White Leghorn strain
were used. Chicks were randomly
allocated to pens in Petersime
batteries. There were 10 birds to
a pen, and the pens were randomly
allocated to different treatment
groups. The Petersime batteries
were located in a controlled-
environment room, in the Animal
Science complex at the University
of Manitoba.

2.2. Feed Ingredients and
Preparation

Ingredients were obtained from
commercial feed suppliers. A
separate lot of ingredients was
used for each experiment. The
diet for a complete experiment was
blended in a single batch, using
the regular mixing equipment at
the University of Manitoba poultry
department. Table 1 lists the
composition of the feed. Storage
was at ambient temperature, in
closed plastic bags. Where
present, medication consisted of
27.5 mg streptomycin and 82.6 mg
penicillin, per kg of diet.

The required number of randomly
selected bags of feed, containing
10 kg per bag, were irradiated
with 10 MeV electrons using the
Whiteshell Irradiator located at
Pinawa, Manitoba. Care was taken
to ensure complete penetration of
the feed mass by the electron
beam. Dose was either 5 or 10
kGy, as specified. Dosimetry was
by means of FWT dosimeters (10).

2.4 Monitoring Growth
Performance

Body weight and feed consumption
of the young birds were monitored
o v e r t h e d u r a t i o n of t h e
experiment (21 days). Growth,
feed c o n s u m p t i o n and feed
conversion efficiency (feed:gain
ratio) were examined as indicators
of growth performance. Analysis-
o f - v a r i a n c e of t he da t a was
carr ied out usin-j a commercial
s t a t i s t i c a l package (SAS) at the
University of Manitoba computer
center.

2.5 Experimental Designs

Each of the first five experiments
used a total of 480 birds, in 48
pens of 10 birds each. Equal
numbers of pens were allocated, at
random, to each treatment group in
each experiment. In experiment
89-1 there were three treatment
groups, comparing feed irradiated
to 0, 5 or 10 kGy. Feed for this
experiment contained antibiotics.
In experiments 89-2 and 89-3 there
were four treatment groups in
each, comparing 0 vs 10 kGy
irradiated feed and stressed vs
non-stressed birds. "Stress"
consisted of a 16-hour period of
lowered temperature (~24*C)
started when the chicks were less
then 24 hours old. Normal
temperature was a constant 35'C.
Antibiotics were present in 89-2,
but not in 89-3. Experiments 90-1
and 90-2, which each involved four
treatment groups, compared 0 vs 10
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kGy i r r a d i a t e d feed and t he
p r e s e n c e vs t h e a b s e n c e of
a n t i b i o t i c s . In t h e s i x t h
experiment (91-1) a t o t a l of 720
b i r d s were used, in 72 pens .
There were eight treatment groups,
in a 2 x 2 x 2 factor ia l design,
comparing 0 vs 10 kGy irradiated
feed, the presence vs the absence
of an t ib io t i c s , and two levels of
vitamins (1X vs 1.3X).

3 , RESULTS

Data for effects of radiation
pasteurized feed on the growth
performance parameters of young
chicks are summarized, for all six
experiments, in Table 2.

3. 1 Experiment 89-1

Irradiation at 10 kGy resulted in
s t a t i s t i c a l l y s i g n i f i c a n t
improvement in feed consumption
and weight gain (p < .05). The
f e e d : g a i n r a t i o was n o t
s ign i f i can t ly affected by the
treatment. The 5 kGy treatment
group was not s i g n i f i c a n t l y
different from the unirradiated
control.

3.2 Experiment 89-2

Feed:gain ratio was improved (p <
.01 ) in the 10 kGy treatment
group, re la t ive to the 0 kGy
control. Feed consumption and
weight gain were not significantly
different between treatments.
Transient temperature stress (data
not shown) resulted in significant
differences in feed consumption
(p < .01 ) and weight gain (p <
.01 ), but had no effect on
feed:gain ratio.

3 . 3 Experiment 89-3

In this experiment, non-medicated
f e e d ( A b( - ) ) was u s e d .
Irradiation to 10 kGy resulted in
s t a t i s t i c a l l y s i g n i f i c a n t
improvements in feed consumption
(p < .05), weight gain (p < .01),
and feed:gain ra t io (p < .001).

There was no effect of the stress
t r e a t m e n t on t h e g r o w t h
performance parameters (data not
shown).

3.4 Experiment 90-1

There were significant interaction
effects between the irradiation
and the medication treatments. In
the absence of antibiotics (Ab(-))
t h e r e was a s t a t i s t i c a l l y
signif icant improvement in the
feed :ga in r a t i o , while feed
consumption and weight gain were
not significantly different from
the control. In the presence of
an t ib io t i c s (Ab(+)) there were
s t a t i s t i c a l l y s i g n i f i c a n t
decreases in feed consumption and
weight gain, while the feed:gain
r a t i o was not s i g n i f i c a n t l y
different from the control.

3.5 Experiment 90-2

There were no s t a t i s t i c a l l y
s igni f icant effects associated
with the a n t i b i o t i c treatment
(data not shown). The irradiation
t r e a t m e n t r e s u l t e d i n a
s t a t i s t i c a l l y s i g n i f i c a n t
improvement in the feed:gain
r a t i o , with n o n - s i g n i f i c a n t
improvements in feed consumption
and weight gain.

3.6 Experiment 91-1

There were no s t a t i s t i c a l l y
s igni f icant effects associated
with any of the t r e a t m e n t s
( i r r a d i a t i o n , medica t ion or
vitamin supplementation) (data not
shown fo r t h e l a t t e r two
variables).

4 . CONCLUSIONS

I n f i v e o u t of s i x f e e d i n g
experiments, growth performance
parameters (feed consumption,
weight gain, and/or feedrgain
r a t i o ) of young chicks were
s t a t i s t i c a l l y s i g n i f i c a n t l y
improved by treatment of the feed
with radiation or medication.
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These results suggest that, out of
the six lots of feed ingredients
t e s t e d , f i v e h a r b o u r e d
microorganisms deleterious to the
growth of young chicks.

In the absence of antibiotics,
irradiation had a positive effect
on five out of the six lots of
feed tes ted , as indicated by
s t a t i s t i c a l l y s i g n i f i c a n t
improvements in one or more growth
performance parameters. The
presence of antibiotics masked the
beneficial effect of irradiation
in some lots of feed, but not in
others. In some experiments there
was an effect of irradiation over
and above that due to medication.
In one lot of feed, irradiation
lowered the efficacy of the
antibiotics.

These results are consistent with
the interpretation that different
l o t s of feed i n g r e d i e n t s
frequently are contaminated with
microorganisms that negatively
affect the growth performance of
young chicks. If one postulates
that the characteristics of the
contaminating organisms randomly
vary with respec t to t h e i r
p a t h o g e n i c i t y for the t e s t
species, sensitivity to different
treatments, etc. , then the batch-
to-batch variations in the effects
of irradiat ion and antibiotics
follow as a consequence. Of
c o u r s e , in the absence of
con tamina t ion with harmful
organisms irradiation would be
without effect.

These results lend credence to the
suggestion that the feed stream
represents a major avenue for
e n t r y of unwanted harmful
organisms into otherwise isolated
production facilities for birds nr

animals, and that irradiation
the feed can reduce
the likelihood of
Further work should
e f f e c t s of

or
of

or eliminate
such entry,
examine the

c j - j - c w u o v-r j . r a d i a t i o n
pasteurization of feed
term t e s t s under

growing conditions, and in other
economically important species.

TABLE 1 - BASAL DIET COMPOSITION

Ground wheat 76.50
Soybean oil meal
Meat meal
Fat
Vitamin premix
Mineral premix
DL Methionine
Antibiotic mix
(penicillin and (
streptomycin)

Calculated Analysis

Crude protein (%)
Metabolizable energy
Kcal/kg)
Lysine (%)
Cystine and
methionine (%)
Calcium (%)
Phosphorus 1%)

6.00
15.00
1 .00
1 .00
0.35
0,15

trace*
when present)

20.45

2957
1.11

0.303
1 .20
0.55

* 27.5 mg streptomycin and 82.6 mg
penicillin per kg of diet
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TABLE 2

Exp. No.

89-1

89-2

89-3

90-1

90-2

91-1

- EFFECTS OF RADIATION PASTEURIZED FEED ON
OF YOUNG CHICKS

Dose

0
5
10

0
10

0
10

0
10

0
10

0
10

0
10

Second
Variable

Ab(-)
Ab(-)

Ab( + )
Ab( + )

Feed Cons.
(g)

283.2
284.5
294.1*

319.2
313.9

295.1
305.3*

274.0
277.0

294.4
279.1**

312.9
314.0

312.9
312.7

Weight Gain

(g)

142.0
143.9
147.6*

152.6
153.2

136.8
145.5**

129.0
133.3

145.7
137.8*

156.4
159.8

146.3
145.8

GROWTH PERFORMANCE

Feed-.Gain
Ratio

2.00
1.98
1.99

2.10
2.05**

2.16
2.10***

2.13
2.08*

2.02
2.03

2.00
1.97**

2.14
2.15

Remarks

Ab( + )
Ab< + )
Ab( + )

Ab( + )
Ab( + )

Ab(-)
Ab(-)

1

f

* p < 0.05
** p < 0.01
*** p < 0.001
Ab(+) Antibiotic mix present in feed
Ab(-) Antibiotic mix not present in feed
f Results averaged over Ab(+) and Ab(-) treatment groups
f Results averaged over Ab(+) aand Ab(-), and vitamin lx and 1.3x

treatment group
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STATISTICAL APPROACH TO COMPLIANCE WITH MAXIMUM CHANNEL POWER
LICENCE LIMITS IN ONTARIO HYDRO REACTORS

C.G. OLIVE and P. SERMER

Ontario Hydro
700 University Avenue

Toronto, Ontario, CANADA, M5G 1X6

ABSTRACT
For each Ontario Hydro reactor, compliance with a
licence limit on channel powers is monitored using a
reactor simulation code which computes an estimate of
maximum channel power. A novel approach to the com-
putational error and its treatment as a random variable
has permitted generic compliance criteria to be derived
which are based on a probabilistic interpretation of the
licence. The criteria provide justifiable operating pro-
cedures to satisfy the licence statement. A reactor
power increase for Bruce Nuclear Generating Station A
reactors has been made following optimization of an
operating guideline limit for computed maximum chan-
nel power. This power increase has resulted in replace-
ment energy savings of $0.6 million per unit month at
95% Full Power operation.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

In the Operating Licence for each Ontario Hydro
Nuclear Generating Station, an upper limit on channel
powers is specified for each reactor coolant flow zone.
For example, the licence statement for Bruce Nuclear
Generating A (BNGSA) is as follows:

"The total power generated in any fuel
channel shall not exceed 6.9 megawatts in
the inner flow zone of the reactor core and
6.4 megawatts in the outer flow zone of the
reactor core under normal steady-state
operating conditions"

Compliance with these limits is monitored using the
Simulation Of Reactor Operation (SORO) computer
code1. This is a steady state, two group diffusion, fuel
management computer code, which simulates reactor
fuelling and burnup and reactivity device positions. For
each reactor unit, SORO is run by a station Fuel and
Physics staff several times per week to track the bundle
irradiation and bumup distributions and compute instan-
taneous bundle and channel power distributions. The
Fuel and Physics staff confirm from the SORO com-
puted maximum channel power, that the limits have not
been exceeded. Fuelling decisions are also based on the
SORO outputs.

A particular, formally logical, interpretation of the
licence statement is chosen, in which it is required that,
for each flow zone, the true maximum channel power
does not exceed the licence limit. This interpretation

allows the licence limit to be specified without refer-
ence to an error associated with any particular approxi-
mation of the true channel power. Under this funda-
mental assumption, the licence limit is treated just as a
number. (A more involved safety related consideration
of the licence limit is beyond the scope of this work).

As compliance with the licence statement is monitored
using SORO and because the SORO error is treated as
a random variable (having a normal distribution), it is
necessary to specify compliance criteria based on pro-
babilistic arguments. These are formulated as statistical
tests, such that the confidence level for the hypothesis
of the true maximum channel power not exceeding the
licence limit value is specified. The derived compliance
criteria provide Ontario Hydro Nuclear Generating Sta-
tions with justifiable operating procedures to satisfy the
licence statement.

In this paper, we summarize the most important con-
cepts in the definition and analysis of the maximum
channel power licence statement and present the results
for BNGSA. The compliance criteria and procedures
are derived and illustrated with examples of BNGSA
operational data.

The paper is divided into the following pans:

- Definition of maximum channel power error

- Computation of maximum channel power error

- Basis for licence compliance

- Compliance criteria and procedures

- Examples of results and operational data

A rigorous treatment of the above topics can be found
in references (2) and (3). Reference (3) also contains
the results and operational data for Bruce Nuclear Gen-
erating Station B.

2.0 DEFINITION OF MAXIMUM CHANNEL
POWER ERROR

The maximum channel power error, r|, is defined as
follows:

_ Smt* ~ QTOBX

where £„,„ and Qmn are, respectively, the SORO and
true values of maximum channel power at a particular
reactor state.
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The distribution of T| depends on the structure of the
channel power distribution and the SORO error, £;,
defined as follows:

£,• = i = 1,2,3,...^ [2]

where 5, and £?, are, respectively, the SORO computed
and true channel powers at channel i for a particular
reactor state. N is the number of fuel channels, e, had
been determined in previous work by comparison of
SORO computed channel powers at the 22 Fully
Instrumented Channels (FINCH) against the measured
powers4. The error distribution, e,, is divided into three
components: a reactor power component, eXP; a time
dependent simulation component, £FtMf,-; and a spatial
simulation component, e^/xi/x •

It L important to recognize that SORO error, E;, and
SORO maximum channel power error, TJ, are distinct
objects. As shown in (2), £, is normally distributed
with a zero mean and standard deviation a. As shown
in this paper, r| has a distribution with a positive mean.
For each reactor state, there are N values of e, (a value
for each channel) but one value of TJ only (in fact, one
for each flow zone). For each reactor stale, although the
channel location for 5m i , is known, the location for
Qma cannot be known.

3.0 COMPUTATION OF SORO MAXIMUM
CHANNEL POWER ERROR

Precise knowledge of r\ permits a probabilistic interpre-
tation of the licence statement. The numerical computa-
tion to evaluate T\ is a Monte Carlo simulation. The
reason we chose a Monte Carlo approach is because we
assume that the SORO computation of the channel
powers is of the following nature.

There exists an underlying true set of channel powers
Q which is not known to us. These true powers are sta-
tistically realized, along with a random error, as a set
of channel powers S. These channel powers are com-
puted by the SORO code and, hence, are known to us.
Because the SORO error is thought of as having a ran-
dom component, channel powers S are not a unique
realization of the true values of Q. Rather, there are
infinitely many other realizations of the true powers as
"hypothetical sets of powers", S1, S2, S3 each of
which is slightly different from S. These sets of
powers, Sm, therefore, occur with some probability dis-
tribution. Consequently, the (relative) difference r|,
between Sm and Q, given by

Sn = [3]

also occurs with some probability distribution. If we
knew this distribution, we would know everything
about the quantitative uncertainties in the SORO com-
puted channel powers S. Thus, the problem is to esti-
mate or approximate the probability distribution of T)
without knowing Q. We solve this problem by the fol-

lowing computational model adapted from (5). This
computational model is stated as follows:

Although the SORO computed set of channel powers S
is not the true one, let us consider a fictitious world in
which it was the true one'. Since we hope that our
computed powers are not too wrong, we hope that that
fictitious world is not too different from the actual
world with channel powers Q". In particular, let us
assume, that the shape of the probability distribution
S' - S in the fictitious world is the same, or very
nearly the same, as the shape of the probability distri-
bution S' - Q = QT\ in the real world. Notice that we
are not assuming that S and Q are equal; they are
certainly not. We are only assuming that the way in
which random errors enter the SORO mathematical
model and its numerical implementation does not vary
rapidly as a function of Q, so that S can serve as a
reasonable surrogate.

Now, the distribution of Sl - S in the fictitious world
is within our ability to calculate. Starting with the
powers 5, we can simulate our own sets of "synthetic"
realizations of these channel powers as "synthetic chan-
nel powers sets". The procedure is to draw random
numbers from appropriate distributions (see below) so
as to mimic our best understanding of the computa-
tional and modeling errors in the SORO code. With
such random draws, we construct channel power sets
which are supposed to have exactly the same statistical
relationship to S as the S"s have to Q.

The computational method is as follows:

1. For a given reactor state, QuQ.2 QN are
SORO computed channel powers (this is the set 5). Let
(2m.x = max{Qi, Q2 QN) .

2. For t = 1,2 NDRAW do

(i) eRP ~ iV(0, a}P)

(ii) n, - Nfrafrua) , i = 1.2...JV

i = l,2,...,yv"

SN)

(e " /V(ji, a) means that a value of E is randomly
drawn from a Normal Distribution).

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for different reactor states to
obtain a sample 111.112,113, of size
NSTATES x NDRAW INSTATES = total number of

(iv) E, = eKP + tFLUXji ,

(v) Si = a ( l + e,) ,
(vi) SnM = max{Su S2

* This fictitious world is realized as follows. If Q is * set of
true channel powers for some reactor state S then we assume
that there exists a reactor stale S' for which S is a set of true
powers.
** That :s, the state S ' is only a perturbation of the state J .
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reactor states in the simulation. NDRAW = 10,000).
4. Obtain estimates of \i^ and an as sample mean and
standard deviation, respectively.

5. Sort the sample T\,, TI2, T|3 in the ascending
order. The resulting sample is

nav T\<n* %> Set

to get the maximum channel power error at the
required probability a, where T^ _ a is 1 - a percentile
directly determined from the above ordered set.

4.0 BASIS FOR LICENCE COMPLIANCE

For a given SORO estimate, SmiJ, of the maximum
channel power, it is natural to ask the following ques-
tions:

(i)What is the guaranteed upper limit on true max-
imum channel power, Qmax, and

(ii)What is the probability that the licence limit has
been exceeded by 2 m « ?

4.1 Guaranteed Maximum Channel Power Upper
Limit

The problem associated with the first question is formu-
lated as follows:

For a given confidence level a, say a = 98%, find f|
such that

= Smlx{\ + f\) [4]

is a channel power upper limit at confidence level a.
That is,

Prob[S [5]

Note that for a given a, a value of f\ is optimal if the
probability of the above relationship is exactly a. If the
probability is greater than a then f| is not optimal.
(Note that, in order to maximize reactor power, we
desire optimal f\. The prescribed a ensures that the
optimal value of f| also satisfies the safety require-
ments. A value of f\ for which the above probability is
less than a is unacceptable).

4.2 Probabilistic Interpretation Of Maximum Chan-
nel Power Licence
If we identify the licence limit with the SORO max-
imum channel power which has a normally distributed
error, we obtain a probabilistic interpretation of the
licence statement. This is formulated by the following
inverse problem statement:

For a given

A = c [6]

find confidence level a from the known distribution t\.

For any, computed margin (f|), between the SORO
maximum channel power (5,^) and the licence limit
(LL), the confidence level, (a), at which we
hypothesize that she true maximum channel power
(Qm«) does not exceed the licence limit. That is,

Prob[Qmft<LL) = a. [7]

In order to comply with the licence statement within
the framework just described, it is necessary to assume
that we are given a limiting confidence level, say Oo
(designated by the appropriate safety considerations).
Thus the licence will be presumed to be complied with
if, for the above computed confidence level, a,

a > 0̂ ) [8]

5.0 COMPLIANCE CRITERIA AND PRO-
CEDURES

The treatment of T) as a random variable has permitted
a compliance criterion for each coolant zone to be for-
mulated as a statistical test. This is stated as follows:

(a) The hypothesis of true maximum channel power
not exceeding the licence limit is to be accepted
at a confidence level of at least 98%.

To facilitate compliance with criterion (a), each station
is provided with an operating guideline value for max-
imum channel power which is an amount of f[ below
the licence limit. f| is computed, optimally, in such a
way that the probability of

SmiX(l+t\)>Qm» [9]

is, exactly, 98%. The station Fuel and Physics staff tar-
get to maintain the SORO maximum channel power
below the operating guideline limit through appropriate
fuelling. If necessary, an upper limit on reactor power
is specified based on operational experience. Should the
SORO maximum channel power exceed the operating
guideline value, criterion (a) is not satisfied.

Operational experience has shown that there are the
occasional, large increases in maximum channel power.
To accommodate these increases without unnecessarily
limiting reactor power, two additional criteria may be
specified as follows:

(b) In the event of failing criterion (a), SORO max-
imum channel power is not to exceed the licence
limit. (This is equivalent to lowering the
confidence level in criterion (a) to, approxi-
mately, 80%).

(c) The frequency of failing criterion (a) is not to
exceed once per 90 day period, based on a
SORO run frequency of at least twice per week.

The addition of criteria (b) and (c) lowers the time
averaged probability of true maximum channel power
not exceeding the licence limit only marginally, from
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98% to 97.28% based on a 90 day period. The calcula-
tion is as follows:

[10]

where,

P = Prob [Qmn <LL in a 90 day period],

Pi = Prob [Qmvl<LL if criterion (a) is satisfied]
= 0.98,

P2 = Prob [criterion (a) is satisfied] = 24/25,

Pi = Prob[QmUL < LL if criterion (a) is not satisfied]
= 0.80,

P 4 = Prob [criterion (a) is not satisfied] = 1/25.

P{ and ^3 are upper bound values. For the value of P3

for BNGSA, see section 6.1, Figure 3. P2 and P4 are
defined for a 90 day period and 2 SORO runs per
week. Approximately, there are 25 SORO runs in a 90
day period. Hence,

P = 0.98 x (24/25) + 0.80 x (1/25) = 0.9728

Note that for the more stringent frequency of once per
1/2 year in criterion (c), the corresponding probability
is P = 0.9764. This is only slightly better than 0.9728
for a quarterly period.

6.0 RESULTS AND OPERATIONAL DATA
In this section, the results are presented for BNGSA
which is the most constrained of the Ontario Hydro sta-
tions with respect to the maximum channel power
licence limits. The compliance criteria and procedures
are illustrated with examples from historical data. As
for the Bruce reactors, the inner flow zone limit is
more constraining than the outer flow zone limit, the
results and data are for the inner flow zone.

6.1 BNGSA Results

The Monte Carlo simulation presented in section 3 has
been used to estimate r\ and f\ for BNGSA2. The
SORO error is shown in Table 1. The SORO error and
the reactor states input to the simulation were those
which guaranteed a conservative (ie upper bound) 1\.
Therefore, the estimate of <Sgp is an upper bound value
and the estimates of OFWX and cty^wx are lower

y
bound values. Reactor states from the four BNGSA
units over a three year period were divided into groups
each containing about 30 reactor states. The distribution
of T| and corresponding values of f| were obtained from
the group which gave the most conservative 1*|
The estimates of the parameters of r\ are shown in
Table 2. Note that \i^ is +1.33%. This means that on
the average SORO overestimates the true maximum

channel power. As shown in Figure 1, for example, if
Smtx, is 6760, the expected value for the true maximum
channel power is 6670. The value of f| for a = 98%
can be approximated by:

f[ = = 2% [11]

Therefore, in this example, application of [9] gives, for
our knowledge of QmiX an upper limit of 6900 at 98%
confidence.

TABLE 1

BNGSA SORO ERROR FOR MONTE CARLO
SIMULATION (%)

1.24
1.67
.70

TABLE 2

BNGSA SORO MAXIMUM CHANNEL POWER
ERROR FOR INNER FLOW ZONE

1.33
1.65
2

6670 6900

FIG. 1 EXAMPLE OF PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION,
5m»(l - Ti), FOR Sm, t = 6760

"

. , , , . i

j

FIG. 2 fl vs CONFIDENCE LEVEL
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The variation of confidence level against f| is shown in
Figure 2. The variation of Prob[Qrmx<LL\ against
J m i is shown in Figure 3. These figures provide the
solutions to the problems posed in section 4. Because
T\ is positively biased,

, when = LL.

The operating guideline value for Smtx which satisfies
[7] at 98% confidence, is 6760 as illustrated in the
example of Figure 1.
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FIG. 3 Prob\Qm,T < LL~\ vs 5m.«

6.2 BNGSA Operational Data

Trends for Reactor Power (RP), and Smtl are shown in
Figure 4. The trends are for reactor states for RP >
90% only. With respect to compliance with the max-
imum channel power licence, the trends may be divided
into three periods as follows:

1. 01/87 to 03/88

2. 07/90 to 24/01/91

3. 24/01/91 to current (22/05/91)

The mean and peak values of RP and SmMX for each
period are shown in Table 3. Compliance with the
licence statement for each period is discussed below:

1. 01/87 to 03/88

For this period, the licence compliance was satisfied if,

S m , < LL, where LL = 6900

This criterion was based on the assumption that the
licence limit included explicitly, an allowance for
uncertainties in the SORO calculation. During this
period, the criterion was always satisfied with the Sm,x
peak value of 6898 kW occurring on 871105. For this
value of Sm M ,

Prob[Qml% <LL] = 80% (see Fig.3)

The compliance criteria specified in section 5 are not
satisfied during this period. As shown in Figure 5, there
are 6 states in the period from 871102 to 871112 when
SmiX exceeds the operating guideline of 6760 kW. Thus
criterion (a) was not satisfied more than once in a 90
day period. This represents a failure of criterion (c).

REACTOR POWER

SORO MAXIMUM CHANNEL POWER

FIG. 4 BNGSA UNIT 2 TRENDS: 01/87 to 05/91

2. 07/90 to 01/91

Prior to this period, an Ontario Hydro peer review sug-
gested that there was no explicit allowance for SORO
error in the licence limit. An operating guideline value
was set by the station Fuel and Physics staff using a
non-optimal value of i\, of 5%, which was the best,
conservative estimate at this time. Licence compliance
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during this period was satisfied when,

Sm.x < 6540

During this period, reactor power was limited to mean
and peak values of 92.3% and 94.1% respectively.

TABLE 3

BNGSA REACTOR POWER AND
MAXIMUM CHANNEL POWER DATA

PERIOD

1
2
3

RP (%FP)
Mean
97.3
92.3
95.0

Peak
100.3
94.1
96.7

5m« (kW)
Mean
6594
6288
6460

Peak
6898
6421
6658

3. 01/91 to current

Computation of the operating guideline using the
optimal f| of 2%, means that compliance criterion (a) is
satisfied when,

Smax S 6760

Implementation of this criterion has permitted an
increase in reactor power from 92 to 95% as shown in
Figure 4 resulting in total replacement energy savings
to 22/05/91 for BNGSA (involving units 2 and 3 only)
of $3.5 million.

SORO MAXIMUM CHANNEL TOWER

Report, CPS-031OO-0O03, August 1990
(3) Olive C.G. and Sermer P., "Fuel and Physics Good

Practices Model: Compliance with Maximum
Channel Power Licence Limit", Ontario Hydro
Report CPS-O3100-0004, October 18, 1990

(4) Sermcr P., "Estimation and Analysis of the SORO
Error for BNGS Reactors", Ontario Hydro, Central
Nuclear Services Report. CNS-03100-16, Sep-
tember, 1988.

(5) Press W.H., Flannery B.P., Teukolsky S.A., Vetter-
ling W.T.t "Numerical Recipes, The Art of
Scientific Computing", Cambridge University
Press, 1986, pp.529-532.
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ABSTRACT

The CANSIM code system is an integrated system
of computer codes being developed to calculate the
behaviour of CANDU fuel during off-normal
transient conditions. This paper describes the
components of CANSIM2, as well as the current
work to include geometry feedback from fuel and
bundle deformat ion in the fuel-channel
thermalhydraulics calculations, which are performed
on a subchannel basis. Hypothetical transients
calculated using the latest developmental version of
CANSIM are presented to illustrate the potential
effects of fuel-element strain and bundle slumping
on the flow of coolant through a 37-element fuel
bundle. These highly stylized sample cases show
the degree to which fuel deformation can alter the
flow of coolant through the bundle subchannels;
indicating that fuel geometry feedback should be
included in any overall assessment of fuel behaviour
at high temperatures.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

CANSIM is an integrated system of mechanistic-
based codes being developed to simulate the
response of fuel in a CANDU-PHWR""" channel
during high temperature transient (accident)
conditions. As stated early in the the development
of CANSIM (Reference 1), a primary reason for
developing an integrated system of codes was to
provide a computational structure in which geometry
feedback between the fuel and channel deformation

University of Saskatchewan, Mechanical
Engineering Graduate
Thermalhydraulics Development Branch, Chalk
River Laboratories
CANDU-PHWR: CANada Deuterium Uranium-
Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor.
CANDU™ is registered in the U.S. Patent
and Trademark Office.

and the channel thermalhydraulics could be
quantified and included in the overall analysis of
fuel behaviour. Figure 1 illustrates how these three
aspects of the problem are interconnected, with
each dependent on the other directly and indirectly
through geometry changes that occur during the
transient.

As indicated in Figure 1, CANSIM is being
designed to account for interactions between the
thermo-mechanical behaviour of the fuel, pressure
tube and calandria tube , and the local
thermalhydraulic conditions in the fuel subchannels.
It will, when completed, calculate fuel bundle heat-
up rates, amounts of sheath strain, type and timing
of sheath defects, amount of fission products
released from the fuel to the PHTS, temperature of
the pressure tube and calandria tube along the
channel, amount of channel deformation, and the
probability and timing of channel failure. The final
goal of CANSIM development is the creation of a
tool which will accurately estimate the release of
fission products from a CANDU fuel channel given
the header-to-header pressure drop and coolant flow
that develops in the channel under potential
accident conditions.

Given this stated goal, the CANSIM system of
codes is potentially useful for direct licensing
analyses or for benchmarking less detailed, but
faster running, licensing tools such as the
CANSIM.PLE code system presently being developed
by Ontario Hydro (Reference 2). As well,
CANSIM can be used in the design and analysis of
complex, all-effects, safety-related experiments,
thereby leading to an improved understanding of the
coupled, governing phenomena.

The present paper briefly describes the history of
CANSIM, the latest version (CANSIM2), and the
plans for future development of this code system.
The component codes for CANSIM2 are described,
including a brief description of the evolution of the
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CANSIM CODE SYSTEM
SIMULATION OF INTERACTIVE BEHAVIOUR OF CANDU
CHANNEL ASSEMBLY DURING HIGH TEMPERATURE
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FIGURE 1: Interactions Modelled by the CANSIM Code System

thermalhydraulics driver code, ASSERT. As a
prerequisite to integration in CANSIM, a number of
transients involving 37-element bundles have been
performed using ASSERT alone (without geometry
feedback), and the results of these analyses are
discussed.

The recent integration of a new geometric package
(GENGEOM.ID) in ASSERT has provided the
capability to calculate the effects of geometric
feedback on the subchannel flow distribution and
pressure drop. To demonstrate this capability, two
stylized transients are presented investigating the
effects of individual element strain and bundle
slumping on subchannel flows and channel pressure-
drop.

The transients presented in this paper have been
selected to illustrate that ASSERT can, in principle,
calculate the effects of flow redistribution in the
37-element bundle geometry as deformation occurs
during the transient. As such, the sample transients
were selected primarily to exercise ASSERT and are
not intended to represent the degree of bundle
deformation that is likely to occur during an
accident. As indicated in the conclusions to this
paper, work is ongoing to include the ELOCA fuel
code in the present interim package to provide an
appropriate mechanistic model for fuel deformation

to CANSIM. When this aspect of CANSIM
development is completed, the modelling of much
more realistic situations will be possible.

2.0 CANSIM DEVELOPMENT:
PAST. PRESENT AND FUTURE

As originally envisioned, CANSIM was to be the
vehicle whereby fuel and thermalhydraulics codes
could share information generated and required by
each code in calculating the coupled fuel and
thermalhydraulics behaviour in a CANDU channel.

To meet these requirements, the initial version of
CANSIM (Reference 1), now designated CANSIM1,
comprised the following major components:

- pre- and post-processor data handling utilities
designed to handle the large volumes of
information generated during a simulation, and
the interfacing between the various codes,

- the ELESIM code (Reference 3) to provide the
initial, steady-state conditions for individual fuel
elements as a result of their prior irradiation
history, including fission product inventory and
gas pressure,
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- the ELOCA code (Reference 4) to simulate the
transient thermo-mechanical behaviour of an
individual element, including prediction of sheath
failure and fission gas release, thus providing the
heat flux and element deformation characteristics
(and hence subchannel area) to drive the
thermalhydraulic component, and

- the COBRA subchannel code (Reference 5) to
calculate the local thermalhydraulic conditions as a
function of heat flux and subchannel area changes
resulting from individual element deformations.

The development of CANS1M1 demonstrated the
importance of treating the coupling between the
fuel thermo-mechanical behaviour and the local
thermalhydraulics. The code was able to
successfully model high power conditions with near
nominal channel flow rates. However, as flow in
the channel was decreased, the subchannel
thermalhydraulics solution scheme used in the
COBRA code became unstable. This inability to
model flow stratification and low recirculating flows,
required in modelling postulated accident conditions,
limited the application of CANSIM1.

In recognition of the limitations of CANSIM1, a
program of work is currently underway to extend
the capabilities of the CANSIM system by pursuing
a number of developments. The principal
developments to be included in CANS1M2 are:

- Replacement of COBRA with ASSERT.PV, a
"low-flow" version of ASSERT.IV (Reference 6),
to overcome not only the low-flow limitation of
COBRA, but also to provide the capability to
predict flow stratification and thermal gradients
throughout the bundle,

- i n c o r p o r a t i o n of e l emen t / e l emen t and
element/pressure tube radiation models, and

- improvements to the modelling of pressure
tube/calandria tube deformation and heat transfer,
calandria tube/moderator heat transfer, and
bundle deformation modes.

Further developmeats beyond the ASSERT-based
CANSIM2 version have also been planned. These
developments, to be incorporated in CANSIM3,
include:

- development of a CATHENA-based (Reference 7)
version of CANSIM for very high temperature
conditions where subchannel effects are no longer
important or when, as a consequence of severe

bundle slumping and fuel/cladding relocation, a
recognizable subchannel geometry no longer exists,
and

- development/adaptation of high-temperature severe
fuel damage models for fuel/cladding relocation
and oxidation effects on fission product release.

The use of a system-thermalhydraulics code such as
CATHENA in CANSIM3 also raises the possibility
of performing analyses of the entire primary heat
transport system during accidents; including the
effects of channel pressure drop changes due to
fuel deformation during the course of an accident.
Before this goal can be achieved, however, the
problem of linking fuel and thermalhydraulics codes
on the subchannel level must be addressed.

The following section of this paper describes the
component codes chosen for linking fuel behaviour
and channel thermalhydraulics response in
CANS1M2. Following the description of these
component codes, the problem of capturing
geometric feedback effects in the thermalhydraulic
analysis is discussed.

3.0 DESCRIPTION OF CANSIM2
COMPONENT CODES

As mentioned previously, the main component codes
in CANSIM2 are: a subchannel thermalhydraulics
code (ASSERT.PV), a transient fuel code
(ELOCA.Mk4S), and a subchannel geometry
package (GENGEOM.ID). At present, the
thermalhydraulics code and the geometry package
have been integrated; with integration of the fuel
code planned for the second half of 1991. The
following descriptions apply for the status of these
codes as of 1991 May.

3.1 The ASSERT Subchannel Code

The ASSERT subchannel code (Reference 6) has
been developed to address the computation of flow
and phase distribution within the horizontal
subchannels of CANDU-PHWR fuel channels.
Unlike conventional subchannel codes such as
COBRA, which are designed primarily to model
flow in vertical fuel channels and use a
homogeneous mixture of two-phase flow, ASSERT
uses an advanced drift-flux model that permits the
phases to have unequal velocities and temperatures,
and includes gravity terms that make it possible to
analyze separation tendencies which may occur in
horizontal flow. The thermalhydraulic model
equations used in ASSERT-4 are derived from the
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two-fluid equations. ASSERT has options to solve
the resulting equations using either the drift-flux
equations or the homogeneous-mixture model, with
various options for thermal disequilibrium.

ASSERT uses the subchannel approach as in the
COBRA-1V computer code (Reference 8).
Subchannels are defined as the flow areas between
rods, bounded by the rods and imaginary lines
linking adjacent rod centres. Subchannels are
divided axially into control volumes which
communicate axially in the same subchannel, and
laterally across fictitious boundaries with control
volumes in neighboring subchannels, as shown in
Figure 2.
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FUEL CHANNELS

CALANDfllA TUBE

Gflll) SPACERS

END PLAIT

SUBCHANNEL
• ik)

GAP |k)

SUBCHANNEL
P Ik)

FUEL CHANNEL SHOWING
FUEL BUNDLE

SUBCHANNEL CONTROL
VOLUMES

DISTANCE. I
I <\>

CtNlROID fncENTROID
SPECIflCAflONS

FUEL BUNDLE SHOWING
SUBCHANNELS

FIGURE 2: Formulation of ASSERT Subchannel
Control Volumes

The closure relationships required are the equations
of state, and constitutive relationships expressing
relative velocity, fluid friction, wall heat transfer,
interfacial heat transfer and thermal mixing, in
terms of the primary variables, i.e., pressure and the
flow velocity, density and enthalpy of each phase.

Details of the constitutive models are given in
Reference 9.

As the ASSERT code matured, and extensive
validation studies were completed (Reference 10),
the emphasis in development has gradually shifted
to improved modelling and computation of heat
transfer within the multirod fuel channel. As a
means of advancing the prediction accuracy of
thermal margins, recent development of ASSERT
included improved thermal modelling of the fuel
rods and structural components of the fuel-channel
assembly, including the pressure and calandria tubes
(Reference 11).

A further prerequisite in the analysis of high-
temperature transients is the ability to model low
flows, recirculating flows and near stagnation
conditions. To this end, the numerical solution
algorithms of ASSERT have been recast in the
classic pressure-velocity (PV) format which will
permit reverse flow to occur in some or all
subchannels. The versions of the code containing
the PV numerical solution are referred to as
ASSERT.PV to distinguish them from the original
ASSERT.IV versions, which permitted only positive
axial flows. Eventually ASSERT.PV will supersede
ASSERT.IV, meanwhile, as the two codes are built
on a common framework, the constitutive
relationships and all other aspects of the model are
identical and the previous validation studies using
ASSERT.IV (Reference 10) apply.

ASSERT validation studies to date have
concentrated on demonstrating the capability to
adequately simulate the steady-state distribution of
flow and phases among subchannels. However, as
CANSIM applications involve linkage of ASSERT
to the fuel models in a transient mode, a
prerequisite is to demonstrate that ASSERT will
properly negotiate the required transients in stand-
alone mode. A number of such transients have
been completed, and two of these cases are
presented in the section of this paper describing
application of ASSERT in transient mode.

The ASSERT fuel model as implemented in
Reference 11 is considered applicable for normal
operating conditions through CHF to initiate post-
dryout conditions. Prolonged exposure to post-
dryout conditions during a transient can, however,
lead to fuel sheath deformation. Modelling of
sheath deformation under large-scale, post-dryout
conditions (i.e. under accident conditions) requires a
much more detailed fuel model, such as that
available in the ELOCA.Mk4S code. The following
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subsection describes the ELOCA.Mk4S code and
important aspects of CANDU fuel behaviour to be
included in CANSIM2.

3.2 The ELOCA.Mk4S Transient Fuel
Behaviour Code

The ELOCA fuel code (Reference 4) was initially
developed to model the thermo-mechanical response
of a single CANDU fuel element under high-
temperature transient conditions. The coupled
thermo-mechanical problem modelled by ELOCA
develops due to plastic flow of the thin-walled
Zircaloy sheathing at high temperatures. This
deformation, which is driven by the difference
between the internal gas pressure and external
coolant pressure, causes a gap to form between the
fuel and sheath, significantly lowering the fuel-to-
sheath heat t ransfer coefficient at high
temperatures. The insulating effect of the fuel-to-
sheath gap following sheath lift-off affects both fuel
and sheath temperatures which, in turn, affects both
fission-product release from the fuel and sheath
integrity.

As mentioned previously, the effect of plastic
sheath deformation on sheath and fuel temperatures
is not included in the ASSERT thermalhydraulics
calculation due to the use of a simpler fuel model
in ASSERT. The development of significant hoop
strains at high sheath temperatures is seen in
ELOCA calculations to affect both fuel and sheath
temperatures by reducing heat transfer from the
fuel tc the sheath. Sheath strain can also affect
the local coolant temperatures by reducing the
subchannel areas between the fuel elements; where
a reduction in subchannel area will cause a flow
reduction and a resulting increase in local coolant
temperatures. It is this direct effect of lower heat
transfer from the fuel, and the added indirect effect
of subchannel geometry changes on fuel
temperature, which we wish to include in the
CANSIM analysis.

As with the development of ASSERT, the ELOCA
code has been continuously upgraded in its
capability to model fuel behaviour under accident
conditions. The latest version of the code,
ELOCA.Mk4S, considers the thermo-mechanical
response of an axially-segmented CANDU fuel
element. In this approach, adopted to account for
axial power variations, end-flux peaking, and
differences in the resistance to strain of various
heat-affected zones near bearing-pads and spacers,
the code calculates one-dimensional radial
temperature distributions in each axial segment using

a finite-difference algorithm assuming no axial
conduction between the segments. Given the
temperature distributions in the individual axial
segments, the thermal expansions of the fuel and
sheath are calculated, and the overall internal gas
pressure is updated. Knowing the difference
between the updated internal gas pressure and
external coolant pressure, the amount of sheath
deformation can be calculated for each segment.
Repeating this set of calculate _J using an internal
time-step controlled tc capture the feedback
between sheath deformation and temperature, the
ELOCA.Mk4S code progressively calculates fuel
temperatures and sheath behaviour during the
transient. The code also continuously checks to see
if various sheath failure criteria have been met
during the transient, and notifies the user when
sheath failure is predicted lo occur.

The original version of ELOCA.Mk4S, developed
directly from the single-segment ELOCA.Mk4
version, often had difficulty updating sheath stresses
and strains when the fuel rapidly contacted the
sheath axially and/or circumferentially during severe
transients. This shortcoming has recently been
overcome in the latest ELOCA version (i.e.
ELOCA.Mk4S/MOL2) with the introduction of an
improved sheath deformation model that permits
relatively large plastic strain increments to be used
in the analysis of sheath stresses (Reference 12).

W i t h t h e p l a n n e d i n t e g r a t i o n of
ELOCA.Mk4S/MOD2 in CANSIM2 to provide a
thermo-mechanical model for fuel behaviour, the
opportunity to further integrate transient fission-
product release models in CANSIM is available.
Presently, development of ELOCA.Mk5, a code for
calculating the release of fission-products under
transient conditions (Reference 13), is ongoing
outside of the CANSIM arena. Once the
ELOCA.Mk4S/MOD2 version and the FREEDOM-
based fission-product release code in ELOCA.Mk5
are integrated, it will be possible to produce an
upgraded version of CANSIM2 that includes the
capability to model transient fission-product release
following sheath failure.

3.3 The GENGEOM.ID Subchannel
Geometry Package

GENGEOM.ID is a software package that has been
developed to calculate subchannel geometric
parameters including flow areas, wetted and heated
perimeters, hydraulic diameters and other relevant
quantities for use by the ASSERT.PV code. The
program does this for both intact and arbitrarily
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deformed bundles, with and without pressure tube
strain. Bundle deformation can result from
individual element straining, due to the high
temperature plastic deformation of the sheath that
occurs when the internal gas pressure exceeds the
external coolant pressure, as well as from the gross
slumping of the bundle, which can occur at elevated
sheath and end plate temperatures.

The package calculates the subchannel geometric
parameters for an intact bundle from user-specified
input data for element diameters, pitch circle of
each ring, number of elements in each ring, bundle
diameter (including bearing pad heights) and
pressure tube diameter.

For a deformed bundle, individual element strains
can be readily calculated by the ELOCA code,
while pressure tube strains can be calculated from
available semi-empirical models for CANDU
pressure tubes (Reference 14). However, since no
adequate bundle slumping models are currently
available, a preliminary, simplified model has been
adopted in GENGEOM.ID. The approach taken is
to first calculate a potential final slumped
configuration for the bundle, using an algorithm
based solely on geometric constraints. The
temperature-dependent slumping of the bundle from
the initial intact configuration to the final slumped
configuration is then calculated by assuming that: 1)
its slump-rate is similar in magnitude to that of a
single element sagging under its own weight, and 2)
a fully slumped bundle is equivalent to a 1 cm sag
of the single element. The basis of this model is
the creepsag equation of a simply supported
element (Reference 15) together with the Zircaloy
creep-rate equations of Neitzel and Rosinger
(Reference 16) and experimental data on the high-
t e m p e r a t u r e sag of P icker ing elements
(Reference 17).

As the first step in the development of CANSIM2,
the GENGEOM.ID package was incorporated in the
ASSERT.PV code to generate time-dependent
changes in subchannel areas and other related
geometric parameters, in order to calculate the
effect of such geometric feedback on subchannel
flow distribution and channel pressure drop.
Accordingly, the interfacing was designed such that
ASSERT.PV calls GENGEOM.ID during the
program initialization stage, to calculate the intact
bundle geometry at the beginning of a specified
transient, and during the transient, at the end of
each time step, to calculate the new deformed
bundle geometry that will be used during the
following time step. Although this "explicit"

interfacing of the geometric package in the time
step loop was relatively easy to implement, it is
recognized that a time step control will ultimately
be required to faithfully track transients with high
bundle deformation rates.

4.0 VERIFICATION OF THE INTERIM
CANSIM2 VERSION

This section describes a series of test cases
undertaken with the interim CANSIM2 version
consisting of ASSERT.PV plus GENGEOM.ID.
Before presenting the results of these studies on
geometry feedback, the results of two stand-alone
ASSERT analyses are presented to demonstrate that
ASSERT.PV can negotiate the type of transients
envisioned for CANSIM application.

4.1 Demonstration of ASSERT
in Transient Mode

Since CANSIM2 development involves the linkage
of ASSERT to fuel models that operate in a
transient mode, a prerequisite is to demonstrate that
ASSERT will properly negotiate the required
transients in a stand-alone mode. A number of
such transients have been completed initially, for
economy, using smaller configurations such as two
subchannels and seven rod bundles, and ultimately
using full simulations of 37-rod bundles with models
in place for bundle appendages and junctions.

Two such transients are illustrated in this paper.
The first is a transient starting at conditions
representative of CHF in the U - l l l dryout
experiment (Reference 18), with flow decreasing
from 4 kg/s to 0.4 kg/s over a period of 2
seconds. The transient response of some
representative parameters is given in Figure 3,
which shows the resulting transition through CHF
to superheated steam at the exit. The second
transient is a low power case starting at
temperatures just below saturation and reducing
pressure, thus generating void through flashing.
Results of this transient analysis are shown in
Figure 4 where, as in Figure 3, bundle-average
quantities are presented. These figures show
general trends to illustrate the capability of
ASSERT to track the transient conditions, and
while the computer results contain the three
dimensional details of subchannel flow conditions
and rod temperatures, a detailed discussion is
beyond the scope of this paper.
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FIGURE 4: ASSERT.PV Results for Low Power Flashing Due to Pressure Reduction

4.2 Studies in Geometric Feedback

In order to demonstrate in principle that the
"explicit" interfacing of GENGEOM.ID in
ASSERT.PV would indeed capture geometric
feedback effects, hypothetical transients were
defined, each involving arbitrary geometry changes
as calculated by the GENGEOM.ID package.
Figures 5(a) to 5(c) illustrate GENGEOM.ID results

for an intact, for a fully slumped and for a
uniformly strained 37-elemcnt bundle. Although
there are many possible end-states, the calculated
fully-strained and fully-slumped geometries are useful
limiting cases for studying the effects of bundle
deformation on fuel/channel behaviour.

With these two possible modes of geometry change
in mind, two transient simulations were performed
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FIGURE 5: GENGEOM.ID Output for a
37-Element Bundle

to investigate the effects of element strain and
bundle slumping on subchannel flows. In both
cases, a constant flow rate of 17.5 g/s (about
0,075% of nominal flow at full power) of singie-
phase steam, at a constant superheated temperature
of 400 °C, was specified at the inlet of a typical
CANDU channel containing 37-element bundles and
maintained at a system pressure of 0.5 MPa with
zero channel power.

In the first transient, a uniform strain rate of 2%/s
was imposed on the fuel elements of each bundle
in the channel and GENGEOM.ID was used to
calculate the new subchannel parameters
corresponding to the strain state of each fuel
element at the end of constant 1 second time steps.
Selected calculations for this case are shown in
Figures 6(a) and 6(b); where the elements have
achieved a diametral strain of about 8% at 5
seconds in these figures. Figure 6(a) shows the
variation of overall channel pressure drop,
normalized by the intact bundle value, and the
"geometric factor", G, versus time. The latter is
defined by:

G = (AjAtf («Wd.) (1)

where A is the total bundle flow area, d is the
element outer diameter, and the subscripts i and d
refer to intact and deformed bundle values,
respectively. As expected, the channel pressure
drop increases substantially with time because of the
decrease in flow area with increasing element strain.
Both the normalized pressure drop and G are seen
to have almost the same functional relationship.
These two parameters can be shown to be identical
if one assumes that the friction factors of the
intact and strained bundle are approximately equal.
The fact that these two parameters correlate so
well indicates that the ASSERT.PV calculations are
well converged within each time step.

FIGURE 6(a): Normalized Channel Pressure Drop
and Geometric Factor versus Time
for a 37-Element Bundle Straining
at 2% per Second

Figure 6(b) shows that there is some redistribution
of flow from the inner subchannels to the outer
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ones; this is to be expected since the inner
subchannels experience a proportionally greater
reduction in flow areas as the elements strain.
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FIGURE 6(b): Selected Subchannel Flows versus
Time for a 37-Element Bundle
Straining at 2% per Second

In the second transient, uniform slumping along the
channel was simulated using the simple slump model
described in Section 3.3. All bundles were assumed
to heat up at a constant rate of 20°C/s over a
period of 100 s with initial temperatures of 550 K,
as shown in Figure 7(a).
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FIGURE 7(a): Specified Temperature Ramp Used
in Generating Slumped Geometry
for a 37-Element Bundle

The geometric package calculated new subchannel
parameters corresponding to the predicted slumped
state at the end of each time step, which was
specified to be a constant value of 10 s. Typical
calculated results are illustrated in Figures 7(b) to
7(d). Figures 7(b) and 7(c) indicate that a
significant redistribution of flow area, and therefore
steam mass flow rate, takes place from the inner to
the outer subchannels, over a time interval of about
30 s.
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FIGURE 7(b): Predicted Variation of Selected
Subchannel Areas During Slumping
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FIGURE 7(c): Predicted Variation of Selected
Subchannel Flows During Slumping

Figure 7(d) shows that the outer subchannels are
predicted to carry about 90% of the flow after the
bundle has fully slumped, up from 34% for an
intact bundle. As well, because of the significantly
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larger mean hydraulic diameter of the slumped
bundle, the overall channel pressure drop is
predicted to be about 50% of that for the intact-
bundle channel.

Time (s)

Flew m Outer

FIGURE 7(d): Predicted Variation of Flow in
Outer Subchannels and Channel
Pressure Drop During Slumping

Since the two examples presented show that
element straining and bundle slumping act in
opposite directions in terms of controlling the
channel pressure drop, it is not immediately obvious
what the effect of fuel deformation on channel
pressure drop would be for a situation where
element straining and bundle slumping occurred
simultaneously. A much clearer picture is seen,
however, for the effects of element strain and
bundle slumping on local flow conditions through
the bundle. In either case (i.e., straining or
slumping), the effect of fuel deformation is to
reduce the fraction of channel flow passing through
the inner bundle-subchannels. For flow specified
problems, such as those presented in this paper,
this means that less flow will pass through the
inner subchannels causing higher fuel temperatures
in the inner elements. Whether this flow reduction
in the inner subchannels would, in reality, be offset
by the increase in overall flow delivered to the
channel as a result of bundle slumping is, however,
a question to be answered by performing the
overall thermalhydraulic analysis with pressure-
specified boundary conditions.

5.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The current capabilities of the component codes of
CANSIM2, the ASSERT.PV-based code system,
together with the interfacing of the GENGEOM.ID
geometric package and ASSERT.PV, have been
described. The results of ASSERT simulations
illustrating that ASSERT.PV is capable of simulating
the type of transients envisioned for CANSIM
application were also presented.

The GENGEOM.ID package, intended as a vehicle
to update subchannel geometry during transients
involving fuel deformation, was described. This
package, which will be further integrated with the
ELOCA fuel code to mechanistically predict element
strains, was tested using purely geometric constraints
for both element strain and bundle slumping.
Although a comprehensive model incorporating the
temperature and time-dependence of bundle
slumping has yet to be developed, the present
studies show that valuable parametric simulations
can be conducted using a combination of the
geometric constraint model and creep equations for
Zircaloy cladding.

The results of the two simulations on geometric
feedback demonstrate the ability of ASSERT.PV to
model the time-dependent redistribution of
"degraded-cooling-level" steam flows due to
potentially significant changes in subchannel
geometry caused by high-temperature bundle
deformation. The simulations also illustrate the
need to incorporate fuel geometry feedback in the
overall channel thermalhydraulics calculation, if
accurate fuel behaviour predictions are required at
high temperatures.
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ABSTRACT

Sow is a critical tool for reactor fueling and fueling studies
at Ontario Hydro. A recent application of up-to-date
information system technology provided the fuel and physics
staff with sufficient computing capacity, made our work
simpler, and made emergency recovery easier at about the
same cost as the previous system. The increase of
productivity has made it possible to reduce staff by 2
persons, ie, 17% of total human resources.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

SORO (Simulation of Reactor Operations) is a reactor
model developed by Ontario Hydro to assist with reactor
fueling and to maintain safe and economic reactor
operating margins. The program was first developed
during the early 70 s, and was primarily used by Fuel and
Physics staff to provide guidance for reactor fueling.
SORO was later modified and upgraded, and became the
operational tool for assessing reactor power distributions,
reactor fueling selections, and the parameters related to
safe operating margins, ie, maximum bundle power,
maximum channel power, channel power peaking factor,
and channel outlet temperatures.

As the number of nuclear power plants increased, the
responsibility for SORO fueling simulations was
transferred from head office staff to the fueling engineers
at each station. The provision of analytical tools, reactor
physics advice, and special fueling studies to improve fuel
economics and to maintain adequate safe operating
margins remained with the central support reactor
physicists. This paper summarizes the recent changes to
the SORO system that were made to take advantage of
advances in computer hardware and information
technology, in order to satisfy our clients' needs and, at
the same time, to increase productivity.

2.0 THE SORO SYSTEMS

The SORO program was transferred from the mainframe
UNTVAC computer to a local IBM-4361 mini computer in
1986 (Figure 1). Virtual machines and terminals were

distributed to each nuclear station to perform fueling
simulations and to the staff in the central supporting group
for model maintenance, development, and required special
studies.

mcs •NCSA •NOSl DNCSA
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1 month on Una < / •» may tor Hud of fie* t
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Vmry mxpmnsin aoel impractical graphical capability
Expmnsin to maintain

Figure 1 IBM 4361 System

The SORO Program has become a critical tool for
Ontario Hydro reactor operations. In addition to reactor
fueling and fueling studies, the SORO simulated CPPF
(Channel Power Peaking Factor) is used to calibrate the
reactor safety system trip setpoints. The SORO calculated
maximum channel power and maximum bundle power are
also used to determine a reactor's safe operating margin.
The IBM system was soon fully loaded due to the
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increased number of simulations. Head office support
staff had their access to the computer limited and were
often forced to abort their runs to give way to fueling
simulations by fuel engineers at the stations. To alleviate
this problem and to support four new Darlington reactors,
we concluded that additional capacity must be made
available.

3.0 THE NEW SYSTEM

A study of the requirements for the new SORO computer
system was initiated in early 1989. We looked into the
merit of upgrading the IBM and other available
information systems that may satisfy our needs. A new
SUN work station system was recommended on the basis
of our requirements of capability, reliability, security, and
the ability to perform graphical presentation, parameter
monitoring or analyses, and also the cost of the
investment. The project was approved and the Sun
workstations were first introduced to our system in the fall
of 1989 to allow our staff to learn how to use the new
tools.

Figure 2 shows the initial setup of the Sun workstation
system for SORO operations. It was made up by:

h
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Figure 2 Sun Work Station System

1 SUN4/260 as the network server,

4 SUN4/110 one at each nuclear generating station -
BNGSA, BNGSB, PNGSA&B, and
DNGS for fueling simulations,

1 SUN4/110 FPPD SORO production runs for all
stations,

8 SUN4/60 3 for FPPD fueling
-C8 studies and station support,

2 for system maintenance support,
1 for production,
1 for model development and
maintenance, aad
1 at the common area for occasional
users.

These workstations were connected at FPPD to a local
area network sharing software and a common laser
printer. The communications between FPPD staff and to
the station workstations was done via telephone line and
modem.

4.0 SYSTEM COMMISSION AND SORO
TRANSFER

The transfer of SORO to the new system involved several
tasks to be planned and implemented during 1990. These
included:

. Training on the UNIX operating system and the use of
Sun Workstations.

- The design and development of the data structure.

- The SORO program modifications and the process of
program transfer, testing and documentation.

- The development of SORO data input panels (SIP).

- The preparation of a User's Manual.

- The training of Station fuel engineers/technicians.

- The development of graphical and trending
presentations.

- Reruns of production reactor histories to ensure no
degradation of accuracy due to program transfer from
IBM to SUN.

- The revision of system operation, backup, emergency
recovery and QA procedures.

- The exercise of parallel production simulations using
the IBM mini and the SUN systems at head office and
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all stations. The SUN system was put in official use
after all users were satisfied with the results.

- The development and testing of system networking and
communication with the stations.

- The capability development for system administration.

- The approvals by station management and regulatory
authorities for the new system operation.

The system was declared in-service for production work on
October 1, 1990.

5.0 THE SORO NETWORK SYSTEM

The new system provided capability for fueling simulations
by the fuel engineers locally without the access problems
previously experienced with the IBM system. Adequate
information system capability was provided to the FPPD
reactor physicists to carry out model development, modei
maintenance and long term fueling strategy studies.

The new system enabled FPPD to perform SORO
production runs by an automatic procedure in order to
maintain the reactor and fuel operating histories. Two
data clerks were dedicated to repeat all station fueling
simulations using the SORO input data obtained from
each station and thus to create the files for all reactor and
fuel operating histories. This process is called SORO
production. A program was developed to repeat every
station production simulation everyday by downloading the
SORO input data files from each station SORO
workstation. The program also checks and verifies ihe
data and results to ensure that error-free data is
maintained. This process saved two person years of
human resources annually.

The new system itself provides a backup capability and
makes its emergency recovery simpler and easier. The
operating and maintenance cost for the new system is also
reduced by at least 50%.

P O T E N T I A L6.0 F U R T H E R A N D
DEVELOPMENTS

The increased capability of the new system allows us to do
more things than ever before. Its capacity allows our
engineers and scientists to upgrade and improve the
accuracy of our models, and to utilize the available
software to perform statistical and performance analyses
for modei validation or new approaches to reactor
operations.

The new system also opens to us a new area for
integration of the reactor simulation code, SORO, the fuel
accounting program, NUFLASH, the fuel performance

analysis program, BUNDLE, and the pressure tube
operating history statistics, BTFMAP (temperature,
fluence, and flow quality map) to share the same operating
data for all Ontario Hydro reactors.

With the SUN system networking capability, we are in the
planning stage of developing an electronic and computer
network system for reactor fueling operation without the
numerous paper forms that are currently being filled out
and filed routinely. The planned system is referred to as
"Paperless Fueling."

A micro version of the thermal hydraulic and plant control
code, SOPHT, was successfully migrated from the
mainframe computer to the SUN workstations. By doing
this, an annual cost saving of two to three hundred kS was
realized. Model updates and development are also made
easier.

7.0 CONCLUSION

A new workstation system has been successfully put into
service for reactor fueling and for reactor physics studies
in Ontario Hydro. The local desktop computing system
has demonstrated its capacity and efficiency. With this
system the station fueling simulations can be done locally
without the overloading experienced with the IBM mini
system.

Adequate information system capacity is provided for
FPPD staff to carry out model development and
maintenance as well as for long term fueling strategy
studies.

The FPPD SORO production runs can be performed
automatically. This not only eliminates human error but
also saves human resources by 2 person years annually.
The operating and maintenance costs for the new system
were reduced by at least 250 k$/year.
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Realistic reactor events involve both neutron kinetics and

ihermalhydraulics to varying degrees. Increasing interest has

been shown of late in simulations combining these two pro-

cesses. The majority of these simulations involve only a loose

coupling between the neutwnics and thermalhydraulics.

Typically the output of a thermalhydraulic simulation is used

as the input into the neutronics simulation. Still other simu-

lations use point kinetics to model the neutron behavior while

solving the thermalhydraulic equations.

In the design of the simulation presented here, a very direct

coupling of the space-dependent neutron kinetics and ther-

malhydraulics was sought. A finite difference approximation

is used to solve the time-dependent neutron multigroup

diffusion equation and the conservation equations associated

with the thermalhydraulics. Six delayed neutron groups are

used in the neutron kinetics calculation. The rate form of the

equation of state isusedin the thermalhydraulic pressure field

calculation. This form of the equation of state is easily inte-

grated with the other rate equations found in the time

dependent problem.

The thermalhydraulic problem is convectiveflow in a vertical

tube. Fission heat generated in the fuel is transferred by

conduction to the coolant, which then carries this heat away

by natural convection. Simulations indicate that, under some

conditions, the vertical flow problem does not have a con-

verged steady state solution but exhibits limit cycle behavior.

The response of the system to a reactivity transient will be

effected by the limit cycle dynamics. Temperature reactivity

feedbackin the fuel and coolant is in the form of cross sectional

changes.

1 Introduction

The multigroup diffusion equations are used for modelling ihe

neutronics, thermal conduction models heat transfer in the fuel

and the three thermalhydraulic conservation equations along

with the equation of state models heat transfer in the coolant.

Thermal expansion of the coolant is the forcing term for the

coolant flow.

Delayed neutrons are an essential part of neutron kinetics. Six

delayed neutron groups are used in the neutronics calculation

[9]. A partitioned matrix inversion is used in the solution of

the time dependent problem where the multigroup flux and

the delayed neutron precursors are in separate data vectors.

This approach helps reduce the Jacobian matrix complexity

and the computational effort.

The rate form of the equation of state is used in the pressure

field calculation of the thermalhydraulic problem. This form

of the equation of state is easily integrated with the other rate

equations found in the time dependent problem.

The time integration is divided into two parts. The first part

is the integration of the neutronics and heat transfer equations;

the multigroup flux, delayed neutron precursor concentrations

and, the temperatures in the fuel and coolant are calculated.

The second part is the integration of the hydraulics equations;

the fluid velocity and pressure are calculated. Fission heat

generated in the fuel is transferred by conduction to the

coolant, which transports this heataway by natural convection.

Density variation within the coolant due to thermal expansion

is the forcing term in the conservation of momentum equation,

causing changes in the fluid velocity. Density variation also
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effects cross sections and hence the reactivity feedback in the

coolant. The primary thermal reactivity feedback effect

however, is Doppler broadening of the cross sections within

the fuel. Temperature dependent cross sections in the fuel are

used to model this effect.

A semi-implicit Runge-Kutta method is used in the integration

of the time dependent problem [2]. This method of ordinary

differential equation integration involves matrix inversion but

due to the stiffness of the neutron kinetics problem, this is

unavoidable.

It is well known that the Navier Stokes equation (conservation

of momentum) is highly nonlinear. Linear systems have one

correct steady slate solution but nonlinear systems may have

several or they may have none. The system may establish

itself in a limit cycle where the simulation never converges

butremains bounded. "It is well known that nonlinear systems

possess limit sets other than fixed points; for example closed

or periodic orbits frequently occur" ([8] ppl5).

1.1 Theory

The time dependent neutron muhigroup diffusion equations

are:

r, 0 + £
1 = 1

) £
g =1

where <bg denotes the group flux and C, is the iih delayed

neutron precursor.

The fluid used for the coolant is assumed to be single phase

and incompressible. The time dependent conservation equa-

tions for the thermalhydraulics are mass, momentum and

energy (respectively),

at

at

fusivity ([1] pp 246), and viscosity respectively.

The usual form of the equation of state can simply be written

in a form where pressure is a function of density and enthalpy,

P = it(p,/i). The rate form of the equation of state can be

derived by taking the partial derivative with respect to time of

the equation of state [6]&[7].

_
di

3p (dP) dh

The two partial derivatives of pressure on the right hand side

are replaced by constant coefficients. The result is the time

rate of change of the pressure described as a linear combination

of the rate of change the mass and enthalpy.

P { T t ) G ( l ) G h ( t ) 7

where {p,V,T,P} axe. the density, velocity, temperature, and

pressure respectively and {g*,a,u.} are gravity, thermal dif-

For incompressible fluids, the coefficient G, is much larger

than G2 ( G , » G2), hence the approximation (G2 = 0) is made.

The conservation cf mass equation is used to substitute the

rate of change of density so that the equation of state now

appears as 13]:

d — —
—P (r, t) = —G V • pV 8

The density of the fluid is temperature dependent, and is

calculated using equation (9) ([1] pp 299),

p = p - p ^ ( T - f ) 9

where p is the density at some reference temperature, T, and

P is the coefficient of volumetric expansion at that temperature.

Five point finite differencing in space is used to transform the

partial differential equations (PDEs) for the neutronics and

thermalhydraulics into a system of coupled ordinary differ-

ential equations (ODEs). This linearized system of ODEs is

then integrated in time. In general form, this would appear as:

—X{t)='AX{t) + li 10

where X(t) is the data vector, A is the Jacobian matrix and B

is a vector used for boundary condition information. The

Jacobian matrix in the neutron diffusion problem is a constant

due to the fact that the PDE being solved are linear. Some

adjustments to this matrix are required when the eigenvalue

(k effective) is adjusted. The Jacobian matrix for the ther-

malhydraulic simulation is constantly changing (assuming

that the simulation is not at a steady state) due to the nonlinear

PDEs being solved.



A semi-implicil Rungc-Kulta integU:' ion routine using matrix

partitioning, separating the group flux and the delayed neutron

precursors, was used to solve the neutronics problem.

Fully-implicit Euler integration using matrix partitioning,

separating the velocity and pressure, was found to be the best

method, for reasons of stability and efficiency, for solving the

thermalhydraulic problem. The integration for the two com-

ponent problems were carried out sequentially during each

lime step.

1.2 Problem Geometry

The problem is set up in three regions. The first region (from

the left) is fuel, the second region is coolantand the third region

is moderator. The simulation in its present form is in two

dimensional Cartesian geometry (X-Y).
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Figure 1.2-1: Problem Geometry

The time dependent multigroup diffusion approximalion is

used to model the flux behavior in all three regions. Thermal

conduction is used to calculate the temperature of the fuel.

The parabolic form of the conservation of momentum, mass,

and energy equations is used to calculate the fluid velocity,

pressure and temperature (enthalpy) respectively. Density of

the coolant is updated explicitly using the thermal expansion

coefficient and the temperature.

The boundary conditions on the left and right for the ncutronics

is reflective while Marshak (free surface) boundary conditions

or a water reflector (partial reflection) are used at the top and

bottom boundaries. 1 he continuity of neutron flux and current

are the boundary conditions used at the two interfaces between

the regions.

The left boundary condition, for thermal conduction in the

fuel, is reflective as are the top and bottom boundary condi-

tions. The thermal boundary between the coolant and mod-

erator is insulated (reflective boundary) and the boundary

between the fuel and the coolant has continuity of temperature

and heat flux boundary conditions. The inlet (bottom) tem-

perature for the coolant region is fixed and the outlet tem-

perature is allowed to drift. Fission heat generated in the fuel

is transferred by conduction to the coolant, which transports

this heat away by natural convection.

The left and right boundary conditions for the fluid in the

coolant region arc fixed walls while the top and bottom

boundaries arc open, across which a fixed hydrostatic pressure

gradient is maintained. A vertical extension upward may be

made to the walls of the coolant region (not shown in figure

1.2-1). This feature was added to allow the flow to "settle"

before encoun tcri ng the constant pressure boundary at the top.

These wall extensions are thermally insulated.

2 Results

Many numerical experiments were run to verify that the two

components of the simulation, the neutronics and thermal-

hydraulics, behaved correctly. The thermalhydraulic simu-

lation was benchmarked using a convective cavity flow

problem suggested by De Vahl Davis & Jones (1983)[4] &[5].

The neulronics simulation was checked both statically and

dynamically. The check of the static portion of the neutronics

simulation was a comparison between a standard numerical

criticality calculation {K effective) and an analytical calcula-

tion of criticality. The transient calculation was checked by

comparison against a point kinetics calculation. Work on the

combined simulation proceeded once these verification tests

were satisfied.

2.1 Vertical Channel Flow

The thermalhydraulic problem that is solved in the reactor

simulation is convective flow through a vertical channel (see

figure 1). The properties of the fluid were that of 50 *C water,

which was used in all subsequent flow simulations. Cold fluid

enters the bottom of the channel, is wanned by the left wall

(the fuel) and exits through the top. The hot wall is held at a

constant temperature for the flow simulations but is allowed

to vary in the combined simulation (this is the right boundary

for the fuel) and the opposing right wall is thermally insulated.
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A modification to the flow channel, a vertical extension to the

top of the channel where both right and left walls arc thermally

insulated, was required for less erratic behavior. This allowed

a separation between the top of the hot wall on the left and the

constant pressure boundary at the top.

The behavior displayed by the flow is chaotic in nature. The

simulation showed little indication of converging to a steady

state solution however its behavior was bounded. The

geometry of the problem had a grcal effect on the behavior of

the fluid as was shown in two series of simulations. Both

simulations used 8 points in the X direction with a mesh

spacing of 0.125 (cm) and both used the same number of points

in the ^direction, 8 point for heated wall section and 16 points

for the riser section, but different vertical mesh spacing was

used. When a course mesh (10.0 cm.) was used the flow

showed general trends but did not develop into any regular

patterns as shown in figure 2.1 -1 . When a finer mesh was used

(1.0 cm.) the flow would develop into a regular pattern as

shown in figure 2.1-2. A phase plot of the average vertical

velocity versus the coolant temperature is given in figure 2.1-3,

which clearly shows limit cycle behavior. The geometry of

the longer tube is closer to that used by the combined

simulation therefore unruly behavior may be expected from

the thermalhydraulics in the combined simulation.

2.2 Static Calculations without Ther-
malhydraulics

The dependency of K-effective on the coolant temperature is

explored using a two dimensional, two group static calcula-

tion. The coolant temperature is fixed and uniform for these

calculations while the fuel temperature is allowed to vary until

coming to a steady state value. The right boundary condition

forthe fuel temperature is the fixed coolant temperature. These

results can be used to calculate a bulk coolant temperature

feedback coefficient.

The mesh used in the X direction is: 8x0.125 (1 cm) wide in

the fuel region, 8x0.125 (1 cm) in the coolant region and 4x0.01

(0.04 cm) wide in the moderator. Eight mesh points are used

for the neutronics in the Y direction with the total height being

8x10.0 (80 cm).

Coolant Tempera- Fuel Tempera- K effective

lure
CO

0.0

20.0

50.0

100.0

200.0

tare
CQ

0.0939

20.0935

50.0930

100.092

200.090

1.07414

1.07044

1.06469

1.05584

1.03508

Table 2.2-1: K effective versus Coolant Temperature

2.3 Static Calculations with Thermalhy-

draulics

The thermal behavior of the combined simulation is dominated

by the coolant temperature. The fuel temperature will follow

the coolant temperature even though the fuel was the source

of heat for both the static and transient calculations. If a

reactivity insertion is made at the beginning of a transient

calculation, the reactor power would follow the same general

trend as that for point kinetics initially but eventually the

feedback effects of the fuel and coolant would predominate.

The unruly nature of the thermalhydraulic portion of the

combined simulation created problems in the static calcula-

tion. The coolant density and temperature changed continu-

ously during the static calculation. It was necessary to used a

time-averaged value of the coolant density in order to achieve

some sort of converged value for K effective. Convergence

was much less of a problem using the average density.

Combined neulronics-thermalhydraulics simulation used a

flux level of 70" (n /cm2 /s) so that a relatively low value of

fuel temperature would be obtained. The thermalhydraulic

behavior was less violent with lower fuel temperatures. The

power is held constant for the static simulations which are run

until the fuel temperature achieves a relatively constant value.

The final state of the system at the end of the static simulation

is the starting point for the transient calculation. For the

transient runs, a 2 mk reactivity insertion is used to perturb the

system.
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To investigate the possible effect that How velocity might have

on K-effeaive, some static calculations with constant How

velocity were run. One experiment used a fixed and uniform

valued for the vertical flow velocity in a static calculation. The

fuel and coolant temperatures would rise, as expected, for

lower values of Vy but the value of K-effective would remain

within the previously suggested bounds for low flux levels.

Vy Tcold Tf CC) Tc CO ^ e i l i™

(cm/s)

5.0 0.0 23.154 0.854 1.07331

10.0 0.0 17.668 0.438 1.07305

20.0 0.0 14.124 0.224 1.07331

Table 2.3-1: K effective versus Vertical Flow Velocity

between the neutron-thermal conduction simulation and the

thermalhydraulic simulation comes in the form of boundary

conditions, continuity of temperature and thermal flux, instead

of lumped parameter feedback. This has the effect that heat

transfer between the fuel and the coolant occurs at every spatial

point along [he mutual boundary. This is much more direct

and will more closely reflect reality but at the price of

complexity and computational lime.

Thermal feedback occurs in the form of fuel temperature

feedback and coolant density changes, both of which cause a

change in the multigroup cross sections. An increase in fuel

temperature will increase absorption due to Doppler broad-

ening of the resonance absorption peaks and a decrease in

coolant density will reduce the scattering cross section (as well

as other cross sections) in the coolant.

Tcold is the inlet coolant temperature, Tf is the mean fuel

temperature and Tc is the mean coolant temperature in table

2.3-1.

A static calculation was made where the thermalhydraulic

simulation was unrestricted. The thcrmalhydraulicscontinued

its unsettled behavior but a value of K effective that was

obtained,*/! = 1.07022, which was within the range thai would

be suggested by the K effective versus Coolant Temperature

calculations (for low flux). A plot of the thcrmalhydraulic

behavior including fuel temperature during the last run (the

13th) of the static calculation is given in figure 2.3-1.

2.4 Transient Calculations

The delayed neutron fraction for these simulations is 0.008 so

that one dollar (IS) of reactivity, making the reactor prompt

critical, would be 8mk. Transient simulations were run for

reactivity insertions of 0$, 1/4$, 1/2S & IS. The shorter time

scale (20 ms) is used to elucidate the prompt behavior of the

simulations and the longer time scale (0.5s), relatively

speaking, displays the longer time behavior. The results of all

the transient simulation are given in figures 2.4-1 to 2.4-10.

3 Discussion

The coupling between the ncutronics and the tlr- .iy-

draulics is an important aspect of the simulation. With the

emphasis being on detail, both the thcrmalhydraulic and

neutronic equations are represented using finite differences,

as opposed toanodal representation. The thermal feedforward

Static calculations (using two neutron energy groups) for

various fixed values of coolant temperature were used to check

the effect that coolant temperature had upon the criticality. As

fuel temperature is slightly above the coolant temperature,

both the fuel temperature feedback and the coolant tempera-

ture feedback would change as a result of the coolant tem-

perature variations. The coolant temperature reactivity, as

shown in table 3.0-1, is not quite linear and quite negative.

This indicates that the chosen geometry produced an under-

moderated reactor which is an expected result given the small

amount of moderator used.

Temperature

Range

0 to 100

100 to 200

0 to 200

Temperature Reactivity (mk/°C)

-0.1614

-0.1900

-0.1756

Table 3.0-1: Temperature Reactivity

The parts of the simulations are solved sequentially, first the

neutronic simulation and then the thcrmalhydraulic simu-

lation, but this is arbitrary. The two simulations could be

solved simultaneously, but this would add excessive

complexity and reduce the efficiency of the simulation. Th?

band structure of the resultant (combined) Jacobian matrix

would increase significantly in complexity thereby reducing

the possibility of finding efficient methods for the lime

integration. The coupling between the two simulations, as

they are solved sequentially now, essentially occurs at every

time step. There will be a small loss of accuracy associated
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with this approach, but its significance will depend on the time

steps that are used. For practical purposes, the loss of accuracy

is considered to be negligible.

The unsteady behavior of the ihcrmalhydraulic simulation

created convergence problems in the static calculations for the

combined simulation. The Chebychev acceleration routine

had difficulty due to the constantly changing cross sectional

properties which would interfere with its calculation of

eigenvalues for the purpose of acceleration and cause it to not

accelerate properly. The K-effective calculation would be still

useful as an indication of criticality but the accuracy would

not be very good if the simulation did not accelerate properly.

Manual methods would then be required for a more accurate

determination of the K-effective which was mostly just an

inconvenience. The manual method of criticality determina-

tion would mean manually adjusting K-effective until the

power would remain relatively constant over a lime interval

in a transient calculation.

The delayed fraction for these simulations is 0.008 therefore

one dollar (IS) of reactivity would be 8 mk. Transient

simulations using 0$, 1/4$, 1/2$ & 1$ reactivity insertions

(corresponding to Orak, 2mk, 4mk & 8mk respectively) were

done. The behavior of the thermalhydraulics had an obvious

effect on the reactor power as clearly indicated in the simu-

lation results plotted in figures 2.4-1 to 2.4-10. The prompt

behavior (t < 0.005s) is roughly what would be expected with

or without the thermalhydraulics for the various reactivity

insertions but the effect of the change in coolant temperature

is quickly felt after that initial time period.

The mean fuel temperature did not change significantly during

the transients but the temperature at the surface of the fuel

(fuel/coolant boundary), where the concentration of thermal

neutrons in the fuel is the highest and hence the fission rate at

a maximum, would follow the coolant temperature. It can be

seen in figure 2.4-? that the mean fuel temperature docs change

but rather slowly and is more of a function of reactor power

than coolant temperature for shorter time periods. All the

longer transients, especially the Omk transient shown in figure

2.4-?, demonstrate how the dynamics of the cool;. nifi-

cantly effects the reactor power.

4 Conclusion

The objective of this work was to develop and test a reactor

simulation that closely integrated the neutron kinetics and

thermalhydraulics to form a detailed dynamic simulation of a

simplified reactor. The various components of the code were

tested as best as practically possible. The results of the

simulation code that was a product of this effort elucidates

interesting behavior as a consequence of the interaction of the

neutronics and thermalhydraulics. The simulation warrants

further investigation and possibly further development to

overcome some the problems that were unique to the problem

being solved.
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COMPARISON OF CHAN-IIVL PREDICTIONS WITH MEASUREMENTS MADE DURING
SEVEN-ELEMENT HIGH-TEMPERATURE THERMAL-CHEMICAL EXPERIMENTS

Q.M. Lei, D.B. Sanderson, M.J. Brown and H.E. Rosinger

AECL Research - Whiteshell Laboratories
Pinava, Manitoba ROE 1L0

ABSTRACT

Three seven-element high-temperature thermal-chemical
experiments have been successfully simulated using
CHAN-U WL to further the understanding of the
thermal-chemical behaviour of a fuel channel at high
temperatures. The code was validated by comparing its
predicted results to measured results from these tests.
All predicted curves consistently followed the patterns of
the experimental data. Predicted maximum temperatures
and healing rates for the test section surfaces compared
favourably with measurements. Predicted and measured
hydrogen production rates for the exothermic
Zircaloy/steam reaction agreed reasonably well. Good
agreement berween the measured and predicted total
heat input/removal was also obtained. All these suggest
that the conduction, convection, radiation, corrosion,
and flow ring models used in CHAN-II WL are
adequate for predicting the behaviour of a seven-element
bundle configuration at temperatures up to !750°C.

The work reported in this paper was fiinded by me
CANDU Owners Group (COG).

1. INTRODUCTION

Under normal operation conditions of a CANDU-
PHW* reactor, heat in its fuel channel is removed
mainly by a high-pressure primary cooling system
and partly by a low-pressure independently cooled
moderator system. But, in a severe accident situation,
e.g., a postulated loss-of-coolant accident with a
coincident loss of emergency core cooling
(LOCA/LOECC), steam may become the only coolant
available. As a result, the axial transport of heat
from the fuel by convection is reduced while the
radial heat release to the moderator, primarily by
radiation and conduction, is increased. If the transient
removal of the fuel decay heat plus the heat
generated by the exothermic Zircaloy/steam reaction
remains insufficient, high temperatures and rapid
heating may cause mechanical deformations and
failures of the fuel channel. Therefore, it /s
important to understand high-temperature fuel channel
behaviour.

Deuterium Uranium Pressurized Heavy Waier

A series of experiments have been performed at the
Whiteshell Laboratories to provide validation and
assessment data for various high-temperature thermal-
chemical computer codes. One of these, the fast-
running code CHAN II, predicts the thermal and
chemical responses of a simulated fuel channel when
the internal coolant is superheated steam.

This paper reviews experimental results from three
seven-element high-temperature tests, two in a vertical
orientation and one in a horizontal orientation. A
modified version of the Whiteshell Laboratories
CHAN II code, called CHAN-IIWL, is described
and used to simulate these experiments. The purposes
of this paper are to communicate the CHAN II
modifications and to verify CHAN-II WL against the
seven-element experimental results.

2. DESCRIPTION OF CHAN II AND CHAN-IIWL

CHAN II

The CHAN II code [1] is a fast-running stand-alone
computer code that predicts the transient behaviour of
a simulated fuel channel when the internal coolant is
superheated steam. The code models the thermal-
chemical responses of various components when
subjected to internal heating and superheated steam.
With suitable changes in geometry and material
properties, the CHAN II code has been used to
calculate the transient thermal-chemical behaviour of
CANDU fuel channels during postulated
LOCA/LOECC situations [2.3].

The CHAN II code assumes that the complex pin
geometry can be represented by an equivalent
cylindrical ring geometry (Figure I). It divides the
simulated fuel channel into several axial segments.
Each segment is radially subdivided into fuel rings,
flow ring subchannels, the pressure tube, and the
calandria tube. The code considers each fuel segment
to be axisvmmetric and axially isothermal. These
approaches allow CHAN II to use the lumped-
parameter energy-balance method for calculations
within a fuel channel segment and the axial marching
technique for analysing the entire fuel channel.
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FIGURE 1. FUEL CHANNEL EQUIVALENT RJNG GEOMETRY
USED IN THE CHAN CODES

A number of physical phenomena have been modelled
in the CHAN II code. These include the fission
product decay heat generation or heat generation rates
from experimental fuel element simulators, heat
generated from the Zircaloy/steam chemical reaction,
and heat transfer by conduction, convection, and
radiation. The code performs convection and
conduction calculations using models of equivalent
solid closed rings, but it manipulates radiation heat
transfer through a ring or pin model, depending on
the way that view factors are computed.

This version of the code was validated using the
results from earlier single-element and seven-element
(low-temperature) experiments [4]. Generally, good
agreements between measured and predicted results
were found in this comparison. However, some
improvements in the code were identified, such as the
need for temperature-dependent thermal emissivities of
various test section components.

CHAN-II WL

CHAN-II WL resulted from modifications of the
Whiteshell Laboratories version of the CHAN II
code. The main modifications were:

- improvement of radiation heat transfer
calculations using temperature-dependent
emissivities:

- prediction of the cooling jacket water
temperature distribution along the heated length
of the test section:

- closer approximation of convective heat transfer
coefficients for each annular gas ring.

The purpose of this paper is to validate CHAN-II WL
using experimental results from three seven-element
thermal-chemical experiments.

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTS

Apparatus

The seven-element test sections consisted of a central
fuel element simulator (FES) surrounded by a ring of
six FESs on a pitch circle diameter of 38 mm
(Figure 2). Each FES consisted of Zircaloy-4 (Zr-4)
cladding 15.2-mm outer diameter (OD) and 14.4-mm
inner diameter (ID), within which annular alumina
pellets (14.3-mm OD, 6.1-mra ID and 16-mm long)
electrically insulated the cladding from a graphite rod
heater. The length of the graphite rod heaters was
1800 mm.

Fuel
Cladding

Stea
Out

FIGURE 2: SCHEMATIC OF TEST SECTION (a) AND BUNDLE
CRESS SECTIONS (h)

One spacer plate (Test 1) or five spacer plates (Tests
2 and 3) made out of 1.65-mm diameter Zircaloy
wire were uniformly placed in the heated zone of the
test section (Figure 2a). Their purpose was to
simulate the effects of fuel bundle end plates on
steam flow patterns through the FES bundle.
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A zirconium flow lube, simulating the pressure tuix-
surrounded the FES bundle. The ID and OD of the
flow tubes used for the three tests were 55.8 aivj
60.8 mm. respectively. The length of the flow tubes
for all tests was 2150 mm. An annular aluminum
cooling jacket, filled with circulating cooling water,
surrounded the flow tube. The test section was fixed
in a vertical orientation for Tests I and 2 and
horizontally for Test 3.

A schematic of the entire test apparatus is shown in
Figure 3. Steam produced in the boiler passed
through the steam superheater and into the test
section. The superheater was used to increase the
steam temperature at the inlet of the test section to
700°C. The hot steam-hydrogen mixture exiting the
test section was directed through a condenser to
condense the steam. The mixture of condensate and
hydrogen was then directed into the hydrogen
collection tank. The hydrogen collection tank was an
inverted cylinder with an internal volume of 1 m3.
The tank was initially filled with water which was
displaced by hydrogen separated from the condensate
during the experiments. Cumulative hydrogen
production was monitored by recording pressures in
(he tank, based on the ideal gas law.

HYDROGEN
COLLECTION
TANK

BOILER

700*0

FIGURE 3. SCHEMATIC OF TEST APPARATUS

Instrumentation and Experimental Procedures

The FESs were connected in parallel to a DC powc
supply. In total. 47 thermocouples were used to
monitor temperatures of the test section for each test.
Twenty-four thermocouples were located just inside
the various FESs. fifteen on the outside surface of
the flow tube, two in the inlet steam line, four in
the exit steam line, and one in the inlet and outlet
cooling water lines. The 24 thermocouples inside the
FESs had 0.25-mm diameter C-lype (tungsten-
rhenium) sensing elements threaded through double

bore alumina insulators inside a 1.5-mm diameter
tantalum sheath. The tantalum sheaths were then
threaded through small holes drilled in the AKO3
insulators, less than I mm away from the inner
surface of the FES cladding (Figure 2). The expected
accuracy of these thermocouples was within 3% up to
1800"C.

General test procedures for the three tests were
similar and the details are given in [5]. First, the
inside of the FESs and their corresponding end
connections were purged with helium. Then the test
section was filled with argon and heated to well
above the steam saturation temperature to avoid steam
condensation. Next, superheated steam was introduced
and argon was purged. A predetermined power curve
was followed during each test. The power was
ramped in sieps to achieve steady state as well as
various rates of temperature change on the fuel
cladding. The tests were terminated either when
maximum recorded FES temperatures neared steady
state or when a test section failed.

Experimental Results

For brevity, the results from Tests ! to 3 will be
summarized. The three tests were each divided into
five distinct stages, as shown in Figure 4. Stages I
and 2 comprised the initial heai-up portion of the
tests (not shown). Stage 1 was a low-power (0.8 kW)
heat-up of the test section in argon to drive away
moisture in the FESs. The steam from the
superheater was diverted around the test section
during this stage. The bundle power was increased to
2.5 kW and steam was passed through the test
section for this and subsequent stages. Stage 2 heated
the FES bundle to the inlet steam temperature
(700°C). Time t = 0 s was referenced at the start of
Stage 3.

40
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i ao
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Staa?3 I
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Stage*

I
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/
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500 1000 1500
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2000 2500

FIGURE 4: TYPICAL POWER PROFILE USED FOR THE THREE
TESTS (TEST 2 SHOWN)
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Power to the FES bundle was increased from 2.5 to
10 kW at the start of Stage 3 and remained near this
level for 900 to 1000 s. Stage 3 was a pseudo-
steady-state period at elevated temperatures. Power
was ramped from 10 to 37 kW at the end of Stage 3
to start Stage 4. Power remained near this level until
FES temperatures reached somewhere between 1620
and 1700°C. after which power was returned to zero.
Test section power was increased back to 37 kW
once FES temperatures dropped below 1500°C (Stage
5). Power remained near this level until the tests
were terminated when FES temperatures approached
steady state.

Key results from Tests 1 to 3 are summarized in
Table 1 and further details can be found in reference
[5J. The three tests had similar experimental set-ups
and procedures except for the following:

1) Tests I and 2 had a vertical orientation while
Test 3 was horizontal.

2) Test 1 had one space plate in the FES bundle
assembly, while the others had 5.

3) Test 1 ended prematurely because of an internal
heater failure.

The three tests were successful in achieving FES
bundle temperatures in excess of I65O°C. and in one
test temperatures reached a maximum of 1760°C. just
below the melting point (1765l1C) of unoxidized Zr-4
cladding. Hydrogen production from the
Zircaloy/steam reaction started when FES
temperatures were 800°C and escalated when
temperatures exceeded 1I5O°C. indicative of the
parabolic oxidation rate of Zr-4 with temperature.
Uncontrolled temperature escalations due to the
Zircaloy/steam reaction were not observed when the
cladding temperatures were above 1650°C and electric
power to the test section was shut off. This was
because the energy removal rates for our appara*u?
were significantly higher than the energy produced
from the Zircaloy/steam reaction. Test sectio.i
temperatures declined and the Zircaloy/steam reaction
subsided in all three tests when electric power to the
test section was shut off. Temperatures and hydrogen
production increased again once test section power
was restored to 37 kW in Stage 5. Hydrogen
production and temperature ramp rates, however,
were always somewhat lower in Stage 5 than in Stage
4 for similar FES temperatures (Table 1). Oxide
build-up on the FES cladding appear to have slowed
down this exothermic reaction during Stage 5.

Table 1: Summary of Test Parameters and Measured and Predicted Results
for Three 7-Elemenl Out-of-Pile Experiments

Test Parameters

Number of Spacer Plates
(flow disturbances)

Steam Flow Rote

Cooling Water Flow
Rate(g7f)

Inlet Steam
Temperature (°C)

Inlet Cooling Water
Temperature (C)

Maximum H, Production
Rate (mol)

Maximum Centre Pin
Temperature (°C)

Maximum Inner Ring
Temperature TO

Maxbnum Outer Ring
Temperature (°C)

Maximum Flow Tube
Temperature TO

Cumulative H2
Production (mol)

Tests

Vertical

M«««l

1

5.2

170

700

16

0.058

1700

1700

1550

1400

>6.6+

1

Pmilcwd

5.2

170

700

16

0.040

1674

1643

1523

1390

9.1

Uuntd

5

5.0

170

700

9

0.030*
(0.010)

1620
(1650)

1560
(1600)

H70
(1500)

1270
(1280)

>!0+

I

Predicted

5

5.0

170

700

9

0.031
(0.019)

1599
(1665)

1569
(1635)

1477
(1526)

1310
(1320)

17.5

Horizontal

M.»nd

5

5.4

170

700

0

0.044
(0.017)

1680
(1760)

1620
(1690)

1460
(1530)

1320
(1360)

13.5

3

PndleM

5

5.4

170

700

0

0.035
(0.029)

1611
(1700)

1564
(1671)

1486
(1559)

1346
(1406)

15.4

* -first peak value during the first full power period and second peak value
(in parenthens) during the second full power period.

4 Total amount of H, produced is uncertain because of lest aeclion failure
(Test 1) or valve failure (Test 2).

4. MODELLING ASSUMPTIONS

The experimental conditions of the three tests were
simulated using CHAN-IIWL. The modelling
assumptions were as follows:

1) No geometrical deformation of the test section was
assumed.

2) Buoyancy-induced free convection in the test
sections was ignored.

3) The test section was discrctized into 12 equal-
length axial segments. Each segment contained a
centre pin. a six-pin ring, two annular flow
subchannels, and a CO2 gas gap between the flow
tube and the cooling jacket. Peripheral and axial
temperature variations within the segment were
neglected.

4) No flow mixing was assumed to take place
between the two flow subchannels inside a segment.
but the flow was completely mixed at the end of each
segment.
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5) Forced convection was modelled for single-phase
steam (or steam/hydrogen mixture) flows. Convective
heat transfer coefficients for the inner and outer
surfaces of each flow annulus were evaluated based
on the hydraulic diameter, the ratio of the inner
radius to the outer radius, the local film temperature,
the local Reynolds number, and the two-surface
heating ratio [6|. The flow was assumed to be
developing at the test section entrance and to be
redeveloping at each spacer. The spacers were
assumed to disturb the flow distribution within the
bundle as the steam passed by them. Other possible
effects these spacers had on the test section were
ignored.

6) Radiation view factors for the enclosure of the
centre pin. inner and outer rings, and inner flow
tube surfaces were calculated based on their true
geometries and configurations. These surfaces were
treated as isothermal, opaque, diffuse, and gray, and
surrounded by a non-absorbing and non-scattering
medium.

7) Emissivities for the fuel cladding and the flow
tube inner and outer surfaces were assumed to vary
linearly with temperature [7], The emissivity of the
inner surface of the water jacket was assumed to be
0.22.

8) The Urbanic-Heidrick equation [8] was used to
calculated the Zircaloy/steam reaction rate.

9) Axial heat conduction and radiation were neglected
within a segment.

10) The experimental FESs were modelled by
lumping the thermal capacitance of the graphite rod
and aiumina pellets. All seven pins were assumed to
have a same current input. I. equal to one-seventh of
total electric current through the test section. The
power input for each pin was calculated by I2R.
where R was the temperature-dependent resistance of
the graphite rod.

During simulations of the three tests, an integration
time step was fixed at 1 s. Test operating conditions
were linearly interpolated from experimental data.
These included total electric currents, steam mass
flow rates, steam inlet temperatures, cooling water
flow rates, and cooling water inlet temperatures.

5. COMPARISON BETWEEN MEASUREMENT
AND PREDICTION

The validation of CHAN-IIWL predictions against
experimental results mainly involved temperature
comparisons for the centre pin cladding, the inner

and outer ring surfaces, and the flow tube. Measured
hydrogen production data were also used to assess the
Zircaloy/steam reaction model in CHAN-II WL.
Comparison of some key results for the three tests is
summarized in Table I.

Test 1

Select measured and predicted results from Test I are
shown in Figure 5. Test 1 was performed in a
vertical orientation. The power history for this test
was similar to the first four stages in Figure 4. Test
1 did not have the second full power stage (Stage 5)
due to a premature failure of one of the FESs. This
failure resulted in substantial damage to the FES
bundle and steam exit line.

Figures 5a and 5b compare the simulated
temperatures with the experimental results at Z=1575
mm. where Z is the distance from the beginning of
the heated zone. The test section maximum
temperatures were observed at this location. All
predicted results consistently followed the patterns of
the experimental data. The measured and predicted
heating rates (the slope of each curve) appeared to
match reasonably well.

500 1 0 0 0 , , 1 5 0 0 2 0 0 0

FIGURE 5: PREDICTED AND MEASURED TEMPERATURES (a
AND h) 1575 mm INTO THE HEATED ZONE AND
CUMULATIVE HYDROGEN PRODUCTION (i) FOR
TEST 1
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The peak temperatures were underpredicted by 25°C
for the FES centre pin and by 60°C for the inner
ring surface. After the peaks, these two thermocouple
readings were no longer valid as a result of a heater
failure and are thus not shown in Figure 5. For the
outer ring surface, the measured and predicted peak
temperatures agreed within 30°C. For the peak flow
tube temperatures, better agreement was obtained.

The predicted curve of cumulative hydrogen
production (Figure 5c) started to rise about 300 s
earlier than the measured one. Then, both measured
and predicted hydrogen production rates remained
fairly constant at about 0.0010 mol/s until the centre
pin temperatures reached 1200nC at 1200 s.
Following that, the predicted hydrogen production
escalated at slightly lower rates (up to 0.045 mol/s)
than the measured values (up to 0.058 mol/s) until
the power was turned off at 1450 s.

The code predicted (hat a cumulative total of 9.1 mol
of hydrogen would be produced during this test. \
total of 6.6 mol of hydrogen was recorded to have
been generated during this test prior to a failure in
the test section exit line. The total amount of
hydrogen produced in this test was expected to be
significantly higher than the 6.6 mol. Hydrogen
productive rates prior to the failure were well
predicted.

The maximum outlet steam temperature was
overpredicted by 110°C when compared to its
measured average value.This overprediction was not
surprising as the test section had significant axial hea»
losses to its water-cooled end fittings, lowering
temperatures near the exit end. CHAN-II WL did not
take these axial losses into account.

Test 2

Measured and predicted test section temperatures for
Test 2 are compared in Figure 6a. Again, one
vertical location (Z=1575 mm) was chosen to show
the test section maximum temperatures. The two peak
temperatures corresponded to the ends of the two
periods of full power input (Figure 6a). For the
centre pin and the inner and outer ring surfaces, the
predicted temperatures were in excellent agreement
with the measured values before the first cut in the
power at the end of Stage 4. A slight underprediction
of temperature was seen after power was restorer!.
Temperatures for these three surfaces were
overpredicted within 35°C by the end of the second
full power period. For the flow tube, the first and
second peak temperatures were overpredicted by 80
and I20°C respectively.

Figure 6b illustrates the cumulative hydrogen
production. The experimental data after 1690 s were
not available as a result of a valve failure in the
hydrogen collection facility during the lest. Both
measured and predicted hydrogen productions started
when the maximum centre pin temperature reached
800°C. The hydrogen production rates remained fairly
constant at 0.0008 mol/s until the centre pin
temperature reached 1I6O°C. After that, both the
measured and the predicted hydrogen production
escalated at the same rate of 0.030 mol/s.

1800

—T . . . I
$00 1000 1500

ElipiadTlmd)

FIGURE 6: PREDICTED AND MEASURED TEMPERATURES (a)
1575 mm INTO THE HEATED ZONE AND
CUMULATIVE HYDROGEN PRODUCTION (|i) FOR
TEST 2

The predicted hydrogen production escalated slightly
earlier than measured. Hydrogen production slowed
down once the power was returned to zero, even
though maximum test section temperatures were over
I6OO°C (Figure 6a). This indicates that the
Zircaloy/steam reaction was not self-sustaining under
our experimental conditions. During the second full
power period, measured and predicted hydrogen
production rates agreed well at about 0.010 mol/s.

Test 3

This test section was horizontal. Its maximum
temperatures occurred at axial location Z=1575 mm.
For this location, temperature comparisons between
measurement and prediction are shown in Figures 7a
and 7b. Centre pin temperatures were well predicted
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prior io the end of the fust full power period but
imderpredicted thereafter. For the inner ring surface,
the first peak temperature was underpredicted by
55°C and the second by 20°C. The outer ring peak
temperatures were overpredicted by as much as 30°C
The predicted peak temperatures of the flow tube
were up to 45°C higher than the measured results.

1300
ElapjedTHwM

FIGURE 7 PREDICTED AND MEASURED TEMPERATURES (a
AND h) 1575 mm INTO THE HEATED ZONE AND
CUMULATIVE HYDROGEN PRODUCTION (c) FOR
TEST 3

The predicted hydrogen production for Test 3 started
about 200 s earlier than measured (Figure 7c). The
prediction gave a slightly higher hydrogen production
rate and an earlier escalation at the beginning of the
first full-power stage. After that, the predicted and
measured hydrogen productions escalated at similar
rates during the two full power periods. The
predicted rate was slightly higher than the measured
value at the end of the second full power period.
Consequently, a total of 15.4 mol of hydrogen was
predicted, which is 1.9 mol more than the amount
collected during the test.

The predicted two peak steam temperatures at the
outlet were 100 and 130°C higher than the
corresponding measured values. The reason for such
differences was as discussed before.

Energy Components

Figure 8 compares measured and predicted energy
components for Test 3 (other tests had similar
trends). In all these tesis. heat was generated by the
FES electrical power and the Zircalov<steam reaction:
heat was generated or removed by the steam flowing
over the FESs and heat was removed by the cooling
water in the water jacket outside the flow tube. The
measured power was the product of measured current
and voltage, while the simulated power was the
function of temperature-dependent resistance of the
graphite rod. Figure 8a shows their excellent
agreement.
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FIGURE 8: PREDICTED AND MEASURED ENERGY
COMPONENTS FOR TEST 3

The heat generation by the Zircaloy steam reaction
was well predicted (Figure 8b). Its maximum value
always occurred at the end of the first full power
period. Oxide build-up on the FES cladding appeared
to have slowed down this exothermic reaction during
the second full power period.

The steam initially heated the test section, and began
to remove heat from the channel to the exit line
during the 10-kW heat-up stage (Figure 8c). The
code simulation predicted more energy removal by the
steam than was measured during the experiment.
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The cooling water removed most of the heal from the
lest section (Figure 8d), Agreement of this removal
was fairly good except for a slight time shift. The
maximum heat removal by the cooling water for Test
3 occurred at the end of the second full power
period.

The total heat input (electric input plus heat
generated by the Zircaloy/steam reaction) was well-
predicted (Figure 8e). The total heat removal by the
steam flow and the cooling water flow was slightly
overpredicted at the ends of the full power periods.
This combined heat removal was higher than the
energy produced by the Zircaloy/steam reaction when
the electric power was returned to zero (Figure 8e).
Hence. the self-sustaining of the exothermic
Zircaloy'steam reaction was neither predicted bv
CHAN-II VVL nor observed in the experiments.

using the code CHAN-II WL. The predicted and
measured results have been extensively studied and
compared, as summarized in Table i. All simulation
curves consistently followed the patterns of the
experimental data. Maximum temperatures and heating
rates for the test section surfaces were well predicted.
Agreement between the measured and predicted
energy components was good. The predicted hydrogen
production from the exothermic Zircaloy/steam
reaction started when FES temperatures were 800°C
and escalated when they exceeded II50°C.
Uncontrolled temperature escalations due to ihe
reaction were not predicted. All these results were
consistent with the experimental observations. The
predicted hydrogen production rates agreed reasonably-
well with the measured results. but slight
overpredictions for the total amount of hydrogen
production during each test persisted.

. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 8. REFERENCES

C'HAN-II WL predicted maximum test section
temperatures and heating rates well for all three tests.
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ABSTRACT

The computer code CATHENA has been
developed primarily to analyse postulated loss-of-
coolant accident (LOCA) scenarios for CANDU
reactors. CATHENA's capability in modelling
LOCA events at low temperatures (less than
800° C) has been and continues to be extensively
tested(l). Although CATHENA is capable of
simulating phenomena that occur at higher
temperatures (800-1800° C), such as thermal
radiation, the zirconium-steam reaction, steam
starvation and the effects of the presence of
noncondensabtes, little has been reported on
these capabilities. This paper reports on part of
the high-temperature validation of CATHENA
that is currently in progress. Simulation and
experimental results are shown for two high-
temperature tests.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

During certain postulated loss-of-coolant
accidents (LOCA) with loss of emergency core
cooling, steam conditions are assumed to exist
for extended periods of time in the fuel
channels. During this time, heat is generated
within the fuel channels by radioactive decay of
the fission and activation products in the fuel,
and possibly by oxidation of zirconium surfaces
(exothermic zirconium-steam reaction). Heat is
removed from the fuel channels by thermal

radiation and conduction to the calandria tubes,
as well as by convection to the steam. The
difference between heat generation and removal
will determine the thermal, chemical and
mechanical behaviour of the fuel channels.

To analyse fuel channel integrity under these
conditions, computer codes have been developed
and tested. In 1981, the CHAN Thermal-
Chemical Exper imenta l Program(2) was
established at the Whiteshell Laboratories and
funded by the CANDU Owners Group (COG)
to provide experimental data for validation of
these codes.

The CATHENA code was developed by Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited at WL primarily for
the analysis of postulated LOCAs in CANDU
reactors. CATHENA uses a full two-fluid
representation of two-phase flow in piping
networks. This results in a model in which the
liquid and vapour phases may have different
pressures, velocities and temperatures. Interface
mass, energy and momentum transfers are
specified using constitutive relations obtained
either from the literature or developed from
separate effects tests. The code uses a
staggered-mesh, one-step, semi-implicit, finite-

1 CANada P_euterium Uranium, registered
trademark of AECL
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difference solution method, which is not transit-
time limited. The extensive wall heat-transfer
package is general and allows the connection of
m u l t i p l e wa l l s u r f a c e s to a s i n g l e
thermalhydraulic node. The CATHENA code
also includes component models, such as
pressurizers, pumps, valves, break discharge,
separator models, and an extensive control-
system modelling capability, required for
complete loop simulations.

The CATHENA code has been and continues to
be v a l i d a t e d for a wide v a r i e t y of
thermalhydraulic scenarios; however, most of
these tests were conducted at relatively low
temperatures (less than 800°C). Only a limited
number of simulations have been performed that
test the code 's capab i l i t i e s at h igher
temperatures, despite the fact that the code can
model a reactor channel in great detail at
temperatures ranging from 800 to 1800°C. The
effects of thermal radiation, pressure-tube
deformation (ballooning and rupture), zirconium-
steam reaction, steam starvation and the
presence of noncondensables can all be included.

In this paper, the high temperature predictive
capabilities of CATHENA are assessed by
comparison with data from a single-pin (CS13)
and a multi-pin (CS76) CHAN Thermal-
Chemical test(2).

2.0 TEST FACILITY

A schematic of the entire test facility is shown
in Figure 1. Steam produced in a steam
generator was passed through the test section.
In lest CS76 a steam superheater was installed
upstream of the test section to increase the
inlet steam temperatures from 250°C to 700°C.
The higher steam inlet temperature allowed
lower heated section powers to be used to
attain !iigher fuel element simulator (FES)
temperatures, thereby reducing the risk of
premature FES failures. Gases exiting the test
section flowed through a heat exchanger that
cooled the exhaust vapour to a mixture of
condensate and hydrogen from the zirconium-
steam reaction. The mixture was directed into
a hydrogen collection tank capable of collecting
24 moles of hydrogen at standard temperature
and pressure.

CONDENSEfl

i JV1 1

VACUUM
PUMP

HYDROGEN
COLLECTION
TANK

FIGURE 1: SCHEMATIC OF TEST FACILITY

In both tests, the FES consisted of a Pickering-
type Zircaloy-4 sheath surrounding 16-mm-long
alumina (AI2O3) pellets. The outer surface of
each pellet was grooved to accommodate
alumina insulating tubes into which the
thermocouple wires were inser ted. An
electrically heated tungsten-carbide-coated
graphite rod was inserted into the centre of the
alumina pellets. A constant flow of inert gas
(argon in CS13 and helium in CS76) was
m a i n t a i n e d t h r o u g h the FES in t he
heater/alumina and alumina/sheath annular gaps
during the test.

In test CS1S, the test section assembly consisted
of a single heated FES surrounded by a
Zircaloy-4 flow tube, which in turn was
surrounded by an aluminum cooling jacket.
In test CS76, the multi-pin test section
assembly shown in Figure 2 was used. It
consisted of a central FES surrounded by a ring
of six FESs lying on a pitch circle with a
diameter of 38 mm surrounded by a Zircaloy-4
flow tube, which in turn was surrounded by an
aluminum cooling jacket. Five spacer plates
made of 1.65-mm-diameter Zircaloy wire were
inserted in the test section. These plates were
intended to simulate the increased turbulence
effects of end plates on the steam flow through
the FES bundle.

The flow tube surrounding the FES simulated a
reactor pressure tube. The flow tube was
oxidized in air at 650° for 15 minutes to
obtain an initial oxide layer on all surfaces. A
CO2 gas gap and a cooling jacket surrounded
the flow tube and were used to simulate the
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t h e r m a l e f fec ts of a c a l a n d r i a t u b e and
moderator.

UUHDLC CRO5S-5LCTION

the heated section powers were adjusted to
initiate the zirconium-steam reaction and avoid
heater failure.

F I G U R E 2: S E V E N - E L E M E N T TEST
SECTION ASSEMBLY

A more complete description of the test facility
can be found in Reference 2.

3.0 TEST PROCEDURE

Throughout the test, water at a constant
temperature and flow rate was circulated in the
cooling jacket. A carbon dioxide atmosphere
was maintained in the annulus between the flow
tube and cooling jacket. A flow of inert gas
l2.rsor. in CS13 and helium in CS76) was
maintained through the annular gaps within the
FES to avoid oxygen contact with the graphite
heater and to remove any released gases.

The tests began by heating the pin/pin bundle
while argon, at. atmospheric pressure, was
circulated through the test section. Power
settings were selected and maintained to
produce stabilized test-section temperatures
higher than the steam saturation temperature.
Then the flow of argon gas was discontinued
and steam was introduced.

In test CS13 the inlet steam temperature was
maintained at 330°C, while in test CS76 the
inlet steam temperature was increased to 700°C.
With all other conditions remaining constant,

4.0 SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

Only the heated section was modelled. Portions
of the test facility upstream and downstream of
the heated section (boiler, superheater, condenser
and hydrogen collection tank) were not
modelled. Time-varying boundary conditions
were used to include the effect of these portions
of the facility. Design dimensions were used
and assumed to remain constant throughout the
transient, despite the fact that deformation of
the FES was observed on disassembly of the
test section after the test. The temperature-
dependent properties available in CATHENA
were used for the graphite, alumina, Zircaloy
and zirconium dioxide regions.

In both simulations, the FES were modelled by
four solid and two gap regions, using a total of
17 radial iiodes. Heat transfer across the
graphite heater/alumina and alumina/sheath
gaps was assumed to be by radiation and
conduction. Convective heat transfer across
these gaps was not included. Temperature-
dependent conductance values used for these
gaps were determined from the gas conductivity
and design gap width (nominal).

Except for the outer surface of the pin sheath,
the emissivity of the region surfaces was
assumed to remain constant and was set to 0.8
for the graphite, 0.3 for the alumina and 0.3
for the inside surface of the sheath. Both the
inner and outer surfaces of the flow tube were
assigned an emissivity of 0.8 since the flow
tube had purposely been heated in a furnace to
establish a zirconium-oxide layer on the surface
before the test. Heat transfer across the flow-
tube/water-jacket gap was assumed to be
primarily by conduction and r ad i a t i on .
Temperature-dependent conductance values for
the carbon dioxide gap were also determined
from the gas conductivity and design gap
width.

At the start of each test the pin sheath was
unoxidized and an emissivity value of 0.3 was
used. Later in the simulation, when the pin
sheath was predicted to experience oxidation as
a result of the zirconium-steam reaction, the
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emissivity value was increased to 0.8. The
stepwise transition from 0.3 to 0.8 was assumed
to occur over the entire pin length once
oxidation was predicted to begin.

4.1 Single-Pin Test

The idealization used to simulate the test
facility contained 28 thermalhydraulic nodes, 26
links and 3 wall heat-transfer models. The
heated section was divided axially into 12 pieces
to facilitate comparison ot simulated and
experimental thermocouple locations. Although
the pin bundle, flow tube and cooling jacket
extend outside the heated zone of the test
section, these sections were not modelled.

The inner surface of the water jacket was shiny
(but not polished), suggesting a relatively oxide-
free surface. An emissivity value of 0.12 was
used, which is appropriate for this surface
condition.

4.2 Multi-Pin Test

The idealization used to simulate the test
facility contained 32 thermalhydraulic nodes, 30
links and 13 wall heat-transfer models. The
heated section was divided axially into 14
pieces, 12 segments in the heated zone and 2
segments outside the heated zone, one at the
inlet and one at the outlet of the heated
section. This representation was used to
fac i l i t a te comparison of s imulated and
experimental thermocouple locations. Sub-
channel analysis was not included in the
idealization since it was assumed that the
spacer plates would induce good mixing within
the heated zone.

Pins on the outer ring were sectored as shown
in Figure 3, so that temperature variations
resulting from the different thermal radiation on
the inner facing (facing the central pin) and
outer facing (facing the pressure tube) sides of
these pins couid be modelled. Circumferential
conduction between the two portions of the pins
was included in the simulation. The spacer
plates were modelled as an equivalent length of
1.65-mm-diameter Zircaloy wire placed in the
thermalhydraulic nodes closest to the location of
the spacer plate in the facility. Thermal effects
(conduction and convection) and the zirconium-

steam reaction were accounted for in the
idealization.

i'in Sectors

Futl Pin.

Flow T.ikt

FIGURE 3: CATHENA IDEALIZATION OF
SEVEN-ELEMENT PIN BUNDLE

Examination of the water jacket showed it to
be dull, with many scratches from a rough
honing process. An emissivity value of 0.23
was used, which is appropriate for this surface
condition.

5.0 SIMULATION RESULTS

5.1 Single-Pin Test

This test started, once stabilized conditions were
obtained, with the introduction of steam into
the test section, after the argon gas heatup
phase. The emissivity on the outside surface of
the central pin was changed from 0.3 to 0.8 at
170 s, as a result of the zirconium-steam
reaction forming an oxide layer on the sheath.
The change in emissivities are indicated on the
FES and flow-tube temperature history plots.

Figures 4 and 5 show the measured and
simulated steam and water- jacket fluid
temperature histories respectively. The inlet
temperatures were imposed as boundary
conditions in the simulation, while the outlet
temperatures were predicted by CATHENA.
The inlet temperatures remained constant during
the test whereas the outlet temperatures
increased as a result of the power applied to
the heated section. Generally, the simulated
trends were well reproduced; although, the peak
outlet water-jacket fluid temperature was
underestimated and the peak outlet steam
temperature was overestimated. This indicated
that the amount of heat removed from the
heated zone by the steam was overestimated
whereas the amount of heat removed by the
water jacket was underestimated. Subsequent
simulations of other tests indicated that those
regions of the flow tube and cooling jacket that
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extended beyond the heated zone were partly
responsible for this discrepancy. These regions
were not modelled in this simulation, but were
included in the simulation of the multi-pin test
CS76.
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F I G U R E 4: T E S T C S 1 3 S T E A M
TEMPERATURE HISTORIES
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FIGURE 5: TEST CS13 COOLING WATER-
JACKET TEMPERATURE HISTORIES

Figure 6 shows the experimental and simulated
flow-tube temperatures near the exit of the
heated zone where maximum metal temperatures
were recorded. Generally good agreement was
achieved between the s imula t ed and
exper imenta l measurements , a l t hough
temperatures were slightly underestimated at
this axial location. A steeper axial temperature
profile was measured than was predicted by
CATHENA because of a strong entrance effect

in this test. As a result, there was a tendency
for simulated temperatures to be overestimated
upstream of mid-channel and underestimated
downstream of mid-channel. Turbulence was
induced near the entrance of the heated section
by the introduction of steam at right angles to
the heated section (a "tee" junction) that
impinged on the FES. The heat transfer
correlations used by CATHENA have been
developed from steady-state fully developed flow
data. Consequently any turbulence induced by
obstructions in the flow path or by entrances is
not generally accounted for in the correlations.
Within CATHENA's heat-transfer package, an
optional entrance-effect model is available, which
accounts for the increased heat transfer that
occurs immediately downstream of a 90° elbow.
This option was used in this simulation but the
heat transfer rates were still underestimated.

E «oo-

Experlmenl

CATHENA

e=0.3 e=0.S

Time («)

FIGURE 6: TEST CS13
TEMPERATURE HISTORIES

FLOW-TUBE

Figure 7 shows the experimental and simulated
FES sheath temperature histories just upstream
of mid-channel. The simulated results for both
the predicted temperatures of the alumina
(outer surface) and the sheath (inner surface)
are shown. Substantially different temperatures
at these locations were predicted, particularly
after the emissivity of the sheath was increased
to 0.8. This temperature difference resulted
because of the relatively low conductance across
the argon gas gap between the alumina and the
sheath. The experimental temperatures should
be bounded by these two curves since the
thermocouples were buried just beneath the
sheath surface.
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generally underestimated metal temperatures
seen after approximately 500 s.
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FIGURE 7: TEST CS13 CENTRE-PIN
TEMPERATURE HISTORIES

The FES sheath temperature histories showed
similar behaviour to the flow tube temperature
histories except that higher temperatures were
recorded on the FES. The simulated results
showed good agreement with the measured
results except that the peak temperatures tended
to be underestimated slightly. Similar to the
predicted flow-tube temperature histories, sheath
temperatures near the exit tended to be
underestimated as well because of the entrance
effect. There was sufficient zirconium-steam
reaction to completely oxidize the sheath at
locations near the exit. Because of the high
flow rate of steam, steam starvation was not
predicted to occur at any time during the
simulation.

Figure 8 shows the experimental and simulated
accumulated hydrogen histories. The
interruption in slope of the experimental results
at 500 s is believed to be associated with the
filling of the small hydrogen collection cylinder
{0.68-mole capacity) and the switch over to
collection by the larger cylinder. The general
change in slope that occurred at this time
resulted from the levelling off of the metal
temperatures.

Generally the simulated results showed good
agreement with the experimental results, with
both the onset of hydrogen production and
trends being well predicted. The total amount
of hydrogen produced in the simulation was
underestimated. This is consistent with the

Experiment
CATHENA

0 200 400 tOO 100 10W

Tims (a)

FIGURE 8: TEST CS13 ACCUMULATED
HYDROGEN HISTORIES

5.2 Multi-Pin Test

The multi-pin test started at the beginning of
the argon gas heatup phase. Up to 3800 s the
heated section was subjected to a low flow of
argon gas. At 3800 s, the flow of argon gas
was stopped and steam was introduced. The
steam temperature was increased to 700cC by
6000 s and remained constant after that time.
At 6300 s and at 7300 s the heated section
power was increased. At approximately 7500 s
the power was briefly reduced to zero and
increased in steps again to full power by 7900
s. At 8300 s the power was reduced to zero.

In the simulation, the emissivity on the outside
surfaces of the pin bundle was changed from
0.3 to 0.8 at 6500 s, as a result of the
zirconium-steam reaction forming an oxide layer
on the sheaths. The change in emissivities is
indicated on the FES and flow-tube temperature
history plots.

Figures 9 and 10 show the measured and
simulated steam and water jacket fluid
temperature histories respectively. The inlet
temperatures in both cases were imposed
conditions in the simulation, while the outlet
conditions were predicted by CATHENA.
While the inlet cooling water-jacket fluid
temperature remained constant throughout the
test, the inlet gas temperature did not.
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Between 3800 s and 6000 s the inlet s team
temperature was increased to 700°C.
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F I G U R E 9: T E S T C S 7 6 S T E A M
TEMPERATURE HISTORIES
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FIGURE 10: TEST CS76 COOLING WATER-
JACKET TEMPERATURE HISTORIES

The outlet fluid experimental and simulated
temperatures showed similar behaviour, and
their response was largely due to the heated
section power and inlet steam temperature.
Between 3800 s and 6000 s the inlet steam
temperature was increased while the primary
power remained constant. Between 4500 and

6500 s the exit steam temperature was lower
than the inlet temperature, since heat was
extracted from the steam to warm up the
heated section. The outlet temperatures of
both fluids were accurately predicted throughout
the test, indicating that the correct amount of
heat was extracted from the heated section.

Figure 11 shows the experimental and simulated
outside-surface temperature histories of the flow
tube near the exit where maximum metal
temperatures were recorded. The amount of
heat extracted by the argon gas was not known
since the flow rate of argon gas was not
measured. Heat was primarily provided to the
flow tube by thermal radiation from the pin
bundle and by steam convection. Consequently
the temperature history closely reflected the pin
bundle temperatures (see Figures 12 and 13).
Starting at about 7500 s, some heat was also
generated on the inner surface of the flow tube
due to the zirconium-steam reaction.
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FIGURE 11: TEST CS76 FLOW-TUBE
TEMPERATURE HISTORIES

The simulated results agreed well with the
experimental results throughout the test.
Between 1000 and 3800 s, when argon was
present in the heated section, the predicted
temperatures tended to be overestimated
slightly. A slightly higher flow rate of argon
gas may have been used in the experiment than
was used in the simulation, resulting in more
heat being extracted by the gas. The
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maximum temperature, reached at about 8300 s,
was only slightly overestimated.

Figure 12 shows the measured and simulated
sheath temperature histories of both the inner
facing (facing the central pin) and outer facing
(facing the pressure tube) sides of the pin
bundle outer ring near the exit. Between 4000
and 6300 s the sheath temperatures increased as
a result of the increased inlet s team
temperature and heated section power (increased
at 3800 s). After 6300 s the changes in sheath
temperature were the result of heated section
power changes and heat generated by the
oxidation of the Zircaloy sheath (zirconium-
steam reaction). It was at this time that small
temperature differences across the ring pins
appeared. Peak temperatures were reached just
before the power reduction at 8300 s.

Experiment

CATHENA

SO00 4000 I00D 1000

Time (s)

F I G U R E 12: T E S T CS76 P I N - R I N G
TEMPERATURE HISTORIES

In this test, helium gas was present in the
alumina/sheath gas gap. Because of its high
conductivity a very small temperature difference
was predicted between the sheath and the
alumina. Therefore, only the simulated sheath
temperatures are shown in Figures 12 and 13.
In test CS13, with the use of argon gas, a
much larger temperature difference was seen
across this gap.

The simulated pin ring temperatures showed
excellent agreement with the experimental

results. The predicted sheath temperatures
tended to be overestimated during the time that
argon gas was passed through the healed
section. This probably resulted from the argon
gas flow rate being underestimated in the
simulation. At 6500 s the simulated emissivity
of all pin sheaths was increased from 0.3 to 0.8
to account for the zirconium-oxide layer formed
by the zirconium-steam reaction. At this time
all sheaths experienced rapid temperature
increases due to power increases. Temperature
differences across the pins appeared shortly after
this transition. Simulated sheath temperatures
and temperature differences across the pins,
after 6500 s, showed excellent agreement with
the measured results.

Figure 13 shows the measured and simulated
centre-pin sheath temperature histories near the
exit. Very similar behaviour to the surrounding
pin sheath temperatures can be seen. Between
4000 and 6300 s the sheath temperatures
increased because of the increased inlet steam
temperature and heated section power (increased
at 3800 s). After 6300 s the changes in sheath
temperature resulted from heated section power
and heat generated by the oxidation of the
zircaloy sheath (zirconium-steam reaction).
Peak temperatures were reached just before the
power reduction at 8300 s.
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FIGURE 13: TEST CS76 CENTRE-PIN
TEMPERATURE HISTORIES
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The simulated results showed excellent
agreement with the experimental results
throughout the test. The predicted centre pin
sheath temperature tended to be slightly
overestimated during the time that argon gas
was passed through the heated section. This
probably resulted from the argon gas flow rate
being underestimated in the simulation. The
maximum sheath temperature was also well
predicted.

Figure 14 shows the measured and simulated
accumulated hydrogen histories. No hydrogen
production was recorded until about 6300 s, by
which time the sheath temperatures had reached
about 800°C. At 7300 s a sharp increase in
hydrogen production occurred, coincident with a
rise in pin sheath temperatures. At about 7600
s a brief slowdown in hydrogen production
occurred as a result of the temporary reduction
in sheath temperatures, which resulted from a
brief power reduction. At about 8000 s a
valve designed to switch hydrogen collection
from one collection tank to the other failed,
and both tanks were contaminated with air.
Accumulated hydrogen data collected after that
time was not considered reliable since post-
experiment analysis showed the composition of
air in the tanks to be about 50%.
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CATHEIIA
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Time (s)
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FIGURE 14: TEST CS76 ACCUMULATED
HYDROGEN HISTORIES

The simulated results agreed well with the
experimental results. The initial rate of

production was slightly higher than the
experimental results (6300 to 7300 s). At 8000
s, the total amount of hydrogen collected in the
experiment was 10 moles, compared with 11.4
moles in the simulation. The total amount of
hydrogen generated in the simulation was 19.2
moles.

6.0 CONCLUSION

CATHENA has been used to simulate both
single- and multi-pin high- temperature
experiments at Whiteshell Laboratories.
CATHENA was able to s imulate most
parameters well in the single-pin test. It was
suspected that sections of the test section
assembly outside the heated zone, which were
not modelled in this simulation, contributed to
the underestimation in cooling jacket outlet
fluid temperatures and the overestimation in the
steam exit temperatures. There was a strong
entrance effect in this test, which tended to be
underestimated by CATHENA. As a result
flow-tube and pin sheath temperatures tended to
be underestimated near the exit. This caused
the zirconium-steam reaction and hydrogen
production to be underestimated slightly,
however trends were well predicted.

The CATHENA simulation of the multi-pin test
showed excellent agreement with the
experimental results. Portions of the test
section assembly outside the heated zone were
modelled in this test. The predicted cooling
jacket and steam exit temperatures were
predicted well, as well as the predicted flow-
tube and pin bundle sheath temperatures. No
strong entrance effect was observed in this test.
The hydrogen produced by the zirconium-steam
reaction showed good agreement with the
experimental results during the time that the
experimental results were considered reliable.
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ABSTRACT

The radial void distributions for an air-water two-phase flow
in a 1034 cm ID. horizontal pipe containing 37-rod
bundles, have been determined experimentally, using a glass
fibre-optic probe. The experiment was conducted in a
transparent Lucite test section at near atmospheric pressure
and room temperature, for mass fluxes ranging from 70
kglnts to 3000 kglm's, and qualities up to 3%. Various two-
phase flow patterns were determined. The void distributions
were found to vary differently for each flow pattern. Void
distribution measurements employing the same technique are
being performed for an opaque test section, and at elevated
temperature and pressure conditions, using a Sapphire fibre-
optic probe.

1. INTRODUCTION

Two-phase flow phenomena occur in various chemical
processes, power plants and also in nuclear reactors. Two-
phase flows are generally characterized by the existence of
deformable and moving interfaces, which make them
complicated to analyze. When flowing in a conduit (i.e.,
pipe, annulus or rod-bundle channels), a two-phase mixture
can assume a variety of interfacial configurations referred to
as 'flow patterns' or 'flow regimes.' Four different flow
pattern classifications are generally accepted for co-current
gas-liquid flow in horizontal channels, namely, stratified
(i.e., stratifled-smooth and stratified-wavy), intermittent (i.e.,
plug and slug), annular (i.e., wavy-annular and annular
dispersed) and bubbly flow patterns. Detailed definitions of
the various two-phase flow patterns and the mechanisms
governing the transitions between them have been given for
horizontal pipes by Taitel and Dukler [1], and extended to
rod bundles by Osamusali and Chang [2].

The characterization of flow patterns is important for the

development of two-phase flow models, and for more
accurate choices of heat and mass transfer rates, pressure
drop, and critical heat flux correlations. So far, direct visual
and high speed photography techniques have been widely
used to determine two-phase flow patterns at high and low
flow rates, respectively. These techniques can, however, be
limited by the occurrences of multiple reflection and
refraction of light at the gas/liquid interfaces, and are mainly
restricted to clear transparent test-sections. Real time X-
radiography [3] and neutron radiography [4] techniques may
be used to overcome these problems. However, the large
amount of uncertainties associated with radiation methods
have led to the development of odier techniques, namely,
capacitance probes [5], conductance and impedance probes
[6]. In these cases, the two-phase flow patterns have been
characterized indirectly from the signal waveforms produced
by the probes. Electrical probes are quite simple to
construct and offer economical advantages, but may interfere
with the two-phase flow phenomena. The conductivity
probes are also restricted to electrically conducting fluids.
Two-phase flow patterns have also been determined from
fluctuations of instantaneous measurements of void fractions
[7] and pressure drops [8]. The electrical probes are
applicable to the measurements of fast transient phenomena,
and in contrast, radiation techniques require a strong
radioactive source to observe fast transient phenomena, and
are restricted to thin-walled pipes.

Recently, the flow patterns occurring in a horizontal channel
containing CANDU-type 37-rod bundles were characterized
by direct visual observation [9]. However, only the global
flow structures were determined, since, due to obstructions
by the rods, the detailed inner structures of die flow patterns
could not be observed. Other techniques are, therefore,
needed to fully characterize the flow patterns occurring in
horizontal rod-bundle geometries.
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The void distributions and flow patterns for two-phase flow
in a horizontal 37-rod bundle were determined in this study
by measuring local void fractions across the flow channel
using a miniature glass fibre-optic probe. By using an
appropriate material (e.g.. Sapphire) for the probe, the
technique presented here could be extended to thick-walled
opaque tubes at elevated temperatures and pressures. The
instrumentation of the Sapphire fibre-optic probe for void
fraction measurements in opaque test-sections, and at
elevated temperature and pressure conditions, has been
reported by Schenk and Groeneveld [10].

2. EXPERIMENT

2.1 Test Section

The experiment was conducted in the MR-2 test facility at
AECL, Chalk River. The test section is a 244-cm-long
transparent Lucite tube, 10.34 cm inside diameter. The tube
encloses a string of four CANDU-type 37-rod bundles. The
third bundle downstream from the inlet of the channel
consists of 37 empty Zircalloy fuel sheaths simulating
CANDU fuel rods and served as the test bundle for this

Figure 1:
MR-2 Rod Bundle Test Section
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experiment. A detailed description of the test section has
been previously documented [9,11].

The test bundle is 50 cm long, and the fibre-optic probe was
located 40 cm upstream of the endplate, as shown in Figure
1. A narrow slit, 2 mm wide, was made in the centre
element of the rod-bundle to enable the traversal of the
fibre-optic probe from the top to the bottom of the channel,
for the measurement of radial void distributions in the
channel.

2.2 The Fibre-Optic Probe

The fibre-optic probe used in the present experiment has two
Y-junction glass fibres. The base of the Y is the needle
portion of the probe, and the two legs represent the
transmitter and receiver ends. The probe consists of a
triangular-shaped stem, made of stainless steel, and two
small tubes inserted into the rounded edge of the triangular
stem at the base. The small tubes are constructed with
stainless steel, 0.5 mm outer diameter. These are then bent

into an L-shape, and placed side by side, with the fibres
exposed at the tip of the probe. The tip of the short needle
is separated from the long needle tip by about 1.2 mm, and
the needles are spaced about 0.5 mm apart.
Figure 2 shows a picture of the twin-needle fibre-optic
probe. The long needle, which encounters the gas phase
first, was used in the measurement of the time-averaged
local void fraction. The twin-needle fibre-optic probe
enables the determination of other two-phase flow
parameters, such as interfacial velocities and bubble sizes.

The principle of operation of a fibre-optic probe is based on
Snell's law. A 15 mW He-Ne laser is the light source for
the present experiment. Depending on the particular phase
surrounding the tip of the fibre, the incident light may be
completely reflected (e.g., for an air-glass interface) or
completely transmitted (e.g., fora water-glass interface). The
received signals are then fed to phoiodiodes which convert
them into electronic signals. The presence of the vapour
phase is detected at a rate of 1 MHz. Whenever the needle
tip is in contact with the gas phase, the signals will be high

Figure 2:
The Twin-Needle Fibre-Optic Probe
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Figure 3:
Signal Trace of the Fibre-Optic Probe

and a counter is incremented, as shown in Figure 3. At the
end of the sampling time, 10 s, in this case, the time-
averaged local void fraction is calculated by dividing the
time the tip was in contact with gas phase by the total
sampling time.

2.3 Procedure

2.3.1 Void Distribution Measurements

The fibre-optic probe was traversed across the rod-bundle
channel to measure the time-average local void fractions at
forty radial positions, for various gas- and liquid-flow rates.
The longer needle of the twin-needle fibre-optic probe was
used for the void fraction measurements, since it encountered
the gas-phase first The results yielded the lateral void
distributions for the 37-rod bundle geometry for different
mass fluxes and qualities, and were found to vary with the
two-phase flow patterns. Mass fluxes in the range of 70
kg/m*s to 3000 kg/m^s, and qualities of up to 3% were
achieved in this experiment.

2.3.2 Flow Pattern Determination

The two-phase flow patterns were first determined by direct
visual observation through the transparent test-section at
different combinations of the gas- and liquid-flow rates.
Air-flow rates of up to 0.026 kg/s were measured using two
rotameters connected in series. The water-flow rate was
measured using a turbine flow meter for flow rates of up to
2.0 kg/s, and an orifice meter for higher water-flow rates of

up to 10.0 kg/s. In this procedure, the air-flow rate was
varied over the full range of the rotameters for a given
liquid-flow rate, and the flow pattern present recorded. The
procedure was repeated for various liquid-flow rates
spanning the full range of the flow meters. In the present
experiment, the stratified smooth, stratified wavy, plug, slug,
annular/wavy-annular and bubbly flow patterns were
observed through the transparent test-section. However, due
to obstructions by the 37-rod bundle elements, as can be
seen in Figure 1, the internal structures of the flow patterns
could not be clearly observed. The void distribution results,
which varied with the flow patterns, could, however, be used
for discriminating between the different flow patterns
occurring in the channel.

3. DESCRIPTION OF TWO-PHASE FLOW
PATTERNS IN HORIZONTAL ROD-BUNDLES

The description of two-phase flow patterns occurring in
horizontal rod-bundles have been observed to be similar to
those of pipes [12]. However, slight variations from the
flow-pattern descriptions for pipes have been observed by
Aly [11] for rod-bundle subchannels. Following the flow
pattern definitions for pipes, and the observations made in
the present experiment, the pipe and rod-bundle flow
patterns are hereby described:

Stratified Flow: The stratified flow pattern is characterized
by the liquid flowing at the bottom of the channel and the
gas on top, separated by an interface. The case with a
smooth gas-liquid interface is referred to as stratified smooth
flow. At high gas-flow rates, the gas-liquid interface may
become wavy, leading to the stratified wavy flow pattern.
In rod bundle geometries, interfaciai waves may result from
flow disturbances at the endplates, leading to the occurrence
of the straufied-wavy flow pattern at lower gas-flow rates
than observed for pipes.

Intermittent Flow: The intermittent flow pattern is
characterized by liquid bridging the gap between the gas-
liquid interface and the top of the channel. The liquid
bridges are normally separated by stratified flow zones. The
intermittent flow is subdivided into the plug flow pattern,
occurring at low gas velocities and having a liquid bridge
free of gas bubbles, and the slug flow pattern, which occurs
at higher gas-flow rates and entrains a significant amount of
gas bubbles in the liquid bridge. During intermittent flows
in rod bundles, the liquid bridges cover the elements at the
upper part of the channel, with the bubbles in the liquid
slugs crowding near the inter-element gaps at the top of the
subchannels.

Annular Flow: The annular flow pattern is characterized by
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the Liquid phase flowing around the inner periphery of the
pipe and surrounding a core of fast-flowing gas phase. The
gas core may entrain some liquid droplets, and the gas-liquid
interface is generally wavy. At low gas-flow rates, the
liquid essentially flows as a thick film at the bottom of the
channel with rather unstable waves at the gas-liquid interface
continuously swept up around the inner periphery of the
tube, resulting in the wavy-annular flow pattern. This
eventually leads to the fully developed annular flow pattern
at higher gas-flow rates, characterized by a continuous liquid
film around the inner periphery of the channel. During
annular flows, the rod-bundle elements immersed in the gas
core are covered by very thin liquid films.

Bubbly Flow: The bubbly flow pattern is characterized by
the void being in the form of discrete bubbles, distributed
throughout the continuous liquid phase, which otherwise fills
the channel. The bubble concentration is higher at the top
of the horizontal channel than at the bottom, especially at
lower mass velocities.
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Figure 4:
Air-Water Flow Pattern Map of a Horizontal 37-Rod

Bundle Based on Superficial Velocities

Figure 5:
Air-Water Flow Pattern Map of a Horizontal 37-Rod

Bundle Based on Mass Flux and Quality

4. RESULTS

Flow Patterns

Several data points corresponding to stratified smooth,
stratified wavy, plug, slug, bubbly and annular/wavy-annular
flow patterns for the 37-rod bundle geometry have been
plotted in different areas of the flow pattern map, as shown
in Fig. 4. The flow pattern map can, therefore, be used to
determine the particular flow pattern occurring in a two-
phase flow at given flow conditions. The approximate
locations of the transition boundaries between the different
flow patterns have been marked in solid lines, in Figure 4.
The present results have been replotted in Figure S, using the
total mass flux, G, and the flow quality, x, as the coordinates
of the flow pattern map.

Void Distribution

Typical void distributions corresponding to different flow
patterns are shown in Figures 6 to 9, for air-water flow in a
horizontal 37-rod bundle channel at mass fluxes ranging
from 70 kg/m2s to 3000 kg/m2s, and for qualities up to 3%.
Each data point represents the time-averaged local void
fraction for that radial position, as the fibre-optic probe is
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traversed radially, from the bottom to the top of the channel.
The radial positions in the range -0.12 S (r/R) £ +0.12
contain no useful data, since this range corresponds to the
position occupied by the centre element.

5. DISCUSSION

The void distributions have been determined for 37-rod
bundles at various gas- and liquid-flow rates, as shown in
Figures 6 to 9. The radial void distributions are observed to
be generally asymmetric, with the local void fractions higher
at the top than at the bottom of the channel, due to the
strong effects of buoyancy forces pulling the large bubbles
to the top of the channel. This, therefore, suggests that in
horizontal flows, most voids would be located in the region
above the centreline of the channel. However, asymmetric
effects have been shown to be nearly absent in horizontal
tube flows at high mass fluxes (G > 4 Mg/m*s) [13], where
inertia forces, which act to break up the large bubbles,
become greater than the buoyancy forces.

Figures 6 to 9 have been plotted for the four main flow
pattern classifications observed in horizontal channels. The
results show that each flow pattern yields a different void
distribution. The presence of the rod-bundle in the channel
resulted in some local variations in the void distributions,
coinciding with the subchannel locations. These local

(0

a

(1) (0.8) (0.6) (0.4) (0.2) 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Radial Position, r/R

Figure 6:
Stratified Flow Void Distribution in a Horizontal

37-Rod Bundle Geometry (G=71 kg/m2s, x=3.2%)

variations in the void distributions peaked at locations just
below the narrow inter-element gaps at the top of the
subchannels. The number of the local void peaks tends to
increase with quality, as the flow evolves from one flow
pattern (e.g., bubbly) to another (e.g., annular), and as more
subchannels near the bottom are exposed to the two-phase
flow. This geometrical effect further enhances the
differences in the void distributions between the different
flow patterns. Hence the results of void distribution
measurement in a horizontal rod-bundle can be used to
determine the flow patterns occurring in the channel. The
horizontal tube flows do not show any local variations in the
radial void distributions. Lahey and Schraub [14] reviewed
a similar experiment, conducted by Kangas and Neusen [15]
for steam-water flow in a vertical 16-rod bundle, using the
gamma-ray attenuation technique. The results for a mass
flux of 1670 kg/m2s, quality of 0.82% and heat flux of 498
kW/m2 showed some local variations in the void
distributions. The chordal void fractions peaked at the
subchannel locations, and were lower near the inter-element
gaps of the rod bundle, unlike the present results for
horizontal rod-bundles which showed that the local void
peaks occurred near the inter-element gaps at the top of the
subchannels.

Stratified Flow Pattern

The flow pattern maps of Figures 4 and 5 show that
stratified flow patterns (i.e., stratified smooth and stratified-
wavy) occur at low gas- and liquid-flow rates. Figure 6
shows the radial void distribution for stratified flow in a 37-
rod bundle at a mass flux of 71 kg/m2s and quality of 32%.
The stratified flow pattern is obtained when the radial void
distribution suddenly increases from zero to 100% as the
gas-liquid interface is traversed by the void probe.

Intermittent Flow Pattern

The intermittent flow pattern (i.e., plug and slug) occurs at
a higher liquid-flow rate, as shown by the flow pattern maps
of Figures 4 and 5. The intermittent flow pattern is obtained
when the radial void distribution increases sharply near the
centreline of the channel, as shown in Figure 7, where the
void fraction is zero at the bottom of the channel and greater
than 50% at the upper part of the channel, with local void
peaks occurring at the subchannel locations exposed to the
two-phase flow.

Annular/Wavy-Annular Flow Pattern

At higher gas flow rates, the annular/wavy-annular flow
patterns would occur, as indicated by the flow pattern maps
of Figures 4 and 5. This flow pattern is obtained when the
void distribution increases very sharply near the bottom of
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Intermittent Flow Void Distribution in a Horizontal

37-Rod Bundle Geometry (G=576 kg/n^s. x=0.46%)
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Figure 8:
Wavy-Annular Flow Distribution in a Horizontal

37-Rod Bundle Geometry (G=222 kg/m2s, x=3.2%)

Figure 9:
Bubbly Flow Void Distribution in a Horizontal

37-Rod Bundle Geometry (G=2869 kg/m2s, x=0.02%)

the channel, as shown in Figure 8, where the void fraction
is zero at the bottom of the channel and close to 100% at the
top. The local void peaks occurring at the lower part of the
channel indicates the presence of liquid slugs within the
lower subchannels. This is caused by large amplitude
interfacial waves, which are not carrying enough liquid to
bridge the entire cross-section of the channel, and thus
characterizes the wavy-annular flow pattern.

Bubbly Flow Pattern

Figures 4 and 5 show that bubbly flow patterns occur at very
high liquid flow rates, where inertia forces tending to break
up the large bubbles (i.e., gas plugs) at the top of the
channel, become quite significant The bubbly flow pattern
is obtained when the void distribution increases slowly from
the bottom to the top of the channel, as shown in Figure 9,
where the void fraction is greater than zero at the bottom of
the channel and less than 50% at the top, with no void peaks
observed at the subchannel locations.

6. CONCLUSION

The flow patterns and void distributions in a horizontal 37-
rod bundle geometry have been determined experimentally.
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The void distributions in a horizontal 37-rod bundle flow at
low mass fluxes and qualities have been obtained to be
generally asymmetric, with a much higher void concentrated
at the top than at the bottom of the channel. Except for the
bubbly flow pattern, the radial void distributions increase
sharply across the channel, with local void peaks occurring
at the subchannel locations. The radial void distributions
vary differently for each flow pattern, and hence can be used
to determine the flow patterns occur ing in the channel.
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ABSTRACT

A series of five reverse flow bundle acceleration tests was
performed at Stern Laboratories. The experiment was
designed to represent an inlet feeder break in a 37-element,
CANDU fuel channel. Bundle velocities were measured
upon impact with the shield plug for a range of initial
bundle complements (from 7 to 13 bundles). Ontario Hydro
has developed two computer models to solve the coupled
thermal hydraulic and bundle dynamic problem and predict
bundle acceleration. The first model, QRFI (for Quick
Reverse Flow hnpact), is based on the assumption ofpseudo
steady-state thermal hydraulic conditions in the channel.
The second model, SOPHT-RFI, is a modification of the fully
transient, two-phase thermal hydraulics code, SOPHT. The
experiments and modelling effort are described,
concentrating on the QRFI model.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

In a CANDU reactor, the uranium fuel is contained in fuel
bundles which are inserted into horizontal fuel channels
(Figure 1). A fuel channel consists of a pressure tube inside
a calandria tube surrounded by heavy water moderator. At
each end, the pressure tube is attached to an endfitting which
allows coolant to enter or exit the channel and acts as a port
to the channel for the purpose of refuelling. Inside each
endfitting is a shield plug which is removed during the
refuelling process. Feeders are attached to the endfittings to
supply coolant to the channel. Feeders from several
channels are attached to large inlet or outlet headers. The
coolant is D2O normally at pressures around 10 MPa.

Usually, a fuel channel contains the full complement of 12
or 13 bundles, depending on channel design. During normal
operation, the channel flow forces the bundle string towards
the downstream end where they rest against either the
downstream shield plug or fuel latch. A small gap, typically
about 0.1 m, exists between the end bundle and upstream
shield plug. However, the gap increases over the lifetime of
a reactor, due to pressure tube creep, and may become as
large as 0.3 m. Also, during abnormal situations, and for a

short period of time for certain (single-ended) refuelling
modes, fewer than the full complement of bundles may be
present in the channel and the gap can be significantly
larger. If a break should occur in the upstream feeder, then
the channel flow would rapidly reverse, forcing the string of
bundles to accelerate and impact with the upstream shield
plug. Should such an accident occur, the potential exists for
bundle and channel damage, depending primarily on the
velocity of the bundles at impact.

In order to measure the impact velocity and to develop
models for application to the broad range of reactor
conditions, a series of experiments were designed and
performed at Stern Laboratories. The experimental
apparatus consisted of a full scale reactor channel with
endfittings and feeders. Initial conditions resembled nominal
reactor conditions. The break was simulated using a rupture
disc and bundle velocities were measured using a system of
magnets and coils. Five tests were performed with bundle
complements of 13, 12, 12, 10 and 7 bundles, respectively,
which covered the range of end bundle/sJield plug gap
between 0.2 m and ?.2 m. The measured impact velocity
increased with the number of bundles missing and ranged
from 3.9 m/s to 7.0 m/s.

Two computer models have been developed at Ontario
Hydro to solve the coupled thermal hydraulic and bundle
dynamic problem and predict bundle acceleration. The first
model, QRFI (for Quick Reverse Flow Impact), is a scoping
model based on the assumption of pseudo steady-state
thermal hydraulic conditions in the channel. It is shown
mat, if allowed to accelerate indefinitely without hitting a
shield plug, the bundles will asymptotically approach the "no
bundles present" velocity of coolant in the channel. Two
steady-state thermal hydraulic calculations are performed,
one with bundles stationary, representing conditions shortly
after break, to obtain the initial bundle acceleration, and a
second for the case of no bundles present to obtain the
asymptotic velocity. The initial acceleration and asymptotic
velocity are used in QRFI to predict the bundle velocity
transient between the two states. The transient is terminated
when the bundles are predicted to reach the shield plug.
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Figure 2: Schematic of Reverse Flow Bundle Acceleration Experimental Apparatus
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The second model, SOPHT-RFI, is a modification of the
fully transient, two-phase thermal hydraulics code, SOPHT
(Reference 1), to incorporate the interaction and feedback
between bundle motion and channel thermal hydraulics. The
transient velocity of the bundle string is calculated in a
separate subroutine based on the predicted drag force and
pressure drop across the bundles. Nodal volumes and
pressure drop are adjusted at each time step to account for
the location and velocity of the string. Additional terms are
added to the mass, momentum and energy conservation
equations in SOPHT.

This paper presents a description of the experiments and
modelling effort. Section 2 describes the experimental
technique and results. Sections 3 and 4 describe the QRFI
and SOPHT-RFI models, respectively. Section 5 shows
model predictions and comparison to experiment and
conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2.0 REVERSE FLOW BUNDLE ACCELERATION
EXPERIMENTS

2.1 Description of Experiment

The experimental apparatus (Figure 2) consisted of a full-
scale CANDU reactor channel, i.e. pressure tube plus
endfittings [Bruce-type], a representative outlet feeder
connected to a pressurized supply vessel, and inlet feeder
piping with a rupture disc a short distance from (he inlet
endfitting. Dummy bundles, containing copper fuel pellets,
were loaded into the channel and pushed snug against the
outlet end. A special energy absorbing shield plug was
installed in the inlet endfilu'ng designed to recoil upon
impact and prevent excessive damage to the fuel bundles.
The test section was connected to a high pressure, high
temperature flow loop to supply hot pressurized water during
warmup.

For each test, the loop, supply vessel and test section were
brought to a pressure between 9.6 MPa and 10.9 MPa and
heated to about 300°C. A reactor-typical axial coolant
temperature profile was established in the channel using
heaters which wrapped around the outside of the pressure
tube, except for Test 5 which used a flat profile at 248°C to
observe the effect of increased subcooling (see Figure 3).
The heater power distribution was approximately cosine and
set to zero at axial locations with missing bundles. The test
section and supply vessel were isolated from the loop, and
the rupture disc was blown.

The displacement versus time of Uie bundles was measured
using eight coils, referred to as velocity transducers, placed
around the pressure tube at selected axial locations, and
small disc-shaped magnets. Three magnets were inserted in
one fuel element of each bundle, one at the centre of the
bundle and one about 12.5 mm from each end. The magnets
were high strength Cobalt-Samarium, 10 mm in diameter and

FIGURE 3
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6 mm thick. The coils were 10 mm wide with 4000 turns
each. The moving magnet induces a symmetric signal in the
coil which rapidly sweeps through zero when the magnet
passes through the centre of the coil. By recording the coil
signals versus time, using high speed data acquisition
equipment, and knowing the location of each coil, it is
possible to determine the time at which bundles were at
specific locations, and thereby determine the bundle
displacement versus time. The slope of this curve, at any
point in time, is the instantaneous velocity of the bundle.
The coil locations were optimized in each test to give a
broad distribution of points for as many bundles as possible.
A sample coil output is shown in Figure 4.

Absolute pressures were measured at eight locations in the
test section and the outlet feeder flow was measured using
a venturi. The data were sampled and stored with a
computer-based acquisition system operating at 1 kHz.
Coolant temperatures were recorded at a lower frequency.

31E, 6 8 = , 2

VT4 VETLOCtrv TRANSDUCER

-3EB -380 -258 - 2 0 6 - I S O - 1 6 6 - 5 * (

TIME (ms)

Figure 4: Sample Signal From Magnetic Coil
Used to Measure Bundle Location (Test 3)
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2.2 Test Series and Results FIGURE 5
BUNDLE DISPLACEMENT DATA - TEST 4

Initial conditions and test results are summarized in Table 1.
Figure 5 shows a typical set of bundle displacement data
(Test 4). Also shown is the best fit polynomial to the lead
bundle data. The shift to the right in the curves for
subsequent bundles is evidence for bundle separation of up
to 10 cm. Bundle separation was not observed in all tests.
Polynomials were fit to the displacement data for all tests
and the slopes, i.e., bundle velocity transients, are shown in
Figure 6. Similar behaviour is observed in all five tests.
The velocities appear to increase rapidly at first and then
level off to a constant or asymptotic velocity after a few
hundred milliseconds, unless the transient is terminated by
impact with the shield plug. Test 4 shows the highest initial
acceleration because of the highest channel outlet
temperatures. High outlet temperatures cause voiding which
holds the outlet pressure up and results in a larger pressure
drop across the bundle string. The velocity levels off when
colder water from the short section of unheated outlet feeder
reaches the channel. Test 5 shows a lower initial
acceleration than the other tests because of the low initial
temperatures.

TABLE 1

REVERSE FLOW BUNDLE ACCELERATION
EXPERIMENTS - TEST CONDITIONS AND RESULTS

TEST NO.

NO. BUNDLES
NO. MISSING
GAP (mm)
PRESS. (MPa)

TEMP. (°C):
-CHAN. IN
-CHAN. OUT
-SUPPLY V.
-VENTURI

TIME (ms):
-ONSET MOT.
-IMPACT

Initial Conditions

1 2 3 4

13
0
202
9.6

258
307
298
297

12
1
697
9.9

264
307
302
298

Results

12
1
697
9.9

260
307
297
294

10 7
3 6
1687 3172
10.4 10.9

253
311
301
298

248
248
299
297

18±5 19±5 8±3 2±2 --
102±2 212±2 194±2 335±2 603±2

IMP. VEL.(m/s) 3.9±.2 5.1±.l 5.3±.l 6.1±.l 7.0±.l

BUNDLE
SEPARATION:
1" - 2nd (mm)
*}nd _ 'jrd

3Id - 4"1

9±2 13±3 0 12±4 0
30±4 0
90±10 0

2.5

20 -

1 5 -

10 -

OS -

0 0
-0.3
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FIGURE 0
MEASURED BUNDLE VELOCITY VS. TIME
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Figure 7 shows the transient pressures at evenly spaced taps
along the channel (1 m apart) for Test 4. Channel pressures
decrease initially as a result of the break. A large pressure
drop rapidly develops across the bundle string which causes
the high initial bundle acceleration. However, as the bundles
increase in velocity, the relative velocity of the coolant with
respect to the bundles decreases which results in a lower
pressure drop. The bundles stop accelerating when they
approach the velocity of coolant in the channel.

Figure 8 shows the outlet feeder venturi flow for Tests 1 lo
5. Due to the location of the venturi, far upstream of the
channel and break, and slow response of the venturi
differential pressure transducer, the flows peak well after the
break, and even after impact for Tests 1 to 3. The indicated
flow is highest for Test 5, about 50 kg/s, for which the least
amount of voiding, if any, occurred in the channel. In all
cases, the flow starts to decrease after impact when the
bundles come to rest. Note that the break discharge flow
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FIGURE 7
TEST SECTION PRESSURES - TEST 4

FIGURE 8
OUTLET FEEDER VENTURI FLOW
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would increase much faster and could be greater than flow
at the venturi. The break flow is a strong function of
coolant temperature and decreases as hotter water from the
channel outlet end reaches the break.

3.0 QRFI MODEL

3.1 Bundle Dynamics

Consider two adjacent regions in a channel, one without a
bundle (Region 1) and one with a bundle (Region 2):

Region 1 Region 2

V..A, Vb,Ab

Let V, and A, be the coolant velocity and flow area in
Region 1, and V2 and A2 be the coolant velocity and flow
area in Region 2. Vb is the velocity of the bundle and Ab is
the bundle cross-sectional area. All velocities are relative to
the stationary pressure tube. For the case of a moving
bundle, the pressure drop across the bundle depends on the
relative coolant velocity through the bundle, and is given by:

where K is the loss coefficient per unit length, / is the

01 02 0 3 0 4 0 5 0.6
TIME FROM RUPTURE (s)

friction factor, d,, is the hydraulic diameter, lb is the bundle
length, and p is the coolant density.

The forward force on the bundle is the sum of two
components; the "pressure dnop" force, F^AP-A,,, and the
drag force, Fd, due to the relative velocity of coolant moving
past the bundles. [The resistive frictional force of the
bearing pads in contact with the pressure tube is small
compared to the above and is neglected.] The drag
component is also proportional to the pressure drop and can
be accounted for by multiplying the "pressure drop" force by
a factor, fd. The total drag force exerted by the coolant on
the surfaces of Region 2 is given by AP*A2. Separating the
drag on the bundle from (hat on tbe pressure tube, one
obtains fd = 1.57 for 37-element fuel. The acceleration of
the bundle is given by:

a =
dt

(3.2)
mk

where mb is the mass of the bundle. For uniform flow and
density in tbe channel region, it can be shown that:

/V, - V\ = tl. (V, - VX (3.3)

Substituting Eqns. (3.1) and (3.3) into Eqn. (3.2), and
defining:

m.
(3.4)
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gives:

~ KVout
dt

(3.5)

where: 30=8(1=0);
Vb(t=0)=0.

APo=AP(t=0); Vlo=V,(t=0); and,

If the channel flow does not change significantly as the
bundles accelerate, and if tliie density of coolant about a
bundle is constant, (transient flow and density increase is
discussed in the following sections), then p and V, are
constant with time and Eqn. (3.5) can be integrated, giving:

K = Vt°a°' . (3.6)

The bundle displacement vs. time is obtained by integrating
Eqn. (3.6):

V 2
a I (3.7)

Eqns. (3.6) and (3.7) are expressions for the bundle velocity
and displacement in terms of the initial acceleration (which
can be detennined from the initial pressure drop across the
bundle) and the coolant velocity in a region of the channel
without bundles.

Figure 9, Curve 1, shows the velocity, Vb, plotted against
time in dimensionless units [V,/Vl0 vs. (/(V^/ao)].
Asymptotically, for tetyjaj, Vb=ajL as expected for
constant acceleration. Initially, the bundle velocity increases
linearly with time. For t ^ V ^ a J , Vb=Vlo and the bundle
approaches the coolant velocity of the open (bundle free)
region of the pressure tube. Initially, the coolant velocity
through the bundle, V2, is much higher than V,. However,
with increasing time, the acceleration approaches zero, and
bundles and coolant move down the channel at the same
velocity, i.e., V,=V2=Vb=Vlo. According to Eqn. (3.1), as
the bundle approaches the asymptotic velocity, the pressure
drop across the bundle becomes small and the channel
coolant flow behaves as if the bundle were not there. Thus
the maximum asymptotic velocity of the bundles is the
velocity of the coolant in the channel assuming the bundles
are not present. The approach to that velocity is controlled
by the initial pressure drop across the bundles. As will be
seen below, in cases where only a few bundles are missing
from the channel, the bundles hit the shield plug well before
reaching the asymptotic velocity.

FIGURE S
PREDICTED BUNDLE VELOCITY VS.TIME

(REDUCED UNITS]

1.2
Vb/Vlo

2 3
t/le <«c- Vis/tt)

3.2 Effect of Transient Flow Increase

In a reactor channel, the pressure drop across the bundle
string shortly after the break could be a significant fraction
of the total drop from outlet header to atmosphere.
Therefore, as bundles accelerate and the bundle pressure
drop decreases, the channel flow rate would increase. Thus
V, in Eqn. (3.5) changes with time and the final asymptotic
velocity, V»sV,(t=oo), could be somewhat different than the
initial coolant velocity, Vl0. As the bundles accelerate, the
channel flow increases and V, moves smoothly between V,o
and V.. An expression can be obtained for V, in terms of
Vb involving the constants, V,o and V.. by assuming that all
components of the pressure drop between outlet header and
atmosphere (except the pressure drop across the bundle
string) vary linearly with W2, i.e.:

(3.8)

where C and Pr are constants. Two expressions for the
constant, C, can be obtained given the boundary conditions:
{at t=0, AP^AP^ and V,=Vlo} and {at t=», AP^O and
V]—vMj, i.e..

C = VJ_
P.

(3.9)

Substituting Eqn. (3.9) into Eqn. (3.8) and assuming the
pressure drop across the channel is proportional to the
relative velocity of coolant flowing across the bundles, i.e.:

AP ' cho'
V 2

Mo

(3.10)
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we obtain:

V,2 = V 2 -
v = - v . ^ (3.11)

Eqn. (3.11) is quadratic for V, in terms of Vb, with
constants, Vl0 and V,., which can be determined from steady
state thermal hydraulics calculations. The equation can be
solved simultaneously with Eqn. (3.5) to obtain the bundle
velocity, Vb.

Figure 9 shows Vb vs. time for V_ equal to 20 percent
higher than Vl0 (Curve 2) and V,., 20 percent lower than Vl0

(Curve 3). Note the smooth transition between Vl0 and V_.

3.3 Effect of Transient Coolant Density Increase

The methodology described in the previous section accounts
for a transient increase in coolant flow rate as the bundles
accelerate but assumes the coolant density about the bundle
is constant with time. It is therefore strictly applicable only
to bundles near the centre of the string where the initial
density (bundles not moving) is close to the final uniform
density along the channel (uniform because of the relatively
uniform pressure along the channel). For bundles near the
inlet end, where the break is located, the surrounding coolant
density will initially be somewhat lower than average due to
the low pressure and high quality near the inlet end. The
initial coolant velocity will be higher and the inlet end
bundles will accelerate more rapidly at first possibly causing
some bundle separation. The bundles near the inlet
experience a transient increase in coolant density as the
bundles accelerate.

The velocity transient of the end bundle can be determined
as follows. It is assumed that the coolant density about the
end bundle changes between its initial value, ptnd0, and
asymptotic value, pM, in proportion to the pressure drop
across the channel, i.e.:

rend rgruio (3.12)

since APchto=0. [The residual pressure drop due to the empty
pressure tube is neglected in this analysis] Using Eqns.
(3.8) and (3.9) gives:

P«irf ~ Ptndo 1 \o

P.-P« vj-v.
(3.13)

It is also assumed that the (low remains uniform along the
channel at any point in time, i.e.:

Pend

(3.14)

where V,en(, is the coolant velocity next to the end bundle.
The acceleration of the end bundle is given by:

bend

similar to Eqn. (3.5), where
bundle.

— Pend {lend bend)
(3.15)

is the velocity of the end

The coolant velocity of the average bundle, V,, is calculated
as outlined in Section 3.2. At each time step, Eqns. (3.13)
and (3.14) are solved for the coolant density and velocity
next to the end bundle and Eqn. (3.15) is integrated to give
the velocity transient for the end bundle. The end bundle
displacement is obtained by integrating the velocity.

3.4 Thermal Hydraulics

The bundle dynamic model described above requires channel
thermal hydraulic conditions as input for two states: one,
with bundles stationary as would occur soon after break (to
obtain V,o and pen4»); and, two, with bundles absent (empty
channel) which is the asymptotic state of the system given
infinite time for the bundles to accelerate (to obtain V,. and
PJ-

The channel thermal hydraulics were calculated using a
homogeneous, two-phase code developed to calculate the
steady state pressure distribution and discharge flow through
a pipe network with constant boundary conditions at one end
and a break at the other. When used to represent an inlet
break in a reactor channc', the boundary conditions include
ROH pressure, ROH enthalpy and the ambient pressure for
discharge. The code includes friction, gravity and
momentum terms in the pressure drop. A homogeneous
model for the two-phase multiplier is used and the discharge
flow model is:

G =/2000p( />„ , , - (3.16)

where G is the mass flux, p is the homogeneous fluid
density, Pnil is the pressure of the node just upstream of the
break, and P^,, is the ambient pressure.

4.0 SOPHT-RFI MODEL

4.1 Bundle Dynamics

In the SOPHT-RFI model the "pressure drop" force, Fp,
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assuming there is no bundle separation, is expressed as:

(4-1)

where P,(z,,t) and P2(z2,t) are the instantaneous pressures at
the two ends of the bundle string, and the drag force is given
by:

(4.2)

where k is the form loss coefficient, which depends only on
geometrical characteristics and remains constant as the
bundle accelerates, L,, is the length of the bundle string, and
t, is the cross-sectional perimeter of the bundle. The
expression for the bundle velocity becomes:

^± = l. z1,ty)^h

Eqn. (4.3) can be expressed in explicit finite difference form
as:

v;- = vb"+*lAb(Pl(zl,n)-P2(zvn))+lkLbp?,(v-'-vb")2]
M 2

(4.4)

where n indicates the known information at the current time
step.

4.2 Thermal Hydraulics (SOPHT)

The detailed thermal hydraulics model in SOPHT is
discussed in Reference 1. The problem considered here is
that of a control volume with a moving boundary. Consider
the one dimensional continuity equation:

J2-+i£l = 0
dt dz

Integrating Eqn. (4.5) over the control volume gives:

(4.5)

(4.6)

Applying the Leibnitz Rule, Eqn. (4.6) becomes:

L
at

Eqn. (4.7) is the mass equation to be used in the two nodes
that contain the two ends of the bundle, with the sign of the
last term governed by whether the bundle is entering or
leaving the node. In a node that is fully occupied by the
bundle, there is no volume change, and the last term drops
out of the equation. The additional term in Eqn. (4.7) is
used to correct for the changing volume in the coupling

between the thermal hydraulic transient and the bundle
dynamics.

Similarly, the momentum equation is modified as:

^ = (pvM), - (pv^) 2 * pvv, Ab -

(4.8)

for the bundle end nodes and the energy equation becomes:

dU

~dJ
= Q + (pvAft), - (pvAh)2

(4.9)

where Q is the power to the control volume, U is node
internal energy and h is the node enthalpy. In Eqn. (4.8),
the frictional pressure drop is assumed to consist of two
components, the wall friction which is due entirely to the
pressure tube wall and the form loss component which is
due entirely to the presence of the bundles. It is assumed
that the form loss expression is proportional to the square of
the relative velocity between the coolant and the bundle. The
equation reverts to the original SOPHT equation when the
bundle is stationary.

The bundle movement creates an additional energy transport
term. In the current analysis, Q is assumed to stay constant
at the initial power distribution when the bundles are
stationary. This assumption is valid considering that the
time for the bundles to reach the end shield is less than I
second (for 10 bundles missing). Again, the additional
energy flux terms are only present in the two nodes that
contain the two ends of the bundle string.

The additional terms in Eqns. (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9) can be
expressed in the differencing scheme using the last time
step's known infonnation (explicit form), thus they are only
present in the right hand side of the systems of equations to
be solved and the Jacobian matrix in the SOPHT model is
not affected. The thermal hydraulics and bundle dynamics
equations are coupled explicitly at each time step.

5.0 CALCULATION AND COMPARISON TO
EXPERIMENT

(4.7) 5.1 ORFI Model

To simulate the Stern Lab experiments, the apparatus was
finely nodalized, especially the inlet piping next to the break
where the pressure decreases rapidly. The endfittings were
modelled as an annulus representing the direct flow path
between the liner tube and endfitting wall. Dead volumes in
the piping and endfittings were neglected. The form loss
coefficients (K-factors) for the various pipe sections,
endfittings and channel were derived from pressure drop
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measurements taken after Test 1 was completed, before the
apparatus was disassembled. The K-faclor for the short
section of pipe just upstream of Hie break was treated like a
discharge coefficient and adjusted to give the best agreement
with experiment. A value of 2.0 was used for all tests. The
supply vessel enthalpy was set to 1343 kJ/kg, which
corresponds to the measured vessel temperature (300"C).

The QRFI methodology as described in Section 3 was
applied to the experiments. The predicted velocity transients
for the end bundle (first to impact) are plotted against
experimental results in Figure 10 for Tests 1 to 5. The
agreement between the QRI1 prediction and experiment is
excellent. The initial acceleration is slightly underpredicted
in Test 4, due to the variations in initial outlet feeder piping
temperatures, however, the final velocity and time of impact
are well predicted. For Test 5, the initial acceleration is
slightly overpredicted because of the initial flat temperature
profile across the channel. Again, however, the final
velocity and impact time are accurate.

5.2 SOPHT-RFI Model

A SOPHT header-lo-header configuration was used to
represent the Stern Lab reverse flow experimental facility.
The nodalization allowed for the different diameter of pipes
in the outlet feeder. Provision was made so that the supply

FIGURE 10 (•)
BUNDLE VELOCITY TRANSIENT - TEST 1

COMPARING QRFI TO EXPERIMENT

BUNDLE VELOCITY (m/«)

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3
TIME (•)

04

tank could be maintained at a different temperature
independent of the rest of the circuit for the initial steady
state simulation, and was valved in after the break to allow
the hot water from the supply tank to flow through the
channel to the break discharge valve. The test section was
nodalized from the outlet header to inlet header with the
initial steady slate flow in the opposite direction to overcome
the limitation of the forward difference scheme used by
SOPHT. The Henry-Fauske break discharge model was
used (Reference 1). The discharge coefficient was tuned to
the long term, steady slate discharge flow of Test 5. The
same value was then used for all five tests being simulated.

The predicted velocity transients for the bundle string are
plotted against experimental results in Figure 11 for Tests 1
to 5. The agreement between the SOPIFT-RFI prediction
and experiment is also very good. The initial acceleration in
Test 4 is well predicted, however, the impact velocity is
high. In Test 4, the measured velocity in the experiment
levels off at a lower value than calculated. This is believed
to be a result of the reduction in pressure drop across the
channel due to the presence of colder water in an unheated
section of the outlet feeder. Because local pressure is
governed by the fluid saturation pressure, a reduction in
temperature acts to transiently lower the upstream pressure.
The colder water was not modelled in SOPHT because of a
lack of data to characterize it.

FIGURE 11 (•)
BUNDLE VELOCITV TRANSIENT - TEST 1
COMPARING SOPHT-RFI TO EXPERIMENT

BUNDLE VELOCITV (m/a)

MOOEL
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FIGURE 10 (bl
BUNDLE VELOCITY TRANSIENT - TEST 2

COMPARING QRFI TO EXPERIMENT

BUNDLE VELOCITY (m/a)

0.3
TIME (a)

0.5

FIGURE 11 (b)
BUNDLE VELOCITY TRANSIENT - TEST 2
COMPARING SOPHT-RFI TO EXPERIMENT

BUNDLE VELOCITY (m/a)
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FIOURE 10 to)
BUNDLE VELOCITV TRANSIENT - TEST 3

COMPARING ORFI TO EXPERIMENT

BUNDLE VELOCITY (m/i)

FIGURE 10 «>
BUNDLE VELOCITY TRANSIENT - TEST 4

COMPARING QRFI TO EXPERIMENT
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FIGURE 10 (•)
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS

The reverse flow bundle acceleration experiments are well-
predicted by both the QRFI and SOPHT-RFI models. In
both models, the accelerating force on the bundles is
assumed to be proportional to the square of the coolant
velocity relative to the bundles. The bundles initially
accelerate rapidly but then asymptotically approach a
constant velocity as the accelerating force decreases. The
asymptotic velocity is equal to the velocity of coolant in the
channel if no bundles were present. Tlie fewer the number
of bundles in the channel, the higher the impact velocity, due

FIOURE 11 fa)
IMJNDLE VELOCITY TRANSIENT - TEST 3
COMPARING SOPHT-RFI TO EXPERIMENT

BUNDLE VELOCITY (m/«)

FIGURE 11 (d)
BUNDLE VELOCITY TRANSIENT - TEST 4
COMPARING BOPHT-RFI TO EXPERIMENT

BUNDLE VELOCITY (»/ • )

FIGURE 11 (•)
BUNDLE VELOCITY TRANSIENT - TEST •
COMPARING SOPHT-RFI TO EXPERIMENT
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-

— MOBB.

y j | ~*~ tXPHBMCMT
L / i i i < »

=

0.3
TIME (•)

to the greater distance over which the bundles can accelerate.
The measured impact velocities were found to increase with
the number of missing bundles and ranged from 3.9 m/s to
7.0 m/s corresponding to zero (gap = 0.2 m) to 6 bundles
missing.
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ABSTRACT

An experimental program has been set up to
investigate the thermal-mechanical behaviour oj a
CANDU1 PHWR (Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor)
fuel channel when molten Zircaloy-4 (Zr-4) from a fuel
bundle flows onto a ballooned pressure tube. In seven
of nine tests conducted to date, a Zr-4 ingot was
melted and poured onto a pressure tube ballooned into
contact with a calandria tube immersed in subcooled
water. The experimental conditions were as follows: an
internal pressure of 1 to 5 MPa, a water subcoohng of
20 to 24°C and a Zr-4 melt of 19 to 88 g. Results
showed that the calandria tube went into film boiling
(dryout) beneath the Zr-4 melt upon contact and local
calandria tube temperatures reached a maximum of
IOIO°C. The dryout lasted up to 51 s before the
calandria tube rewet. Small local deformations
occurred as a result of the Zr-4 melt, but they did not
threaten the channel integrity. This paper describes the
experiments and their results, as well as some
preliminary simulation results.

The work reported in this paper was funded by
the CANDU Owners Croup (COG).

1.0 INTRODUCTION

During a postulated loss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA) with impaired emergency cooling in a
CANDU PHWR. decay heat in the fuel may raise
the fuel bundle temperature to the point where the
exothermic zirconium/steam reaction generates a
significant amount of heat. This additional .ieat
source, coupled with the decay heat of the fuel. ,nay
cause fuel bundle temperatures to reach the melving
point of unoxidized Zr-4. Experiments performed at
AECLs Whiteshell Laboratories (WL) (1] and
Westinghouse Canada Inc. [2] have shown that
molten Zr-4 from the fuel sheaths would not rlow
onto the pressure tube, because Zr-4 with dissolved
oxygen wets uranium dioxide. For moderate bundle
heat-up rates, the fuel bundle end plates and end
caps would oxidize before they could melt and flow

onto the pressure tube. For fast heat-up rates,
however, there is a potential for end plates and end
caps to melt and flow onto the surrounding pressure
tube, as demonstrated by a fuel bundle experiment
performed at Westinghouse Canada Inc. [2J.

An experimental program has been established
at WL to investigate the thermal-mechanical response
of a CANDU fuel channel when molten Zr-4 flows
onto a pressure tube ballooned into contact with a
calandria tube immersed in subcooled water.

2.0 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Experimental Apparatus

The apparatus consisted of a 1750-mm-long
section of autoclaved Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube mounted
inside a 1700-mm-long unoxidized Zr-2 calandria
tube (Figure 1). The calandria tube was surrounded
by heated, stirred water in an open tank. The top
surface of the calandna tube was covered by at least
250 mm of water throughout the experiment. The
walls of the tank were equipped with lexan windows
for video cameras.

FIGURE 1 AMAL CROSS SECTION OF TEST APPARATUS

The heater element was a 570-mm-long.
38-mm-diameter graphite rod with a crucible
machined into the middle of the rod (Figure 2a). A
Zr-4 ingot was placed in the crucible when the test
rig was assembled. The heater rod. held in place by

CANada Deuterium Uranium, registered trademark
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spring-loaded stainless steel busbars, was
concentrically located in the pressure tube. Tests 7
and 9 used a long graphite pouring spout so the
Zr-4 melt would maintain thermal contact with both
the heater and the ballooned pressure tube.

180°

CaltodriaTube
135°

90°

-201 -10 0 HO ]+20
Circumferential Rotation (°)

FIGURE 2: a) TEST APPARATUS CROSS SECTION AND
h) CALANDRIA TUBE THERMOCOUPLE GRID

The heater power, supplied by a DC power
supply, was controlled by adjusting the current. The
power referred to in this paper was the gross power
supplied to the heater/busbar assembly - the product
of the current and the voltage measured at the outer
ends of the busbars. A separate-effects experiment
on the heater/busbar assembly showed a 13% voltage
drop across the busbars and heater/busbar interfaces,
when the heater assembly power was 40 kW. The
net power to the graphite heater can be assumed to
be roughly 87% of the gross power as a result of
the above separate-effects test.

Up to 37 thermocouples were used to monitor
the temperatures of the test section. Figure 2a
shows a cross section of the centre of a typical test
assembly with the location of various thermocouples.

Separated K-type (chromel-alumel)
thermocouple wires were spot-welded directly onto the
outside of the calandria tube. Twenty to twenty
seven thermocouples were arranged in a grid pattern
beneath the expected molten Zr-4 drop zone
(Figure 2b). Thermocouples were located at 45, 90.
135 and 180° from the calandria tube bottom.

Up to six K-rype thermocouples were used
inside the pressure tube, held in place by Zircaloy
shims spot-welded to the tube. The shims shielded
the thermocouple junctions from thermal radiation.
Three thermocouples were placed in 0.6-mm-diameter
holes drilled into the pressure tube wall. -10. +10
and 180° from the tube bottom at the test section
centreline (Figure 2a). The other three
thermocouples were held in place on the pressure
tube wall.

Two K-type thermocouples measured the water
temperature in the water tank, 50 mm to either side
of the calandria tube.

The test was recorded using video cameras. A
mirror was positioned under the test section so that
events on the underside of the calandria tube could
be recorded.

2.2 Experimental Procedure

The following procedure was used for the
tests:

1 The water surrounding the calandria tube
was heated to 95°C and held there for 15
minutes to partially degas. The water
temperature decreased to between 76 and
80°C (24 to 20°C subcooling) before the
start of the test. Because there was a
large volume of water and the test was
short, the water temperature stayed fairly
constant although no effort was made to
control it. A small mixer stirred the water
throughout the test.

2 The annulus between the pressure and
calandria tubes was purged wilh CO2 at
atmospheric pressure. The purge flow was
high initially, but was reduced to near
stagnation just before the start of (he test.

3 The inside of the pressure tube was
purged, then pressurized with argon to 1.
3 or 5 MPa.
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4 The power to the test section was ramped
to 50 kW and maintained near this level
until the pressure tube ballooned into
contact with the calandria tube.

5 The power was ramped to melt the Zr-4
ingot after the pressure tube had ballooned
into contact with the calandria tube.

6 For tests where the Zr-4 ingot melted, the
power was held constant until any film
boiling (dryout) caused by the melt rewet.
The power was then shut off and the test
terminated.

3.0 RESULTS

The records for Test 6 are presented as
representative of Tests 2 to 7 and Test 9. Details of
Tests 2 and 3 were described at the 1989 CNS/CNA
conference [3].

The pressure tube was pressurized to 5 MPa
gauge during Test 6. The calandria tube was
immersed in 80°C water. The heater assembly
power was increased from 0 to 55 kW over a period
of 80 s (Figure 3).

100 H

8 0 -

5 60-

<£ 40-

2 0 -

0 -

100 300 300 400
Elapsed Time (s)

500 600

FIGURE 3: HEATER ASSEMBLY POWER HISTORY DURING
TEST 6

Pressure tube temperatures rose smoothly,
reaching a maximum rate of 12°C/s. 15 s before the
pressure tube contacted the calandria tube. The
bottom of the pressure tube reached 705°C just
before contact (Figure 4). The pressure
tube/calandria tube contact began at the top middle of
the pressure tube/calandria tube assembly, and then
spread over the rest of the heated zone. The
pressure tube temperature dropped as low as 230°C
when the ballooning process was complete.
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FIGURE 4: PRESSURE TUBE TEMPERATURE HISTORY
DURING TEST 6

Twelve calandria tube thermocouples registered
high temperatures, indicating patchy dryout. for 12 s
because of the pressure tube/calandria tube contact
(Figure 5a). The maximum calandria tube
temperature recorded during pressure tube ballooning
was 425°C. The video record showed the calandria
tube rewei and stayed in stable nucleate boiling after
pressure tube contact.

The power was held at 55 kW for 155 s after
ballooning, after which it was ramped to 90 kW to
melt the Zr-4 ingot. The ingot melted and flowed
onto the pressure tube at 451 s, destroying the
pressure tube thermocouples and producing an output
spike (Figure 4).

After the molten Zr-4 dropped. 10 of 20
calandria-tube grid thermocouples recorded rapid
temperature increases due to the onset of film
boiling, at rates up to 630°C/s over a 0.5-s period.
The maximum calandria-tube temperature was 885°C,
occurring 4.6 s after the drop contacted the pressure
tube. After reaching peak values, the temperatures
decayed to ~130°C when the calandria tube surface
rewet (Figure 5b). The dryout lasted 51 s.
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FIGURE 5: TEST 6 CALANDR1A TUBE TEMPERATURES
BENEATH THE Zr-4 MELT DURING

a) THE ENTIRE TEST AND
b) THE MOLTEN ZR-4 TRANSIENT

A sequence of four 3-dimensional temperature
plots shows the rapid and localized calandria tube
temperature increase caused by the molten Zr-4
(Figure 6). DTIME is the time, in seconds, since
the molten Zr-4 first contacted the ballooned pressure
tube. The areas surrounding the film-boiling patch
remained relatively cool (below 130°C) because they
stayed in nucleate boiling.

The calandria tube had an oxide patch 35 mm
x 37 mm on the tube bottom caused by the Zr-4
melt. A 54.7-g drop of Zr-4. 10 mm thick by
37 mm wide and 43 mm long, was found on the
ballooned pressure tube when the pressure
tube/calandria tube assembly was cut open. The
local calandria tube deformation beneath the Zr-4
melt was 35 mm in diameter and 1.9 mm high.

Moderator temperatures rose slightly from 79°C
at ballooning to 81°C at the end of molten Zr-4
transient.

FIGURE 6: SEQUENCE OF TEMPERATURE PLOTS AT THE
BEGINNING OF THE MOLTEN Zr-4 TRANSIENT OF
TEST 6

Table 1 shows the results of all tests, except
for Tests 1 and 8, where the Zr-4 ingot failed to
melt because of experimental problems.

TABLE I: SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS

Test

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

Pressure
(MPa)

3.0

3.0

S.O

3.0

5.0

3.0

5.0

Subood
(•c)'

24

20

20-26

17-20

19-21

19-21

18-22

MaxPT
i"C)b

800

725

700

765

705

750

660

MaxCT

ccr
BOO

900

765

1010

885

865

835

D7sou,

16

21

14

43

51

29

47

Drop Size
(a)
19.1

19.1

18.7

58.7

54.7

79.5

88.0

Radial Deformation
(mm)*

<0.5

<0.5

<0.5

1.0

1.9

0.8

1.4

Notes
a) 8etween PT ballooning and Zr-4 transient
b) Maximum PT temperature prior to ballooning
c) Maximum CT temperature during Zr-4 transient
d) Length ol time CT Is In Him boiling due to Zr-4 melt.
e) The CT deformation In a radial direction beneath melt.

During Tests 2 to 4 a 19-g Zr-4 melt poured
onto a ballooned pressure tube. The local calandria
tube diyout caused by these Zr-4 melts lasted from
14 to 21 s. and the maximum calandria tube
temperature was 900°C. Small calandria tube
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deformations (<0.5 mm radially) were caused b\ the
molten Zr-4.

In Tests 5 and 6. 59 and 55 g Zr-4 melts
poured onto a ballooned pressure tube, causing 43-
and 51 -s periods respectively of calandria tube dryout
beneath the melt. The maximum calandria tube
temperature for the tests described in this report was
IOIO°C occurring in Tes! 5. The local calandria
tube deformations resulting from the Zr-4 melts in
Tests 5 and 6 were 1.0 and 1.9 mm respectively.

In Tests 7 and 9. 80- and 88-g Zr-4 melts
poured onto a ballooned pressure tube respectively.
A long pouring spout maintained thermal contact
between the heater and the Zr-4 melt contacting the
ballooned pressure tube in these two tests. The
maximum calandria tube temperatures were less than
865°C and the local calandria tube deformations
resulting from the Zr-4 melts were 0.8 and 1.4 mm
respectively.

5.0 DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS

The shorter duration of the calandria tube
dryout and the lower maximum temperatures of
Test 2. when compared with Test 3. can be
attributed to the higher subcooling.

A pressure tube is hotter upon contacting a
calandria tube if it strains at low pressure. The
outside surface of a pressure tube conforms better to
the inside surface of a calandria tube if the pressure
tube is hot. Better surface conformity lowers the
thermal contact resistance, increasing the ability of
the pressure tube to transfer heat to the calandria
tube. Therefore, a pressure tube ballooned at low
pressure gives higher calandria tube temperatures
during a molten Zr-4 thermal transient than does a
pressure tube ballooned at high pressure, for the
same mass of molten Zr-4 and the same subcoolmg.
A comparison of calandria tube temperatures between
Tests 2 (3 MPa) and 4 (5 MPa) and between Tests
5 (3 MPa) and 6 (5 MPa) illustrates this effect.

Of the first six experiments. Test 6 had the
largest deformation (1.9 mm radially) caused by
molten Zr-4. This was due to 55 g of molten Zr-4
and 5-MPa internal pressure. Although the Zr-4
mass was 4 g less and the maximum calandria tube
temperature was 125°C cooler than in Test 5, the
higher pressure had a more significant effect upon
the deformation size.

In Tests 7 and 9 the long pouring spouts
interfered with the flow of molten material and.
although the Zr-4 melts were the largest IO date, the
pressure tube/calandria tube assembly deformations
were no greater than those of tests that did not have
the long pouring spouts.

6.0 NUMERICAL SIMULATION

The thermal response of a fuel channel when
molten Zr-4 flows onto a ballooned pressure tube has
been modelled using a computer model called
CONTAB. which performs CONtact Thermal
Analyses for pressure-tube/calandria-tube Ballooning
and molten Zr-4/pressure-tube interaction.

CONTAB is a two-dimensional heat transfer
model. The model computes radial heat flow per
axial length, provides transient two-dimensional
temperature profiles for the pressure tube and the
calandria tube, and calculates the local thermal
contact conductance. It models heal transfer from
the centra! heater through the pressure and calandria
tubes to the moderator by conduction. free
convection, radiation, and pool boiling. The model
has been used to scope parameter effects for the
molten Zr-4/pressure-tube interaction tests, and is
intended for performing pre- and post-test simulations.

Preliminary simulation results for Test 6 are
shown in Figures 7 and 8. The ballooning transient.
Figure 7(a). was predicted to occur at 255 s: in the
test the bottom of the pressure tube made contact at
249 s. CONTAB assumed uniform ballooning,
whereas during the test the top of the pressure tube
made contact 8 s earlier than the bottom. Pressure
tube temperatures at contact were 700°C for both the
test data and simulation.

The ballooning transient caused patchy film
boiling on the calandria tube during the test.
CONTAB showed a small calandria tube temperature
excursion upon pressure tube contact but did not
indicate patchy dryout (Figure 7b). The temperatures
of the bottom of the pressure tube and of the
calandria tube show good agreement between test and
simulation results after the ballooning.
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FIGURE 7: COMPARISON OF a) PRESSURE TUBE AND b)
CALANDRIA TUBE TEMPERATURES FOR TEST 6
- SIMULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In Test 6 molten Zr-4 poured onto the
pressure tube at 451 s - CONTAB predicted pouring
at 445 s. The small discrepancies in timing of both
the ballooning and Zr-4 transients between test and
simulated results reflect the effect of non-uniform
straining and end heat losses that are not modelled
by CONTAB.

The pressure tube thermocouples were
destroyed when molten Zr-4 contacted them, and so
their output was irrelevant after 451 s. The
CONTAB results showed a peak pressure tube
temperature of 122O°C after the molten Zr-4 poured
out (Figure 7a). The calandria tube response to the
molten Zr-4 showed peak temperatures of 885°C
during Test 6, while CONTAB predicted 970°C.
During the actual test the calandria tube cooled more
rapidly than predicted by CONTAB, because of

difficulties in modelling the rewel of the calandria
tube (Figure 7b).

The simulated thermal contact conductance
between the pressure and calandria tubes, as a
function of time and circumferential position, is
illustrated in Figure 8. Contact conductance (CC) is
defined as:

CC = q/(T, - T2) ( I)

where q is the local heat flux between the contacting
surfaces, and T, and
temperatures.

T2 are the two surface

Before the pressure tube ballooned, the
calculated contact conductance was low
(< 0.05 kW/(m2 K)) since there was no surface-to-
surface contact and heat could only be transferred
from the pressure tube to the calandria tube by
conduction and radiation through the gas-filled
annulus.

During the pressure tube ballooning, the hot
pressure tube was rapidly cooled when it contacted
the cooler calandria tube. This surface-to-surface
contact caused a high local heat flux. The high heat
flux and decreasing difference between surface
temperatures caused the predicted contact conductance
to increase to 5.4 and 4.3 kW/(m2-K) at the top and
bottom of the pressure tube/calandria tube assembly
respectively.

76

Bottom 0

FIGURE 8: TEST 6 CONTACT CONDUCTANCE SIMULATED BY
CONTAB.
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The local heat flux dropped after the
ballooning because the pressure tube had finished
transferring its stored heat. The resulting drop in
local heat flux was proportionately more than the
drop in the local temperature difference between the
surfaces, and so the local contact conductance
decreased (Equation (1)). CONTAB predicted a drop
in (he contact conductance to a uniform
3 kW/(m2-K).

The latent heat of fusion and the stored heat
in the Zr-4 melt caused high local heat flux beneath
the melt when it contacted the ballooned pressure
tube. The heat flux increased proportionately more
than did the temperature difference between the
contacting surfaces, and so the local contact
conductance beneath the Zr-4 melt increased.
CONTAB predicted a maximum contact conductance
of 7.6 kW/(m2-K) beneath the Zr-4 melt. The
circumferential angle covered by the peak was similar
to that of the calandria tube hot spot during the
molten Zr-4 transient.

Test 3 has also been simulated, and the
temperatures and timing of events compare favourably
with experimental results. The other tests will also
be simulated.

7.0 CONCLUSIONS

In seven experiments conducted to date molten
Zr-4 poured onto a pressure tube ballooned into
contact with a calandria tube immersed in subcooled
water. The experimental conditions were an internal
pressure of 1 to 5 MPa, a water subcooling of 20 to
24°C and a Zr-4 melt of 19 to 88 g. The Zr-4
melts caused local calandria tube dryout for up to
51 s before rewet and calandria tube temperatures up
to 1010°C. The pressure tube/calandria tube
assembly deformation caused by the Zr-4 melt was
less than 2 mm radially, and the integrity of the
assembly was not threatened.

The heat from the Zr-4 melt caused only local
film boiling in tests where the calandria tube was in
stable nucleate boiling prior to the Zr-4 transient.
The surrounding calandria tube stayed in nucleate
boiling and was relatively cool. The fuel channel
deformation resulting from the molten Zr-4 contacting
a ballooned pressure tube is a function of the
internal pressure, the boiling heat transfer rate on the
outside surface of the calandria tube, the amount and
rate of molten material contacting the tube, and the

subcooling of the water surrounding the calandria
tube.

Preliminary simulation results from CONTAB
show that during pressure tube ballooning in Test 6
the contact conductance between the pressure and
calandria tubes was about 5 kW/(m2-K) with a local
rise to 7.6 kW/(m2-K) beneath the Zr-4 drop.
Although there are some differences in timing and
peak temperatures, CONTAB results compare well
with experimental results.

Future experiments in the molten
Zr-4/pressure-tube interaction program will explore
the effects of lower subcooling and higher internal
pressures.
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SLOWPOKE-2 TEMPERATURE REACTIVITY COEFFICIENT CALCULATION

C. GUERTIN, R. ROY and D. ROZON

Institut de Genie Energetique
Ecole Polytechnique dc Montreal

Montreal, Quebec, Canada 1I3C 3A7

ABSTRACT

In February 1987, the excess reactivity of the HEU
SLOWPOKE-2 Reactor at the Ecole Polytechnique was
mesisured as a function of uniform reactor temperature.
A coupling between WIMS-CRNL and TRIVAC was
set up to reproduce the experimental data. The trans-
port code DRAGON was also used. SLOWPOKE-2 re-
actor models for different temperatures were generated
through DILREA. At 20°C, TRIVAC overestimates the
absolute value of the excess reactivity by 119 mk while
DRAGON by 13 mk. The overall trend is better repro-
duced by the TRIVAC calculations. The temperature
reactivity coefficient with core temperature is thus best
represented by the TRIVAC calculations. Our work has
shown that such a coupling is feasible and can be used
as a basis for further improvement of the model.

I. Introduction

In February 1987, the excess reactivity of the HEU
SLOWPOKE-2 Reactor at the Ecole Polytechnique was
measured as a function of uniform reactor temperature
' l ' . The goal of this study was to reproduce the observed
behaviour by means of the available computer codes at
the I.G.E. and therefore help to validate the DRAGON
computer code developed at the Institute'*'. A simi-
lar study was carried out at the Royal Military College
with their LEU SLOWPOKE-2 reactor f3). The gen-
eral trend of the experimental results was reproduced in
that study using WIMS and CITATION. The amplitude
of the excess reactivity was lower than measured and the
maximum excess reactivity was shifted by 5 degrees to-
wards a lower temperature. The originality of our work
is linked to the way we calculated the excess reactivity,
i.e. by means of a 3D neutron transport code where the
nuclear properties of the materials are generated by a
2D code.

II. Computer Codes

The neutron transport computer codes currently in use
at the Institute are DRAGON, which was developed at
the Institute, and WIMS-CRNLW. WIMS-CRNL was
utilized in these calculations due to the lack of a bur-
nup module in DRAGON, which is still under devel-
opment. We therefore had to couple these two codes to
perform the calculation, as the experimental results used
for this comparison were obtained 11 years after com-
missionning, thus resulting in some burnup. Coupling
was achieved using PROCES, an interface developed at
the Institute that produces a GOXS-type file. Fig. 1
presents the computer tools flow chart.

Variations of the reactor component dimensions with
temperature have been calculated using the following hy-
potheses: This variation is linear and its quantification is
provided by the definition of the linear coefficient of ther-
mal expansion. The dilatation or contraction of the com-
ponents are independent of one another while preserving
the integrity of the geometric shape; the thermal prop-
erties of the materials are supposed isotropic. The vari-
ation of the dimension of the structural elements used
as spacers were also taken into account. The program
DILREA provides the dimensions of the reactor com-
ponents, their relative position and the corresponding
material density according to a predefined range of tem-
peratures. The reference temperature was set to 20°C.

Results were obtained using TRIVAC'5', a two-group
diffusion code developed at the Institute. We applied
the same 3D model of the SLOWPOKE-2 reactor for
3D transport calculations in the EXCELL module of
DRAGON. The code being still under development, re-
sults should be considered as preliminary.

HI. 3D Modelling and Nuclear Proper-
ties

A 3D model of the SLOWPOKE-2 reactor at the Ecole
Polytechnique was developed. The main features are:
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Figure 1: Flow Chart. The dashed line indicates a non-
automatic link.

the omission of the structural elements, and the substi-
tution of the fuel pins by a fuel paste; the boundaries
of the 3D model are proportionnal to the core dimen-
sions. Other interesting characteristics which have been
accounted for in the present study are the 5 irradiation
sites found in the berylliuni annulus surrounding the core
and the consideration of 6 burnup zones to account for
different flux levels. Beryllium impurities have not been
considered. This 3D model results in a cylindrical RZ
cell where a zero albedo condition is applied to external
faces. The model is presented in Fig. 2.

The nuclear properties of the three main constituants
of the reactor (fuel, water, and beryllium) are gener-
ated through a 2D model appropriate for burnup calcu-
lations in WIMS. Transport calculations were performed
using the PERSEUS module with 18 neutron groups. A
first condensation is automatically done within WIMS-
CRNL from a 69 neutron group library. It allows us to
cut the calculation costs by 70% while preserving the
precision on the results; the calculated effective multi-
plication factor is increased only by 0.2%.

Nuclear properties of beryllium and water come from
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Figure 2:
Reactor

Half-Core 3D Model of the SLOWPOKE-2

a complete full-core 2D model of the reactor whereas the
nuclear properties of the fuel paste are derived from a
unitary hexagonal cell. In both cases, a major concern
was to adequately account for the neutron leakage.

Both radial and axial leakage have been considered
during the transport calculation by adding a new iso-
tope uniformly throughout the reactor which is purely
absorbing, and having a total cross section of udB2n.
During the EDIT phase, it is removed from the nuclear
data. This approach is only valid for an infinite lattice
and requires an iterative procedure on both the group-
dependent leakage coefficients, d, and the buckling term,
fl2, until criticality is reached.

The complete 2D model of the SLOWPOKE-2 reactor
is based on a cluster description of fuel pins. A fuel pin
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was added to the core in order to produce symmetry.
It does not consider the irradiation sites nor the control
rod. The dB2 option has also been applied since the
radial leakage component accounts only for 0,4 ink as
can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1: Effective Multiplication factor as a Function of
Albedo for the Complete 2D Model of the SLOWPOKE
Reactor

albedo

1
0

k effective

1.29174
1.29100

reactivity
mk

225.85
225.41

The nuclear properties of water are based on the pool
water and are applied with no regard to the location of
the water in the 3D model. The buckling term is equal
to 0.0OG9 cm"2 at 20°C.

The neutron transport calculation to obtain the nu-
clear properties of the fuel paste were performed on a
unitary cell in an infinite lattice. Homogeneization was
done in the GOXS file. The buckling term is equal to
0.01568 cm""2 at 20°C. It is interesting to note that this
value is somewhat greater than the one found for the
complete model. This phenomenom is normal as both
the radial and axial leakages must be modeled for the
unitary cell.

IV. Burnup

On February 13 th, 1987, the fluence was 0.021 n/kb
which corresponds to 241 full power days with a flux
of 1012 n/cm2. The fluence was determined with the
neutron flux detector found in the beryllium annulus
surrounding the core. No correction factor was applied
to its value as the flux level found at this site is con-
sidered to be of the same order as the mean neutron
flux in the reactor'6'. Intermediate flux calculations and
reevaluation of atomic densities increase the accuracy of
burnup calculations. However, due to the small fluence
in this case, the effect of the intermediate calculations
on the results is negligible. Hence, 24! biiniup days were
thus imposed on the core in a single step process with a
critical transport calculation being done before and af-
ter burnup. During burnup calculations, the buckling
term was fixed to its initial value and a simple iteration
process was used to calculate the leakage coefficients at
the end of burnup. Both the complete 2D model and the
unitary cell were irradiated at the reference temperature
(20°C) as the mean core temperature during normal op-
eration is not known.

Table 2 presents the CPU costs for a WIMS calcula-
tion with the burnup procedure as shown in Fig. 3

J WIMSWIMS-CRNL

transport calculation
with critical dB2 T=20Ct

\

burnup calculation for
241 full power days T=20C

transport calculation
with critical dB2 T=20Cl

transport calculation
with critical dB2

T=Ti

Figure 3: Burnup Calculation

Table 2: CPU Time for a WIMS Calculation with bur-
nup

Model
unitary cell

complete 2D model

CPU time
3.4s

83.5s

V. Using DRAGON

The computer code DRAGON is set up in a modular
form which allows the user to break up his calculation in
a number of procedures, with a smaller number of steps
for each of the procedures. Relevant data can then be
easily passed from one process to the other via hierarchi-
cal XSM data files and/or its sequential export facilities.
3D transport calculations with DRAGON are done in a
three-step process for this particular study. First the nu-
clear properties for the various regions of the 3D model
are generated using the 2D model, then a tracking file is
constructed and probability matrices are set up for the
transport calculation, and finally the transport equation
is resolved using the results from both the previous steps.
A two group representation, with cut-off at 4eV to min-
imize up-scattering neutrons, was chosen to perform all
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calculat.ins. The neutron group condensation is done
via the PROCES interface which retrieve data from the
VVIMS-CRNL tape 16. Fig. 2 presents the actual 3D re-
actor model and its coarse meshing. Some adjustments
were made to avoid creating some small volumes: the
bottom core and the bottom beryllium annuli are now
at the same level, and the center hole of the upper beryl-
lium plates has the same size as the inner core region.
In both cases, the volumes of the constituents are con-
served. A finer mesh spacing was used to get, Ah of 4
cm and Ar of 2 cm; 399 regions were then generated.

V.A. Bi-Heterogeneities and Nuclear Proper-
tics

Nuclear properties of the fuel and beryllium, as calcu-
lated with the 2D models, do not take into consideration
bi-heterogeneities found in the SL0WP0KE-2 reactor.
As many as 13% of all fuel sites are unoccupied, and the
distribution of the fuel pins varies from one burnup zone
to the other. The beryllium annulus contains 5 equis-
paced irradiation sites. The code DRAGON can treat
cylindrical and spherical grain structures; an equivalent
cylindrical fuel cell was produced as the unitary cell is
hexagonal. The description of these grain structures are
comparable to clusters but the grains are placed statisti-
cally while preserving the total surface of these grains in
the diluant'7'. The transport equation is then resolved
with the J± technique. This method allows the coupling
of homogeneous sub-region contributions through inter-
face currents. Finally, the sub-regions of a particular
medium are then merged into a single material. It is in-
teresting to look at the influence of the grain size on the
nuclear properties of the new medium for the same to-
tal grain surface. As the grain size shrinks, the merged
nuclear properties ressemble those of a simple volume
homogeneization with a constant flux as Table 3 shows.

Table 3: Fuel Nuclear Properties Obtained from a Two-
Group Calculation According to Grain Size for the Bur-
nup Zone 3

Nuclear
Properties

cm"1

S(o(,l
£<ct,2

Relative Grain Radius

1 cm
3.0976E-1
1.9019E0
3.5132E-3
1.2748E-1

0.25 cm
3.1082E-1
1.8870E0
3.4G48E-3
1.3116E-1

Volume
Homogeneization

3.1119E-1
1.8825E0
3.4481E-3
1.3228E-1

sections when using grain structures with minimal CPU
costs.

V.B. Collision Probabilities Matrices

The angular tracking in EXCELL is done using EQN
equal-weight quadrature sets over the unit sphere. Gen-
erated in the principal octant, these solid angle direc-
tions are defined by

where fi, r/, C > 0, and the normal tracking of a rectangu-
lar 3D cell is done using the four solid angles (±/J, ±i/,O-
Once the solid angle direction has been chosen, the
tracks are constructed by scanning a plane Iln which
is perpendicular to ft using the user input density D in
tracks/cm2. In this process, it is necessary to form a
complete 3D basis with the tracking direction and two
other perpendicular directions used to generate the ptane
fin; to have adequate symmetries for the collision prob-
ability matrices over a rectangular 3D domain, it is nec-
essary to cover the plane three times by choosing each
time a different basis with a vector parallel to one of the
main axes A',Y and Z.

This quadrature set has two interesting features'^:

1. The set of unit vector direction vectors {ft} is such
that it respects rotational symmetry with respect
to the three axes.

2. All tracks have the same weighting factors, thus re-
ducing the computational effort required when eval-
uating the collision probability matrices.

When using these angles for a radial symmetric prob-
lem, only one direction (the principal octant solid angle)
has to be selected over four; furthermore, the perpendic-
ular plane fin is also scanned only once, thus reducing
the number of tracks by a factor of 12.

Considering a supercell divided into L homogeneous
zones of volume Vi, the symmetric reduced collision
probability matrices are then computed using:

dt Idt'exp(-Tij\= f cPQ I (Pr'xiViMVj) f

The J± method does not solve the transport equa-
tion with the same precision as the full tracking method
but allows us to obtain reasonably good nuclear cross

for 1 < i,j < L, where x(Vi) ls the characteristic func-
tion of zone i equal to 1 if the track intersects zone i and
0 otherwise, and where the optical path r,j is a func-
tion of t, t' and of the total cross sections of each region
crossed by the track between zone i and j .

For this study, we have used EQs quadrature set
which correspond to 40 solid angles and a density of
2.538 tracks/cm2 at 20°C. The maximum observed er-
ror on tracked volumes is 2.8% at 20°C; this discrepancy
is explained by the fact that both very small and very
large volumes are present in the 3D model.
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VI. Results and Discussion

VI.A. Experimental Data

Measurements of the excess reactivity with temperature
for the Ecole Polytechnique's SL0WP0KE-2 were car-
ried out from 9 to 16 February 1987. A heat exchanger
first cooled down the reactor to 15°C. It was then further
cooled down by putting approximately 800 kg of broken
ice into the pool. The heat exchanger kept the pool tem-
perature constant (12°C) until the beginning of the ex-
periment on February 9, 1987. Heating of the pool water
was provided by direct horizontal steam injection system
placed under the reactor core. The measurements were
performed until the 16 February 1987W.

Water temperature was taken as the mean of both the
inlet and the outlet temperatures. The calibration pro-
cedure showed that the thermocouples were reading low
by ].2°C. All temperatures were then corrected accord-
ingly.

Two sets of experimental data are available. The ex-
cess reactivity of the first series was calculated from the
control rod balance method which allows us to convert
the control rod reactivity worth from its measured in-
core position with known tables. The other method con-
sists of pulling out-of-core the control rod and measur-
ing the time it takes the neutron flux to double. Those
latter results were rejected for this work as the reactor
power is raised during the measurements thus changing
the average core temperature.

The reactivity values were calculated using a reference
peak at 19.4°C rather than 13°C, but its effect on the
experimental results is marginal'1'. The experimental
values have thus remained unchanged.

VLB. The Control Rod

The control rod was not taken into consideration in this
study as its operating position is not symmetrycal with
regards to the reactor height. Therefore, it can not be
correctly represented in the complete 2D model when
generating nuclear properties through burnup as this
model does not take into consideration its assymetri-
cal effect on the flux. Furthermore, the objective of this
study is to calculate the excess reactivity of the system
and it is the absence of the control rod that allows its
quantification.

VI. C. The results

The diffusion code TRIVAC was also used to obtain pre-
liminary results using the same 3D reactor model. In this
case, three supplementary approximations were made:
1- the diffusion coefficients, Da — TJ^T—, replace trans-
port cross sections, 2- an up-scattering correction was
performed, and 3- homogeneization was done by burnup
zone with a constant flux for grain structure.

The results of both TRIVAC and DRAGON are gath-
ered in Table 4 and Table 5 respectively.

Table 4: Effective Multiplication Factor as Calculated
by TRIVAC

temperature

°C
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

keJf
without burnup

1.140476
1.140570
1.140578
1.140500
1.140355
.140110
1.139819
.139457
.139059
.138620

with burnup
1.138086
1.138170
1.138214
1.138055
1.137855
1.137602
1.137279
1.136906
1.136471
1.135977

Table 5: Effective Multiplication Factor as Calculated
by DRAGON

temperature

°C
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

without burnup
1.018990
1.018839
1.018591
1.018246
1.017831
1.017303
1.016726
1.016073
1.015409
1.014655

with burnup
1.016894
1.016729
1.016518
1.016099
1.015627
1.015087
1.014485
1.013828
1.013107
1.012325

Calculated results with TRIVAC and DRAGON lower
the excess reactivity with burnup. This was expected as
poison nuclides are created under a neutron flux. The
decrease of excess reactivity is of the same magnitude in
both cases.

These codes compute effective multiplication factors;
the values can then be easily transformed into reactivity
using the definition:

P =
Jfe-1

(1)

The excess reactivity is determined against a relative
value of the excess reactivity at 20°C of 0. Such a trans-
formation allows us to present both sets of results on a
single graph, as they are not of the same order.
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VI.D. Excess Reactivity According to Core
Temperature

Fig. 4 presents the measured excess reactivity along with
the TRIVAC and DRAGON values. All have been set
relative to 20%} as we have mentioned earlier.Two differ-
ent aspects have to be looked upon. First, the absolute
value of the excess reactivity, and, second, the trend of
the excess reactivity with temperature.

as
-2-\

-3-
O Experimental Data

- • - TRIVAC
-a— DRAGON

1 l ' ' • ' l ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' • l •
10 20 30 40

Temperature (C)
50

Figure 4: Excess Reactivity According to Core Temper-
ature

At 20°C, the TRIVAC results overestimate the excess
reactivity by 119 mk as DRAGON reduces the discrep-
ancy to 13 mk as Table 4 and Table 5 recall. In a first
attempt to resolve the discrepancy, the model mesh spac-
ing was made finer; the number of volumes was then
quadrupled. The corresponding reactivity value at 20°C
was reduced by less than 2mk as it can be seen in Ta-
ble 6.

Table 6: Effect of Mesh Spacing on the Effective Multi-
plication Factor

Number of Sub-Regions
399
1596

1.138055
1.136498

Finer mesh spacing was not used in the DRAGON
chain calculation due to the large CPU costs. Ta-
ble 7 compares the CPU costs for both TRIVAC and
DRAGON calculations for a 3D model containing 399
sub-regions. Two thirds of the CPU time are taken by

the EXCELL module to do the tracking. It was there-
fore not possible to further increase the number of sub-
regions in the considered model.

Table 7: Calculation CPU time for the Different Codes

[ Code
TRIVAC
DRAGON

nuclear properties
with grain structure
tracking
collision probabilities
and flux calculation
Total

CPU time
0.6s

9.8s
687.8s

232.8s
930.4s

On the other hand, the excess reactivity trend with
temperature is better reproduced by the TRIVAC re-
sults. The resulting trends have been fit by a second-
order polynomial. The equations that describes them
are, in the case of:

1. the TRIVAC excess reactivity:

Percys = 0 . 9 4 9 0 8 - 1 . 9 2 0 9 X 1 0 - 2 T - 1 . 4 7 6 2 X 1 0 - 3 T 2 ,

(2)

2. the experimental results:

pexce,, = -2.6686 x 10~2 + 2.2399 x 10"2r
-1.089 x UT3T2. (3)

The temperature at which a maximum excess reac-
tivity is registered can then be easily determined. The
results are summarized in Table 8. DRAGON does not
predict a maximum of excess reactivity in the positive
range of temperatures.

Table 8: Temperature at which a Maximum Excess Re-
activity is Observed

Experimental Results
TRIVAC
DRAGON

Temperature
13.1°C
10.3°C
<0°C

Two factors can influence the results and were not yet
considered.

First, the number of neutron groups used in the
TRIVAC and DRAGON calculations affect the ktj,
value. This is particularly true for light water reactors™.

Second, the homogeneous fuel paste representation by
burnup zone in the TRIVAC model is not adequate.
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Current work involving a more exact hexagonal repre-
sentation of SL0WP0KE-2 fuel cells in the core has
shown to decrease the absolute reactivity to 40 mk.

VI.E. Flux Map

A flux map was drawn with the results from TR1VAC
and is presented in Fig. 5. Both thermal and fast ilnxes
are plotted on the same graph. These correspond to
a section at the fuel level. The observed high thermal
peak in the center of the reactor can be explained by the
absence of the control rod in the model.

2.0

1.5-

fuel region

. . I

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Fast flux
• Thermal flu

Figure 5: Flux Map as Generated by TRIVAC

VI. F. Temperature Reactivity Coefficient

The temperature reactivity coefficient is derived from
Eq. (1):

Table 9: Temperature Reactivity Coefficient According
to Core Temperature

Temperature
°C
7.5
12.5
17.5
22.5
27.5
32.5
37.5
42.5
47.5

Temperature Reactivity Coefficient
TRIVAC

1.297E-2 mk/°C
(i.793E-3 mk/°C

-2.455E-2 mk/°C
-3.089E-2 mk/°C
-3.909E-2 mk/°C
-4.993E-2 mk/°C
-5.770E-2 mk/'C
-6.733E-2 mk/°C
-7.653E-2 mk/°C

DRAGON
-3.192E-2 mk/°C
-4.083E-2 mk/°C
-8.113E-2mk/°C
-9.147E-2 mk/'C
-1.048E-1 mk/°C
-I.169E-1 mk/'C
-1.278E-1 mk/'C
-1.404E-1 mk/°C
-1.525E-1 mk/°C

15
Temperature (C)

Figure (5: Temperature Reactivity Coefficient as a Func-
tion of the Core Temperature

where T is the temperature of interest. In the case of k
values close to unity, the above equation reduces lo: VTT

^= I—
or k or (5)

The simplest way to compute the temperature reac-
tivity coefficients is'10':

(6)
(fc(r,) + *(r3))3 7 ' , - r .

The corresponding temperature reactivity coefficients
are presented in Table 9 and in Fig. (j.

Conclusion

A VV1MS CRNL/TR1VAC coupling is feasible and has
shown good agreement with experimental data for ex-
cess reactivity. However, the number of energy groups
(2) seems insufficient for DRAGON 3D transport mod-
elling. At the time of this study, a burnup module was
not available in DRAGON. This is no longer the case,
and such a feature would allow the consideration of the
control rod during burnup calculations.

Simplifications of the SLOWPOKE-2 model would
ease the use of a greater number of neutron groups with-
out escalating the CPU costs. This can done by studying
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the flux map in order to merge regions with similar flux
behavior.

It would also be interesting to breakdown the global
trend of excess reactivity with core temperature by con-
sidering one aspect of the problem at a time, thus de-
coupling neutron temperature, and the variation of di-
mensions of reactor components from one another. This
would allow us to determine precisely the contribution
of each effect to the excess reactivity, and perhaps help
in reducing the discrepancy between measured and cal-
culated values.

A final comment on the DRAGON results. It should
be noted that these results are preliminary. The ob-
served differences between DRAGON and TRIVAC on
the temperature coefficients (much larger in DRAGON)
are difficult to explain since both codes used the same
basic cross sections provided by WIMS-CRNL with its
inherent temperature dependance. A possibility for ex-
plaining the discrepancy is an error in the PROCES in-
terface in the treatment of the transport cross-sections.
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LIMIT CYCLES AND BIFURCATIONS IN DETERMINISTIC
REACTOR DYNAMICS

A. S. ADEBIYI

Ontario Hydro, 700 University Avenue, Toronto
Ontario, CANADA M5G 1X6

ABSTRACT

A critical topological analysis of a boiling water
reactor phenomenological model is presented. It is
shown that the shutdown state is not always un-
stable, for negative coefficient the dynamics may
evolve into closed and bounded trajectory trapping
geometries such as limit cycles and aperiodic at-
tractors, and that the system possesses a parameter
space point at which there exists a stable contin-
uum of equilibria. The existence of the continuum
is a phasespace demonstration that a nominal op-
erating point is by no means unique or the reactor
can be critical at any power level, limited only by the
station's license limit and the integrity of structural
components.

1 INTRODUCTION

As devices which sustain specified nuclear reac-
tions at controlled rates, fission reactors are domi-
nated by two-body nuclear collisions, linked decay
chains and a temperature dependence that render
their basic description highly nonlinear. While this
has long been recognized and even suggested in the
pedagogical literature,1'2 it is the recent develop-
ment in the study of dynamical evolutions3"6 which
has provided both a useful perspective and analyti-
cal framework for nonlinear nuclear reactor analy-
sis. Indeed, as for example indicated by the articles
in Refs. (7-8), recent years have witnessed an inter-
esting and lively focus in this and related area of
nuclear reactor dynamics.

Important behavioral-specific, finite-dimensional
phenomenological modeling directly related to the
topological analysis of Boiling Water Reactor (BWR)
dynamics9 was completed by March-Leuba10 in 1984.

The intent of these publications serves to cast the
topological analysis of fission reactor dynamics into
particularly useful form while concurrently provid-
ing a descriptive geometrical-analytical basis for the
unusual behavior observed in BWRs during some
stability tests11'12; the experimental observations sug-
gested that a BWR could enter a state geometrically
known as limit cycle depending on the combination
of power level and flow rate.

Nuclear safety requires good knowledge of the dy-
namic behavior of reactor cores following various
pathologies from nominal conditions. The objective
here is to extend the understanding of the BWR
phenomenological model in terms of possible system
fixed points, stability of the equilibria and param-
eter domains of evolutions toward limit cycle and
period doubling bifurcations.

2 UNFORCED BWR DYNAMICS

The unforced autonomous BWR reduced-order
system of equations used in Ref. (9) is given by

dn
~dt =

dc H
-r — T " - Ac,
dt A

dT

and

p(t) = pa(t) + DT

(la)

(lb)

(lc)

(Id)

(le)
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where n(t) — (N(t) - Nss)/Nss is the normal-
ized neutron density, with N(t) as the actual neu-
tron density and Nss a reference, constant steady
state neutron density—a nominal operating value
at which the net reactivity is zero. Similarly, c{t) =
(C(t) — CS3)/iVss is the normalized one-group de-
layed neutron precursor density with Css being the
steady state value of C(t). In the same vein, the
variables T(t) and pQ{t) are the excess average fuel
temperature and excess void reactivity feedback.

The symbol p(t) is the instantaneous net reac-
tivity; the factors {3 (dimensionless), A ( s" 1 ) ,
and A ( s) are the usual neutron-related constants;
«i (Ks" 1 ) , f l 2 [s~1),a3 ( s~ x ) anda4 (s" 2 )
are reactor parameters; D (K"1 ) is the Doppler
reactivity coefficient and k (K"1 s~2 ) is propor-
tional to void reactivity coefficient and fuel heat
transfer coefficient. The latter term is treated as a
tunable design parameter.

As an initial important observation, it is remarked
that the ss-subscripted quantities are constants in-
dependent of time; so the adopted "excess" defini-
tions above define the set of Eqs.(l) as dynamic,
rather than static, except for the trivial case when
the system is not perturbed at time t = 0. Hence the
practice of using t = t J to mark the beginning of a
transient in Ref. (9) is ambiguous and unnecessary.

2.1 Vectorial Statespace Formalism
To be amenable to vectorial statespace formalism,

it is desirable that all equations be in first-order
form. Accordingly, we define

dpa

dtw = (2)

so that Eqs.(l) become

pa + DT - /
n —

, + DT

c = —n — Ac,

= a.\n — a2l ,

Pa = W,

w = kT - -a3w,

, (3a)

(3b)

(3c)

(3d)

(3e)

a five dimensional system whose vectorial statespace
coordinates are n, c, T, pa and w. The dot on these
symbols specifies derivative with respect to time,
the independent variable. Thus, n, c, T, pQ and w

are the components of the phasespace velocity vec-
tor representing the system in a S5 vectorial state-
space construct.

2.2 Equilibria and System Jacobian matrix
As a first step in the statespace analysis of this

system we set to zero all the phasespace velocity
vector components, h = 0, c = 0, T = 0, pa = 0 and
•w = 0 simultaneously in order to obtain the possi-
ble stationary points. Thus at equilibrium, setting
the left sides of Eqs.(3) to zero and simplifying, we
obtain

w* = 0,

T* = (ai/a2)n\

0_ .
<• =

and
AA

* = 0 .

(4a)

(4b)

(4c)

(4d)

(4e)

where the * superscript specifies the equilibrium
value of a dynamical variable.

Now fc, related to void reactivity and heat trans-
fer coefficients, is a control parameter to be varied
for the purpose of topological analysis. Thus, the
solutions to Eqs.(4) for fc ^ —a4D are

A = col. [n* = 0, c* = 0, T" = 0,
Pa = 0, w* = 0] , (5a)

B = col. [n* = - 1 , c* = -/?/(AA), T* = - a i / a 2 ,
p*a = -kai/{a2a4), w* = 0] . (5b)

For the parameter space point at which k = kc =
-a4D there exists a continuum of equilibria given
by

C = col. [1, /?/(AA), aja2, kc
ai/{a2a4), 0]n*

(5c)

with
n* (arbitrary) > - 1 and kc = 1.71864xlO~4K-1 s~2 ;

(5d)

this value of A:c is obtained from the data given in
Ref. (9). Eqs.(5)—A, B, and C—give the correct
equilibria of the reduced-order model.9 Fixed point
A is associated with the nominal operating state,
B corresponds to the shutdown mode while C de-
scribes a continuum of fixed points at k = kc =
-a4D.
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For stability studies, the Jacobiaii matrix associ-
ated with the first-order variational form of Eqs.(3)
can be written as

+ DT - ,
A

0_
A

aj

0

0

A A<

- A

0

0

0

0

- a 2

0

k

A(" + 1 )

0

0

0

(6)

which is dependent on the statespace variables, as
it should be for any nonlinear set of equations.

2.3 Eigenspectra Analysis
Following the determination of stationary states,

we consider the stability of the system with respect
to each fixed point using system Jacobian matrix,
Eq.(6), and noting that k is a tunable design pa-
rameter. A computer program, employing IMSL's13

DEVCRG routine in conjunction with the perfor-
mance index function subprogram DEPIRG, was
used for this purpose. The eigenspectra of equilibria
obtained as a function of the control parameter k
are sketched qualitatively in the Argand diagrams
of Figs.(l) to 3. Note that in these displays, index3

value is equivalent to the dimension of the unstable
manifold. As can be deduced from the eigenspectra,
the parameter value k = kc = —a^D = fcb is a bifur-
cation value of the system since the Jacobian ma-
trix, Eq.(6), here has a zero eigenvalue with respect
to all stationary points (Fig.(3)), and the structural
stability6 of the system with respect to its regular
equilibria changes about kh (Figs.(lc) and Id, and
Figs.(2a) and 2b). Recalling that k = -u.tD is also
a critical value at which the system possesses a con-
tinuum of equilibria, then

k = -a4D = Jtb = kc = kbc = k* (7)

is both a bifurcation value and critical value for the
system. This parameter space point is therefore con-
cisely labeled a bifurcriticalH point of the dynamic.
Note that the statespace continuum of equilibria,
which appears when k — k* in parameter space, is
stable indicating that the final evolution of the sys-
tem, regardless of any initial condition, is given by
Eqs.(5c) and 5d.

For any k < k", the fixed point associated with
the shutdown state, point B, is a saddle—unstable
(Fig.(2a)). On the other hand stationary point A,
associated with a nominal operating state, displays
a more interesting characteristics for the same k <
k* parameter space domain: As the feedback gain
parame*. •• fc goes from the range k0 < k < k*
(Fig.(lc)) to the range k < k0 (Fig.(la)), a pair
of complex conjugates eigenvalues cross the Argand
plane from left to right at k - k0 (Fig.(lb)). This
behavior is the well known Hopf bifurcation.4'6

2.4 Bifurcation Diagram
Utilizing the eigenspectra of Figs.(l) through 3,

we construct the stability/bifurcation diagram in
Fig.(4). Here and in Fig.(l), as determined from
eigen analysis in Section 2.3, fco~ - 3.703568996 x
l-0~3K~' s~2 , corresponding to the k0 = -3.70 x
10~3K"1 s~2 in Ref.(9), is the Hopf bifurcation va-
lue of the dynamic. As already observed in Figs.(l),
the roots given by a pair of complex conjugates cross
the Argand plane (in this case from left to right)
when k is decreased past A?o- This kind of crossing
is usually associated with Hopf-type bifurcation4'6.
This therefore distinguishes k0 from k* as a Hopf bi-
furcation value of the system. The new k" = 1.71864 x
10~4K~1s~a is the system's bifurcritical14 value.
As long as k - k*, the existence of state C pro-
vides a phasespace indication that the system can,
in principle, be operated steadily at any power level,
limited only by the station's license limit and the
integrity of structural components.

More important, however, is the set of conclusions
to be drawn from Fig.(4):

1. The shutdown state B is not always unstable. In-
deed, B is stable for k > k" and unstable in the
range k < k*.

2. The nominal state A is not stable for k < ka.
Rather, A has limited range of stability, stable
oniy on the interval k € (J'o, k").

3. Fig.(4) also suggests that no closed and bounded
(compact) geometry can appear in the range k >
fco reported.1 For kQ < k < k", the system is in a
regime of relative stability, stable in A and unsta-
ble with respect to point B. At k — k", the system
not only undergoes a transcritical bifurcation,'4'6

it also possesses a stable continuum of bifurcri-
tical equilibria. For any initial condition, the dy-
namic at k = k* will asymptotically approach a
point on the continuum given by C in Eq.(5c).
There exists another relative stability for k > k'
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and, depending on the initial conditions, the so-
lution will either eventually settle into the shut-
down state or continuously diverge from the nom-
inal state A until exogenous controllers are acti-
vated .

4. For k < fco both the shutdown and nominal op-
erating states possess unstable manifolds,6 a con-
dition necessary for the existence of compact tra-
jectory trapping geometries such as limit cycles,
and aperiodic attractors associated with chaos.

3 FORCED BWR SYSTEM

For completeness, we next show that the station-
ary states computed in Ref. (9) belong to a special
case of a constantly driven evolution which, in terms
of a fission reactor system, is forced in the fuel tem-
perature dynamics by a persistent constant force,
proportional to say fa. In other words, Eq.(lc) is
replaced by

(8)

Here we understand the first term as being propor-
tional to the net rate of change of fuel (internal)
energy, the second term being proportional to the
rate of energy generation in the fuel (as a result
of fission), while the third term is related to the
net rate at which heat is transferred from fuel to
coolant, as the latter flows through the core. Imple-
menting Eq.(8) in Eqs.(3), the forced evolution to
be considered is therefore given by

n = \c
DT

c = —n — Ac ,
A

t = am- a2T +
pQ = w,

w = kT — a4pa —

(9a)

(9b)

(9c)

(9d)

(9e)

Since /o is constant, this forced system shares the
same Jacobian matrix—already given in Eq.(6)—
with Eqs.(3).

Repeating the procedures that led to Eqs.(5), one
finds that the above system possesses the equilibria
whose components can be written as

A = col. [-/o/o, , -0/o/(ai)AA), 0,
0 , 0 ] , (10a)

B = col. [ - 1 , -0/(AA), ( / o - a , ) / a 2 l

*( /o-a , ) / (a 2 a 4 ) , 0] , (10b)

C=col. ! „ • , _ ,
0,1 fl2a4

) , 0

(10c)

with

n* (arbitrary) > - 1 and Ar* = 1.71864xlO"4K~1 s~2

(lOd)

In the special case for which the forcing function
/o is taken to be f0 = a! A, stationary states A and
B—Eqs.(lOa) and 10b—reduce to the fixed points

A = col. [-A, -/?A/(AA), 0, 0, 0 ] , (lla)

B = col. [ -1 , -/V(AA), ai(A - \)ja2,
, - l ) / ( a 2 a 4 ) , 0 ] , (lib)

reported.9 It is also to be noted that the special case
of /0 = ajA reduces Eq.(lOc) to

= col. [ « ,
_ , a2 a2a4

^,0

(12)

with n* and k* still described by Eq.(lOd).
Because /o is constant, this system shares iden-

tical Jacobian matrix with the unforced dynamic.
Indeed, simulation shows that for the special case
/o = ai A the eigenspectra and bifucation diagrams
of the unforced dynamic in Figs.(l) to 4 and associa-
ted conclusions 1 to 4 in Section 2.4 above also hold
for the forced system except for the minor change
that, instead of Jfco« - 3.703568996 X 10~3 K"1 s~2 ,
now/fco«-4.098612908xl0-3K-1 s~2 with A = 0.1
or fcow - 3.380463555 x ^ K " 1 s~2 if A = -0 .1 .

4 CONCLUDING COMMENTS

In summary, it appears that the March-Leuba et
o/.BWR dynamical paradigm (the set of Eqs.(l)) is
a useful scoping tool for design and stability analy-
sis purposes. In the limited parameter space range
fco < k < k*, corresponding to from slightly nega-
tive to slightly positive coefficient, the reactor pos-
sesses autonomously stable nominal operating state.
On the other hand, a system with comparatively
large positive (k > k*) or negative (k < fco) coeffi-
cient does not exhibit an autonomously stable fixed
operating point. There is, however, a fundamental
topological distinction: For negative coefficient the
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reactor may drift into a limit cycle and aperiodic
attractor; but this is autonomously impossible in 10.
designs characterized by positive coefficient.
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• • - •

(a) k < k0

(index=2; saddle)
(b) * = *o

(Hopf bifurcation point)

(c) ifco < * < ^"
(index=0; attractor)

Fig.l Eigenspectra of equilibrium state A. Note, k'
the dimension of the unstable manifold.

(d) * > * *
(index=l; saddle)

= Jtb = kc = khc. Index value corresponds to
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• > • •

(a) * < k~
(index=l; saddle)

(b) k > km

(index=0; attractor)

Fig.2 Eigenspectra of equilibrium state B. Note, k' = kb = kc = *bc. Index va-ue corresponds to
the dimension of the unstable manifold.
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k = k
(bifurcritical point)

Fig.3 Eigenspectrum of the continuum of equilibria C at Jb = k*. Note, k" = kb - kc = Jfcbc. Index
value corresponds to the dimension of the unstable manifold.
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n

domain of compact ; relative
trajectory trapping • stability \
geometry ' domain

continuum of equilibria
at k - km

relative stability domain

yx; [A],

unphysical

Fig.4 Bifurcation/stability diagram: Projection onto the (fc, n)-plane. Note, the thick broken
lines indicate instability while the thick solid lines depict stability. Since n = [B], marks the lower
physical bound of n, the remainder of the ordinate is marked "unpysical" for all n < - 1 ; also, the
half-filled rings represent the continuum of equilibria which exists only ss long as k = k".
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A COMPARISON OF CALCULATIONS WITH WIMS-AECL TO
TKCRIUM-FUEL MEASUREMENTS IN ZED-2
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AECL Research
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Chalk River, Ontario, K.OJ 1J0

ABSTRACT

Fim-structure reaction rates in CANDU—type fuel

channels containing (U233,Th>02 fuel have been

measured in the ZED-2 reactor at the Chalk River

Laboratories (CRL). The measurements were made

using a limited number of fuel channels arranged to

simulate a uniform lattice of the fuel. An analysis

has been performed using the lattice-cell code WIMS-

AECL to model the experiments so that reaction rates

derived using the calculated flux and spectrum

shapes could be compared to the experimental data.

The analysis shows that WIMS-AECL satisfactorily

calculates the flux and spectrum shapes and

distributions in the channels for a range of

experimental conditions but has difficulty

calculating thorium capture rates in the fuel.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The ability to perform detailed reactor-physics

calculations depends on the development and use of

sophisticated computer codes. Lattice-call codes

predict reactivity worths and neutron-density energy

and spatial distributions for the basic cells that

make up the core of a reactor. These codes are

often sufficient for determining many important

parameters related to reactor design and operation.

As well, the cell calculations provide input for

full-core calculations, which link together the

neutronic information of the individual cells.

An important part of the validation of the codes and

associated data bases used for CANDU-physics

calculations is the comparison of their predictions

to precise measurements performed in the ZED-2

reactor at CRL. Many of the physics data for the

current generation of CANDO were measured in ZED-2

[1,2], and recent ZED-2 experiments have studied

CANDU-type lattices containing (Pu,U)O2, (Pu,Th)O2,

and (U233,Th)O2 fuel. These advanced fuel types

have the advantage of superior fuel utilization

compared to the current

cycle used in CAHDU.

once-through natural-UOj

* - Canada Deuterium Uranium reactor—registered in

the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.

This paper describes experiments performed in ZED-2

to measure fine-structure reaction rates in fuel

channels containing (U233,Th)O2 fuel. A brief

description of calculations to model the experiments

using the cell code WIMS-AECL is then presented.

This is followed by a comparison of the calculations

to the experimental data and concludes with a

discussion of the results.

2.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTS

2 .1 General Description of ZED-2

The ZED-2 research reactor is a critical facility

designed for studying the physics of heavy-water-

msderated lattices of natural-uranium and other

fuels. It consists of a cylindrical aluminium

calandria vessel approximately 3.3 m deep and 3.3 m

diameter. Fuel is hung from movable beams which are

positioned across the top of the reactor. The

reactor is made critical by pumping D2O moderator

into the calandria and is controlled by adjusting

the moderator level. Typical moderator critical

levels (calandria floor to moderator surface) range

from 200 to 2S0 cm.

The maximum operating power of the reactor is

nominally 200 watts which corresponds to neutron

fluxes of about 10 n cm s . For experiments

involving the activation of detector foils, the

reactor is typically operated at 100 watts.

2.2 Description of the Test Fuel and Hot Sites

.233The (U12 ,Th)O2 fuel is a blend of uranium and

thorium dioxides with the U content being 1.44

wt% of heavy elements. Cylindrical pellets were

sheathed in zircaloy-4 to form elements which were

then assembled into 36-eleraent bundles having the

cross section shown in Figure 1.

The bundle geometry was similar to the 37-element

CANDU bundle, except that the centre element was

replaced by a zircaloy-2 central support tube

(c.s.t.) to vertically string the bundles together

into five-bundle rods. The rods were then inserted

into ZED-2 hot sites where the coolant and fuei

could be heated to 300°C.
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V n cu i IRI £ - 2 J. J, 1 f i > 0 2 tuci

r.u.i;irn<i

tjibo

U 2 3 3Figure 1 - Plan view of a 3G-element (U233,Thi02

fuel bundle in a ZED-2 hot site

Figure 2 is a vertical view of a ZED-2 hot site.

Each oite consists of a pressure tube surrounded by

B concentric calandria tube. Both tubes are capped

at the bottom end by a hemispherical dome and welded

at the top to a machined hub. The top closure

provides a pressure seal and electrical heaters at

the bottom of each site are used to control the site

temperature. Coolant boiling is suppressed by

maintaining a helium gas cover pressure. A vacuum

gap between the pressure and calandria tubes

insulates the outside of the fuel channels from the

heated inner region.

2.3 Location of the Activation Foils

A special demountable bundle was prepared for the

fine-structure measurements. The bundle contained

six removable elements—two each from the inner,

intermediate, and outer fuel rings. The elements

ware loaded with activation foils positioned between

the fuel pellets. Circular foils containing the

following materials were loaded into the elements:

Cu, Au-Al alloy, In-Al alloy, Lu-Mn-Al alloy, U 2 3 3-

Al alloy, U 2 3 5-A1 alloy, Pu239-Al alloy, Th and Al.

Each foil was contained in at least one layer of

0.03 mm thick aluminium wrap to protect the foils

from contamination by fission products from the

fuel. Figure 3 shows the positions of the foils in

the removable elements and locations of the elements

in the demountable bundle.

Additional Cu, In-Al alloy, Au-Al alloy, and Lu-Mn-

Al alloy foils were located on the outside of the

calandria tube of the fuel channel containing the

demountable bundle, and at the cell boundary (midway

between adjacent channels). As well, Cu foils were

H»*l*t Connection! »nd ThcrmocouplM

Prossurlznhon Lino

Brttch Block

Central Support Tub»

, Vacuum Connoctor

Proiiuro Tuba

Fuel Bundle*

Cafandria Tubs

-Nul

5 kW Hauler Coil

ZED-2 Calandria Floor

Figure 2 - Vertical section of a ZED-2 hot site

suspended from stringers at 10 cm intervals to

measure the axial flux shape at the cell boundary.

Samples of all types of foils were also irradiated

on a rotating aluminiuM wheel placed in th« heavy

water near the ZED-2 calandria wall. The wheel wes

well separated from the core, and the spectrum at

this reference location was well thermalized to the

physical temperature of the moderator. The Westcott

•pithermal index at the wheel position (Westcott-r

parameter) was measured using Au-Al alloy foils

under cadmium to determine the percentage of

epithermal activation in the foils. Typical

Westcott-r values on the wheel were of the order of

10-4
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Figure 3 - Relative axial positions of tha foils

in th* elements and locations of the

elements in the demountable bundle

the 31-cm-pltch HWC and AC measurements. An

additional outer ring of 30 natural-uranium-netal

ZEEP rods were required for the 24.5-cm-pitch HWC

and AC experiments, and a further additional 30 19 —

element uranium-metal rods were employed for the 31-

cm-pitch LWC experiments. A ring of 54 ZEEP rods

surrounded the 28-element fuel to drive the core for

the 24.5-cm-pitch LWC experiments. Thfc 28-element,

19-element, and ZEEP fuel rods have all been

described previously [3,4,5).

O 28-element UO2 rod

£ ZED-2 Hot Site

{A wheel

Figure 4 - Plan view of the ZED-2 lattice used

for the 31-cm-pitch D2O- and air-

cooled experiments

2.4 Description of the Experimental Lattices

To simplify the analysis of the activation data, it

is desirable that the flux and spectrum shapes at

the bundle position be as close as possible to that

of an infinite lattice of the fuel. As there were

only seven five-bundle rods available for the

experiments, the rods were arranged hexagonally with

the demountable bundle being positioned in the

centre fuel channel. With this arrangement all of

the fuel channels adjacent to the centre channel

contained (U233,Th)O2 fuel (see Figure 4).

Experiments were performed at two lattice pitches,

24.5 and 31 cm, using three hot-site coolants: heavy

water coolant (HWC), air coolant (AC), and light

water coolant (LWC). The HWC and LWC experiments

were performed at two hot-site temperatures,

nominally 20°C and 300°C; the AC experiments were

performed at approximately 20°C.

To achieve criticality, it was necessary to drive

the seven (u233,Th)O2-fuel channels by surrounding

them with 48 28-element natural-DC^ fuel rods.

Figure 4 shows a plan view of the lattice used for

2.5 General Procedure

2.5.1 The irradiations

For each irradiation, the demountable bundle was

loaded with the six removable elements and the

bundle and foils were positioned in the core. When

the desired hot-sites temperature was achieved, the

reactor was operated for an hour at a power of 100

watts (nominal). Two hours after the reactor was

shut down, the bundle and foils were removed from

tha core. After dismantling the bundle, the foils

were trayed for counting. Typically, four hours

separated the end of each irradiation and the start

of foil counting.

2.5.2 Foil Counting and Data Reduction

The gamma activity in each foil was measured using

oppositely mounted Nal(Tl) crystals which were

coupled to aaplifiers, discriminators, and sealers.

Automated sample changers, controlled by a computer,

were used to cycle the foils between the detectors
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and the following information was stored: cyi- le

number, foil ID, number of counts (summed over -ill

the pulses above a fixed discrimination level), and

the time of day and elapsed time of each counting

interval.

concentration of detector atoms in the foils, and

the irradiation time profile is not required for the

data reduction.

3.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE CALCULATIONS

The non-fissile/fertile Coil stacks were counted

repeatedly, using a once-through-then-restack cycle.

The raw-count data were processed to determine the

relative capture rate for each foil and statistical

and reproducibility errors were determined for tha

counting. The capture-rate data were corrected for

foil sensitivity, activity decay, detector dead

time, and background counts.

S.I General Description of WIMS-AECL

WIMS-AECL is the AECL version of the lattice-cell

code WIMS IWinfrith Improved Multigroup Scheme).

WIMS is a multigroup transport code created at the

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Establishment at

Winfrithr many versions of the code are still being

developed and are widely used.

The fissile—foil stacks were counted repeatedly,

using a forward—then-backward cycle and the raw-

count data v:ere processed to determine the relative

fission rate for each foil. Fission products have a

range of half lives and thus activity decay could

not be explicitly corrected for. An approximate

correction was made by summing foil counts from

successive forward and backward cycles. This

correction assumes that the activity decay for each

foil type was linear over one complete forward-then-

backward cycle.

WIMS-AECL employs a complete multigroup calculation

with 42 energy groups over the energy range 0 to 4

ev and 47 energy groups over the range 4 eV to 10

MeV using an 89-group library derived from the

ENDF/B-V nuclear data base. The option exists to

reduce the number of groups employed in a

calculation by compression of the group structure.

The transport equation can be solved in one or two

dimensions using the method of collision

probabilities, or, in one dimension, using the

Carlson Sn method.

The fission-rate data were corrected for foil

sensitivity, detector dead time, and background

counts. Again, statistical and reproducibiiity

errors were determined for the counting procedure.

The data were also corrected for activation of tha

foil's aluminium content; the correction factors

were determined from the measured activation of the

pure-Al foils, which were included in the stacks

during counting.

The fertile-foil capture rates were determined using

a pure-germanium detector to measure the counts

under the 312-keV photopeak from the 26.95-d Pa233

activity induced in the thorium. After subtracting

the background counts, the relative capture rates

were derived by dividing the remaining counts by the

detector live time. The capture rates were then

corrected for activity decay and foil mass and the

counting was repeated to determine the

reproducibility error for the procedure.

Leakage is divided into radial and axial components

and competes with the absorption processes.

Reaction rates in the cell being modelled can be

calculated using either the k-infinity or k—

effective spectra. In addition, reaction rates can

be calculated for a reference spectrum, defined by

spectrum temperature and the epithermal index

parameter, using a Westcott-spectrum option.

3.2 WIMS-AECL Simulation of the Experiments

The experimental lattices were modelled as uniform

arrays of (U233,Th)O2 fuel channels with fully

reflective boundary conditions. The input data were

defined by experimental conditions and the cross-

section geometry of the fuel in the hot sites. The

WIMS-AECL 89-group structure was compressed down to

59 groups, with fine-resolution group structures

being used around the major resonances of the

reactions of interest.

The activation data were all corrected to a common

elevation using the axial flux-shape data measured

at the cell boundary and were corrected for thermal

and epithermal flux depression within the foils due

to absorption by the foil materials. The activities

were normalized to the reaction rates measured at

the reference-wheel location. Foils irradiated in

the reference flux provided activities corresponding

to a simple, well-defined spectrum for which the

reaction cross sections were WPII known. Thin

choice of normalization has the added advantage that

knowledge of the detector efficiency, the absolute

Criticality searches were then performed to

determine the leakage for each experiment.

Reaction rates were calculated at the locations of

the detector foils within each cell using the k-

effective-spectrum option. The cells were divided

into two zones; a two-dimensional calculation was

used in the inner zone, extending out to the outer

radius cf the calandria tube and a one-dimensional

annular calculation was used to model the rest of

the cell.
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Normalization for the calculations was provided by

computing reaction rates at the reference-wheel

location, using the Wtstcott-spectrum option. Input

for these computations was provided by th*

measurements of the moderator temperature and

epithermal indices at the wheel position. For these

normalization calculations, the full 89—group

structure of the code was utilized.

4.2.2 Reaction-Rate Ratio Distributions

4.0

4.1

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT TO CALCULATION

General Comments

The fine-structure data provide detriled information

about neutron distributions—ip. space and energy—

across the centre fuel channel. The isotopes Cu ,

Mn , and U are essentially one-upon—v absorbers.

The activities induced in these materials are

approximately independent of spectrum, and vary with

the neutron density across the cell.

and
11Q

The cross-section curves for the isotopes Pu

Lu have large thermal resonances at energies

0.296 eV and 0.141 eV, respectively, and the
u

resonances at energies 4.916 eV and 1.457 eV,

respectively. The reaction-rate ratios Lu /Mn -

capture and P u / U -fission increase with

spectrum temperature while the ratios Au /Cu -

capture and In /Cu -capture increase with

epitharmal neutron density. These characteristics

make tha ratios useful as spectrum indicators.

4 . 2 Comparison of the Results

4.2.1 One-Upon-V Reaction Rates Across the Cell

The experimental and calculated neutron-density

distributions across the fuel channel are compared

in Figure 5. The ratios of calculated (C) to

experimental (E) reaction rates for the one-upon-v

absorbers are plotted versus foil position in the

cell, with the reaction rates normalized to unity

for the fuel average. Results are presented for all

of the experiments performed (i.e. two lattice

pitches, HWC and LWC at two temperatures and AC at

one temperature).

The reaction-rate ratio calculations are compared to

the experimental results in Figures 6 and 7 {31 en

and 24.5 cm pitch experiments, respectively); the

figures are plots of C/E ratios versus foil

position. There is quite good agreement between

calculation and experiment for the Lu /Mn - and

Au197/Cu63-capture ratios—and the Pu 2 3 9/U 2 3 3~ and
U235/0233-fission ratios, particularly for the HWC

and AC experiments; for these experiments the C/E

ratios are typically within one or two percent of

unity. The discrepancies for the LWC experiments

are somewhat larger, with the calculations differing

from the experimental data by a few percent.

The In115/Cu63-capture results show that the

calculations consistently overestimate the

experimental data, especially in the fuel where the

discrepancies are typically five to eight percent.

The Th -capture-/U -fission £elative conversion

£atio (RCR) results show even larger discrepancies

between the calculations and experiment. For the

31-cm-pitch measurements, the ratios

consistently overestimated by the calculations

the HWC and AC experiments and underestimated

the LWC experiments. Tha results are similar

the 24.5-cm-pitch measurements except that the 300"c

LWC results show the RCRs to be overestimated by the

calculations.

5.0 DISCUSSION

5.1 Experimental Error

Two types of experimental error exist, random and

systematic. The random error can be estimated from

the reproducibility of the measurements. For these

measurements, the activity at a given location in

the core was always measured using two foils. The

reaction rates ware deri"od by averaging measured

count rates from nominally symmetric positions in

th* core. The typical reproducibility error for an

average reaction rate was + 0.3 percent for the HWC

and AC experiments and + 0 . 5 percent for the LWC

experiments.

are

for

for

for
o.

The agreement for the HWC and AC experiments is very

good, with the C/E ratios typically beinq within one

percent of unity for the 31-cm-pitch lattice and

within two percent of unity for the 24.5-cm-pitch

lattice. However, there is a definite trend for the

calculations modelling the LWC experiments to

overestimate the neutron density on the calandria

tube, relative to the fuel, and underestimate it ^

the cell boundary.

The relatively large random error for the LWC

experiments is thought to be due to the steep flux

gradients in and around the centre fuel channel

resulting from the large absorption cross section of

the light-water coolant. The increased flux

gradients make the activation data more sensitive to

small imprecisions in th* positioning of the foils

in th* cor*.
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Some of the experiments were repeated to determine

the reproducibility of nominally identical

experiments performed on separate days. The

assignments of reproducibility error for the

activation data were found to be quite consistent

with the reproducibility of the experiments.

The random error contains contributions from many

sources: statistical error of counting (typically

+ 0.2 percent), imprecision in positioning the

foils, uncertainty of foil mass/sensitivity, etc.

Systematic error includes contributions from such

things as foil-p«llet gaps and differences between

the blackness of the fuel and foils, thermal and

epithermal self-shielding by the foil materials,

etc. Corrections ware mad* to account for foil self

shielding but the data have not been corrected for

foil-pellet gap effects. However, it should be

noted that there would be some cancelation of the

systematic error by the reduction of the data to

reaction-rate ratios.

5.2 Neutron-Density Distribution Data

The good agreement between calculation and

experiment for the neutron-density distributions

across the fuel channels cooled by heavy water and

air suggests that WIHS-AECL is successful in

generating the flux shapes for these cells. The

poor agreement for the channels cooled by light

water shows difficulties in generating the flux

shape in the moderator for those cells.

As stated before, the calculations described in this

paper employed the two—dimensional collision-

probabilities option of the code. The poor

agreement between the. calculations and the LWC

neutron-density distributions may be due to problems

with the way the code connects the inner domain of

the cell, which was modelled in two dimensions, to

the outer region, which was modelled using an

annular geometry. Such a problem would be most

pronounced for the LWC calculations because of the

extreme flux gradients near the boundary separating

the two regions due to the large absorption cross

section of the light-water coolant. Additional

calculations, using the annular-geometry Carlson Sn

option, were more successful at generating the

correct flux shape in the moderator for the LWC

experiments.

5.3 Reaction-Rate Ratio Data

The comparison of calculated and experimental

Lu 1 7 6/Mn 5 5- and Au197/Cu63-capture ratios and the

U 2 3 5/U 2 3 3- and Pu239/U233-fission ratios suggests

that the calculations are reasonably successful in

generating the correct spectral distributions in the

channels .

Again, the agreement seems to be quite good for the

HWC and AC experiments, but not quite as good for

the LWC experiments. The HWC and AC results show a

tendency for the code to underestimate the ratios in

fuel and overestimate them outside the channel,

especially at the cell boundary. However, the

discrepancies are generally so small that they are

lost in the experimental uncertainty. The LWC

results may be a reflection of the increased

uncertainty associated with those experimental data.

WIHS-AECL consistently overestimates the

experimental results for the In /Cu -capture

ratios, particularly in the fuel. The 89-group

library has only eight groups spanning the energy

region of the 1.454 eV resonance for indium capture..

This resonance overlaps a broad resonance in the

cross-section curve for U absorption, centred at

1.6 eV; possibly the group structure is not finely

enough resolved for accurate calculations.

Previous WIMS-AECL analyses of ZED-2 experiments

studying CANDU-type lattices of natural-UC>2 fuel

have found similar discrepancies between calculated

and experimental In /Mn -capture ratios IB).

These consistent discrepancies may be indicating

errors in the ENDF/B-V cross-section data for indium

capture.

The dramatic discrepancies between calculation and

experiment for the RCRs indicate that the code is

not correctly calculating the thorium capture rates

in the fuel. The cross-section curve for thorium

capture has a number of prominent resonances above

8.0 eV and the calculation of the absorption rate in

the fuel is complicated by resonance self-shielding.

However, as mentioned previously, the experimental

data have not been corrected for foil-fuel gap

effects; the magnitude of the corrections for the

RCRs could be1 of the order of a few percent. Until

the magnitude of this effect is : -asured, it is

difficult to make any firm comments about the

results.

6.0 CONCLUSION

WIMS-AECL satisfactorily calculates the flux and

spectrum shapes in CANDU-type fuel channels

containing (U ,Th)Oj fuel for a range of

experimental conditions. It accurately generates the

neutron distributions in channels cooled by heavy

water and with voided coolant, and reasonably

reproduces the spectrum shapes and distributions in

light-water-cool»d channels. However, the two-

dimensional collision-probabilities option of the

code has difficulty generating the correct flux

shape in the moderator outside the channels cooled

by light water.
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The consistent inability of the code to reproduce

indium capture rates measured in the fuel suggests

that there may be errors in the ENDF/B-V data

library cross-section curve for neutron absorption

by In , particularly in the resonance region.

WIM3-AECL has difficulty calculating the relative

conversion ratio, Th 2-capture/U -fission, which

may be due to problems in the calculation of

resonance self-shielding for the thorium fuel.

However, until the magnitude of the experimental

error due to foil-fuel gap effects is ascertained, a

firm conclusion as to the significance of the

discrepancies between calculation and experiment is

difficult.

[5] K.J. Serdula, "Lattice Measurements with 19-

Eleroent Natural Uranium Metal Assemblies. Part

2. Relative Total Neutron Densities and

Kyperfine Activation Distribution!) in a Lattice
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[6] D.S. Craig, "The Comparison of Calculated and
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CONTROL ROD REACTIVITY CALIBRATIONS FOR MAPLE-X10

W. HEEDS

AECL Research
Chalk River Laboratories

Chalk River, Ontario, CANADA, KOJ 1J0

ABSTRACT

Control rod reactivity calibrations are required to
determine key design and safety parameters for
reactor operations. MAPLE-X10 calibrations are
determined from fce« calculations, using cither the
three-dimensional diffusion code SDDT or the
Monte Carlo neutron transport code MCNP at
twelve "standard" control rod positions, from fully
inserted to fully withdrawn. To interpolate
smoothly between the data points a computer
program, CRCAL, was written to provide a simple
functional relationship between core reactivities
(FJ at rod withdrawal positions (z) of the form:

F2 = A + Bsin(a+Pz) + Cz

where A, B, C, 0 and /? are constants derived
from the data using the 'Method of Least
Squares". Changes in control rod calibration
shapes due to Xe build-up and fuel burnup are
quantified, compared and discussed. A comparison
of SDDT and MCNP data for the same core
loading is presented, and methods of validating
calculated control rod calibrations are discussed.
It is proposed to use CRCAL to compare ktjj
calculations with criticality measurements, and to
determine an average systematic error for the
SDDT calculations. The function Fz can then be
corrected to reflect reality.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

MAPLE-X10 is a D2O-reflected, H2O-cooled and
moderated pool-type reactor, under construction at
the Chalk River Laboratories. Details of its
design have been published elsewhere. This ten-
megawatt reactor will produce key medical and
industrial radioisotopes, such as Mo, \ and
192Ir. It is also the prototype for the MAPLE
research reactor concept. The reactor has
nineteen sites arranged on a hexagonal lattice
pitch of 80.1 mm. Ten of the sites contain

hexagonal flow tubes and nine contain cylindrical
flow tubes. The driver fuel material is low-

235

enrichment U3SiAl (about 19.7 wt% U in total
uranium), and the fuel length is 600 mm.

Official terminology for MAPLE-X10 describes the
reactor as being controlled by a "reactor
regulating system" (RRS) and, in this document,
the terms "RRS" and "control rods" are used
synonymously to refer to neutron absorbing
hafnium tubes, which surround cylindrical reactor
flow-tubes containing fuel. There are three
hafnium tubes that move, together and in-line, to
control the reactor. Zircaloy-4 extension tubes are
welded to both ends of the hafnium tubes and, at
full insertion for the RRS, the bottom of each
lower extension tube is level with the bottoms of
the lower end plates of the reactor fuel bundles.
This aligns the bottoms of the hafnium tubes
with the bottom of the U3SiAl in each fuel
bundle.

Effective full withdrawal for the hafnium absorbers
corresponds, in this paper, to a location above the
top of the fuel where the core neutronics are
insensitive to absorber position.

The reactivity effects of control rod movement are
predicted by calculating keff, using the three-
dimensional diffusion code 3DDT, at twelve
"standard" RRS positions (z) from fully inserted
to fully withdrawn. These RRS positions have
been chosen to give a reasonable definition for the
control rod calibration shape while retaining the
same mesh geometry for all reactor sites in the
3DDT models. To derive a control rod
calibration, the keff values are first converted to
core reactivity values (RJ, and then each Rt

value is subtracted from the core reactivity with
the control rods fully withdrawn. The result is
the reactivity worth of the control rods as a
function of rod withdrawal position. However, to
interpolate smoothly between the data points, a
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simple functional relationship is required that can
be used to reproduce these data to an acceptable
degree of accuracy. A computer program,
CRCAL, was written to do this job using the
"Method of Least Squares". It fits the data to
an equation of the form:

Fa = A + Bsin(a+/?z) + Cz

where Ft is the fitted core reactivity at position
z. The constants A, B, C, OL and fl are derived
from the fit.

In this paper the following is presented:

a) A description of the methodology used in
CRCAL, a derivation of the above equation
and a demonstration of its applicability for
interpolation over limited data ranges.

b) A comparison of CRCAL results for three
MAPLE-X10 core loading states:
• the initial start-up core at low power,
• the initial core after four days of

continuous operation at 10 MW and
• a typical equilibrium core at 10 MW.

c) A comparison between 3DDT and MCNP data
for the ;ime core loading.

d) A discussion of current plans for validating the
RRS ca l ibra t ions during the nuclear
commissioning of MAPLE-XlO.

2.0 THE DATA FIT PROGRAM CRCAL

2.1 Methodology

The use of Perturbation Theory to determine the
reactivity effects of small changes in a reactor
core is a well established technique in reactor
physics. Its normal application is limited to
small perturbations in reactor parameters, either
in a local region or uniformly distributed
throughout the core, which do not cause
significant differences between the calculated
perturbed and unperturbed fluxes or adjoint
fluxes. However, it is surprising just how often
the conclusions drawn from the simplest possible
model of a one-neutron group, homogeneous,
unreflected repctor core, in which the perturbed
and unperturbed fluxes and adjoint fluxes are
assumed to be the same function, can be used to
interpret effects in real reactors. For such a

simple model, the "statistical weight" W(R) of a
local region (R) is defined to be:

W(R) = R . . . ( 1 )

f
Jv

where V is the volume of the core (including flux
extrapolation lengths).

In this case the statistical weight of the whole
core is 1.0 and, if P v is the reactivity effect of a
uniform perturbation over the core, then the
reactivity effect PR of the same perturbation
occurring just in region R is given by:

PR = P v * W(R) ...(2)

CRCAL models the axial effects of the MAPLE-
X10 control rods using a two-region infinite slab
reactor of finite thickness H mm. The lower
region, from zero to x mm, is assumed to contain
only homogeneous fuel material, while the upper
region, from x to H, contains a homogeneous
mixture of fuel and absorber to represent the
control rods. Hence equation (2) becomes:

Px = Po * W(x)
• • • ( * )

where Px is the reactivity effect of the control
rods inserted from the top of the flux H into
position x and Po is the reactivity effect of the
same control rods when they extend over the full
extrapolated height H of the reactor. Re-writing
equation (3) in full

P = P *x o
rH2
J/.dxand if:

then:
= sin(*x/H)

P = P * [x ° I ~~H 2*
sin2™ 1

H J

The model used in CRCAL defines the physical
absorber position z with reference to the bottom
of the fuel, instead of position x using the
following transformations:

x = LR + z
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and
H = LB + z + L

as illustrated below:

CONTROL ROD CALIBRATION FIT MODEL

K, D, LB and H are then translated into
constants A, B, C, a and b of the function:

LB is the flux length below the fully inserted rod
position of z = 0.0

L is length of the rod in the flux and

H is the extrapolated flux height of the reactor.

The sine function assumed for the flux profile ^
as a function of rod position z becomes:

= sin(JT(LB+Z)/H)

and

p = p „ r (H-LB-z) +
z ° I ~ H ~

Core reactivity data values RB are obtained from
keff calculations with the control rods in their
"standard" z locations and fitted to the function:

Fz = K * Pz + D

using the "Method of Least, Squares". Constant
Po is incorporated into the fit constant K. The
fit procedure uses initial estimates of the variables
LB and L to determine H and the constants K
and D. These estimates are then refined by
recursive iterations until the mean square
deviation between successive iterations converges
satisfactorily. The resulting constants for the fit

as follows:

F s = A + Bsin(«+/?z) + Cz

A = (K*(H-LB)/H) + D

B = K/2JT C = -K/H

a = 2TLB/H P = 2JT/H

Position zT = 708 mm is the reference value
corresponding to full withdrawal for the control
rods. The reference keff and core reactivity value
Rf is used to define the calculated control rod
position for full withdrawal z^ by the equality:

Fv = RT

Thus the calculated reactivity worth of the
control rods as a function of withdrawal position
z (i.e., the control rod calibration) becomes:

/». = F u - F,

or: pz = Fu - A - Bsin(a+/Jz) - Cz

2.2 Cases investigated

Five control rod calibration curves have been
calculated:

1. ICC_MK_00, the initial "cold clean" start-up
core at low power, which contains: ten
hexagonal, 36-element driver-fuel bundles; six
cylindrical, 18-element fuel bundles located in
the three control and three shutdown rod sites;
and three cylindrical, dummy fuel bundles with
a mix of aluminum and steel elements, located
in the middle ring of sites.

2. ICC_MK_04, the same initial core loading
after four days of continuous irradiation at full
power of 10 MW.

3. ICC_MK_EQ, a typical long-term equilibrium
core operating at 10 MW, which contains ten
hexagonal, 36-element driver-fuel bundles and
nine cylindrical, 18-element fuel bundles with
fuel burn-up distributions determined by the
MAPLE-X10 fuel management scheme.

4. 3DDT_CK, a 3DDT calibration test core.
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5. MCNP_CK, an MCNP calibration test core
similar to test core 4.

The keff's at each z location for these cases are
all expressed as core reactivity values defined by:

R = (keff - l)/keff

The twelve "standard" RRS z locations are:

"Standard" z
Position mm

"Standard"
Position

01
02
03
04
05
06

2.3 Results

z
mm

0.0
73.9

137.3
200.6
264.0
301.0

07
08
09
10
11
12

355.0
414.1
473.3
532.4
591.5
708.0

The first results from CRCAL, using 3DDT data
and all twelve standard positions, did not provide
the quality of fit desired because the assumption
of a simple sine function for the axial flux
distribution in MAPLE-X10 is not sufficiently
accurate. However, by splitting the input data
into two separate data sets - from positions 01 to
06 and 06 to 12, respectively - it was found that
excellent fits to the input data were obtained.
Therefore, each control rod calibration uses two
fitting functions to describe the full data range:
• a lower range for z from 0.0 to 301.0 mm, and
• an upper range for z from 301.0 mm to full

withdrawal.
Both functions give the reactivity at position 06
to within ±0.2 mk and an average of the two F s

values can be used if a single value is required
for this specific control rod elevation. Similarly,
the gradients of the two curves differ at this
common z point and, if required, a mean value is
appropriate. However, for all other z locations,
the Fg function for the appropriate data range
should be used to interpolate the RE data.

The value of z for full withdrawal of the control
rods is determined by calculating the z value
corresponding to the core reactivity input value
RT for position 12 from the upper range fit
equation. This data point is an input in CRCAL
but it is not included in the Least Squares Fit
because it is above the core.

2.3.1 Calibration ICCJVfK_00

For z in the range from 0.0 to 301.0 mm:

K = -123.334
H = 513.76 mm

A = -79.984
C = 0.240063
a = 0.570587

z
mm

0.0
73.9

137.3
200.6
264.0
301.0

mk

-90.59
-81.78
-62.30
-34.13

-4.61
9.86

D = 32.150
LB = 46.66 mm

B = -19.629

P = 0.012230

mk

-90.55
-81.81
-62.44
-33.82
-4.95
10.01

mk

-.03
.03
.14

-.31
.34

-.15

For z in the range from 301.0 to 627.8 mm:

K = -4438.506
H = 3576.38 mm

A = -872.937
C = 1.241061
fl = 4.948835

mm

301.0
355.0
414.1
473.3
532.4
591.5
627.8

F.
mk

10.09
28.46
43.84
54.87
62.24
66.65
68.21

D = 69.662
LB = 2816.87 mm

B = -706.410

P = 0.001757

mk

10.01
28.64
43.74
54.77
62.35
66.62
68.20*

mk

.07
-.19
.09
.11

-.11
.02
.01

Full withdrawal
Full insertion

"Note: zT @ 708.0 mm

Fu = 68.21 mk
Fo = -90.59 mk

Total reactivity worth of the control rods:
po = 68.21 - (-90.59) = 158.8 mk

Maximum slope
Location of maximum slope

Calculated full withdrawal

= 0.480 mk/mm
z = 210.2 mm

z = 627.8 mm

Criticalitv: = 0.0 Q z = 275.0
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2.3.2 Calibration ICC_MK_04

For z in the range from 0.0 to 301.0 mm:

2.3.3 Calibration ICC_MK_EQ

For z in the ranee from 0.0 to 301.0 mm:

K = -128.113
H = 519.44 mm

A = -128.133
C = 0.246639
a = 0.591936

mk

D = -12.089
LB = 48.94 mm

B = -20.390

P = 0.012096

mk

K = -114.230
H = 516.62 mm

A = -129.356
C = 0.221109
a = 0.572252

mk mk

D = -25.530
LB = 47.05 mm

B = -18.180

P = 0.012162

mk mk

0.0
73.9

137.3
200.6
264.0
301.0

For z

K =
H =

A =
C =
a =

z
mm

301.0
355.0
414.1
473.3
532.4
591.5
627.9

-139.51
-130.22
-110.10
-81.16
-50.78
-35.80

in the range

-2260.729
2840.59 mm

-584.358
0.795865
4.583528

F*
mk

-35.63
-16.78

-.80
10.85
18.77
23.62
25.40

Full withdrawal
Full insertion

-139.46
-130.32
-110.11
-80.97
-51.04
-35.68

from 301.0 to 627.9

D = 27.189
LB = 2072.19 mm

B = -359.806

P = 0.002212

-.05
.10
.01

-.19
.25

-.12

mm:

L

Rz A(F,-R.)
mk

-35.68
-16.63

-.92
10.83
18.85
23.60
25.39*

#Note: zT @ 708.0

Fu = 25.40
b — u y . 5

mk

.05
-.16
.13
.03

-.08
.03
.01

mm

mk
1 mk

0.0
73.9

137.3
200.6
264.0
301.0

For z

K =
TT

A =

a =

z
mm

301.0
355.0
414.1
473.3
532.4
591.5
625.1

-139.20
-131.11
-113.23
-87.35
-60.11
-46.67

in the range

-292.653
1381.87 mm

-145.775
0.211781
2.641252

F ,
mk

-46.48
-28.80
-12.32

.88
10.73
17.45
20.01

Full withdrawal
Full insertion

from i

D

L B

B

P

-139.18
-131.10
-113.40
-87.04
-60.43
-46.53

501.0 to 625.1

= 23.856
= 580.89 mm

= -46.577

= 0.004547

R z t
mk

-46.53
-28.66
-12.41

.79
10.89
17.38
20.00#

#Note: zT @ 708.0

F i r = 20.01

-.02
-.01
.17

-.32
.32

-.14

mm:

(̂F -I
ml

.05
-.13
.10
.09

-.16
.06
.01

mm

mk
Fo = -139.20 mk

Total reactivity worth of the control rods
po = 25.40 - (-139.51) = 164.9 mk

Maximum slope = 0.493 mk/mm
Location of maximum slope z = 210.8 mm

Total reactivity worth of the control rods:
po = 20.01 - (-139.20) = 159.2 mk

Maximum slope = 0.442 mk/mm
Location of maximum slope z = 211.3 mm

Calculated full withdrawal

Criticality: F^ = 0.0

z = 627.9 mm

z = 417.6 mm

Calculated full withdrawal

Criticalitv: Fz = 0.0

z = 625.1 mm

z = 468.8 mm
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2.3.4 Calibration 3DDT_CK

For z in the range from 0.0 to 301.0 mm:

K = -128.809
H = 528.19 mm

A = -66.225
C = 0.243869
a = 0.621&80

z
mm

F ,
mk

D = 49.833
LB = 52.29 mm

B = -20.501

P = 0.011896

mk

2.3.5 Calibration MCNP_CK

For z in the range from 0.0 to 301.0 mm:

K = -156.677
H = 628.10 mm

A = -74.259
C = 0.249447
a = 0.668238

mk mm mk

D = 65.755
LB = 66.80 mm

B = -24.936

P = 0.010004

mk mk

0.0
73.9

13 V. i
200.6
264.0
301.0

-78.17
-68.65
-48.62
-20.03
10.08
25.07

-78.15
-68.65
-48.79
-19.71

9.76
25.22

-.02
-.01
.17

-.32
.32

-.14

For z in the ranee from 301.0 to 630.4 mm:

K = -1539.440
H = 2447.23 mm

A = -390.292
C = 0.629054
a = 4.334303

z
mm

F .
mk

D = 87.202

LB = 1688.16 mm

B = -245.009

P = 0.002567

mk
A(F.-R.)

mk

0.0
73.9

137.3
200.6
264.0
301.0

For z in

-89.71
-80.43
-62.23
-35.44

-4.25
13.60

the ranee

K = -160479.204

-90.17 ± 2.87
-79.53 ± 3.55
-62.15 ± 3.11
-37.09 ± 2.88
-2.18 ± 2.80
12.65 ± 1.85

from 301.0 to 613.1

D = 83.541

.46
-.90
-.08
1.65

-2.06
.94

mm:

H = 12650.51 mm LB = 11836.28 mm

B = -25541.059

P = 0.000497

R,

A = -10245.472
C = 12.685591
a = 5.878777

z
mm mk mk mk

301.0
355.0
414.1
473.3
532.4
591.5
630.4

25.22
44.00
59.93
71.49
79.29
83.98
85.74

#

Full withdrawal
Full insertion

Note:

25.22
44.03
59.87
71.50
79.34
83.95 .
85.74#

.00
-.03
.06

-.00
-.05
.03
.00

708.0 mm

Fy = 85.74 mk
Fn = -78.17 mk

Total reactivity worth of the control rods:
po = 85.74 - (-78.17) = 163.9 mk

Maximum slope
Location of maximum slope

Calculated full withdrawal

= 0.488 mk/mm
z = 211.8 mm

z = 630.4 mm

301.0
355.0
414.1
473.3
532.4
591.5
613.1

13.26
35.16
50.20
62.89
71.87
77.78
79.30

12.65 ± 1.85

Full withdrawal
Full insertion

#

33.77
51.69
61.25
71.07
78.73
79.29

2.77
2.23
1.98
2.35
2.00±

± 2.13
#

.61
-.61

-1.49
1.64
.80

-.95
.01

Note: zT @ 700.0 mm

= 79.30 mk
F o = -89.71 mk

Total reactivity worth of the control rods:
po = 79.30 - (-89.71) = 169.0 ink

Maximum slope
Location of maximum slope

Calculated full withdrawal

= 0.499 mk/mm
z = 247.3 mm

z = 613.1 mm

Criticalitv: = 0.0 z = 242.0 mm Criticalitv: F . = 0.0 z = 272.6 mm
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3.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

3.1 3DDT Calibrations 1. 2 and 3.

Results for core loadings I C C _ M K _ 0 0 and
ICC_MK_04 show that both the total reactivity
worth and the maximum rate of change of
reactivity with control rod position increase by
about 3 to 4 percent, during the first four days
of continuous full power operation at 10 MW.
This change is due to a small amount of radial
flux flattening caused, primarily, by the build-up
of Xe in the fuel. The RRS sites, being on
the core periphery, will experience a small increase
in neutron importance due to this effect every
time the reactor power is raised from a "cold
clean" start-up condition. However, the locations
of maximum slope, the control rod calibration
shapes and the calculated fully withdrawn rod
positions are virtually unchanged for these two
cases, which indicates that the axial flux

135
flattening due to Xe is insignificant when
compared to the axial flux distortion caused by
movement of the control rods themselves.

Results for core loadings ICC MK 04 and
ICC_MK_EQ show that the total reactivity
worth of the RRS decreases by about 3.6 percent
between the initial and long-term equilibrium full
power core loadings, but there is a much larger,
11.5 percent decrease in the maximum rate of
change of reactivity with rod position between
these cases. The axial locations of maximum
slopes are similar but there is a significant change
in the shapes of the control rod calibrations, as
shown in F igure 1. These effects are
consequences of the RRS design and the fuel
management strategy employed in determining the
typical, long-term, equilibrium core loading.

The RRS design has hafnium tubes sliding over
cylindrical flow tubes containing fuel and, when
fully inserted, these neutron-absorbing tubes
effectively shield the fuel inside them from the
neutron flux. Therefore, the reactor keff with the
RRS at full insertion is insensitive to the fuel
contents of the RRS. Similarly, when the RRS is
fully withdrawn the hafnium tubes are above the
core and have little effect on core reactivity.

However, as the hafnium tubes of the RRS are
withdrawn they expose the fuel contained within
them and thus add reactivity in two ways: by
removing neutron-absorbing hafnium, and by

exposing fuel. The control rod calibration shape
will be affected by the burnup of the RRS fuel
contents and, for th i s reason , our fuel
management strategy will keep relatively low
burnup fuel bundles in these sites. The RRS
sites in core ICC_MK_04 contain three, virtually
fresh, 18-element fuel bundles, whereas in core
ICC_MK_EQ these sites contain the three 18-
element rods with the lowest burnups in the core.
Increasing the fuel burnup in the RRS sites
makes the control rod calibration more linear,
because the fuel is more highly burnt up near the
center of the rod. This reduces the maximum
rate of change of reactivity per mm of rod
withdrawal, and so it is conservative to use the
initial core RRS calibration for some safety
analyses and all control system design purposes.

3.2 3DDT and MCNP Comparison

As an independent check on the accuracy of the
3DDT calibrations, the MCNP code was used to
calculate keff's at the twelve "standard" rod
withdrawal positions. The generalized geometry
capabilities of MCNP made it possible to
construct a very detailed and realistic model of
the MAPLE-X10 reactor, and ca l ib ra t ions
3DDT_CK and MCNP_CK represent the same
test core loading. The F r fit values from the
CRCAL calibrations are shown below and in
Figure 2.

z
mm

0.0
73.9

137.3
200.6
264.0
301.0
355.0
414.1
473.3
532.4
591.5
out

3DDT
mk

-78.17
-68.65
-48.62
-20.03
10.08
25.15
44.00
59.93
71.49
79.29
83.98
85.74

MCNP
mk

-89.71
-80.43
-62.23
-35.44
-4.25
13.43
33.16
50.20
62.89
71.87
77.78
79.30

A
mk

11.54
11.78
13.61
15.41
14.33
11.28
10.84
9.73
8.60
7.40
6.20
6.44

One standard deviation for each MCNP data
point (Rz in section 2.3.5) is roughly ± 2.5 mk,
and the mean difference between the F,, fit values
shown above is A = 10.6 ± 3.0 mk. Hence these
results indicate that the 3DDT models have
systematically over-estimated core reactivity over
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the full range of movement for the RRS relative
to MCNP. This result suggests a simple method
of correcting the CRCAL Fz function for 3DDT
CK to determine the real calibration.

Let us assume, for a moment, that calibration
MCNP_CK represents reality. In this case the
measured RRS position at criticality would be at
z = 272.6 mm. Calibration 3DDT_CK predicts
criticality should occur at z = 242.0 mm, an
error of 30.6 mm. However, by evaluating the
CRCAL F z function for calibration 3DDT_CK at
the observed RRS position for criticality (272.6
mm) the systematic error (A = 13.8 mk) between
3DDT calculations and measurement can be
derived for this core loading. Thus a reasonable
estimate for the true calibration is:

Fz = A + Bsin(a+/?z) + Cz - 13.8 mk

4.0 COMMISSIONING MEASUREMENTS AND
RRS CALIBRATIONS

ICC MK 00 is a prediction for a control rod
calibration that will be applicable to the
commissioning of MAPLE-X10 at low power, and
the question that naturally arises is: "what
measurements will be made to verify it?"

In general, it is impossible to validate theoretical
control rod calibrations by accurate, unambiguous
measurements, over the full range of control rod
movement. The one fundamental requirement is
a need to vary the critical control rod position in
some way. To do this implies a change must be
made to the core loading. In large reactors this
is sometimes done by introducing a temporary,
uniform, variable neutron poison to the initial
core. Calibrations are then obtained by
comparing the control rod position as a function
of the poison concentration and by measuring the
reactivity per unit change of poison concentration.
However, this substi tut ion method is both
impractical and of limited value for MAPLE-X10.

There is only one RRS position at which the low
power commissioning core loading is critical and
this is predicted to be at z = 275.0 mm. The
RRS reactivity worth, calibration shape and core
loading all vary with irradiation in this very
heterogeneous reactor. Therefore, the uniform

poison substitution technique for the initial core
would serve no purpose other than to validate the
calculations for this one unique situation. What
is actually required is to validate the kei-f

calculations for our 3DDT simulations so that we
can predict all core reactivity changes with
confidence.

If the RRS rods are withdrawn four to five mm
beyond their position for criticality, then the
reactor will become about 2 mk super-critical.
Under these conditions it is possible to measure
the reactor period, at power levels up to about
100 kW, without significant temperature feed-back
effects confounding the measurements. Therefore,
an independent measurement of the control rod
calibration slope near the RRS position for
criticality can be made.

A systematic error A will be determined for
CRCAL calibration ICC_MK_00 to correct the F z

function to the measured critical position, and the
measured gradient of the RRS calibration will be
compared with the fitted value at criticality.

This procedure will be repeated for a number of
different core loadings produced by varying the
ratio of steel to aluminum elements in the
dummy fuel bundles, in the inner ring of core
sites. A range of critical RRS positions, from
fully withdrawn to the maximum insertion allowed
by MAPLE-X10 reactivity safety criteria, will thus
be obtained. Similar measurements will also be
made with the RRS rods at unequal insertions, to
test the accuracy of the keff calculations for the
reactivity safety rules.

These measurements will provide a number of
individual comparisons between 3DDT kef f

calculations and measurements of both criticality
and RRS reactivity worth per mm. Each
comparison will provide a value for A and an
average systematic error value will be obtained to
refine the agreement between all 3DDT kefI

calculations and reality.

In addition, measurements of neutron flux
distributions in the core will be made and
compared with corresponding 3DDT flux
calculations. This information will be factored into
the final 3DDT data libraries and models that
will be used to define the 'measured" control rod
calibrations required for reactor operations.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

Control rod calibrations are required by all
reactors to quantify reactivity changes that occur
during routine operations or accident situations.
In most power reactors the control system
involves only the movement of neutron absorbing
rods in specific cor2 locations, and the shapes of
their reactivity calibrations are usually insensitive
to reactor operations. This is not the case in
MAPLE-X10, where fuel bundles with varying
levels of burnup are exposed as the RRS
withdraws neutron absorbing hafnium tubes from
the core.

Thus the overall approach to calibrating control
rods in MAPLE-X10 will be to validate the
3DDT calculations and use program CRCAL to
generate "measured" calibration functions of the
form:

Fs = A + Bsin(a+/?z) + Cz - A

where A is an average systematic error obtained
from measurements of the RRS position at
criticality. This factor can be checked regularly
throughout the lifetime of the reactor, and
therefore RRS calibration checks will not just be
res t r ic ted to measurements made dur ing
commissioning, but will become a rout ine
requirement for reactor operation.

The precision of fit obtained for CRCAL is
within ± 0.2 mk for all 3DDT input keff values,
which approaches the accuracy of convergence for
the keff calculations. This precision is obtained

by defining two data ranges for each MAPLE-X10
calibration.
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PRELIMINARY SIMULATION OF A POSTULATED LOSS-OF-COOLING ACCIDENT IN
THE MAPLE-X1O REACTOR USING THE REACTOR KINETICS CODE TANK

R.J. ELLIS

AECL Research - Whiteshell Laboratories
Pinava, Manitoba, CANADA ROE 1LO

ABSTRACT

This paper presents Ihe results of a preliminary
transient dynamics simulation using TANK (Transient
Analysis with Neutron Kinetics) for a postulated loss-of-
coo/ing (flow) accident in the light-water-cooled and
-moderated, heavy-water-reflected MAPLE-XIO Reactor.
l'i the postulated scenario, both the primary cooling
pump and the secondary-side heat exchanger cooling
flow are assumed lo fail and run down gradually.
This scenario was chosen to study the reactor behaviour
during loss-of-flow accidents. Since the study is to
determine how TANK predicts behaviour, the pump
rundown is stylized and not thai expected during an
actual accident. The complex coolant flow behaviour
used in the TANK simulation was calculated using the
thennaihydraulics of CATHENA. The reactor behaviour
during the first 900 s of the transient is discussed.
The main observation is that the power level drops, to
a decav heal level of about I % of full power
(100 kW). as the water temperature increases. The net
thermal response of the reactor reflects lite difference
between the declining core power and the degree of
cooling as a function of lime.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

TANK [1.2] is a two-dimensional space-lime
reactor kinetics computer code created for simulating
reactivity transients in the MAPLE [3] class of
research reactors being developed by AECL- Research.
The code has been validated [2] for step-insertion
transients by benchmarking against SPERT-1B reactor
transient experiments.

In TANK, reactors are modelled on a 2-D
hexagonal mesh lattice and considerations are made
for effects in the third (i.e.. axial) dimension. The
model for MAPLE-XIO has a total of 649 hexagonal
cells arranged in 31 rows in the cross-sectional
x.v-plane (discussed in Section 3.0).

In TANK, the neutronics of a simulation are
solved in two neutron-energy groups: fast neutrons.

with kinetic energy >0.625 eV. and thermal neutrons,
with kinetic energy <0.625 eV. Six delayed-neuiron
groups are considered in the neutronics solution in
TANK. For the decay-heat contributions to assembly
powers. 23 decay-heat groups based on Ihe 1978
American Nuclear Society (ANS) Standard [4] are
considered for each fissionable nuclide.

In addition to the reactor neutronics. TANK
considers the thermalhydraulic conditions in the
reactor core. A heat transfer package used by the
AECL Research thermalhydraulics codes SPORTS-M
[5] and CATHENA [6] is currently linked to TANK
to provide heat transfer coefficients and coolant
characteristics at each time step for each fuelled
assembly in the reactor lattice. Routines in TANK
calculate temperatures of fuel, cladding, and coolant
on a site-by-site basis. The temperature of the
coolant entering the core is updated to reflect the
coolant circulation time, the heat exchanger system,
and the power histories of the reactor core fuel
assemblies.

Efforts are also under way to link the detailed
AECL thermalhydraulics code CATHENA [6] to
TANK. For the present simulation, the core coolant
flow rate is complicated and is dependent on the
assumed pump rundown, an increasing coolant
circulation time, and the onset of natural circulation
as the pump becomes ineffective. The temporal flow
behaviour is provided by the thermalhydraulics of
CATHENA and this information is used in the
TANK sinwlnrinn.

Reactivity feedback effects me modelled in
TANK simulations by changes in 'he two-group cross
sections representing the various hexagonal cells of
the TANK model. This method is discussed further
in Section }.d.

2.0 DESCRIPTION OF MAPLE-XIO

The MAPLE-XIO Reactor is light-water-cooled
and -moderated, but heavy-waier-reflected. The core
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sits at the bottom of a deep light-water-filled pool.
The MAPLE-XIO Reactor core is fuelled with the
metallic dispersion fuel UjSi-Al. It will operate at a
steady-state power level of 10 MW and is to be
cooled by forced circulation. Its pool and coolant
temperature will be maintained at 35°C with a heat
exchanger.

H2O

$$ 36 Element Driver ^ Shutdown
0 Control Q Dummy

FIGURE 1: SCHEMATIC OF MAPLE-XIO

Figure 1 is a schematic of the MAPLE-XIO
Reactor showing the major features of the concept.
The reactor core is compact and is enclosed by a Zr
wall. The core is located in the centre of a heavy-
water-filled reflector tank. A number of irradiation
sites can be located outside the core in this reflector
region as shown in Figure 1. The reflector tank is
surrounded by the light water of the reactor pool.

The 19-site MAPLE-XIO initial core consists
of ten 36-element driver fuel assemblies with Al-clad
fuel elements; six 18-element fuel assemblies in the
control and shutdown sites: and three 12-element
dummy fuel assemblies with steel or Al elements
replacing fuel.

Figure 2 shows a schematic of the flow of
coolant in the reactor at ordinary operating
conditions. The forced cooling of the reactor core is
accomplished by a total flow of light-water coolant
from the pump equal to 288.5 kg/s. Of this, 90%
enters an inlet plenum beneath the core and is forced
through the core. The remaining 10% is bypass

flow: it is directed into and mixes with the reactor
pool water.

During the standard operation of the reactor,
the primary coolant pump draws water in through
suction line ports located above the core. The water
that enters the suction lines is a mixture of the hot
coolant water that has passed tlirough the core and
pool water that comes down the chimney which is
open to the pool. Coolant from the core cannot go
up through the top of the chimney during normal
operation.

The reactor coolant inlet temperature is 35°C
at the core inlet add increases to about 44"C at the
core outlet. A heat exchanger maintains the core
inlet coolant temperature of 35°C by removing
nominally 10 MW of heat.

n<~.MRF. : FLOW S C H E M A T I C OF MAPLF. X IO

3.0 TANK MODEL OF MAPLE-XIO

Figure 3 depicts the hexagonal lattice map
used with TANK to represent the MAPLE-XIO
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Reactor. As can be seen, the core sites are
modelled very well by hexagons while other
components of the reactor, such as irradiation sites,
are approximately represented by hexagonal cells.
The neutronics of the entire reactor are determined
based on the influence of each cell on the overall
flux solutions.

Each of the 649 hexagonal lattice cells is
characterized by a set of nine kinetics parameters
(cross sections, diffusion coefficients, and neutron
velocities) obtained using the multigroup transport
code WIMS-AECL f7.Sj. These kinetics parameters
are determined for a range of fuel and coolant
conditions for models describing appropriate lattice
cells.

The methods for modelling reactivity feedback
effects in TANK are as follows: the values for cross
sections and diffusion coefficients are adjusted at each
simulation time step for incremental change using
parameterized equations in fuel temperature,
moderator temperature, coolant temperature and
coolant density, void bubble fractions and 135Xe
concentration.

New methods were used to determine axial
flux-squared-weighted. cell-average fuel temperatures
for use in the calculation of the kinetics parameters.
Axial flux-squared weighting is used to account for
the effects of control and shutdown absorber
positions.

4.0 THE TRANSIENT SCENARIO

The postulated loss-of-flow scenario simulated
for this paper involves the failure of both the primary
coolant pump and the heat exchanger secondary-side
flow. The accident is initiated from the full reactor
power level (10 MW) and for decay heat
considerations, it was assumed that the reactor was
operated for 104 s and the fuel was fresh. The
control absorbers are assumed to remain frozen in
their 10-MW operation position. For this scenario,
no insertion of the shutdown absorbers is modelled.
The coolant inlet temperature is initially 35°C and the
total water mass flow is equal to 288.5 kg/s. Of
this. 260 kg/s flows through the core (see Section
2.0). providing cooling to the fuel assemblies.

For this study, a conjectured pump rundown
was used. The primary pump is assumed to coast
down linearly from full flow to natural circulation in
the pool in 100 s. The heat exchanger secondary-
side flow is assumed to stop after 20 s.

Driver ?'\ Core Wall ^ Irradiation Sites
Control i i Tank Wall
Shutdown

! Dummy

FIGURE 3: TANK MODEL OF MAPLE-XIO
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Time (s)

FIGI.'RF 4: COOLANT MASS FLOW BEHAVIOUR

Once the forced circulation in the primary
coolant system subsides and is replaced by natural
circulation, the flow circuit changes considerably.
Coolant leaving the core rises up the chimney, and
descends into the pool, eventually returning through
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the bypass flow outlet orifice (see Figure 2) to the
inlet plenum. Figure 4 presents the coolant mass
How behaviour as predicted with CATHENA [9] for
this postulated pump rundown scenario.

5.0 RESULTS OF THE TANK SIMULATION

TANK was used in simulating this postulated
pump rundown scenario for a transient period of
900 s (this length of time is used in actual safety
assessments to represent a maximum operator
intervention delay). The important temporal variables
describing the predicted transient behaviour of
MAPLE-X10 include the simulated reactivity, the total
reactor power level, and fuel and coolant
temperatures.
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REACTOR POWER (MW)
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FIGURE 5: TRANSIENT SIMULATION WITH TANK

In Figure 5, the total reactor power level and
the reactivity are shown as functions of time for this
transient simulation. The power quickly diminishes
during the transient because the reactivity becomes
negative (because of water temperature rise). It is
seen that the reactor is subcritical. which precludes
the possibility that a subsequent power burst might
occur in the short term. The reactor water would
have to cool down before the reactor becomes critical
once more.

During the fission processes, most of the
energy is released within a few us and this
represents what is defined as prompt power. Several
percent of the fission energy is associated with the

eventual decay of some of the fission products and
this delayed source of reactor power is called decay
heat. The prompt power is proportional to the
fission rate, which is governed by the neutronics cf
the reactor. The decay heat, however, depends only
on the operational history of 'he reactor: it is
independent of the neutronics.

In Figure 5. the negative reactivity causes the
prompt power to drop. However, the decay heat
component is still a concern. It becomes the
dominant power contribution in the fuel assemblies
after about 350 s (see Figure 6).

cu

-TOTAL POWER

^PROMPT POWER

FIGURE 6: DECAY HEAT AND PROMPT POWER

The decay heat treatment in TANK is based
on the full 23-group ANS Standard, for each
fissionable nuclide [10]. The behaviour and level of
the total decay heat contribution is dependent on the
power history of the reactor. In this simulation, it
is assumed that the MAPLE-X10 Reactor has
operated at full-power for I04 s. At the initiation of
the rundown, the fraction of the total reactor power
from decay beat is approximately 5 (->'"; . In Figure
6. we see that, after 500 s. most of the reactor
power is decay heat. By 900 s. the decay hent is
fairly constant at just under 100 \C\'.

Figure 7 presents the simulated transient
behaviour of the core inlet and exit coolant
temperatures. Note that the core exit coolant
temperature peaks between 50 and 200 s during the
rundown of the pump. This is not caused by a
power increase but occurs because the rate of
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decrease in cooling flow exceeds the drop-off in
reactor power, so that the core is considerably
undercooled for a short while. However, the natural
circulation that develops is sufficient to provide
enough cooling in the later part of this simulated
loss-of-flow transient.
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FIGURE 7: TRANSIENT WATER TEMPERATURES

Figure 8 presents the simulated temperature
histories of two representative fuel assemblies in the
MAPLE-X10 Reactor. The I8-eIement shutdown
assembly (SD) is generally the hottest in the core,
and the central 36-element driver fuel (DR) assembly
is the hottest driver assembly. The fuel temperatures
shown in Figure 8 are determined for the fuel
centreline at the hottest axial plane. Also plotted are
the average coolant temperatures in these two
assemblies.

The peak fuel centreline temperatures drop at
the beginning of the transient as the assembly powers
decrease. However, the fuel temperatures peak again
at about 100 s because the coolant temperature
undergoes a rapid rise (see Figure 7). Because of
differences in heat transfer from fuel pins to coolant
at low flow conditions, the peak fuel temperature in
the driver assembly exceeds that in the shutdown
assembly. The fuel temperatures eventually level off
near 80°C, well below the usual operating levels.
The average coolant temperatures in the two
assemblies peak near 80°C at 100 s but then drop
and level off near 60°C bv the end of the simulation.
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"SD" Is an 18—EL S h u t d o w n Assembly
"DR" Is a 36—EL Driver A s s e m b l y

4OO 6OO

Time (s)
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FIGURE X: TRANSIENT ASSEMBLY TEMPERATURES

6.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this dynamics simulation, the code TANK
was used to analyze the behaviour of the MAPLE-
XI0 Reactor during a postulated pump rundown
accident scenario. Coolant flow behaviour predicted
with CATHENA for the stylized linear pump
rundown was input into TANK.

In the postulated loss-of-cooling scenario
studied, the reactivity becomes negative and stays
below zero for the duration of the simulation. The
actual value of the reactivity varies in response to
water temperature. The prompt power component
declines quickly but decay heat levels out at
approximately 100 kW.

The thermal behaviour of the reactor in this
scenario results from any net imbalance between the
declining power level and (he degire of core cooling.

In this postulated scenrrio. I he reactor
condition? remain warm but well below any
temperatures of importance to reactor safety. The
MAPLE-X10 Reactor remains subcritical in the near
term becoiw of the warm water in the core.

In conclusion, the simulation of this postulated
accident indicates that TANK models the various
features expected in a loss-of-flow transient.
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Subscripts

conv
d
i

j
m
sat
sb
1,2,3

- convective
- delay (element)
- upstream node of an element
- downstream node of an element
- mixing tank
- saturation
- subcooled boiling
- previous times in a transient or nodal indices

(use should be obvious from context)

ABSTRACT

TRACT is a code that was developed to simulate steady-state
and dynamic operation of an AMPS reactor heat source.
TRACT simulates flows which are predominantly single-
phase (liquid), although subcooled boiling is permitted. The
code has several unique features, including the ability to
simulate pipeline-type elements in which there is to internal
mixing and the temperature of the outflow lags that of the
inflow by the pipeline (transport) delay. TRACT also
performs fuel temperature and reactor kinetics calculations
when a nuclear core is present.

NOMENCLATURE

A

K
L
M
Ne k r a

Q "

Q,
T

u
<u;
V

g
m
P
P.O.

to
t*
z
Atd

At,
P

- flow area
- flow area on which a hydraulic loss

coefficient is based
- element loss coefficient
- element length
- mass
- number of elements
- heat input to a mixing tank
- volume flowrate
- temperature
- flow velocity

> - time integral of flow velocity
- element volume
- gravitational acceleration
- mass flow rate
- static pressure
- total pressure
- current time in a transient
- (to - Atd)
- elevation
- transport delay
- user-specified estimate of maximum Atd
- density

"Now with the National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Autonomous Marine Powei Source (AMPS) is a
nuclear-electric powerplant being designed by ECS for
submarine applications ''~ All AMPS designs feature foiced
circulation through the core during normal operation and
passive transition to natural circulation under abnormal (eg.
loss-of-flow) conditions or following shutdown.

An AMPS core is surrounded by a tank containing > 15000
kg of < 60°C water (reserve coolant). The reserve coolant
tank (RCT) is the downcomer for passive cooling flow. The
RCT encloses both the core and the core's inlet and
discharge legs, which open into it through the branch ports
of specially designed tees designated hydrodynamic ports
(HDP's). The HDP's are themselves enclosed in anti-
convective shrouds (ACP's) containing stratification grids
(honeycombs) designed to prevent mixing of the hot pumped
coolant and the cool RCT water below. For efficiency and
radiological reasons, the HDP's and ACP's are designed to
minimize interchange between the pumped and reserve
coolants during normal operation.

2.0 SIMULATION CODE REQUIREMENTS

The uniqueness of AMPS and its operating environment
necessitated developing an operational analysis code in-
house. Required capabilities which were either not available
or inadequately treated in existing non-proprietary codes
were related to:

1) HDP modelling. Exchange flow between the
pumped and reserve coolants in an AMPS reactor
depends strongly on the pressure (hydraulic) losses
sustained by the through and branch flows within
each of the HDP assemblies, in particular at off-
design conditions of pumped flow, RCT
temperature, etc. when the dependence of those
losses on flow split (ie. branch-to-through flow
ratio) is very important. The AMPS simulation
code was required to model this dependence.
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2) Reactor stability. Since the AMPS design permits
cool RCT water to enter the core inlet legs,
exchange flow oscillations could result from
coupling between the exchange flow and core
power by virtue of the latter's dependence on
coolant temperature and subcooled void. A code
was required which could predict such exchange
flow-coupled (and other) instabilities, however
unlikely.

3) Stratification grid modelling. Since the grids were
designed to minimize hot/cold water mixing, it was
considered inappropriate to model them as mixing
tanks, as would be necessary with most codes.
Instead, the AMPS simulation code, TRACT
(TRAnsient Core Thermalhydraulics), was required
to model the grids and similar components as
"delay elements", that is elements in which there is
no internal mixing and the outflow temperature
lags the inflow temperature by the fluid transit time
(transport delay).

4) Boat motions. TRACT was required to simulate
boat motions.

3.0 TRACT OVERVIEW

TRACT uses a building block approach to define a
hydraulic circuit, where the available building blocks or
"elements" are currently tees, two- and four-legged plena,
pipes, control valves, check valves, HDP's and pumps.

In transient analyses, pipe elements can be specified as
having either no inertance or an inertance calculated from
the fluid density and pipe length/flow area. Pipe elements
can also be made mixing tanks, delay elements or elements
with negligible thermal capacity. Mass storage is neglected
in all elements.

In addition to simulating single-phase thermalhydraulics,
TRACT also has fuel heat transfer and reactor kinetics
models. The latter is a point kinetics formulation which
uses the prompt jump approximation with six groups of
delayed neutrons. TRACT models and average fuel element
using a user-specified number of axial and radial nodes.
Subcooled void is obtained with Lahey's model3.

Steady-state solutions are obtained by linearizing the
elemental mechanical energy equations with Newton's
method and then solving them together with the elemental
continuity equations, lagging the density. Temperatures and
then densities are updated after each hydraulic solution,
using the elemental thermal energy equations, until the

solution converges. If necessary, the fuel temperature
distribution is then calculated from the core power.

A lumped parameter approach is used in transient
calculations. Nodal mass flows, mixing tank temperatures,
fuel temperatures, neutron precursor concentrations, etc.,
are obtained by integrating their respective time derivatives
with SYSL (System Simulation Language)4. SYSL supports
several integrators (eg. Gear-Hindmarsh) and specialized
functions. The DELAY function provides delay element
outflow temperatures.

TRACT can predict the stability of a system by straight time
integration or by using SYSL to predict the system
eigenvalues.

Since the hydraulic and thermal solutions are obtained
consecutively (as noted above), at least in a given iteration
or time step, the procedures by which these solutions are
obtained are discussed separately in subsequent sections.

4.0 TRACT HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS

4.1 Steady-State

TRACT was developed from the steady-state hydraulic
analysis code GENRL5 and thus solves for the steady-state
pressures and flows at the nodes of a hydraulic circuit in
substantially the same manner. The hydraulic circuit is first
divided into components or "elements" which are linked
together by specifying the nodes to which each element is
connected. The elements can be any of those mentioned
above (ie. pipes, tees, etc.). A "positive" flow direction is
arbitrarily assigned to each node.

The elemental continuity equations and Newton-linearized
mechanical energy equations are assembled element-by-
element and solved simultaneously for the unknown nodal
pressures and flows by applying LU decomposition with
back substitution. Elements with more than two nodes
(Nnode> 2), such as tees (3 nodes) and four-legged plena (5
nodes), contribute N^^-l mechanical energy equations
defining the element's N^^-l independent pressure
differences. In the case of a 3-noded element such as a tee
or HDP (Figure 1), for example, the element continuity and
mechanical energy equations are

Continuity

(1)
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Throughflow mechanical energy

Pu»i - P*a - K«

Branch flow mechanical energy

for combining flow (Figure 1) and

Continuity

Throughflow mechanical energy

(4)

Branch flow mechanical energy

K,i
(6)

for dividing flow. The mechanical energy equations are
written above in standard form6. The loss coefficients Ka,
Kd,, Kcb, K,jb (c=combining, d=dividing ; t=throughflow,
b= branch flow) are all assumed to be quadratic functions of
flow split q, where q = m2/m3 for combining flow and q =
m2/m, for dividing flow.

In the case of tee elements, the coefficients in the quadratic
functions relating Kn, Kdl, etc. to q are assumed to be those
given by Ito and Imai6 and are hardwired into the program.
In the case of HDP elements, these coefficients must be
specified by the user.* Likewise, the flow area which is used
to calculate the hydraulic loss (Ata8) is assumed to be the
area of any of the three branches (assumed equal area) for
a tee but must be specified by the user for an HDP.

Equations similar to Eqs. (l)-(6) are also required for the
cases when the flows at nodes 1 and 3 are merging (ie. both
entering the element) and splitting (ie. both leaving the
element).

The mechanical energy conservation equations for "plenum"
elements are the same as those for tees and HDP's except
that the loss coefficients for flows entering and leaving the
plenum are assumed to be independent of flow split (q).

* Tests in which these coefficients were measured for the
HDP's used in AMPS are described by Atkinson et al.1

COMBINING i ;..Gw

FIGURE 1 TEE OR HDP ELEMENT

4.2 Transient

Unsteady flows are simulated by adding inertial terms to
the momentum equations for selected (user-specified) pipe
elements which are redesignated "inertia" elements. Fluid
inertia is neglected in all other elements. Neglecting mass
storage, which is always ignored, the continuity equation for
an inertia element (Figure 2) is simply

m. — n-, (7)

while for negligible changes in density between stations 1
and 2 the momentum equation is

Pi -Pi* ^ T (

• > - < $ -

m.

L ^

A1 dt

(8)

where the value of K and the sign in front of the hydraulic
loss term depend on the flow direction. If the element is not
constant area, the inertia of the fluid column in the element
will be properly modelled if the element's length (L) is
obtained from the expression

L- A
{Mx)

(9)

where A is the local flow area. The value of L obtained
from Eq. 9 will not equal the physical length of the element
unless A is constant.
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-1
(2)

FIGURE 2 INERTIA ELEMENT

The mechanical energy conservation equations for all other
elements remain unchanged from their steady-state forms.
The elemental continuity and mechanical energy equations
are assembled element-by-element and solved simultaneously
for the unknown nodal pressures and mass flow time
derivatives by applying the same LU factorization scheme
that is used to solve for the nodal pressures and flows in a
steady-state solution. To permit solution for the mass flow
derivatives instead of the flows themselves, the elemental
continuity equations (eg. Eq. 7) are recast in the form

dmi

~dt
(10)

where n^ is arbitrarily assumed to be positive for flow
entering an element.

The only element that is treated differently from the above
is a check valve. Although one of the two equations needed
for a check valve is always the continuity relation (Eq. 10),
the second equation can be either a conservation of
mechanical energy relationship or an equation setting the
time derivative of the element's mass flow to zero. The
former is used if the Ap across the valve is greater than the
user-specified cracking Ap and/or there is mass flow
through the valve, indicating that the valve must be open.
Further details are given by Currie7.

Nodal mass flows are obtained by integrating their
respective time derivatives with one of the integration
routines in SYSL or with TRACT'S built-in fourth-order
Runge-Kutta integrator. TRACT can be run without SYSL
if its built-in integrator is used and the DELAY function is
not required.

If the user so specifies, TRACT will reuse the original LU
factors at every calculation interval in a transient simulation
instead of recomputing them. This is almost always
possible, in fact, because the left-hand coefficient matrix for
the system of equations defining the nodal pressures and

SYSL is derived from and is very similar to the well-
known simulation language CSMP8 (Continuous System
Modelling Program).

mass flow derivatives remains constant unless a check valve
changes state (ie. opens or closes). Although L and U must
be recalculated in this case, TRACT does this automatically
by continually monitoring valve states even if the user has
specified (by means of an input flag) that L and U are not
to be recalculated. This feature can produce considerable
savings in CPU time for large problems since computing the
LU factors requires O(Nelem

3) operations.

5.0 TRACT THERMAL ANALYSIS

5.1 Steady-State

TRACT makes use of the Boussinesq approximation
whereby fluid density variations are largely neglected except
when evaluating body forces. As noted previously, fluid
temperatures and densities are updated before every iteration
of the hydraulic solution using the most recent estimate of
the flow field. The fluid temperatures are calculated by
assembling the elemental thermal energy conservation
equations element-by-element and then solving them, along
with prescribed boundary conditions, using the LU
factorization scheme mentioned above. The elemental energy
balances that are used to calculate temperatures do not
include kinetic and gravitational (potential) energies and use
a simplified equation of state which assumes that the
enthalpy of liquid water is a function of temperature alone,
not pressure. (Although a two-phase homogeneous
equilibrium version of TRACT has been developed, it will
not be described in this paper).

Elements with more than two inlets/outlets, such as tees,
HDP's and two- and four-legged plena, may require more
than one energy equation equation to specify all of the
connection point temperatures. In addition to the overall
energy equation, such elements require N.,,,-1 additional
equations equating the temperatures of the N^, flows leaving
the element.

TRACT assumes that all prescribed temperatures (thermal
boundary conditions) are those of constant temperature
reservoirs whose temperatures remain the same regardless of
whether flow is entering or leaving them. This assumption
causes the temperature of the flow downstream of the node
where the temperature is prescribed to equal the prescribed
value but permits the temperature of the flow upstream to be
different. If the temperature of node 2 in Figure 3 is
specified at some value T,, for example, TRACT overwrites
the energy equation for element 1 with the relation T : =T,
if the flow direction is from node 1 to node 3, as shown. It
is assumed that the temperature at node 1 will be determined
by upstream conditions in this case. The energy equation for
element 2 is overwritten with the same relation if the flow
is in the opposite direction.
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5.2 Transient

In transient analyses, the elements in TRACT can be divided
into the following three categories according to their thermal
characteristics.

1) Elements with negligible thermal capacity.

2) Elements with significant thermal capacity in which
internal fluid mixing is complete and the fluid
temperature is thus everywhere equal to the outflow
temperature; and,

3) Elements with significant thermal capacity in which
'here is no internal mixing whatsoever and the
temperature at the outflow end lags that at the
inflow end by the fluid transit time (transport
delay).

It is assumed that all elements with more than two nodes
belong to the first category. Elements with two nodes can
belong to any of the three categories. Elements in the
second and third categories are designated "mixing tanks"
and "delay elements" respectively.

5.2.1 Mixing Tanks

For constant specific heat (Cp), the thermal energy equation
for a mixing tank (Figure 4) can be written as:

dT

- £ ~ (.QICP
- m2T2)lPVm (11)

where Q, Tm and Vm are the heat input, temperature and
volume of the mixing tank respectively. The value of Q
must be input by the user unless a nuclear core is present,

5.2.2 Delay Elements

As mentioned previously, the fluid temperature at the
outflow end of a delay element lags that at the inflow end
by the transport (pipeline) delay Atd. At a given time in the
simulation, TRACT first calculates Atd and then obtains the
outflow temperature from Atd and the inflow temperature
history.

Transport Delay Calculation

Although Atd is easily calculated if the fluid velocity U is
constant, when it is given by the equation

td - Ld IU (12)

for an element of length Ld> it is more difficult to calculate
when U varies with time. In TRACT, the latter case is
accommodated by first keeping a continuous record of the
time integral of U, designated < U > t0 (t0 is the current time
in the simulation). Thus for an element with inlet and outlet
nodes i and j respectively

, - jUdt
o

(13)

where U = m/pjA (constant A), p; = p(Tj). The transport
delay Atd is determined by finding the time t* at which

where
<U>,* - <V>tt - Ld

<U>t* -

(15)

(16)

From the definition of Atd, it is clear that Atd = to -1* .
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To obtain Atd at a given time to in the simulation, TRACT
retrieves values of < U > , for three previous times t = tn
(n = 1,2,3) given by the expressions

I, - (f. - A/,/3)

t2 - (r0 - 2Ar,/3) and (17)

where At, is a user-specified estimate of the maximum
expected transport delay for the delay element in question.

The SYSL DELAY function is used to obtain < U > m ;
n= 1,3. This function is called with a statement of the form

<U>, - DELAY(NU, «Ar,/3, UINT) (18)

which sets < U > m equal to the value of UINT (= < U >,)
a time period nAt,/3 earlier. Thus UINT is the function
being delayed and nAts/3 is the delay interval. The variable
NU is the (user-specified) number of values of UINT stored
in the interval nAt9/3 (ie. UINT is sampled at intervals of
(nAt,/3)/NU seconds).

The time delay Atd is obtained by expressing (to - t) as a
cubic polynomial in < U > , using the four known values of
this parameter, which are its values at t = t0 t,, t2 and t3.
For a problem in which U remains constant, the resulting
polynomial is a straight line (Figure 5).

• - t *

- t .

1 I L.

< U > , = < U > , , (ie. Atd) can be obtained by
straightforward interpolation. Lagrangian interpolation is
used for this purpose in TRACT7.

It is assumed that the temperature in each delay element at
t=0 is uniform and everywhere equal to the user-specified
(initial) temperature at the outflow end. The temperature at
the outflow end remains constant until < U > lo £ Ld (which
occurs when to2Atd) in this case, thereby obviating the need
to calculate the outflow temperature from a delayed inflow
temperature which is not yet available.

TRACT cannot calculate the transport delay for a delay
element in which flow reversals are occurring because
< U > | is no longer a single-valued function of time (or to -
t) in that case.

Outflow Temperature Calculation

The temperature at time t0 of the fluid at the outflow end of
a delay element, designated Tj(to), is obtained from the
relation

(19)

unless t0 - Atd is negative, when it is assumed that Tj(to) =
Tj(O) as discussed in the preceding section. TRACT
calculates Tj(to) by first retrieving values of T; at the three
previous times t,, t, and t3 defined by Eq. 17. These values
are retrieved with the DELAY function in exactly the same
way as the values of < U > m (n=l ,3) were retrieved to
calculate Atd.

The temperature Tj(t0) is obtained by expressing T{ as a
cubic polynomial in (to - t) using its four known values at
times t = t0, t,, t, and t3. For a problem in which T, is
increasing linearly with time, for example, the resulting
polynomial is the straight line shown in Figure 6.

FIGURE 5 POLYNOMIAL FOR THE TIME DELAY
(t0 -1) IN TERMS OF < U > , (CONSTANT
VELOCITY CASE)

With (to -1) expressed as a polynomial in < U > , and with
< U > t . known (from Eq. 15), the time delay (to -1) when
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FIGURE 6 PLOT OF T,(t) vs. (to -1) FOR A DELAY
ELEMENT INLET TEMPERATURE
WHICH IS INCREASING LINEARLY
WITH TIME

With T, expressed as a polynomial function of (t0 - t) and
Atd known, the value of T; when to-t = Atd (ie. T /O) can
be obtained by straightforward interpolation. As before,
Lagrangian interpolation is used for this purpose in TRACT.

5.3 Transient Thermal Solution Procedure

Nodal temperatures are computed from the instantaneous
flow field in a transient simulation in almost exactly the
same way that they are computed from the flow field in a
steady-state anaysis, that is by assembling the thermal
energy equations for all of the elements and solving both
them and the thermal boundary conditions (prescribed
temperatures) simultaneously with the LU solver. The only
difference between the way this is done in steady-state and
transient analyses is that in the latter, the temperatures at the
outflow ends of mixing tanks and delay elements are treated
as specified (known) variables during the simultaneous
solution of the energy equations. The temperature at the
outflow end of each mixing tank is set equal to the integral
of its time derivative, calculated using Eq. I I , while the
temperature at the outflow end of each delay element is set
equal to the temperature at its inflow end a time period Atd

earlier, as discussed previously.

If an analysis is performed without any mixing tanks or
delay elements, the thermal solution obtained at any instant
in time with the instantaneous flow field will be identical to
a steady-state solution obtained with the same flow field.

5.3.1 Density Calculation

Except for mixing tanks and delay elements, the average
density in an element is assumed to be an arithmetic average
of the densities at its nodes. In the case of a mixing tank,
the density can either be calculated in this manner or taken
to be the density at the outflow node alone if the user so
specifies. In the case of a delay element, the average
element density is obtained by integrating its time derivative
dp/dt, where

dp _ 1 dM

dt ' V dt

- m. - m.

- (P, -

(20)

where Qv = the volume flowrate through the element,
assumed to be

The effect of subcooled void on density is accounted for.
Subcooled void is obtained from Lahey's model using the
Saha-Zuber correlation* for the onset-of-significant-void
(OSV) point. The selection of Lahey's model was based on
comparisons performed by MacLeod10 of several subcooled
void models with low pressure subcooled void data.

6.0 CORE MODEL

The core model comprises reactor kinetics and fuel and fuel-
to-coolant heat transfer models, as discussed below.

6.1 Reactor Kinetics

The reactor kinetics model is a point kinetics formulation"
using the prompt jump approximation with six groups of
delayed neutrons, as noted previously. The total reactivity
is calculated from coolant density, coolant temperature and
fuel temperature feedback terms along with terms
representing the reactivity adjustment resulting from control
rod insertion or withdrawal. The model also includes
provisions for simulating a user-specified linear reactivity
ramp. The effect of subcooled void on reactivity is
introduced via the coolant density reactivity feedback term.

TRACT permits the initial conditions for a transient
simulation to be obtained from a previous steady-state
analysis without restarting the run. If this feature is selected,
the code can be instructed to adjust the total reactivity at the
start of the transient so that the reactor is exactly critical (ie.
so that there is no excess reactivity) at t = 0 . This eliminates
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starting transients produced by initial conditions which are
unintentionally inconsistent.

6.2 Fuel Heat Transfer

TRACT models axisymmetric heat transfer within a single
(bundle average) fuel element with the finite-difference
method using a user-specified number of axial and radial
nodes. The fuel can be represented by a single radial node,
if desired, in which case the temperature of the node (Tr) is
assumed to represent an area-average and the fuel
temperature is assumed to vary parabolically with radius, as
for steady-state. It is easily verified that the thermal
resistance between the fuel node and the fuel surface is
l./(8nktelLfuc|) in this case, where L te, is the axial length of
the control volume and k te, is the fuel conductivity.

The thermal properties of the fuel, clad and gap gas are
allowed to be temperature dependent.

In a steady-state analysis, the fuel temperatures are
calculated (by simultaneous solution of the finite-difference
equations) after the thermalhydraulic solution has been
obtained since the coolant temperatures at the axial nodes in
the core serve as boundary conditions for the fuel heat
transfer analysis. In a transient simulation, the time
derivatives of the fuel temperatures are integrated
simultaneously with the time derivatives of the coolant
temperatures. The coolant control volumes in the core are
modelled as mixing tanks in this case. The number of
coolant nodes (control volumes) along the heated length is
required to be the same as the number of axial fuel nodes
and must be ILI.

6.3 Fuel-to-Coolant Heat Transfer

The fuel (clad)-to-coolant heat transfer rate Q^. is assumed
to be the sum of subcooled boiling and single phase
convection components Qsb and Q ^ respectively, where

Q* -
and

The subcooled boiling heat transfer coefficient hsb is
calculated from Chen's correlation12 while the convective
heat transfer coefficient h , ^ is calculated from an expression
appropriate to the heat transfer regime, which is assumed to
be either laminar or turbulent forced convection, or laminar
or turbulent free convection (in vertical upflow), depending
on the local values of Reynolds number (Re) and GTPTDJL
(Gr=Grashof number, Pr=Prandtl number, Dh=hydraulic
diameter). The boundaries between these regimes are

assumed to coincide with the centerlines of the mixed
convection regions shown on the heat transfer regime map
prepared by Metais et al ." for vertical upflows. The
coordinates of this map are Re and GrPrDh/L.

7.0 OTHER FEATURES

7.1 Boat Motion Simulation

Nodal coordinates are specified in a coordinate system
which is fixed relative to the piping network but which can
itself be oriented arbitrarily relative to a system in which
gravity always acts in the z-direction. This feature permits
reactor operation to be simulated at different heel and pitch
angles by simply specifying those angles in the input data
file. TRACT also has provision for simulating an oscillatory
acceleration in a single (e.g. vertical) direction.

7.2 Code Adaptability

TRACT was written so that special (problem-specific)
features and capabilities could be added very easily with
minimal knowledge of the internal workings of the code.
Examples of modifications which are very straightforward
to incorporate are:

1) Adding an additional integrator within the dynamic
calculations loop. An example would be a pump speed
integrator to simulate pump rundown in a hypothetical
loss-of-flow transient. (The application of TRACT to
this and other examples is described in detail by
Currie".)

2) Incorporating statements within the dynam c calculations
loop to define parameters normally assumed to be
constant as functions of time and/or instantaneous
conditions. Examples of such parameters are the thermal
and hydraulic boundary conditions, the rate of heat input
to a mixing tank, etc. A heat exchanger can be
simulated with one or more mixing tanks by calculating
the heat input to the tanks from the temperatures of their
end nodes, for instance.

8.0 TRACT APPLICATIONS

Comparisons of TRACT results with AMPS experimental
data have been published previously1'2. Those comparisons
demonstrate that steady-state exchange flows can be
predicted within experimental error1'2, as can unsteady
exchange flows when the stratification grids are modelled as
delay elements'.

Figure 7 shows a printer plot (produced by SYSL) of the
temperatures of flows entering and leaving a delay element.
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The inflow temperature was forced to vary sinusoidally with
time and the element length and (constant) flow velocity
were selected so that the temperature of the outflow would
be exactly 180° out of phase with that of the inflow, as
shown. The computed delay element density (shown as a
function of time by Currie14) was found to be in perfect
agreement with the corresponding analytical result.

TEMPERATURE

FIGURE 7 DELAY ELEMENT SINUSOIDAL
INFLOW (SOLID LINE) AND OUTFLOW
(DASHED LINE) TEMPERATURES

Figure 8 shows a nodalization which was used to simulate
operation of the AMPS core with an oscillatory (sinusoidal)
vertical acceleration of 0.6 g's due to boat motions. Because
of the difference in density between the hot water flowing
through the core and the cool water in the RCT, the
oscillatory vertical acceleration causes cool RCT water to
enter the inlet HDP when the vertical acceleration is greater
than gravitational and hot water to flow into the RCT
through the inlet HDP when the vertical acceleration is less
than gravitational*. Assuming the low angle inlet diffuser
acts as a delay element, which may or may not be the case,
the temperature at node 5 (Ts) should lag T3 by the transport
delay in the diffuser. T3 should equal the pumped coolant
inlet temperature T, when the exchange flow leaves the inlet
HDP (and enters the RCT) and should be less than T, when
the exchange flow is in the other direction. This behaviour
can be seen in Figure 9, which shows the temperatures at
nodes 3 and 5 when the elements between those nodes are

Assuming the inlet ACP/stratification grid has negligible
volume.

modelled as delay elements. The slight overshoots and
undershoots exhibited by T3 (dashed line) occur because T3

cannot be represented accurately as a cubic function of time
when it undergoes an abrupt change.

OUTLET

STRATIFICATION
GRID FOR

OUTLET HDP

OUTLET
PLENUM

CORE
(NODES 6-10)

I INLET
V PLENUM

PUMPED COOLANT
EXCHANGE FLOW

FIGURE 8 NODALIZATION OF AMPS CORE FOR
TRACT ANALYSIS WITH OSCILLATORY
VERTICAL ACCELERATION

TEMPERATURE

FIGURE 9 TEMPERATURES AT NODES 3 (SOLID
LINE) AND 5 (DASHED LINE)
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Figure 10 compares computed passive cooling flows to
flows measured in the full-scale AMPS tests2 at a core
pressure of 200kPa and an RCT temperature of ~ 25 °C.
The dashed and solid lines apply to results computed with
and without subcooled boiling respectively. The
experimental results and the results computed with
subcooled boiling included can be seen to be in excellent
agreement. The agreement was just as good for results
obtained at three other combinations of core pressure and
RCT temperature, indicating that Lahey's model is
appropriate for the mass fluxes, heat fluxes, etc. prevailing
in a low pressure AMPS core under passive cooling
conditions.

C ! T E M P A P P R O * ? ' • : ; ? O 0 l P a

- — c«i c • ' o e o i t ' 10 - - C u t • ' I O I l ' KG

FIGURE 10 AMPS EXPERIMENTAL AND
COMPUTED PASSIVE COOLING
FLOWS vs. CORE POWER

Additional analyses, including simulations of hypothetical
loss-of-flow and loss-of-regulation accidents and
dynamically unstable flow through a thermosyphon, are
described in detail by Currie14.

9.0 CONCLUSIONS

TRACT is an effective tool for simulating steady-state and
dynamic operation of AMPS and similar reactors under
predominantly single-phase conditions.
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ABSTRACT

The thermalhydraulic behaviour of the AMPS-100
reactor is analyzed using the subchannel code COBRA-IV
and the system code RELAP5/MOD2. COBRA-IV was used
to calculate the critical Power Ratio (CPR) and the Mini-
mum Departure from Nucleate Boiling (MDNBR) of the
cote under normal and accident conditions, while RELAP
was used to simulate system thermalhydraulic response
under different accident scenarios.

Loss Of Flow, Loss Of Heat Sink, Loss Of Coolant
and Loss Of Reactor Power Regulation accidents were
simulated in this analysis. In order to evaluate the inherent
safety features of the AMPS-100 design, no shutdown
system action is credited and the reactor core behaviour
governed by the reactivity feedbacks. The analysis denu
strates that the self-regulating features of the reacto, jLt
effective in controlling the power during these acciucnt
scenarios and the fuel remains well-cooled throughout the
studied transient.

INTRODUCTION

The Autonomous Marine Power Source (AMPS) is
a small scale nuclear-electric power plant designed for
submarine applications. A description of the unique and
innovative design and safety features of this light water
cooled and moderated plant is provided in reference 1.
Recent design studies and experimental programs have
focused on the AMPS-100 version, which has a design
electrical output power level of approximately 100 kWe.
The AMPS plant utilizes a low pressure, low temperature
reactor heat source coupled to a low temperature Rankine
cycle engine generating electric power. The key design
parameters of the reactor are listed in Table 1.

The AMPS reactor heat source consists of a nuclear
reactor core supported in a reactor vessel within a reserve
coolant tank (RCT). The reserve coolant, normally main-
tained at a standby temperature of 40 °C, interacts with the
primary coolant, at an operating temperature of 90 °C, by
means of a set of hydrodynamic ports (HDP) which are
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located both above and below the core as shown in figure
(1). During normal pumped flow operating conditions, the
pressure drop in the core is essentially balanced by the
hydrostatic head in the RCT. Minor imbalances in the
pressure will cause a small flow exchange between the RCT
and the core by means of the hydrodynamic ports. During
operation under off-normal or shutdown conditions, a
significant pressure imbalance will be created in the circuit,
and the hydrodynamic ports (HDP) will allow more flow
from the RCT. This mechanism facilitates the provision of
a continuous flow of low temperature coolant to the core
region for passive decay-heat removal and core cooling in
the event of an accident and is a distinctive safety design
feature of the AMPS plant.

The hydrodynamic ports employ no moving parts
and require neither electrical power nor operator intervention
to initiate or maintain their operation. Flow characteristics
of the HDP have been verified experimentally as detailed in
references 2 and 3.

The reactor core consists of a hexagonal array of 85
uranium-zirconium-hydride (U-ZrH, 6 ) eutectic alloy fuel
elements with stainless steel clad. The primary heat trans-
port (PHT) system employs two centrifugal canned pumps
to circulate the light water coolant to the core inlet plenum.
The two purrips are installed in parallel and have common
discharge and supply headers.

SAFETY FEATURES

The AMPS-100 incorporates the following process-
inherent safety features designed to minimize the likelihood
of fuel damage and release of radioactive materials to the
surroundings. These features include:

Negative coolant void and temperature coefficients
of reactivity together with a large prompt negative
fuel temperature coefficient of reactivity arising
from the unique characteristics of the U-ZrH[ 6 fuel
design. This ensures that the reactor power will
safely and automatically self limit or decrease in
response to accident conditions which would other-
wise threaten fuel cladding integrity;

A derived fuel failure limit of more than 950 °C
which provides a significant margin to failure from
the full power peak centreline temperature of 485
°C. In fact, if critical heat flux conditions are not
reached during the event, fuel failure due to clad-

ding overstrain is precluded for fuel temperatures of
up to 1150 °C;

A simple passive auxiliary cooling system, based on
the hydrodynamic ports, which ensures immediate
availability of cooling water, from the RCT to the
core and provides a means of passively dissipating
the reactor heat to the ultimate heal sink;

A simple reactor system design which enhances
reactor safety and ease of operation and reduces the
likelihood and consequences of human errors or
equipment failure.

THERMAL-HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS

The objective of the AMPS-100 thermalhydraulics
analysis described herein is to establish the role and interac-
tion of the distinctive neutronic and thermalhydraulic
features of the AMPS-100 design in assuring safe plant
response in the absence of intervention by engineered safety
systems or the operator. Four generic accident categories are
considered, assuming no shutdown system intervention,
namely :

Loss-Of-Reactor-Power-Regulation (LOR);
Loss-Of-Pumped-Flow (LOF);
Loss-Of-Heat-Sink (LOHS); and
Loss-Of-Coolant (LOCA).

Thermalhydraulic system simulations under these
postulated accident conditions were performed with RELA-
P5/MOD2. The COBRA-IV subchannel analysis code was
used for transient fuel cooling assessments.

CHF PHENOMENON

Once the heat flux applied to a flux-controlled
surface in contact with a liquid is sufficient to initiate liquid
boiling in the neighbourhood of that surface, a progressive
increase in the heat flux will eventually initiate a phenom-
enon in which vapour dominates the surface and the contact j
between the liquid and the surface is lost. Inception of this
phenomenon is followed by a significant reduction in heat
transfer coefficient and therefore a rise in surface temperat-
ure.

The critical power ratio (CPR) is defined as the
reactor power at which CHF on a heated surface in the
system is induced relative to the nominal full power level.
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For CPR evaluation, core inlet enthalpy, pressure, arid flow
rate are assumed to remain unchanged from the nominal
conditions. The Minimum Dryout Near Boiling Ratio
(MDNBR) is defined as the minimum ratio of the predicted
CHF to the heat flux.

Both COBRA-IV and RELAP5/MOD2 were used to
perform the thermalhydraulic analysis. COBRA-IV was used
to determine the following parameters:

Critical Power Ratio and MDNBR of the reactor
under normal and accident conditions,
Maximum centreline temperature of the fuel under
normal and accident conditions.

RELAP5/MOD2 (reference 4) was used to predict
the thermalhydraulic conditions of the reactor under various
accident conditions. Although the heat transfer package in
RELAP5/MOD2 includes CHF predictions, it was deemed
necessary to use COBRA-IV to provide a more detailed
evaluation of CHF behaviour.

CHF PREDICTIONS USING COBRA-IV

COolant Boiling in Rod Arrays (COBRA-IV),
reference 5, is a thermalhydraulic subchannel code which
uses the homogeneous model of two phase flow, in which
the governing equations are employed in conjunction with
the assumption of equal phase velocities and temperatures.

The governing equations are those of continuity,
energy, axial momentum and transverse momentum. In
addition, constitutive relationships for friction, heat transfer
coefficient, turbulence exchange coefficient and void-quality
correlations are needed to form a closed set of equations.
The code computes flow and phase distribution at every
node within the rod cluster, and from this information,
critical heat flux criteria are applied to individual subchan-
nels.

COBRA-IV uses critical heat flux correlations to
predict the margin to critical heat flux under steady state or
transient conditions. During the course of this study, the
Look-up Table method, reference 6, for CHF predictions
was implemented in COBRA.

GEOMETRY USED IN COBRA-IV SIMULATION

Due to the core's symmetrical design only one
twelfth of the hexagonal core array was simulated (refer to
figure (2)).

GEOMETRY USED IN RELAPS/MOD2 SIMULA-
TIONS

i) Primary Heat Transport

Due to symmetries in the AMPS-100 primary heat
transport (PHT) system, only half of the system components
need to be modelled with RELAP5. The main components
of the half system model are:

- a single PHT pump
- half the core

- a boiler
- half the pressurizer
- half the reserve coolant tank
- inlet and outlet hydrodynamic ports
- inlet and outlet headers
- piping between the different components

ii) Simulation Of The Hydrodvnamic Ports

Since the flow between the RCT and the core
through the hydrodynamic ports is two-dimensional, the tee
model in RELAP was used in simulating the ports. The
model predictions of flow through the ports disagreed
initially with experimental data reported by Atkinson et al.
(1989). Some modifications of the flow resistance in
volumes around the HDP improved the RELAP predictions
against the experimental data.

iii) Pump Model Used In The Simulation

For single-phase flow the pump model in RELAP is
implemented in the one-dimensional fluid field equations by
using a dimensionless-homologous pump model to compute
the pump head as a function of flow rate and pump speed.
The user has the option of either using one of the two built-
in homologous models or providing the data for the actual
pump used in the system. Given the preliminary stage of the
process design, the built-in homologous relationships for the
Bingham pump were used in this simulation.

In the case of two-phase flow, the pump head and
torque are calculated using a two-phase multiplier approach.
Multipliers, obtained from the Semiscale test performed at
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Westinghouse Canada Limited, and listed in EG&G docu-
ment (1978), reference 7, were used.

iv) Secondary System

The negative void and temperature coefficients of
reactivity render the core power sensitive to the response of
the secondary system following an accident. Assuming an
infinite heat sink in the secondary system will result in a
lower average temperature in the PHT system and higher
power in the core. On the other hand, a finite heat sink will
allow the temperature to increase following a power mis-
match between the PUT and secondary system and
consequently will lead to a lower reactor power. Hence, the
response and consequently the simulation assumptions
applied to the secondary system have a pronounced effect on
the behaviour of the reactor under accident conditions. The
actual response of the secondary side and the behaviour of
the plant are dependent upon the control mode the plant is
operating in at the time of the accident.

In this simulation, it was assumed that the secondary
system is controlled such that the turbine power would
follow the reactor power. In this mode, the secondary side
will attempt to maintain the average PHT coolant tempera-
ture at a constant value during an accident. The AMPS-100
secondary system is capable of following the reactor to
power levels of approximately 150.0% of the nominal
power. The secondary system is sized such that the maxi-
mum heat removal rate does not exceed the 150 percent
limit. A simple model was used to simulate the secondary
system consisting of a heat exchanger and a time dependent
volume.

RESULTS

i) Accident Transient Studies

LOHS, LOF, and LOR accidents were simulated for
1800 seconds, while the LOCA was simulated for a period
of 400 seconds. During the accidents, including the LOCA,
the control and shutdown systems were assumed to be
unavailable.

RELAP was used to predict the general behaviour of
the system. In addition, RELAP's predictions of power,
core flow, inlet pressure and inlet enthalpy were used as an
input to COBRA to evaluate CHF in the highest powered
fuel element, and to predict the maximum centreline fuel

temperature. A description of the system behaviour under
the postulated accidents is given below.

a) Loss of Pump Flow Accident (LOF)

A total loss of pumped flow accident was simulated
with the reactor initially at full power. Pump coastdown
following trip is mainly controlled by its moment of inertia.
An estimated value of pump moment of inertia was used in
this analysis. Sensitivity to the assumed moment of inertia
was tested and it was revealed that although the timing of
events changed, the overall system behaviour was not
appreciably affected. As indicated in figure (3), exchange
(ingress) flow driven by natural circulation is established
immediately between the core and the reserve coolant tank
via the hydrodynamic ports. Although core flow decreases
to about 15 % of its initial value, the core inlet temperature
is now determined mainly by the low temperature reserve
coolant. As a result, MDNBR does not fall below a value of
2.5 at any point during the transient and peak fuel centreline
temperature remains below its initial steady state operating
value of 485 C. In the long term, reserve coolant tempera-
ture rises and, in the absence of safety system or operator
intervention, reactor power decreases slowly until the heat
generated in the reactor core matches the heat removal rate
from the reserve coolant tank. The fuel power and inlet
coolant temperature transients are presented in figures (4)
and (5).

b) Loss of Heat Sink Accident (LOHS)

The loss of heat sink accident was modelled in
RELAP by incorporating a bypass line on the primary side
to redirect the coolant flow around the boiler at the start of
the event. The bypass loop was modelled with a geometry
identical to that of the boiler in order that the flow charac-
teristics of the primary circuit would not be altered once
bypass was initiated to simulate a total loss of heat sink.

Following complete interruption of heat removal from the
primary heat transport system with the reactor at full power,
coolant temperature increases due to the induced mismatch
between core heat production and heat removal from the
PHT system (figure (6)). As indicated in figure (7) and (8),
this leads to a slow reduction in reactor power and to the
initiation of exchange flow with the reserve coolant tank
which enhances the through-core flows being maintained by
the PHT pumps. The value of MDNBR was maintained
above 5.3 throughout the accident and peak fuel centreline
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temperature remained below its initial steady state operating
value of 485 °C.

c) Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)

A double-ended guillotine rupture of a 4 inch
diameter pipe at the pump suction (the largest in the primary
circuit) was simulated, starting from full power. The
elevation of the breakage is 0.7 meters below the highest
point in the RCT. The break was modelled as a junction
connected to the boiler outlet pipe and pump inlet. The
junction is connected to a reactor containment volume by a
trip valve which is opened at the time of accident initiation,
therefore allowing coolant discharge into the containment
volume. Immediately following the break, system pressure
drops slightly. As indicated in figure (9), pumped flow
ceases within 30 seconds due to significant voiding at the
pump suction. The core is initially cooled by reserve water
entering the core region via the hydrodynamic ports. Core
flow is maintained at a value of at least 15 % of nominal
throughout the transient. Reactor power, as shown in figure
(10), remains relatively steady until 375 seconds into the
transient and then drops rapidly as inventory loss progresses
to the point where significant core void is generated. The
value of MDNBR remains above 2.5 and peak fuel centre-
line temperature does not exceed 485 °C.

d) Loss of Regulation Accident (LOR)

A loss of reactor power regulation accident, which
can occur as a consequence of accidental control rod
withdrawal, was simulated as a ramp reactivity insertion of
0.1 %K per second over the first 50 seconds of the accident.
It should be noted that this amount of reactivity insertion is
well in excess of the amount available in the AMPS-100
core design. As indicated in figure (12), the reactor power
during this event reaches a maximum value of 310% of full
power at 50 seconds and then drops to a quasi-steady state
power level of about 250% of full power. The increase in
primary coolant temperature leads to an increase in circuit
friction losses and a slight decrease in pumped flow, which
is offset by ingress from the reserve coolant tank via the
HDPs (figure (13)). The value of MDNBR does not fall
below 1.7 throughout the entire transient. Hot element peak
fuel temperature in this extreme scenario remains below the
1150 °C safety limit at which cladding failure could
potentially occur.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on this analysis, it is concluded that the
unique design and safety features of the AMPS-100 reactor
plant, in particular the novel passive core cooling system
comprising the reserve coolant tank and the hydrodynamic
ports, ensure adequate fuel cooling over the entire range of
design basis accident conditions.
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PLANT RATING AT NORMAL CONDITIONS

Core Thermal Power

Net Electrical Power Output

1.5 MW

100 KW

REACTOR HEAT SOURCE

Fuel Type

U-235 Enrichment

Cladding

Coolant

Number Of Fuel Elements

Fuel Element Outside Diameter

Refuelling Interval

Operating Pressure

Coolant Outlet Temperature

Coolant Mass Flow

Core Power Density

U-Zr-HL6

19.7%

SS-304

H2O

85

37.5 mm

5 to 7 Years

160 KPa

95 oc

37.5 Kg/s

26 KWA

Table 1 : Core Design Parameters of AMPS-100 Reactor
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Figure (1) Schematic Representation Of A Reactor Incorporating A Basic
Version Of The AMPS Cooling System

Figure (2) Geometry Used In Simulation Of AMPS-100 With COBRA-IV
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Figure (13) : Pump flow and HDP ingress following
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ABSTRACT

An analytical study has been undertaken of the transient
thermal behaviour of an SES-W reactor following a highly
improbable total loss of pool water.

A computer model has been developed to predict transient
temperatures of the uncovered core cooled by natural
thcrmo-syphoning flow of air with the concrete pool wall
ami surrounding ground acting as the only heat sink.
Versions of the model have been developed for designs with
a closed riser duct and an open riser duct above the core.

Results obtained for a 32-bundle core with an open riser
duct show that the predicted maximum fuel sheath
temperature peaks at about 980°Cfor a core uncovery time
of one hour after reactor shutdown and decreases
significantly as the core uncovery time increases.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The probability of an accident in a 10 MW SES reactor in
which a total loss of pool water results in the complete
uiicovery of the core is so low that it is not considered as a
design-basis accident for licensing purposes. Design and
operating features which help to ensure the very low
probability of this accident include:

a) The double containment of pool water by a
stainless steel tank and an outer concrete vessel.

b) The monitored air gap between the stainless siccl
lank and the concrete wall which would permit
rapid detection of any leakage past the lank.

c) The large volume of waicr in the ]*>ol which would
result in a very long time lor a complete, loss of
pool water, under almost all circumstances, should
a leak occur and remain undetected.

d) The large depth of the pool which results in the
core being below the ground water-table in most
cases, so that the core would probably not be
uncovered even if a continuing leak from the pool
should remain undetected.

Nevertheless, an analytical study has been undertaken in
which it is postulated that such an accident does occur. The
analytical models developed consider only the period after
the pool has been completely emptied of water. They ignore
the transition period when the core would be partially
uncovered. The objective of the study was to predict the
maximum fuel sheath temperature as well as other transient
parameters as functions of time following complete core
uncovery at various times after reactor shutdown.

A schematic diagram of the system geometry used in the
analysis is shown in Figure 1. Three SES-10 conceptual
designs were included in the study: 32 fuel bundles with
open and closed riser ducts and 52 fuel bundles with an
open riser duct. The open duct concept, shown in Figure 1,
allows hot water from the reactor to mix with the pool water
before entering the heat exchangers. The closed duct (not
shown) directly couples the riser duct to the two heat
exchanger inlet pipes. Both cores use the same fuel bundle,
containing Zircaloy-clad UO2 fuel elements in a square
array.

2.0 ANALYTICAL MODELS

The approach used in this study was to modify the computer
program, LOPWA, developed by Krzaniak (1) to predict
SES core temperatures under steady-stale air-cooling tlicrmo-
syphon conditions. The modifications allow for transient
heal storage effects in the core and ihc concrete vessel wall
and surrounding ground under transient decay power
conditions. These changes enable predictions to be made of
the maximum fuel sheaili temperature ;iml other parameters,
Mich as air mass How rale and riser, lank and conciete
temperatures, as lunclions of time.
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allows lot heal liauster ;k mss the riser duel wall between
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i.nh.Hum heat iransler Iroin the riser duct wall lo tin.1 |x>ul
lank, and LOPWATX, which ignores these effects. These
programs, written in FORTRAN-77, were developed al
Caileton University under contract lo AECL Research.

2.1 Reactor Decay Power

In the models, it is assumed that the core is rapidly
uncovered and the pool emptied at a given time after reactor
shutdown from full power, 10 MWth. The reactor decay
power al this time and subsequently is given by an equation
fitted to decay-power data calculated forSES-10 cores using
ORIGEN-2 (2). The form of the fitted equation follows that
of the ANS decay-power equation (3). It is assumed thai the
fuel burn-up at the time of the accident corresponds lo that
at the end of core life.

2.2 Models for Transient System Behaviour

Ai any given time after core uncovcry, the air temperatures
at various points in the system, the air mass flow rates and
other parameters are determined by coupling a transient
energy balance on the core, a mass, momentum and energy
balance on the air flow around the circuit and a transient
energy balance on the concrete wall and surrounding ground.

2.2.1 Transient Thermal Behaviour of Core

The transient energy balance on the core determines the
fraction of decay power transferred to the coolant at any
lime using a lumped-parameter, finite-difference analysis for
the given core geometry, property values and radial and axial
form factors. The energy balance is based on the air mass
flow rate at the previous lime step and the corresponding
heat transfer coefficient. The models for the fraction of
decay power transferred to the coolant and the average
thermal behaviour of the core are extensions of a simplified
model developed by Rogers (4) to predict steady-state fuel
sheath temperatures in a gas-cooled reactor core with a
chopped-sinc axial power distribution.

The core is represented by a single-node model of a fuel
element. This model is quite adequate for the low power
densities and the relatively low internal thermal resistances',
compared to that of the external air boundary layer,
encountered under the present conditions. In the models,
three options for calculating the core heat transfer coefficient
are provided: laminar forced convection, turbulent forced
convection and mixed forced and natural convection using
the Maiiinelli-Hoellcr equation (5). The program selects the

litiernal thermal resistances.1 fuel xhe.ilh, sheath pellet
contact, pellets themselves

appropnale opium l-or the conditions ol tin1 stiu!\ . unveil
lonveclion conditions always prevailed.

2.2.2 Transient Ttiermosyphnmm' ol Air

The mass, momentum, and energy conservation laws are
applied to the ihermosyphoning flow of dry air through the
system to establish the air mass flow rale and air
temperatures at various points. A basic assjmption is thai
the buoyant (gravity) force developed by the; healing of die
air in the core and its cooling at the pool lhcr is balanced
by forces resulting from pressure losses of the air flow
through the core and, for the closed riser duct, through die
heat exchangers. With an open riser duel, the air flow
would by-pass the heat exchangers so that tiey would not
contribute to the flow resistance in this case.

Pressure losses of the air flow across the core are composed
of entrance and exit losses and core friction losses. The
core friction losses are calculated for either laminar or
turbulent flow, as appropriate.

For a closed riser duct, the air pressure losse s in the heal
exchangers are determined from the known pressure-loss
characteristics of plate-type heat exchangers under water-
flow conditions (1).

Pressure losses in the riser duct, in the downcomer region of
the pool and in the region under the core are ignored as they
are negligible compared to those in the core and, when
appropriate, the heal exchangers.

Because the thermosyphoning flow is driven by temperature-
controlled buoyancy forces, the air momentum conservation
and energy conservauon equations are coupled and must be
solved simultaneously to determine the air flow rate at any
time.

The air mass and momentum conservation equations used for
this analysis assume steady-state conditions. A steady-state
model can be used because of the low density of the air and
because air velocities change very slowly with time.
Similarly, transient heat storage effects in the air flow itself
are ignored in the energy conservation equation because of
the low total mass of air involved, its relatively low specific
heat and the generally slow rate of change of air temperature
with time.

In the models, it is assumed that heat is dissipated from the
air ilow in the downcomer region to the concrete pool wall,
across the air gap, at the same total rale as that at which it
is transferred from ihc core to the air flow al that moment.
This is a conservative assumption because of the relatively
long transit lime for the air How in the downeomer. The
actual core inlet temperature will he lower than the value
calculated on Ihis basis al any lime in the transient so thai
calculated fuel sheath temperatures will be somewhat higher
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between laminar forced convention am) laminar or turbulent
naiural convection heat transfer coefficients. The heal
transfer rate cross the vertical air gap allows for thermal
radiation acting in parallel with natural convection or
conduction within a vertical enclosure.

2.2.3 Transient Energy Storage in
Pool Wall and Surrounding Ground

The only heat sink assumed in the analysis is the vertical
concrete wall of the pool and the surrounding ground, below
the level of the heat exchangers. No water supply to the
secondary side of the heat exchangers is assumed and
transient heat storage effects in the heat exchanger material
are ignored. It is also assumed that there are no heat losses
through the top or bottom of the pool nor is there any
mixing of heated air in the downcomer region with cool
ambient air outside the pool region. These assumptions
about heat dissipation from the pool are arbitrary but
convenient analytically. They are also obviously
conservative.

The thermal response of the concrete pool wall and the
surrounding ground is determined using a transient finite-
difference model with a radial one-dimensional co-ordinate
system. Variations in thermal behaviour with depth below
ground are ignored, which is again a conservative
assumption.

The programs provide an option for two types of ground
outside the concrete wall, rock and clay.

2.3 Maximum Fuel Sheath Temperatures

Once the air flow rate and core inlet and outlet lempcratures
at a given time are determined, as above, the maximum fuel
sheath temperature at that time is calculated using equations
based on the simplified core thermal model described in
section 2.2.1 (4). Convection heat transfer is the only
mechanism assumed to play a role in governing the fuel
sheath temperatures. Thermal radiation is ignored, as it
would not be expected to have much effect on the maximum
fuel sheath temperatures since these will occur at axial
positions relatively far from the ends of the bundles. Thus,
these regions would not readily "sec" any low-temperature
radiation heat sinks.

Concrete and ground

initial temperature Mr C d'nitonm

Riser and tank emissivity 0.79

Concrete cmissivity 0.9

Ground Rock

Node spacing in concrete
and ground 10 cm

It is assumed that the initial temperatures of the concrete
pool wall and surrounding ground are uniform, as indicated
above. This is a conservative assumption as there will be a
temperature gradient away from the concrete surface under
normal conditions. Also conservative is the assumed value
of this uniform temperature of 60°C. The choice of this
temperature was based on the results of a steady-state
thermal analysis of the water-filled pool with the reactor
operating at 10 MW and a bulk pool temperature of 75°C.
This analysis indicated that the inner surface of the concrete
wall would reach a temperature of about 60°C for an
atmospheric air temperature of 20°C and for ground
conductivities typical of rock and clay.

Initial temperatures of the fuel, fuel sheaths, riser duct wall
and pool tank are based on rough estimates of the values of
these parameters that might be expected at the decay power
level just before core uncovery.

3.1 Core Power, Heat Transfer and Storage Rates

Figure 2 shows the core decay power, the heat transfer rate
to the air coolant and the heat storage rate in the fuel for the
32-bundIe core with an open riser duct, for core uncovery
one hour after reactor shutdown. Initially, as would be
expected, the heat storage rate in the fuel is high and the
heat transfer rate to the coolant is low. The fuel heat storage
rate drops relatively rapidly and the heat transfer rate to the
air increases until it reaches a maximum value of about 96
kW at about 90 minutes after core uncovery, after which it
decreases slowly, closely following the core decay power.
The heat transfer rate to the air equals the core decay power
at about 115 minutes after core uncovery and slightly
exceeds the decay power after that time, as the fuel cools
down, until quasi-stcady-state conditions are reached at about
500 minutes.

3.0 RFSL'l.TS

Results have been obtained lor two different core designs
with open and closed riser duds. Results presented here are
mainly those loi a ^-bundle core with an open riser duel,
with some results lor other CIOSII'MS to show trends.

3.2 Air Mass Flow Rates

Figure 3 shows the air mass How rale versus time alter core
uncover)1 lor core uncovery times of 1, 5 and 20 hours. For
all uncovery limes, the air mass How rates increase rapidly
to a maximum within one hour alter core uncoverv and then
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3.3 Air Temperatures at Core fnlct and Onilct

figure 4 shows that the air inlet temperatures 10 lhe core
increase fairly rapidly at first after core uncovery and then
more slowly with time. For both core uncovery limes, 1
hour and 20 hours, the air temperatures at the core inlet arc
still increasing, although very slowly, at 20 hours after core
uncovery. The core inlet temperature at any time after core
uncover)' is fairly sensiiive to core uncovery lime.

Figure 4 also shows that the core outlet temperatures initially
increase fairly rapidly like the core inlet temperatures. For
the short core uncovery time, the core outlet temperature
then reaches a peak, decreases slowly and then increases
again very slowly, while for the long core uncovery time,
the core outlet temperature continues to increase steadily but
at a decreasing rate. The core outlet temperature at any time
after core uncovery is quite sensitive to core uncovery time.

In reality, the core inlet and outlet temperatures at any time
will be somewhat lower than the values shown in Figure 4
because of the neglect of the transit time of the air in the
downcomer in the analysis.

3.4 Temperatures of Pool Tank and Concrete Wall

Figure 5 shows the average temperatures of the pool tank
and the surface of the concrete wall as functions of time
after core uncovery for core uncovery limes of 1 and 20
hours. The tank temperatures increase fairly rapidly at first
and then more slowly, but are still increasing 20 hours after
core uncovery. The concrete surface temperatures at first
increase slowly then more rapidly and later more slowly,
but, again, are still increasing at 20 hours after core
uncovery. Both of these temperatures are somewhat
sensitive to core uncovery time.

Predicted temperature profiles through the concrete wall and
ground at 20 hours after core uncovery for all uncovery
times considered here show that the temperature at the outer
surface of the concrete wall has barely responded to the
transient at 20 hours after core uncovcry.

3.5 Maximum Fuel Sheath and Fuel Temperatures

The most important results of the analysis arc the predicted
core-maximum fuel sheath temperatures. Figure f> shows
plots of those temperatures as functions of lime after core
uncovery for core uncovcry limes of I, 3, 5, JO and 20
hours alter reactor shutdown. Figure (i shows that lhe
maximum IIK-I sheath temperature peaks at about WO'C
about )(X) niinuies alter core uwovcry for tore imcovery al

one dour alter reactor slml-down.

Figure 6 also shows thai the peak value of the luel sheath
temperature is very sensiiive to tore uncovery lime,
decreasing significantly as the core uncovcry lime increases.
This behaviour is shown clearly in Figure 7, where the peak
value of the fuel sheath temperature from Figure 6 is plotted
against core uncovcry lime. For a core uncovcry lime of 20
hours after reactor shutdown, the peak value of the
maximum fuel sheath temperature is only about 560°C.

Figure 6 also shows that the time at which the maximum
fuel sheath temperature reaches its peak value occurs later as
the core uncovery time increases, varying from about 100
minutes at a 1 -hour uncovery time to between 550 and 600
minutes at a 20-hour uncovery time.

The analysis has also shown that the UO2 thermal
conductivity and pellet-sheath contact conductance are high
enough to ensure that the maximum fuel pellet temperatures
are only a few degrees above the maximum fuel sheath
temperatures at any time in this type of accident sequence.

The relatively long times for the fuel sheath and fuel to
reach peak temperatures reflect the long time-constants of
the fuel, resulting from the low heat transfer coefficients
experienced with mixed-convection air cooling. Over the
range of core heat transfer coefficients encountered under the
present conditions, the fuel-element time constants lie in the
range of 15 minutes to 30 minutes.

The calculated maximum fuel sheath temperatures shown in
Figures 6 and 7 are almost certainly conservative values
because of the restriction of the heat sink to the concrete
pool wall and surrounding ground below the heat
exchangers, because of the neglect of the air transit time in
the downcomer and because of the neglect of any mixing of
hot air in the pool region with cooler ambient air.

3.6 Sensitivity of Maximum Fuel Sheath
Temperatures to Various Parameters

The sensitivity of the maximum fuel sheath temperature to
the various parameters shown in Table 1 has been
investigated. The results for a 32-bundle core with a closed
riser duct for a core uncovery time of 10 hours are shown in
Figure 8.

Decreasing the initial temperature of the concrete and ground
from 60°C lo 10°C results in a reduction of the peak fuel
sheath temperature of about 70°C from 670°C to about
6()()°C. As explained earlier, the initial pool wall
temperature of 60°C is probably a conservative upper limit.
However, ii is not known whal the average pool wall
temperature would bo at ihe time of core uncovers.
Nevertheless, ii could very well be less than f>(> (', which
would rednte the peak fuel sheaih lempcraiure roughly hy
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SENSITIVITY STUDY FOR MAXIMUM FUEL
SHEATH TEMPERATURES

Parameter
Reference Sensitivity

case case

Concrete and ground
initial temperature 60°C 10°C

Concrete and tank
cmissivity 0.9,0.79 0.6, 0.6

Tank and pool wall
effective height 6.7 m

Ground Rock

Node spacing in
concrete and ground 10 cm

8.0 m

Clay

5 cm

The peak fuel sheath temperature is increased from 670°C to
about 690°C if the emissivities of the concrete wall and pool
tank are reduced from 0.9 and 0.79 respectively to values of
0.6. Thus, the peak fuel sheath temperature is not very
sensitive to these surface emissivities. Surface emissivities
arc very difficult to predict accurately, but it is very likely
that the emissivities of the concrete and tank lie within these
ranges, considering the materials and anticipated surface and
environment conditions. Thus, uncertainties in surface
emissivities will not have very significant effects on the
results.

The sensitivity of the maximum fuel sheath temperature to
"wall height" is really an investigation of the extent of the
wall surface which is effective as a heat sink. Figure 8
shows that the peak fuel sheath temperature could be
decreased from 670°C to about 640°C if the effective wall
height is 8 metres instead of the reference value of 6.7
metres.

Assuming clay instead of rock for the ground surrounding
the pool wall makes no difference at all to the peak
maximum fucl-shcalh temperature nor to the maximum fuel
sheath temperature at any lime, as the curve for clay falls
right on the reference curve for rock. This behaviour is
expected since, as mentioned in section 3.4, very little heat
from the core has reached the outer surface of the concrete
wall even 20 hours after core uncovcry, so that the core
thermal behaviour over this lime periixl is completely
insensitive (o the nature of the ground.

In ami inn the validity ol the Imite-dilTeriTice analysis lor
heat How through and heal storage in the concrete wall and
ground, a case was run with 5 cm node spacing instead of
ihe reference 10 cm mxlc spacing. Figure 8 shows that there
is virtually no change in the maximum fuel sheath
temperature history for the two node spacing*.

An investigation of the sensitivity of the peak value of the
maximum fuel sheath temperature to variations in the
assumed initial values of core parameters used in the
analysis was also undertaken. Results showed that the peak
maximum fuel sheath temperature is very insensitive to
reasonable variations in these initial values.

3.7 Integrated Energy Balance

To ensure that the analytical model is internally consistent,
an integrated energy balance was undertaken for a 32-bundle
core with a closed riser duct for core uncovery at 10 hours
after reactor shutdown. In the heat balance, the total energy
generated over the 20 hours after core uncovery, obtained by
integrating the decay power equation over this time period,
was compared to the sum of the energy stored in the core,
based on the difference in the core-average fuel temperatures
at 10 and 30 hours, and the energy stored in the concrete
wall and ground, based on numerical integration of the
temperature profile in the concrete and ground at 30 hours.
The results obtained are shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2

INTEGRATED ENERGY BALANCE AT 20
HOURS AFTER CORE UNCOVERY

Design = 32-bundle core, closed riser duct
Core uncovery - 10 hours after reactor shutdown

Energy Generated in Core 3.676 x 109 J

Energy Stored in Core 0.1185 x 109 J

Energy Stored in Concrete and Ground 3.487 x 109 J

Total Energy Stored 3.606 x 10' J

Percent Error in Energy Balance 1.90%

The good energy balance confirms the internal consistency
of (he model. These results also show the effectiveness of
the concrete and ground as a heat sink since ovc; 96% of the
energy generated in the core is transferred tr> the concrete
and ground in the 20 hours after core uncovcry.
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The analytical models have been applied to various S11S-10
designs. I'eak values of the maximum fuel sheath
temperatures for these designs arc given in Table 3.

The results for [lie 32-bundlc cores show that lower peak
values of the maximum fuel sheath temperatures, for any
given core uncovery lime, occur with an open riser duct than
with a closed riser duct. This behaviour results from the
higher air mass flow rates for the open riser duct resulting
from the air-dow by-passing the heat exchangers. On the
other hand, the peak maximum fuel sheath temperatures for
the 32-bundle core with an open riser duct are higher than
those for a 52-bundle core with an open riser duct because
of the higher power density in the 32-bundle core.

TABLE 3

PEAK MAXIMUM FUEL SHEATH
TEMPERATURES FOR VARIOUS

SES-10 DESIGNS

Design 32-Bundle 32-Bundle 52-Bundie
Core Core Core
Open Riser Closed Riser Open Riser

Core
Uncovery
Time, hrs

1

3

5

10

20

979

823

747

649

560

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

-

899

815

703

600

735

633

581

512

445

The results obtained for the 32-bundlc core with an open
riser design show thai the peak values of the maximum fuel
sheath temperatures, 979°C for a core-uncovcry time of one
hour after reactor shut-down, and significantly lower values
for longer uncovery times, arc low enough that there should
he no significant damage to the fuel-clement sheaths in such
an accident for core uncovery limes of at least one hour after
re-ador shut-down. A Zircaloy sheath temperature of 979°C
is below tin1 point at which Zircaloy oxidation rates will
cause auto catalytic effects (6, 7, K) so that the fuel sheaths
should maintain their integrity, although oxidation rales will
Iv IIIJ;II lor sliori core uncovery times, especially i'oiisnleniis;

t h e s l o w i l e c u - a ^ e o l t h e m a x i m u m s h e a t h t c i i i | K - t ; f t u i c s a l i e r

the po.ik has fxvn reached.

Similar conclusions can IK drawn lor the S2 humlli- ton-
with an open riser duct and for the 32-nundIe core with a
closed riser duct, except that, in the latter case, the minimum
core uncovcry time to ensure fuel sheath integrity is alioul
3 hours.

We have seen thai the maximum fuel pellet temperatures
will be only a few degrees above the maximum fuel sheath
temperatures at any lime in this type of accident sequence.
In other words, for the cases examined, the peak values of
the maximum UO2 temperatures will be less than 1000°C so
that we would expect no significant fuel damage nor releases
of fission products from Ihe fuel matrix* (8). Considering
this expectation and the probable retention of fuel-sheath
integrity, there should be no significant releases of fission
products, even the free inventory noble gases, from the core
in this accident sequence as long as core uncovery limes are
greater than one hour after reactor shutdown for the open
riser duct design and three hours for the 32-bundle core with
a closed riser duct.

Key assumptions used in developing the models in this study
are conservative, so that Che actual peak values of maximum
fuel sheath temperatures are most probably lower than the
calculated values. In particular, the neglect of all heat sinks
except for the portion of the concrete pool wall and
surrounding ground below the heat exchangers and the
neglect of any mixing of the hot pool-region air with cooler
ambient air should give conservative results.

The sensitivity studies have indicated that the peak values of
the maximum fuel sheath temperatures are not very sensitive
to reasonable variations in those parameters that might be
expected to have major effects on these temperatures. Also,
the results are quite insensitive to the assumed initial values
of the major variables.

Considering the results of the analysis, the conservative
assumptions used in it, and the results of the sensitivity
studies, there is considerable confidence in the conclusion
that there should be no significant fuel or fuel sheath
damage and no significant release of fission products from
the core in the highly improbable accident investigated here,
provided core uncovery does not occur before one hour after
reactor shutdown for the designs with open riser ducts and
before three hours after reactor shutdown for the 32-bundle
core with a closed riser duct.

Since fuel sheaths arc expected to remain intact, there
should he little or no enhanced release of fission products
from the UO ; |iellets because of exposure lo oxidizing
conditions resulting from air-c<x>ling.
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FIG.3 AIR MASS FLOW RATE
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FIG 5 TEMPERATURES OF TANK AND CONCRETE
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FIG.7 PEAK MAXIMUM SHEATH TEMPERATURE
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SEISMIC QUALIFICATION OF THE SES-10 DISTRICT HEATING REACTOR

J.M. CUTTLER, A. ALIZADEH, B.L. LY, A. WUERSCHER and G.A. DAVIES

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
2251 Speakman Drive

Mississauga, Ontario, L5K 1B2

ABSTRACT

Seismic qualification proceeded by defining the design basis
earthquake (DBE), analyzing models of the structures and
shake-testing a full-size model of the reactor core. A study of
potential construction sites led to selection of a 0.3g DBE. The
response spectrum method and tke Micro-STARDYNE code
were chosen for the analyses. The models accounted for the
interactions between the concrete pool, the steel tank, the
in-pool support structure, the modules and the water.
Parametric studies were carried out to optimize the design of
the supports for a qualified structure. The random triaxial
shake tests demonstrated the adequacy of the core, fuel and
absorber designs.

1. INTRODUCTION

The 10 MW SLOWPOKE Energy System, shown in Figure 1,
is designed to provide economic, safe and nonpolluting energy
for hot water district heating.I^ It employs a small nuclear
reactor immersed in a large underground pool of water. The
SES-10 operates like a domestic water heater, varying reactor
power to maintain the pool at a constant temperature. Primary
flow is by natural circulation, and two in-pool heat exchangers
transfer heat from the pool water to the district heating system.

SEISMIC CJUALlFICATiON RFOUIRED

HGURE1 LAYOUT OF SES-10 BUILDING

Project safety design requirements specify that the SES-10
nuclear reactor must withstand external hazards without
releasing significant radioactivity to the surrounding
population. Earthquake is one of the hazards that must be

considered. This paper describes how the SES-10 was
seismically qualified, focussing on the reactor pool and the
core.

The safety objective will be met if the capability to shutdown,
remove decay heat, confine radioactivity and monitor the
reactor are preserved after a design basis earthquake (DBE).
For the SES-10, at least one safety shutdown system must
remain available (or fail safe), the pool and all its internal
components must remain in their original geometry without
significant loss of pool water and all fuel must remain
undamaged. The DBE occurs once in 1000 years on average,
defined on the basis of existing historical records. The
engineering representation of the DBE effects on the site is the
ground response spectrum (GRS).

2. METHODOLOGY

The requirements were met in the following manner.

Potential sites for SES-10 units were identified in Europe, Asia
and Canada. References on the seismicity of these regions(2-
3- 41 seismic maps ^ and an IAEA technical guide '6J were
studied, and a GRS was defined for the generic SES-10. An
assessment of seismicity and the load-bearing competence of
the soil would still be required for each construction site to
determine whether the conditions were enveloped by those
selected for the generic plant. In cases where the conditions
were more severe, additional analyses would be necessary with
the potential for design changes.

The following areas of the SES-10 plant were classified H as
seismicaliy qualified: the reactor pool, the safety shutdown
system #1 (SDS1) instrumentation room, the external
monitoring station and the interconnecting conduits. Each area
was protected by appropriate barriers (and distance) against
falling debris from adjacent, non-qualified areas.

The applicable structures and systems were qualified by a
combination of analysis and testing as described in CSA
standardsCAN3-N289.3'8»andCAN3-N289.4f9'. Compon-
ents that could not be easily modelled due to their complexity
or non-linearity were tested by "substructuring", that is,
analysis was performed to determine the structural response
characteristics at locations where these components were to be
mounted, and then the components were shake-tested to the
required response spectra determined by the analysis.

The SDS1 instrumentation was seismically qualified in the
manner described in Reference 10. Instrumentation cabinets
were selected of a design which had already been qualified for
severe earthquakes. The dynamic properties of the beam
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model of the cabinet were used, together with the GRS for the
generic SES-10, to calculate the required response spectra for
the instruments to be mounted in the cabinets. Finally
instruments were selected which had been, or could be,
qualified to perform their required safety function during a
shake-test whose test response spectra enveloped the required
response spectra.

The reactor pool was modelled analytically assuming a
competent rock foundation.* Analyses and parametric studies
were carried oui to optimize the design of the structures and
their supports. Dynamic and static loads were determined for
confirming the structural adequacy of each component in the
pool.

The internal behaviour of the reactor core was too complex and
non-linear to model analytically, so the core was qualified by
shake-testing using a required response spectrum determined
from analysis of the complete model. A full-size mockup of
the core was constructed and shake-tested to demonstrate the
adequacy of the structure, the fuel bundle design and the
provisions to prevent pinching of the SDS1 absorbers.

3. GROUND RESPONSE SPECTRUM

Seismic design criteria have a significant effect on the
configuration of SES-10 structures. A horizontal ground
response spectrum with a maximum ground acceleration of
0.30 g,** a maximum ground velocity of 370 mm/s and a
maximum ground displacement of 270 mm was created for the
generic SES-10 design, based on a review of the seismicity of
the potential market areas. This makss the generic design
suitable for most sites with considerable seismic activity. The
IAEA- TECDOC-348 report W and the CSA-CAN3-N289.3
standard were used to develop the GRS graphs at the required
damping factors for seismic design of the structures. The
design GRS graphs are shown in Figure 2.

For each site of a SES-10 unit, site seismicity will be
investigated to verify the adequacy of the GRS used in
preparing the generic design.

4. REACTOR POOL MODELLING AND ANALYSES

The seismic analysis of the reactor pool considers the
interaction between its structural components as well as the
interaction between these structures and the water. The
response spectrum method and the Micro-STARDYNE code
were chosen for the analyses. Figure 3 shows the physical
configuration of the components in the pool. Figure 4 shows
the analytical model schematically. The in-pool support
structure (IPSS) is modelled as a frame using beam elements
with masses lumped at 11 points. The reactor module is
modelled using beam and plate elements with masses lumped

at 20 points. The riser duct is modelled using beam elements
with stiffness equivalent to that of the actual configurations.
Rigid links are used to connect the masses, at the centre of
gravity of each component, to the supporting structure. To
allow for thermal expansion, the connection between the
reactor module and the riser duct is sliding in the vertical
direction and fixed in the horizontal direction. The mass of the
used fuel and the stiffness of its holding tubes are also
modelled.
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FIGURE 2 DBE HORIZONTAL GROUND RESPONSE SPECTRUM

The steel tank is modelled using beam elements with stiffness
equivalent to a reduced tank cross section, to allow for
flattening. Analysis of the steel tank alone indicates that the
seismic response is governed by the beam mode; the shell
modes affect the response only marginally. The contained
water mass is connected rigidly to the tank model. The
sloshing water mass is connected to the tank by springs.

The design of the pool will incorporate features to attenuate
sloshing. However even in the presence of some water
sloshing, the steel tank proportions indicate that the submerged
structures are almost below the sloshing depth. As a result the
contained and the "attached" water masses are assumed rigidly
connected to the structures and equipment The attached water
masses for the structural frame members, the ducts and the
equipment are calculated based on their geometric dimensions
using empirical formulae found in Reference 11.

The support configuration and the interconnection of the
structural components have a significant impact on the seismic
behaviour as well as the constructability of the structure.
Several support arrangements were investigated, and Table 1
compares the responses.

* Competent rock provides support in an earthquake without springing, sliding or flowing.

** A 0.3 g maximum ground motion acceleration can approximately be related to the epicentral acceleration of a 6.6 Richter
scale earthquake. Such ground motion causes partial or total destruction of some buildings.
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In the first arrangement considered, the IPSS would be
connected only to the bottom of the pool through a base grid.
This would eliminate the need for horizontal supports along the
height of the steel tank. In this concept the cantilever modes
cf the model resulting from the large HX masses would govern
the seismic behaviour. As a result, the overturning moment and
forces transferred to the bottom of the tank (453 kN) would be
very large and require a massive base structure for both the
EPSS and the steel tank.

This arrangement was therefore modified to include a
connection between the IPSS and the steel tank, at the base of
the heat exchangers. This modified arrangement was then
analyzed for three different options for providing support
between the steel tank and the concrete pool.

TABLE 1 COMPARISON OF SUPPORT OPTIONS

UPPER POOL COVER

LOWER POOL
COvEB

TOP SUPPORT
ELEVATION

REACTIVITY MECHANISMS -

SECONDARY K£*T
TRANSPORT

Response

Frequency (Hz)

Acceleration at
Reactor Core (g)

Displacement at
Core (mm)

Strut Loads (kN)

IPSS Support
Reaction (kN)

Base Base Shew Base Shear Base Shear
Support pluiTop plus plus Top and

Only Support Mid-Support Mid-Support

5.8

0.75

5.4

N/A

453

7.9

0.89

3.65

982

353

9.1

0.35

0.31

2115

38

9.2

0.49

0.66

973

95

TOP SUPPORT ELEVATION

S7EELTANK •
STICK MODEL

MASS LOCATION
OF HEAT
EXCHANGER

MID SUPPORT
flEVATION

MASS LOCATION OF
USED FUEL HOLDING
TUBES

REACTOR MODULE
FRAME AND PLATE MODEL

IN-PQOL SUPPORT
STRUCTURE
FRAME MODEL

NOTE:
NOT ALL MEMBERS AND MASSES ARE SHOWN

FIGURE 3 PLAN AND SIDE ELEVATION OF POOL

FIGURE 4 ANALYTICAL MODEL OF IN-POOL STRUCTURES

The support scheme with base shear plus support at the top of
the tank would not produce a big enough reduction in the IPSS
support reactions (453 to 353 kN) because of the flexibility of
the tank at mid-height The tank does not provide sufficient
lateral support to the IPSS.

The support option with base shear plus mid-support does
reduce the reactions significantly (453 to 38 kN), but the loads
in the support struts (2115 kN) are too large.
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The final support scheme with base shear plus top and
mid-support is feasible; the support reactions, the axial forces
and the strut loads can all be accommodated. In this
arrangement, the IPSS, the steel tank and the concrete pool are
connected horizontally with struts at two elevations above the
base ring.

The connections between the steel tank and the concrete pool
arc assumed to be grounded connections receiving ihe same
seismic input as the base. This assumption is acceptable for
sites with competent rock foundation where the concrete pool
moves as a rigid body with the ground. For sites where ihe
concrete pool has a cantilever mode, the interactions between
the concrete pool and the steel structure would have to be
investigated.

5. REACTOR CORE TESTING

A survey was carried out on previous tests and analyses
performed on reactor fuel assemblies supported in air and
assemblies submerged in water. " 2 ' 13> 14> I S | The results
indicated that shake testing the core in air would be more
conservative than shake testing it in water to the same intensity.

The required response spectrum was determined as follows.
Selecting a damping factor of 2% in thcGRS for rigid (welded)
steel structures gave a mid-frequency acceleration of 1.15 g.
The seismic analysis of the combined model indicated a
maximum horizontal acceleration of 0.49 g at the bottom of the
core, compared to the 0.30 g ground acceleration. Because the
reactor core is quite close to the ground, the seismic motions
were still broadband, so the mid-frequency acceleration was
scaJcd up (0.49/0.30) times 1.15 to 1.88 g. The zero period
acceleration was 0.49 g.

The test specimen was an accurate representation of the
SES -10 reactor core. The core support plate, wall structure and
diaphragm plate were fabricated from stainless steel according
to the reference drawings. The inner shroud was made from
aluminium plate as per the reference design. However, the
zircaloy and hafnium internal components were made from
stainless steel, which were reasonable simulations. The fuel
bundles were all made using the reference inlet nozzle and
upper plate castings. Three quarters of the bundles were built
with a thick steel bar to simulate the mass of the fuel, and one
quarter of the bundles was made with long narrow brass rods
to simulate the mass and shape of the individual fuel elements.
Eight of the "elements" were made with a proper zircaloy
sheath filled with brass "fuePpellets. Brass has approximately
the same density as ihe sintered UO2 fuel material, so these
eight were accurate simulations of actual fuel elements for
these tests.

An adapter was required under the core to provide space for the
absorber followers. This box section was made stiff and short
to reduce the overturning moment during the shaker tests.

Figure 5 is a photograph of the mockup on the triaxial shaker
at Ontario Hydro's Dobson Research Laboratory. The 1.52 m
square platform is mounted on an inflated support to carry the
static load of the specimen. The table can be driven

simultaneously in the X, Y and Z directions by three hydraulic
pistons, exerting forces of up to 68 kN horizontally and 50 kN
vertically. The core mockup was somewhat large (3000 kg) in
relation to the shaker, which resulted in minor rocking during
tests.

FIGURE 5 REACTOR CORE ON SEISMIC SHAKER

The tests were carried out under a quality assurance program
which conformed to CSA standard Z299.1. (16 ' All equipment
used to measure, record, analyze or monitor data during the
tests was traceable to national calibration standards.

The controller of the shaker wasadjustcd to provide 30 seconds
of broadband, random, triaxial motion with a test response
spectrum that enveloped the required response spectrum.
Three acccieromciers were mounted at the shaker platform and
their signals were recorded and fed into a spectrum analyzer.
All tests were analyzed using 5% damping to determine the
actual test response spectra, in accordance with IEEE standard
382.1'7! As per IEEE 344,118 ' five tests were carried out at the
operating basis earthquake level (OBE = 60% of DBE)
followed by one test at the DBE level. Figure 6 shows the test
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response spectra for the DBE test, compared to the required
response spectra. The shaker could not envelope the required
spectrum below 2.5 Hz, but the motion was acceptable because
of the absence of natural frequencies in this range.

20

Y-AXIS

REOWHED
HESPONSE
SPECTRUM

FREQUENCY Hz!

FIGURE 6 TEST RESPONSE SPECTRA

Correlation coefficients were plotted against frequency for the
X-Y, X-Z and Y-Z correlations. There was good independence
between the horizontal and vertical motions (coefficients less
than 15%), but the X-Y coefficient was higher (30%) due to
rocking effects.

A video recording of the tests was made with sound to capture
the intensity of the seismic motions.

The reactor core was observed to maintain its normal physical
configuration during all six earthquake simulations. Careful
inspection of the specimen after the tests revealed no damage
or distortion to any of the hardware. None of the fuel bundles
moved out of their reference positions. All safety shutdown
absorbers were hanging from ropes. There was no indication
of any pinching or other impairment.

The overall results verified that the absorbers could shut the
reactor down during or after a design basis earthquake.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The design of the generic SES-10 meets project safety
requirements for seismic qualification, for most potential sites.

The methodology to qualify the SES-10 nuclear heating plant
for the earthquake hazard conforms to appropriate Canadian
and international standards.

The analytical models and the analyses enabled prediction of
the dynamic loads and deflections that would appear in a
design basis earthquake. These loads were far more significant
than the static and thermal loads, and were necessary to size the
members and connections of the IPSS, as well as to check the
stresses in the reactor module and the riser duct.

As a result of the reactor pool analyses, the support
configuration for the IPSS and the steel tank was changed from
a base grid connected to the bottom of the concrete pool to one
of lateral supports at the top and mid-height, with only a shear
pin at the bottom.

The analysis of the combined model also provided the peak
acceleration at the base of the reactor core. This acceleration
was used to determine the required response spectrum for the
seismic shaker tesls.

The successful shaker tests provided evidence that the core
structure, fuel bundle and absorber designs were qualified for
the design basis earthquake for a SES-10 pool located in a
competent rock foundation.
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Abstract

M.\.M'-( '.WDl is tin integrated computer cade for the
IH'SI estimate analyses <>/ .vcivw accident scenarios in
(\.\l>r miclciir power station.',, im hiding those with
significant tore damage. It is based on the widely used
\1 \Al'-I \\ R code with a number oj models specially
developed for C. VV/)f'. Dynamic feedbacks between plant
\y\iem\ ami till known natural severe incident phenomena
are modelled. I his paper describes the key features if the
i ode with focus on C.\.\Dl-spccific models.

1. IMROIHCTION

The Modular Accident Analysis Program (MAAP) is
a family of integrated computer models for the analysis of
severe accidents in nuclear power plants. The severe
accidents are those not routinely analy/cd as part of the
design and licensing process for a plant, because the
probability of such events is extremely low. They can
involve extreme temperature excursions, a large release of
radioactive fission products from the fuel ami severe
damage to the plant.

The CANDU version of the code (MAAP-CANDU)
has been developed between mid 1'MK and the end of
I WO. The development facilitates a recommendation of
the Ontario Nuclear Safety Review (ONSRl that severe
accident analyses be analyzed for Ontario Hydro's plants'.
MAAP-CANDU is based on the MAAP-I.WR' used
widely around the world for risk assessment studies. The
source code has been reviewed by experts and extensively
validated'. The CANDU -specific models were developed
by a team from Ontario Hydro and international experts
under strict quality assurance (QA) guidelines. The
purpose of the QA is to maintain the integrity of the
generic and phenomeiiologieal models while ensuring the
validity of new, CANDU-specific models. The MAAP-
CANDU code thus retains the benefit of extensive
international research and development (R&D) in severe
accident phenomenology, which is included in the MAAP
code family, while representing the unique features of a
CANDU plant.

MAAP-CANDU is fully documented. Detailed
descriptions of models and input parameters are contained
in the User's Manual, along with extensive references and
various validation and verification documents. The code
is operational on micro, mini and main-frame computers.
It is currently being employed in the analyses of severe
accidents for the Darlington Nuclear Generating Station
(NCiS) which quantitatively explore the propagation of
certain initiation sequences with the potential for a severe
core damage. The sequences are extracted from the risk
assessment study for this plant'.

This paper discusses the MAAP-CANDU code with
focus on the CANDU-specific features, l-ollowing an
overview of the MAAP modelling approach, the main
system models are discussed, and the experience with code
application is described.

2. MAAP MODELLING APPROACH

The MAAP code has been developed according to the
following principles: all reactor systems and structures
(including the engineered safety systems and natural heat
sinks) should be represented: all known severe accident
phenomena shall be represented: the process and
phenomenology models shall be fully integrated to
dynamically simulate feedback effects; the code shall be
flexible to allow a detailed representation if a certain
process or phenomenon is found to significantly affect the
accident progression or consequence: and the code should
be efficient (fast running) Jo facilitate analyses of long
duration accident sequences with alternate progression
pathways. These principles have been implemented in a
highly modular FORTRAN program. The modules, which
can consist of a number of the models and sub-programs,
are implemented in the code in accordance with the
following five categories:

High level routines: Direct the computation sequence
through the code and do not contain any physical models.
They include the main program. Ihe input-output, data
storage and retrieval subroutines, and routines that perform
integration, control time step and direct calls to system
and region subroutines.

System status routines: Monitor and record the status of
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the entire plant in each time step. The status is monitored
by selling and removing event Hags for the individual
systems (i.e. pressuri/er empty, moderator cooling systems
off. non-accident unit vault coolers operating, hydrogen
hum occurring in containment, etc.) and interventions
(salety relief valves manually opened, lost power restored,
etc.). The events Hags are subsequently used by the
region routines to direct the calls to the appropriate
phenomenology subroutines.

Region routines: Each routine represents a physical
region tit the plant such as the primary heat transport
system, the calandria vessel, the vacuum building, etc.
The region routines assemble the rate equation for the
integrator using results from phenomenology routines (e.g.
hrcak discharge, boil-off rate, hydrogen burns, fission
product transients).

Phenomenology routines: These routines are the
fundamental elements of the code. They describe the
physical processes that occur in each system and region of
the plant. They include conventional models (e.g. two
phase break discharge, transient heat conduction) as well
as models specific to severe accidents derived from the
international K&D program over the past decade or so.
Examples of the latter are the various chemical reactions
at high temperatures, debris behaviour. How mixing in
mulii-coinparlment volumes, fission product release and
aerosol transport.

Property & Utility routines: These routines supply
physical properties of materials and fluids.

MAAP-CANDU solves a set of coupled, first order
ordinary differential equations. Conservation equations for
mass and energy are set up for each physical region of the
plant. The momentum balances of the regions are
assumed to be quasi-steady. This assumption reduces them
to algebraic expressions and eliminates the need for
differential equations describing the conservation of
momentum.

3. HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEM MODELS

The heat transport system models are schematically
shown in ligure I. They consist of three region routines,
namely the primary heat transport system, the pressuri/er
and the steam generator adapted from the MAAP-PWR
code, Each region is represented by a single control
volume from the standpoint of thermal-hydraulics. Since
accident sequences of interest involve a loss of coolant
without makeup, any further detail in the representation
is not warranted for these systems. For the same reasons,
the Emergency Coolant Injection System is modelled only

to the extent that the user may specify an addition of
water or steam to the primary heal transport system
according to the accident scenario circumstances as ;• part
of recovery actions. The emphasis is placed on the
representation of the heat transfer to the various heat sinks
including the engineered and structural heat sinks, the
chemical environment in the systems anil the transport and
deposition of fission products along with their decay heal.
Appropriate control logic is available for the \arious relief
valves, pressuri/er heaters and steam generator leedwater
supply. Structural heat sinks are modelled using a two-
dimensional slab model.

TO ENVIRONMENT

SG HOT TUBE

FEED WATER

TO CONTAINMENT

PRESSURIZE*

Figure 1 : Schematics of the Heat
Transport System Model.

The heal transport system employs a two-phase,
homogeneous thermal-hydraulic model prior to phase
separation. Once the phases become separated, a lumped,
multi-component, non-equilibrium model is activated. The
components treated include not only water and steam, hut
also the full range of non-condensable gases which may
be generated within the system (e.g. H,) or enter it
through the breaks (e.g. O : . N, and COO.

The core is represented in the primary heal transport
system model by a lumped parameter model until the
onset of heatup. Subsequently, the primary heal transport
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system model activates a separate core heatup model
described in the following section. At all times, rates of
interchange of mass and energy, including those of fission
products, with the interfacing systems are calculated. The
heat transport models interface wild the calandria vessel
via channel failures, the containment via piping failures or
pressiiri/er relief, the confinement via pump seal failures
and the environment via steam generator steam discharge
\alves. The breaks are triggered by separately derived
failure criteria' and the relief valves operate according to
the appropriate control logic. The models are also
thermally coupled with all the above systems as well as
the shield tank via the end shield lattice lubes.

The rates of change of the dynamic variables within
a region are calculated from the net balance of mass and
energy flows into or from the region (e.g. break flows,
conduction to heat sinks), the rales of the internal
processes (e.g. flashing, rainoui. inierfacial heat transfer)
and the local heal source terms (e.g. heat generation in lhe
fuel. debris and volatilized fission products).
Concentrations and temperatures of all fluid components
are evaluated. Inventories of twelve fission product
groups are tracked in gaseous, suspended aerosol and
deposited aerosol states. The changes in local heal source
terms due to the release and transport of fission products
are dynamically updated.

4. CORK HKATUP MODELS

The core heatup models are unique to CANDU
reactors. They are activated if and when the liquid and
steam phases separate in the primary heat transport system
during the accident. First, a boil-off of any residual water
in the fuel channels is simulated until the channels dry
out. During the boil-off period, the channel is represented
by a lumped heat source with heat losses to the calandria
vessel ami the end-shields accounted for. The amount of
residual water depend upon accident scenario and is
specified from a separate analysis. Typically, very small
breaks in the heat transport system can result in the
channels and feeders full of water at the time of phase
separation, while large breaks can lead to essentially fully
voided channels. The fuel conditions at lhe end of boil-
off are specified in the input. In most circumstances, the
channels experience only mild temperature excursions
during this period.

When the channels dry out. a series of thermal-
mechanical models are activated. The processes and
phenomena represented during this period are highlighted
in Figure 2 include:

Thermal-hydraulic, thermal-mechanical and I hernia I-

suspended debris broken and intact
channels

TdSSS^Sf

gas
circulation water-debris

interactions

l
terminal debris bed

Figure 2 : Core Heatup Phenomena

chemical transients in intact and partially disassembled
fuel channels with a steam/hydrogen flow on lhe inside
and with their calandria tubes either submerged in
moderator (intact channels) or uncovered and exposed to
the steam anil //, environment in the calandria vessel
(intact or broken channels). The channel phenomena
modelled are the deformation and relocation of channel
components including effects on the flow patterns within
the channel, the exothermic reaction between Zirca/ov and
steam including the resulting changes in the fluid
properties due to chemical convt.sion of H-O to H:, the
release of fission products and their associated decay heat
and the disassembly of channel segments cither due to an
excessive strain or by me/ting of the channel walls.

The formation, heatup and motion of suspended channel
debris beds (i.e. solid channel debris temporarily
supported by the underlying channels), the metallurgical
transformations within these beds (i.e. alloying ofZr, ZrO,
and V():) and the release of volatilized fission products
and associated decay heat from these beds.

The thermal and chemical interactions of the debris falling
into u water pool at the bottom of calandria vessel (i.e.
the quenching of debris and the reaction of molten Zr with
liquid water). The behaviour of the terminal debris bed at
the bottom of the calandria vessel is computed by the
model described in the following section.

Local steam flow and temperature patterns on the out.Ade
of calandria tubes in the uncovered region of the core.
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Xovfnu'il by forced Jhnr due lo steaming from the
(tilaiulrid vessel pool or hy bnoyamx when the steaming
subsides. The flow fields lake into account any
obstructions formed h\ the suspended debris beds.

The core heatup models arc fully integrated with the
interlacing systems (i.e. with primary heat transport
system, calandria vessel and end-shield models). The
progression of core degradation influences the thermal-
hydraulic response of these regions with a feedback on the
core behaviour via altered boundary conditions.

To facilitate this level of integration, the fuel channels
are grouped according to power and elevation into sets of
entities with similar characteristics. Each set is then
represented by a "characteristic" channel which is
modelled in detail. The behaviour of all other channels
I called the "associated" channels) within a set is assumed
to be identical lo that of the characteristic channel. It may
be offset in time for the associated channels if the group
represents several channel rows which may then dry out
at different times due to different water volumes in the
feeders.

The characteristic channel is represented by a
generalized, multi-node annular ring model. Each ring
preserves material properties, areas and volumes of the
component it represents. The number of rings and that of
the axial nodes can be user specified. In the reference
model. 9 radial and 13 axial nodes are employed as shown
in Figure 3. Steam and H, flows within an intact channel
are determined dynamically from the chemical
environment in the primary heat transport system, a user
specified pressure differential across the reactor header,
the channel resistance and the fuel heat output. Once the
channel fails, the internal flows are determined by
differences in the fluid conditions between the primary
heat transport system and the calandria vessel.

The channel failure and disassembly are modelled by
a separately derived failure criteria'1. Any channel
segments that meet the disassembly conditions move into
a debris bed which may be suspended within calandria
vessel (i.e. rest on still intact channels or located on the
bottom of calandria vessel). A spillage of peripheral fuel
can also be triggered when a user specified number of the
channel central segments have disassembled. The pressure
and calandria tube masses of these peripheral nodes are
assumed lo remain attached to the calandria vessel tube-
sheet.

The boundary conditions on the outside of the
calandria tubes are evaluated locally for different regions
of the core. The core is divided into of core nodes within
which the fluid conditions are assumed to be the same.

37 element bundle 9 ring model

( \ * rsactor h>id>r

-ftadar plpa

calandria vaaaal
' ' ^ i— C= ' ' L~—i 1 te&mmmm—r-

13 futl bundlaa (12 in flu«l ~f"
•hi.ld plus •"<" •l>'«*l '

Figure 3 : Fuel Channel Model

The nodes are defined by up to 24 equal, horizontal slices
and 5 vertical slices or axial segments. Each horizontal
slice contains three characteristic channels. In the
reference nodalization scheme. 30 core nodes are
employed, formed by 5 axial slices and 6 vertical slices
through the calandria vessel. Thus, ealandria vessel fluid
conditions are the same within 2 or three bundle lengths
over 4 channel rows in the reference scheme. The flow
and temperature fields through these nodes are then
evaluated based on the steaming rate in the calandria
vessel and the presence of suspended debris within the
nodes.

The suspended debris behaviour is modelled on a core
node basis. Since there is uncertainty with the motion of
debris through a maze of underlying horizontal
obstructions, the models have been designed to facilitate
parametric analyses. Thus, the effects of different debris
motion patterns (e.g. from an immediate relocation to the
terminal debris bed upon disassembly, to the longest
retention in the suspended form until the materials melt)
can be studied.

The fission products are modelled on the fuel ring
basis until the melting of channel segment walls. The
residual inventories are then homogenized within the
debris bed as are the fuel temperatures. The fuel is
assumed to be failed at the onset of core heatup which is
adequate for most severe accident analyses. A fuel failure
model is also available which correlates the burnup-power
dependant ring location with the failure temperature4. The
release is modelled bv user selected correlations of
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evpenmental data '". The fuel decay power in the
channels as well as the suspended debris beds is corrected
at .ill times tor the heal carried away by the fission
products.

C ALANDRiA VESSEL AND SHIELD TANK
MODELS

The calandria vessel and (he shield tank are systems
unique lo CANDU reactors. Region routines to represent
these systems have been specifically developed utilizing
the MAAP phenomenology and property routines. The
systems are schematically shown in Figure 4. A lumped,
multi-fluid, non-equilibrium thermal-hydraulic model is
employed in these region routines, similar to that used in
the heat transport system models.

The calandria vessel is represented by a single control
volume which can contain intact or broken fuel channels,
water, steam, non-condensable gases and debris. This
model interfaces with the primary heat transport system
via channel failures, the containment via rupture disc
discharge, lattice tube leaks or seam failure and the shield
lank via melt-through failure. The moderator cooling
system, if available in the accident scenario, is also
modelled. For scenarios with a loss of moderator cooling.
a boiled-up water level is calculated, tracking the extent of
core uncovering. The steam generation due to the heat

transfer from submerged fuel channels, falling debris and
the terminal debris bed at the bottom of the vessel is
accounted for. Gas How and temperature distributions in
the uncovered region of the calandria vessel are calculated
for forced and/or natural circulation, depending on the
steaming rate from the liquid pool at the bottom. The
steam condensation on the walls of the shield tank and
end-shield is also modelled, as is the deposition and re-
volatilization of fission product aerosols.

The quantity and the state of debris at the bottom of
the calandria vessel is tracked (the suspended debris are
tracked by the core heatup model). The quenching of
debris, the chemical interactions of molten Zr with the
water pool and the subsequent re-melting of debris are all
modelled. The growth or shrinkage of crust thickness
surrounding the molten pool is evaluated to calculate the
heat transfer from the molten debris pool to the overlying
water or gas. and to the calandria vessel wail.

The shield tank is represented by four control
volumes, one for the main body of the tank including the
shield tank extension, two for the end-shield and one for
the head tank. The multi-volume representation is
necessitated by the complex flow interconnections in this
system. The shield tank cooling system network, the
relief valves, the expansion tank vent and the expansion
tank overflow to the active drain are modelled. The heat
losses to the internal structures and to the containment

ttiikt Vilrt Onrfls*

EXPAN8ION TANK

Nuptura Oi«k

End ShWdOutw

End SNdtl Centre

Hud Tank

SHIELD TANK

Figure 4 : Calandria Vessel and Shield Tank
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through the walls are also modelled. The shield tank
model interfaces with the calandria vessel via melt-through
failure, the containment via pressurization and/or melt-
through failure and the environment via reactivity deck
seal failure. The breaks are activated by separately
derived failure criteria4. The properties of water, steam,
debris and fission products are dynamically processed and
updated in each of the control volumes.

AND6. CONTAINMENT, CONFINEMENT
VACUUM BUILDING MODELS

The nodalization scheme for the multi-unit Darlington
NGS plant is schematically shown in Figure 5. The
generalized model consists of up to 20 control volumes.
each representing a region of the containment or
confinement. The user specifies the properties of these
regions (dimensions, material properties, heat sink
characteristics, etc.) and how they are interconnected
among each other as the plant-specific input. The input
also defines the regions into which the molten core debris
can flow and potentially interact with the concrete, the
locations of sumps and the locations of engineered safety
systems. The latter includes the vacuum building and its
subsystems, the vault coolers, the post-accident water
cooling system, the emergency filtered air discharge
system, the hydrogen igniters. Each engineered safety
system is represented by a separate model.

There are six possible sources of mass and energv
discharge to the containment from the damaged reactor:
The relief discharges from the pressurizer. shield tank and
calandria vessel and the break flows from pnmarv heat
transport system, calandria vessel and shield tank The
discharge can consist of water, gases and molten debris.
Other sources of heat modelled are the structural heat
losses from the damaged reactor and the non-accident
reactors, the heat transfer from the core debris on the
containment floor, the decay heat carried by the fission
products suspended in she atmosphere or deposited on the
surfaces, and the chemical heat generated b\ the
combustion of flammable gases. The heal is dissipated to
the engineered safety systems, if available in the accident
scenario and to the natural heat sinks (equipment metal,
building walls and containment leakage).

In order to simultaneously evaluate the responses of
all the containment and confinement volumes, various
rates of changes are calculated. They are based on the
rates of the interfacing regions and the phenomena
occurring internally in each of the containment regions.
The rate information is then fed back to the interfacing
regions in the next time step with local implicit
calculations performed when necessary.

The gas flow through vertical or horizontal junctions
is modelled by considering the natural circulation (one
directional Bernoulli flow as well as counter-current flow).

Unit #2 moderator
cooling room
(below RV)

Unit #4
•nd east FM
auxil. bay

Unit #2
reactor
auxiliary

bay

we»t FM
auxiliary bay

FM duct T junction

feature relief duct

Unit #2 shutdown cooling room

Unit 12 reactor vault

Figure 5 : Containment Nodalization
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and the forced flow. The counter-current How model for
i[iterconi|>arimcnt Hows is based on recent experimental
data . The forced flow is caused In a break discharge,
the vacuum building pressure suppression processes and
rapid steaming within the containment following an
interaction of molten debris with water.

The transport of fission products is evaluated in all
regions to which these material have access. With the
exception of noble gases, the fission products and non-
radioactive structural materials max be present in three
states: vapour, suspended aerosols and deposited aerosols.
The suspended aerosols are deposited by sedimentation,
menial impaction and thermophoresis using an
experimentally determined correlation to the aerosol mass
concentration in the atmosphere"". Re-suspension and re-
xolalilization of the deposited materials are also
modelled .

It molten core debris comes into contact w ith concrete
in the accident scenario, a model for core-concrete
interaction is activated. This model simulates a one
dimensional ablation of the concrete. The extent of attack
predicted by this model differs slightly from the
experimental observations which exhibit a two-dimensional
behaviour (i.e. different attack rales at vertical and
horizontal surfaces)1 . If a more detailed representation
of the core-concrete interaction process is required, a
recent I\PRI developed two-dimensional model can be
employed. The products of concrete ablation (molten
concrete constituents and gases) mix with the molten core
debris, altering its properties and causing various chemical
reactions w ith the molten metals. Some 21 reactions of 46
constituents arc represented1'".

Hammable gases are produced In metal-steam
interactions (II.) and by chemical reduction of CO.
generated by concrete decomposition (CO). These gases
enter the containment atmosphere and are distributed
among the regions by the inter-compartment llou. Models
for a global compartment burn, an incomplete
compartment burn (vented combustion) and standing
liames (Indrogen-laden jets) are available '". The burns
are initiated by igniters when the gas mixture in a
compartment becomes flammable. II the ignition sources
are unavailable in the accident scenario, the burns are
initialed by auto-ignition or by a user defined criteria for
spurious ignition.

7. KXPKRJKNCK WITH MAAIM AMU

The MAAP-CANDU code has been successfully
tested lor several severe accident scenarios, including the
total loss of heat sinks in the accident unit due to a loss of

all electrical power. l-igure 6 shows some results trom a
preliminary test run for the later scenario. Immediately
apparent from ihis figure is the need for the computational
speed, since the accident sequence can last for days. This
run took 25 hours on a personal computer (PCI with a
.W6-2O processor. The same run on a 486-25 PC required
K hours, while 4 hours were needed on a UNIX based
engineering work station. In all instances, the running
time is shorter than the accident iime. Thus, the
computing efficiency does not represent a constraint to the
analysis. The results can typically be produced faster than
can be absorbed by the analyst, since more than 2000
system variables are available for examination. Some
system variables may consists of many values. For
example. 2106 channel temperatures are available for IS
characteristic channels. Since the processes and
phenomena evolved during the accident transients are
complex and highly interrelated, it is essential to examine
many of these variables simultaneously. Specialized
plotting and process visualization programs are essential
;»?() tone been developed to effectively analyze the vast
amount of information generated.

The accident progression sequence was predicted to
be identical on all machines, but some minor differences
in the timing of events were noted between the DOS and
UNIX based machines. These were well within the range
of uncertainty of severe accident phenomena and the
differences caused by the nodali/.ation choices routinely
covered by parametric analyses for each scenario.
Nevertheless, efforts are under way to trace and eliminate
these machine differences.
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Figure 6 : Inventory Transients for Unit Blackout
Scenario
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The program requires a large amount of plant and
equipment information (in excess of 1500 inpul parameters
are needed to describe the plant). Furthermore, a number
of model parameters such as equipment failure criteria had
to be derived by separate analyses. The process of
assembling and verifying this information has turned out
lo be as manpower consuming as the development of the
models, particularly since high Q,\ standards are set and
maintained. To ensure the integrity of the results, strict
configuration management controls are implemented to
o n e r bold the models and plant data.

8. CLOSING REMARKS

A slate-of-lhe-arl. fully integrated computer code is
now available in Ontario Hydro for the analysis of severe
accidents in the CANDU plants. The code combines the
fundamental thermal-hydraulics, physics and chemistry
from the literature with the up to date results of the
international K&l) programs on severe accidents. All
known accident phenomena are represented, as are all the
engineered systems and structures in the plant. Many
phenomenology models have been validated and
benchmarked for the source code and the integrity of these
models has been strictly maintained. The remaining
models are employed parametrically lo explore the
uncertainties.

A complete set of MAAP-CANDU input parameters
and models for the Darlington NCiS has been assembled
anil documented. Severe accident analyses are now in
progress for this plant and the results will be published
following a comprehensive expert review.
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ABSTRACT

In certain postulated accident scenarios included in the design
basis of CANDU reactors, channelflows may become low, boil,
and stratify. This condition causes the fuel elements and the
part of the pressure tube exposed to steam to heat up
non-uniformly. For sufficiently steep temperature gradients
around the pressure tube circumference andat sufficiently high
temperature and pressure, the tube strains non-uniformly
outward. During this straining, the tube may rupture before it
can contact the surrounding calandria tube and transfer its
stored heal to the moderator and cool down. To reduce
uncertainties in the assessments of these accidents, a detailed
study of the behaviour of the pressure tube needs to be
performed. This paper presents an analysis of pressure tube
integrity over a range of system parameters relevant to large
and small break loss of coolant accidents. This paper addresses
pressure tube heatup induced only by channel
thermalhydraulics. Other heatup mechanisms such as fuel
element pressure tube contact are the subject of a separate
study. Some of the results of the analysis are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

The CANDU reactor (Figure 1) consists of a large number of
horizontal fuel channel assemblies. Each channel consists of a
pressure lube containing fuel bundles through which passes
high pressure coolant. Each pressure tube is surrounded by a
calandria lube. The annuius between the pressure tube and
calandria tube is filled with an inen gas to reduce heat loss by
conduction from the pressure tube and to detect any pressure
tube leak during normal operation. The calandria tube is
surrounded by relatively cold, low pressure moderator. Each
channel is connected by feeder pipes to inlet and outlet
horizontal manifolds (or headers) above the core. The headers
are connected to steam generators and pumps located above the
headers.

Currently with Wright Analytic
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To reduce uncertainties in assessments of loss of coolant
accidents (LOCAs) in CANDU reactors, it is necessary to
know the pressure tube behaviour in the accident progression.
The thermo-mechanica! response of a typical pressure lube in
these accident scenarios is as follows. The flow in some of the
channels may become low, boil, and stratify with the resulting
steam phase flowing along the lop and water phase along the
bottom parts of the pressure tube (Figure 2). This condition
exposes the upper fuel elements and the upper part of the
pressure lube to steam causing them to heat up. Stratified
channel coolant condition causes a temperature gradient to
develop around the pressure tube circumference from the
maximum temperature at the top of tube to the saturation
temperature ai and below the water surface. At sufficiently
high coolant pressure and pressure lube temperature, the tube
strains non-uniformly. It may contact the calandria tube and
transfer its stored heat to the moderator and cool down.
Depending on channel thermalhydraulics, the temperature
gradient and the resulting local strain on the pressure tube may
be high enough tocause the tube to rupiure before it can contact
ihc calandria tube. The steepness of the temperature gradient
on ihe pressure tube depends on the tube heatup rate, channel
void fraction and the rate of change of the void. High channel
water level or high voiding rates result in uniform heatup and
strain around the tube circumference. Intermediate voids and
voiding rates may result in highly non-uniform temperature
distributions and strains. The particulars of the accident
scenario determine channel voiding conditions and, hence,
pressure tube thermo-mechanical j<5haviour.

GAS ANNUlUS

PRESSURE TUBE

FIGURE 2 END VIEW OF CANDU FUEL CHANNEL UNDER
STRATIFIED COOLANT CONDITION

STEAM PIPES

PRESSURE TUBE ANNULUS GAS

CALANDRIA TUBE
\

FUEL / HEAVY WATER COOLANT

MODERATOR

SIDE VIEW

FUEL CHANNEL AND MODERATOR

MODERATOR HEAT EXCHANGER

HEAT TRANSPORT CIRCUIT

FIGURE 1 CANDU REACTOR HEAT TRANSPORT CIRCUIT AND FUEL CHANNEL SCHEMATICS
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Pressure lube integrity under some channel conditions relevant
lo LOCA accident scenarios has previously been studied in
some detail analytically (References 1 to 4) and
experimentally (Reference 5). This paper presents an analysis
of pressure tube integrity for large and small LOCA scenarios
using generalized and improved models. Section 2 of this paper
presents pressure lube thermo-mechanical properties and the
channel ihermalhydraulics relevant lo the above mentioned
accident scenarios. Section 3 presents the methodology used
for the analysis of pressure tube integrity. Sections 4 and 5
present some of the results of the analysis and the conclusions
respectively.

2. CHANNEL BEHAVIOUR

This section describes pressure tube material properties and
channel ihermalhydraulics for small and large break LOCAs.

2.1 Pressure Tube Properties

Uniform and non-uniform pressure lube transverse creep strain
behaviour was studied in a number of uniaxial and biaxial tests
(Reference 6). These tests were used in developing a transverse
creep strain model GRAD (Reference 6) for predicting strain
on pressure lube wilh non-uniform circumferential
temperature gradients. This model includes two failure
criteria. Both criteria assume thai the tube fails when the wall
thickness at ihe holiest spot on the tube reduces to zero. The
lower bound failure criterion assumes a scratch to a small depth
at ihe hottest spot at the top of the tube. The best estimate
failure criterion assumes a scratch of negligibly small depth at
the hottest spot at the top of the tube. Scratches at the bottom
of the tube can be caused by fuel element bearing pads since the
bundles rest on ihe pressure tubes during normal operation and
refuelling. Scratches at the bottom as well as at other
circumferential locations can be caused by scrape sampling in
support of in-service inspection. A scratch may also be used to
account for allowed manufacturing variation in
circumferential wall thickness. Another failure criterion that
has been used previously assumes that the pressure tube fails
when at the strain in the hottest region at the top of the tube
reaches 100%. In the analysis in this paper, the model
PTDFORM was used. PTDFORM is similar to GRAD.

2.2 Channel Thermalhydraulics

This subsection describes channel ihermalhydraulics
following a small or large break LOCA with or with no
emergency core coolant injection (ECI) available and wilh or
without forced circulation of the coolant in the primary heat
transport system.

For a given location of a large break in the heat transport
system, a range of break sizes exists for which the flow in the
core pass downstream of the break reduces rapidly to near zero.
The flow in the core pass upstream of the break increases.
Consequently, the void fraction in the downstream core pass
increases rapidly to about 80% nearly uniformly everywhere
along the channels in less than a second. Positive void
reactivity feedback causes the core power to increase rapidly.
In about a second, shutdown system action terminates the
power rise and reduces it to decay levels. Decreasing coolant
inventory and power reduces the system pressure. The flow in
the downstream core pass quickly becomes sufficiently low to
stratify at relatively high system pressure prior to ECI.
Consequently, the pressure tube heats up non-uniformly. Code
prcdictionsof circuit ihermalhydraulics show thatabreak in an
inlet header with an area of about 20% of the inlet header flow
area maximizes pressure lube strain due to early core flow
stagnation and high channel temperature and pressure. It isalso
predicted that different channels in this core pass experience
similar voiding transients. The flow in the upstream core pass
becomes low much later in the transient when ihe fuel
temperature and channel voiding rate are low. The flow
behaviour in this core pass is similar to that for a small break
LOCA described below.

A small (less than 5% of twice the header flow area) break in
an inlet header also reduces the How in the core pass
downstream of the break at relatively high system pressure.
However, the flow (and pressure) reduction and the resulting
channel voiding rate are much more gradual. The reactor trip
and loss of coolant inventory reduce the primary system
pressure sufficiently to bring in ECI and prevent fuel or
pressure tube failure. If ECI is, however, assumed unavailable,
the inlet headers eventually begin to receive a two-phase
mixture from the steam generators as the flow decreases and
the system void increases. Subsequent flow patterns in the
various channels depend on the distribution of the steam and
water phases in the inlet headers. Experiments and models
(References 7 to 9) indicate that the phases in the mixture
separate upon entering an inlet header. This separation causes
some of the inlet feeders to receive water only and others steam
only (Figure 3). The waler-fed feeders remain water-filled and
the two-phase flow in the corresponding channels will either
be mixed or stratified. Some of the steam-fed feeders and the
corresponding channels become steam-filled at the time of
header phase separation to open a passage for the steam to
escape from the inlet header. In the other steam-fed feeders, the
water there begins to drain into the corresponding channels as
the two-phase flow in the channels stratifies and the steam
flows out of the channels. Under the above three types of
channel conditions, the pressure tubes may heat up and strain
non-uniformly and rupture before they can contact the
calandria tubes.
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FIGURE 3 HEADER-FEEDER-CHANNEL FLOW DISTRIBUTION
FOR STRATIFIED INLET AND OUTLET HEADERS
AND FOR SMALL POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE
HEADER-TO-HEADER PRESSURE DIFFERENCE

The case of steam-filieH ^nannels is not considered in this
paper because the task is still in progress.

Subcooled stagnant initial channel condition or standing start
is another channel condition of concern for pressure lube
integrity. This condition may occur in some scenarios such as
a small or large inlet header break with ECI available and with
loss of forced circulation. For this condition, previous analyses
(Reference 10) show that the pressure tube docs not heat up
significantly. Therefore, this condition is not described in this
paper.

3. METHODOLOGY

This subsection describes the approach, assumptions, models,
and data used to study pressure tube integrity for LOCA
scenarios mentioned in Subsection 2.2.

For each accident scenario in Subsection 2.2, the code
FIREBIRD (Reference 11) was used to study the circuit
thermalhydraulics and obtain the relevant range of boundary
conditions at the headers (References 12 and 13).

For a large break scenario and before ECI, the void fraction in
a given channel under stratified conditions was equated to that
predicted for the core by FIREBIRD. The core power transient
was obtained from a coupled neutronic thermalhydraulic
calculation using FIREBIRD and a neutronics code.

For a small break scenario, the thcrmalhydraulic conditions in
a given channel were computed over a range of channel power
and pressure and the difference between the pressures at the
inlet and outlet headers. These conditions were computed as
follows. For either a water-filled or water-draining inlei feeder,
the model TALSMALL (for Transient Level for Small
LOCA/LOECI) was used to obtain the water level in the
corresponding channel under stratified flow conditions. For a

given height of the umer column in the inlet feeder,
TALSMALL determines the channel void fraction and steam
flow transients from (one dimensional) mass balance on the
inlet feeder water draining into the fuel channel and ihc steam
generated in the channel and flowing out through the outlet
feeder. The inlet feeder (low is determined from (one
dimensional) momentum balance on the hydrostatic heads of
water in the inlet feeder and steam in the outlet feeder,
factional pressure drops in the steam and water phases, and the
header pressure difference. Fur a given height of the water
column in the inlet feeder, TALSMALL computes Lhe
corresponding two-phase mixture flow in the fuel channel and
outlet feeder and compares it with the flow stratification
threshold. If the channel How is not stratified and for the feeder
draining case, TALSMALL rapidly drains water from the inlet
feeder until the channel flow is stratified. At this lime, the
channel water level is assumed to fall instantaneously to the
value determined by the height of the water column in the inlet
feeder. This rapid level drop occurs for low elevation channels
with the associated large hydrostatic heads and/or for positive
values of the header pressure difference. The channel water
level also drops rapidly initially to the level of lhe feeder end
filling connection port to allow steam to escape from the
channel if the outlet feeder pipe is not connected vertically to
the outlet end fitting body. Following the establishment of
stratified channel (low, water continues to drain from the
variousinlet feeder sections as steam escapes from thcchannel.
This reduces the hydrostatic head and, therefore, the channel
water level continues to fall. During the draining of a
horizontal section of an inlet feeder, the hydrostatic head and,
therefore, channel water level remain constant. When the
difference between the net hydrostatic head and the (negative
values of the) header pressure difference is zero, TALSMALL
assumes separated phases in thechannel. For this condition, ihc
water phase in the channel is stagnant and the steam flows
equally towards the inlet and outlet feeders. From this
condition, TALSMALL assumes that the channel water level
boils down unless steam upflow in the inlet feeder causes
flooding of the water in the feeder. If this flooding occurs,
TALSMALL assumes steam-only flow in the channel and no
water in the inlet feeder. For positive values of the header
pressure difference and when the inlet feeder runs out of water,
TALSMALL also assumes the above mentioned level
boildown. In this case, steam flows from the inlet to outlet of
the channel and the steam flow is the sum of that from boiling
in the channel and that induced by the header pressure
difference.

The channel void fraction transient predicted for eiihcra large
or small break LOCA scenario was used in ihe model
AMPTRACT (Reference 14) eo compute the fuel and steam
temperatures and the temperature distribution around the
pressure tube circumference in a given channel axial plane.
AMPTRACT accounts for conductive, convective and
radiative heat transfer and non-uniform heating due to phase
separation and changing void fraction within the fuel channel.
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The temperature distribution predicted around the pressure
tube circumference is used in the model FTDFORM to predict
pressure lube local and average transverse creep strain and
assess the integrity of the tube.

Fora large break LOCA scenario, pressure lube integrity was
studied using the power pulse, void fraction (about 80%), and
pressure (less than 7 MPa(a)) in a highest power channel
predicted for 20% inlet header break. For small break LOCA
scenario, pressure tube integrity was studied over the
following parameter range: top to bottom channels, 2 to 10
MPa(a) channel pressure, 0.5, to 4 percent full power, and +50
to -50 kPa header pressure difference. Constant values of
pressure, power, and header pressure difference were used in
the analysis. This approach is considered to bound the results
because in reality power and pressure would be decreasing. For
calculating pressure lube sLain, unirradiaied, unhydrided
Zr-2.5% wi-Nb pressure tube with beginning of life conditions
was used.

4.2 Small Break LOCA with Loss of EC1

4. RESULTS

This section presents some of the results of the analysis of
pressure lube integrity for the large and small break LOCA
scenarios described in Sections 2 and 3.

4.1 Large Break LOCA

Figure 4 shows typical temperature distributions around the
pressure tube circumference predicted by AMPTRACT. At
each instant in time, the temperature distribution is uniform
around most of the pressure lube circumference due to rapid
channel voiding. For these temperature distribution and
pressure transients, PTDFORM predicts thai significant and
rapid pressure lube strain occurs above 700°C. The pressure
tube is predicted to contact the calandria lube at 17.3 % average
strain (at about 800°C) which is lower lhan 29% average
failure strain predicted by the lower bound failure crilcrion.
Therefore, for a large break LOCA, pressure tube integrity is
assured.

Figure 5 and 6 show typical (fractional) water level transients
predicted by TALSMALL for ihe feeder draining process in a
high and low elevation channel respectively. The conditions
given in Section 3 were used. (Note that the fractional water
level is given by 1 -a, where a is the void fraction.) In a low
elevation channel, such as W l l , and for the values of the
header pressure difference used, the water level is predicted lo
fall rapidly initially to the boildown level. This level drop is
caused by the large hydrostatic head provided by these
channels and/or by large positive values of ihe header pressure
difference. In a high elevation channel, such as A10, and for
low values of header pressure difference, the channel water
level falls at various rales as the various feeder sections drain.
Eventually, it reaches the level from which it boils down. Just
before this happens, ihe channel water level drops rapidly as
the channel steam flow changes from unidirectional lo a
regime where it flows equally to the inlet and outlet feeders.
Figure 5 shows that, during a feeder draining period, ihe
channel water level remains high. The results show that the
water level at any time during boildown is determined only by
ihe values of channel power and pressure and not by other
channel characteristics or by header pressure difference
(provided the latter is not too high to blow the coolant out of
the channel). Note, however, that all channel characteristics
and the header pressure difference determine the timing of
level boildown and, therefore, the values of channel power and
pressure at this time and during level boildown. This analysis,
however, uses constant values of power and pressure lo bound
the results. During boildown, the channel water level is
predicted to be lower at higher power and pressure. From the
preceding results, it follows that, for a water-filled inlet feeder,
the channel water level remains high.
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For the above channel water level transients, AMPTRACT
predicts that the pressure tube docs not heat up significantly
during feeder draining due to high channel water level and,
therefore, high steam generation rate and steam velocity and
resulting good steam cooling. For positive values of header
pressure difference, AMPTRACT also predicts no significant
pressure tube heatup due to high steam flow from the inlet
header and, therefore, good steam cooling. Significant
pressure tube liealup could occur only during level boildown
and for zero and negative values of header pressure difference.
For given values of power and pressure, pressure tube healup
is the same in all channels and for all values of header pressure
difference. Note, however, that channel power and pressure
and header pressure difference affect the time at which level
boildown occurs and they, therefore, affect the degree of
pressure tube hcatup. From the preceding results, it follows
that, for a water-filled iniet feeder, the pressure tube docs not
heat up significantly because of high channel water level and,
therefore, good steam cooling.

Figure 7 shows typical temperature distributions around the
pressure tube circumference predicted by AMPTRACT at
various times as the channel water level drops. Figure 7 shows
that the water level is low when the maximum temperature on
the pressure lube is significant. The temperature distribution
varies gradually from the maximum temperature at the top of
the tube to the saturation temperature at and below the water
surface. AMPTRACT predicts more uniform temperature
profile at higher power and pressure since the water level in the
channel is lower.

Figure 8 shows the average strain on the pressure tube at the
time of tube failure predicted by the lower and upper bound
failure criteria in PTDFORM for the conditions indicated in
Figure 8. Figure 8 also shows the average predicted strain when
the strain in the hottest region is 100%. For these conditions
and at pressures above 4.2 MPa(a), the failure strain predicted
by the lower bound failure criterion is lower than that needed
for the pressure tube to contact the calandria tube. For the upper
bound and 100% local strain failure criteria, this pressure is 6

MPa(a) and 7 MPa(a) respectively. Therefore, the lower and
upper bound and 100% local strain failure criteria predict that,
at pressures above 4.2 MPa(a), 6 MPa(a), and 7 MPa(a)
respectively and at 2% full power, the pressure tube would fail
before it could contact the calandria tube. In a scries of pressure
tube hcatup tests with channel water level boildown
(Reference 6), the pressure lube also failed at somewhat
similar conditions to these. Before the above results can be
applied lo the reactor, the values of power and pressure at the
lime of level boildown must be determined from a circuit
analysis. For example, for 2.5% inlet header break wttii the
primary pumps running and assuming a two-phase mixture
discharge through the break, the header pressure difference is
predicted to be positive. Thus, for this case, pressure tube
integrity in the reactor is assured.
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5. CONCLUSION

Jn this paper, pressure tube integrity is studied over a range of
system parameters relevant to small and large break LOCAs in
the primary heal transport system. Various models were used
in the study. For a large break LOCA, FIREBIRD,
AMPTRACT, and PTDFORM were used in the sludy. Fora
small break LOCA, FIREBIRD, TALSMALL,
THERMOSS-III, AMPTRACT, and PTDFORM were used in
the analysis.

For a large break LOCA scenario and prior to ECI, the water
level in the fuel channels is predicted to decrease rapidly.
Consequently, the predicted temperature distribution is
uniform around most of the pressure lube circumference and
ihe lube is predicted to strain and contact the calandria tube
before it could rupture.

Fora small break LOCA scenario and prior to ECI, the water
level transient in a fuel channel is predicted to be dominated by
level boildown. This level boildown is determined by only
channel power and pressure. These and oilier channel
characteristics determine the channel water level transient
during the draining of water from (he inlet feeder and the lime
at which boildown begins. For mo.si conditions, the pressure
lube does not heal up significantly due to good steam cooling.
The pressure tube heats up significantly only during level
boildown when the level is low and for zero and negative
values of the header pressure difference. Therefore, for given
power and pressure and zero and negative values of header
pressure difference, pressure tube heals up similarly in all fuel
channelsandforall valuesof header pressure difference.These
parameters determine the lime of the start of level boildown
and the values of power and pressure at this time and, therefore,
the degree of pressure tube heatup. For a given power, it is
predicted lhat pressure lube failure is possible above a certain
pressure. To apply these results to the reactor, the values of
power, pressure and header pressure difference at the lime of
level boildown are needed. For example, for 2.5% inlet header
break with ihe primary pumps running and assuming a
two-phase mixture discharge through ihe break, the header
pressure difference is predicted lo be positive. Thus, for this
case, pressure tube integrity is assured. The study of pressure
tube integrity for small break LOCA based on the methodology
described in this paper is slid in progress.

For subcooled stagnant initial channel conditions, i.e.,
standing start, as may occur in a small or large LOCA with ECI
available, no significant pressure tube hcatup is predicted.
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MFCI AND Q*-EVENTS IN FAST REACTORS

J B KNOWLES

AEA Technology Winfrith
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ABSTRACT

During a hypothetical core disruptive
accident, a fast reactor vessel would be
pressurised principally as a result of
sodium vapour generated by heat transfer
from degraded fuel. Two distinctly
different processes, MFCI and Q*-events,
are described here along with their
implications to reactor safety. Because
reactor scale experiments are obstructed
by the awesome thermal and mechanical
energies involved in an HCDA, related
safety assessments can be made only on
the basis of phenomenologically sound
simulations whose validation is at rig
scale. For this purpose AEA Technology
is developing the BUBEX simulation which
has been coupled directly into the
SEURBNUK-EURDYN codes to enable
predictions of mechanical loadings and
radiological source terms. Though
described here in the context of fast
reactors, BUBEX is also applicable to
water reactor systems.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Early simple analyses of hypothetical
core disruptive accidents (HCDA) (1, 2)
assumed enormous reactivity insertion
rates of between 50 to 200 $ per
second. Under low flow conditions, the
coolant rapidly evaporated in the
fissile core region and the fuel
subsequently melted with temperatures
in the range 4000 to 6000K. More
recent calculations (3, 4) for a variety
of initiating events have allowed for
the spatial distribution and dynamic
interaction of the fuel and coolant.
In general, HCDA are now predicted as
much less coherent events with
correspondingly lower fuel temperatures
and initial melt-down fractions.
Consequently, UO2 vapour is precluded

as the principal source of vessel-
pressurisation, and attention focuses
on sodium vapour production by the
two alternative mechanisms: Q* and MFCI.
This paper describes: the basic physics
of the events, their role in reactor
safety assessments, and their
simulation by the BUBEX code.

2.0 ESSENTIAL PHYSICS OF MFCI AND
O*- EVENTS

An MFCI involves four distinct
consecutive processes: coarse mixing,
triggering, shock propagation and
expansion. During the crucial coarse
mixing stage, the molten core material
forms a cellular structure which is
enveloped in vapour. The low heat
transfer rate associated with this
vapour blanket conserves the thermal
energy of the core material which
remains largely molten. A shock wave
created for example by a partial
collapse of internal structure locally
de-stabilises the vapour film in the
triggering process. The resulting
local contact of molten fuel with
liquid coolant enormously enhances the
heat transfer rate, and with rapid local
vaporisation of the coolant, a shock
wave is initiated. As well as
intuitive reasoning, a considerable body
of experimental evidence (5) confirms
that provided part of a coarse mixture
is:

(i) compact enough to harness
the shock wave's energy for progressive
vapour film destabilisation and debris
fragmentation

(ii) largely molten to facilitate
fine-enough fragmentation

(iii) dispersed enough to contain
some liquid coolant for vaporisation
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(iv) already fragmented and
dispersed sufficiently for the available
thermal energy to be capable of
inducing the ultimate fine-fragmentation
over the millisecond timescale (5).

then the shock wave can become self-
sustaining by a sufficiently rapid
release of thermal energy from this
portion of melt. Due to the inertia of
the surrounding liquid coolant, shock
propagation is largely completed before
expansion of the heated coolant
(vapour or supercritical fluid) can
effect an appreciable pressurisation of
the reactor or rig vessel.

A Q*-event is a progressive
conventional heat transfer process to
the liquid coolant from core debris
whose fragmentation is not coupled to
the propagation of such shock waves.
Rig experiments, that are nominally
identical and carefully constructed for
repeatability, evoke two quite different
types of Q*-event:

(i) a relatively fast process over
a 10 to 100 ms interval.

(ii) a much slower event over a
1000 ms or longer interval.

Apart from the rate at which a
prescribed amount of core debris
contacts liquid coolant, the
energetics of Q*- and MFCI-events
are governed by the debris-size
distribution. A sphere in perfect
contact with a constant temperature
environment transfers heat at a rate
largely determined by its dominant
thermal time constant:

T = (Diameter)2/(47r2 x Thermal
Diffusivity) (1)

Thus finer debris-sizes elicit faster
and more powerful events. Heat transfer
rates in MFCI are generally much greater
than in Q*-events because the debris
fragmentation is intrinsically finer,
and because the shock speed (~ 100 m/s
in 3-component, 2-phase mixture)
determines the contact rate of
molten core debris and liquid
coolant. Accordingly, MFCI are
generally more powerful than Q*-events.

Due to the structural rigidity of
experimental rigs at Winfrith,
essentially all the available energy
in an MFCI or Q*-event bubble is
transferred into an isentropic
compression of its cover gas.
Accordingly, the thermal efficiency of
an MFCI is defined by:

Work done in isentropically
compressing the cover gas

Thermal energy of the
participating coarse mixture

(2)

and it is a highly significant
parameter in reactor safety
assessments. Rig-scale experiments (6)
indicate typically a value of no more
than about 4%.

3.0 SOME SAFETY ASPECTS OF MFCI
AND O*-EVENTS

It is generally considered that an MFCI
with a yield of 1GJ could seriously
prejudice the integrity of a fast
reactor vessel; particularly its
rotating shield. Such a large-scale
event might occur as a result of
recriticalities in a largely molten
bottled-up core during the terminal
stages of an unprotected loss of flow
(ULOF) initiated HCDA (3). Another
relevant hypothetical accident concerns
an MFCI which explosively penetrates a
subassembly-wrapper and then progresses
step by step to involve the whole
core. In this case, the required
initial energy release has been
estimated as about 0.5 MJ. Granted that
the thermal efficiency of MFCI in a
reactor environment is the 4% that
bounds experimental measurements (6),
then:

Mass of molten core for 1GJ
release ~ 17 tonne

Mass of molten core for 0.5 MJ
release ~ 8 kg

(3)
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Several factors preclude the involvement
of 17 tonne of molten fuel in an MFCI
with a fast reactor.

As a result of the necessarily
higher fissile enrichment, fuel
inventories for fast reactors are
markedly smaller than for equivalent



thermal designs. Due to the spatial
distribution and dynamic interaction of
fuel and coolant, the initial melt
down is incoherent (3, 4). A 1GJ event
is likely to be obstructed by:

(i) The freeze-out of enough core
material.

(ii) The further freezing-out of
molten fuel on low thermally rated
breeder assemblies (9).

(iii) Ejected core debris would
contain steel vapour which expands on
entry into the pool. Its subsequent
condensation releases latent heat to
generate additional sodium vapour. Both
these processes forcibly disperse the
debris.

(iv) SIMMER II calculations of
an HCDA with the Clinch River Breeder
Reactor indicate that less than 17% of
the total molten core (6.25 tonne) would
be forcibly ejected into the liquid
coolant as a result of re-criticalities
(3).

Even granted the incredible event that
liquid sodium re-entering a bottled-up
core were to contact the entire 20 tonne
fuel inventory as a molten mass, then
water and sodium experiments at 1 bar
show that just a fraction would form the
very special cellular structure of a
detonatable coarse-mixture.
Specifically, a portion would be
rendered too open by vapour
production, while another would remain
as bulky contiguous masses. Moreover,
urania-sodium MFCI experiments (6, 7)
consistently produce erratic series of
small MFCI; rather than the single
powerful interaction as often observed
between urania and water.
Theoretically (8) this incoherence
results from the deeply subcooled sodium
coolant (723 K), which by freezing
larger portions of a coarse mixture
restricts shock-propagation to small
disjoint 'subpackets'. However, almost-
saturated sodium coolant could occur
with HCDA that involve failure of the
decay heat removal system, and a planned
series of experiments in the Molten Fuel
Test Facility (MFTF) at Winfrith aim to
investigate MFCI under these potentially
more energetic conditions.
Nevertheless, granted a 4% thermal
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efficiency for MFCI in a reactor
environment, a personal opinion is
that a 1 GJ event would be tantamount to
impossible with around a 20 tonne fuel
inventory. With larger fuel
inventories like a PWR, (100 tonnes),
safety assessments depend on quantifying
the amount of molten fuel that can
create a detonatable coarse mixture.
Analytical studies at AEA Culham
Laboratories (10) and experiments at
Winfrith (11) suggest that this is a
more complicated problem than deriving a
reasonable soundly based limit on the
thermal efficiencies of MFCI at reactor-
scale.

With regard to subassembly accidents,
liquid coolant would almost certainly
be largely absent initially in a ULOF
type, so neither MFCI nor Q*-events are
then feasible. Subsequently, blockages
would develop from principally condensed
steel vapour (30), but in the longer
term their rupture by steel vapour or
fission product pressure is likely.
Alleviation of MFCI or Q*-events would
result from similar mechanisms to those
discussed above for the whole core.
With UTOP type accidents, the fuel-
cladding remains cooled by liquid sodium
and therefore strong. It ruptures
most likely above the mid-plane
under these conditions due to
pressurisation by fission products and
molten fuel, as well as the effect of
pellet-clad-mechanical interaction (31)
with some pin designs. Consequently,
the breached clad would still retain a
significant retention capability for
the fuel inventory of a subassembly.
The subsequent violent ejection of
molten fuel and fission product gases
into turbulent liquid coolant is not
conducive to the formation of the
special coarse mixture necessary for
an MFCI. Specifically, the debris
would be widely dispersed and rapidly
frozen in the deeply subcooled coolant.
A Q*-event appears more probable with a
lower energy yield than an MFCI due to
the larger particle sizes (12) and the
slower contact rate that results from
the migration of molten fuel to the
breach. A personal judgement is that
molten fuel could not enter the coolant
fast enough and in sufficient quantities
to hazard a subassembly structure by a
rapid Q*-event; unless the clad were to



rip open along a sizeable portion of
its length.

The above discussion identifies a
variety of factors which reduce the
likelihood that MFC! and Q*-events
could have sufficient energy/power to
seriously hazard the integrity of
subassemblies or the primary-vessel
of a fast reactor. However, the
crucial question remains as to whether
the 4% bound on thermal efficiency for
MFCI in rig-experiments would be
replicated at reactor-scale. Because
reactor-scale experiments are obstructed
by the enormous thermal and mechanical
energies involved, it is necessary to
recourse to physically sound
simulations whose validation can only be
at rig-scale. For fast reactors with
fuel inventories of around 20 tonne, it
is indeed fortunate that safety
assessments can be implemented with
little or no reliance on the quantity
of molten core that could form a
detonatable coarse mixture. A
qualitative description of the
phenomenological BUBEX simulation,
which aims to predict the thermal
efficiencies of MFCI and Q*-events at
rig- and reactor-scales, now follows.

4.0 PHYSICAL FEATURES OF THE
BUBEX SIMULATION

Q*- and MFCI events exhibit three
characteristics that are imperative
constituents of any simulation.
Firstly, although the thermal energy in
a melt would insignificantly raise the
temperature of all the coolant in an
experimental rig, an explosive rate of
vapour production actually occurs.
Accordingly, marked thermal
disequilibrium exists in the coolant
during Q*- and MFCI events. Secondly,
calculations of the mechanical yield on
the basis of an isentropic vapour-
expansion (32) consistently over-
predict measurements by at least six-
times. Accordingly, a strong
thermodynamic irreversibility must
alleviate Q*- and MFCI events.
Thirdly, experiments at the Stanford
Research Institute (13) and Winfrith
demonstrate that pressurisation of the
cover gas is much greater when effected
by bubbles of compressed permanent gases
than vapour bubbles of the same
intrinsic energy. Because fluid

friction is greater in the more
energetic expansions of gas bubbles,
it is concluded that interfacial
condensation is the dominant
irreversibility that saps energy
from an expanding vapour bubble.
Various aspects of the model are now
detailed qualitatively and several
uncertainties are identified.

Equation (1) identifies the importance
of including appropriate debris
statistics into Q*- and MFCI
simulations. The accurate sizing of
debris from sodium-uranium experiments
is obstructed by the spontaneous
oxidation of sodium in air, and the
physio-chemical changes induced when
separation is effected by dissolution in
methanol or vacuum distillation.
Solidified debris in pristine condition
is readily recovered from water-urania
experiments, and despite the differences
in coolant, this information is
considered more reliable for present
purposes. The explosive violence of an
experimental interaction increases with
the mass fraction of recovered debris
particles smaller than around 250 /im.

The precise mechanisms of heat transfer
between debris particles and coolant
during Q*- and MFCI events have yet
to be identified. Two possible modes
of transient high heat flux
(> 100 MW/m2) nucleate boiling on
electrically heated wires have been
observed and investigated theoretically
(17). It is now shown that a highly
efficient heat transfer process must
necessarily exist during an MFCI. Heat
energy transfer from a spherical
particle with a constant heat transfer
coefficient to its constant temperature
surroundings is largely determined by a
dominant eigen value. To match the rise
time of typical experimental cover gas
pressure transients (~3 ms), Fig 1 shows
that this heat transfer coefficient must
exceed some 100 kW/mz-°C. Under these
conditions, it is also seen that the
thermal energy transfer rate is largely
restricted by the thermal diffusivity of
the debris. Accordingly, BUBEX assumes
a perfect thermal contact between
spherical debris particles and liquid
coolant at its initial temperature
(TL°). In view of the initially high
temperature of the debris, this last
approximation which greatly simplifies



the analysis is considered reasonable.
The different particle sizes are
accounted for by a separately computed
statistical average with appropriate
mass fraction - diameter distributions
for a Q*- or MFCI event (12). By this
means the required heat transfer rate is
derived from 1-D 'look-up' tables, whose
values are then multiplied by the
rate (kg/s) at which melt contacts
liquid coolant. For Q*-events, this
contact rate is determined by the
ejection rate of melt and its
subsequently variable fragmentation.
For MFCI, it is derived from the
volume of the maximum participating
mass of coarse mixture* and from
previous measurements of the shock
propagation speed (100 - 150 m/s).
Because the shock propagation time
is short relative to the heat
diffusion 'time constant' of a debris
particle ensemble, rig and reactor
dynamics are insensitive (12) to the
uncertainties on this melt-coolant
contact rate for MFCI.

During the accelerating expansion of an
HCDA bubble, the denser liquid is 'left-
behind' because surface tension
forces are unable to preserve
completely the interface. Similarly,
during the decelerating collapse of an
HCDA bubble, the denser liquid cannot be
totally arrested by surface tension and
droplets are again entrained. The
process is known as Rayleigh-Taylor
(R-T) instabilities (18). It is
crucially important to quantify this
process in HCDA simulations, because
the additional interfacial area
enhances the condensation of
radioactive aerosols; and thereby
alleviates the radiological source
term.

Many experiments (18, 19) establish
that liquid droplets detach from an
unstable interface as a result of
increasingly strong interactions
between growing large amplitude (non-
linear) waves, so that the analytical
solution (24) of the small amplitude
(linear) equations is only of academic
interest. Although fundamentally based
2-D transient calculations have been
performed for incompressible fluids

(20), several hours of super-computer
(eg CRAY) time are involved. A
correlation of relevant experimental
data is therefore necessary for
simplified calculations like BUBEX.
The Corradini correlation (29) relates
the mass flux (GRT) of liquid entrained
into vapour bubbles with largely planar
geometry during small scale-model tests
at Stanford (21) and Purdue University
(22). It is deficient in not
representing the progressive build-up
of instabilities. Also, recent
computations (23) suggest that the
predicted mass flux may well be ten-
times too large. The mass flux of
entrained droplets is actually
quantified in BUBEX by:

r ( t ) GRT + GRT GRT (4)

where GRT is derived from the
Corradini correlation and r(t) is
related to the 'fastest growing'
wavelength of the linear R-T
analysis (24). It is by no means a
satisfactory characterisation, but
currently there seems to be no real
alternative. Users should evidently
establish the sensitivity of their
predictions to a five-to-ten fold
reduction in the corresponding
entrainment rate.

Droplet-sizes are sometimes related to
the fastest growing wavelength of the
linear R-T analysis, but this
association is erroneous because they
are created by large amplitude non-
linear waves. Sharp (18) comments
"At this time, little can be said with
confidence about the details of the
processes whereby Rayleigh-Taylor
spikes break-up into droplets or
otherwise". Moreover, within the
interior of an HCDA bubble, this complex
R-T process is convolved with
homogeneous condensation, agglomeration
and turbulent fragmentation. It has
been established that the interfacial
area of entrained droplets depends

largely on their largest probable
diameter, and not on the precise form of
their statistical distribution (25).
Accordingly, the total mass of droplets
(MRT) at any instant is written as:

* as estimated for example from separate SIMMER calculations (3) or from
experiments (30)
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lRT (5 )

and the droplet-diameters are assigned
a uniform probability density over the
interval [o, a6]. The constant la'
is the parameter of the BUBEX simulation
that is adjusted to provide scoping
calculations of the aerosol scrubbing
efficiency. The simulated droplet
population is diminished in mass as a
result of: sweep-out by condensing
vapour, reductions in bubble-volume, and
preferential evaporation.

The vaporised coolant is simulated as a
single bubble which provides a minimal
area for energy transfer to the
surrounding coolant and which also
provides mathematical tractability. The
hydrodynamic loading on an HCDA bubble
is reflected as internal pressure,
which according to Fig 2 has a marked
influence on the rate at which
condensation extracts its energy.
Aerosol scrubbing processes are also
markedly affected by droplets entrained
within a bubble by R-T instabilities,
which result from interfacial
accelerations. Consequently, the
hydrodynamic model of the liquid pool is
an important aspect of an HCDA bubble
simulation. In the past, BUBEX has
deployed several approximate I-D
hydrodynamic models, but comparisons
against experiments involving either
MFCI or compressed permanent gas bubbles
have demonstrated the need for at least
a 2-D representation. For these
reasons, BUBEX has recently been
embedded as a subroutine of the
comprehensively validated SEURBNUK
2-D hydrodynamics code. For several
years, the transient mechanical stresses
induced in a reactor vessel during HCDA
have been computed by coupling
SEURBNUK to EURDYN (28). On-going
collaboration with AEA Culcheth has
produced the aerosol scrubbing routine
BURST, and a preliminary version has
been amalgamated with BUBEX. Completion
of these developments will create a
unique computational route for the
prediction of mechanical and
radiological source terms.

Condensation of sodium vapour occurs at
the interface of a bubble and liquid
coolant, whose temperature thereby
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increases. The condensation mass flux
is computed in BUBEX according to the
classical Kinetic Theory based equation
(26, 27), and the condensation
coefficient can be set between 0.01 to
1.0 in order to assess the effect of
dissolved fission products. Even with a
several hundred-fold reduction due to
contamination, Fig 2 shows that
condensation heat transfer for sodium is
on average around 100 kW/mz-°C during an
MFCI. The FAST (14) and EXCOBULLE
(15) experiments establish that the
collapse rate of vapour bubbles is
largely unaffected (<10%) by the
presence of non-condensible gases in up
to 15% molar concentration. Viscous
shear flows at liquid-vapour interfaces,
which induce turbulent internal
circulation, are responsible for this
effect as confirmed by the analysis of
Casedei and Dalle Donne (16). For
present purposes, the implication is
that gaseous fission products would not
affect the interfacial condensation of
coolant vapour.

Intuitively, with such highly efficient
condensation heat transfer, thermal
diffusion in the surrounding coolant
might well be expected to restrict
energy dissipation from a bubble.
Analysis of transient heat diffusion
from fixed diameter spherical
temperature sources in a stagnant pool
of sodium also suggests that energy
dissipation could change quite markedly
over the time scale of experimental
MFCI. Moreover, Table 1 contains
results of a SEURBNUK-BUBEX
simulation of the MFC! experiment SUS01
for which the interfacial liquid
temperature (Tj) is set artificially
to:

T, = B Tsat(PB)+(l-6)TL with 0 ;< fl *
(6)

where

PB - bubble pressure
TL - bulk coolant temperature

These predictions demonstrate in a
simplified way the crucial importance of
the interfacial liquid temperature to
energy dissipation. Various options for
characterising thermal diffusion into
the surrounding liquid are currently
under evaluation for inclusion in BUBEX.
For instance, economies in computing



time can be achieved by a decoupled
calculation which approximates the
(r, z) geometry of a SEURBNUK bubble by
a sphere of equal volume. Alternatively,
heat diffusion can be modelled as a
decoupled solution of:

_ + u.VT - a V2T
dt

(7)

a - thermal diffusivity of sodium
T - sodium temperature
u - velocity vectors derived from
SEURBNUK's inviscid fluid dynamics

Although equation (7) allows for a
thinning of the thermal boundary layer
due to bubble expansion, further
thinning due to turbulence is evidently
not accounted for. Intrinsically
conservative estimates of energy
dissipation are therefore predicted in
keeping with the general philosophy of
rector safety assessments.

TABLE I PEAK COVER GAS PRESSURE
PREDICTIONS AS A
FUNCTION OF THE
PARAMETER B

£

Peak Pressure
(bar)

Rise Time
(ms)

0.

1.

30

90

7

0.

3.

28

95

0

I-I

81

14

00

.5

Experimental Values 2.7 bar after 20 ms

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

Brief physical descriptions of Q*-
and MFCI events are given. In the
latter, a very special structure for
the initial mixture of molten urania and
coolant is necessary to enable a
propagating event. The slower contact-
rate of melt and liquid coolant, and the
larger debris particles, renders Q*-
events less energetic than MFCI for the
same quantity of involved melt.

An MFCI with a yield of around 1GJ is
required to prejudice the integrity of a
reactor vessel as a whole. Granted
that the bounding 4% thermal efficiency
of experimental MFCI is replicated at
reactor-scale, then these interactions
would involve 8 kg and 17 tonne of
melt respectively. Evidence presented
suggests that such quantities are
neither likely to be involved in
coherent events nor to be available on
short enough time scales in typical fast
reactor designs.

The smaller fuel inventories and other
aspects of fast reactor designs can
permit MFCI safety assessments without
recourse to the complex problem of
coarse mixing limitations - as is
necessary for example with a PWR.
However, the crucial question is whether
the 4% thermal efficiency bound of
experimental interactions would still
apply at reactor scale. Because
reactor-scale experiments are
obstructed by the awesome thermal and
mechanical energies involved,
physically sound and experimentally
validated simulations of HCDA bubble
dynamics are necessary.

A largely qualitative description of the
phenomenological BUBEX simulation of
HCDA bubble dynamics is presented.
It represents to some extent the
significant thermodynamic
disequilibrium and irreversibilities
that obtain; particularly the
alleviating influence of interfacial
condensation and the resulting heat
diffusion in the surrounding coolant.
Principal uncertainties on predictions
of the radiological source term include:
the quantification of the mass flux
entrained by Rayleigh-Taylor
instabilities and the size-statistics
of these droplets. Further specific
experiments, and possibly theoretical
investigations, are considered necessary
therefore to improve confidence.

Finally, thermodynamic state equations
for water substance are available in
BUBEX so that HCDA bubble dynamics can
also be studied in PWR and CANDU reactor
systems.

To hazard the integrity of a
subassembly wrappei by an MFCI, a yield
of some 0.S MJ is typically required.
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ABSTRACT

Accidents have been postulated where flammable mixtures
ofD/O,/He/D2O may arise in the moderator cover gas of
a CANDU (Candu Deuterium Uranium) reactor.
Uncovered adjuster rods are considered as a possible
ignition source should a flammable mixture arise. The
safety margin for ignition is assessed from the difference
between the surface temperatures required to ignite the
mixture and the surface temperature achievable by the
rods. This paper describes the experimental
determination of surface ignition temperatures required to
ignite the postulated mixtures. The effects of radiation on
ignition behaviour are specifically addressed.

Experiments were carried out using a full-scale,
instrumented, electrically heated simulator of an adjuster
rod/guide tube assembly section installed in the 6.6-m3

Containment Test Facility (CTF). The CTF is a 10-MPa
instrumented pressure vessel, trace-heated for operation
at temperatures up to 130°'C. The effect of radiation on
ignition behaviour was studied at the Saskatchewan
Accelerator Laboratory in a small-scale analog of the
CTF experiment. A 2-L vessel containing a single 7-mm-
diameter heater/ignitor was used to determine ignition
behaviour in a continuous high-intensity beam of gamma
photons.

Ignition temperatures were determined in the CTF for a
matrix of initial pressures and gas composition simulating
the cover gas atmosphere under accident conditions,
including mixtures containing deuterium. Ignition
temperatures were found to be relatively insensitive to
hydrogen concentration but increase with increasing
pressure. Ignition temperatures also increase sharply
with addition of water vapour. The magnitude of the
pressure effect is considerably less pronounced in the
presence of water vapour. The ignition temperatures of
D2-02-He-D2O mixtures were found to not differ
significantly from those qfH2-O2-He-H2O mixtures.

Theoretical calculations indicate that radiation fields
present in a reactor would not be sufficiently intense to
produce an observable effect on ignition temperatures.
Experimental confirmation of these predictions was
obtained in small-scale experiments carried out at the
Saskatchewan Accelerator Laboratory, where ignition
temperatures were determined in the presence!absence of
a continuous beam of 10-100 MeV gamma photons (flux:
5x 1013 MeV cm'2.i'1). A range of mixture compositions
and pressures, including mixtures containing deuterium
was tested in the radiation field. No effect on ignition
temperature was observed that could be attributed to 'he
radiation field.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The potential combustion hazard associated
with radiolytic D2 in the moderator cover
gas has always been carefully considered
in the design and safe operation of CANDU
reactors (1). In the 1960s' and 1970s',
much research effort was aimed at
understanding the radiation chemistry of
the moderator and D2 transients during
start-up and operation (2,3). These
aspects are now quite well understood.
The current interest in D2 in the cover
gas comes about from analysis of
postulated accidents. One such accident
is a moderator draining or loss of
moderator.

In a loss-of-moderator accident, it is
envisaged that the decreasing cover gas
pressure may lead to a prompt release of
dissolved radiolytic D2 and 02 from the
moderator water to the cover gas space
(5). Should the release rate of dissolved
D2 and 02 exceed the capacity of the
recombiners, a combustible mixture (D2,
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02, Re, D20) could form in the cover gas.
The increased cover gas volume concomitant
with the loss of moderator increases the
potential scale of a combustion event
should ignition occur.

Analysts are assessing the likelihood of
igni t ion and the consequences of a
potential combustion. An integrated
research program is under way at
Whiteshell Laboratories in support of
these ana lyses ( 6 ) . The unique
environment of the cover gas has been
found to give r i se to some unusual
combustion behaviour. Helium diluent, for
example, contributes to greater flame
speeds, owing to i t s high thermal
diffusivi ty (6 ,7) , but considerably
narrows the flammable range ( 8 ) .
Deuterium, with i ts greater mass, has a
lower burning velocity, less sensitivity
to detonation and a narrower flammable
range than H2 (9). Water vapour lowers
burning r a t e s , decreases detonation
sensitivity and inhibits ignition because
of i t s action as a high heat capacity
diluent (6).

It is , however, the likelihood of ignition
that is the focus of the analysis. The
potent ial source of ignition is the
uncovered cobalt adjuster rods. Thus the
combustion hazard is assessed in terms of
safety margin between the temperatures
achievable by the rods and the temperature
required by the rods to ignite a flammable
D2-O2-He-D2O mixture. This paper
describes the determination of surface
temperatures required by the adjuster rods
to ignite the postulated mixtures. The
effects of radiation on ignition behaviour
are specifically addressed.

2.0 FULL-SCALE TESTS IN THE
CONTAINMENT TEST FACILITY
(CTF)

2.1 Description of Experiment

Experiments were performed using a f u l l -
scale, instrumented, electrically heated
simulator of an adjuster rod/guide tube
assembly section installed in the 6.6-m3

CTF. The CTF is a 10-MPa instrumented
pressure ve s se l , t race-heated and
insulated for operation up to 130°C.
Figure 1 shows schematically the simulator
installed in the CTF vessel with an

enlarged sketch of a four-pin adjuster
rod/guide tube simulator, indicating the
thermocouple locations. Fine-wire type K
thermocouples were spot-welded directly to
the stainless steel surface of the heater
rods to measure the surface temperatures
at three locations per rod. The guide
tube section had two interchangeable
c o n f i g u r a t i o n s , p e r f o r a t e d and
unperforated, representing the covered and
uncovered a d j u s t e r rod s e c t i o n s
respectively. Constituent gases were
added to the i n i t i a l l y evacuated CTF
vessel, simulating various cover gas
atmospheres, by the method of partial
pressure addit ions. When power was
app l i ed to the hea t e r rods , the

the rods increased
ignition was observed,
a t yp ica l surface
leading to ignition.

temperature of
continuously until
Figure 2 shows
temperature history

Fine Wire
Thermocouples

(T,31OT14)

Ignitor Rods (4)
(20-cm Length)

Ignitor (8-mm dia)

Pitch Circle
(S-cm dia)

xGas Inlet

K - Kulite Pressure Transducer

P - Rosemount Pressure Transmitter

PZ - Piezoelectric Pressure Transducer

RTD - Resistance Temperature Detector

FIGURE 1: SCHEMATIC DRAWING OF THE
ADJUSTER ROD/GUIDE TUBE SIMULATOR
INSTALLED IN THE 6 . 6 - i n 3 CTF SPHERE.
I N S E T SHOWS THE GEOMETRY AND
THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS FOR THE
SIMULATOR.
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FIGURE 2: TYPICAL TEMPERATURE
HISTORY OF A HEATER ROD NEAR IGNITION
OF THE MIXTURE

Ignition temperatures were measured for
a range of H2-02-He-H20 mixtures as a
function of initial pressure with both
perforated and unperforated guide tube
configurations. Selected large-scale
tests were also carried out with D2
substituted for H2.

2.2 Effect of Pressure and
Water Vapour

Figure 3 shows the measured ignition
temperatures of H2-02-He-H20 mixtures
as a function of the initial pressure.
A temperature of 740°C is required to
ignite a mixture containing 30% steam
at atmosphere pressure. Generally, the
surface temperatures required to ignite
the mixture are insensitive to hydrogen
concentration but increase with
increasing pressure and with increasing
concentration of water vapour. Small
amounts of water vapour have a
proportionately greater effect on
ignition temperature. Also, in the
presence of steam the pressure effect
is less pronounced.

These results are qualitatively
consistent with the classical
autoignition model, where ignition is
viewed as the net result of two
competing reactions

H + 0 2 •» -OH + 0-

H + 0 a + H -» H02

[ 1 ]

[2J

775

750

725

S 700

675

650

625

600

30% H?O

15% H2O

5% H2O

0% H2O

o 12% Hydrogen
u 15% Hydrogen
o 20% Hydrogen

40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180

Initial Pressure, Kpa

FIGURE 3: S U R F A C E I G N I T I O N
TEMPERATURES OF H2-O2-He-H2O MIXTURES
AT DIFFERENT INITIAL PRESSURES.
MEASUREMENTS WERE OBTAINED IN THE 6.6-
m3 CTF SPHERE AT 120°C USING A 4-PIN
ADJUSTER ROD/GUIDE TUBE SIMULATOR WITH
A PERFORATED GUIDE TUBE SECTION.

Reaction [1] is a chain-branching
reaction leading to ignition; it has a
high activation energy and is therefore
temperature-sensitive. Reaction [2] is
a chain-breaking reaction, a drain on
active species required for ignition.
Reaction [2], being a 3-body reaction,
increases in rate with increasing
pressure and also with the presence of
steam, owing to a very high third body
efficiency of the steam molecule in
this particular reaction (6). Thus
both pressure and steam content act to
increase the rate of reaction [2], and
a higher temperature is required to
increase the rate of reaction [1] to
produce ignition.

2.3 Effect of Perforated/
Unperforated Guide Tube

The guide tube s e c t i o n s normally
immersed in the moderator water have
perforations to enable free circulation
of moderator over the control rods.
Similarly, when the rods are uncovered,
the p e r f o r a t i o n s e n a b l e f r e e
c irculat ion of gases. Tests were
carried out to ascertain whether the
different convection patterns for the
two configurations cause any change in
the temperature required to ignite the
mixture.
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The measurements shovn in Figure 3,
taken with the perforated guide tube
s e c t i o n , were repeated with an
unperforated guide tube section in
place. The results are compared in
Figure 4. The observed ignition
temperatures are s l i g h t l y higher
(~10°C) with the unperforated guide
tube in place. The difference appears
to persist irrespective of pressure or
humidity.

775

750

725

fe 700

H 675

g

1 65° '
625

600

^ B ,

u 15 % Hydrogen (unperforated)
o 15% Hydrogen (Perforated)

i i i i

5 30% HsO
3

\ 0% HzO

40 60 80 100 120 140

Initial Pressure, Kpa

160 180

FIGURE 4 : S U R F A C E I G N I T I O N
TEHPERATURES OF H 2 - 0 2 - H e - H 2 0 MIXTURES,
COMPARING THE EFFECT OF PERFORATED AND
UNPERFORATED GUIDE TUBE SECTION.
MEASUREMENTS WERE TAKEN IN THE 6 . 6 - m 3

CTF SPHERE AT 1 2 0 ° C USING A 4 - P I N
ADJUSTER ROD/GUIDE TUBE SIMULATOR.

3.0 ISOTOPE EFFECT

Deuterium is the isotope of interest in
the cover gas. However, since it was
impractical to carry out the required
number of large-scale combustion tests
using D2, the majority of the large-
scale tests were done using H2 .
Isotopic differences in ignition
behaviour were compared in a small-
scale experiment using a single
electrically heated stainless steel rod
in a 2-L combustion vessel. The small-
scale test vessel is shown in Figure 5.
Except for scale, the experiment was
completely analogous to the CTF tests
with respect to addition of gases,
heat-up time of the ignitor, type of
instrumentation and data acquisition.

Piezo- Pressure
Transducer

— Water Out

— tnsulat'on

FIGURE 5: SCHEMATIC OF THE 2 - L
INSTRUMENTED COMBUSTION VESSEL USED FOR
SEPARATE EFFECTS TESTS

I g n i t i o n t e m p e r a t u r e s of H2 and D2

mixtures were compared over a range of
pressures for dry and humid mixtures
with H20 and D20 steam. The i g n i t i o n
behaviour of D2 was found to c l o s e l y
p a r a l l e l that of H2 with respect to the
e f f e c t s of pressure and water vapour.

The s u b s t i t u t i o n of D2 for H2 in a H2-
02-He-steam mixture produced a
measurable (~10°C) increase in the
ignition temperature irrespective of
the initial pressure. The substitution
of D20 for H20 in the mixture produced
a measurable change in igni t ion
temperature of about the same magnitude
but in the opposite direction. The net
effect of substituting D2 and D20 for
H2 and H20 in a H2-02-He-stean mixture
was no measurable change in the
ignition temperature irrespective of
pressure or humidity (see Table 1).
These findings were confirmed in
selected CTF tests with D2 Mixtures
using the full-scale simulator.

4.0 SURFACE RECOMBINATION

Hydrogen and oxygen undergo a "slow"
recombination reaction at hot surfaces
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below the c r i t i c a l temperature for
ignition. The reaction increases in
rate with increasing temperature of the
sur face . Surface recombination
reactions cause the mixture composition
in the vicinity of the igniting surface
to become depleted of H2 (D2) and,
simultaneously, enriched with water
v a p o u r . A l s o , t h e s u r f a c e
recombination reaction is a drain on
the available H2 (D2). It is useful to
know the rates of H2 (D2) depletion due
to surface recombination under the
re levant condi t ions and how the
composition changes in the near-surface
gas layers affect ignition.

Surface recombination measurements were
made in the 2-L combustion vessel with
the instrumented vertical heated rod
described previously. The surface of
the rod was maintained at the desired
temperature and the vessel walls were
cooled to maintain a constant bulk gas
temperature. Hydrogen concentration in
the gas mixture was monitored as a
function of time of exposure to the hot
sur face for a range of surface
temperatures, surface materials and
init ial gas compositions. In Figure 6,
the rate of hydrogen depletion is shown
to increase with increasing surface
temperature. At a given surface
temperature, the rate of the surface
reaction is the greatest for mixtures
containing hydrogen in excess of the

stoichiometric amount. Indeed, the
rapid inerting of gas layers near the
hot surface in rich mixtures can render
the hot surface incapable of igniting
the mixture at any temperature. In
large-scale tests using the simulator
in the unper fora ted guide tube
configuration (impaired convection),
ignition could not be achieved for
mixtures containing an H2/02 ratio
greater than 3:1, even with the 02
concentration as high as 10%. The rate
of the surface recombination reaction
is also influenced by the surface
mater ia l . The dependance on the
surface material indicates that the
reaction is predominantly catalytic and
not a homogeneous gas phase thermal
reaction.

I t i s important to note that a l l
uncovered surfaces in the cover gas
space will experience some elevation in
temperature and will contribute to the
depletion of D2 in addition to the
reactions at the adjuster rod surface.

5.0 IGNITION TESTS IN AN
INTENSE RADIATION FIELD

Radical spec ies tha t produce igni t ion
and susta in combustion are the same as
those produced by r a d i o l y s i s . The
radiat ion f ie ld in an ac tual cover gas
environment c r e a t e s a constant supply
of gas phase rad ica l species from the

TABLE 1 - SURFACE IGNITION TEMPERATURES MEASURED IN THE 2-L VESSEL
FOR SELECTED D2 AND H2 MIXTURES WITH 0 2 , HE, H20 AND D20

H2

20

20

Mixture Composition
(±0.5 volume %)

D2 02 He H20 D20

20

20

10

10

10

10

40

40

40

40

30

30

30

30

Pressure
(kPa)

100

100

100

100

Ignition*
Temperature

(±3'C)

788

781

798

787

'Note: The absolute values of the ignition temperature differ from the
large scale tests using the simulator because of different geometries.
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FIGURE 6 : HYDROGEN DEPLETION IN A
2-L VESSEL CONTAINING A 7-mm-DIAMETER
HEATED STAINLESS STEEL ROD AT DIFFERENT
TEMPERATURES

r a d i o l y s i s of t h e D20 vapour ( 0> , D . ,
•OD, e t c . ) wh ich would c o n t r i b u t e t o
the c r i t i ca l concentration of radicals
required for igni t ion runaway. The
q u e s t i o n of w h e t h e r i g n i t i o n
temperatures are affected by an intense
r a d i a t i o n f i e l d was e x a m i n e d
analyt ical ly and experimentally. The
e s s e n t i a l f i n d i n g s of t h o s e
investigations are described below.

5.1 Model Predictions on the
Effect of Radiation on
Ignition

A transient one-dimensional model was
constructed using a complete kinetic
scheme to c a l c u l a t e i g n i t i o n
temperatures at a hot surface (10) and
adapted to incorporate rad io ly t i c
yields of gas phase species (11).
Details of the model are provided in
the references.

Figure 7 shows the calculated effect of
radiation in terms of absorbed dose
r a t e , on the s u r f a c e i g n i t i o n
temperature. The effect of radiation
is not predicted to be perceptible at
absorbed dose rates up to 107 Gy/h. At

dose rates higher than 107 Gy/h the
ignition temperature is predicted to
decrease by about 8°C for each order of
magnitude increase in the absorbed dose
rate. The maximum dose rates estimated
to e x i s t in the c a l a n d r i a are
-107 Gy/h, assuming complete absorption
in the gas. In reality, less than 0.1%
of the dose is absorbed in the gas so
the maximum absorbed dose rates to the
gas are -10* Gy/h. Thus, i t is
predicted that the radiation fields
present in the cover gas should not
affect the temperature required to
ignite a H2/02/He/H20 mixture.

1010 -

990 -

970 -

950 •

930 -

10

FIGURE 7:
R A D I A T I O N
TEMPERATURES

1

Hydrogen
Oxygen
Steam
Helium
Temperature
Pressure

- I 1 1

20% ^
10%
30%
40%
100°C
100 kPa

^66 io7 io8 io9

Absorbed Dose Rate (Gy/h)

10
10

CALCULATED EFFECT OF
ON SURFACE IGNITION

5.2 Description of the
Radiation/Ignition
Experiment

The source of radiation for testing the
effect of radiation on ignition was the
300-MeV linear accelerator with pulse
s t r e t c h e r r i n g (PRS) a t t h e
Saskatchewan Accelerator Laboratory,
University of Saskatchewan. The beam
used for these tes ts was a continuous
2 - c m - d i a m e t e r b e a m o f
-5 x 1013 MeV.cm-2.s-1 (-5 x 106 Gy/h
i n c i d e n t ) of b r o a d s p e c t r u m
bremsstralung photons from 10-100 MeV
e l e c t r o n s impacting on a tantalum
target. A 1.4-/us pulsed beam of higher
peak intensity (-1016 MeV-cnr2-s1) was
also available.
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The ignition experiment was carried out
in the 2-L i n s t r u m e n t e d v e s s e l
d e s c r i b e d p r e v i o u s l y w i t h an
e l e c t r i c a l l y heated ig.iitor (a s tee l
rod of 7 mm diameter and a heated
length of 5 cm) i n s t a l l e d at i t s
centre. The vessel was heated and
temperature-controlled. Two 0.3-mm-
thick, 3-cm-diameter windows capable of
w i t h s t a n d i n g t h e c o m b u s t i o n
overpressure and placed diametrically
opposite to each other provided a path
of minimum obstruction for the 7-
photons to the ignition volume. The
desired gas mixture was obtained by
adding constituent gases by the method
of par t ia l pressure addition. Dry
steam was added through heated l ines
from a s m a l l pot b o i l e r . The
experiment was operated remotely from a
control room situated about 20 m from
the target area.

5.3 Results of Ignition
Experiments in a Radiation
Field

Ignition temperatures were measured in
the presence and absence of a radiation
f i e l d for a range of mixture
compositions and in i t ia l pressures,
i n c l u d i n g m i x t u r e s c o n t a i n i n g
deuterium. Tests were performed with
continuous and pulsed beams of 7-
photons. Results of the continuous
beam experiments are summarized in
Table 2. No e f f ec t on ign i t ion
temperatures was observed attributable
to the radiation f ield. A similar
series of tests was carried out in the
pulsed-beam mode where the peak gamma
flux was higher by about three orders
of magnitude. The r e s u l t s are
summarized in Table 3. Again, the
radiat ion pulses (10 Hz) had no
a p p a r e n t e f f e c t on i g n i t i o n
temperatures.

The experimental results are consistent
with the theoretical predictions. The
incident dose rate (5 x 106 Gy/h) from
the continuous beam is comparable to
the maximum incident radiation fields
in the vicinity of uncovered adjuster
rods (-107 Gy/h), but less than the
dose rate required to produce an
absorbed dose of >107 Gy/h, which was
predicted to be the threshold dose to
produce an effect on ignition.

The pulsed beam offers a useful test
for the model. The pulsed beam
p r o d u c e s a 7 - f 1 u x o f
>1O1S H e V - c m ^ - s - 1 , (~109 Gy/h
incident) which may be expected to
produce a sufficient absorbed dose to
the gas for a perceptible effect on
ignit ion temperature; however, the
duration of the pulse is insufficient.
Radicals produced by the pulse decay in
a few microseconds; the ignition delay
or chemical induction time for ignition
of these mixtures at 700°C is 5 to 10
ms. Model calculations indicate that
the presence of radiolytic radical
species shortens the ignition delay
approximately by a factor of two for a
tenfold increase in the dose rate.
Unless the peak intensity of the pulse
is sufficient to reduce the ignition
delay of the order of the lifetime of
the species, no effect is expected.

6.0 SUMMARY

Ignition temperatures of D2-02-He-D20
mixtures at the surface of an adjuster
rod/guide tube simulator are ~740°C at
1 a tin and 30Z D20 by volume.

Ignition temperatures are insensitive
to D2 concentra t ion within the
flammable range.

Ignition temperatures decrease with
decreasing D20 content of the mixture
<T£ - 675°C for dry mixtures).

Ignition temperatures of humid mixtures
are relatively insensitive to initial
pressure; dry mixtures show a stronger
pressure dependance.

Ignition temperatures of D2-02-He-D20
mixtures are observed to be the same as
H2-02-He-H20 mixtures.

Hot surface recombination below
ignition temperatures affects ignition
behaviour and is a significant drain on
available D2 and 02 .

Radiation f i e l d s present in the
v i c in i ty of adjuster rods are not
su f f i c i en t ly intense to produce a
measurable e f f e c t on i g n i t i o n
temperatures.
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TABLE 2 - SUMMARY OF HOT-SURFACE IGNITION TESTS IN A CONTINUOUS
BEAM RADIATION FIELD INCIDENT -/-PHOTON FLUX 5xlO13 MeV/cm2/s

Mixture composition (%)

2

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
60
60
20D2
20D2
2.1 H2
2:1 H2

2

10
10
40
40
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
/Air
/Air

He

40
40
10
10
40
40
40
40
70
70
0
0
40
40

Steam

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
0
0
30
30
30
30
30
30

Pressure
(kPa)

100
100
100
100
50
50
27
27
50
50
100
100
100
100
100
100

No. of
Tests

14
3
2
2
4
3
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

Ignition
Temperature

789 ± 1
789 ± 1
770 ± 2
771 ± 3
768 ± 5
771 ± 4
765 ± 3
765
677
676
785 ± 2
786
806
806
794
794 ± 1

Beam
On/Off

Off
On
Off
On
Off
On
Off
On
Off
On
Off
On
Off
On
Off
On

TABLE 3 - SUMMARY OP HOT-SURFACE IGNITION TESTS IN A PULSED BEAM
RADIATION FIELD WITH A PULSE WIDTH OF 1.3 us at 10 Hz

AND A PEAK y-FLUX OF ~1016 MeV

Mixture composition (%)

2

20
20
20
20
20
20
20D2
20D2
20
20

2

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
Air
Air

He

40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

Steam

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

Pressure
(kPa)

100
100
125
125
62
62
100
100
101
101

No. of
Tests

5
5
8
8
3
2
1
1
1
1

Ignition
Temperature

790 ± 2
789 ± 2
794 ± 1
794 ± 1
771 ± 2
772 ± 2
802
803
781
782

Beam
On/Off

Off
On
Off
On
Off
On
Off
On
Off
On
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THE CALCULATION OF TRANSIENT FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE FROM CANDU® FUEL
ELEMENTS USING THE ELOCA.Mk5 CODE
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ABSTRACT

A change in the temperature distribution within a
fuel element will be accompanied by concomitant
changes in fuel stress distribution that lead, in turn,
to a release of fission products to the fuel-to-sheath
gap. EL0CA.Mk5 is a FORTRAN-77 computer code that
models the feedback mechanisms between the fission
product release and the thermo-mechanical response
of CANDU® fuel elements. This paper describes the
physical model and the associated computer code. An
example of code validation is given, using a compar-
ison with a reactor-loop dryout experiment.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

A change in fuel element power output, or a change
in heat transfer conditions, will result in an immediate
change in the temperature distribution in a fuel element.
Figure 1, for example, gives calculated temperature dis-
tributions for a fuel element operating at a lineal power
of 54.6 kW-m"1 under both normal operating and dryout
conditions. The temperature distribution change will be
accompanied by concomitant changes in fuel stress dis-
tribution that lead, in turn, to a release of fission prod-
ucts to the fuel-to-sheath gap. It is important to know
the inventory of fission products in the fuel-to-sheath
gap, because this inventory is a major component of the
source term for many postulated reactor accidents.

EL0CA.Mk5 is a FORTRAN-77 computer code that has
been developed to estimate transient releases to the
fuel-to-sheath gap in CANDU®" reactors. EL0CA.Mk5
is an integration of the FREEDOM fission product re-
lease model (Reference 1) into the ELDCA fuel element
thermo-mechanical code (Reference 2). The integration
of FREEDOM into ELOCA allows EL0CA.Mk5 to model the
feedback mechanisms between the fission product release
and the thermo-mechanical response of the fuel element.

The FREEDOM model has been validated previously
against sweep gas experiments for normal operating con-
ditions (Reference 3). In this paper, we extend the val-

3000

2500

'2000

S1500
Va.

S, IOOO'

500
Normal
Dryout

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Radial Distance From Fuel Centre

1.0

FIGURE 1 — CALCULATED RADIAL TEMPERA-
TURE DISTRIBUTIONS WITHIN A FUEL ELEMENT
OPERATING AT A LINEAR POWER OF B4.6kWm-1

UNDER BOTH NORMAL OPERATING AND DRY-
OUT CONDITIONS. THE AVERAGE BURNUP OF
THE FUEL ELEMENT WAS B

'CANada Deuterium Uranium. Registered in the U.S. Patent
and Trademark Office.

idation to transient conditions using ELOCA. Mk5 to pro-
vide a comparison with a reactor-loop dryout experi-
ment.

2.0 FREEDOM/ELOCA INTERFACE

This section of the paper will concentrate on the details
of the interface between FREEDOM and ELOCA that allows
the transient fission product release to be estimated. De-
tailed descriptions of the FREEDOM and ELOCA codes have
been given in References 1 and 2, respectively.

Given the power history of a reactor transient, the ELOCA
code calculates the thermo-mechanical response of a fuel
element during the transient. Phenomena included in
the ELOCA calculation include:

• Expansion, contraction, cracking, and melting of
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the fuel,

• Variations in the element internal gas pressure,

• Changes in the fuel/sheath heat transfer,

• Deformation of the sheath,

• Zr/H2O chemical reaction, and

• Beryllium-assisted cracking of the sheath.

Given the same transient power history, the FREEDOM
code calculates the concomitant release of active and
stable fission products during the transient. Phenom-
ena included in the FREEDOM calculation include:

• Fission product formation by fission and decay of
precursors; loss by decay and neutron capture,

• Grain growth,

• Fission product diffusion,

• Grain boundary sweeping of fission products,

• Fission product release by bubble growth and grain
face separation, and

• Fission product swelling.

The release of fission products during a reactor transient
is caused primarily by changes to the stress distribution
within the fuel pellet. The three components of the fuel
pellet stress are:

1. The fuel-to-sheath interfacial pressure,

2. The element internal gas pressure, and

3. The transient thermal stress.

Each of the components of fuel pelht stress is aifected
by fission product release. The fuel-to-sheath interfacial
pressure is directly affected because fission product re-
lease changes the extent of fission gas bubble swelling.
The internal gas pressure is directly affected by the
release of fission products to the fuel-to-sheath gap.
The transient thermal stress is indirectly affected by
changes in heat transfer properties of both the fuel and
the fuel/sheath interface. Fission gas bubble swelling
changes the thermal conductivity of the fuel, and fission
product release reduces the fuel-to-sheath heat transfer
rate by increasing the fuel-to-sheath gap and by reduc-
ing the thermal conductivity of the gas mixture. Hence,
the thermo-mechanical response affects the fission prod-
uct release that, in turn, affects the thermo-mechanical
response.

The feedback between the thermo-mechanical and fis-
sion product release behaviours of the fuel is achieved in

ELOCA.NkS by calling the FREEDOM routines from inside
ELOCA. The ELOCA part of the code provides the time
history of temperature, thermal gradient, fission rate,
thermal neutron flux, and hydrostatic stress that is re-
quired by the FREEDOM routines. The FREEDOM part of
the code provides the information on fuel swelling and
gas release that is fed back to ELOCA. In an ELOCA.M>5
calculation, the setup phase reads in a FREEDOM restart
file. The FREEDOM restart file is the data for the fission
power history and fission product release prior to the
transient, as written by the version of the normal oper-
ating conditions code ELESIM (Reference 4) that includes
FREEDOM (FREEDOM-IN-ELESIM) (Reference 3).

After the setup phase, subroutine GAS is called by ELOCA
for every potential timestep and provides the interface
between FREEDOM and ELOCA. This is shown schemati-
cally in Figure 2.

FIGURE 2 — ELOCA.Mk5 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM.

2.1 Interface Routine GAS

Subroutine GAS provides the interface driver for
ELOCA.Mk5. GAS is called from within the strain ac-
ceptance loop of ELOCA, and is called twice for every
accepted ELOCA timestep. The first call to GAS is made
at the start of a potential ELOCA timestep. This call
results in a call to the FREEDOM routines in predictor
mode. This call is used to predict the UO2 porosity in-
crement, and hence the coefficient of thermal expansion,
at the end of the timestep. The predicted UO2 porosity
increment and thermal expansion coefficient are used by
ELOCA to calculate the thermo-mechanical response dur-
ing the timestep.

If the ELOCA timestep is accepted, then GAS is called
a second time to calculate the fission product release,
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porosity increment, and thermal expansion at the end
of the timestep. Should the ELOCA timestep be rejected,
then GAS is not called a second time and the UO2 poros-
ity and thermal expansion coefficient revert to their val-
ues prior to the timestep.

The ELOCA code allows for the axial segmentation of the
fuel element, with each segment having different thermo-
mechanical responses. These responses are averaged in
GAS to provide input to the FREEDOM routines. In GAS,
the following parameters are axially averaged along the
fuel element:

1. The initial centre and surface temperatures of the
fuel,

2. The volume average fuel temperature at the begin-
ning of the timestep (previous temperature) and the
volume average fuel temperature at the end of the
timestep (current temperature),

3. The previous and current change in fuel tempera-
tures from their initial values,

4. The previous and current radial temperature gradi-
ents,

5. The previous and current fission rate densities. The
default value for the thermal energy is 185 MeV per
fission,

6. The previous and current fuel element stresses.
There are three components to the stress model —
the interfacial pressure, the element internal gas
pressure, and the transient thermal stress. The
stress model is described in more detail in Sec-
tion 2.2, and

7. The previous and current neutron fluxes. The fluxes
are calculated from the previous and current fission
rates. The values calculated depend upon an enrich-
ment factor passed from the FREEDOM-IN-ELESIM
data set.

The gas pressure inside the element is given by the sum
of the pressures due to the He/Ar filling gas, the fission
gas, and (if applicable) the transducer gas. The fission
gas pressure is calculated by multiplying the total fission
product release by the gas constant. The total fission
product release is calculated by the FREEDOM routines
to be the grain boundary release, plus the release to
surfaces and cracks.

2.2 Fuel Pellet Stress Model

A CANDU® fuel element contains a number of fuel pel-
lets. The number and size of the fuel pellets in the ele-
ment depends upon the fuel bundle design. For example,

Pickering-A fuel elements contain 21 fuel pellets, each
with a diameter of 14.25 mm. The length of 19 of the
pellets is 22.99 mm, while 2 of the pellets are 21.72 mm
long. Bruce fuel elements have a larger number (31) of
slightly smaller fuel pellets. A fuel pellet is modelled
as a number (typically 100) of concentric annuli. The
height of each annulus is adjusted to account for dishes,
chamfers, and tapers that exist on each pellet (Figure 3).
A set of unique thermo-physical properties is associated
with each annulus.

Land

Dish

Chamfer/
Taper I"

Diameter

Length

ELOCA
Annulus
(Typically 100)

Length

t-
Diameter

FIGURE 3 — FUEL PELLET SCHEMATIC.

The fuel pellet model assumes that above a certain tem-
perature the UO3 deforms plastically, whereas below
that temperature it cracks radially and behaves as an
elastic solid. According to this model, the pellet is as-
sumed to consist of four distinct zones:

1. A plastic cors,

2. A once-plastic zone that is cracked by thermal con-
traction,

3. A bridging annulus, and

4. A zone of wedge fragments that is cracked by ther-
mal expansion.

The size of each of the four zones depends upon the
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power history of the pellet prior to the transient (in
the FREEDOM-IN-ELESIM calculation). The radius of
the once-plastic zone corresponds to the plasticity-
temperature isotherm at the maximum linear power ap-
plied to the pellet prior to the transient. The size of each
zone is assumed not to change during the transient. The
wedge fragments contact each other to form a bridging
annulus around the once-plastic zone. The bridging an-
nulus is the only non-plastic annulus in which all frag-
ments contact each other; at both greater and smaller
radii the fragments are separated by cracks. The once-
plastic zone exhibits cracks that decrease progressively
in width away from the centre and vanish near the bridg-
ing annulus. The non-plastic zone is cracked into wedge
fragments, the cracks also decreasing in width towards
the bridging annulus (Figure 4).

Bridging Annulut Cracked by Thermal Contraction

-Plaitlc Cor*

Wtdga Frogm*nl> - Crocked by Thermal Expansion

FIGURE 4 — SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF A
CRACKED FUEL PELLET.

The crack surface-to-volume ratio is required by the
FREEDOM routines to calculate the fission product release.
The value of this ratio piior to the transient is passed
to EL0CA.Mk5 from the FREEDOM-IN-ELESIM data set.
Inside the bridging annulus, the crack surface area-to-
volume ratio is assumed to be the same as at the bridg-
ing annulus. This ratio can change during the course of
the transient and is assumed proportional to the temper-
ature gradient during the transient. That is, the ratio
at a particular time during the transient is given by (ra-
tio prior to transient)x(temperature gradient across fuel
pellet )/(temperature gradient across fuel pellet prior to
transient). Should the calculated ratio be less than the
ratio prior to the transient, then the ratio prior to the
transient is used.

Outside the bridging annulus, the crack surface area-to-
volume ratio is assumed to be proportional to the max-
imum linear power. The crack surface area-to-volume

ratio at a particular time during the transient is given
by (linear power) x (ratio prior to transient)/(maximum
linear power prior to transient). Should the linear power
be less than the maximum linear power prior to the tran-
sient, then the maximum linear power prior to the tran-
sient is used.

There are three additive components to the fuel pellet
stress model:

1. The fuel-to-sheath interfacial pressure,

2. The element internal gas pressure, and

3. The transient thermal stress.

1. Fuel-to-Sheath Interfacial Pressure. The effect of in-
terfacial pressure on stress is averaged along the fuel
element, with the force focussed through radially-
cracked fuel fragments onto the bridging annulus.
That is, the stress on a particular annulus due to
the interfacial pressure (interfacial stress) is given
by the interfacial pressure multiplied by the ratio of
(Pellet Radius)/(Radius of Annulus). The interfa-
cial stress acts only in the radial direction. The
FREEDOM routines reqriie the applied hydrostatic
stress, which is obtained by further dividing the
interfacial stress by three. Hence, the hydrostatic
stress on the j th annulus due to the interfacial pres-
sure {crj) is given by:

3r,
with [1]

where Pj is the interfacial pressure, TV is the pellet
radius, r, is the radius of the jth annulus, and T>,
is the radius of the bridging annulus. Annuli inside
the bridging annulus are assumed to have no com-
ponent of stress due to the interfacial pressure, since
the interfacial pressure is supported by the bridging
annulus.

2. Element Internal Gas Pressure. The gas pressure is
assumed to act hydrostatically on the pellet. Hence,
the hydrostatic stress on the jth annulus due to the
gas pressure (<rf) is given by:

of = PG

where PG is the gas pressure.

[2]

Transient Thermal Stress. A thermal stress is devel-
oped in a physical body when the thermal expan-
sion of one part of the body is constrained by a lesser
thermal expansion in another part of the body. The
differences in thermal expansion can be caused by
temperature gradients within the body and/or in-
homogeneities leading to differences in thermal ex-
pansion coefficients. In the case of a fuel pellet, the
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thermal stresses developed by the temperature gra-
dient within the fuel are large enough to crack the
fuel.

The transient thermal stress is calculated by first
approximating the fuel pellet as a long uncracked
cylinder with zero initial thermal stress (Refer-
ence 5). The average thermal stress of the j'th an-
nulus (erj) of an uncracked pellet is given by:

or,

2aE
(AT-AT,), [3]

where A T is the mean change in pellet temperature
from the reference temperature distribution, ATj is
the temperature change of the jth annulus from its
reference temperature, and where a, E, and v, are,
respectively, the coefficient of thermal expansion,
the Young's modulus, and the Poisson's ratio, of
UO2. Local values of a and E are used in the stress
calculation.

At a particular point in the transient, the fuel pel-
let has a given mean temperature (T). The refer-
ence temperature distribution used in Equation 3 is
the temperature distribution under normal operat-
ing conditions that has the same mean temperature.
Interpolation within the power/temperature history
prior to the transient is used to determine the ref-
erence temperature distribution. If T exceeds the
maximum mean temperature that the pellet has ex-
perienced prior to the transient, then the reference
temperature distribution is taken to be the temper-
ature distribution corresponding to the maximum
linear power prior to the transient.

The timescale of a transient is small compared to the
time constant for creep of UO2 fuel. Therefore, the
stress that develops in a fuel pellet during a tran-
sient cannot be relieved by creep. The only available
stress relief mechanism is cracking of the fuel. There
is typically one diametral crack (two radial cracks)
produced for every 4kW-m~1 (References 6 and 7).
The axial, radial, and transverse stresses are each
relieved by cracking. If pmax is the maximum linear
power in kW-m"1, then the average stress given by
Equation 3 is multiplied by 4/max(4,p m a I ) to ac-
count for the fuel cracking. Furthermore, no ther-
mal stress is developed in an annulus if the tem-
perature of the annulus is less than the maximum
temperature that the annulus has experienced prior
to the transient {TjmttX).

The total hydrostatic stress is obtained by summing the
components due to interfacial pressure, element internal
gas pressure, and thermal stress. Hence, the total ap-
plied hydrostatic stress on the jth annulus (<r3) is given
by:

[4]= «/ + <? + •?.

2aE{AT - AT})
3(1 - i/)max(4,pmal)

Tj - T3m..)
\T} -

(Outside bridging annulus, i.e. r} > rj,),

2aE(AT-AT}) T} - T}ri

3(l- i / )max(4,jwx) [ \T} - T]ma

(Inside bridging annulus, i.e. Tj < 1%).

+ 1

[5]

3.0 SWEEPGAS DRYOUT EXPERIMENTS

A series of in-reactor sweepgas experiments have been
conducted to determine the effect of dryout on CANDU®
fuel elements. These tests were conducted at Chalk
River Laboratories, and were given the experimen-
tal designation FIO-133. In these tests, an instru-
mented stainless-steel-clad element, with upper and
lower gas lines attached, was irradiated at a linear
power of approximately S^kW-m""1 to a burnup of about
80MWhkg"xU in the X-4 experimental loop of the
NRX reactor. Details of the fuel and operating condi-
tions are given in Table 1. A full description of the ex-
periment, and a discussion of the experimental results,
can be obtained from Reference 8.

The test operated normally for about two months, dur-
ing which time the fuel assembly was cooled with pres-
surized water. A series of dryout transients were then
initiated over a one month period. Prior to, and follow-
ing, each dryout test, stable steam-water (fog) cooling
was established. During the transients, the element was
cycled into dryout for times up to 40min by control-
ling the coolant water flow. Re-wet was achieved by
re-introducing coolant water flow.

During normal and dryout operation, the gaseous fission
products released from the fuel were swept from the el-
ement by a He-2%H2 stream via the upper gas line to a
sample chamber outside the loop, where they were mea-
sured directly by gamma spectrometiy. Note that the
fuel pellets were grooved to permit easy gas flow. The
resultant data was then processed to obtain activity con-
centrations, and hence release rates, from the fuel.

The first transient was restricted to moderate fuel tem-
peratures to assess the impact of changes in tempera-
ture on release rates. The transient lasted approximately
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TABLE 1 — FIO-133 EXPERIMENTAL CONDI-
TIONS.

Fuel Description

UOj density (Mgm"3)
Enrichment, 235U (wt%)
Pellet diameter (mm)
Pellet length (mm)
Pellet grooves

Number
Depth (mm)
Width (mm)

Stack length
End discs

Material
Thickness (mm)
Diameter (mm)

Sheath Description

Material
Outside diameter (mm)
Wall thickness (mm)

Instrumentation

Thermocouples:
6 Sheath

10.64
1.38

18.06
19.05

3
1.5
1.0

378.0

304L Stainless Steel
1.09

18.06

304L Stainless Steel
19.81
0.81

3 Fuel periphery (1.5mm from fuel surface)
1 Fuel central
2 Flow tubt
2 Coolant

Irradiation Conditions

NRX Test Loop
Coolant Condition
Coolant Pressure (MPa)
Coolant Flow (kg-s"1)
Inlet Temperature (°C)

Normal Operation

Linear Heat Output (kWrrr1)
/Adff(kWm-1)
Heat Output (kW)
Surface Heat Flux (kWirr 3 )
Final Burnup (MWhkg"1 U)

X-4
Pressurized Water

8.5
0.24

260.0

55.0
4.5

22.4
960.0
80.0

20 min, with a maximum sheath thermocouple temper-
ature of 510°C and a maximum peripheral fuel temper-
ature of 1120°C. The central fuel temperature has been
calculated to be = 2000°C.

Subsequent transients were more severe, involving higher
fuel temperatures and extended periods of dryout. This
paper uses one of these more severe transients as the
basis for the comparison of ELOCA.Mk5 with experiment.
The transient under consideration here occurred on 1981
November 18, and was of about 50 min duration. The
transient can be conveniently divided into three stages
— heatup, steady high temperature, and cooldown. The
heatup period occurred while the loop coolant conditions
were changed to achieve fuel dryout and lasted approxi-
mately 15 min. The sheath, peripheral, and central fuel
temperatures reached maxima of 700°C, 1400°C, and
2300°C, respectively. The fuel was maintained at this
steady high temperature for approximately 20 min. The
cooldown period lasted = 15 min. Of the total transient
duration, about 40min was under dryout, with sheath
temperatures above 350°C. Maximum fission product re-
lease was exhibited during cooldown.

4.0 CODE VALIDATION

The calculations are conducted by first running the
FREEDOM-IN-ELESIM code to establish the fuel condi-
tions prior to the transient and then running ELOCA. Mk5
to give the transient response. FREEDOM-IN-ELESIM pro-
vides the power history, thermo-mechanical properties,
and fission product release data that is subsequently in-
put into the ELOCA.MkS calculation. ELOCA.Hk5 is the
run with input data that corresponds to the details of
the dryout experiments. Comparisons of the experimen-
tal and calculated fission product releases for the tran-
sient are given in Table 2.

TABLE 2 — 81-11-18 DRYOUT RESULTS.

Isotope
133Xe
135Xe

135mXe
l 3 8Xe
85mK r

88Kr
87Kr

Percentage Release
Experiment

n.a.
0.84
1.59
0.56
0.69
0.50
0.85

ELOCA.Mk5
1.86
0.55
0.57
0.13
0.64
0.55
0.42

Table 2 shows that the ELOCA .Mk5 fission product release
calculations are in good agreement with the experimen-
tal results. The anomalously-high experimental release
of 136mXe has been discussed previously (Reference 8).
Figure 5 illustrates, using the 135Xe release, that the cal-
culated fission product release rate correlates well with
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changes in the fuel temperature. lead to a larger fission product release for the stainless
steel-clad element relative to the zircaloy-clad element.

0.6

<u0.3

£
10.2
3
u

0.1

Cumulative Release
Sheath Temperature

1000 2000 3000 4000
Time Since Start of Transient (s)

FIGURE 5 — CALCULATED FISSION PROD-
UCT RELEASE OF 135Xe. CHANGES IN THE
SLOPE OF THE CUMULATIVE RELEASE IN-
DICATE CHANGES IN THE RELEASE RATE
AND SHOW A STRONG CORRELATION WITH
CHANGES IN FUEL TEMPERATURE.

It has been observed experimentally that fission prod-
uct release is highest during rt-wet. This is also ob-
served in the EL0CA.Mk5 calculation, however the effect
is not quite as marked as in the experimental results.
Table 3 gives the experimental and calculated release of
13SXe during heatup, steady high temperature, and re-
wet. Similar results are obtained for other fission prod-
ucts during the dryout.

TABLE 3 — 13SXe RELEASE — 81-11-18 DRYOUT.

Experiment
EL0CA.Mk5

Percentage Release
Heatup

0.03
0.18

Steady High
Temperature

0.11
0.16

Re-Wet

0.70
0.22

The smaller calculated release relative to the experimen-
tal results is attributed to differences in sheathing ma-
terials. The EL0CA.Mk5 code is an integration of the
FREEDOM fission product release model into the ELOCA
fuel element thermo-mechanical code. ELOCA was de-
veloped to simulate the properties of zircaloy-sheathed
CANDU® fuel elements, whereas the FIO-133 experiments
were conducted using a stainless steel sheath. Stainless
steel has a larger coefficient of thermal expansion than
zircaloy. Hence, stainless steel will exert a larger interfa-
cial pressure, and hence a larger compressive stress, on
the fuel during re-wet. The larger compressive stress will

5.0 FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

A number of changes are planned to improve the per-
formance of ELOCA.Mk5. Changes to both the physical
model and to the computational methods are planned.

5.1 Model Developments

5.1.1 Stress Model

The release of fission products by ELOCA. Mk5 is domi-
nated by the stress distribution in the fuel pellet. The
pellet stress model consists of three parts:

1. The fuel-to-sheath interfacial pressure,

2. The element internal gas pressure, and

3. The transient thermal stress.

Details of the pellet stress model were given in Sec-
tion 2.2. Stress is relieved by fuel cracking, because
the time constant for creep is long compared to the
timescale of reactor transients. It is acknowledged that
the stress/cracking model is somewhat preliminary, par-
ticularly with respect to the treatment of interfacial pres-
sure and transient thermal stress. Future work will in-
clude the further validation of this model against finite
element codes and/or further development of the model.

5.1.2 Microcracking

As the fuel heats up, elastic strains due to differential-
thermal expansion are developed at each grain face. The
strain magnitude at a given grain face depends on the
thermal gradient across the grain face and, if there are
differences in thermal expansivity between grains shar-
ing the grain face, the local temperature increase. These
strains will, in turn, lead to a time-dependent increase
in microcrack extension and hence to a time-dependent
increase in porosity of the fuel (Reference 9). Post-
irradiation examination of the fuel from the FIO-133
sweepgas experiments shows evidence of microcracking
(Reference 10).

Hour-glassing is readily observed in pellets that have
been irradiated as reactor fuel. Some hour-glassing has
also been observed in the isothermal furnace-heating of
pellets (Reference 11). It is thought that microcracking
may be responsible for the hour-glassing observed dur-
ing isothermal heating. At the present time, an effective
Young's modulus is used to account for the effect of mi-
crocracking. It is intended to determine the accuracy of
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using an effective Young's modulus to account for mi-
crocracking. If necessary, the effect of microcracking on
fuel porosity will be explicitly calculated.

the creation of the datasets required for the simulation of
the sweep gas experiments. The work reported here was
partially funded by Canadian Utilities under the Candu
Owners Group (COG) agreement.

5.1.3 Zircaloy Oxidation

It is intended that the final release of ELOCA .Mk5 will in-
clude the FROM (Reference 12) zircaloy oxidation model.
This is currently under development. The version of
ELOCA.MkS used in this paper excludes the oxidation
model.

5.2 Computational Developments

It is planned to make a number of computational changes
to ELOCA.MkS. In addition to any changes necessitated
by the model developments indicated in Section 5.1, it is
intended to make changes to improve the computational
efficiency of the code.

Special attention will be paid to improving the efficiency
of the FREEDOM/ELOCA interface. At the present time,
every ELOCA timestep calls the FREEDOM routines irre-
spective of whether the call will result in fission prod-
uct release. This is an inefficient use of computer re-
sources, since the FREEDOM routines require a relatively
large amount of CPU time. It is intended to reduce the
number of calls to FREEDOM by changing the code logic
so that FREEDOM is called only when necessary.

6.0 CONCLUSION

ELOCA.Mk5 is a FORTRAN-77 computer code that has been
developed to estimate fission product release during re-
actor transients. This paper has documented a compar-
ison between an ELOCA.MkS calculation and data from
a series of in-reactor sweepgas experiments that have
been conducted at Chalk River Laboratories. It has been
shown that there is good agreement between calculated
and experimental results.

Future work will include improvements to the compu-
tational efficiency of the code and further development
of the fuel pellet stress model. A series of comparisons
will be made between ELOCA.MkS calculations and ex-
perimental results, to provide for a comprehensive vali-
dation of the code.
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ABSTRACT

A thermodynamic and kinetic model has been developed
for calculating low-volatility fission-product releases from
UO2 at high temperatures in oxidizing conditions.
Volatilization of the UO2 matrix is assumed to be the rate
controlling process. Oxidation kinetics of the UO2 are
modelled by either interfacial rate control, gas phase
oxidant transport control, or solid-state diffusion of
oxygen. The vapour pressure of UO3 in equilibrium with
the oxidizing fuel is calculated from thermodynamic data,
and volatilization rates are determined using a model for
forced ccnvective mass transport. Low-volatility fission-
product releases are calculated from the volume of
vapourized fuel. Model calculations are conservative
compared to experimental data for Zr, La, Ce and Nb
fission-product releases from irradiated UO2 exposed to
air at 1973-2350 K. The implications of this conservatism
are discussed in terms of possible rate control by
processes other than convective mass transport of UO}.
Coefficients for effective surface area (based on
experimental data) and for heterogeneous rate controlling
reaction kinetics are introduced to facilitate agreement
between calculations and the experimental data.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

One of the principal objectives of research relating to the
safety of nuclear reactors is to reduce the uncertainty in
estimating the releases of radioactivity from the reactor
core into containment for any postulated accident
scenario. In this paper, a model is presented for the
calculation of low-volatility fission-product releases that
may occur when the fuel is exposed to high-temperature
conditions that are oxidizing relative to the UO,.

The fission products that are produced in UO2 during
irradiation can be grouped into four classifications: noble
gases (Xe, Kr), volatiles (I, Cs, Br), semi-volatiles (Ru,
Sb, Te, Tc, Mo) and low-volatiles (Zr, La, Ba, Sr, Ce,
Eu, Nd, Nb). The low-volatility species are most stable

in the condensed state because they tend to form
compounds of high melting temperature, or else reside in
solid-solution inside the UO2. A considerable volume of
experimental data exists for low-volatility fission-product
releases in environments that are reducing, inert, or
oxidizing with respect to the UO2 (i.e., the SASCHA
program (1)). Interpretation of this data is generally
made by assuming that vapourization mass transfer of the
fission-product species is the rate controlling process
(2,3). Such a model implies a proportionality between the
experimental release rates and fission-product vapour
pressures, and is generally valid except in experiments
where UO2 is oxidized at high temperatures. In oxidizing
tests, the low-volatile releases are much faster than those
predicted by vapourization mass transfer (4).

In certain postulated accident sequences, the fuel elements
can be exposed to air or steam. If the Zircaloy sheath
fails, the oxidizing environment can react with the UOj,
and under these conditions the UO2 will incorporate
excess oxygen to form hyperstoichiometric UO2+X or be
converted to higher oxides. At temperatures above about
1800 K, UO2+X is the stable condensed phase in both air
and steam. A significant vapour pressure of UOj is
predicted for an equilibrium situation. Since the gases in
contact with the fuel do not constitute a closed system, the
condensed phase is volatilized at relatively rapid rates due
to incongruent vapourization of the UOj+x matrix. As the
matrix is volatilized, the low-volatility fission products
that were previously inside the fuel matrix become
concentrated at the surface, where they can accumulate or
else be vapourized or entrained in the flowing gases as
particulates. This process has been described by
Alexander (5-7) as "matrix stripping".

2.0 EXPERIMENTAL

The kinetics of fission-product releases from UOL, were
measured in inert and oxidizing conditions during an in-
cell post-irradiation annealing experiment (designated
experiment MCE-1). Eight individual tests were done
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using irradiated UO2 heated in a mixture of argon/2%
hydrogen to a maximum temperature of between 1975 and
2350 K, followed by annealing for 25 minutes, then cool-
ing. In some of the tests, the UO2 was exposed to air for
15 minutes during the annealing period. High rates of
UO2 volatilization occurred in the oxidizing tests, and
resulted in greater than 50 % release of the low-volatility
Zr, La, Nb and Ce fission products. The details of these
experiments and the fission-product release measurements
are given in reference (4).

Table 1 summarizes the experimental conditions,
measured weight changes and fractional releases for all
eight tests. The release fractions of Cs, I, Ru and Ba are
included in Table 1, but details and interpretation of their
behaviour are given elsewhere (4). In five tests, the
samples were exposed to air for 15 minutes, while the
other samples were annealed in argon/2%H2 for the entire
duration. In all tests where it was possible to measure
post-test weights, there was a net loss of weight attributed
to volatilization of UO2. The air tests at 2273 and 2350 K
(tests #4 and #7) resulted in complete volatilization of the
UO2 specimen.

No phase change of the UO2 is predicted for oxidation in
air at these high temperatures. Table 1 shows the
calculated equilibrium ratio of oxygen/uranium for each
test as determined from the oxygen partial pressure of the
exhaust gases leaving the furnace. For the inert tests, the
calculation assumed that the oxygen partial pressure was
controlled by moisture in the argon/2% H2 mixture.

In test #8 (2350 K), the sample was annealed in
argon/2 %H2, but during the period at high temperature,
about 100 Pa of oxygen (about 1000 ppm) was detected in
the gas exiting from the furnace. This was the result of
oxygen diffusion from the furnace cavity through the
reaction tube into the argon/2 %H2 gas stream near the
sample. Because of this contamination, the environment
seen by the UOj was close to a mixture of 2% steam in
argon, and was therefore oxidizing to the fuel and some
of the fission products.

All of the important features of the low-volatility fission-
product release kinetics from the MCE-1 experiment can
be examined by referring to Figure 1. This plot shows
release kinetics for Zr, La, Nb and Ce in test #4, which
reached a maximum temperature of 2270 K. Also shown
is the temperature and oxygen partial pressure during the
test. Air was introduced for 15 minutes during the
annealing period, and 100% of the UO2 specimen was
volatilized, as no specimen remained when the furnace
was opened at the end of the test.

Figure 1 shows that release of Nb, Zr and La was delayed
about 500 seconds relative to the time that air reached the
sample. During this 500-second period, the activity from

all three of these fission products showed a small increase
(i.e., a small negative release). This effect may be due
to accumulation of fission products at the UO2 surface as
the matrix is vapourized. This effect is very strong for
Ce-141.

The Ce-141 behaviour in Figure 1 is complicated, but can
be explained in light of its low-energy gamma-ray (145
keV). Because of the low penetration depth of these
gamma-rays (50% attenuation in 0.27 mm UOj), only the
Ce in the shallow surface layer is viewed by the
spectrometer. The overall low count rate for Ce was
responsible for a large scatter in the release data, as
evident during the temperature ramp in inert conditions.
A large "negative release" (220% increase in Ce activity)
occurred about the time air was introduced to the sample;
it was also probably due to accumulation of Ce at the
surface of the fuel as the matrix was vapourized. This
was followed by an apparent release of Ce from -220% to
about -30%.

It is probable that the releases of Ce, La, Nb and Zr were
controlled by the rate of volatilization of the UOj matrix,
although in cases where 100% of the UO2+X was
volatilized it might be expected that all of the low-volatile
species would likewise be released. Fission-product
interactions with the thoria boat and zirconia flow tube in
the hot zone of the furnace can explain the retention of
these species. Post-test gamma scanning of the reaction
tubes and boats confirmed that significant quantities of
La, Ce, Zr and Nb were fixed to the thoria boat in all the
tests where there was high UO2 volatilization. Thus,
these low-volatility fission products were released from
the fuel when the UO2 volatilized, but significant fractions
were retained in the hot zone of the furnace.

3.0 MODEL DEVELOPMENT

The primary components of a model for predicting the
kinetics of low-volatility fission-product release or "matrix
stripping" are thermodynamic and kinetic models for the
UO2 volatilization process. In addition, thermodynamic
and kinetic sub-models for UO2 oxidation are necessary,
since the oxygen content of the condensed UO2 affects the
calculated vapour pressure of UO3 and hence volatilization
rates.

3.1 UO-, Volatilization Models

Volatilization of UO2 in oxidizing conditions has been
extensively studied, with the objective of defining
thermodynamic properties such as the free energy of
formation of the gaseous reaction products. These
thermodynamic properties are essential to calculations of
vapour pressures during accident conditions.
Volatilization in oxidizing conditions may be described by
the following reaction:
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TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF MCE-1 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

TEST NUMBER

ANNEALING TEMP.(±5 K)

PRETEST WElGHT(g)

POST-TEST WEIGHT(g)

% WEIGHT CHANGE

EQUILIBRIUM O/U

ATMOSPHERE

ISOTOPE

Cs-137

1-131

Ru-103

Ba-140

La-140

Nb-95

Zr-95

Ce-141

I

1973

.256

.206

-19.5

2.227

Air

2

2073

.261

.140

-47.3

2.215

Air

3

2173

.265

#

*

2.202

Air

4

2273

.298

0.0

-100

2.194

Air

5

2073

.277

.268

-3.2

2.007

Ar/2%H,

6

2273

.330

.249

-24.5

2.006

Ar/2%Hj

7

2350
.220

0.0

-100

2.185

Air

8

2350

.191

.018

-90.6

2.063

Ar/2*IV

PERCENTAGE RELEASED AT END OF TEST (±5%)

80

80

100

0

0

0

0

NO

95

95

100

10

10

10

10

NO

100

100

100

15

15

25

10

NO

100

100

100

60

50

50

35

YES

60

60

0

0

0

0

0

NO

80

80

10

40

0

10

0

NO

100

100

100

90

35

45

30

YES

95

95

90

95

0

55

0

NO

Fuel sample bonded to thoria boat (post-test weight not available)
Not completely inert because of some oxygen contamination during the high-temperature annealing period
(oxygen partial pressure of 100 Pa or about 1000 ppm OJ.
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Figure 1: Kinetics of Zr, La, Nb and Ce releases from a 0.298 g sample of UO2 heated to 2270 K in argon/2% H2,
exposed to air for 15 minutes, then cooled in argon/2% H2. Pyrometer temperature and log(oxygen partial pressure) are
shown on the right-hand axes.
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M

The equilibrium vapour pressure of UO3 will depend on
time during the exposure to oxidizing conditions. It can
be calculated as

Puo(0 = Pa, ' exp
RT [2]

AG(1,(f) = -AG/(UO3(g)) * AG/(VOJ * I f AGodx

The partial molar free energy of oxygen in UO2+X,
AG(OJ, can be integrated using the data of Perron (8),
while UO^ and UO3 formation energies can be taken from
Ackermann (9). Po2 is the oxygen partial pressure and
x(t) is the instantaneous value of the deviation from
stoichiometry, x. When oxidation is complete, x"1 will be
the value in equilibrium with the gas phase.

The maximum theoretical volatilization rate (dm/dt) can
be derived from gas kinetics, as first expressed by
Langmuir:

dm_
2TT MWll0RT

[3]

A is the U(X surface area, MW(UOJ is the molecular
weight of UO3, R is the gas constant and T is temperature
(K). It has been shown by Cox et al. (10) that measured
rates of UO ; volatilization in steam are about two orders
of magnitude lower than the theoretical maximum rates
calculated according to equation [3], and the rates were
approximately proportional to the vapour pressure of UO3.
Alexander and Ogden (7) also measured a rate
dependence on gas velocity. These observations suggest
that the rate of volatilization is controlled by UOj
transport through a boundary layer at the surface of the
UO2. For such a condition, the volatilization rate can be
expressed (in terms of condensed material loss) as:

MWv 14]

where km is the mass transfer coefficient, PS(UO3) ar '
P'fUOj) are vapour pressures of UO3 at the surface and
in the flowing gas stream. P^fUOJ is assumed to be
zero in most cases. The forced convection mass transfer
coefficients can be evaluated as:

D uo, „.
—- Sn [5]

where X is a characteristic length which depends on

geometrical considerations and DfUO^ is the diffusion
coefficient of UO3 in the gas phase. If the sample is in an
extensive fluid (i.e., the flow tube is large relative to the
sample size), then Yovanovich (11) recommends X as the
square root of specimen surface area and the Sherwood
number, Sh is

+O.35Reoie*)Sc'°

and Sc are the Reynolds and Schmidt numbers.

[6J

If the specimen is not in an extensive fluid, then an
annular flow geometry should be considered. In this
case, X is the difference between the inside diameter of
the flow tube and the specimen diameter. Sh » 5.5 if the
diameter of flow tube is twice the specimen diameter (12).

The diffusion coefficient for UO3 in the gas mixture can
be calculated from:

IO'3T •1.75

MW,
vo,

MW
[7]

where v- is the diffusion volume for molecule i, taken or
estimated from (13).

Equations [2, 4-7] can be used to calculate the
volatilization rate for a given scenario. This approach
was outlined in an earlier publication (14). An alternative
calculation has also been developed by Alexander et al.
(7). In this latter model, the fuel is treated as an infinite
cylinder of radius a, and UO3 mass transport is limited by
diffusion across a film of thickness b. The overall
expression for volatilization rate according to this model

dm
IF [8]

where C, is 1.16 x 10 8 g cm2 s1 if T is in kelvin units, Pm

is in bars and {/„ (free stream velocity) is cm s"1. The
value of ln(b/a) for UO3 in air was taken by Alexander as
0.331 (7).

The volatilization rates from equation [8] show a different
dependence on temperature and pressure compared to the
approach described by equations [4-7]. Equation [8]
predicts proportionality to TL7S and P1*3 compared to T125

and P 1 in the other model. As a comparison, both of the
approaches outlined above were linked with models for
UO ; oxidation and used in the calculation of volatilization
rates.
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3.2 High-Temperature Oxidation Models for UO,

When UO, is exposed to air, steam or mixtures of air and
steam, it will oxidize to a composition that is in
equilibrium with the gas phase. Equations [1,2] show the
dependence of UO3 vapour pressure on stoichiometry of
the UO2+X. The objective of the oxidation models is to
calculate the stoichiometry of the UOj during the
oxidation transient, before equilibrium with the gas phase
is reached, and to use these results for the volatilization
calculations.

The overall oxidation reaction is composed of many
individual processes. These processes may include
oxygen diffusion in the gas, adsorption of oxygen on the
oxide surface, decomposition of steam to produce oxygen,
oxygen incorporation into the oxide, and/or diffusion in
the oxide. The slowest process in the overall reaction
will be the rate limiting process and it will control the rate
of oxidation. Thus, in order to describe the oxidation
kinetics, it is necessary to determine the appropriate rate
limiting process for the given conditions. Different rate
controlling processes dominate the oxidation reaction
within definite ranges of oxygen pressure, temperature
and gas composition. These ranges have been determined
from interpretation of experimental data and from
theoretical models.

3.2.1 Oxidation in Steam

Oxidation of UO2 in steam can be modelled as an
interfacially controlled process. This is based on a model
initially proposed by Carter and Lay (15) for UO2

reactions with CO/CO2. Their model was adapted by Cox
et al. (10) to oxidation in steam. According to this
model, the rate of change of the deviation from
stoichiometric composition (i.e. x in UO2+X), can be
expressed as:

[9]

where a is the surface exchange coefficient, A is the
surface area of UO2, V is the UO2 volume, and x"1 is the
equilibrium deviation from stoichiometry. For a given
temperature and mixture of gases, xf can be determined
knowing the oxygen potential of the gas and partial molar
thermodynamic properties of oxygen in UO2+X. The
surface exchange coefficient varies with temperature, 7",
according to the following Arrhenius relationship (10):

(cm • s"') [10]

even higher temperatures may be made with some
confidence, as the rate controlling process is not expected
to change. The solution to equation [10] can be used to
calculate the oxygen content (i.e., JC) of the oxidizing
UO2+X as a function of time, and this can be used in the
volatilization calculations in equation [2].

3.2.2 Oxidation in Air to

When UO2+X is the equilibrium composition in air,
air/inert or air/steam mixtures (i.e. U,O8 is not formed at
the surface), the rate controlling process, given adequate
O2 supply, would be either an interfacial reaction or
oxygen diffusion in UO2+I. For the diffusional case, a
parabolic rate constant has been measured for the
formation of UtO9 (UO22J) in air (10).

It should be noted that above 1200°C, equation [11] is an
extrapolation of data from lower temperatures.

According to Kofstad (16), among others, oxygen
diffusion in UO2+Jl is governed by the concentration of a
complex oxygen defect including both interstitials and
vacancies. A simple model for the formation of these
defects predicts that, for a given temperature, their
concentration will be proportional to the square root of
oxygen partial pressure. Since the oxygen self-diffusion
coefficient, Do, is proportional to the oxygen defect
concentration, and the mobility of oxygen is much greater
than uranium, then the parabolic rate constant, kp, can be
described by:

[12]

where [Oo] is the concentration of oxygen in UO2, and
Po2' and P02° are the oxygen partial pressures at the
centre and surface of the UOj, respectively. Since PO2'
< < P02°> the parabolic rate constant becomes
proportional to P02°- Thus, this simple analysis predicts
that the parabolic rate constant for formation of U O ^ ,
(kp(UO2+x) should be related to the measured value of

^ ) in air (equation [11]) as follows:

°-2 5

The expression in equation [10] was derived from data in
the temperature range 1000 to 1600°C. Extrapolation to

[13]

Equation [13] predicts very rapid oxidation in the absence
of U3O8, and it is thus necessary to assess whether O2

transport in the gas phase could be rate limiting. The
following simple model for the rate of Oj supply to the
UO2 surface was invoked to address this question.
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(Rate of O2 supply) -
dN™
~dT RT

which A, T, km and P(UOi) are all assumed to be constant
within each time interval. The fractional release of low-
volatility fission products, / , is simply the volume
fraction of volatilized material.

If an imaginary interface between UO ; t x and UO200 is
assumed to exist, then the rate of interface motion (it, or
linear rate constant) is equal to the flux of oxygen through
the interface divided by the difference in oxygen
concentration across the interface.

dt

2J - IOO](UO2M))

[15]

Released fraction s / • [19]

It should be emphasized that this model neglects any
spatial variations in the concentrations of fission products
within the fuel, and does not consider any accumulation of
fission products on the surface of the receding UO,.

4.0 COMPARISON OF MATRIX STRIPPING
MODEL WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The concentration of oxygen in UO I t s , [Oa](UO :+x), is a
function of stoichiometry and can be calculated from
UO;,, lattice parameters. By combining equations [14]
and [15] with lattice parameter measurements, the
following expression for k, is obtained:

*,
3121/" P.o,

RT
(5.4707 -0 .14*" ) 3 5.47073

.mm

Linear oxidation kinetics will apply until the UO :+S layer
thickness has reached a value that limits the diffusional
flux of oxygen to a value less than the flux of oxygen
supply from the gas. The rate of oxygen consumption
during parabolic oxidation (diffusion controlled) is:

dNoX

ST
[17]

The time O^J at which the rate of oxygen supply from the
gas is equal to the rate of oxygen consumption for
parabolic kinetics can be determined from equations [15-
17]. Oxidation kinetics would be linear for t < tlin and
parabolic subsequently.

3.3 Matrix Stripping Model

The volume of volatilized UO2+X is calculated by
integration of the volatilization rate defined in equation
[3].

Pvo,
Idt [18]

where p is the density of UO2+X. The integral in equation
[18] is solved as a summation over time increments in

The fractional releases of low-volatility fission products
were calculated for all eight of the MCE-1 tests, using the
above models for UO ; oxidation and volatilization. The
calculations included the feedback effects of decreasing
sample size on gas velocity and UO:>X stoichiometry on
UO3 vapour pressure.

In comparing the calculations with experimental data, it
was assumed that the measured releases of low-volatility
fission products should be scaled to the actual fractional
volatilization of the specimen. This assumption implies
that the low-volatility fission products do not become
concentrated in the remaining UO ; matrix. It is also

120

MATRIX STRIPPING AT 1995 C IN AIR

/ - — VOLATILI?AT<0N + OX'DATiON UODC:
M C M M K f t (7) (WTh OXIDATION)
VOLATILIZATION ONL* (NO OXIDATION)

7600 7620 76^0 7660 7680 7700 77rf) 7740

TIME (seconds)

Figure 2: Comparison of oxidation-volatilization model
predictions of matrix stripping at 1995°C in air. The
sample was 0.29 grams (idealized as a cylinder, 2.5 nun
diameter by 5 mm long). Air flow was at 50 STP
mL/min inside a 4.6 nun diameter tube.
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assumed that there was no subsequent release of low-
volatility fission products which had been retained in the
hot zone of the furnace through interaction with the thoria
boat or the zirconia furnace tube. The validity of these
assumptions will be examined in future experiments.

Results of the calculations for test MCE 1-4 are shown in
Figure 2 (1995°C, 900-second exposure to air). For
comparison purposes, results are shown for the current
proposed model and the model by Alexander (7). In all
cases, Alexander's model predicted faster volatilization
rates, by about a factor of six. Figure 2 also compares
the results calculated without an oxidation model. By
including the effect of UO ; oxidation, the timing of
releases is delayed.

A comparison of these calculations with the experimental
data for Zr, La and Nb releases in the MCE 1-4 test
showed that the calculations were substantially
overpredicting the low-volatility release rates. The
calculations in Figure 2 show the time for complete
volatilization was about 60 seconds, compared to the
measurement (Figure 1) of about 1400 seconds for the
low-volatility fission products to be released. The typical
overprediction for all of the MCEl tests was in the range
of 10 to 20 times. By using the model of Alexander (7)
(equation 18]), the calculated rates were 50 to 100 times
higher than experimental data.

5.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A sensitivity analysis was performed to clarify the sources
of uncertainty in the above models for oxidation and
volatilization. It was found that the majority of the
discrepancy between calculations and experimental data
could not be attributed to uncertainties in the mass
transport or thermodynamic calculations. The large
overprediction remained even when a conservative lower
limit for the mass transfer model was taken to be purely
convective transport in a stagnant gas. Similarly,
conservative variations in thermodynamic data could not
explain the discrepancy.

A possible explanation for model overprediction was
developed based on the microstructures observed in
partially volatilized irradiated UO ; from the MCEl tests.
Figures 3a and 3b show the appearance of the surface of
the fuel after 1000 seconds of exposure to air at 1800 and
1900°C, respectively. A very porous surface layer
developed around the specimen. The porous layer was
uniform in thickness and composed of a convoluted
network of channels. Further examinations of both
irradiated and unirradiated specimens showed that
volatilization and pore growth had occurred preferentially
along some grain boundaries, while other boundaries did
not participate in the reaction.

Figure 3: (a) Surface of specimen from the MCE1-2 test,
1000 seconds in air at 1800°C. The surface region shows
a tunnel-like network of porosity, (b) The porous layer
on the sample from the MCE1-3 test, 1000 seconds in air
at ]900°C. The porous layer has a uniform thickness
around the sample.

We hypothesize the formation of this porous structure is
the result of preferential volatilization at the base of each
channel. Preferential reaction at localized sites is an
indication that a surface-sensitive process is limiting the
overall kinetics of formation of gaseous UO, at the UO,. ,
surface. It appears as if UO, production is favoured at
certain grain boundaries, probably because of the
localized lattice disorder. Thus, the rate limiting step in
the reaction described by equation [ 11 may be removal of
a UO, molecule from the lattice. Such a step would be
more energetically favourable at grain boundaries.
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Figure 4 shows a schematic representation of this
postulated process for the formation of the porous layer.
Active volatilization sites are depicted at the bottom of the
channels, with UO3 percolating out of the channels to the
surface of the fuel. Oxygen must move countercurrent to
the UOj.

If volatilization is predominantly at the base of each
channel, then the reacting surface area is much less than
the macroscopic surface area of the specimen. Data from
examination of microstructures (including those in Figure
3) indicates that the ratio of the macroscopic specimen
surface area to the area of the channel openings at the
surface was about 2 or 3. An effective specimen surface
area should therefore be used in the model calculations to
account for the localized volatilization (i.e., A in equation
[18]). However, this effective surface area can only
explain about one fifth of the observed discrepancy
between the model and experimental data. We
hypothesize that the remainder of the discrepancy is due
to a kinetic-limiting heterogeneous reaction step involved
in the formation of UO3 gas. This is reflected in Figure 4
by showing the UQ, partial pressure at the bottom of the
channel as being less than the equilibrium value. A small
gradient in UO3 pressure is depicted due to percolation
out of the channels, and the resulting partial pressure at
the surface is much less than the equilibrium value. This
means that a reduced UO3 partial pressure exists at the
surface, and this should be reflected in the values of
P(UO3)

S used in equations [4] and [18].

By comparing the calculations and experimental data for
all of the eight MCE1 tests, it was found that the low-
volatility release rates were overpredicted, on average, by
a factor of 15. If the effective surface area is taken to be
1/3 of the macroscopic surface area, then agreement
between calculations and experimental data will be
reached only if a factor of 1/5 is applied to the UO3

vapour pressure at the surface. Figure 5 shows the
comparison with data from the MCE1-4 test, using a
factor of 1/3 applied to the surface area A and a factor of
1/5 applied to the UO3 partial pressure in equation [18].
Although a reasonable fit is achieved in this case, the
scaling of UO3 vapour pressure is not currently supported
by any experimental evidence. Further investigation of
the rate controlling process is necessary for future model
development.

POROUS U02+x =

LAYER

6.0 CONCLUSIONS

1. Experiments show that volatilization of UO-, can cause
release of low-volatility fission products.

2. The experiments also show that the low-volatility
fission products can be retained in the hot regions of the
furnace after being released from the UO;. For the

EQUILIBRIUM-^
P|U03)

LOG (Pun,)

FILM DIFFUSION

Figure 4: Sketch of the porous layer that develops at the
surface of irradiated UO2 during volatilization in air.
Active volatilization sites are at the base of each channel.
UO3 transport involves percolation through the channels
and diffusion across the boundary layer.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the measured and calculated
kinetics of low-volatility Zr, Nb and La releases in air at
1995°C (MCE1-4 test). A factor of 1/15 was applied to
the calculated rates from the model to account for a
reduced surface area and other rate limiting processes.
The fission-product release kinetics were scaled to 100%
to account for retention in the hot zone during the test.
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MCE1 experiment, fission products were retained by the
ThO2 boat and by the ZrO2 reaction rube. This effect
needs further study in order to define the low-volatility
fission-product source term.

3. A model has been developed to describe the release of
low-volatility fission products from UO2 in oxidizing
conditions. The model includes the effects of oxidation
kinetics on volatilization, and assumes that the fission
products are completely released from each volume of
UO2 that is vapourized. In its current form, the model
overpredicts the fission-product releases, but this can be
rationalized by using an effective surface area and
including a coefficient to account for heterogeneous rate-
limiting processes associated with the development of a
porous surface layer that is observed during volatilization
of irradiated fuel.

4. Further experiments and examination of
microstructures from volatilized UO2 will be useful in
assessing the rate controlling step, and defining the source
term for low-volatility fission products. A comparison of
microstructures from unirradiated and irradiated UO,
should be completed, with attention to the formation of a
porous surface layer on both fuels, since this may impact
on the applicability of unirradiated experiments to studies
of volatilization kinetics.
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RUTHENIUM RELEASE IN AIR
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ABSTRACT

Release kinetics of the fission product ruthenium from UO2

undergoing oxidation have been studied. At moderate
temperatures they are strongly dependent on the oxygen
partial pressure. If oxygen is unavailable, release does not
occur. When oxygen is available, release can be very
rapid. In air, the release rate is much faster than that of
either iodine or cesium; however, it is first necessary to
oxidize the VO2 close to the equilibrium value of U3OS, or
above 1550°C, to UO2+I.

In recrystallized regions of the fuel, ruthenium is present as
one constituent in small metallic precipitates. At
temperatures above 1200"C, ruthenium is easily released
from the precipitates under oxidizing conditions. In un-
recrystallized regions, no such precipitates are apparent and
the ruthenium is likely in solution within the UO^ The
release rate from un-recrystallized regions of the fuel is
similar to that in the recrystallized region at low
temperatures, but over the temperature interval from 1200°
to I600"C it drops markedly. Except for this region, the
rate controlling mechanism is probably vapourization of the
ruthenium oxides.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Since ruthenium is a refractory metal one would not
expect it to be released from UO2 unless very high
temperatures were reached. Although it is not one of the
fission products that have traditionally been considered in
reactor safety analyses, it is a potential radiological and
toxic hazard. During the Chernobyl accident, particles of
ruthenium were identified in fallout in Sweden.
Experiments at Chalk River<1A3'4) have shown that under
the appropriate conditions, ruthenium can be released
more quickly than the traditionally measured isotopes such
as I, Cs, or the noble gases. Release of ruthenium has
been measured at temperatures as low as 3OO°C.<5>

Most metallic oxides have a higher melting point than the
parent metals. Ruthenium is an exception. It has several
possible oxides, one of which, RuO4, has a melting point
as low as 25.5GC. Experiments done at Chalk River have
shown that both the UO2 and most of the fission products
will oxidize before the ruthenium. However, once oxygen
is available to the ruthenium, oxidation and release are
very rapid. In air, the release rate can be faster than that
of either iodine or cesium.

2.0 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

UO2 samples were obtained from CANDU fuel irradiated
in the NRU reactor to burnups as high as 520 MW-h/kg
U. The fuel elements were cut open in the Universal Cell
facility at Chalk River and fragments of UO2 were
obtained as samples for the in-cell heating experiments to
study ftssion-product release kinetics. Typical fragment
sizes were in the range 0.1 to 0.6 g.

Figure 1 is a schematic of the experimental arrangement.
Sample activity was measured using a through-wall
collimator installed in one of the ports in the Universal
Cell. This collimator is aligned with the centreline of the
furnace and permits a gamma-ray spectrometer to view the
fuel specimens through the side of the furnace. Thus, we
are able to monitor the release kinetics of fission products
directly. Temperature readings and oxygen sensor
measurements are recorded simultaneously with the
release data. Samples are identified as to their location in
the pellet partly by shape and {rain structure. However,
they can be located quite precisely by measuring the ratio
of cesium to zirconium, or some other suitable isotope.
During irradiation, there is a large gradient established in
the cesium concentration across the radius of a fuel pellet.
The ratio of the cesium concentration to that of an
isotope, which has a flat concentration profile across the
radius, gives a good measure of the radial location from
which a given sample was obtained.
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Figure 1 Schematic of typical in-cell experimental arrangement.

3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experiments have shown that whether ruthenium is
released or not depends on whether oxygen is available to
the system. Release rates in air are very rapid, but a
sudden decrease in oxygen availability can stop release.
Figure 2 shows examples at 14OO°C of the measured
ruthenium release from UO2 and from U,O8 when
exposed to intermittent pulses of air.

In Figure 2a, the first pulse of air oxidized the UO2, and
after a slight delay a small amount of ruthenium was
released. The second pulse released another small burst
of ruthenium, but much of the available oxygen was
apparently still required to oxidize the UO2. The third
pulse of air, however, resulted in a large release, which
stopped at about 70% release when the p(Oj) again
dropped. In Figure 2b, the sample was first oxidized to

U3O8 at a low temperature and then raised to the test
temperature under a lowp(Oj). This time ruthenium was
released immediately on introduction of the air, again to
about 70%. Subsequent air pulses resulted in small
additional releases.

Figure 3 compares the release behaviour of ruthenium
with that of iodine and cesium at a temperature of
1600°C. About 30% of both the cesium and the iodine
were released under inert conditions. Introduction of air
caused acceleration of their release, followed by a decrease
to a fairly constant rate for the remainder of the test.
After 6500 s in air, cesium and iodine release had reached
about 85%. Ruthenium release was delayed by about 250
s after the introduction of air, but after that release was
very rapid: 95% of ruthenium was released by 1000 s and
100% by 1500 s.
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Figure 2a Release of ruthenium from UO2 exposed to
short pulses of air at 1400°C.

Figure 4 contrasts the release in air (p(Oj) = 0.21 atm.)
with that in steam (p(Oj) = 0.002atm.) at 1600°C. The
decrease of two orders of magnitude in oxygen partial
pressure has an effect of similar magnitude on the rate of
ruthenium release.

3.1 Effects of UP, microstructure.

In ceramographic photographs of irradiated fuel, one can
frequently observe metallic inclusions. These have been
identified"'78191'011" as consisting primarily of palladium,
molybdenum, rhodium, and ruthenium. They seem to be
exclusively located in regions of grain growth. Most are at
grain boundaries, particularly at triple points. A few are

Figure 2b Release of ruthenium from U3Og exposed to
short pulses of air at 1400°C.

associated with intra-granular bubbles. Figure 5 shows an
example. There is no evidence that these precipitates can
nucleate within the UO2 matrix. We have not been able
to locate any metallic inclusions in the peripheral (zero
grain growth) region of the fuel elements used in this
program. This suggests that either temperatures
sufficiently high to promote grain growth in UO2 are
required to give these metals a reasonable diffusion
coefficient, or else the metal atoms are removed from the
UO2 lattice by grain-boundary sweeping to gas bubbles,
where they then condense as precipitates.

In air, at temperatures up to 1200°C, there appears to be
little difference between the release rates from samples

100

80
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ARGON AIR

-2 -1

RELEASE (%)
1-6

Figure 3 Release of ruthenium, cesium and iodine at Figure 4 Release of ruthenium from UO2 in air and
1600°C in air. steam at 1600°C.
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taken from the centre (grain-growth region) or the
periphery of the fuel. Thus, although the peripheral
samples probably still have the ruthenium atoms in
solution, that is no hindrance to their release.

Figure 6 is an Arrhenius plot of the ruthenium release
rates. The rates were calculated by measuring the
maximum slope from experimental results such as those
shown in Figure 4. Up to about 1200°C the data fall on
a straight line, and for a given temperature there appears
to be no difference in the release rate from samples taken
from any radial location within the fuel pellet. Above
1200°C there is a marked drop in the release rate,
reaching a minimum at 1550°C, which is the temperature
of a phase boundary. Below 1550°C, U3O8 is the stable
oxide species. Above 1550°C, UO,^ is the stable species.
Tne release rate drops nearly two orders of magnitude as
this phase change temperature is approached. 1200°C is
also about the temperature at which the stable solid
species of ruthenium changes.li:i Below this temperature
RuO: is the stable species, above 1200°C ruthenium metal
is the stable species. Based primarily on one data point,
it would appear that in this temperature range the location
within the fuel pellet may also influence the release. In
the central grain-growth region, where the ruthenium is at
least partly located in precipitates, release appears to be
faster than in the peripheral region, where it is probably
still in solution within the U,O8 grains.

Figure 7 shows the same data as Figure 6 with the
inclusion of four data points from Williamson.1"
Williamson's measuring technique averaged the release
over a period of time. It is therefore likely that his rates
are lower than the maximum release rate that is used for
the Chalk River data. However, in spite of that his results
show good agreement with the current results, confirming
that an Arrhenius function can be used to describe
ruthenium release in air down to a temperature of 300°C.
Included in Figure 7, not to the same scale, is an
Arrhenius plot of the vapour pressure of all ruthenium
species, calculated from thermodynamic data.u: ' The
inflection at 1200°C is the result of the change in the
stable condensed phase of ruthenium, as discussed above.
This vapour pressure curve could also be considered a
good representation of the release rate data, with the
exception of the dip at 1550°C. This suggests that the rate
controlling process for ruthenium release is vapour
transfer from the oxidized UO2 to the (lowing gas stream.
At low temperatures, U3O8 is brittle and there are many
cracks to convey escaping fission products to the surface,
where they can be released. At high temperatures, U,O8

is more ductile. The dip in the release curve for
peripheral samples at temperatures above 1200°Cmay be
caused by this increase in ductility. Since the ruthenium
in peripheral samples is probably dispersed through the
fuel rather than located in precipitates, release in this
region may be controlled by the slower process of

v ;/
w » *•• *

r - /

/ - • • •

MID-RADIUS

PERIPHERY

Figure 5 Fuel cross-sections at various radii showing
metallic precipitates in regions of grain growth.
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diffusion to the sample surface, rather than by the
vapourization step.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

1. Release of ruthenium depends on the availability of
oxygen, as well as on the temperature.

2. The release rate can be described by an Arrhenius
function over the temperature range from 300° to 1200°C.

3. Over the temperature range from 1200° to 1550°C, at
which temperature the stable uranium oxide changes from
U3O8 to UO2+S, there is a drop in the release rate of
nearly two orders of magnitude. Above 1550 °C the
release rate rapidly recovers and becomes almost constant.
This is in general agreement with thermodynamic
calculations of the vapour pressure of ruthenium species.

4. The rate controlling step for ruthenium release is
probably vapourization of the various ruthenium oxides
from the oxidized fuel.

5. In regions of the fuel where grain growth has occurred
during irradiation, much of the ruthenium is located in
metallic precipitates. Where there has been no grain
growth during irradiation, no such precipitates are visible.
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ABSTRACT

Appearance temperatures and second-law enthalpies of
vaporization have been determined for volatile species

from cesium uranate and mixtures of CsI-VO, and Rbl-
UO2 over a temperature range from 900 to 2800 K.
Gaseous species effusing from a Knudsen cell were
detected using a quadrupole mass spectrometer. The
enthalpies suggested which species are present in the
cesium-uranium-oxygen condensed phase in the cell at
elevated temperatures. This information will assist in the
prediction of the chemical nature of fission products that
could be released into the containment building under
postulated reactor accident conditions.

systems may give rise to cesium uranates, which can form
in the space between the cladding and the fuel. These
compounds are of lower density than UO,, and so can
cause excessive swelling of the fuel and rupture of the
cladding.01 Hence, detailed thermodynamic information
is being collected on this chemical system because it is of
interest to reactor accident chemistry.

2.0 EXPERIMENTAL

The high-temperature chemistry was studied in a Knudsen
cell;141 the apparatus is depicted in Figure 1. Samples

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The quantity and timing of the release of radionuclides in
a reactor accident can be estimated using computer
models of severe accident chemistry. Fission product
chemistry, such as speciation, reactivity and volatility
under accident conditions over a large range of
temperatures and pressures can be described by
thermodynamic models."' The models deal primarily
with binary compounds, rather than complex systems for
which thermodynamic information is lacking at high
temperatures. However, for a more realistic description
of accident chemistry, ternary and even more complex
systems should be considered.(2) The physical properties
and reactivity of chemical systems at high temperatures
cannot justifiably be extrapolated from low-temperature
information. The stability of chemical species changes
with temperature, and the enthalpic parameters that
govern chemistry at low temperatures (such as bond
strengths) are of lesser importance at higher temperatures
than entropic factors. Hence, there is a need to conduct
basic experiments to measure meaningful thermodynamic
quantities for well characterized ternary and quaternary
systems.
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In this work, speciation and second-law heats of
vaporization have been investigated experimentally for
cesium uranate, and cesium and rubidium iodides with
UO2. In fission, much more cesium is produced than
iodine, and so most of the iodine in the fuel is expected to
be present as cesium iodide. Cesium-uranium-oxygen

Figure 1: Schematic of Kriudsen Cell. The tantalum
Knudsen cell is heated inductively by an RF power
supply. Volatiles effuse from the cell into the ionizer of
the quadrupole mass spectrometer. The ion signal is
recorded as a function of temperature, measured using
optical pyrometers sighted onto the cell.
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were contained in a tantalum cell, which could be heated
inductively to 3000 K. The Knudsen cell was mounted in
a vacuum chamber pumped by a turbomolecular pump
with magnetically-levitated bearings. The base pressure
in the chamber was below 10'5 Pa, and did not rise above
10'3 Pa during an experiment. An aperture with a
diameter of 0.16 cm separated the Knudsen cell and
diffusion-pumped mass spectrometer chambers. The
Knudsen cell had a cylindrical orifice 0.6 mm in
diameter, and 2.5 mm in length.

As the cell was heated, volatile components effusing from
the cell were ionized with an electron current of 0.5 mA
and an electron energy of 45 eV. The ions were analyzed
with a Finnigan 3200 quadrupole mass spectrometer,
which was interfaced to a Compaq 386 computer. Data
were acquired using data acquisition software supplied by
Shrader Analytical and Consulting Laboratories, Inc.
The effusive flow from the Knudser. cell could be blocked
from entering the mass spectrometer. This procedure
allowed data to be collected for background subtraction,
an important procedure for low masses (less than 100
amu) because of slight organic contamination. The
background was minimized by frequently baking out the
system (including the analyzer) at 550 K and cleaning it
thoroughly every few months.

Cell temperatures were measured with Ircon dual-
wavelength optical pyrometers; three different units were
required to span the temperature range from 900 to 3300
K. The pyrometers were focussed through two shuttered
sapphire windows, one allowing measurements to be
recorded from the side of the cell, and one from the top.
The pyrometers were accurate to within 1 % of their
ranges (approximately 10 degrees K).

Cesium iodide (Matheson, Coleman and Bell) and Rbl
(Cerac, 99.9%) were used without further purification.
The uranium oxide used was depleted, containing 0.22%
;35U, and from X-ray diffraction analysis comprised
96.7% UO:, 3.1% U,O9 and 0.2% U,O8. The cesium
uranate was synthesized from a mixture of Cs2CO3 and
UO,, which was subjected to four cycles (over two
weeks) of heating to 800°C, cooling and grinding. The
synthesis was similar to the procedure of Cordfunke and
co-workers'5' and from X-ray diffraction analysis the
product comprised 46.7% /J-Cs2U,O7, 26.5% a-Cs2U2O7,
and a residue of unidentified mixed uranates.

TABLE 1
ENTHALPIES AND APPEARANCE

TEMPERATURES

3.0 RESULTS

A range of experiments was performed using the Knudsen
cell. Cesium-oxygen-uranium chemistry at high (875 to
3000 K) temperatures was investigated by heating cesium
uranate and CsI-UO2 mixtures (0.48, 1.33, 2.07, 4.18,
5.39 and 6.22 wt.% Csl). Mixtures of RW-U02 (1.15
and 4.82 wt. % Rbl) were also investigated, and found to
behave similarly to CsI-UO2. The experimental resujts
are listed in Table 1, in which the ions observed over a

Starting
Chemical

Apparent

Components

Csl alone

Rbl alone

Cesium
uranate
mixture

Csl and
UO2

(kJmol1)

Temperature
Range of Linear
van'tHoffPlot

(K)

187 + 2<*~~1 870 to 1060

170 ± 15

260 + 10

100 + 4

510 + 60

non-linear
region

900 to 1045

1150 to 1600

970 to 1210

1590 to 1900

1920 to 2020

CsH

r+,

Rb"
Rbl

Cs+

Cs*
I**,

Cs*

Cs*

Ions

'"•', C s " * ,

, Csl*, Cs.

K " - | J +

\ RbJ*

andCs**

, Cs*M4

Csl*, Cs:

andCs**

andCs**

I""'
,1*

r

Rbl and 100 ± 10 870 to 1030 R b \ I*, I**, Rbl*
UO2

430 ± 60 1660 to 1900 Rb*
202 1660 to 2020 I*

710 1900 to 2040 Rb+,Rb+*

UO, alone, 508 ± 6 2300 to 2770 U**""""1, U O \

u<v,
UO2mixtures, U++, UO**,
Cesium UO2*

 +

uranate
mixture

Note:

*
**
***

* * * * *

The isotope observed was l33Cs
The isotope observed was I22I
The isotopes observed were 8SRb and 87Rb
The isotope observed was ^ U
Uncertainties represent one standard
deviation, based on multiple runs, or slopes
from multiple ions in one run
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measured temperature range are given. Because results
from different alkali iodide concentrations were similar,
they have been combined in Table 1. A neutral volatile
component can give rise to more than one ion. Mass
numbers for the elemental ions are noted, from which the
mass to charge ratios of the molecular ions and doubly
charged ions can be computed.

A van't Hoff plot was drawn for each ion observed,
where the logarithm of the intensity of the ion signal
multiplied by the temperature is plotted as a function of
reciprocal temperature (in degrees K). From the second
law of thermodynamics, it follows that the heat of
vaporization of the neutral species, AH^, is proportional
to the slope of the van't Hoff plot.'*1 An example of a
van't Hoff plot for cesium ions (Cs+ and Cs++) coming
from a CsI-UO2 mixture is shown in Figure 2. Values for
the second-law enthalpies are presented in Table 1, along
with the temperature range over which the slope was
measured.

At least two regions of linear slope were observed in the
van't Hoff plots of both the CsI-UO2 and the Rbl-UO,
mixtures. The slopes are different from those observed
for cesium uranate. The RbI-UO2 results are in close
quantitative agreement in the lowest temperature regime
with those for CsI-UO2, both being lower than those
observed for the pure alkali iodides.

4.0 DISCUSSION

An assumption used in interpreting data from a Knudsen
cell is that the species identified in the gas phase are
representative of the components of the condensed phase
in the cell.(7) The second-law heats of vaporization can be
compared to those calculated from enthalpy incremenl
values listed in thermodynamic tables.18' A tentative
assignment of speciation as a function of appearance
temperature is presented in Tabie 2. In some temperature
regimes, such as above 1600 K, the chemical identity of
the cesium and rubidium compounds is still uncertain.

The most stable phase of cesium uranate is known to
change with an increase in temperature, becoming
depleted in cesium (i.e., as shown by the phase
diagram'81). Cesium was observed from both the cesium
uranate and CsI-UO2 mixtures as they were heated. The
CsI-UO2 mixtures could have reacted to produce mixed
uranates* which would have decomposed with increasing
temperature. Possible overall reactions leading to the
generation of gaseous cesium from the CsI-UO; mixtures
at high temperatures are

2Cs2U2O7(a)-»2Cs Cs2U4O12(s) HI
where AHvap = 522 to 534 kJ mol1 CS(£) (1600 to 1900 K)

2Cs2UO4( t , + 2UO2(<) -» 22 ( 2O2(< ) w 2 4 , 2 ( 8 )

where AHv.p = 353 to 373 kJmol1 Csul (1800 to 2000 K)

Cs2U4O,2(8)

l1 Csul

[21

IO*/T(K|

Figure 2: Van't Hoff Plot for CsI-UO2 Mixture. The
slope, of a semi-logarithmic plot of the intensity of the
ion signal (Cs+ and Cs+ +) times temperature as a function
of reciprocal temperature, will give the apparent enthalpy
of volatilization of the neutral parent. If a straight line
can be drawn over a temperature range, the enthalpy
represents the average value over that range. The units of
the ordinate axis are arbitrary, (counts times temperature
in degrees Kelvin).

These possible pathways for processes in the condensed
cesium-uranium-oxygen system at high temperatures are
supported by the fact that cesium uranate was not
observed in the mass spectrometer. In addition, cesium,
seen above about 1600 K, eventually disappeared as the
temperature was increased above 2020 K. This suggested
depletion in the cesium-containing constituent of the
condensed phase. As expected, above 2300 K, uranium
oxides were volatilized. Reactions involving rubidium
uranates are expected to have similar enthalpies of
vaporization/

Future experiments will include calibration of the
apparatus to enable determination of vapour pressures
(thermodynamic activities) of species present at high
temperatures, and measurement of appearance potentials
of the ions seen in the mass spectrometer by scanning the
energy of the ionizing electrons. A knowledge of
appearance potentials helps to establish which neutral
species give rise to the observed ions, and whether
fragmentation takes place upon ionization. This work
will be expanded to other fission product-fuel systems of
possible significance in reactor accidents (i.e., cesium-
molybdenum-oxygen, barium-uranium-oxygen, and
strontium-uranium-oxygen systems).
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TABLE 2
SPECIATION AS A

FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE

Appearance
Temperature

(K)

870

1150

Speciation

Csl.Rbl, (Csl):, (Rbl)2

Cs from cesium uranate (mai

(7)

(8)

Cs:U2O7) (9)

1600 Gaseous Cs and Rb products of
condensed phase reactions

2300 Uranium oxides from UO : , UO,
mixtures and cesium uranate
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ABSTRACT

An experimental program is under way at Whiteshell
Laboratories to confirm observations from earlier work
indicating that the UO/Zr interaction plays a role in the

fragmentation of the fuel pellet, and to delineate the
conditions under which this type of fragmentation takes
place. It has been found that an interaction-related
fragmentation process exists. Fragmentation occurs when
a pellet that has undergone the UO2/Zr interaction is
subsequently exposed to steam. The severity of pellet
break-up reaches a maximum in the vicinity of 320"'C.
After 15 min in steam at temperatures between 600 and
900°C, about 6% of the weight of a pellet consists of
particles less than 1 mm in size; the same exposure time
in the 300-400"C range results in over 80% of the pellet
weight disintegrating into particles less than 1 mm in
size. The extent (time, temperature) of the interaction
treatment was also found to influence the severity of the
pellet structural deterioration. Metallographic
examination of the fragments revealed that the
fragmentation process was intergranular in nature.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

A number of investigations have
demonstrated that the structural integrity
of U02 fuel pellets deteriorates under
certain postulated nuclear power reactor
accident conditions (for example,
References 1 and 2). One form of this
deterioration is the fragmentation of the
fuel pellet along grain boundaries; this
can reduce part of the pellet into very
fine particles. An understanding of the
causes of this type of fuel pellet
fragmentation is important since such
finely divided fuel could relocate under
accident conditions, and since the process
itself could lead to enhanced fission
product release.

Results of earlier severe fuel damage
experiments at Vhiteshell Laboratories
indicated that the interaction between a
U02 fuel pellet and the surrounding
Zircaloy-4 (Zr-4) sheath could play a role

in the fragmentation of nonirradiated
CANDU (CANadian Deuterium Uranium) reactor
fuel pellets (3). Evidence was found that
fragmentation takes place when U02 pellets
that had experienced this interaction were
exposed to steam; in addition,
fragmentation appeared to involve grain-
boundary separation. This paper presents
the results of the first phase of an
experimental program designed to confirm
the existence of an interaction-related
fragmentation process and to delineate the
conditions under which this process
operates.

2.0 EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental procedure is shown
schematically in Figure 1.

The interaction treatments were carried
out under argon in a Centorr tungsten-
element resistance furnace. Samples
consisted of a single 14.2-mm-diameter
U02 fuel pellet covered over the 18-mm
length by a piece of Zr-4 sheath with a
nominal wall thickness of 0.42 mm. The
contact pressure required for the
UOj/Zr interaction to occur (4) was
generated during the heat-up period of
the interaction step by the difference
in the thermal expansion coefficients
between the two components: U02 expands
more rapidly as the temperature
increases than does Zr-4. After the
interaction treatment, samples were
stored at room temperature under argon
until required for exposure to steam.

An interaction heat treatment for
60 min at 1760cC was used for the
majority of the work. These treatment
conditions are beyond those expected in
most accident scenarios but were used
to ensure that any effect of the
interaction on fragmentation would be
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detected. It should be mentioned that
these conditions are also beyond those
necessary to es tabl ish the maximum
thickness of the reaction layers in the
sheath (4). Treatments of a shorter
duration (5 rain at 1760°C and 6 min at
1640°C) were also used to gauge the
influence of the extent of interaction
on the s e v e r i t y of s t r u c t u r a l
deterioration of the pellet.

StMm Heqan

TIME

FIGURE 1: SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Steam exposure was carried out
isothermally at temperatures between 250
and 1200°C. The influence of time at
temperature on fragmentation was
determined at 320, 425, 500 and 900°C for
times up to 60 min, while the influence of
temperature was examined in more detail by
15-min steam-exposure tests over the full
temperature range. All samples were
brought slowly to 1400°C in an argon
atmosphere and equilibrated for 10 min
before cooling to the temperature of
interest and exposing to steam (Figure 1).
This procedure simulated direct cooling
after the interaction treatment to the
steam-exposure temperature. Samples were
held at the steam-exposure temperature for
5 min to stabilize the temperature before
the introduction of steam. At the
completion of the exposure, argon was re-
introduced and the samples were slowly
withdrawn from the furnace hot zone.

The steam-exposure step of each test was
performed in a separate apparatus, shown
schematically in Figure 2. Steaa is
delivered from Oven 1 to Oven 2 at a
nominal maximum temperature of 600"C and
is brought to exposure temperatures (above

600°C) by causing the steam to traverse
the hot zone of Oven 2 three times (by
reversing directions twice) through the
use of the ceramic tube arrangement, shown
immediately upstream from the samples in
Figure 2. The exit end of the furnace
tube is fitted with a quartz end closure
with two ports and a window. One port
allows exhausting of the steam and argon
while the other allows insertion of a
push-pull rod used to move the ceramic
boat containing the samples into and out
of the hot zone. The rod is a two-hole,
thermocouple insulating tube through which
Pt and Pt/Rh thermocouple wires are
threaded for sample temperature
measurement. The window in the end
closure is used for measuring sample
temperatures by optical pyrometry.

CMinUe tuba whfi nreiotc kirwr tubn

FIGURE 2: SCHEMATIC DRAWING OF THE
FACILITY FOR THE EXPOSURE OF INTERACTED
SAMPLES TO STEAM

Care was taken throughout the testing
procedure to isolate the influence of the
U02/Zr interaction from other factors that
could cause the structural deterioration
of the fuel pellet. It is known that U02
pellets can fragment under the influence
of thermal gradients (2) or when exposed
for short periods of time to air (5). A
bare pellet accompanied the clad pellet
specimen throughout the whole procedure
(including the interaction treatment);
thus, any difference in behaviour between
the bare and the clad pellet can be
attributed to the interaction treatment.
The bare pellets were weighed before and
after each heat treatment to ensure that
there were no changes in the conditions
between replicate tests (e.g., air leaks).
Periodically, a test was performed
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completely in argon in the steam-exposure
equipment. All of the heating and cooling
rates were slow enough to avoid thermal
gradients and the associated stresses in
the pellets.

A number of bare and clad pellet samples
were examined by light optical and
scanning electron microscopy before and
after exposure to steam in an effort to
elucidate the fragmentation mechanism.

100
Nominal Exposure

TampsratufM

3.0 RESULTS

A typical test result is shown in
Figure 3. The clad pellet has broken up
into fragments of various sizes while the
bare pellet remains structurally sound; in
this test, bare and clad pellets were
exposed to steam for 15 min at 250°C
following an interaction treatment of
60 min at 1760°C. Similar tests conducted
solely in argon produced no deterioration
of either bare or clad samples.

The weight percentage of particles passing
through a 1-mm sieve was arbitrarily
chosen as a measure of the severity of
fragmentation. Plots of this parameter
against steam-exposure time for different
oxidation temperatures are shown in
Figure 4.

FIGURE 3: BARE PELLET (A) AND FRAGMENTED
CLAD PELLET (B) AFTER 15 min IN STEAM AT
250°C. INTERACTION TREATMENT: 60 min AT
1760°C

Initially, the weight percentage of
particles less than 1 mm in size

s
E

o

Steam Exposure Time (mln)

FIGURE 4: INFLUENCE OF EXPOSURE TIME AND
TEMPERATURE ON THE SEVERITY OF
FRAGMENTATION

increases rapidly. After 5-15 min,
depending on the temperature, any further
increase is slow, if at all, as the steam
exposure time increases. Thus, most of
the structural deterioration of a pellet
takes place at relatively short steam-
exposure times; notably, over 80Z of the
pellet weight fragments into particles
less than 1 mm in size after 5 min in
steam at temperatures in the 300-400°C
temperature range.

The weight fraction of the finer particle
sizes was found to increase at the expense
of larger particles over the exposure
times examined. This trend is illustrated
in Figure 5 for a temperature of 430°C,
where the weight fractions of the coarsest
and finest particle size range determined
in this study are plotted against the
steam-exposure time. As steam-exposure
increases, the proportion of the finest
size fraction increases while that of the
coarsest size fraction decreases.

Figure 4 also shows that the severity of
fragmentation increases as the steam-
exposure temperature decreases down to
320°C. This behaviour is shown in more
detail in Figure 6 for the 15-min exposure
tests; here, It can be seen that a maximum
in the severity of fragmentation occurs in
the vicinity of 320°C. Future test
results will position the maximum more
precisely.
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FIGURE 5 : CHANGE IN PARTICLE SIZE
DISTRIBUTION WITH STEAM EXPOSURE TIME.
TEMPERATURE NOMINALLY 430°C
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FIGURE 6: INFLUENCE OF STEAM EXPOSURE
TEMPERATURE ON THE SEVERITY OF
FRAGMENTATION (15 min AT TEMPERATURE)

The influence of the in te rac t ion treatment
on the severity of fragmentation is
indicated by the data in Table 1. The
severity of fragmentation decreases with
decreasing extent of interaction. As
observed in the tests with the more
extensive interaction treatment of 60 min
at 176O°C, more fragmentation occurs as
the steam-exposure temperature approaches.

All the interaction treatments used
produced the expected layered structure

within the cladding (Figure 7) and
produced uranium throughout the body of
the pellet (Figure 8) (4). Figure 7 also
shows that the interaction treatments of 5
and 60 min at 1760°C produced very similar
react ion layer thicknesses in the
cladding. However, as noted previously,
these two interaction treatments result in
very different
(Table 1).

fragmentation responses

FIGURE 7: TYPICAL REACTION LAYER
STRUCTURE IN SHEATH AFTER AN INTERACTION
TREATMENT OF: 1) 60 min AT 176O°C AND 2)
5 min AT 1760°C. A = SHEATH, 6 = PELLET,
C = « - Z r ( 0 ) , D = U(Zr ) , E = «-Zr(0)+U(Zr) ,
F = U02+U (x 80)
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TABLE 1 - INFLUENCE OF THE EXTENT OF INTERACTION ON THE SEVERITY
OF FRAGMENTATION

Interaction
Treatment

Steam Exposure
Conditions

vt.% Particles
<1 mm

1 h at 176O°C
5 min at 176O°C
6 min at 1640°C
6 min at 1640°C

15 min at 500°C
15 min at 500°C
15 min at 500°C
15 min at 425°C

60.7
4.9
1.2
12.2

FIGURE 8: EXAMPLE OF URANIUM METAL
FIGURE 9: S C A N N I N G E L E C T R O N
PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF THE SURFACE OF A

(ARROWS) FOUND IN THE BODY OF THE UO2 FRAGMENT SHOWING INTERGRANULAR NATURE OF
PELLET AFTER AN INTERACTION TREATMENT OF FRAGMENTATION PROCESS (x 1300)
60 min AT 1760°C (x 400)

Examination of the cross sections or the
surfaces of larger fragments produced in
the tests shows that the fragmentation
process is largely one of separation along
g r a i n b o u n d a r i e s (Figure 9 ) .
Intergranular separation was evident at
all temperatures at which fragmentation
took place.

4.0 DISCUSSION

The main conclusion from the results of
the foregoing experiments is that a
fragmentation process exists that is
related to the UO2/Zr interaction. None
of the bare (or "non-interacted") pellets
fragmented in any of the tests while all
of the clad (or "interacted") pellets
deteriorated to some degree. Tests
carried out solely in argon demonstrated
that fragmentation does not occur in the
absence of steam and that the other test
conditions, such as the cooling rates
employed, did not cause fragmentation.

It is likely that this type of
fragmentation is controlled by the amount
of uranium metal produced in the pellet
microstructure as a result of the U02/Zr
interaction. Because of the affinity of
Zr for oxygen, oxygen diffuses out of the
pellet into the cladding at the
interaction temperature. At temperatures
above 1130°C, the fuel pellet, which is
near-stoichiometric U02, is reduced to
U02.x (see Figure 10, for example, the
path ABC). Eventually, the pellet
composition could enter an area of the
phase diagram consisting of U02.x and a
uranium-rich liquid. At interaction
temperatures below 1130°C and on cooling
interacted structures formed above 1130°C
to below this temperature, the pellet will
be composed of U02 and uranium metal. The
uranium tends to be uniformly distributed
throughout the body of the pellet after
extensive interaction treatments (4). The
same pellet structure is obtained when the
interaction occurs above or below the clad
melting point (4,6).
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URANIUM-OXYGEN PHASE DIAGRAM

It has been demonstrated that much of the
uranium metal resulting from the U02/Zr
interaction is located at triple points
where the grain-boundaries meet and along
grain boundaries (3,7). Exposure of a
microstructure in which uranium has formed
to an oxidizing environment such as steam
will result in the preferential oxidation
of the uranium along grain boundaries.
Volume expansion due to the formation of
the oxide provides the stress necessary to
cause intergranular separation or
fracture, resulting in the eventual
deterioration of the pellet into fine
particles.

This mechanism explains the intergranular
nature of the fragmentation noted in the
examination of the cross sections and the
surfaces of the larger fragments (as
illustrated in Figure 9). The mechanism
also predicts that the eventual particle
size will be equivalent to the pellet
grain size at the time the steam oxidation
began, provided that enough uranium has
been formed. This prediction is partially
verified by the results in Figure 5; it
appears that the steam does continue to
attack the pellet fragments, creating
larger amounts of finer particles as
exposure time increases.

The amount of uranium metal formed will
determine the extent to which a pellet
fragments as well as the eventual size
distribution of the fragments. Clearly,
if all of the grain boundaries are

surrounded by uranium, the whole pellet
will eventually disintegrate into grains.
Interaction treatments that result in
amounts of uranium less than that required
for this hypothetical condition will
produce size distributions skewed more and
more to the larger particle sizes as the
amount of interaction-produced uranium
decreases. Although not enough work has
yet been done in this study to confirm
this argument, it has been shown that the
extent of interaction dramatically
influences the severity of fragmentation
(Table 1). Interestingly, while
interaction treatments of 5 min and 60 min
at 1760°C produced approximately the same
reaction layer thicknesses in the sheath
(Figure 7), it is apparent that they did
not create the same sensitivity of the
pellet microstructure to steam attack.
These results suggest that the interaction
must proceed beyond the point where these
layers stop growing to produce severe
fragmentation.

While the presence of uranium in the
pellet microstructure explains a number of
results, it is difficult to explain why a
maximum in the severity of fragmentation
occurs near 320°C (Figure 6). It is not
apparent from the U-0 phase diagram that
the amount of uranium in the
microstructure for a given interaction
treatment changes significantly as the
temperature drops. In fact, the amount of
uranium remains relatively constant below
about 1130°C if near-equilibrium
conditions prevail. If this is coupled
with the generally accepted trend that
oxidation rates decrease as the
temperature decreases, the amount of
fragmentation should also decrease in step
with a decreasing uranium oxidation rate
as the steam oxidation temperature drops.

There are indications in the literature,
however, that uranium displays some
unusual oxidation behaviour in steam below
about 500°C. Hopkinson found a maximum in
oxidation rate near 300°C and a minimum
near 500°C (8). Wilson et al. showed that
the oxidation of uranium in steam changed
from parabolic to linear at temperatures
near AOO'C, with an accompanying increase
in oxidation rate ( 9 ) . Both
investigations offer a tentative
explanation for the fragmentation results
obtained in the present study below 600°C
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(Figure 6), if the fragmentation mechanism
involves no factors other than the
oxidation of uranium and provided that the
mechanism governing the oxidation
behaviour of bulk uranium also governs the
behaviour of the uranium in the pellet
microstructure. Above 600°C, the
fragmentation should increase with
exposure temperature, since both Hopkinson
and Vilson et al. show that the oxidation
rate of uranium again increases with
increasing temperature; however, the
severity of fragmentation continues to
decrease. Clearly there are some issues
to be resolved with respect to the
question of whether the fragmentation
process i s controlled solely by the
oxidation of uranium or whether some other
factor or factors are involved.

5.0

6.0

Fragmentation increases as the
temperature of steam exposure
decreases until a maximum is reached
near 320*C.
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ABSTRACT

The CANDU 3 reactor utilizes shop-assembled fuel channel
assemblies that are installed in the reactor as single modules
to shorten construction and retubing schedules. The introduc-
tion of the modular fuel channel assembly has resulted in the
design of four new pressure lube and calandria tube rolled
joints and associated production techniques. Initially, testing
of a limited number of each type of joint demonstrated the
feasibility of producing these joints. Subsequent development
testing based on a variety of fabrication parameters has con-
firmed that these joints will be able to meet their design re-
quirements. This paper reports on the design features and the
extensive test programs carried out to optimize the fabrication
parameters in terms of rolled joint integrity and practical pro-
duction tolerance ranges.

1. DESCRIPTION OF THE CANDU 3 FUEL
CHANNEL ASSEMBLY

The fuel channel assemblies of the CANDU 3 reactor are
designed to be completely shop-assembled and installed into
the reactor as finished modules. Each module is comprised of
a pressure lube (FT) rolled into end fittings (EFs), a calandria
lube (CT) rolled into tubular components referred to as
calandria tube extensions (CTXs), bellows, annulus spacers
and various hardware (see figure 1).

The composite assembly is inserted into the reactor structure
from the fuelling machine vault and requires only a few
operations at each reactor face to attach it to the reactor
structure, feeders, and annulus gas system. It is removed from
the reactor by withdrawing it as single unit in the reverse
direction.

By comparison, in CANDU 6* and other recent CANDU
reactor designs, the calandria tubes are rolled into the calandria
tube sheets separately from the fuel channels. An end
filling/pressure tube sub-assembly is then assembled to the

* Throughout the icxu the icrm CANDU 6 is used lo refer to the
CANDU 6 as well as other CANDU reactor designs having
conventional pressure tube and calandria tube rolled joints.

I CHANNEL INLET END )
INLET END FirTlNG

H ' I

• *"-V C T * INLET UTTICf TUBE '.

b &
ANNULUS SPACERS (4)

- | H | " ' W I E T C T - C T I I

• - - " i — • • •

ECTION WLET CTX-LATT1CE - E * * " * ° * '•
TUIE FILLET WELD I

I CHNNEL OUTLET ENPl

FIGURE 1 - CANDU 3 FUEL CHANNEL ASSEMBLY SCHEMATIC

second end fitting by means of an in-situ rolled joint. Other
components such as bellows and positioning assemblies are
installed at the reactor face to complete the installation of the
channel. Removal and replacement of such a channel is carried
out by removal of individual pieces.

The CANDU 3 concept would result in simplified procedures
and shortened schedules for initial construction and large scale
and single channel fuel channel replacement by enabling
channel assembly operations to be be performed off-site in a
shop environment.

To allow the fuel channel to be passed in and out of the reactor
as a single module, certain dimensional limitations had to be
imposed on the end fitting and CTX hubs. The inlet end of the
CANDU 3 fuel channel module must be capable of passing
through the outlet and inlet lattice tubes and completely
through the calandria. During channel removal, the inlet end
must be capable of passing between the banks of reactivity
control unit guide tubes inside the calandria. These restrictions
limit the maximum outside diameter of the inlet end of the
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channel module to 163 mm. The radially outermost
components of the module are the calandria tube extensions,
into which the the calandria tube is rolled to form the CT-CTX
rolled joints. The outside diameter of the rolled joint hub
portion of the inlet CTX is therefore limited to 163 mm. The
corresponding outside diameter of (he outlet CTX hub is 183
mm. Since the outlet CTX hub does not pass through the
calandria, it is not restricted in size as much as the inlet CTX
hub.

Since the calandria tube used in the CANDU 3 design is
dimensionally the same as that used in CANDU 6 units, the
inside diameter of the inlet and outlet CTX hubs at the rolled
joint is the same as the corresponding calandria tubesheet
rolled joint bore diameter in CANDU 6 units. This establishes
the thickness of the inlet and outlet CTX hubs.

The restrictions on the CTX hub diameters in turn place
lim nations on the the end fitting hubs for the PT-EF joints. The
result is that the inlet end fitting hub is significantly Ihinnerand
the outlet end fitting hub is slightly thinner than CANDU 6 end
fitting hubs at the rolled joint.

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the CANDU 3 PT-EF and CT-CTX
rolled joints at the inlet and outlet ends respectively.

FIGURE 2 - CANDU 3 PRESSURE TUBE AND CALANDRIA
TUBE ROLLED JOINTS - FUEL CHANNEL INLET END

i« _ r COumuiut

FIGURE 3 - CANDU 3 PRESSURE TUBE AND CALANDRIA
TUBE ROLLED IOINTS - FUEL CHANNEL OUTLET END

2. PRESSURE TUBE-TO-END FITTING ROLLED
JOINT DESIGN

The CANDU 3 inlet and outlet PT-EF rolled joints are shown
in figures 2 and 3 respectively. The inlet joint utilizes a "thin"
end fitting hub, 7.5 mm thick, while the outlet end fitting hub
is 20.5 mm thick. By comparison, CANDU 6 end fitting hubs
(inlet and outlet) are approximately 25 mm thick. Apart from
the thickness, the hub groove details, number of grooves
(three), the length of the groove region and the hub internal
diameter are similar to those details on CANDU 6 hubs.

CANDU 3 end fittings and pressure tubes use the same
materials as CANDU 6, namely, type 403 stainless steel and
Zr-2.5Nb respectively.

Previous development work has indicated that while an end
fitting hub thickness of 6.4 mm is capable of supporting most
of the residual stresses produced in the joint, such a thickness
is not capable of supporting the high forces encountered during
the rolling operation itself. Therefore, such thin hub joints must
be fabricated with the use of a temporary reinforcing or
backing ring placed around the outside of the end fitting during
rolling. This is the method used to roll the CANDU 3 inlet
PT-EF joinL

The CANDU 3 outlet end fitting hub thickness of 20.5 mm is
only slightly less than that of the CANDU 6 end fitting, with
the result being that its behaviour during and after rolling is
quite similar. Consequently, the CANDU 3 outlet PT-EF joint
does not require the use of a backing ring during rolling.

3. CALANDRIA TUBE-TO-CALANDRIA TUBE
EXTENSI ; p JOINT DESIGN

The CANDU 3 inlet and outlet CT-CTX rolled joints are
shown in figures 2 and 3 respectively. Both joints involve
rolling the calandria tube into the respective CTX hubs rather
than into rigid calandria tubesheets as is done on CANDU 6.

The inlet and outlet CTX hubs are 10 mm and 20 mm thick
respectively. The hubs and CT inserts use groove geometry
similar to the CANDU 6 design, except that the CANDU 3
CT-CTX joint employs a second large groove. The second
groove is used to improve the strength of the joint. Thus, the
grooved region of the CANDU 3 joint is longer than that of the
CANDU 6 joint (71.4 mm vs 39.6 mm). The CT insert internal
and external diameters, and the CTX hub internal diameter are
the same as on CANDU 6.

The CANDU 3 calandria tubes are fabricated from the same
Zr-2 material as on CANDU 6. An additional feature on
CANDU 3 is the application of a black oxide coating to the
internal and external surfaces of the calandria tube to improve
its heat transfer characteristics under certain postulated
accident scenarios. It is the intention that this oxide coaling will
be applied to the entire length of the tube including the flared
portion which is incorporated into the rolled joint. This has
been the practice during development testing.

The CTXs are fabricated from type XM19 stainless steel
(Nitronic 50) material. This is a difference from CANDU 6 in
which the calandria tubes are rolled into tube sheets fabricated
from 304L stainless steel. XM19 was chosen over 3O4L
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hcrimse it is a stronger material ami will facilitate stronger
welds between the outboard ends of die CTX and die lattice
tube. These welds are used to axially fix the fuel channel
module to the reactor structure.

The CANDU 3 CT insert material is the same as on CANDU
6, namely, type 410 stainless steel.

As on the thin hub inlet PT-EF joint, the thin hub inlet
CT-CTX joint requires the use of a temporary backing ring
that is placed around the inlet CTX hub during rolling to help
support tha high rolling forces. The outlet CTX hub, being
twice as thick as the inlet CTX hub, does not require the use of
a backing ring.

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVOLUTION OF ROLLED
JOINT DESIGNS

The evolution of rolled joints from the design concept to the
application phase is generally a three stage process.

The first stage is feasibility testing during which the
preliminary design of the rolled joint is fabricated and tested
using the nominal parameters derived from past experience.

The second is development testing stage where effects of
varying parameters, both individually and in combination, on
the rolled joint integrity are evaluated. From these tests
acceptable ranges of parameters are established and using this
information preferred ranges of parameters are specified. The
performance of the rolled joint is evaluated to meet the
requirements of the applicable CSA standards.

The final stage of evolution is qualification testing in which the
rolled joints are fabricated using parameters from the extreme
ends of the specification range selected in the development
program. The components, tooling, procedures and, ideally,
i.hc personnel to be used during the production fuel channel
installation are used during the qualification stage.

The designs of the CANDU 3 PT-EF rolled joints and
CT--CTX rolled joints as explained above are not covered by
the existing qualification envelope for the respective joints.
Therefore, they must be evolved through the distinct phases of
feasibility, development and qualification tests.

The feasibility and development stages of the program
addressing CANDU 3 rolled joints have been completed. The
qualification phase will be included in the pre-production fuel
channel installation activity.

4.1 Pressure Tube to Inlet End Fitting Rolled Joints

The inlet end fitting to pressure tube rolled joints were
fabricated with a removable, reinforcing backing ring
assembly which was installed on the end fitting hub to support
the high forces encountered during the rolling operation. The
rolled joints were manufactured and tested using conventional
rolled joint production equipment and tooling.

Five rolled joint assemblies with a four groove design were
fabricated during the first stage of feasibility tests. The test
results showed that the rolled joint design met the acceptance
criteria for leak tightness, pullout strength at operating

temperature and pressure and acceptable residual stresses in
the pressure tube material.

The impact of long term effects such us stress relaxation were
also addressed (hiring the feasibility tests. Two CANDU 3
four-groove inlet rolled joints, two CANDU 3 three-groove
inlei rolled joints and two CANDU 6 rolled joints were
fabricated and subjected to an accelerated stress relaxation at
375° C in an argon atmosphere for 24 hours. This treatment is
expected to cause a thermal effect on the rolled joints similar
to that which would occur over 30 years of reactor operation.
The results of the tests showed that the reduction in the stresses
in the rolled joint due to accelerated stress relaxation affected
neither the leak lightness or the puliout strength.

One CANDU 3 three-groove inlet rolled joint was tested for
beginning-of-life pressuie tube residual stress and helium
leak tightness. Both helium leak tightness and pressure tube
residual stresses were found to be acceptable.

Based on the acceptable test results and the desire to have a
standard groove geometry at both inlet and outlet ends, the
three-groove design was adopted for CANDU 3 inlet end
fitting to pressure tube rolled joints.

The development program for the inlet rolled joints in addition
to the determination of helium leak tightness, pressure tube
residual stresses and pull out strength, included the
measurement of residual stresses in the end fitting hub.

The residual stresses in the end fitting hub were determined
using two independent techniques. Two rolled joints were
fabricated and the residual stresses in the hub were determined
using Sach's turning and boring method. The hub residual
stresses were measured in one rolled joint using neutron
diffraction techniques. After the measurement of hub residual
stresses in the as-rolled condition, the rolled joint was
subjected toasimulaicdhotconditioningtrcatmentand the hub
residual stresses arc to be re-measured to ascertain the effect of
hot conditioning on hub residual stresses.

The residual stresses in the pressure tube were measured in 21
inlet rolled joints during the development program. The first
12 joints were fabricated with a wide range of apparent wall
reduction and average diametral fit The joints were helium
leak tested and strain gauged to determine the residual stresses
in the pressure tube. Based on the evaluation of helium leak
test results and the pressure lube residual stresses, preferred
ranges of apparent wall reduction and average diametral fit
were determined. Subsequently, nine rolled joints were
fabricated to cover the preferred range of rolling parameters
and were strain gauged after the helium leak test.

The development program also addressed the measurement of
hot pressurized pullout strength of eighteen rolled joints. Four
of them were tested after a thermal treatment to achieve
accelerated stress relaxation.

Hie components were matched to attain the extremes in
mechanical properties of the available specimens. The rolled
joints were fabricated to cover the extremes in the preferred
rangeof rolled joint parameters. The rolled joints were helium
leak tested in the as-rolled condition and after a thermal soak
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and cycle treatment. Four of the rolled joints were then
subjected to accelerated stress relaxation treatment and were
subjected to a third helium leak test. All the rolled joints were
pulled to failure at operating internal pressure and temperature.

4.2 Pressure Tube to Outlet End Fitting Rolled Joints

The thickness of the outlet end fitting hub is sufficient to
withstand the rolling forces without any backing ring. The
outlet rolled joints were fabricated using the conventional
procedures used for CANDU 6 rolled joints.

During the feasibility tests six outlet rolled joints with
20.5 mm thick hubs were fabricated and tested. The residual
stress in the pressure tube was measured in two of the rolled
joints after helium leak testing.

The remaining four rolled joints were subjected to hot
pressurized pullout tests. Two of the joints were fabricated and
helium leak tested. They were then subjected to a temperature
soak and cycle treatment, helium leak tested and pulled to
failure at operating temperature and pressure. Two outlet
rolled joints were given an accelerated stress relaxation
thermal treatment in addition to the temperature soak and
cycle. They were subjected to a third helium leak test and the
joints were pulled to failure at internal operating pressure and
temperature.

The development phase addressed the residual hoop stresses in
the pressure tube, hot pressurized pullout strength and helium
leak rates of the outlet rolled joints fabricated with the range
of rolling parameters used for the roiled joints installed in
CANDU 6 fuel channels. An evaluation of the hub growth
measurements during feasibility tests showed that the hub
residual stresses will be similar to those of CANDU 6 rolled
joints and hub residual stresses measurements were not
required.

The PT residual stresses were measured in eight rolled joints.
Extremes in the range of rolling parameters were covered.

The helium leak rates in the as-rolled condition were measured
and the rolled joints were strain gauged.

Pullout strength was measured on 16 rolled joints. The
components were matched to attain the extreme combinations
of mechanical properties. The rolled joints were fabricated to
cover the extremes in the rolling parameter range. The rolled
joints were tested and thermal conditioned to the same process
flow sequence as the inlet rolled joints and were pulled to
failure.

4.3 Calandria Tube to Inlet CTX Rolled Joints

Two CTX hub materials, viz, 304 stainless steel and type
XM19 stainless steel (Nitronic 50) were evaluated during the
feasibility tests. Also the effect of oxide coating of calandria
lubes on the performance of the rolled joint integrity was
addressed. The joints were roll expanded with a backing ring
to support the CTX hub. The joints were helium leak tested in
the as-rolled condition. After a thermal treatment

(temperature soak and cycle) the rolled joints were leak tested
again. The rolled joint was subjected to an axial load cycling
test wiih a superimposed bending load. After the third helium
leak test, the rolled joint was pulled to failure. During the
pulloul tests the calandria lubes failed.

During the development tests all the rolled joints were
fabricated using Nitronic 50 CTX hubs and calandria tubes in
the oxidized condition. Two thicknesses of calandria lubes
were used to evaluate the effect of calandria tube thickness on
rolled joint integrity. The effect of diametral clearance
between the backing ring and inlet CTX was addressed.

Sixteen rolled joints and two tool commissioning rolled joints
were fabricated in nine double ended assemblies. The
developmentprogramalsoinvestigatedtheeffectof insert wall
reduction on the performance of the rolled joint The process
flow outline was identical to that used during feasibility tests
except the assemblies were subjected to an accelerated stress
relaxation thermal treatment and a fourth leak test just prior to
the pull to failure test.

4.4 Calandria Tube to Outlet CTX Rolled Joints

The thickness of the XM19 (Nitronic 50) outlet CTX hub is
sufficient to support the high transient forces during rolling
operation. Thus no backing ring was required during rolled
joint fabrication.

Twelve rolled joints were fabricated in six double ended
assemblies. The effect of calandria tube thickness and insert
wall reduction on the integrity of the rolled joint were
evaluated.

Ten rolled joints were thermal conditioned, helium leak tested,
load cycled and pulled to failure using the process flow
sequence described for inlet CTX rolled joints. Two joints
were pulled to failure without the accelerated stress relaxation
thermal treatment to evaluate beginning of life conditions.

4.5 Evaluation of Test Results

The test results were evaluated to ensure that the respective
rolled joint designs met the requirements of applicable
Standards or Code.

The residual stresses in the inlet end fitting hub were input into
the flaw tolerance evaluation.

The pressure tube residual stresses measured in the respective
rolled joints were evaluated addressing the protection of the
pressure tube against delayed hydride cracking in accordance
with CAN/CSA-N285.2. Both inlet and outlet end fitting
rolled joints meet the present requirements.

Hot pressurized pullout strengths of the pressure tube to end
fitting rolled joints and the failure loads of the calandria tube
to CTX rolled joints meet the present requirements of the
above code.

5. CONCLUSION

Based on the results of the feasibility and development
programs, the CANDU 3 pressure tube and calandria tube
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rolled joints meet the design presenl requirements of (lie
CANDU 3 Fuel Channel.
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DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE HIGH PERFORMANCE SHUTDOWN RODS
FOR THE CANDU 3 REACTOR

R. S. PORTER

AECL CANDU
Sheridan Park Research Community

Mississauga, Ontario, LSK 1B2

ABSTRACT

The high performance Shutdown Rod (SDR) unit
has been successfully developed to improve
insertion performance significantly. Because this
unit is the reactor's primary emergency shutdown
device, reliability is very important. It was
therefore prudent to use an evolutionary
approach, based on the well-established Shutoff
Rod (SOR) unit, rather than attempt radical new
concepts. Based on analyses of the key
performance influences, the absorber rod's weight
was reduced 55% by thinning its absorber and
sheath tubes. The release clutch was uprated by
60% by adding extra friction plates and utilizing
its full rated voltage. Its release time was
shortened simply by working it harder. The
proven drive mechanism was otherwise
unchanged. The rod and clutch change permitted
increasing the accelerating spring force and
stroke both 250%. These changes yielded a
reduction of insertion time from 056 sec (old type
SOR) to 0.33 sec, and is 0.11 sec faster than the
original CANDU 3 design target. Full scale rig
testing has verified it can reliably perform partial
drop tests and also endure 3000 full drops, 5 times
its rated service demand.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Shutdown Rod (SDR) unit shown in Figure 1 is a high
performance evolution of the well-proven Shutoff Rod (SOR)
unit used in all current CANDU reactors. The new SDR unit
was designed for the new generation CANDU 3 reactor
although the principals of its improvements, explained below,
are applicable to other CANDU units as well.

The Shutdown Rod unit is the primary emergency shutdown
device for the reactor and its dominant require rr^: t is that it has
high reliability and high consistency in its insertion
performance. Accordingly, there is a strong incentive to obtain

improvement through evolution, rather than radical conceptual
changes, providing there is reasonable confidence that the
desired objectives can be reached.

The SDR unit obtains its performance gain primarily by
parametric optimization of key components having large
influence on performance, while retaining the operationally
proven mechanical equipment unchanged. At the same time,
advantage was taken to exploit the unique features of the
CANDU 3 configuration. That is, the design and development
program was not simply a "tweak and fiddle" process to see
what could be gained. On the contrary, the designers were very
familiar with the predecessor Shutoff Rod (SOR) unit, used
since Bruce A (1967), and with its characteristics and
limitations, as well as the parameters influencing its
performance; this was a planned engineering process, aimed
at meeting a specific requirement, by optimizing selected
factors in a predetermined way.

2. THE SOR/SDR CONCEPT

The SOR/SDR concept is fundamentally simple and Figure 2
shows its basic elements. A neutron absorbing element called
the rod, (actually an open tube) is suspended from a winch,
called the drive, on a steel cable. The winch shaft is coupled
to the withdrawal motor by an electromagnetically energized
friction clutch. The rod is guided in a very loosely fitting guide
tube assembly, extending from its withdrawn (poised) position
down through the core, between the rows of fuel channels. In
an emergency situation the reactor safely system sensors cut
the power to the clutch, freeing the winch shaft to turn so that
the rod drops, mostly under the force of gravity.

Basically, the rod should drop with 1 'g ' acceleration, except
that its weight must also accelerate the inertia of the winch
shaft and its components including the clutch; it must also
overcome friction on its bearings and seals, and viscous drag
on the rod as it enters the moderator. In addition, the clutch
doesn't suddenly disengage, the clamping force on its friction
discs decays slowly (e.g., 0.1 sec), so the clutch applies a
decaying friction drag.

To counteract these parasitic forces which retard the rod,
current SORs incorporate a compressed coil spring, pushing
down on the rod itself, over the first portion of travel. The
clutch torque capacity therefore must be equal to the load due
to the rod weight plus the spring force, plus a margin to account
for variations in component manufacture and in the electrical
power supply.
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3. SOR/SDR DESIGN

Figure 1 shows the actual CANDU 3 SDR unit; Figure 3 shows
the rod. A thimble tube extends the caJandria vessel pressure
boundary up around the guide tube extension where the rod is
poised, and provides the structural mounting for the winch,
above the Reactivity Mechanisms Deck (RMD). The winch
housing completes the calandria pressure boundary, and its
shaft passes through seals so that the gearing and motor are not
subjected to the in-reactor environment. The in-core section
of the guide tube is heavily perforated and therefore filled with
moderator, to maintain core moderation effectiveness and also
to cool the rod. The upper guide tube region is Helium filled,
and connected lo the moderator cover gas system at the RMD.
Shield plugs attenuate core radiation to permit maintenance
access on the RMD.

Figure 4 shows the winch components schematically. The
winch shaft in addition to the motor and clutch, also carries a
shaft motion limiter device which engages a rotary hydraulic
damper to arrest rod travel after a specified number of shaft
rotations. A potentiometer on the shaft provides rod position
indication.

The cross-section of the drive assembly is shown in Figure 5.
Although simple in function, it is mechanically a complex
device. Evolved from the earlier Pickering A unit, (which in
turn had its origins in the device used in NRX), the SOR has
had extensi ve development work, plus over 8000 reactor-years
of successful operation in 24 reactors. This SOR assembly is
retained virtually intact for the SDR unit.
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4. PARAMETERS INFLUENCING SDR
PERFORMANCE

Upon actuation of the reactor shutdown system, the fission
process in the reactor core starts to shut down as soon as the tips
of the rods reach the top row of fuel channels, from theii poised
position above the edge of the core. The fission process will
collapse before the rods reach mid-core. Therefore, most
effective shutdown is obtained by the fastest insertion into the
top part of the core; time taken to complete the insertion is of
less importance.

Minimized mass of the rod, combined with maximum initial
spring force and long spring stroke will produce a high initial
acceleration impulse preferably enduring until the rod is part
way into the core. This acceleration can be further improved
by having a minimal surplus torquecapacity in the clutch, since
motion cannot start until the clutch capacity, which decays as
its current decays, drops down lo the loading torque being
applied by the spring and rod weight. In fact this is
accomplished by applying the highest load that the clutch can
handle. Finally, theclutchreleaseclectrical circuit should have
the fastest voltage decay time (time constant smallest) to
minimize delay of release. The SDR development program
was aimed at optimizing these factors.

The first parametric changes to be considered were those
related to the CANDU 3 reactor configuration. Because of the
core size, the rod length and stroke are 3.6 m and 4.8 m,
respectively, compared toCANDU6's 5.5 and 6.7 m. The push
rod length is 2.8 m compared to 1.6m. The weight of a CANDU
3 rod of the same construction would be about 90% of that for
CANDU 6. However, the thickness of the absorber and
sheathing materials in the rod were reduced. Strength analyses
showed ample strength was retained for the loads carried.

Compared to a CANDU 6 design, scaled to the CANDU 3
reactor configuration, rod weight has been reduced to
approximately 45%, by adopting thinner stainless steel
sheathing and a thinner Cadmium absorber layer in the hollow
sandwich tube, and use of Titanium instead of stainless steel
in the long pushrod, on which the accelerator spring acts. The
SDR rod assembly for CANDU 3 weighs 18.6 kg compared to
34.7 kg for a SOR sized for CANDU 3.

The accelerator spring peak force and stroke were both
increased 2.5 limes so that (he energy it imparts to the rod is
increased 6.25 times. Also, the spring is made of Titanium
rather than Inconel. Because it has half the elastic modulus but
the same working strength, a Titanium spring will require half
the number of coils for the same load and stroke; it will
therefore be half the length when compressed (poised).
Furthermore, it has about 60% of the mass density, so will
weigh about 30% of its Inconel equivalent, resulting in a saving
in the parasitic mass lo be accelerated. The new spring has peak
force and stroke of 1134 N and 1.52 m, respectively, compared
to 445 N and 0.61 m for CANDU 6.

To hold the rod poised against higher spring force, the capacity
of the clutch in the drive mechanism was uprated, although the
requirement for increase is partly offset by the reduction of rod
weight. The CANDU 6 drive operates with only six friction
plate-sets plus a spacer; replacing the spacer with a seventh
plate-set therefore provides a 14% increase. The CANDU 6
clutch coil energizing voltage can be set (but isn't usually)
down to 60 volts, just sufficient level to hold the rod poised,
indicating an excessive holding torque which simply prolongs
the release time. The device is rated at 90 volts. For CANDU
3 the clutch voltage is therefore set at about 85 volts yetremains
within its rating, to obtain the additional torque for SDR use.
In other words the clutch is loaded in CANDU 3 to utilize more
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of its present capacity. This also means that there is less
capacity margin over applied load, so that it will release
quicker. By these two means, the clutch capacity was increased
by 60% without significant change to the drive itself, while
gaining some release time.

5. PREDICTION OF PERFORMANCE - SORDROP
CODE

temperature and rod parking height, as well as clutch
characteristic as a function of static and release friction
torques, coil time constant and voltage. The program includes
some empirical data to "fine tune" water and mechanical drag
characteristics to obtain good correlation with current
CANDU reactor experience.

6. PERFORMANCE CURVE GATE DEFINITION

The basis for performance predictions is an AECL developed
computer code called SORDROP. It is basically an integration
of the basic law of motion: F = M.a, to predict displacement,
velocity and acceleration of the rod as a function of time after
interruption of clutch power. It evaluates the weights of the
rod, uncoiling spring and unwinding cable; the inertia of these
items as well as of the winch shaft components, motion limiter,
clutch, etc; buoyancy and water drag on the immersing rod;
friction in the drive, plus decaying slippage drag on the clutch.
It accounts for all variable parameters such as water height.

The 3 "gates" used to characterize SDR performances are
arbitrarily chosen so as to provide the operator convenient
means to verify that actual performance equals or exceeds
acceptable performance. They also permit useful comparisons
of performance for different reactors. They are defined as
being at a distance of 16% of core diameter down from the core
lop, at the core centre and 16% abovecore bottom, respectively
(i.e., gates are 34% above and below centre and on centre)
(Figure 6).
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For this purpose the mean diameter is based on the core area,
i.e., the area per lattice square (11.25 in or 286 mm) x number
of channels.

D = / - .N . p1

V *
p = lattice pitch

N = no. of fuel channels in core

7. COMPARISON OF SOR AND SDR IN CANDU 6
AND CANDUl

For a smaller reactor the rod has a shorter distance to travel to
have the same shutdown reactivity effect. That is, due to
reactor geometry alone, the same SOR (i.e., identical rod
weight and shape, accelerator spring and clutch) will have
faster insertion time to reach its "first gate," when installed in
a smaller reactor (see Figure 7).

Therefore, if plotted relative to the centre of the core, as in
Figure 8, the "old" SOR rod will be significantly faster in
reaching CANDU 3 first gate than it was in reaching the
CANDU 6 first gate (middle and upper curves, respectively).

If we now also change the SOR design to SDR by using a very
light absorber and a high force, long stroke spring, we make an
additional gain, i.e., SDR (lower curve).

Predicted gates and performance values for CANDU 6, old
SOR in CANDU 3 and new SDR in CANDU 3 are as follows:

a. Gates for CANDU 3

dl = 0.34 x 4916 = 1671 mm. (i.e., gates 1 and 3
are 1671 mm above and below centre).

They park 3000 mm above core centre.

Thus, travel distances from parked are:

gate#l = 1330 mm.

gate #2 = 3000 mm.

gate #3 = 4670 mm.

b. Gate #1 for CANDU 6

SOR's park 160 in. (4061 mm) above centre

gate #1 = 76 in. travel (1930 mm)

c. SOR performance in C6 (includes .045 s. licensing
margin)

Licensing time to reach its gate 1 is 0.71 second

d. "Old" SOR performance in C3 (includes .025 s
margin)

Licensing time to gate #1 = 0.56 second

Improvement (due to difference of reactor
geometry):

At (old SOR C3/C6) = 0.15 sec.

c. SDR performance in C3 (includes .025 s. margin)

Licensing time to gate #1 = 0.33 second

Further improvement

At (SDR/old SOR) = 0.23 sec.

Total improvement of SDR over C6 (SDR to C3
gate #1 vs. SOR to C6 gate #1).

At(SDR/C6) = 0.38sec.

H-<C3)

/ I
V*

x232.x 286* = 4916mm. FIGURE 7 COMPARISON OF GEOMETRY
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8. EFFECT OF DESIGN CHANGES ON
PERFORMANCE ACHIEVEl)

The low mass of the SDR and the high force and long stroke
of its spring produce a very high initial acceleration. As shown
on Figure 9, a CANDU 3 SDR reaches its maximum speed by
the time it has travelled to its first gale, about 1.33 meters in
0.33 second. An SOR will take ̂ 56 second for the same travel,
but will still be accelerating; it doesn't attain the same speed
until it has travelled 3.0 meter, to mid-core. It continues to
accelerate because its weight exceeds the drag force at that
speed. On the other hand, the S DR starts decelerating after 1.5
meter travel.

The SDR has been optimized to gain performance in the initial
part of travel, where it most benefits fast reactor shutdown,and
sacrifices a little over the last pan of travel where it is of lesser
consequence.

9. VERIFICATION OF PERFORMANCE

The original requirement was established over three years ago,
based on a SORDROP prediction of what the designers
expected to achieve, using the modifications defined above.
A conservative margin was included on clutch capacity
uprating, which was reflected in the prototype spring being
onl y 914 kg. Because this is the primary safely system, an extra
margin of 0.05 sec was added to the usual 0.025 sec variation
allowance, over the entire curve, for use in preliminary reactor
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safety analysis. This was because the design represented a
fairly big extrapolation for SORDROP beyond established
data. These curves are shown on Figure 10.
In fact, the test prototype delivered insertion performance 0.09
sec better than the forecast data, at the point of release and
0.065 sec better at first gate. Furthermore, it was found that the
clutch was still being operated at 70 volts, meaning it had
capacity for higher load. This was confirmed by trial 'partial
drop' tests, which are used in service to verify operability
without allowing an absorber rod to disturb the operating core.
The clutch is re-energized a fraction of a second after release,
so Ihe clutch must apply sufficient torque to decelerate the rod
as well as hold its weight and most of the spring load. In
addilion 3000 repeat cycles of full drop were performed, about
five limes its normal lifetime service, with no significant
change in insertion performance. On disassembly and
inspection, no significant wear was evident.

Another result from the tests was the confirmation of
SORDROP. The computer code was validated by using it to
adjust ihe empirical factors so lhat its predicted performance
for the test conditions precisely agreed with measured results.
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In turn, this enabled the designers to remove the 0.05 sec
uncertainty margin, so that it is instead credited as added
margin in the safety analysis. The licensing requirement was
accordingly uprated. In addition the designers were able to
confidently predict that the spring load could in fact be
increased to 1134 kg with the clutch at 85 volts, and SORDROP
then provided the final performance curve shown also on
Figure 10.

10. CONCLUSION

The results show that, by applying rational modi ficaiions to the
most effective parameters, within the capacity of the existing
drive mechanism, the CANDU 3 SDR's first gate performance
was significantly improved over what was achievable for
CANDU 3 using the older SOR, i.e., 0.33 sec. compared to0.56
sec. This was achieved by judicious application of changes
which could be readily applied to the components having large
effects on performance, while retaining the benefit of
continued use of proven equipment, and with a fairly modest
development cost. In terms of shutdown reactivity effect, the
CANDU 3's smaller size provides a further benefit of 0.15 sec
and the SDR reaches the CANDU 3 's first gate 0.37 sec. faster
than the SOR reaches the CANDU 6's first gate, a halving of
reactor shutdown time.

Furthermore, this final SDR unit performance is 0.12 sec.
faster than the initial SDR design target of 0.45 sec. This
indicates that the original analysis, on which the component
design was based, was conservative and the added 0.05
"uncertainty margin" was prudent but not required.
Nonetheless, in relation to the design philosophy requirement,
to design conservatively so as to have high confidence of
meeting requirements, the program was clearly a success.
Because it was an evolutionary optimization program, rather
than a pursuitof radical concepts the established reliability and
consistency of the previous design is retained. It is also
obvious that the principals used in obtaining the improvement,
i.e., lightweight rod, long strong spring and maximized clutch
capacity, are equally and directly applicable to other CANDUs
of all sizes, and for current or new plants, if the performance
gain can be of benefit.
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METHODOLOGY FOR CALCULATION OF TEMPERATURES
OF UNCOVERED IN-CORE REACTIVITY MECHANISMS

K.K. Fung and W.I. Midvidy

Nuclear Safety Department
Ontario Hydro

700 University Avenue
Toronto, Ontario, CANADA, M5G 1X6

ABSTRACT

A best-estimate calculation of temperatures of reactivity
mechanisms is presented, and illustrated for a 3-pencil
cobalt adjuster bundle. Conduction, convection, and
radiation among multi-surfaces are considered.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

In Ontario Hydro's nuclear reactors, reactivity is
controlled by varying the positions of reactivity
mechanisms, which may include cobalt or starless steel
adjusters and control absorbers, relative to the reactor
core. When these devices are located in-core, the
energy generated in (hem due to nuclear radiation is
absorbed by the surrounding moderator fluid. In some
postulated accident scenarios, these reactivity
mechanisms may become uncovered. It is then
important to know the maximum temperatures that can
be reached in these mechanisms.

A method of calculating the temperatures of these
reactivity mechanisms is presented in this paper. For
illustration purposes, a typical cobalt adjuster bundle
and a control absorber are considered. These two
devices have quite different geometric configurations, as
shown in the cross-sectional views in Figures 1 and 2.
A typical cobalt adjuster bundle comprises support
structures in the central region and cobalt pencils in the
peripheral region. In contrast, a control absorber
comprises an inner shim rod and a concentric sandwich
of stainless steel tubes and cadmium sheath forming the
absorber unit. When these mechanisms are inserted in-
core, they move within the confine of their associated
guide tubes. These guide tubes are perforated so that
the moderator fluid can reach these devices. Under the
conditions considered in this paper, the moderator fluid
is not present around the devices. The generated heat
is transferred to the guide tube and through the holes
of the guide tube. The maximum temperature that can
be reached on the surfaces of these devices is in the
order of 500°C. Therefore, radiative heat transfer is an
important mechanism of heat removal.

The model developed to calculate the temperature
transient is a 2-D heat transfer model, which is

applicable to a cross-section away from any physical
ends of the mechanisms, so that the effect of axial
conduction to cooler regions at the ends of the
mechanisms is small.

Central Tie Rod
92 cm O.D.

Cobalt Slug
622 cm O.D.

Zr Sheath
673 cm ID

xO.8cm).D..

Support Tube
8 cm O.D. x .673 cm I.D.

FIGURE 1
Cross-section of a 3-Pencil Adjuster Bundle

Stainless Steel
Cadmium

Zirconium
Guide Tube

Units in Metres

FIGURE 2
Cross-section of the Shut-off Rod/Control Absorber
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2.0 METHOD OF ANALYSIS

The modes of heat transfer considered are shown
schematically in Figure 3 for a 3-pencil cobalt adjuster
and in Figure 4 for a stainless steel adjuster.

Heat is transferred from the uncovered reactivity
mechanisms to the guide tube and neighbouring
structural materials by means of conduction, convection
and radiation. Natural convection and radiation heat
transfer are credited between the outside of the guide
tube and the surrounding cover gas. The heat transfer
mechanisms are then included in the calculations of the
transient heat-up of the components of the reactivity
mechanisms.

A heat balance equation used in the calculation of the
cobalt pencil temperature is illustrated here as an
example:

dT.
Co

dt

FIGURE 3
Heat Transfer Mechanisms in an

Uncovered 3-Pencil Cobalt Adjuster Bundle

Zr

where

P

Cp

A

T

q ' ' '

ICRCO

[ 1 ]

^RADCT

is the density of the material,

is the thermal capacity of the material,

is the cross-sectional area of the
material,

is the temperature,

is the volumetric heat generation rate,

fe t n e radiative heat transfer per unit
length from the central tie rod to the
cobalt pencil,

^ t n e radiative heat transfer per unit
length from the support tubes to the
cobalt pencil,

Cm**,
Gat >

FIGURE 4
Heat Transfer Mechanisms in an

Uncovered Stainless Steel Adjuster

ICNDGT is t n e conductive heat transfer per unit
length from the cobalt pencil to the
metal of the guide tube,
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ICNDCG

IRADGT

iRADCT

1S ^ e conductive heat transfer per unit
length from the cobalt pencil to the
guide tube holes,

l s ^ e radiative heat transfer per unit
length from the cobalt pencil to the
metal of the guide tube,

1S m e rad'8''011 heat transfer per unit
length from the cobalt pencil through
the guide tube holes, and

subscripts Co and Zr refer to cobalt and zircaloy of the
pencil tube, respectively.

The manner in which the various heat transfer terms
are evaluated is explained in detail below.

2.1 Conduction Within
Guide Tube Boundary

Radial heat conduction is calculated using the following
equation:

FIGURE 5
Model Used for the Calculation of the
Conduction Heat Transfer Between the

Cobalt Pencils and the Guide Tube

where

Q is the heat transfer per unit length in the axial
direction,

S is the shape factor for conduction heat

transfer between surfaces 1 and 2,

Tj is the temperature of the surface i, and

Klnix is the conductivity of the gas mixture.

The shape factor for heat transfer from a cylinder of
radius rt to a concentric cylinder of radius r2 is:

S =
27T

[ 2 ]

For multi-rod geometries such as a cobalt adjuster
bundle, the shape factor is (Reference 1):

S = -
[ln(R/r1)-l/n

[ 3 ]

where

n is the number of rods, and r, r,, R are
geometrical data as indicated in Figure 5.For
calculation of conduction to the guide tube
boundary, the temperature of the metal of the
guide tube is conservatively used, irrespective
of whether it is the metal or the holes on the
guide tube that are under consideration.

K ^ is calculated based on the concentration of the
different species in the cover gas. The following
expression, taken from Reference 2, is used:

x1k i

i - l

where

Xj = mole fraction of component i,

k; = thermal conductivity of component i.

[ 4 ]

[ 5 ]
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Hi = dynamic viscosity of component i, and

Mj = molecular weight of component i.

The thermal conductivities of the various components
in the cover gas are shown in Table 1.

Table 1

Comparison of Thermal Conductivities
of Gas Components in Cover Gas

Species

H2
O2

N2

He
D2O

Temperature CO

127
127
127
93

127

Conductivity fW/m K>

0.226
0.0346
0.0334
0.169
0.026

The cover gas composition transients are calculated
using the computer code PREMIERE (Reference 3).
For the purpose of constructing a stylized mixture for
the heat-up calculation, a series of scoping runs was
carried out to determine the possible range of
composition following various postulated moderator
draining scenarios. From the standpoint of heat-up of
the adjusters, a least-conducting flammable mixture is
the most limiting. A mixture having more than
4.S percent D2, and 4.5 percent O2 could be flammable.
Deuterium has the highest conductivity relative to other
constituents. Therefore, for conservatism, the stylized
mixture is assumed to have these minimum
concentrations.

Water vapour is the least-conducting component.
Initially, its concentration in the cover gas volume is
about 22 percent. During a moderator draining
scenario, it increases due to evaporation of the liquid
film on the uncovered surface, as well as from the
moderator surface. However, scoping runs show that
the percentage quickly decreases as the dissolved gases
evolve from the moderator fluid, and as dry helium
from the cover gas feed system is drawn in. It can
decrease even further if air is drawn in through the
purge valve in the moderator cover gas system, or
through the break itself. The steam concentration
increases if the cover gas pressure decreases
significantly (to about 25 kPa) so that the moderator
fluid starts to boil. This is usually associated with large
break discharge rates, in which case the cover gas
mixture rapidly becomes non-flammable due to dilution
by steam. Based on these considerations a heavy water
vapour concentration of 22 percent is chosen.

The remaining component can be assumed to be
helium, but this does not result in a least-conducting
mixture, since helium has a relatively high thermal
conductivity. For scenarios where air is drawn into the
cover gas volume, the scoping runs show that the
nitrogen concentration can increase up to 15 percent.
This amount is assumed to be present in the stylized
mixture. The stylized composition is therefore:

0.045 0.045
He
0.54

N, D2O
0.15 0.22

Since nitrogen and oxygen have almost identical thermal
properties, they are lumped together for convenience.
After some rounding-off, the final stylized cover gas
composition used in the heat-up calculation is:

0.05 0.20
He
0.53

D2O
0.22

Within the gas space enclosed by the guide tube, heat
transfer is enhanced by natural convection whereby the
cover gas outside the guide tube is either drawn into the
space or mixes with the gas in the space because of
turbulence, especially in the region outside the guide
tube. However, the appropriate convective heat transfer
coefficient is difficult to quantify due to the complicated
geometry and flow paths in the case of a cobalt bundle
and, for all reactivity mechanisms, the lack of
correlations for natural convection within and outside
an enclosure formed by perforated boundaries.
Therefore, molecular conduction, instead of convection,
is credited.

2.2 Radiation Heat Transfer Between
Reactivity Mechanisms and Guide Tube

Radiation heat transfer between surfaces on the
reactivity mechanisms and their associated guide tubes
is calculated using the method presented in
Reference 4. The following formula is used for
radiation heat transfer between multi-surfaces:

AB

B = [I-FR]*1 FA
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where:

4> is the radiation heat flux,

a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.669x10*
W/m2 K4),

F is the view factor matrix,

R is the reflectivity matrix, and equals to [(!-£;)

A is the absorptivity matrix, and equals to [ex 5Vi\,

I is the identity matrix,

« is the emissivity (e = 0.25 for zircaloy; e = 0.4
for stainless steel), and

i,j refer to the pair of surfaces under
consideration.

The metal of the guide tube is considered to be one
surface with the emissivity of zircaloy. The holes of the
guide tube are considered to form another surface. A
beam passing through a hole to the outside of the guide
tube will either go through the space between the fuel
channels, or will be intercepted by a calandria tube.
Even for the latter case, only a small fraction of the
radiant energy will eventually be reflected back into the
enclosure. This is due to the fact that the surfaces
which intercept such a beam are all convex and
therefore would not re-focus the beam in subsequent
reflections. In effect, the holes on the < guide tube
resemble a "black" hole in which all incident energy is
absorbed. Therefore, the corresponding emissivity is
taken to be 1. The radiation energy leaving the holes
on the guide tube is assumed to be ultimately absorbed
by the uncovered calandria tubes.

Stainless steel adjusters, shut-off rods and control
absorbers all have a tube facing the inside of a guide
tube. The view factor from the tube to the guide tube
is 1, which is then split up into a fraction assigned to
the metal and the rest to the holes, based on the area
ratio. The absorption matrix B is then calculated based
on these view factors.

The calculation of the B matrix for cobalt adjuster
bundles is more involved and is illustrated here as an
example for a 3-pencil bundle. Figure 6 shows the
numbering system. The view factor between two
parallel infinite cylinders of radii r} and r2, and
centre-to-centre distance d, is calculated using the
following equation:

L I - L2

2 IT r .
17]

where

L2-ft2-(r2(r2-r1)
2

This equation is derived for the present analysis. It
reduces to the formula given in text books for view
factor between two parallel infinite cylinders of equal
diameter when rx = r2.

Cobalt pencil No. 1 is assumed not to be in direct view
of pencils No. 2; the partial blockage due to support
rube No. 6 between No. 1 and No. 5 is ignored. The
usual relation that the summation of the view factors
from one surface to its surrounding surfaces, including
itself if concave, equals to 1 is invoked. The F, B and
^"matrices are shown in Table 2. The B matrix is the

FIGURE 6
Surfaces of a 6-Pencil Cobalt Bundle Included

in the Calculation of the Radiation Absorption Factor

absorption factor matrix. Each element in it represents
the fraction of radiation energy leaving one surface that
is ultimately absorbed by another. As is evident from
an examination of the 7th and 8th column (which
represent the absorption factor for the guide tube metal
and guide tube holes, respectively), about 75 percent of
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the energy leaving the internal structures of the bundle
goes through the holes, whereas only 25 percent is
absorbed by the metal. Note that the holes only occupy
about 40 percent of the circumferential area of the
guide tube, but allow 75 percent of the radiative heat
energy of the inside structures to pass through. This is
due to the difference in emissivity between the hole and
the metal of the guide tube.

Table 2

View Factor, Radiation Absorption Factor and
.y Matrices of a 3-pencil Cobalt Adjuster Bundle

Viewfactor =
.0000 .0000
.0000 .0000
.0285 .0000
.0000 .0440
.0433 .0433
.1264 .0440
.0716 .0776
.0716 .0776

.0285

.0000

.0000

.1264

.0433
9000
.0716
.0716

.0000 .0498

.0440 .0498

.1264 .0498

.0000 .0989

.0860 .0000

.0000 .0989

.0658 .0722

.0658 .0722

.1264

.0440

.0000

.0000

.0860

.0000

.0658

.0658

.4737

.5135

.4737

.4352

.4158

.4737

.3427

.3427

Absorption factor =
.0184 .0165 .0225
.0165 .0164 .0165
.0224 .0164 .0183
.0160 .0266 .0472
.0276 .0270 .0276
.0482 .0277 .0170
.0346 .0353 .0346
.0346 .0353 .0346

.0161 .0318

.0267 .0310
,0472 .0317
0192 .0429
0373 .0207
0172 .0440
0339 .0386
0339 .0386

.0473 .2305

.0267 .2345

.0160 .2290

.0162 .2247

.0373 .2233

.0202 .2406

.0339 .2141

.0339 .2141

.0046

.0041

.0056

.0040

.0069

.0121

.0086

.0346

.0041

.0041

.0041

.0067

.0067

.0069

.0088

.0353

.0056

.0041

.0046

.0118

.0069

.0043

.0086

.0346

.0040 .0080

.0067 .0077

.0118 .0079

.0048 .0107

.0093 .0052

.0043 .0110

.0085 .0096

.0340 .0386

.0118

.0067

mm
.0041
.0093
.0050
.0085
.0340

.0576

.0586

.0573

.0562

.0558

.0602

.0535

.2141

.3216

.3487

.3216

.2955

.2823

.3216

.2327

.2327

.6260

.6370

.6220

.6102

.6063

.6534

.5814

.5814

.1565

.1592

.1555

.1526

.1516

.1634

.1453

.5814

2.3 Natural Convection Between Outside
Surface of Guide Tube and Cover Gas

The following expression for turbulent natural
convection over a vertical cylinder is used
(Reference 5):

[9]

where:

A is the surface area of guide tube,

Nu k.mix
nNC ~ *

A

Nu is the Nusselt number. = a (Grf Prmix)
b,

Gr is the Grashof number,

'mix

Pr is the Prandtl number,

and B, v, k and Pr are evaluated at the film
temperature. The mixture transport properties are
calculated using expressions similar to Equation 4.

The coefficient a and the exponent b are chosen based
on the value of the product of Gr and Pr according to
the following scheme:

a = 0.59, b = 0.25
a = 0.021, b = 0.4

for Gr.Pr < 109,
for Gr.Pr > 109,

The characteristic length x is assumed to be 2 m, which
is approximately the length of the guide tube from the
top of the calandria to the tops of the in-core reactivity
mechanisms. This is the active length over which the
heat which drives the natural flow is generated.

In order to perform the convective heat transfer
calculation the temperature of the cover gas in the core
where the reactivity mechanisms are located must be
specified. The cover gas temperature predicted using
the computer code PREMIERE is an average value. It
can be postulated that the cover gas temperature
approaches the calandria tube temperature, since the
calandria tube surfaces are the most numerous surfaces
inside the calandria. Therefore, the cover gas
temperature used for convective heat transfer
calculations on the outside of the guide tube is assumed
to be the average temperature of the heat transport
fluid at zero power hot conditions. The sensitivity of
the predicted temperatures to this parameter is
evaluated in the application of the model.
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2.4 Radiation Heat Transfer Between
Guide Tube and Calandria Tubes

Radiation heat transfer between a guide tube and the
surrounding calandria tubes and other reactivity
mechanisms is calculated using the following
expression:

Qrad
11*2, + A1/A2 (1/ & - 1)

[10]

where eu is the emissivity of zircaloy, and a value of
0.25 is used.

The area Al is the surface area of the guide tube metal.
The area A2 depends on the vertical position along the
reactivity mechanism. If the location is next to the
space between two rows of fuel channels, then A2 is
essentially infinity. In other words, the guide tube
radiates to an open space. The minimum A2 is
calculated at a horizontal plane through the
longitudinal axes of a row of channels. At this plane,
the calandria tubes on either side of the guide tube are
at their shortest distance from the guide tube. They
form the long sides of the rectangular enclosure. The
short sides are assumed to be formed by two other
reactivity mechanisms, which, on the average, are about
0.8 m from the subject reactivity mechanism. The ratio
A1/A2 is approximately 0.1. Actual values are used in
each specific application.

3.0 APPLICATION

The method described in the preceding section was
applied to calculate the maximum temperature reached
in a 3-pencil cobalt adjuster bundle. The dimensions of
the subject adjuster are shown in Table 3. The scenario
under consideration is a stylized instantaneous loss of
moderator fluid such that the upper part of the adjuster
rod is uncovered. Under these conditions, activation
product heating of the adjuster components arises from
two sources of radiation: beta and gamma radiation
from the induced ^Co radioactivity in the cobalt
pencils themselves; and fission product decay gammas
from fuel in the surrounding channels, whose source
strength diminishes with time after shutdown.
Activation heating in the cobalt pencils and zircaloy
structures of the adjusters is directly proportional to
the ^Co radiation source strength, which in turn is
determined by thermal neutron flux seen by the cobalt
pencils and the length of the irradiation period.
Calculation of the heat generation rates is not the
subject of the present paper, and therefore would not

be detailed here. The results, which will be used as
input in the thermal calculation, are shown in Table 4.

The heat-up transient of the 3-pencil cobalt adjuster
based on the heat generations shown in Table 4 is
shown in Figure 7. Details of the calculated results at
the time when the maximum temperature is reached are
listed in Table 5.

Table 3

Design Parameters for Cobalt
Adjuster Elements

^Dimensions at Room Temperature)

Cobalt pencils
Pitch circle diameter of Co pencils 5.080 cm
Pencil tube outside diameter .800 cm
Pencil tube outside diameter .673 cm
Cobalt slug outside diameter .622 cm

Zr-2 support tubes

Support tubes per adjuster bundle 2
Pitch circle diameter of support tubes 2.692 cm
Support tube outside diameter 0.800 cm
Support tube inside diameter 0.673 cm

Zr-2 central tie rod (solid)

Outside diameter .920 cm

Zr-2 guide tube
Outside diameter 9.144 cm
Inside diameter 8.89 cm

4.0 SENSITIVITY

The results shown in the last section are best-estimate
values. Their sensitivity to variations in selected input
parameters are shown in Table 6 and discussed in the
following sections.

Heat Generation Rates

The sensitivity of the maximum temperature to the
specific heat generation rates used is assessed by
increasing the value used in the best-estimate
calculation by 20 percent. The resultant peak
temperature increases by 40 K for bundles after an
irradiation period of 3 full-power years.
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Table 4 Table 5

Heat Generation in a 3-pencil Cobalt Adjuster
Bundle after a 3-year irradiation period and

Following an Instantaneous Loss
of the Surrounding Moderator Fluid

NUCLEAR HEATING (W/cm3)

Results of Calculation for a 3-Pencil Bundle
After a 3-Year Irradiation Period

Time Since Cobalt Pencil
Shutdown(s) Pencil Tube

Support Guide
Structure Tube

1
3
6
10
20
30
60
100
180
300
600
1000
3600

7.47
7.26
6.99
6.78
6.51
6.37
6.14
5.99
5.82
5.68
5.49
5.35
5.03

4.23
4.07
3.87
3.71
3.51
3.40
3.23
3.11
2.99
2.88
2.74
2.64
2.39

2.85
2.70
2.50
2.34
2.14
2.03
1.86
1.74
1.61
1.51
1.37
1.26
1.02

2.65
2.50
2.30
2.14
1.94
1.83
1.66
1.54
1.41
1.31
1.17
1.06
0.82

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000

Time (s)

FIGURE 7
Heat-up Transient of Uncovered 3-Pencil Bundle

After 1.5, 2.2 A 3 Years of Irradiation

Temperature of cobalt pencil tube
Temperature of support tube
Temperature of central rod
Temperature of guide tube
Heat generated in support tubes
and tie rods

Heat generated in cobalt pencils
and pencil tubes

Radiation from cobalt pencils
to central tie rod

Radiation from cobalt pencils
to support tubes

Effective conduction from
cobalt pencils to guide tube

Radiation from cobalt pencils
to metal of guide tube

Radiation from cobalt pencils
through holes of guide tube

Molecular conductivity of gas
inside guide tube

Convective heat transfer
coefficient outside guide tube

Convection from outside surface
of guide tube

Radiation from outside surface of guide
tube to calandria tubes

Radiation from inside surface
of guide tube to calandria tubes

588° C
409°C
497 °C
382 °C

127 W/m

615 W/m

6.8 W/m

21.3 W/m

181.5 W/m

90.2 W/m

314.5 W/m

1137 W/m K

3.87 W/m2K

80.8 W/m

234.7 W/m

142.1 W/m

Effective Emissivitv of Holes on Guide Tubes

The best-estimate value of the emissivity for the guide
tube holes is 1. It represents the fraction of energy
leaving the holes (from one direction) that is not
reflected back into the interior of the guide tube. An
exact value for this fraction is not easily calculated. A
conservative lower-bound value is estimated here by
considering a point on the guide tube which is at the
closest proximity with an adjacent calandria tube, as
shown in Figure 8. From geometrical considerations,
the planar angle B is 0.247 radian which is 15.7% of the
quadrant. Assuming that all beams outside of the angle
0 hit the adjacent calandria tubes and are all reflected
back onto the guide tube, then the fraaion of radiant
energy that is reflected back through the holes is:

(1-0.157) x reflectivity x fraction of hole area

= 0.843 x 0.75 x 0.4044
= 0.256
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Table 6

Sciuilivity of Peak Temperature of
Cobalt Adjuster Bundle

Parameter

Heat Generation

Hole Emissivity

Normalized effective
conductivity

Cover gas
temperature

Calandria tube
temperature

Values
Used in

Best
Fid mate

100%

1

1

260-C

260-C

Characteristic Length 2 m
in Natural Convection

Vapour content in
stylized cover gas
mixture

22%

Values
Used in

Sensitivity
Analysis

120%

0.8

2

160* C, 360°C

320-C

1 m, 3 m

12%, 32%

Variations in
Max Temp OC)

+40

+6

-39

-5 ,+4

+ 19

-1, +1

•$, +8

9.144 cm 0

13 IBcin 0

FIGURE 8
Spacing between a Guide Tube and its

Surrounding Calandria Tube

This fraction is applicable only to the point closest to
the adjacent calandria tube. If we move away from this
point along the guide tube in the axial direction and
along the circumference, this fraction decreases rapidly,
since the fraction of radiant energy that is being
intercepted by surfaces is greatly reduced. A sensitivity
analysis was carried out for a 3-pencil cobalt bundle
using a value of 0.8 for the emissivity of the guide tube
holes. There is a minor increase in the peak
temperature of about 6 K. for this 20 percent reduction
in emissivity of the holes.

Turbulent Conductivity

The effective thermal conductivity of the gas is equal to
the molecular conductivity in the best-estimate
conduction heat transfer calculation inside the guide
tube. A one-fold increase in the thermal conductivity
decreases the peak temperature by 39 K.

Cover gas temperature

The cover gas temperature is only used in evaluating
the corrective heat transfer from the outside surface of
the guide tube. Consequently, the calculated
temperatures are not sensitive to the assumed value for
the cover gas temperature because a relatively low
fraction of heat removal is due to natural convection
(see Table S). An increase of 100 K from the assumed
260°C cover gas temperature outside the guide tube
increases the peak temperature by 4 K; a decrease of
100 K in the cover gas temperature decreases the peak
temperature by 5 K.

Calandria Tube Temperature

In the best-estimate calculation, the calandria tube
temperature is assumed to be the same as the heat
transport system zero power hot temperature,
i.e., 260 *C When a calandria tube is first uncovered,
its temperature is close to the moderator fluid
temperature (=70*C). Following uncovering, the
central section of the calandria tube would eventually
heat up to above the temperature of the pressure tube,
while the ends would remain below the pressure tube
temperature due to conduction to the cooler
calandria-side tube sheets. The peak calandria tube
temperature was calculated to be about 80 K higher
than the pressure tube temperature if heat transfer to
the cover gas was not credited, and about 60 K if the
latter heat loss is credited. In this sensitivity analysis,
the calandria tube temperature is increased by 60 K
from the value of 260'C used in the best-estimate
calculation to 320* C This results in a 19 K increase in
the peak adjuster temperature.
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Characteristic Length in Natural Convection

In the best-estimate calculation of natural convection
heat transfer from the outside surface of the guide tube,
a characteristic length of 2 m is used. This
approximately represents the length of the guide tubes
above the elevation at which the in-core reactivity
mechanisms are first uncovered. The calculated heat
transfer coefficient is about 4 W/m2K. Changes of
+ l m result in negligible changes in the maximum
cobalt temperature.

Mixture Composition

In the best-estimate calculation, the amount of the
least-conducting component, viz. D2O vapour, is
conservatively chosen to be 22 percent. Changes of
+.10 percent (exchanged with helium) result in changes
of ± 8 K in the maximum cobalt pencil temperature.

5.0 CONCLUSION

A method of calculating temperatures of uncovered in-
core reactivity mechanisms is presented and illustrated
for a 3-pencil cobalt adjuster bundle. Calculation of
conduction heat transfer among multi-surfaces is
simplified by use of a shape factor. Radiation heat
transfer among multi-surfaces is calculated based on a
stochastic approach for radiative exchange in enclosures
with non-participating media. A best estimate of the
maximum temperature in the structure is first
calculated, and the sensitivity of this temperature to
changes in some of the parameters in the calculational
model is examined.
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ABSTRACT

A review of tooling quality related issues for the retubing of
the Pickering NGS "A" Unit 3 CANDU reactor was performed
with the intention of using the experience to benefit future
retube programs.

The review used Retube Deficiency Reports (RDR), and other
supplemental records to assemble information on the reasons,
types, timing and severity of the modifications required to
correct a tool problem. It also used results of a separate
Retubing Downtime study to correlate the tooling records to
downtime. The aim of the review is to identify areas of
deficiencies in the tooling development process so that
resources can be devoted to those areas and thus eliminate
problems before going to the reactor face.

Overall, the tools performed their basic functions well, but
often lacked attention to detail in areas such as; mechanical,
electrical, ergonomics, decontamination, maintenance,
material handling and visual aids. These deficiencies as well
as a relatively small number of major problems resulted in
significant amounts of downtime and expenditures of resources
at site.

Several recommendations arose from the study which include:

1. More emphasis on correcting deficiencies at the
design organization, before shipping the toot to site
through improved mockups, design guidelines and
more emphasis on detailed design reviews.

2. Improved mockups at site and more thorough
tool proving using both experienced and trainee
operators.

3. Improvements in documentation of design
requirements for the tools at the design
organization and of tool problems at site.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The need to retube and rehabilitate CANDU Reactors is
based on the concern that a pressure tube could fail as a
result of hydride blistering or the pressure tube creep
exceeds the available support bearing travel. A number of
Ontario Hydro CANDU reactors have undergone or will
undergo retubing. Pickering units PI and P2 were retubed
from October 1984 to July 1987. P3 was retubed from
November 1989 until early 1991 and P4 is due to be
retubed starting in mid 199i. The Bruce NGS "A" Units
1 and 2 are due to be retubed starting around late 1993.

The operation involves replacing the primary fuel channel
components which include the pressure tube, one or both
of the end fitting assemblies and other components as
required. It requires the design, development and
manufacture of many special tools to remove irradiated
components, measure, clean and inspect surfaces and
install new components. Some tools are designed to be
operated remotely from the retube control centre (RCC)
but most tooling is designed to be operated manually from
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within the shielding cabinet (S/C). All operations are designed
to be performed in a manner which minimizes radiation
exposure and contamination hazards. As a consequence of the
hazardous environment, the workers are required to wear
double protective plastic radiation suits, supplied with
breathing air and 3 pairs of gloves. In addition they must wear
communication headsets and a variety of radiation monitoring
equipment. These difficult working conditions make significant
functional demands on tooling and add complications that may
not be obvious to designers who are not familiar with the
environment.

The Retube Tooling Quality Review was initiated near the
completion of the P3 Retube Program and deals primarily with
the tooling used on P3. It was intended to review the P3
experience to identify improvements that could be made in the
provision of tooling for future retube programs. The review
researched the problems which occurred before and during
tool proving, mock up training and at the reactor face and
identified the prime reasons for tooling related problems. It
also related the tooling problems to the results of a separate
Retube Downtime Study performed by Ontario Hydro.

The objectives of the Retube Tooling Quality Review were
defined as:

A. Eliminate all critical path time consumed by either
the failure of a tool, or the need to make changes to
a tool, through an improvement in the quality of the
tooling.

B. Reduce the amount of resources consumed associated
with the correction of defects, modification, or
maintenance of tooling.

The primary output of the study was a report to the Ontario
Hydro Retube Engineering Department and input to an
improved set of design guidelines that address the generic
problems identified by this study. The design guidelines are
located in the Ontario Hydro Quality Engineering Manual
which is distributed to all organizations engaged in tooling
design. Each organization is responsible to see that the design
guidelines are followed and compliance is assessed at formal
design reviews. By following the guidelines, many of the
problems which occurred in previous retube programs will
have been recognized, brought to the designers attention, and
eliminated prior to tooling being shipped to site.

and development phase consists loosely of: the
establishment of design requirements, concept design,
prototype manufacture and testing, final design,
manufacture of production tools and shipment to site. The
end user phase consists of evaluation of the tool before
tool proving, during tool proving, during training and
during actual reactor face use.

2.0 INFORMATION SOURCES
DEVELOPMENT

- DATABASE

In the execution of the study, several sources of
information were used which included a number of
written records as well as interviews with key
coordination personnel at site. Individual sources of
information were often not comprehensive but collectively
formed a good record of the tool modifications. Relatively
minor additions to some of the record keeping procedures
would allow future studies of this type to be performed
more efficiently.

A Type 1 Retube Deficiency Report is the primary data
base parameter with the other sources providing
supplemental information to improve the accuracy and
assist in the categorization of problems. A Type 1 Retube
Deficiency Report is a document used to identify a
modification to a particular tool, track the modification
through to completion, ensure that the appropriate
drawings are changed and maintain a historical record.
There were 469 RDR's reviewed during the study with
the contained information ranging from sketchy details to
a complete record of the problem. The RDR's include
those from existing P1/P2 tools that were modified or
upgraded for use on P3.

The supplemental sources of information were as follows:

a) Post Series Review Meeting Reports

At the end of a particular operation, or series, on
the reactor face, a meeting is held to review the
work carried out. All aspects of the series are
discussed including significant events and tooling
performance.

1.1 Tool Development Process

The tool development process consists of two main phases; the
design and development phase that occurs at the design
organization and the end user phase at site. The tooling design
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b) Tool History Dockets (THD)

Each tool has a THD which contains significant tool
related documentation such as vendor
correspondence, functional check procedures and all
shop orders. Because of the volume of information
available, only the THD's for the most problematic
tools were reviewed.

3.0 ANALYSIS

3.1 Reasons for Tool Modification

The first step of the analysis was to break the RDR list
down into the following categories as shown in Figure 1.
The categories are:

c) Interviews with Series Coordinators

The series coordinators for several operations were
interviewed in order to confirm and expand the
findings from the written records.

d) Pickering Unit 3 Downtime Report

A study of details of all Retube downtime hours for
P3 was performed by Ontario Hydro. It was received
in the form of a DBASE file containing all the
information surrounding each downtime occurrence.
The study was correlated with the other information
sources to shed more light on tooling problems.

2.1 Method of Analysis

First, the RDR's were sorted into the "reasons for
modification category" described below by using a
combination of the often sketchy information in the RDR and
engineering judgement. Next, the worst tools in terms of
number of RDR's, were reviewed individually by referring to
the applicable Post Series Review Reports (when available),
the Tool History Dockets and by interviews with the series
coordinators. Usually the supplemental information sources
would reveal a flaw in the original sorting so the process was
repeated a number of times until the reviewers were satisfied.
The resulting information was organized into a data base to
allow resorting the information into specific groups. The data
base consists of the list of RDR's, the tool it relates to, the
location of the tool, the reason, type and severity of the
modification and the completion date. The data base is in a
LOTUS 1-2-3 format.

With the above process complete, the results were correlated
to the downtime study to investigate whether the same types
of tool problems showed up and to try to make a quantitative
assessment of the down time caused.

PC Process Change

A tooling modification resulting from a change to
the sequence of operations during the retubing
operation. There were comparatively few RDR's
in this category indicating that the execution of
the retubing operation proceeded almost as
planned.

CE Change to an Existing P1/P2 Tool

A tooling modification to an existing P1/P2 tool
that had insufficient information to categorize.
The modifications may have been because of a
deficiency in the original tool or because of a
change in the P3 procedures. This category
points out a deficiency in supplying enough
information to allow studies of this kind to be
carried out. In many cases only brief
explanations of the reasons for the modification
would have cleared up any doubt.

CU Change due to an Unexpected Situation

A tooling modification resulting from a physical
situation which was too difficult to mockup (ie.
feeder pipes), a requirement for additional tools,
or a function that was not identified in the design
requirements.

As with the first category, there were relatively
few RDR's, indicating the planning for the
retube was adequate.

DR Not Meeting Design Requirements

A tooling modification occurring after site
delivery of a tool, and due to the too] not
meeting P3 design requirements. This category
was quite wide ranging because design
requirements were not always available.
Essentially any tool that was unable to perform
a primary function without modification, was
interpreted as not meeting design requirements.
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It should be noted that most of these changes were of
a minor nature, but they represent problems that
could have been dealt with in the design phase and
they consumed considerable resources at site.

IM Inadequacy of Tool Proving Process and Mockup

A tooling modification resulting from an incomplete
Tool Proving Procedure or due to the inadequate
physical construction of the mockup. There are a
significant number of RDR's in this group that
indicate a problem in the tool proving and training
aids area. These problems will become more evident
in the sections below.

3.2 Types of Tool Modifications

Each of the RDR's was subclassified by the following types as
shown in Figure 2:

PM Physical Marking Change:

A modification which requires a change to the
physical marking of a tool. This normally took one
of two forms: to increase the visibility of moving
parts, or to provide visual assistance in the
positioning of tooling.

ER Ergonomic Change

A modification arising from an undesirable
ergonomic situation. This includes handle changes,
tool weight reduction, and removing sharp edges.

MH Material Handling Change

A modification resulting from inadequate tool
handling provisions. This includes lack of lifting
attachments, and inadequate provision for handling
delicate tools.

EL Electrical Change

A modification which requires a change to an
electrical component or software.

ME Mechanical Change

A modification which requires a change to a
mechanical component not covered by the PM, ER or
MH categories.

Of the five categories above, the mechanical
changes are predominant. These problems take
the form of eliminating interferences, removing
burrs, enlarging holes, repairing or replacing
broken parts etc.. Electrical problems are the
next most prevalent and include faulty or
incorrectly set limit switches, wiring problems,
software, electromagnetic interference etc.. The
remaining categories of ergonomics, material
handling and physical marking are tasks that
represent the finer points of detail design and are
often missing. Typically these features are the
last to be designed and if there is heavy schedule
pressure to get the job finished, they usually
suffer in quality. As a result there were many
problems with such things as handles too long or
short, no provision for lifting a large tool into
the shield cabinet or no visual aids to help in
aligning a tool.

3.3 Severity of Tool Modification

Each tool modification was classified as either minor or
major as described below:

Major

A tooling modification which required a significant change
in functionality, incurred significant downtime on the
reactor face, or caused recurring maintenance difficulties.
There were 30 RDR's that were considered to be major.

Minor

A simple tooling modification in any of the above types.

Of 469 RDR's reviewed, 439 (94%) were considered to
be minor in nature.

3.4 RDR Classification by Tool Development Phase

Figure 3 is perhaps the most interesting of the RDR
breakdowns as it shows the timing of the modification in
relation to when a tool arrived on site and shows the
"lines of defense" against having to perform a
modification once the tool goes on the reactor face. This
analysis uses RDR timing information as applied to the
most problematic tools.

The phases in the tool development process are defined as
follows:
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Before Tool Proving

Any tool modification RDR that was completed before tool
proving started. Figure 3 shows that about 29% of the
modifications were made to the tool after it arrived on site but
before the formal tool proving process begins. This suggests
that the tools did not receive the attention to detail before
shipment and tends to back up a common complaint that the
site personnel have to fine tune the tools rather than the design
organization.

Tool Proving

Any tool modification RDR that was completed during the tool
proving phase. The tool proving phase caught approximately
14% of the RDR's, which is a disappointing quantity since the
puipose of tool proving is to eliminate the problems. The
opinion has been expressed that tool proving is done by the
more skilled tradesmen who may be able to work around
problems better and also that the proving environment is not
representative ie. the workers are not in plastic suits.

Training

Any tool modification RDR that was completed after tool
proving was complete and before the tool series was started on
the reactor face. The third phase is RDR's during training
where an additional 30% of the problems were uncovered.
This is again disappointing because the tools should have
already been proven and presumably ready to operate. It is
aiso disappointing because it is the final line of defence and if
tool modifications are still occurring at a high rate at this
phase, it is probable that they will still show up on the reactor.

Reactor Face Use

Any tool modification RDR that was completed after the start
of the tool series on the reactor face. This is what all the
design, development and tool proving procedures were trying
to avoid. Modifications at this time may cause downtime and
the tools will be contaminated and present special handling
problems. Approximately 27% of the RDR's showed up on the
reactor face.

3.5 Correlation with Retube Downtime Report

One aspect of the study that was added toward the end was to
correlate the RDR analysis to the results of the P3 Retube
Downtime Report. This allows comparisons to be .nade
between the tool problems illustrated by the RDR system and
the actual downtime on the reactor face. The studies were
performed independently so the selection criteria did not line
up but it was possible to illustrate the trends.

Two comparisons were made; the first being simply to
compare the most problematic tools from the Quality
Review Study to those from the downtime study, and the
second being to compare the downtime against each
problem to the number of RDR's against the problem.

There was good correlation between the most problematic
tools from each study, with 72 % of the tools showing up
in both locations. This however is not too surprising since
they tended to be the most complex tools in use.

The comparison between the downtime and RDR's against
each problem is shown in Table 1. The list shows the
nature of the problem, the number of critical path
downtime hours attributable to the problem, and the
number of RDR's attributable to the problem. The
categories are based on the type of problems which were
most frequently encountered during the review. The hours
for each problem were derived from reviewing the
downtime list for each individual occurrence. The result
in each case is not completely accurate, but is a good
indication of trend. The RDRs attributable to each
problem were compiled in a similar manner. Again, the
results are an indication of trend only.

The results do not correlate directly, since in one case,
there was only one RDR against a 296 hour downtime and
no downtime against 48 RDR's in another. It is possible
to average out the results however to say that there were
about 2.3 hours of downtime per RDR. From this, one
can see that a problem such as poor ergonomics accounts
for consumption of site resources but has no directly
attributable critical path downtime. While it is obviously
desirable to detect and solve problems prior to tool use on
the reactor face, this process is accounting for
considerable site costs.

4.0 DISCUSSION

Overall, the tools performed their basic functions as
required, and despite setbacks, the retubing of P3 went
well. Many of the problems that have surfaced in this
study are quite apparent to Ontario Hydro, although they
didn't have the database to back up their feelings. Many
of the recommendation that are being made below have
already been implemented, such as better mockups at the
design organization, more thorough design reviews and
including the end users in the design process.

Most of the problems encountered in the P3 tooling can
be traced back to the finer points of detail design such as
limit switches, connectors, handling aids, positioning
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marks, alignment aids. Many of these problems will be
addressed in the "Common Design Requirements" section of
the Ontario Hydro "Quality Engineering Manual and to ensure
they are followed, it is recommended that the applicable
sections be addressed during design reviews.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

1. Overall, the tools performed their basic functions
well but often suffered from lack of attention to
detail.

2. Problems were most often of a minor nature, but they
consumed a large amount of resources at site.

6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. More emphasis should be placed on correcting
deficiencies at the design organization, before
shipping the tool to site.

2. Improved reactor mockups both at the design
organization and at site.

3. More emphasis on approved design requirements and
design reviews encompassing both specific and
common design requirements. End users from site
should be included in design reviews.

4. Improved documentation of tool problems at site to
allow more efficient future reviews.

5. Designers should become familiar with the
restrictions imposed by the protective clothing.

6. Improving the "Common Design Requirements" of
the Ontario Hydro "Quality Engineering Manual" to
address the generic problems outlined by this study
and the Retube Downtime Report.

7. Tool proving should include a final phase of testing
in protective gear and using "representative"
tradespeople.
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CRITICAL
DOWNTIME

HOURS

296 HRS

25HRS

11 HRS

TYPE
1

RDRS

1

16

40

PROBLEM

Breathing Air: high temperature, condensation, loss of pressure, odour.

Limit switches: mounting, reliability, availability, functionality.

Material Handling: no lifting attachments, poor clearances, fragile tooling, lack
of storage racks, addition of hard stops.

Non-Functional Tool introduced to Vault: poor and non-existent calibration SO HRS 1
methods, tools not checked through the Functional Check Procedure.

Visual Aids: no positioning marks, safety and maintenance labelling, visual 8 HRS 16

indicators and troubleshooting aids.

Spare Parts: insufficient initial quantity, long lead time.

Vacuum Service Problems: filter blockage, inadequate suction.

Air Services Problems: service and instrument air quality, poor filtration, loss of
pressure, poor regulation.

Alignment Provisions: lack of compliance, poor or non-existent lead-ins.

Digital Indicators: calibration, reliability, availability.

Safety Problems: poor guards, interlocks, handrail interferences.

Mechanical Failures & Cutter Related Problems: shorter than expected life,
catastrophic failure, unacceptable deflections, inadequate basic tool dimension.

Ergonomics: poor handles, excessive weight, awkwardness, sharp edges, sloppy 0 HRS 48

supply umbilicals, emergency stops.

Table 1 - Comparison of Downtime and RDR's

REFERENCES:

1. A.GAENSBAUER, T. JAMES; "Retube Tooling
Quality Review", Spectrum Engineering Report No.
SE146R300, 1991

2. A.GAENSBAUER, T. JAMES; "Retube Tooling
Quality Review Data", Spectrum Engineering Report
No. SE146R302, 1991

9 HRS

9 HRS

8 HRS

7 HRS

16 HRS

20 HRS

40 HRS

1

5

4

16

1

33

32
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PICKERING NGS A UNIT 3 ANNULUS GAS SYSTEM
PIGTAIL BLOCKAGE PROGRAMME
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ABSTRACT

A pigtail blockage programme for Pickering A Unit 3
AGS has identified a number of significantly blocked
pigtails. The hydraulic code, KYGAS, shows that sixteen
pigtails require bypassing to ensure the minimum string
flowrate is achieved for leak detection purposes.
Supplementary tubing, manifolds and headers have been
installed for the AGS. Gas leakage measurements for the
new EFA rings have also been carried out. Reduction in
gas leakage attributable to increased sealing of the EFA
rings has been shown with the unit hot. This confirms
conservatism in the design.

Performance tests have been carried out for the AGS
which have confirmed the hydraulics for the limiting
strings and validated the KYGAS code. Moisture injection
tests are planned for May, 1991 but the results will not be
available for inclusion in this conference paper.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

During the recent retubing programme for
Pickering NGS A Unit 3 pressure tube (PT) samples
from L09 and M09 showed particularly high D2

contents. There was concern that high D2

concentrations in the corresponding Annulus Gas
annuli may have been the source of D2. Such high D2

concentrations in these annuli would most likely be due
to low flow or stagnant conditions resulting from
blocked pigtail(s) in the annulus gas string L09-M09.

In December, 1989 flow tests were carried out on the
pigtails in string L09-M09 and two other comparison
strings. It was found that pigtail M09W (west) was
100 percent blocked. Following this discovery it was
decided to test all 588 Annulus Gas System pigtails for
blockage level.

The significance of pigtail blockage is not only that
high D2 concentrations may result in associated annuli
giving rise to high D2 ingress rates to the pressure
tubes (Reference ]) but also that the leak detection
capability of the AGS may be impaired. The AGS

provides a dry thermal barrier between the Primary
Heat Transport (PHT) System and the Moderator
System. One of its most important functions is to
provide adequate leak detection capability in the event
of a PT leak. There are 196 parallel gas flow paths with
two channels connected in series to provide each leak
detection path. 6.4 mm (1/4 inch) diameter tubing
connects the channels in series and connects the strings
to the supply and return manifolds. Each length of
tubing is coiled and referred to as a "pigtail". These
pigtails are the most restrictive part of the string flow
path and most subject to some degree of blockage.
Depending on the degree of blockage, this could result
in less than adequate gas flow through the string to

@>-+ToRBVent.
' ' * System

M523 J. + M521
Manual

Reactor Vault Collection

To RB Vent«-<©
System +

HX1

4 x 50% Compressor
C i t

- CO2 Bottle Gas System

FIGURE 1
PICKERING NGS A

UNIT 3 AGS FLOW SCHEMATIC
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FIGURE 2
MODIFIED INTERNAL CIRCUIT OF UNIT 3 AGS



provide timely dew point and/or beetle responses in the
event of a PT leak. This might result in delayed
operator action to shut down the unit and hence a PT
failure. In short, pigtail blockage may remove the
assurance of leak before break in the event of a PT
leak.

2.0 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The flowsheet for Pickering NGS A Unit 3 AGS is
shown in Figures 1 and 2. The external circuit outside
of the reactor vaults is illustrated in Figure 1. The
main features include:

(a)

(b)

(c)

4 x 50 percent Metal Bellows compressors for
recirculation;

A "cold finger" to take a moisture sample to
identify the source of a leak;

Parallel in-line dew point
reliable leak detection;

monitors for

(0

(g)

Moisture beetles, M521, M522, M523 and
M524 are shown at the lowest drain points of
the supply and return gas headers on both the
north and south sides of the west reactor face.
The moisture beetles are found in the internal
circuit within the reactor vaults but are
included in both Figures 1 and 2.

A bulk gas CO2 supply line and back up
bottle station.

Pressure regulating valves to control both gas
make up and purge operation.

Relief valves in the gas supply system and at
the inlet and outlet of the internal circuit to
provide overpressure protection.

The internal circuit within the reactor vault is shown
mainly in Figure 2, but partly also in Figure 1. The air
cooled heat exchanger, HX1 (see Figure 1), has been
removed as the pipework above is sufficient to cool the
gas from the feeder cabinet area and HX1 is a common
source of gas leaks.

Details of the flow arrangements for the 390 channel
annuli showing 196 parallel flow paths with two
channels in series for each path are shown in Figure 2.
The fact that 390 channels do not correspond to 196
strings with two channels in each is due to the fact that
strings V07-W08, V08-W09, V15-W15 and V16-W15
are "split" strings. A split string has the same
downstream channel in common with two different
upstream channels.

There is a 50.8 mm (2 inch) diameter inverted "U"
shaped supply header across the west face with 12-
25.4 mm (1 inch) diameter manifolds which
communicate via the annulus gas strings with a 50.8 mm
(2 inch) diameter inverted "U" shaped return header
across the west face. Each manifold distributes gas to
between six and twenty-two annuli strings.

Supplementary headers, manifolds and tubing are also
shown in Figure 2. These are the design modifications
addressed in Section 6.0.

3.0 PIGTAIL BLOCKAGE PROGRAMME

The scope of the pigtail blockage programme was as
follows:

(a) Review the tool design used in
December, 1989 to design a test programme
with lest parameters to characterize the
blockage level for each pigtail in Unit 3 AGS.
The new tool was simplified by the fact that
the end fittings would be removed giving easy
access to each pigtail.

(b) Provide a method of analysis for the test data.

(c) From the measured pigtail blockage levels
predict the flow rate for each AGS string.

These flows would be compared with the minimum
string flow for adequate leak detection capability and
ensure D2/H2 levels were not significant for pressure
tube deuteriding. The flow predictions apply to the
reactor in its normal full power operating condition.

3.1 Station Test Programme

The overall test programme was co-ordinated by Retube
Engineering. The work programme was carried out by
Operations Rehabilitation. The tool mechanical design
and operating procedure were produced by General
Electric Canada. The process design was carried out by
Nuclear Engineering Department. A sketch of a tool
and test panel is shown in Figure 3. Seven tools were
manufactured and six instrument panels which were
essentially identical. These were used by different teams
at separate locations on both the cast and west reactor
faces. Also, one pair of tools and panels was used for
training purposes in the Training and Mock Up
Building. The tool was inserted into the lattice tube
past the bellows and positioned by means of a
referencing arm. This ensured that two seals in the tool
isolated the pigtail connection so that air could flow
through the pigtail at a controlled pressure from the
panel. The flow rate was measured by an accurate
rotameter. There was also provision for compressed air
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FIGURE 3
TOOL AND TEST PANEL 3 SET UP IN SHIELD CABINET

from the panel to inflate the seals and a vacuum line to
pull a full vacuum on the pigtail. The main features of
a panel are a vacuum pump providing flow, a vent valve
to divert excess air flow, two Dwyer Magnetic pressure
gauges, 0-40 in wg and 0-2 in wg, and a Brooks
flowmeter, 0-1700 ccs/min (STP). It was decided
initially that test conditions would be similar to those
experienced in the AGS pigtails during normal reactor
operation. This would ensure that blockages would not
be removed or disturbed during testing. This restricted
the pigtail pressure drop to less than 2 in wg with a
maximum flow rate of 2 L/min (STP). These conditions
represent the cold equivalents of full power hot reactor
operation. The test procedure adopted on the reactor
face for each pigtail was to align the end of the tool
correctly in the bellows, inflate the seals and confirm
that the seals are not leaking. Three pressure settings
were adopted as follows:

West Face

2.0 in wg
1.3 in wg
1.1 in wg

East Face

1.5 in wg
1.3 in wg
1.1 in wg

and the corresponding flow rates measured and
recorded. The range of west face pressure settings was
higher than that for the east face as the west face
pigtails are longer giving a higher flow resistance. A set
of three readings was required in order to establish the
pigtail inside diameter as well as the blockage
characteristic. This is explained in Section 4.0.
Following this first set of measurements, the pigtail was
subjected to the full vacuum of the vacuum pump which
was recorded. The above pressure settings were then
repeated with recorded flows to measure whether any
reduction in blockage had occurred.

The first pigtail flow measurement data was obtained in
April, 1990. A bridge failure on the east reactor face
delayed the test programme. Measurements continued
into May, 1990.

3.2 Calibration of Pigtail
Mock Up/Blockage Levels

In order to predict the blockage level in a pigtail it was
necessary to produce an accurate mock up of each main
type of pigtail configuration as well as a representation
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of the blockage. The seven main pigtail types chosen
to represent both east and west faces were:

(0 The blockage level for each pressure setting.

East Face

L09E
N09W
FOE
V16E
M12W

west Face

L09W
L12W
M12W
N09W

Note that some west face pigtails represent east face
pigtails as well and are common to both lists. The
mock ups were not geometrically identical but were
accurate hydraulic equivalents allowing for all the bends
and turns in the station pigtails.

It was decided to model the pigtail blockages as thin
plate sharp edged orifices. Although the actual contour
of the blockage is unknown it is possible to obtain its
pressure drop/flow characteristic as an equivalent thin
plate sharp edged orifice which is precisely defined. If
the equivalent thin plate sharp edged orifice parameter
is used in an hydraulic network analysis the distribution
of flows can be determined independent of the choice
of blockage model. When the blockage level is stated
as 60 percent this means that 60 percent of the pigtail
flow area is blocked based on a sharp edged orifice.
The actual geometry of the blockage is probably far
more complicated but it is not essential to the
prediction of string flow rates which decide whether
leak before break is achieved. A range of six different
orifice sizes was selected from 15.2 percent to
90.5 percent flow area blockage. The following sets of
calibration tests were then carried out:

(a) Each pigtail type with all six orifices was
calibrated for a range of pressure drop vs flow
rate measurements in the laminar flow region.

(b) Each panel was calibrated for a range of
pressure drop vs flow rate measurements in
the laminar flow region.

(c) Each panel/tool combination was calibrated
for a range of pressure drop vs flow rate
measurements in the laminar flow region.

4.0 ANALYTICAL MODELLING
OF PIGTAIL BLOCKAGE

The three sets of pressure drop/flow rate data for each
pigtail were analyzed by means of a computer
programme, PBA, developed by Nuclear Process Unit
of NED. PBA is a mnemonic for Pigtail Blockage
Analysis which predicts the following:

(ii) The average blockage level,

(iii) The pigtail inside diameter (ID).

There was no docket information for the AGS pigtails
to identify their ID. However, the ASME specification
from the Bill of Materials indicated that the range of
pigtail ID is 0.128 in. to 0.156 in. ID is the most
sensitive parameter in predicting percentage blockage
and so it was necessary to pinpoint the ID more
accurately.

The essential features of the above programme are as
follows. The pressure drops across the panel and tool
are known from the calibration correlations. The
pressure drop across the pigtail is predicted from a
standard laminar equation which has been verified from
the calibration measurements with pigtail mock ups.

The pressure drop across the pigtail blockage is found
by difference from the total measured pressure drop and
the sum cf the previous three terms. The pressure drop
across the pigtail blockage is given by:

Ap.
BLOCKAGE K pv 2 /2 [1]

Where K = Minor Loss Coefficient
v = Velocity through unrestricted pigtail ID.

K is a function of E> and Re shown as a graphical
correlation in Figure 4, where:

do = orifice diameter

[2]

d = Pigtail diameter

For each set of three pressure drop/flow rate
measurements the programme assumes a pigtail ID of
0.128 in., the lowest in the specification range, and
generates a family of three curves of pigtail flow rate vs
B for the three pressure settings. It then calculates the
variance in the three B values obtained from the curves
for the three measured flow rates. A typical flow rate
vs B family of curves showing the three fl valves is
shown in Figure 5.

This process is repeated for small increments of pigtail
ID to the largest pigtail ID (0.156 in.). The pigtail ID
showing the minimum variance in B was considered the
best fit for pigtail ID. This was invariably 0.156 in.
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which was adopted throughout. Hence, the best
estimate of pigtail blockage (B) was found for each of
the 588 pigtails. It should be noted from Figure 5 that
the best estimate of pigtail blockage is obtained in
therange 80 - 100 percent. A less accurate estimate is
obtained in the range 60-80 percent and there is very
little discrimination in the range 0 - 60 percent based
on the curvature of the graphs. Fortunately pigtail flow
rate is essentially controlled by blockage levels above
60 percent and particularly by the range
80 - 100 percent blockage.

The distribution of pigtail blockages is given below:

Range of
Pigtail

Blockage
Level

0-60%

61-70%

71-80%

81-90%

91-99%

100%

Number of
Pigtails

4

118

351

109

3

3

Percentage
of Total

0.7

20.1

59.7

18.5

0.5

0.5

It is evident that three pigtails, N08W, M03W and
M09W, were each 100 percent blocked. Also
19.5 percent of the pigtails were more than 80 percent
blocked.

The pigtail blockage levels predicted by the above
programme served as input data for a second
programme, PSF, or Prediction of String Flows. This
programme predicts the actual string flow rate through
each of the 1% annuli strings during normal reactor
operation when leak detection of PHT leaks is required.
As temperature is an input parameter it is also possible
to predict the flow distribution when the unit is cold
and shut down. Pigtail flow is normally laminar and gas
viscosity increases with temperature. Hence the flow
distribution is less pronounced when hot as increased
flow resistance decreases the impact of blockage level.

The main features of the programme are as follows.
Each string is modelled with two west face pigtails and
one east face. There are six resistances in series as each
pigtail has a flow resistance and a blockage resistance.
Each resistance term is a function of the pigtail flow
velocity as all the other parameters are known. The
total pressure drop between the inlet and outlet
manifolds i.e., across the string was predicted from the
hydraulic code, KYGAS, which is used to predict the
AGS flow distribution. This known pressure drop is a
function of the pigtail velocity or flow rate. The PSF
programme solves the functional expression for flow
rate using the Bisection method. This is repeated for
all 1% strings and the total AGS flow calculated. This
was matched against the measured overall flow rate and
a good agreement was obtained. The main
approximations introduced were as follows:

(1)
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(2) An average pressure drop for all manifolds
was used.

These were necessitated because the schedule for
upgrading P3 AGS did not allow sufficient time to
modify KYGAS to accommodate pigtail blockages prior
to any design changes which may be required.

5.0 NATURE OF THE PIGTAIL BLOCKAGES

During the pigtail testing programme it was noted that
varying amounts of deposited material were found in
the AGS. Deposits were found in the convolutions of
the bellows and in the 1 in diameter manifolds.
Unfortunately the material in the pigtails was not
extracted for analyses. Vacuuming the material was not
very successful and any samples obtained were mixed
with bellows deposits. Augering the material also
proved unsuccessful as it resulted in several broken
augers. Analyses which were carried out showed that
the deposits were typically 50 percent iron oxide and
50 percent graphite with a small amount of C-14
present. It is thought that the iron oxide was produced
from flooding of the annuli during the 1973/1974
pressure tube failures. The liner tubes and bearings

contain carbon steel which easily rusts in a wet
environment. The graphite deposits may have arisen
from excessive wear of the vanes in the original rotary
compressors.

During the augering of the most blocked pigtails it was
found that they would not penetrate the pigtail as far as
the 1 inch diameter manifold. Radiographs were taken
and it was found that the socket weld at the manifold
connection had "necked" producing a metallic blockage.
Ten pigtails were selected for radiography and it was
found that the best correlation between radiographic
blockage level and flow measured blockage level
occurred with the most blocked pigtails. This is shown
in Figure 6. It is difficult to generalize because the
sample of radiographic welds was only 10 out of a total
of 392 west face welds. However, it appears that the
lower blockage levels are due to deposited material.

6.0 MAINTAINING LEAK
DETECTION CAPABILITY

A criterion for the minimum acceptable string flow rate
was established at 67 percent of the mean string design
flow rate. This was based on the minimum recirculation
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flow rate of 10 scfm for the AGS. The basis for the
67 percent criterion is an economic one such that a
smaller percentage represents a lower target set point
for dew point response. If the target set point is
reduced then uneconomically small D2O leak rates in
downstream locations will also trigger it. This will
mean the unit will be shut down for a leak rate which
is too small even to locate. The above criterion is not
unique but represents a point of inflexion in the
relation between rate of dew point response and
percentage of mean string flows rate for a selected dew
point range.

It was found that the following strings did not meet the
above criterion:

V06*-TO4
V07*-W08
V16*-W15
U08*-T08

R09-S09*
R12*-S12
R13*-S13
R21*-P22

Q12*-P12
N12-O12*
N07*-O07
N08*-O08

M03*-C03
M09*-C09
C06-C07*
C10-C11*

It was decided to by-pass a selected pigtail in each string
to meet the minimum flow criterion of 67 percent of
mean string flow rate. Those which were by-passed are
shown with asterisks. String C10-C11 actually meets the
string flow criterion but an attempt to remove the
pigtail blockage left a broken augur in the pigtail. This
is a potential source of further blockage and hence the
pigtail was by-passed.

In order to connect the sixteen by-pass pigtails into the
AGS it was necessary to provide supplementary
manifolds and headers. Figure 2 shows the new
arrangement and its interface with the existing system:

(1) There are supplementary 50.8 mm (2 in)
diameter inlet and outlet headers on both the
north and south sides of the west reactor face.
They are outside the feeder cabinet and
insulated to minimize the temperature
gradients where they interface with the
existing headers within the feeder cabinet.
Each supplementary header runs the height of
the lower half of the reactor.

(2) There are 2 supplementary 25.4 mm (1 in)
diameter supply manifolds on the north side
for channels M03W, M09W, V06W, V07W
and U08W with interconnecting lengths of
9.5 mm (3/8 in) diameter tubing.

(3) There are 2 supplementary 1 in. diameter
return manifolds on the north side for
channels C07W, C11W and S09W with
interconnecting lengths of 9.5 mm (3/8 in)
diameter tubing.

(4) There are 2 supplementary 25.4 mm (1 in)
diameter supply manifolds on the south side
for channels R12W, ROW, R21W and V16W
with interconnecting lengths of 3/8 in
diameter tubing.

(5) There is one supplementary return manifold
on the south sidy for channel O12W with an
interconnecting length of 9.55 mm (3/8 in)
diameter tubing.

Each of the supplementary manifolds extends to the
centre of the west reactor face. Each of the four
supplementary headers has a drain line connection to
the corresponding moisture beetle. Consequently each
beetle now has an existing drain line from the original
header and a new one from the corresponding
supplementary header.
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On the basis of the design modifications the leak
detection characteristics of the AGS for postulated
category B leaks were established. This is a D2O leak
which develops rapidly into a large leak requiring rapid
detection and appropriate monitoring in terms of both
dew point response and beetle alarms to ensure the
unit is shut down to the cold depressurized state in
adequate time. A category B leak can occur only if
terminal solid solubility for D2/H2 in the PTs is
exceeded at operating conditions which is an
anticipated end of life scenario. The dew point
monitors and moisture beetles must independently
detect and alarm a PHT leak in sufficient time to allow
safe shutdown. This is required in the unavailability
analysis that the dew point monitors and moisture
beetles be mutually redundant in achieving the target
AGS unavailability of <_ 10'2.

It was found during preliminary commissioning that
some of the new End Fitting Attachment (EFA) Rings
were leaking gas. Bottle weight loss measurement were
carried out to give accurate gas leak measurements and
leak tech was used to identify the main leak locations.

On the basis of the combined effects of pigtail blockage
levels and EFA ring gas leaks, it was found that the
limiting string for dew point detection is R13-S13. The
limiting string for moisture beetle alarm is V16-W15.
This is a split flow string. Both of these strings have a
pigtail by-pass upstream and the associated EFA ring
leaking. Despite the above limitations, the sequence of
events in the detection, location and shutdown
procedure for a PHT D2O leak shows that there is still
a satisfactory margin between the final crack length
when the unit is cold and depressurized and the critical
crack length. This has been achieved by changing the
dew point trending range from -30°C to -10°C to a
more sensitive one, namely, -35°C to -20°C.

7.0 PERFORMANCE TESTS

Following a submission to the Atomic Energy Control
Board (AECB) showing the modifications to Unit 3
AGS to meet the leak detection requirements, the
AECB requested performance tests to simulate an
actual PHT D2O leak and confirmation of a satisfactory
response scenario. NED prepared a rationale to show
that performance tests would constitute both hydraulic
measurements and moisture injection tests to confirm
that the time to leak detection agreed with prediction.
As moisture injection tests have been carried out
previously on Pickering NGS A Unit 1 AGS in 1987
(Reference 2) and Darlington Unit 2 AGS in 1989
(Reference 3) successfully confirming the dew point
model, it was considered that further validation of the
code was not required. However, a lest programme of

hydraulic measurements was proposed because of the
supplementary headers and manifolds. The KYGAS
code had been used to predict the revised flow
distribution but the code had not been specifically
validated for Pickering NGS A AGS. For details of the
code see Reference 4. The hydraulic tests measured
pressure drops across supply and return manifolds for
both existing and supplementary manifolds including the
limiting strings R13-S13 and V16-W15. These tests
were carried out in March, 1991 and showed that a
higher pressure drop was available for the above strings
in the flow range of interest. Consequently, the
associated siring flows are conservative and hence
acceptable for leak detection purposes. The KYGAS
code has been "tuned" accordingly to improve its
prediction capability.

Subsequent to these tests, AECB has requested that
moisture injection tests also be carried out prior to unit
start up to confirm the dew point response. A test
programme has been proposed similar to that for PI
AGS in 1987. The main exception is that it is now
possible to inject moisture directly into the limiting
strings R13-S13 and V16-W15. This is because the
tubing connecting the supplementary manifolds to the
new EFA rings has swagelock connections which can be
replaced by specific injection tubing connections. These
tests are planned for May, 1991 but the results will not
be available for this conference.

8.0 CONCLUSIONS

A programme for quantifying pigtail blockages in Unit 3
AGS has identified a wide range of blockage levels from
three pigtails with 100 percent blockage to those with
less than 60 percent blockage (the limit of
discrimination). A limited correlation indicates that the
most blocked pigtails were due to bad socket welds
where the pigtails connect to the west reactor face
manifolds.

Computer programmes were developed to simulate the
pigtail blockage measurements as equivalent sharp
edged orifices and hence predict the flow distribution
through the annuli strings during normal reactor
operation. A criterion of 67 percent of mean string
flow was developed to identify any strings which would
provide less than acceptable leak detection capability in
the event of a PT leak. Those strings which did not
meet this criterion had pigtail by-passes (usually for the
highest blockage pigtails) and sixteen such strings were
identified. The AGS was upgraded by providing
supplementary manifolds, headers, tubing and associated
drain lines for these strings. An overall hydraulic code,
KYGAS, confirmed that the final layout met the above
requirements.
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Following installation of the modifications, the overall
gas leak was found to be greater than the original
design figure and the new EFA rings were also leaking.
A re-analysis of the leak detection scenario allowing for
both the overall and specific gas leaks above showed
that the leak detection capability of the AGS is still
met as long as a more sensitive dew point range is
selected i.e., -35°C to -20°C. Further gas leak testing
has been carried out while the AGS is hot with PHT
pump heat. A gas leak measurement showed a
reduction in gas leak of the same order as the EFA ring
gas leak. It is considered that thermal expansion has
helped to seal the gas leaks from the EFA rings and
this gives a bonus for leak detection capability with the
more sensitive dew point range.

Hydraulic measurements for limiting strings were
carried out as a test programme in March, 1991 to
validate the KYGAS code. It was also shown that
predicted string flow rates were conservative and hence
adequate leak detection capability was confirmed. The
AECB have also requested moisture injection tests to
validate the dew point programme. However, it is
considered that previous moisture injection tests for
Pickering Unit 1 AGS in 1987 and Darlington Unit 2
AGS in 1989 have already validated the dew point code.
The moisture injection tests were carried out in
May, 1991 and hence the results will not be available
for this conference.
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ABSTRACT

Although world wide use of computers for safety critical
functions across industries has been increasing, there are a
number of concerns that have inhibited their widespread
acceptance for these applications.

This paper attempts to identify the factors for and against the
use of computers (and in particular, software) in safety critical
applications and reviews approaches used in the world to
implement software safely. It also describes how the Canadian
nuclear industry's approach compares to world practice.

The main elements of this approach are:

• simplicity of functionality

• "defense in depth" principle for system design (not just
computer subsystems)

• use of high degree of rigour in design and verification
processes

• use of a balanced approach encompassing a set of
complementary techniques such as formal methods,
deterministic and non-deterministic testing, and hazard
analysis

2.0 BACKGROUND

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The objective of this paper is to provide an insight into world
practices concerning the use of computers in applications
important to safety. The paper reviews the practices and
directions being taken in diverse application areas, such as
avionics and nuclear, in order to answer the following two
questions:

- "When should computer-based solutions form part of
safety critical systems?"

- "What is the best way in which to use computers within
safety critical systems?"

With respect to the above questions, the paper also assesses
how the Canadian nuclear industry directions compare to the
world trends.

In recent times, computer-based safety solutions have
gradually started to displace other technologies for
implementing all or portions of safety critical functions in
various industries in several jurisdictions. (In some cases, a
partial hardwired backup safety system still exists, but in other
cases redundant and/or diverse computer systems back up
other computer systems to provide the safety critical system.)

In the past, safety critical systems applications tended to be
small, well-defined, simple systems whose limited function
could be implemented using traditional methods such as
discrete Boolean logic (e.g. relays) or emergency stop buttons
hardwired to isolating circuits. In some cases, they provided
the emergency back-up when more complicated control
systems failed to perform their job adequately.

Several factors seem to be responsible for the proliferation of
computers into the area of safety critical applications:

i. increasing demand for system performance, efficiency,
functionality, etc. (for example for jet fighter planes)
could only be achieved by more complex control systems,
which, in turn, necessitated the use of more capable
control technology

ii. familiarity and experience with computers in non-critical
control systems naturally resulted in their consideration
for safety critical applications

iii. increased demand for data from systems important to
safety implied the need fora computer somewhere within
the system

iv. the perception as to what constitutes a system important
to safety has been extended, encapsulating more
computer-based systems within its bounds

Examples of such systems are as follows:

- automatic flight controls for aircraft (where only limited
manual backup exists)

- railway signalling systems

- nuclear reactor shutdown or SCRAM systems

- air traffic control systems

In general, these systems can be thought of in 2 classes of
functionality. They are:
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i. "mission critical" functions in which the system has an
extended mission period during which the system must
meet its performance specifications or otherwise risk to
human Life occurs. Applications like aircraft flight
controls or signalling systems are examples of such
systems.

ii. "mitigating" or normally dormant systems whose role is
to act when required to convert unsafe situations into safe
states thereby preventing risk to human life. An example
of this type of function is a nuclear reactor shutdown
system whose role it is to monitor the state of the plant and
shutdown the reactor in the event of a failure to other
systems which, without shutdown system intervention,
could result in a significant release of radiation to the
environment.

These two classes of functionality resultin somewhat different
techniques being used in the system design. The mitigating
type systems require means of periodically assuring that the
systems are behaving as designed (since they normally appear
dormant to the other systems). These types of systems lend
themselves more readily to voting arrangements than the
mission critical type functions.

Several concerns have been identified about aspects of
computer-based systems which have inhibited their
unequivocal acceptance for widespread use in safety critical
applications. Some of these concerns relate to inherent
characteristics of computers and software, and others address
the manner in which computer-based systems have been built
up.

In many cases, the problems are of perception, and result from
trying to apply methods and criteria from an older technology
to the new one. For example, a repeated stumbling block is
how to produce software that not only achieves the reliability
required but also can be demonstrated to do so. For safety
critical logic built up from discrete hardware components, the
dominant failure mode is wear-out. Because such systems are
relatively small in scope, design faults are not as common as
wear-out faults and reliability estimates can be made using
empirical estimates of component reliabUity, under the
assumption that there are no design faults. On the other hand,
software doesn't wear out, so the dominant software failure
mode is a design fault, which may remain unrevealed until a
specific sequence of events occurs long after the system has
been placed in operation. For this reason the techniques used
for estimating hardware reliability are not directly applicable
for software.

Nevertheless, in many other respects, the issues of safety
critical system design are the same for computer-based
designs as they are for designs implemented using other
technologies. Careful, stepwise refinement from high level
concept to detailed implementation using a structured process
is mandatory. Producing designs for safety critical

applications is hard work, requiring comprehensive analysis
and meticulous attention to detail and there is no short cut no
matter which technology is employed.

A closer examination of some of these issues, with examples
of how various industries in several countries are addressing
them was felt to be useful in putting concerns into perspective.
It is important to determine whether the application of
computer systems to implement safety critical applications is
tending toward success or failure and to try to ascertain those
conditions which predispose the former or the latter.

3.0 ARGUMENTS FOR AND AGAINST USE OF
COMPUTERS IN SAFETY CRITICAL
APPLICATIONS

3.1 Factors Predisposing Against the Use of Computers

A primary factor weighing against using software-based
devices as the foundation fora safety critical application is that
software is too intangible, and, since it resides in microcircuits,
it is perceived as fragile. It is difficult to put ultimate trust in
something so ethereal. In contrast, in older technology, logic
circuits could be physically traced to verify correctness. The
tradition has been that safety related systems have been built
up of solid, substantial devices, and it is difficult for software
to counteract this expectation.

There are also other factors which tend not to favour the use of
software in systems important to safety. Until recently there
was the lack of abody of knowledge to constitute the discipline
of software engineering. This meant that safety critical
software could be produced by almost anyone, resulting in
inconsistent characteristics and uneven quality. Even today,
there is not yet formal accreditation for software safety
engineers, although this has been proposed and included in
some standards.

Most significantly, a characteristic that weighs against the use
of computers in safety critical applications is that the power
and capacity of the computer tends to promote uncontrolled
complexity and non-essential functionality, thereby making
the process of design and verification more difficult.

In part, because of the scope of the logic that can be
accommodated by a computer, all possible combinations of
inputs and program paths cannot be tested.

Another concern is that system maintainability can be
indeterminate, depending strongly on the structure of the
software and the longevity of the hardware (or compatible
replacements).

Most basically, the concern about using computers in safety
critical applications is the doubt that software can be made to
be correct. Fundamentally, the problem in producing correct
software is not necessarily inherent with software itself, but is
rather a design-complexity problem, since software is usually
called upon to implement much more complex functionality
than hardware is.
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3.2 Factors Favouring Using Computers in Systems
Related to Safety

In spite of the deterring factors listed above, computers are
more and more becoming a part of critical systems in many
applications such as aircraft controls, medical devices,
nuclear-power plants, early-warning defense systems, and
missile controls. Several reasons (Reference 1) are advanced
as to why this is so, and include:

- there is a growing tendency for increased complexity in
safety critical systems and this increased functionality can
be more readily accommodated in software rather than in
hardware logic. Software allows implementation of very
complex functionality which otherwise may be
impossible to achieve (e.g. fly-by-wire control of certain
planes, on line calculation of DNBR (Departure from
Nucleate Boiling) for nuclear reactors, air traffic control
of hundreds of planes simultaneously, etc.)

- a software system is easier to enhance at a later date. This
is especially important when there are some initial
unknowns about the system being controlled

- it is easier to specify software than hardware, and this can
be done with precision and with more flexibility and
control over functionality

- installed cost per system can be lower if software-based
systems will be replicated

increased reliability (safety and production) is possible
because of the ability to add self-checking, and fault
reactive constructs. The ability of the computer to self
monitor and take corrective or fail-safe action is a
significant attribute

- computer systems can be designed to have configurable
flexibility so as to be able to provide tighter margins on
plant safety conditions as they vary over time

When computer based safety systems are built up, they make
use of a product which already integrates all the functions
needed for the safety critical application. For example,
inherently part of a computer system are analog to digital
conversion devices, logic storage and processing functions,
comparison and branching functions, control outputs, data
storage and processing facilities, operator interfaces, and
timers and schedulers, to name a few. Since these systems are
manufactured, widely used products, this infrastructure will
have been tried and proven by many others and all the
interfaces between functions will be well proven prior to use.
Similarly the software design and testing tools will have a wide
usage base, so will be well understood, and will match the
hardware being used. In contrast, when a safety system is built
up using discrete logic devices, often the many parts (signal
conversion, comparison, logic, display) are built using parts
obtained from several sources, and the interfaces between
these parts first have to be resolved and made to work as a
system before the design of the safety system logic can be
undertaken.

3.3 Resultant Assessment and Trends

The previous two sections identified pluses and minuses
associated with the use of computers in systems important to
safety. In fact, many of these characteristics are neither fully
positive or negative, but rather the negative aspects are a direct
result of the positive ones and vice versa. For example, the fact
that a computer can accommodate many functions is positive,
but becomes negatively tinged in that the many functions are
lost when the hardware fails.

Appendix 1 examines this duality further. From this it is
apparent that almost every negative characteristic associated
with computer implementations is a result of the computer's
ability to implement complex functionality.

World trends are reflective of this. Use of computers in safety
critical applications is approached with caution, but it persists
because there is often no better, proven alternative, on balance.
Typically because of the inherent suspicion, the certification
process is an expensive one and more intensive than for
hardware safety implementations. (In part, this is because of
the intangible nature of software as previously discussed.)

More rigour is employed in design processes using computers
because of the flexibility and many degrees of design freedom.
In the Canadian nuclear industry, the goal has been to keep the
functionality as contained and as minimal as possible, so that
it is feasible to thoroughly verify the design.

4.0 APPROACHES USED TO IMPLEMENT
SOFTWARE "SAFELY" IN SAFETY CRITICAL
APPLICATIONS

In this section, we will identify the techniques used to
implement software safely in safety critical applications. In
some cases the techniques seem to predominate within a
certain industry while in other cases the predominance of a
technique is more country based. For example, the use of
formal methods appears to be more a U.K. technique, whereas
use of the Ada language predominates in the Defence industry.
Because of this, we will not do a "survey" by country or by
industry but simply by technique and identify whether it is
industry or country based, where relevant.

In general, techniques can be considered to be within the
following 2 categories:

i. fault avoidance

ii. fault removal

4.1 Fault Avoidance

The best way to produce software with no faults is to prevent
them being created in the first place. Though this seems almost
a trite statement, this policy unfortunately has not been adhered
to in many software projects.

The topics discussed under this heading are:

i. system configuration/complexity

ii. overall design approach

iii. V&V (Verification and Validation)

iv. use of standards
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v. hazard analysis

4.1.1 System Configuration/Complexity

First and foremost, the way to prevent faults is to design a
system that allocates a simple set of functions for the softr • "e
portion to implement. Some applications like the French.
reactor protection system (Reference 2) or the Westinghoiuc
Integrated Protection System (Reference 3) utilize a
distributed processing environment to keep the complexity
level within individual processors low. Canadian nuclear
shutdown system practice has been to keep the overall
functionality of the safety critical functions as low as possible.
CANDU shutdown system designs have typically utilised
single processor per channel designs. (Reference 4)

The use of replicated channels for a system with each channel
using the identical software is a common technique for
protection against hardware faults. Protection against
software faults (i.e. design errors) has been a much more
contentious issue. In theory, with say a 3 channel protection
system using different programs in each channel, and
2-out-of-3 voting among the channels, software faults would
be unlikely to affect more than one program and hence the
system would continue to function correctly. The avionics
industry has utilised this principle in the design of the flight
controls for the A-320 Airbus (Reference 5). It utilizes
redundant computers with diverse software within each
computer checking the operation such that in the event of a
fault, the other program will take over control and maintain
system functionality.

Much research has been done into the issue of software
diversity and the consensus is that achievement of true
diversity is difficult since there must be some common ground
such as the task specification. To achieve 100% assurance that
there is no propagation of faults due to things like ambiguities,
and inconsistencies, is extremely difficult. Studies such as
PODS (Project on Diverse Software) (Reference 6), have
shown that common mode faults do occur.

4.1.2 Overall Design Approach

This section describes a number of different design
approaches, some of which cover only specific portions of the
software lifecycle, while other techniques apply throughout
the lifecycle.

One area is that of formal methods. What we mean by formal
methods is the class of techniques lhat involves use of
mathematically precise requirements along with a
mathematically based verification process to verify the design
meets the requirements. The majority of the development
effort has been centred in the U.K., although significant work
is also being done in Canada (e.g. Dr. Pamas at Queen's
University) and in the U.S. (e.g. H. Mills, Software
Engineering Technology, Inc.).

In the U.K. the formal methods work has resulted in tools such
as Malpas and Spade that provide support for various static
analysis techniques. Static analysis is a technique whereby the
software is analysed without executing it to see clearly what the
program actually does and whether it does what the designer
intended. (Reference 7).

A number of formal specification languages have also been
developed and used for limited purposes. VDM (Vienna
Development Method), and Z are 2 such languages (Reference
8). An example of its usage in safely critical applications is lhat
of Rolls-Royce and Associates who used VDM to create a
formal software specification for the embedded software in a
nuclear protection system (Reference 9).

In the U.S., Harlan Mills has been utilizing formal methods for
production of software for large systems. He calls his process
Cleanroom Engineering and it has been applied successfully to
flight control projects, satellite control, etc. (Reference 10).
His work has evolved into what he calls Box Structured
Design.

Dr. Parnas' concepts have been utilized in his work on the A-7
specification re-design (Reference 11). In addition, the
Darlington computerized shutdown system design work
extended some of the A-7 concepts in the preparation of the
formal Software Requirements Specification (SRS) and use of
Program Function (PF) Tables (mathematical representation
of the code) as part of a formal verification process of the code
versus the SRS.

Recently AECL and Ontario Hydro have been working to
extend Dr. Pamas' concepts and have been developing the
extended methodologies and tools for the next generation of
safety critical applications. Essentially, the basic concept is the
use of mathematical specifications, with systematic
verification using mathematical techniques. Another key
aspect in terms of methodology is the use of information hiding
concepts. Information hiding involves designing the modules
such that expected changes to the software will result in
minimal propagation of impact on other modules.

The Defense industries have adopted the Ada language for
their applications. Inherent is the use of the object oriented
design approach and compartmentability of functions.

4.1.3 Verification and Validation (V& V)

Verification involves evaluating software during each
lifecycle phase to ensure that it meets the requirements set forth
in the previous phase.

Validation, on the other hand, involves testing software at the
end of the development effort against the software
requirements definition. Typically, this is done by treating the
software asablack box; i.e. with knowledge only of the outputs
in response to selected inputs., and then supplementing these
black box tests with other tests to ensure full coverage of all
requirements.
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Some methodologies treat verification and validation as
distinct entities (e.g. formal verification involves
mathematical comparison of the output from each phase to the
preceding stage), while in some methodologies, they are used
synergistically and the process is called V&V. Typically, the
V& V approach is more related to testing and does not involve
formal verification.

4.1.4 Use of Standards

There are a wide ranging set of standards that exist in the world
today. Some like DOD 2167A that governs the defence
industry, are actually not prescriptive in terms of
methodologies. However, 2167A is very specific about the
type of documentation and the format and content of that
documentation.

The avionics industry uses the RTCA DO/178A as the
governing standard (Reference 12). This standard is also not
prescriptive but provides guidance on various methodologies
in existence from which the supplier can assemble his own set
of procedures and standards. It is also one of the first standards
to utilise classification of software. It uses 3 categories of
criticality in terms of the criticality of the function or
equipment. It also specifies 3 software levels which are a
function of the impact of the software. For example, a system
may be in the highest criticality category, but one particular
software subsystem may have a minimal impact on safety (due
to redundancy) and hence be in a lower software level.

IEC 880 (Software for Computers in the Safety Systems of
Nuclear Power Stations) was issued in 1986. This standard is
not restrictive with respect to methodology but does provide
detailed recommendations for software development.

IEEE standards are more generic and not prescriptive in terms
of methodologies.

Recently, Ontario Hydro and AECL CANDU have jointly
prepared a high level standard for safety critical software
(Reference 13) (issued for trial use in both organizations).
Though intended not to be restrictive in terms of
methodologies, it does establish requirements for certain
practices such as mathematical specifications, formal
verification, random testing (see section 4.2.4), and hazard
analysis (see section 4.1.5).

4.1.5 Hazard Analysis

Hazard analysis (sometimes implemented by fault tree
analysis) is an iterative processcomposed of identification and
evaluation of hazards associated with the computer system, to
enable them to be eliminated or, if that is not practical, to assist
in the reduction of the associated risks to an acceptable level.
In the nuclear industry, a hazard analysis was done for the
Darlington computerized shutdown systems, as well as for the
Bruce A fuelling machines.

Hazard analysis is used in the avionics industry as well as the
nuclear industry (Reference 14). One of its chief proponents,
Dr. Nancy Leveson, has used hazard analysis for various
NASA projects.

4.2 Fault Removal Techniques

Even with a software development process that emphasizes
fault avoidance, human fallibility leads us to believe that some
faults are likely to make it into the developed product. In an
effort to deal with this problem, software developers have
created a number of techniques for detecting and removing
faults.

The topics that can be thought of as fault removal techniques
include:

i. specialized review and verification techniques

ii. code or design based testing techniques

iii. function-based deterministic testing techniques

iv. function-based random testing techniques

4.2.1 Specialized Review and Verification Techniques

Many of the fault avoidance techniques discussed earlier
involve specialized fault detection and removal techniques.
For example, formal specification and design methods,
particularly as practiced by H. Mills and D.L. Pamas, allow the
code to be mathematically compared against the specification,
and any defects can be detected and removed. These methods
have been discussed earlier and so will not be covered in any
more detail.

4.2.2 Code or Design Based Testing Techniques

Most of the emphasis in fault detection and removal has been
on testing the software design and code. Standard industry
practice is to perform a variety of unit and integration tests on
components of the software. These tests are often intended to
exercise each path that the software can follow, or to test each
data flow through the software.

Because the number of paths through any non trivial program
is enormous, a variety of techniques have been attempted to
reduce the testing effort and still obtain good confidence in the
reliability of the product. There has been great interest in
automatic tools for generating test cases. A variety of attempts
have been made to automatically analyze program structure,
control flow, and data flow, and to generate test cases to
exercise all paths. Many of these attempts have faced
difficulties in scaling up to programs of non trivial size.

Other problems encountered with this technique include the
difficulty of determining the correct behaviour for a given
stimulus. Unless the design specifications are defined
precisely, it is difficult to determine what the correct response
should be for a given input.

These code-based techniques are employed by AECL and
Ontario Hydro as one of the methods used to verify that the
code behaves as stated in the design description.

4.2.3 Function-based Deterministic Techniques

A second major testing technique is to test that the software
performs the functions specified in the functional
requirements, without regard to how the software is designed
and coded. These tests are known as functional or "black box"
tests.
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To follow these techniques, testers usually divide the domain
of all possible inputs into partitions which are required to give
different results. These partitions are based on information
such as setpoints, operator requests, and operating histories.
For each domain partition testers confirm that the software
yields the correct response. (Reference 15).

In the Canadian nuclear industry these techniques are used as
"validation" tests, which are performed by testers independent
of the software development process and unfamiliar with the
software design, but who are well versed in the safety
requirements of the design.

4.2.4 Function-based Random Testing Techniques

The deterministic testing techniques described above have
been criticized as not providing complete coverage since they
represent the biases of the tester's expectations.

To address these problems, some investigators have developed
random testing techniques. In these techniques, testers
normally develop a "usage profile" of the product in question,
and subject the product to inputs randomly selected from the
usage profile. The theory is that the usage profile most
accurately and concisely represents the demands that will be
placed on the system, and hence is an efficient way to test.

There are a number of concerns with random testing. In
particular, determining the appropriate usage profile, and
evaluating the correct response for a large number of randomly
selected test cases have been cited. In addition, where random
testing is used to estimate software reliability, a number of
concerns have been expressed about the statistical validity of
the results.

Ontario Hydro and AECL are currently employing random
testing as a complement to deterministic testing to provide
added/independent confidence in the robustness, correctness,
trustworthiness and reliability of the software.

5.0 WORLD TRENDS

In general terms, the world trends for implementing software
for safety critical applications seem to be dependent on the
complexity of the software systems. It seems there are
numerous concepts being proposed that work for limited scope
applications. There are however a number of macro trends.
They are:

1. For applications of high safety criticalily, the useof hazard
analysis seems to be gaining in usage.

2. Increasing effort is being given towards the use and
development of formal methods.

3. The typically large systems for Defense applications are
based on Ada and its production environment, and this
will undoubtedly continue for a long time.

4. International standards are slowly materialising and in the
meantime, national standards will continue to be the main
focus of industries.

6.0 HOW DOES THE CANADIAN NUCLEAR
INDUSTRY COMPARE TO WORLD
PRACTICES?

Within the Canadian nuclear industry, Ontario Hydro and
AECL have been working jointly on safety critical software
engineering issues under co-ordination of the Ontario
Hydro/AECL Software Engineering and Standards (OASES)
Committee. The overall program covers notonly safety critical
software but also other categories of criti cality of software and
a procedure for determining the appropriate category.

To date, a high level standard for safety critical software has
been issued for trial use. This standard has received acceptance
at an international level and was recently evaluated as being the
most modem development available at the present time.

A work program has been established for the preparation of
detailed standards, and work practices for safety critical
software. Also included is the definition and development of
tools needed to efficiently enable use of safety critical software
methodologies.

The use of computers in safety critical applications within the
Canadian nuclear industry is characterized by four major
attributes:

1. SIMPLICITY - Effort is made to keep the functionality of
safety critical systems limited to only what is essential to
carry out the safety action. Non-safety functions are
displaced to other auxiliary systems to the extent practical.

2. CONTEXT - For the use of computers in safety critical
systems, the application of safety risk analysis done on an
overall system basis, not just on the computers or the
software. This means that protection (such as redundancy,
diversity, fail-safe states, etc.) can be built in at a system
level and mitigate against the failure of a particular
hardware or software component. The concept of
"defense in depth" permeates through the entire design, at
every level, and extends to automated operational testing
throughout the lifetime of the system.

3. RIGOUR - Detailed procedures have been defined and
are applied systematically at all stages in the application
of computers in systems important to safety. This starts at
the highest level with an overall quality project plan and
a clear and extensive model for the software production
and verification process. It also includes precisely
specified requirements; use of experienced, well-trained,
people; detailed process procedures for all activities such
as deterministic testing, static analysis, and random
testing; performance of an explicit hazard analysis;
appropriate use of diversity, and independence;
end-to-end validation against the conceptual design by
process designers to ensure that the right problem is being
solved; and the appropriate use of tools (e.g. for
configuration management) to minimize tedium and the
chance for resultant error.

4. BALANCE - The Canadian nuclear industry has
examined many approaches put forward as the means for
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achieving high integrity computer systems. It is felt that
no one single technique or method of software
engineering is sufficient by itself, and that applying one
method (e.g testing) too far results in diminishing
marginal returns insofar as the efficient elimination of
faults is concerned. Accordingly, a balanced approach has
been adopted where an attempt is made to globally
optimize the effort that is applied in using various
effective techniques.

For example, for software verification, we believe that the
use of formal methods by themselves is not sufficient, but
when used in the right proportion with testing and other
methods (such as hazard analysis) will lead to an effective
and efficient software verification.

In general, AECL and Ontario Hydro are attempting to
incorporate the world trends where we feel they are consistent
with our concerns and practical to implement in achieving high
integrity safety critical systems. Feedback from the world
community indicates that we are at the forefront of efforts in
this area.

To a large extent, there is significant commonality between the
way we approach qualifying safety critical software and the
methods applied in the United Kingdom.

7.0 HOW TO DECIDE WHETHER TO USE
SOFTWARE FOR SAFETY CRITICAL
APPLICATIONS

In order to determine whether the use of computers as part of
a particular safety system would be appropriate, it is first
necessary to precisely establish comprehensive requirements
for the application. This should include all system attributed,
weighted according to importance, and should include longer
term factors, such as maintainability, in addition to immediate
considerations.

Legitimate alternatives should then be determined and their
relative merit established by assessing the weighted attributes.
For very simple safety logic, several viable choices (such as
ASICs for purely Boolean combinatorial safety decisions) may
be an appropriate technology for implementation. However,
when more than a small number of different operations is
needed, the integrated capability provided by the computer
becomes the clear choice.

In the case where the best technology is not immediately
obvious, factors such as the following can influence the choice:

- what is the expected certification process, the cost
involved and the associated risk? Has this process been
tried before, and does a clear, agreed upon statement of the
process even exist?

what is the local availability of the technology and what
is the proven capability of staff in using it? What is the
maintainability, both of the technology and of the
capability?

- what are the life-cycle costs for design, certification,
support, etc.

If it is decided to make use of computers as part of the system,
then the system should be carefully partitioned into those
portions which are most suitably implemented in computer
hardware as opposed to software. The basic tradeoff is that
more functions implemented in hardware will reduce the
complexity of the software, making verification easier.
However, assuming off-the-shelf hardware components are
preferred, use of more hardware reduces flexibility and may
mean that compromises must be made in accepting less than
the exact function desired.

To the extent feasible, safety logic should be
compartmentalized and isolated from non-safety portions of
the system. This will reduce the possibility of a fault in the
non-safety portion affecting the safety function.

8.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The key objective in the design of safety critical systems must
be to control complexity. The system must be made to be as
simple as possible. If a sufficient degree of simplification is
unfeasible because of the functionality required, consideration
should be given to partitioning the functionality to isolate the
complex portions to the extent feasible or a simple back-up
could be added that provides partial coverage.

Considering current trends, it seems apparent that computers
are here to stay as constituent elements within systems
important to safety. Because increasingly greater efforts are
being applied to devise better and better methods for ensuring
the integrity of such systems, it may well be that they will come
to dominate this area to such an extent that other older
technologies will eventually be eliminated from consideration.

The regulatory attitude in the countries surveyed (Canada,
Great Britain, France, and the United States) has been one of
acceptance of computers in safety critical applications as long
as the implementation process is sufficiently rigourous.
However, the regulators will no longer accept systems on blind
faith, nor will they accept use of an inferior design or
verification technique when proven, better ones exist.

The Canadian nuclear industry has acquired world class
capability for implementing computer-based safety systems.
This should be retained and nurtured because the continued
availability of viable alternatives may diminish, and because
the lessons learned in producing safety critical software will
provide benefits towards the effective production of all other
types of software used in plant control and monitoring
applications. This is because carrying out a software design
using formal methods may not necessarily be more expensive
than other methods, especially if suitable tools are produced to
enhance design and verification efficiency. The bonus will be
increased confidence that the computer-based system will
meet its requirements and perform appropriately no matter
what conditions are presented to it.
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APPENDIX 1

Dual Nature of the Concerns Which Give Rise to the
Reluctance to Use Computers in Safety Applications

1. Software doesn't wear out and its faults tend not to be
random (e.g like hardware wear-out), but are design
faults. Because of this, certifying systems based on
the same methods used for wear-out mechanisms
(i.e. probability of failure based on empirical
evidence) may not be as valid as methods based on
how the software-based systems were designed.

2. Many functions tend to be concentrated in a
computer, as opposed to being distributed among
several devices as in the case of analog controllers,
panel meters, and relay logic. While this is efficient,
if a part of a computer (e.g. memory or processor)
fails, the functionality contained within it disappears
completely. Without redundancy, a degraded
operational state cannot be depended upon.

3. Computers tend to implement much more complex
logic than other hardware implementations.
However, the scope of this increases the difficulty in
removing all logic faults.

4. Computers can implement any action, even those that
arc not physically possible. This enormous scope in
their ability to do anything also means that there are
many more degrees of freedom that have to be
constrained and checked in order to implement a
reliable, safe system.

The constructs (e.g. loops, subroutine calls) that
provide the power to implement complex functions,
at the same time increase the verification scope and
difficulty.

The sequential, time-dependent nature of computers
increases both the capability and the complexity of
logic implementations relative to combinational
logic systems.

The ability of the computer to operate on digitized
analog values increases its capability, but also the
complexity of logic implementations relative to those
which use only boolean variables.

The ability of computers to generate logic to handle
all possible conditions is a benefit, but also results in
an almost infinite number possible combinations of
paths through the logic. If a particular path is not
normally exercised either in operation or during
testing, then a fault may be undetected and dormant
until a change in conditions external to the software
causes the previously unused path to be taken.

Software costs are often difficult to estimate and to
control. However, usually, this is not so much
reflective of the software implementation process as
it is indicative of the difficulty in precisely defining
system requirements and not changing them part way
through. The flexibility of software is often too great
a temptation to "tweak" requirements or to not devote
enough time at the start of a project to clearly define
them once and for all.
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CATEGORIZING SOFTWARE IN ONTARIO HYDRO'S NUCLEAR FACILITIES WITH
RESPECT TO NUCLEAR SAFETY

A.K. Lee, CW (iordon. ( i l l . Archinoff - Ontario Hydro
A.M. Clark - AIX'I. CANDU

ABSTRACT

Ontario Hydro and AECL CANDU are developing a
guideline to provide direction to system and computer
software designers on the categorization of computer
software according to its importance to nuclear safety.
Software is categorized into one of four categories based on
the reliability requirement placed on the system of which the
software is a part and the consequence of software failure
on its associated plant system. A given software category
determines the appropriate level of software engineering
efforts to be applied when developing the software. The
required software engineering efforts are not within the
scope of this paper and will be addressed elsewhere.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Ontario Hydro, together with AI-XT CANDU, is developing
a process lor categorizing software used in control, monitor
and protective systems in nuclear facilities. This paper
describes the status of the work in progress, being done
under the sponsorship of (he OASRS (Ontario Ilydro/AI-X'I
Software Kngineering and Standards) Committee.

Categorization of software into different levels according to
their nuclear safety significance enables the designers and
operating staff to select the appropriate degree of
engineering and quality assurance efforts for softw;ire thai is
significant to nuclear safety. It helps to determine the
required levels of attention and effort in design,
qualification, quality assurance and quality control,
installation, maintenance and testing of the software.

In developing an internal softwiire categorization guideline,
one of the objectives is that the procedure should be readily
adoptable in existing and future nuclear facilities while
conforming to the general philosophy and approach of
international standards (Reference 1 and 2). Since there are
many factors Uiat can affect the safety significance of a
software failure, another objective is to concentrate on the
most important and representative factors. 'ITiis simplifies the
categorization procedure and makes it easier to use. Where
possible, established definitions within Ontario Hydro
nuclear facilities and existing design information should he
utilized.

[fused on these objectives, the procedure developed for
categorizing software in nuclear facilities is based on two
major factors. They are:

(1) the importance to safety of the plant system of which
the software is a part, as determined by the salcly-
relaled reliability requirements for Special Safety
Systems or oilier mitigating systems, or ii.,in the
accident initialing event frequency limit for process
systems, and

(2) the consequences of software failure on its associated
plant system.

The categorization procedure will apply to all software,
developed or purchased, that controls, or monitors the status
and performance of, nuclear phuit equipment or processes.
However, the procedure does not explicitly take into account
the economic or personnel safely impact that failure of the
software may have, unless the resulting failure leads to loss
of reactor control and/ or affects nuclear safety.

2.0 SOITWARE CATEGORIES

Software c;ui be categorized according to ils importance to
nuclear safety using the procedure described in Section 4.

Category 1 indicates that the software under consideration is
critical to nuclear safety. Software in Category 1 includes the
"safety critical software" referred to in other Ontario Hydro
design documents. Failure of softwiire in this category can
lead to a system with either a high safety-related reliability
requirement or u low initialing event frequency limit not
meeting ils minimum performance specifications or design
intent.

Category 2 indicates that the software under consideration
has a significant effect on nuclear safety. The worst
consequences of failure of soflwiire in this category can still
be mitigated by Special Safety System action, hence iherc is
a distinct reduction in safety importance compared to
Category 1.

Category 3 indicates thai llic softwiire under consideration
has some effect on nuclear safely. The worsi consequences
of failure of software in this category do not prevent the
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affected system for meeting its design intent, nor do they
require mitigating system action. Hence, there is a further
reduction in safety importance compared to Category 2.

Category 4 is assigned to software whose failure has no
effect on nuclear safety.

Ontario Hydro, together with AECL, has developed a
standard specifying the software engineering required for
Category 1 or Safety Critical Software (Reference 3).
Standards for development of software applications in oilier
categories are to be developed.

3.0 CATEGORIZATION Ml-THODOLOOY

3.1 Summary

The software categorization process comprises four
steps, summarized below.

1. Define the boundary of the phuit system of which
the software is a part. All safety-related reliability
requirements or accident initiating frequency limits
used in the software categorization process should
be based on die defined plant system boundaries.
Then, when assessing the consequences of software
failures on the plant system, the impacts on the
defined plant system should be assessed, i.e. the
functional performance of the plant systems within
the defined boundaries, should be considered.

2. Determine die significance of the defined plant
system to nuclear safety. This is achieved by
identifying, from design documentation, the safety-
related reliability requirement for Special Safety
Systems or other mitigating systems, or the accident
initialing event frequency limit for process systems.
Criteria for evaluating the safety significance of a
system are described in Section 3.2.

3. With respect to (he defined plant system, assess the
worst consequences that a failure of the software
could have on the ability of the plant system to
achieve its safety or mitigating functions. For
process systems, identify the worst initiating event
that could result from software failure. Classify the
software failure into one of three types according to
its impact on (he associated plant system, as
described in Section 3.3.

4. Use the measure of safety significance from step 2
and the consequence of software failure from step
3 to determine the software category in Table 1.

3.2 Criteria for Identifying the Safety Significance of the
Plant System

The safety-related reliability requirement of a plant system
identifies the reliability requirement with respect to the
system's nuclear safety function. Systems important to
nuclear safety ;ire generally assigned a high reliability
requirement or target. For example. Special Safely Systems
such as the shutdown systems, emergency coolant injection
systems, and containment systems have a target
unavailability of < 10'3 yr/yr while other mitigating systems
generally have a target unavailability of < 1O': yr/yr. For
process systems that do not have an explicit safety-related
reliability requirement, a failure rate limit or an accident
initiating event frequency limit for die failure of die plant
system may be imposed in the safely analysis to ensure that
the frequency of events considered in the analysis is not
unacceptable. The lower die initiating event frequency limit,
the greater the safety significance, because as die imposed
initiating event frequency limit decreases die consequence of
the initiating event generally increases.

Production reliability, economics or personnel safety can also
impose reliability or quality engineering requirements on
certain plant systems. Since the categorization mediod
described in this guideline deals widi categorization of
software based on nuclear safety, die basis for reliability
requirements of process systems should be determined, and
it should be confirmed that the reliability requirement used
for categorization is die reliability requirement widi respect
to die system's nuclear safety function.

There may be systems which play bodi a process role and a
mitigating system role. In such cases, die category selected
should reflect die most safety significant outcome dial results
from applying die categorization methodology to each of die
two roles.

3.3 The Consequences of Software Failures on die Plant
System

When analyzing die potential consequences of a software
failure, die design of die system as a whole must be
considered to ensure dial components or odier sub-systems,
or operator actions, which could midgate die consequences
of a software failure are recognized. Otherwise, die software
should be assumed to fail in such a way dial its plant system
will fail in die most unsafe direction in terms of nuclear
safely mid to the maximum extent a software failure can
cause.

Examples of diese design features dial lessen die
consequences of software failure on its plant system include:

• 2 or more independent and diversified software routines
or applications running in parallel with the slave
program gaining control should the master program fail
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• totally independent hardwired logic or equipment tlial
will lake over die control should Ilie program fail or its
outputs exceed a predetermined rationality range

• creditable operator intervention, based on signals not
generated by the software under consideration

• automatic fault detection leading to a fail safe action

Witli all design features and operational safeguards
considered, the consequences of software failure on its plant
system can be classified into one of the three Software
Failure Impact Types described below. Care must be taken,
however, to determine if the reliability requirement or
initiating event frequency of the system already accounts for
mitigating factors of the type described. In such cases, care
must be taken not to account for (lie smne mitigating factors
twice such that a lower categorization is unduly selected.

3.3.1 Types of Software Failure Consequences

Tor this guideline, software failures are classified into three
types: Type I software failures have (he greatest nuclear
safety impact with respect to the system under consideration
while Type III software failures have none. The definition of
the Software Failure Impact 'Type depends on whether the
plant system under control is a Special Safety System or
other mitigating system, or a process system, lite definitions
are as follows:

TYPE I Software Failure Impact

Special Safety Systems and other Mitigating Systems

The software failure can incapacitate the defined plant
system such that:

1. the designed nuclear safety functions will not be
available for some or all process system failures, or

2. the minimum performance specifications and/or design
intent of the plant system will not be met for some or
all process system failures.

Process Systems

The softwiire failure can directly or indirectly cause an
initiating event that causes significant fuel failures or a large
release of radioactivity in the absence of special safety
system or other mitigating system actions.

TYPE II Software Failure Impact

Special Safety Systems and other Mitigating Systems

The software failure can adversely affect the plant system
such Unit:

1. its functional performance is degraded for some or all
process system failures. However, the minimum
performance specifications and (he design intent of the
plant system will be met for all process system failures,
or

2. its safety-related reliability performance is degraded or
its designed redundancy is lost such that the probability
of Use plant system not meeting its minimum
performance specifications or design intent is increased.

Process Systems

The software failure can adversely affect the plant system
such (Jm(:

1. an event in which the fuel temperature can be raised is
caused directly or indirectly as a result of the software
failure. However, fuel failures or a large release of
radioactivity can not occur even in the absence of
special safety system or other mitigating system actions,
or

2. the probability of a plant system failure that can cause
fuel failures and large release of radioactivity m the
absence of special safety system or other mitigating
system actions is increased.

TYPE III Software Failure Impact

Special Safety Systems and other Mitigating Systems

'The software failure has no impact on the nuclear safety
functions of the plant system. The built-in redundancy of the
plant system is not compromised and the safety-related
reliability performance is not affected.

Process Systems

The software failure has no impact on the functional nor on
the safely-related reliability performance of the nuclear
safely functions of the plant systems.

4.0 CATEGORIZATION PROCEDURE

'The following is the procedure for categorizing software in
Ontario Hydro's facilities with respect to nuclear safety:

I. Define the boundary of the plant system of which die
software being categorized is a part. The boundary
should be wide enough to encompass all areas that can
be influenced by the software but narrow enough to
focus on the software under consideration. 'The defined
plant system should have a clearly defined safety-related
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TMe la
For Special Safety Systems or Other Mitigating Systems

Assigned System Software Failure Impact Type
Unavailability Target
(Q in yr/yr) I II HI

Q < 10-' "

10' > Q> 10'

Q> 10'

no nuclear
safety impact

1

2

3

4

2

3

3

4

3

4

4

4

' For I'icki'ring SOS A: Q < ? x 10" yr/yr

" for Kcfcering NCS A: 10' yr/yr > Q > * x JO3 yr/yr

7aW«r 7/>
I-or Systems oilier llian Special Safety Systems or Other
Mitigating Systems

Initiating Event
Frequency Limit
(f in occ/yr)

f< 101

10° > f > 10-'

r> io2

no nuclear
safety impact

Software

I

1

2

3

4

Failure Impact

II

2

3

3

4

Type

III

3

4

4

4

reliability requirement or accident initiating frequency
limit.

For example, when categorizing Uie shutdown system
software, the plant system boundary can encompass both
die shutdown systems SDS1 and SDS2, or just the SDS
1, or a single trip channel. An appropriate boundary in
this case would be a single SDS system since Ihe
reliability requirement for a single shutdown system is
well established. A system boundary based on only one

trip channel is not appropriate since diverse software is
not used for each of Uie three channels, and Uie
shutdown system software will influence all three
channels.

2. For Uie plant system defined in step I, determine
wheUier it is a special safety system, a mitigating
system, or a process system, Uien select Table la or lb
accordingly

3. Determine the safety-related reliability requirement or
the initiating event frequency limit of Uie plant system.

The absence of established safety-related reliability
requirements or initiating event frequency limits dt>es
not automatically imply that Uiere exist no nuclear
safety implications for the system under consideration.
Confirmation Uiat Uiese systems will not jeopardize
nuclear safety under any circumstances is required
before these systems can be placed in Uie fourth row of
Table la or 1b.

4 Assess the worst consequences of software failure on
the defined plant system, then determine the Software
Failure Impact Type. See Section 3.3.1 for Software
Failure Impact Type definitions.

5. The number at the intersection of Uie row corresponding
to the safety-related reliability (or initiating event
frequency limit) and the column corresponding to Uie
software failure type is the software category.

The software category obtained from Table I only
reflects Uic significance of the software wiUi respect to
nuclear safely. OUier factors such as economic
considerations may put the software in a more
restrictive category commanding higher engineering and
quality assurance efforts. Such non-nuclear factors are
beyond Uie scope of this paper.

In the event thai different software categories are
obtained when categorizing Uie smiie software using Uie
above approach but with different plant system
boundaries, ihe more restrictive software category
should be adopted. Such occasions, however, are
expected to be rare since as Uie plant system boundary
changes, Uie consequences of software failure on die
phuit system also change in response to Uie new safety-
related reliability requirement of Uie plant system. For
instance, as a plant system boundary shrinks, ihe s;ifely-
relatcd reliability requirement on Uie more narrowly
defined plant system is lessened while Uie consequences
of software failure on such phuit system increase,
yielding Uie same software category in most cases.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

During ihe design phase of a project, software can be
categorized using information on safety-related reliability
requirements or accident initiating event frequency limits for
plant systems, which are available from other design
documents, mid software failure consequence assessments on
the associated plant systems, which are performed as
required by the system or software designers. The procedure
presented in this paper can be useful as a design tool to
determine the appropriate software categories, hence the
appropriate levels of engineering effort required for various
safety related computer software.

The categorization guidelines are still being developed
together with AECL via die OASES committee, with the
ultimate aim of producing a joint guideline for use at both
companies. The procedure presented here is being considered
for implementation at Ontario Hydro. However, software for
a number of existing plant systems has been categorized on
a trial basis using the procedure presented here, with
satisfactory results. 'Hie categorization procedure is expected
to evolve based on the experience gained through its
application. Though the present scope of the categorization
procedure is limited to control, monitor and protective
software in nuclear facilities, and all economic factors are
excluded, Ihe approach adopted here should provide the
groundwork required for a more generalized software
categorization procedure in the future.
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ABSTRACT

Software is increasingly becoming a component of many
systems within CANDU nuclear generating stations,
including special safety systems. There are no widely
accepted standards to which software may be engineered
that provide adequate assurance that the software will be of
acceptable quality. Ontario Hydro, AECL CANDU and
AECL Research have initiated a joint development program
to establish standards, methods and tools for software
engineering to be used in control, protective and
monitoring systems.

This paper describes the need for standards, the framework
for the set of standards under development and how the
standards are to be applied to a specific project.

The result of the standards development work will be a set
of standards to define the requirements on acceptable
software processes and products, and a definition of the
methodology that will be used by Ontario Hydro and
AECL.

The benefits of the standards development program and its
relationship to national and international standards is
discussed.

This paper provides details on the initiatives and the status
of the joint Ontario Hydro and AECL work program.

INTRODUCTION

The use of software in control, protective and monitoring
systems in CANDU stations is growing. The most recent
addition to Ontario Hydro's generating system is the
Darlington Nuclear Generating Station (DNGS), a 4 x 880
MWe CANDU plant. DNGS is the first CANDU plant to
fully utilize computers to implement the decision-making
logic in each of two independent shutdown systems for each
reactor. Future stations to be designed by Ontario Hydro
and AECL will continue to make significant use of

computers.

The safety critical nature of the DNGL ">utdown systems
necessitated a high degree of confidence in the software. It
was necessary to demonstrate to the Atomic Energy Control
Board (AECB) that the developed software was the product
of a disciplined and documented engineering process. There
was no accepted definition of the acceptable quality that the
software had to have in order to be approved by the AECB
so obtaining approval was a costly and difficult process.

The experience gained in developing and licensing the
software for the DNGS shutdown systems led directly to
formulating a joint Ontario Hydro and AECL strategy for
developing a set of standards, procedures and guidelines for
software engineering.

This set of standards, procedures and guidelines will
ultimately evolve into a family of standards, procedures and
guidelines addressing software for all levels of criticality.
This will include software for safety related applications, and
real-time monitoring and control in non-safety related
applications. The family of standards will also address the
qualification for use of pre-developed software for the
various levels of criticality.

This paper describes the need for the development of the set
of standards. Although the paper concentrates on safety
critical software standards it also describes the framework of
the family of standards aimed at software for all levels of
criticality. The paper also describes now the standards will
be applied to a software engineering project.

This paper provides an overview of the high level standards
for software engineering. It then describes the fundamental
principles that are being embodied in the high level standard
for software engineering of safety critical software. These
fundamental principles were established based on IEC 880
[1] and on the experience gained in developing and licensing
the software for the DNGS shutdown systems and software
for other safety critical applications.
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The benefits that are expected to arise from the standards
work arc described and the relationship of the standards
work to national and international standards is discussed.

The status of the initiatives is also described.

THE NEED FOR STANDARDS

An assessment of the existing standards for software
engineering was done to determine if they could be applied
to the software engineering of safety critical software. It
was found that there is no agreed upon, measurable
definition of what constitutes acceptable quality for safety
critical software within the existing standards. There is also
no definition of what constitutes acceptable assurance that
the software is of acceptable quality. It was determined
that none of the existing standards are suitable to meet our
needs directly, although many contain useful elements that
can be adopted for our use.

As a result, standards are being developed:

i) to provide a measurable, agreed upon definition of
acceptable quality.

ii) to provide a definition of what constitutes adequate
assurance that the software is of acceptable quality
in a manner that can be demonstrated to the
AECB.

iii) to provide a means of assessing the acceptability
of custom developed software (whether developed
in-house or by a contractor), embedded software
that is part of a purchased device, and pre-
developed software.

iv) to define standard work practices and procedures
that will result in a consistent and coherent
approach being taken for all software with similar
quality requirements.

v) to define common processes for software
engineering so that tools may be developed to
reduce the cost associated with producing software.

STANDARDS FRAMEWORK

The framework for the standards to be produced consists of
the following components:

i) a standard defining the criteria to categorize
software according to the consequence of failure

(with safety critical as the most stringent category).

ii) a high level standard addressing the overall
software engineering process for each category.

iii) for each category, sets of standards, procedures,
and guidelines to be used to perform specific
activities within the software engineering process.

iv) a standard defining how to qualify pre-developed
software for use in each category.

The high level standards for software engineering define the
requirements on the software engineering process, define the
outputs from the process, and define the requirements that
must be met by each output The requirements are specified
to be as measurable as possible, but do not unnecessarily
constrain the methodology used to produce the output For
example, in the standard for safety critical software the
requirements on the software requirements specification
output specify that the specification must define the required
behaviour of the software using mathematical functions but
does not specify which notation or format should be used.

A set of specific standards, procedures, and guidelines are
developed for each of the categories. These specify the
detailed methodology to be used in producing the outputs
specified by the corresponding high level standard for the
category.

Any of the specific standards, procedures, and guidelines and
the standards for qualifying pre-developed software may
consist of or reference industrial and international standards
provided that they conform with the appropriate high level
standard.

APPLICATION OF STANDARDS

The high level standards mandate that each software
engineering project begin with a predevelopment planning
activity. The outputs of this activity are a Software
Development Plan (SDP) and a Standards and Procedures
Handbook (SPH).

The SDP defines all activities in the software lifecycle and
adopts a lifecycle model. Activities are classified as
development (software requirements definition, software
design, and code implementation), verification (requirements
verification, design verification, code verification, and
testing) and support (planning, configuration management,
training, and audit). The SDP also defines the software
project organizational structure and interfaces and the
independence requirements for the software engineering
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roles. It describes the tools and development and test
facilities to be used for the project.

The SPH contains or references all standard work practices
and procedures specific to the project. All standards,
procedures, and guidelines referenced by or contained in the
SPH must satisfy the requirements in the appropriate high
level standard.

HIGH LEVEL STANDARDS

The high level standards establish acceptance criteria by
which the acceptability of the software for a particular
criticality category will be determined. The requirements
in the standard are those requirements that must be satisfied
in order for the acceptance criteria to be met.

The requirements on the development outputs (Software
Requirements Specification, Design Description, and Code)
are grouped by quality attribute. Quality attributes are
those characteristics of the outputs that determine its ability
to satisfy the acceptance criteria. The requirements under
each quality attribute define the measures that are to be
used to assess whether the output has the required quality
attribute.

For example, the quality attributes used for safety critical
software are: completeness, correctness, maturity,
predictability, robustness, consistency, structuredness,
verifiability, modifiability, traceability, modularity,
understandability. These quality attributes are defined by
the standard.

The requirements are based on a set of fundamental
principles for performing software engineering.

The following two sections of this paper focus on the high
level standard for safety critical software.

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
FOR SAFETY CRITICAL SOFTWARE

The acceptance criteria which must be met by the products
of the software engineering process for safety critical
software are:

Safety It must function correctly, in a consistent
and predictable manner, under all
conditions; when it can no longer perform
its designed role, it must act to maintain
the system in a safe state in all situations.

Functionality It must perform all required functions and
meet the performance requirements.

Reliability It must perform its required functions such
that the probability of it successfully
performing those functions is consistent
with the reliability requirements of the
system of which it forms a part

Reviewability It must be written and documented so that
it can be systematically inspected by a
third party for conformance to
requirements.

Maintainability It must be structured so that those items
most likely to require modification can be
changed reliably and efficiently. Also, the
rationale for design decisions must be
evident to a third party.

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES
FOR SAFETY CRITICAL SOFTWARE

The fundamental principles which were the basis of the
requirements in the high level standard for safety critical
software are described below.

A planned and systematic Software Engineering Process
must be followed over the entire tifecycle of the software.
Both the original development and any revisions must be
treated as an integral, continuous and interactive process.
Any changes must be verified to the same degree of rigour
as the original development

In order for software to be "engineered" it must be
developed according to a planned and systematic process
that has been designed to produce software of the required
quality. In order to maintain the quality, all revisions made
to the software until its retirement should also be performed
according to a planned and systematic process.

The plan must adopt a specific model for the software
engineering process breaking it down into well defined
activities, the inputs they require, and outputs they produce.
The scope of work for each activity must be unambiguously
described. The plan must also specify the approach and
methodologies to be used for the activities. Detailed
standards and procedures must be in place before work can
commence.

The plan must specify suitable facilities, tools, and aids to be
used for the software engineering process and identify the
necessary support personnel required to maintain and
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manage the facilities.

The plan must be revised when there are major changes to
either the software scope of work or to the organizational
structure.

Periodic audits must be performed to verify that the
software engineering process is being conformed to and that
the product is of acceptable quality.

Documentation must be prepared to clearly describe the
required behaviour of the software using mathematical
functions written in a notation which has a well defined
syntax and semantics.

Mathematical functions provide a mechanism for
completely, precisely and unambiguously specifying the
required behaviour of the software.

By having the behaviour of the outputs specified by
mathematical functions the following advantages are
achieved:

i) the requirements will be more complete since input
domain coverage can be checked to determine if
the required behaviour of the outputs has been
specified for the complete, valid range of each
input and for all combinations of inputs that affect
each output.

ii) the requirements can be uniquely interpreted since
the notation has a well defined syntax and
semantics. This will avoid misinterpretation of the
requirements by the various users of the
requirements specification; i.e. the specifier, the
designer, the verifier, the validator, and the
auditor.

iii) the mathematical representation facilitates the use
of mathematical verification techniques that allow
the design to be transformed into a mathematical
function form for direct comparison with the
requirements. This provides an effective
mechanism for demonstrating that the software
conforms to its requirements.

The outputs from each development process must be
reviewed to verify that they comply with the requirements
specified in the inputs to that process. In particular,
those outputs written using mathematical functions must
be systematically verified against the inputs using
mathematical verification techniques or rigorous
arguments of correctness.

Stepwise refinement is an important concept not only
because it allows the developer to tackle several more
manageable problems instead of one large one, but also
because it allows the verifier to more effectively perform
review. It is very difficult to review software listings to
determine if they represent a solution to the right problem.
It is much more manageable to first verify that the
requirements are correct, then verify that the design
description correctly satisfies the software requirements, and
then, finally, verify that the code satisfies the design
description.

As mentioned earlier, mathematical verification provides an
effective mechanism for demonstrating conformance to
specifications, Mathematical verification is most effective
when it is integrated into the design process.

This means that the requirements specification uses
mathematical functions to specify the required behaviour of
the software system in terms of system inputs and outputs,
the design description uses mathematical functions to specify
the required behaviour of each program in terms of its
program inputs and outputs and that the code provides a
representation of a mathematical function of the program
outputs in terms of program inputs.

The design description can therefore be mathematically
verified against the requirements specification and the code
can be mathematically verified against the design
description.

The structure of the software must be based on
"Information Hiding" concepts.

Information hiding is a software design technique in which
the interface to each software module is designed to reveal
as little as possible about the module's inner workings. It
was developed by Dr. D.L. Parnas in 1972 and is described
in reference [3]. In this way, if it is necessary to change the
functions internal to one module, the resulting propagation
of changes to other modules is minimized. This results in
modules that are loosely coupled or independent of each
other as much as possible.

Loosely coupled modules are easier to review since the
reviewer can focus on the module under review instead of
the dependencies between several modules. Also, loosely
coupled modules mean less interaction between various
software developers which results in higher productivity.

Those functions of the system which are most likely to
change and the form those changes are likely to take should
be identified by the engineer responsible for preparing the
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system requirements. Based on this information the
software engineer designs software to localize and isolate
these functions to facilitate the potential changes.

Both systematic and random testing must be performed to
ensure adequate test coverage.

Testing is the process of executing a program with the
intent of finding errors. Errors may consist of non-
conformance with the requirements specification or the
design description, or incorrect object code produced by the
compiler or assembler. It is impractical to exhaustively test
the software because the number of test cases to provide
every input combination (exhaustive input testing) or to
cause every path through the software to be executed
(exhaustive path testing) is too large. The question is
therefore "What set of tests, less than exhaustive tests,
constitutes an adequate set of tests?".

Adequate test coverage must be accomplished through a
combination of systematic white-box and black-box test
cases along with randomly generated test cases. The design
of the black-box and white-box test cases should be such
that a predefined coverage is accomplished that should
uncover many of the most common errors. The purpose of
the random test cases is to improve the effectiveness of the
lest cases by compensating for false assumptions and biases
of the tester.

Testing must be composed of different overlapping
activities which use the code, the design description, the
software requirements and the system requirements as a
basis for establishing test cases and reviewing test results.
Test reports are required to demonstrate that adequate test
coverage has been achieved successfully.

Reliability of the safety critical software must be
demonstrated using statistically valid, trajectory-based,
random testing.

As discussed above, it is not practical to exhaustively test
software. As a result the software will be placed in service
with the knowledge that it may encounter a combination of
input conditions never tested for and for which the software
may fail to meet its requirements. It is essential that this
degree of uncertainty be quantified so that it can be shown
to be consistent with the reliability requirements of the
overall system.

It is possible to use random testing as a means of
determining the probability that a software product will
encounter an input sequence that will lead to errors. From

this it is possible to determine the number of random test
cases required to demonstrate a specific reliability value. [2]

To use random testing as a means of measuring software
reliability it must be trajectory based and statistically valid.
To this end the following requirements must be met:

i) For each test case, the initial values of the test
inputs must be randomly selected from the set of
input values for which the system does not take
action (i.e. the test starts in a normal system state).

ii) For each test case, the final values of the test inputs
must correspond to values for which the system
must take some action (i.e. the test ends with the
system in an accident scenario state).

iii) The time period of the each test case must be
sufficiently long to ensure that the effects of the
retained memory of the software do not invalidate
the statistical validity of the tests.

iv) The behaviour of the test inputs over the test period
must be defined by a time-related function which
corresponds to the function that the input would
assume during an accident scenario. The function
must include the effects of instrument response
times, signal noise, and any other characteristics
that are known about the inputs.

v) The initial values, final values, and time related
function must be consistent with what the software
would experience during an actual accident
scenario.

Configuration management must be maintained throughout
the entire life of the software to ensure up-to-date and
consistent software and documentation.

The objective of Configuration management is to identify the
configuration of a software system at discrete points in time
for the purposes of systematically controlling changes to the
configuration and maintaining the integrity and traceability
of the configuration over the entire lifecycle of the software.
Configuration management of the outputs of the processes

must be maintained to ensure that the correct version of each
output is being used at any point in time.

The objective is also to control all changes made to the
software. Software engineering is iterative in nature since
changes to requirements, design, code, and verification
procedures occur at many points during the process. Change
requests must be formally documented and reviewed to
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assess the impact of the change requested, to approve or
reject the request, and in the event of approval, to decide on
the scope of the change to be made, and to issue an
approved change request to the appropriate personnel for
action.

Configuration management also provides an ongoing
analysis of encountered errors which is used as input to the
continuous improvement of the standards and procedures.

Audits must be performed periodically to ensure that the
software and all development-related processes conform to
standards and procedures.

To provide assurance that the planned, systematic software
engineering process is being followed, periodic audits must
be performed. This is important both with respect to
improving the development process and with respect to
demonstrating to a licensing authority that the software was
developed using a disciplined software development
process. Deficiencies and non-conformances must be
followed up in a timely manner.

Ongoing training must be undertaken to ensure that
personnel have the skills required to perform their jobs.

Since software engineering is a relatively new field, there
is not yet a definition of the minimum set of skills that a
software engineer must possess. This problem is also
complicated by the fact that software is being introduced in
areas where personnel are not familiar with the specialist
techniques required to develop safety critical software.

Therefore it is necessary that the skills required to perform
the various software engineering processes be identified and
compared with the skills of the individuals performing the
processes. Training must be undertaken to make up for any
deficiencies and be tailored to the various software
engineering roles (e.g. designer, verifier, validator, auditor).

Verification of the software must be carried out
throughout its entire life. All changes to an output must
be verified in the same way as the original output.

Between the time software is first released for use and its
final retirement it undergoes changes to correct detected
errors and to respond to modifications and enhancements in
requirements. To ensure that the software does not degrade
over time, the level of verification must be maintained.
The verification of changes must therefore be performed in

the same manner and to the same degree of rigour as
changes would be verified during initial development.

Independence of design and verification personnel must be
maintained to help ensure an unbiased verification process.

The effectiveness of the verification process is greatly
enhanced when personnel other than the designers perform
the verification. Independence of the verifiers provides a
perspective to the verification that is not biased by the
design of the software but is strictly based on the available
documentation.

Because verifiers-will become intimately involved in the
internals of the design and code during the course of
performing their work, it is necessary that they not be
involved in the final validation of the software against the
original system requirements. For this work to be performed
objectively, it is necessary that it be carried out by an
independent validator whose perspective is strictly from the
requirements.

Besides the designer, verifier, and validator, it is nece?••-,ry
to identify a fo «ih independent role to act as an overseer of
the entire software engineering process. This role, known as
auditor, will ensure that all standards, procedures, and
guidelines established for the project are being followed
correctly.

Analyses must be performed to identify and evaluate safety
hazards associated with the computer system with the aim
of either eliminating them or assisting in the reduction of
any associated risks to an acceptable level

To provide adequate confidence that the safety critical
software will operate in a safe manner at all times an
analysis must be performed whose purpose is to identify any
failure modes that may lead to an unsafe action, and then
either eliminate them or, where possible, ensure that the
failure mode can be detected and the system put into a safe
state.

BENEFITS OF THE STANDARDS WORK

A number of benefits are expected to arise from the work on
the software standards. The following benefits are specific
to safety critical software; most apply to all software.
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Safer software.

The use of hazards analysis will provide a thorough
verification of the safe handling of safety related failure
modes. The explicit focus on safety requirements in the
software requirements and design documentation will
encourage close scrutiny of safety throughout the software
engineering process.

Improve confidence that system requirements will be met
by the software product.

The creation of precise, consistent documentation will
decrease misconceptions during the development process.
It will also facilitate a more detailed review process and the
creation of more complete test procedures. The slepwise
verification and overlapped testing processes will improve
the probability of identifying design errors.

Reduce licensing risk.

The existence of a standardized software engineering
process will permit early acceptance of methods by the
licensing authority. The creation of reviewable software
documentation and code using these methods will facilitate
the licensing process. In all, this will allow for a clearer
estimation of the scope and cost of the work required to
obtain licensing.

Provide assurance of software reliability.

The use of trajectory based, statistically valid random
testing will provide quantitative reliability statistics for the
software.

Ease implementation of software modifications.

The use of Information Hiding techniques will reduce the
scope of effort to complete software changes.

Improve confidence in quality being maintained.

The use of a comprehensive configuration management and
change control process throughout the useful life of the
software will provide a more controlled environment for
change. The continuing application of the planned and
systematic software engineering activities used during
development will allow the maintaincr to sustain the
software quality.

More predictable budgeting and scheduling.

The precision of the documentation will provide a clear

understanding of the scope of the work. The existence of
standardized software engineering methods will provide the
basis for accurate estimates of the engineering effort.

Reduce re-work.

The stepwise verification process will uncover design flaws
earlier in the process leading to a reduction in expensive
retrofitting.

Tailorability of methods to satisfy the standards.

The high level standards provide a measurable set of
requirements for producing software without providing
specific how-to's. The standards can be used by any number
of distinct software development and maintenance
organizations using their own established methodologies.

Improved methods and tools can be incorporated into the
process.

The developer and maintainer can take advantage of more
reliable and cost-effective development methods and tools as
they become available. The set of standards will improve as
time progresses and experience is gained.

Increase reliability and productivity through tools.

The existence of well-documented methodologies will assist
in the identification and development of pertinent and
effective tools.

Progressive cost reduction of the software engineering
process.

As more systems are developed the set of detailed
procedures, methodologies and associated tools available for
reuse will grow. The overhead of software development will
be reduced through reuse of these standardized practices.

Improve communications among the stakeholders.

The production of precise documentation at all stages of the
software life allows for active understanding by and
involvement of the various stakeholders at all stages. The
definition of the process will ensure that these stakeholders
will be involved in appropriate activities.
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NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS

Our goal is to establish national standards for software
engineering that will meet our needs. These standards will
be used as input to international standards bodies. An
associated, longer term goal is to work towards establishing
international standards that are consistent with our national
standards.

Work is currently active in the CSA Nuclear Standards area
in producing a standard N290.14 on Software Engineering
of Safety Critical Software for Real-Time Nuclear Related
Applications. The standard produced by Ontario Hydro and
AECL will be used as a basis for this standard.

Technical Committee 45A of the IEC (International
Electrotechnical Commission) is working on an update to
standard IEC 880 [1]. We are involved at the working
level to attempt to get the principles outlined in this paper
embodied within the EEC 880 update.

The IEC and ISO (International Standards Organization)
have formed a Joint Technical Committee 1 on Information
Technology. Subcommittee 7, of JTC 1, is addressing
Software Engineering and Quality Assurance. This
subcommittee is attempting to rationalize the large number
of standards in the software engineering area so as to
produce a cohesive and comprehensive set of standards.
This set of standards is necessary as a common reference
for the Europe 1992 plans. Again we are involved at the
working level in order to have the fundamental principles
embodied within these standards.

To date the work on the software engineering standards for
safety critical software has established consensus among
Ontario Hydro, AECL CANDU and the AECB. Consensus
from a wider scope of people will come from having the
requirements in the standards included in CSA, IEC and
ISO standards.

STATUS OF INITIATIVES

A work program to establish software engineering
standards, methods and tools is being carried out by Ontario
Hydro, AECL CANDU and AECL Research. The work
program is being planned and coordinated by the OASES
(Ontario Hydro / AECL Software Engineering and
Standards) committee to

Identify development work needed in the area of
real-time software engineering to satisfy committed
and future nuclear projects,

• Coordinate related development activities at Ontario
Hydro, AECL CANDU and AECL Research,

• Promote a common approach to software
engineering that will be cost effective, acceptable to
end users and regulatory authorities, and

Provide a mechanism for sharing and acquiring
knowledge of developments in the software
engineering field.

A high level Standard for Software Engineering of Safety
Critical Software was issued for trial use in December 1990.
The current work program is working towards producing
detailed standards, procedures, methods and tools for the
highest priority areas. The high priority areas are

• Software Criticality Levels
• System Requirements Specification
• Software Requirements Specification
• Software Design Documentation

Systematic Design and Code Verification
• Reliability Testing
• Hazards Analysis

As well, work is underway to produce standards for lower
levels of criticality and for qualification of pre-developed
software.

SUMMARY

One of the first products of the current standards work has
been a high level standard for software engineering of safety
critical software. Work is continuing towards producing
detailed standards, procedures, methods and tools to support
this standard.

Additional work is underway to produce high level standards
for other software categories. These high level standards
will define an acceptable software engineering process,
define the outputs from the process and define the
acceptability of each output for the other software categories.
Detailed standards and procedures will document the
methodology for software engineering that will be applied by
Ontario Hydro and AECL.

The existence of clearly defined standards and detailed
methods will assist in obtaining acceptance, by the
regulating authority, of the process prior to development of
software for a specific project. This is vital if we are to
avoid past difficulties in producing licensable systems within
budget and on schedule.
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The goal is to define a family of standards for software for
the whole range of real-time applications used in Ontario
Hydro and AECL.
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ABSTRACT

The fault tree technique has been used by Ontario Hydro to
effectively review and verify safety critical systems at its
nuclear generating stations (NGS). Recent efforts, on the
Shutdown Systems at Darlington NGS and the protective
fuel-handling software at Bruce NGS A. have shown the
fault tree technique to be a valuable tool for uncovering
latent conditional errors and facilitating recommendations to
increase system fault-tolerance. The experiences of the
Bruce NGS A analysis are presented here as a vehicle to
illustrate the practical advantages and limitations of the fault
tree technique.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The fault tree analysis technique was applied to the PDP-14
protective fuel-handling software at Bruce NGS A to uncover
latent software faults that could lead to undesirable fuelling
machine vertical motion while the machine is clamped on to
a reactor channel.

The analysis was performed to provide safety assurance for a
new version of the protective software. This analysis was
found to be necessary, due to previous experience with the
fuel-handling system software which indicated that a
structured analysis of the major revisions to the software
was warranted. Formal mathematical design specifications
were unavailable to allow a formal verification of this or
other fuel-handling protective software. Hence, the fault tree
technique was chosen since it not only allowed review
without requiring mathematical design specifications, but it
could uncover conditional or direct faults in the protective
fuel-handling software.

This paper outlines the challenges that were encountered in
performing the above analysis. It also provides simple
background on the fault tree technique itself and highlights
the major findings of the analysis.

Figure 1: The fault tree for A =» (B and C) or D .
Notice that boolean AND/OR gates can connect faults, but
cannot directly connect other gates. This condition is not
necessary, but is commonly enforced by computer tools to
encourage top-down decomposition during the derivation
process.
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tree technique, its advantages, and the type of
recommendations that a fault tree analysis can produce. A
moderate review of the characteristics of a fault tree and the
associated terminology will also be presented.

A fault tree analysis is usually performed in three stages.
The first involves identification and ranking of potential
system hazards that may result due to some failure. The
second stage involves developing a fault tree, to establish
the failure modes for the most important system hazard of
interest. The final stage involves analysis of the fault tree,
along with other supplementary observations, in order to
produce constructive recommendations to enhance the
system's fault-tolerance.

The central part of the analysis is the production of a fault
tree. Afault tree is essentially a logical decomposition of
faults into causes (or combination of causes) leading to a
particular undesirable event, referred to as the top event.
Any decomposed fault must be complete, i.e., it must
include all its possible causes. The fault tree can be
represented graphically in the form of an inverted tree. In
fact, it is general]}' derived in a graphical form and converted
into an algebraic form for manipulation with the aid of a
computer program. For example, if the top event A can
only be caused by a simultaneous occurrence of events B and
C, or event D directly, i.e., A => ((B and C) or D), then
the fault tree shown in Figure 1 results. A sample fault tree
produced by the SETS software [1] illustrating the
conventional symbols used, is given in Figure 2.

2.0 BACKGROUND ON FAULT TREES

Before the experiences of our analyses can be conveyed, a
brief background and a summary is necessary on the fault
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Figure 2: A typical page of a fault tree is shown above, illustrating the symbology
commonly used throughout the analysis.

Typically, the events shown in a fault tree contribute to the
occurrence of the top event. Each fault can be further
decomposed through intermediate faults until a bottom event
is reached. A bottom event may be a basic event that cannot
be further decomposed. A bottom event that falls into a
separate subsystem, and that may be developed elsewhere, is
referred to as developed event. Finally, bottom events that
are not further developed, either due to lack of information or
significance, are simply called undeveloped events. It should
be noted that a given bottom event may appear as a leaf in
several branches. Hence, using developed events, it is
possible to decompose a particular system to an arbitrary
level of causal interest. However, one must remember that,
at any level, the fault tree must be causally complete.

Certain faults may only manifest themselves under specific
environmental or operating conditions. For clarity, such
conditions are often depicted with a conditioning event.
Thus, perhaps with the exception of some conditioning
events, all events depicted in a fault tree are destructive
events, i.e., faults.

Since the fault tree technique attempts to describe the causes
by logical combinations of sets and subsets, probabilities
can be assigned to the contributing bottom events to derive
risk figures for the system top event.* This is typically
done with the aid of a computer program. These risk figures
enable the designers to focus attention on strengthening

The boolean combination of events is typically analyzed by
determining the minimized disjunction of conjunctive basic faults, or
bottom events. Each of the resulting minimized conjunctive
combinations of bottom events is commonly called a cut-stl, or a
failure mode. , , _

probabilistically "weak links in the chain," thereby
improving the fault-tolerance of the overall system.
However, in software fault trees, there can be an
interdependence of faults, making probability assignments
difficult. [2] Also, due to the relative ease by which
corrections may be implemented in software, compared to
hardware, probability numbers may not prove as useful for
development/revision prioritization. [3] Hence, the number
of bottom events within a cut-set, instead of the probability,
provides a good and useful measure of the fault-tolerance of a
software subsystem.

By focusing on the undesired event and its contributing
causes in a reverse flow manner, the fault tree analyst can
often uncover failure modes not previously envisioned by
the forward-thinking designer.

Hence, the fault tree technique provides several direct and
indirect benefits and advantages, especially over some
forward-based methods. The fault tree technique can ...

a), help verify that the subsystem design logic or
implementation is not "faulty,"

b). aid in determining catastrophic failure modes,
c). facilitate further design or improvements,
d). complement the forward validation of the

subsystem,
e). allow a unified examination of a system using both

hardware and software,
0- aid in reviewing a complex, extensive system by

focusing attention on the most (safety) critical
components,

g). assist in identifying classes of errors that may be
typical of the particular implementation, and



h). help in reviewing a system which lacks formal
mathematical design specifications.

The above benefits will become apparent when the
experiences and results of our analysis are relayed in the
following sections.

Fault tree analyses can typically result in specific
recommendations that directly strengthen the fault-tolerance
of the system. These recommendations are usually based on
introducing...

a), greater design diversity,
b). greater redundancy,
c). restructuring/resequencing, and
d). greater robustness in existing operating procedures

and equipment.

Even if the analysts are not experts on the system in
question, they can identify and recommend further
investigation on the weaker parts of the system.

3.0 THE ANALYSIS OF FUEL-HANDLING SYSTEM

The routinely made connection, between CANDU fuel-
handling equipment and the high pressure heat transport
system, creates the possibility for a small loss-of-coolant
accident (LOCA) in the event that the equipment or the
existing safeguards fail. Some of these critical safeguards
are provided by protective software, which was the focus of
this analysis. The system hazard of concern was the LOCA
caused by unwanted vertical motion of the fuelling machine
while it is locked on to a channel during the fuelling
operation.

A fault tree analysis of the chosen fuel-handling system
hazard enabled the analysts to identify the critical safety
features in a systematic and exhaustive manner. The
identification of essential features is crucial because it
allowed attention to be focused on a substantially smaller
portion of the software. Specifically, the PDP-14 assembly
language code consisted of 4000 lines; however, only 20%
of this code required detailed examination. It was recognized
that the balance of the code could contribute to failure of the
concerned portion, and this possibility led to the use of
developed events (see previous section). Such events either
required analysis to rule out the practical possibility of their
occurrence, or, the implementation of safeguards to mitigate
the possible consequences. The critical features of the
protective software were identified, and the analysis was
continued to identify the necessary failures which would
render these features ineffective. It was then possible to
recommend changes to the hardware and software to mitigate
the effects of such failures.

The entire exercise was performed in four main phases:
background familiarity, supplementary document production,
fault tree derivations, and results analysis. Although the
analysts had experience with assembly language, electrical
controls and fault tree techniques, they had to become
familiar with the fuel-handling layout and equipment, and
the PDP-14 computer. This was done with the aid of a kit

prepared in consultation with the designers. The lack of
certain summary and cross-reference documents required the
analysts to produce these documents internally.
Specifically, a calling sequence document, a cross-referenced
list of I/O signals, and a PDP-14 programming checklist
were amongst the items produced. The fault tree production
was achieved in two sequential phases. The first phase
expanded and customized the existing Darlington fuel-
handling hardware fault tree for Bruce A, identifying clearly
the interface between the fuel-handling hardware
components, and the controlling computer software. The
second, more involved phase, expanded this tree into the
software. Lastly, the resulting fault tree was analyzed with
the aid of a special boolean representation of the tree (i.e.,
cut-sets) to produce a useful set of recommendations.

However, several challenges were encountered initially, and
while performing the analysis. The initial challenges can
basically be grouped into those involving scope
identification and quality assurance. The challenges that
confronted the analysts during the production included the
number and depth of software-based interlocks, comment
ambiguity, multiple layers of I/O inversion, program
structure and difficulties in isolating portions of the code
that could have an impact on the system hazard.

Focussing the development, and the choice of computers to
analyze, were amongst the more significant decisions made.
Once the LOCA top event was chosen from the set of
identified system hazards, it was realized that it was not
necessary, nor possible, to investigate the entire hazard with
great depth. Hence, the most important branch was
developed, i.e., LOCA due to spurious motion while
clamped on. The potential consequences of failure were used
to provide further scope reduction, leading to a focus on
vertical motion where gravity could assist the 40-ton
fuelling equipment in causing the worst potential damage.
Since the Protective Computer receives its motion
commands from the Control Computer, and in turn
translates them into field signals, and because the Protective
Computer is generally assigned the task to prevent undesired
fuelling machine motion, it was decided that it was not
necessary to decompose faults further than the command
issuances from the Control Computer. Two types of
computers are presently in use for the fuel-handling
protective function, and the question arose of whether to
analyze a PDP-14, or a PDP-8 based system. Since the
PDP-8 based Protective Computers were dedicated to
maintenance work for the next two to three years, the
decision was made to analyze the PDP-14s at this stage. In
addition, the PDP-14 software recently underwent major
revisions, and analysis was necessary to ensure the safety of
the revised code. In summary, since the fault tree technique
identified all branches of the fault tree, decisions could be
made to reduce the scope to a more manageable and relevant
level without sacrificing the integrity of the analysis.

It is beneficial to start a Hazards Analysis, such as this, as
early as possible in the software design process. Revisions
to the protective software were not complete at the outset,
and the work commenced on the partially revised code. This
involved some re-work to ensure applicability of the final
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analysis, however it allowed for early identification and
correction of design weaknesses in the software. The
analysis proceeded in parallel, and independently of the
design. However, some limited interaction with designers
provided them with feedback on ihe consequences of their
design decisions.

To guarantee accuracy, efficiency and reviewability, several
decisions about the tools and methodology had to be made at
the outset of the analysis. Independence from the system
designers was necessary. However, it was sometimes
imperative to consult the designers to resolve ambiguities
that would have otherwise caused misinterpretation, hence
inaccuracy. Accuracy was also aided by consistency. This
was achieved by collecuvely deriving sample fault trees
using standardized templates, and by use of a set of
guidelines on preparation, abbreviation, and labelling of

fault nee components. It should be noted that the lauer
guidelines were dynamic, evolving to incorporate additional
standards for the unforeseen cases. The templates and the
guidelines enforced reviewability by requiring the analyst to
note their source document or memory location for each
fault hypothesized. Care was taken to document important
analytic assumptions, or elaborations required, using fault
tree endnotes. The use of assumptions allowed the work 10
proceed in the absence of all necessary information:
however, final confirmations were necessary to verify all the
assumptions. The references and endnotes would also aid
future updates or audits of the fault tree. Supplementary
observations were also recorded for future reference. AH
work was submitted for independent peer review to ensure
accuracy. Efficiency and accuracy were also aided by
modularity. That is, effort was made to reuse similar or
generic fault tree decompositions where possible.
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Figure 3: An abbreviated version of the fault tree that was produced for the fuel-
handling system.
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4.0 RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Figure 3 illustrates an abbreviated version of the fault tree
that was produced for the fuel handling system which
spanned approximately one hundred pages. The analysis
identified the following high level failure modes as the
principal contributors to a LOCA:

1). LOCA caused by a traversing fuelling machine,
2). Spurious separation of fuelling machine while

channel is not scaled, or
3). LOCA caused by a clamped-on fuelling machine.

The first high level failure mode postulates fuelling machine
impact with an end fitting, or feeder pipe, while traversing
the reactor face to locate a channel which has to be fuelled.
The second and third high level failure modes may occur
after the correct channel has been located, and the fuelling
machine clamps on to begin the fuelling process. The
second failure mode involves separation of fuelling machine
from the channel before sufficient measures have been
implemented to seal the channel (i.e., shield and closure
plugs reinserted to seal the channel). Motion of the fuelling
machine while it is clamped-on to a channel was identified
as the third high level fault scenario. This failure mode was
fully developed for the reasons described above, i.e., to
optimize the benefits obtained from the analysis.

The bending forces that result from vertical or horizontal
motion, while the fuelling machine is clamped-on to a fuel
channel, could damage the channel. The analysis focused on
developing the "spurious vertical motion" (rather than
"spurious horizontal motion") branch of the tree because the
damage would be more extensive and could cause a LOCA if
hazardous motion were to occur in this direction.
Specifically, the fuelling equipment and the supporting
structure weigh over 40 tons, and this weight combines with
the drive motor forces when vertical motion is postulated.
The analysis included a close examination of motors and
brakes which revealed that hazardous vertical motion would
result when all four brakes are released, or when specific
combinations of motors are activated and brakes released.
The fuelling machine is designed such that spurious
activation of a single motor can be resisted by the
application of one brake, and a minimum of two brakes
would resist the activation of two motors. Having
determined the correct motor to brake ratio which would
permit vertical motion, the examination continued to
identify the means of spurious activation of a motor or
release of a brake. The operation of these devices was traced
from the hardware to the computer outputs which are used in
their activation. During this process, the failure of a variety
of hardware components, such as relay contacts, was
postulated. Considering hardware failures proved to be
necessary to ensure a complete analysis of hazardous
operation of motors or brakes. Once the crucial computer
outputs were identified, the various software logic paths
(legitimate or illegitimate), that could lead to the alteration
of these outputs, were examined to determine possible
failure modes.

The analysis did not uncover unsafe software faults that, in
the absence of other failures, could cause a LOCA as a result
of vertical motion of a clamped-on fuelling machine.
However, it was determined that the system's fault-tolerance
could be improved with respect to the software interlocks.
The proposed improvements to the software interlocks form
the subject of the following paragraphs.

The software fault tree production phase of the analysis
identified a set of intermediate level fault scenarios that could
lead to the failure of the software interlocks which are
intended to inhibit hazardous motion. Some of these
intermediate level faults are as follows:

1). Bridge/carriage safe software interlocks fail to
prevent cross control,

2). Pitch & yaw sensing module fails to prevent
hazardous motion, and

3). Incorrect trolley position feedback causes interlock
bypass.

Further fault tree analysis of the software revealed the
mechanisms that could contribute to the above intermediate
level faults. These failure modes include faults of the
following type:

• software flags failing to the incorrect state

• incorrect field inputs thai would result in erroneous
bypassing of the software interlocks

• incorrect position feedback from an encoder
comparator combination resulting in an incorrect
trolley position indication

The fault tree bottom events were examined, to determine
the nature of the failures that could lead to the higher level
faults. In addition, the structure of the tree was examined to
identify the number of simultaneous faults that are required
to cause a system safety failure. Failure modes involving
software faults alone were noted. The following paragraphs
elaborate on these observations, the recommendations that
were made, and the positive attributes of software fault tree
analysis.

The bridge and carriage, that support the fuelling head, at
any reactor unit can be controlled by two independent
computer systems. For example, the Northwest and the
Southwest fuelling systems can control the West
bridge/carriage at unit 1. The bridge/carriage safe software
interlocks are designed to inhibit hazardous control of the
same bridge/carriage simultaneously by two fuelling
systems. Fault tree analysis of the related hardware and
software revealed that reliability had been given
consideration in the implementation of this feature.
However, it also revealed that software interlocks are relied
upon exclusively to prevent cross-control. The analysis
identified that these software interlocks would be ineffective
in the event of failure of certain software flags. In fact, there
had been an incident where these software interlocks failed to
prevent the opposing system from causing inadvertent
motion of the bridge/carriage at Bruce NGS A. Therefore, to
achieve redundancy and design diversity, the analysts
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confirmed ihe need for a hardware interlock which would
interrupt control signals from the opposing system while
the intended system is in control of the fuelling process. In
addition, frequent testing of the aforementioned software
flags was also recommended to guard against their failure.
Fault tree analysis assisted the reviewers in systematically
locating all relevant portions of the software, including the
portion that is implemented by the opposing computer
system. Finally, it enabled the analysts to determine that
failure of a software flag would render this interlock
ineffective, and thereby permit hazardous motion of the
bridge/carriage in a complex operational configuration. This
finding demonstrated that fault tree analysis is capable of
uncovering failure modes which arc deeply embedded in the
system.

Results of the fault tree analysis can also be used to make
some improvements in the structure of the software. The
following finding illustrates this capability. There is a
software interlock designed to detect pilch and yaw, which
indicates that motion of the bridge/carriage has occurred
while the fuelling head is clamped-on to an end fating.
Specifically, vertical motion of the bridge produces the pitch
signal and horizontal motion of the carriage produces the
yaw signal, while the fuelling head is locked on to a
channel. The controlling system executes these software
interlocks based on requests made to this system; however,
an unexpected request made to the opposing system, which
results in the same pilch and yaw conditions would be
ignored by the controlling system. A recommendation was
made to relocate the pitch and yaw software interlock so that
it is executed on a cyclic basis rather than upon request.
Although this feature is not incorrect or unsafe, fault tree
analysis enabled the reviewers to identify a more fail-safe
program structure, and to recommend a simple change to
improve fault-tolerance.

The overall view of Jic system that results from fault tree
analysis is useful for assessing the implications of safety-
related design changes, and for optimizing the changes to
cover the largest number of possible failure modes. For
example, a high level fault involved impact with an end
fitting by a traversing fuelling machine. The analysis
provided independent support for a hardware interlock, thai
was proposed by Bruce A operations staff and General
Electric Canada Inc., to inhibit vertical or horizontal motion
(by interrupting the control signals to the appropriate
motors and brakes) as soon as motion towards the reactor
occurs. Knowledge of the higher level undeveloped hazards
allowed for confirmation that the final hardware interlock
design is more comprehensive because it would guard
against a LOCA induced by cither i clamped-on or a
traversing fuelling machine.

As indicated earlier, a significant portion of the software
interlocks can be bypassed as a result of incorrect trolley
position feedback. These interlocks are executed whenever a
request is made for bridge motion at the reactor unit which is
being fuelled. However, a large portion of these interlocks

is bypassed when a request is made to move the bridge at a
unit that is not being fuelled. The presence of a trolley at a
unit is used to indicate that fuelling is in progress. Failure
modes involving hardware and software, used in trolley
position sensing, could erroneously indicate the absence of a
trolley fron, the unit that is being fuelled, thereby causing
the software interlocks to be bypassed. (The code was
implemented in this manner to provide the maximum
window of operation by permitting simultaneous fuelling
and maintenance at two different reactor units.) To improve
the system's fault-tolerance, fault tree analysis results were
used to recommend execution of the software interlocks
regardless of trolley position, even though this would
restrict simultaneous fuelling and maintenance activities
(The practicality of this recommendation has to be resolved
with Bruce A operations). This finding illustrated another
useful characteristic of fault nee analysis. By focusing on
the failure rather than the operation of a system, fault tree
analysis provides a different view of the system that can
highlight potential tradeoffs between safety and operability
of the system.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

Fault tree analysis of the fuel handling system illustrated the
usefulness of the technique's top-down approach in
identifying possible system safety failure modes. In other
words, at the highest levels of the tree, broad system safely
failures are identified; while lower levels of the tree provide
details regarding these failure modes. This characteristic of
the technique proved to be particularly useful because the
resulting analysis ensures that the consequences of failure of
small components (e.g., a relay contact or a software flag)
are not overlooked. On the other hand, the analysis is not
so detailed that the reviewers lose the broader perspective of
the system. Moreover, the exposure to the high level failure
modes, encouraged the analysts to support the
comprehensive design that would guard against a LOCA
induced by cither a clamped-on or a traversing fuelling
machine.

This technique was also influential in improving the
efficiency of the analysis through a systematic identification
of the crucial safety features of the fuel handling system,
ihcreby necessitating a detailed review of only 20% of the
available software. Since fault tree analysis emphasizes the
pursuit of system safety failures rather than functionality,
the analysts were able to view the fuel handling system from
an entirely different perspective which revealed aspects of the
system that may have otherwise been overlooked.

Although software fault tree analysis can reveal specific
coding errors, our experience indicated that it is more
inclined to uncover broad classes of programming errors and
failures of the logic to meet design intent. Finally, peer
review of portions of the fault tree that were produced,
proved to be essential in minimizing errors resulting from
human fallibility.
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ABSTRACT

Tlte safely analysis of Nuclear Power Plants involves setting
reliability goals for all components, including software. Such
goals necessitate assessing the reliability of software. All
reliability assessment includes some concept of error or
failure. From the AECB's point of view about safety
systems, the major concern is unsafe failures. We recognize
that there are two classes of unsafe failures: failures of the
software/system to function as specified, and failures of the
specification to recognize an unsafe situation. This paper
will focus primarily on the first class of failures.

Reliability assessment of software systems can be done
through random testing. Some aspects to be considered are
independence of tests, the distribution and selection of
inputs, the number of tests, and the determination of
correctness of the outputs (diversity when software is testing
software). For high reliability systems, random testing is
expected not to find failures, but should place a bound (with
a confidence level) on the expected reliability. This bound
and acceptable confidence level, with the reliability model
used, will determine the number of tests. Each of the
aspects mentioned will have an impact on possible software
designs and testing programmes.

Tlxis paper clarifies some of the issues surrounding reliability
assessment of safety critical software systems and suggests
some possible approaches for system design, test planning
and further research.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Reliability measurement through random testing may be
viewed as a simple, "black-box" assessment of the system
under test. There must be a clearly understood separation
of the system from its environment (the boundaries of the
"black box"), and a precise definition of what that "black
box" is supposed to do. During testing, the system is

placed in an artificial environment in which the inputs lo
the system can be controlled and the outputs of the system
can be monitored. The term "black box" is used to
indicate that the testers should have no knowledge of how
the system produces the outputs from the inputs; they
should only know what the outputs should be as a function
of the inputs. It is also imperative that there be a clear
specification of what constitutes a "failure". We recognize
that there can actually be two types of unsafe failure:
failures of the system/software to function as specified,
and failures of the specification to recognize an unsafe
situation. For the purpose of this paper, failure will refer
to the first class of unsafe failures and all other
occurrences will be classified as non-failures (or successes)
for testing purposes.

In order to use statistical methods to compute a reliability
value for the system under test, it is necessary to make
some assumptions about the tests and the system itself.
These assumptions will have some impact on the design
and use of the system, since there are some possible
designs which would be very difficult and expensive to test
properly.

We will discuss some ways of accommodating deviations
from the assumptions, but there will always be an impact
on the complexity of the reliability assessment. We are
also investigating ways of using a Markov model which
may permit elimination of the more onerous assumptions,
but this will make the reliability calculations much more
complicated and will necessitate more detailed knowledge
of the internal structure of the system.

2.0 ASSUMPTIONS FOR RANDOM TESTING

Following Ehrenberger (1989) (Reference 1), Ntafos and
Duran (1985) (Reference 2), and Duran and Ntafos (1984)
(Reference 3), we may assume that the number of errors
follows the binomial probability distribution. To use this
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model, it is necessary to make the following assumptions
about the system under study:

1. Test runs are independent.

2. Operating profile is known.

3. AH failures during testing are detected.

4. For each test case, the chance of failure is
constant.

For ease of calculation, we may also assume:

5. Failures are rare.

6. The number of test runs is large.

These latter two, while not necessary, are generally
applicable in the case of testing safety-critical systems. We
will discuss each of these assumptions in more detail.

2.1 Independence

By independence of test runs, we mean that the sequence
and number of test runs do not influence the result of a
single test run. For computer systems, this means that the
system should be re-initialized to a known state at the
beginning of each test run. Systems which are required to
store previous inputs and use them to compute current
outputs, will have difficulty in meeting this requirement.
Test runs will have to be of a length proportional to the
length of time for which input values are stored. For
some systems, reinitialization is a difficult and time-
consuming process. Yet without this re-initialization, it is
possible for one test run to influence the next and hence
the independence assumption may be violated. This
assumption of independence of test runs has an impact on
two other assumptions. First, if the normal way of
operating the system docs not include periodic re-
initialization, insisting on re-initialization between test runs
may make it impossible to duplicate the operating profile.
Second, if re-initialization is too time-consuming or is not
done at all, it may be impossible to perform a large
number of test runs.

2.2 Operating Profile

System reliability will generally depend on the conditions
under which the system operates. Thus, our reliability
calculations must be based on tests which simulate the
true operating conditions. Each input data combination is
tested with the same probability as it is expected to occur
during real operation. The difficulty lies in the fact that,
for new systems, the operating profile is unknown.
Additionally, there is the possibility that the operating
profile may change over time. A further problem with

systems such as safety shutdown systems is thai real
demands to trip occur infrequently - a "realistic" test run
could take more than six months.

2.3 Failure Detection

A failure occurs when there is a discrepancy between a
system output and the output which is required. In order
to detect a failure, all system outputs must be monitored
and compared with required outputs. The required
outputs must in some way be determined from syslem
specifications. In order to detect all failures, there must
be some method of determining perfectly all required
outputs. Obviously, such perfection is impossible (except
for extremely simple systems). Perfect failure detection
implies that there is a perfectly clear definition of what
constitutes a failure and that no failure goes undetected.

In practice, it is common to use computers to lest
computers. Software is written to generate the test inputs,
to collect the system outputs, to generate comparison
outputs, and to compare the two. It is important for this
testing software to be written independently of the syslem
software so that if errors occur, they may be different. A
discrepancy may be the result of an error in the system or
in the testing software. Some failures may be undetectable
due to the fact that it is quite possible that the same error
may exist in both the system and the testing software.

2.4 Constant Failure Rate

In order for the binomial probability distribution to apply,
it is necessary to assume that each input has the same
probability of resulting in failure, namely 6. Thus we are
assuming that all inputs have the same failure rate. A
much more realistic assumption is that the input domain
D is partitioned into k subsets £>j, ..., Dk with each of
these subsets having their own (possibly different) failure
rates and probabilities of occurrence.

2.5 Frequency of Failures

For safety critical systems, it is to be expected that failures
should be rare. If any unsafe failure is detected, the
software must be rejected and the error fixed. Each new
version of the software must be treated as a new, unknown
product; results of random testing on previous versions
cannot be used to predict the reliability of the new version.
The consequence of failures being rare is that we may use
a Poisson approximation to the binomial when doing
calculations.

2.6 Number of Tests

When using a Poisson approximation to the binomial, it is
necessary to have a large number of test runs.
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Furthermore, the requirement of high reliability of safety-
critical systems means that we must have high confidence
that the system will not fail when responding to numerous
test inputs.

3.0 CALCULATING RELIABILITY

Repeated, independent trials are called "Bernoulli trials"
if there are only two possible outcomes (success and
failures) for each trial and their probabilities remain the
same throughout the trials (Reference 4). Based on
assumptions 1 - 4 of section 2, random testing can be
considered as a sequence of Bernoulli trials and failures
per demand can be considered to follow a binomial
distribution with the chance of failure on any demand
being represented as 8. If n random tests are carried out
and x program failures are found, then 6*, the (1 - a)100%
upper confidence bound on 0, represents the largest value
such that

[i]

where P(x,n) is the probability of at most x failures in n
runs.

This means that there is a probability 1 - a that the
calculated bound 8* > 8. For the special case of x = 0
(i.e., no failure in n runs), we obtain

(1-8)" * a or 8* - l-aw" [2]

For the situation where 6 is small and n is large, we may
employ the Poisson approximation to the binomial and
utilize the result

(1 - 6)" i «-"e [3]

Thus if we wish the hypothesis

8* < 10"k

TABLE 1 - NUMBER OF FAILURE FREE RUNS (n)
TO OBTAIN WITH (1 - a)100% CONFIDENCE THAT
THE TRUE FAILURE RATE IS < 8*

6

05
05
05
01
01
01

.01

.001

.0001

.01

.001

.0001

299
2995
29956
459
4603
46050

4.0 DEVIATIONS FROM THE ASSUMPTIONS

Since some of the assumptions on which the reliability
calculations are based may be difficult to meet in practice,
we will now discuss in more detail how to find a solution
in the case of violating each assumption.

4.1 Test Runs Not Independent

Following Duran and Ntafos (1984), we will use their
proposal of the following: let (1 - a) upper confidence limit
for the failure rate 8 be:

6' = 1 - a1/" [4]

to be true with confidence (1 - a)100%, then the number

of failure free test runs necessary is Let

n = 3.0 * 10k if 1 - a = 95%

and n = 4.6 * 10k if 1 - a = 99%
Table 1 presents some calculations of the number of tests
required to estimate the upper bound on true failure rate
with confidence (1 - a)100%.

if no failure was found in n test runs. The authors also
used the fact that the probability of no failure in n test
runs is (1 - 8)n, if they are independent of each other. Il
can be well argued that because the software being tested
has to keep some common memory (data during
successive tests) (operation runs), the essential assumption
of the independence among test runs is most likely to be
violated. To solve this problem we will introduce some
correlation between successive test runs. First we would
like to point out that the system would be re-initialized
after a number of test runs; we will call them test groups
(for convenience). We assume that these test groups are
independent of each other (due to re-initialization). Also
we assume that the test runs in each test group are likely
to be correlated with each other. Let n be the number of
test rims in a test group. Each test run is considered to
follow a Bernoulli trial. Let st be the event that the /th test
run is a success.

f 1 if the »th run is a success
< [5]
I 0 otherwise
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Assume that the first order Markovian property holds,
i.e., the outcome of/"1 test run depends only on that of the
(/ - l) s t test run. The probability of having no failure in n
test runs would be

[6]

due to Markovian property. Let p be the correlation
between two successive test runs /' and ;, i < j and
/ = 1, 2, ..., n-\j = 2, 3,..., n. Then

4.2 Operating Profile Not Known

*p = p
= p var^) i
= p6(l - 6) + (1 -

[7]

From the following relation

v'fy "^w
(due to Bernoulli trial property)

• Pfs^) = p6 (1 - 6) + (1 - 6)2

and since,

and

then

P(Sl) = (1 - 6)

Sj/s,) = 1 - 6(1 - p)

[8]

[9]

[10]

Then, substituting [10] and [11] in [6], we get the
probability of having n successes

Therefore the (1 - a) upper confidence limit should be the
solution 6 to the equation

n-1/[1 - 6(1 - p)]n- l(l - 6) = a [13]

Though the exact solution appears to require numerical
methods, it is not difficult to find that

[14]

(i - P) (i - P)

In other words, if one allows some correlation p between
successive test runs, the confidence limit in [4] should be
approximately increased by a factor 1/(1 - p).

Of course, one is unlikely to know the value of p, but an
upper bound on p would lead to a similar bound on 6*
following [14].

Random testing is done by subjecting the system to
simulated operating conditions. A natural question is, how
representative is this simulated environment of the real
one? It is much more likely that the two would differ, as
pointed out by several authors. Then the next question is,
how would this discrepancy between the simulated and the
real environments affect the derived reliability estimate?

As mentioned earlier, the entire input domain D can be
partitioned into k subsets Dj Dk, with Dt n D- = 0 for
i * j . In a random test, inputs are generated from each Dt

with probability/^ and failure rate 8j, such that the overall
failure rate,

115]

As stated above, the 1 - a upper confidence bound on 6
would be

6* = 1 - [16]

However, a random test would usually be conducted under
a set of input frequencies, say q^ different than pv

Therefore the above 6* is actually a 1 - a upper
confidence bound on

8 - [17]
$-1

instead of on [15]. It could then be argued that because
some subsets, D^s may be under-represented, i.e., qx < pl

when 0j tends to be large, then [16] is not an appropriate
upper bound on [15] under the confidence limit a.

It is obvious that qfs are always known (set by the tester)
while /7,'s are not. We do not know which £>j's are under-
represented. It is wise to use a 'worst-case' scenario,
particularly for 'ultra-high' reliability applications.
Therefore, one possible approach to assess the sensitivity
of [16] is to maximize 6 under the following conditions:

(ii)

= 1

0 < 6j < 1 V i

(iii) qj/« < pj < «qj V i, t = 2 or 3 or more
(I, introduced to say the used frequency q{ may be off the
'true value' by a factor of t)

(iv) 6
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Suppose the maximization leads to a value 6 , then the 3.
ratio

max

would indicate how the reliability estimate under assumed
input environment qi would fare against a 'worst-case'
input domain. Note, one may also change the figure l in
condition (ii) for a higher confidence as we are dealing
with an 'ultra-high' reliability problem.

4.3 Undetected Failures

To assume that each occurring failure is detected would
require a perfect monitoring program during the random
testing, which certainly could not be taken for granted. It
may be true that the monitoring software could be much
simpler than the software being tested. But it still appears
presumptuous to assume it would be 100% error-free.
Therefore in a general model, assuming the independence
between the software under testing and the monitoring
software, the probability of finding a failure in a test run
would be

e - e2) [18]

where

and

6j = true failure rate of the software being
tested

62 = failure rate of the monitoring software
(the probability it would miss a failure of
the major software under testing)

The (1-or) upper confidence limit 8* is therefore a limit on
6, not 6j.

Several possible solutions:

1. Asking for two or more independently developed,
independently operating monitoring programs so
that 62 would be negligible.

2. Because the monitoring process is much simpler
than the software under testing, one may be able
to put an upper limit on 62 like

62 < 1006,,

and then work out an upper confidence limit on
6, from [18].

However, both approaches appear rather subjective.
Therefore we would be leaning towards the following:

First perform random testing on the monitoring
program with, say, human monitoring, to establish
a rather large confidence bound b on 62.

That is:

P(Q2 > b)<a' [19]

Because b is a high bound, it would take only a small
number of test runs (hence possible human monitoring) to
establish such a limit with a very high confidence (i.e., very
small a'). For example if b = 1/4, that means that the
monitoring program would be expected to miss no more
than 1 failure out of 4. This can be established to a
confidence level of 99.9% with only 25 failure free test
runs. Now it is easy to see

P(6 < 8* AND 82 < b) > 1 - (a + a') [20]

Then from [18]

P(Ql < 87(1 - b)) > 1 - (a + «') [21]

In other words, 8 / ( 1 - b) is a [1 - (a + a')] upper
confidence limit on the true failure rate 6j.

5.0 MARKOV ANALYSIS

It should be pointed out that the terms software and
system are used interchangeably since both can be
described theoretically by a function relating inputs,
outputs, and time.

It is well known that a system's dynamic behaviour with
regard to reliability can be modeled by a continuous time,
time-homogeneous Markov process with a finite
system-state space whenever the component of the system
have constant failure rate. The advantages of this approach

are

1.

2.

It is useful for its analytical and computational
convenience not often found in complex models.

It relaxes some of the assumptions which have
been required by other models.

Knowing that the system software is composed of modules
would help in using Markov models to determine the
reliability measures (Reference 5). In a Markov model,
each state represents a different system configuration and
the transition probabilities between system states arc
characterized by the number of modules, the state (the
states are success or failure) of the module and their
failure rates. We will introduce the definition of reliability
R(t) in Markovian terms for non-repairable systems and
then we will introduce an outline for reliability model
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using Markov process.

Let S be the set of all system-states (Reference 7). Let U
be the set of operational system-states, where U c S. Let
D be the set of failed system-states where, D c S and U
u D = S. In the case of non-repairable systems we will
not deal with the set D because we are dealing only with
the system reliability. Consequently the system reliability
time t is defined by,

system reliability at time r, with system state s is,

R(t) = P(s tU during (0, f] | s e U at t = 0) [22]

System assumptions are likely to include:

1. A system consists of interconnected binary-state
components. Each component is either
operational or failed.

2. Each system-state, which is a function of all
component-states, is either an operational
system-state or a failed system-state.

3. A transition from one system-state to another
occurs when an operational component completes
its task successfully.

Under these suggested system assumptions the expression
of the system-state equations for a Markov model which
is the set of first-order linear differential equations, would
include initial operational system-state probability at t =
0, system-state probability at time t and transition rate
matrix for the system-state in U. It is important to point
out that there is a real challenge to conduct the initial
operational system-state probability and the transition rate
matrix for the system-state in U.

It is worthwhile to mention that we have seen little if
anything on the real application of Markov process in the
issue of ultra-high reliability software.

6.0 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have tried to clarify some of the issues
surrounding reliability assessment of safety critical,
software systems and to suggest some possible approaches
for system design, test planning and further research.

If possible, systems should be designed so thai
independent tests are possible; if this is not possible, it is
important to have some measure of the correlation
between successive test runs. We recognize that it is
difficult to predict the operating profile of a new system;
a sensitivity analysis on the failure rate would give more

confidence in the reliability predictions. When computers
are used to test computers, there is always a chance thai
there will be common failures; a small number of
thoroughly analyzed tests can establish a slightly higher
bound on the failure rate but with a high level of
confidence.

We are continuing to investigate other models of software
system reliability, especially the Markov analysis. This
method promises to allow the relaxation of some of the
more onerous assumptions of the current reliability
models, but at the expense of greater computational
complexity and the need for detailed knowledge of the
system.
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ABSTRACT

In the absence of qualified Radiation and Indus-
trial Safety (RIS) Surveyors during the off-shift,
reactor operators are expected to be able to carry
out many of the surveyor's routine duties, inclu-
ding first response to incidents that may occur
during the off-shift. A training program was
developed to meet this need using a Performance-
Based training system. The program involves
continuous evaluation of an operator against
performance standards, and the operator has to
meet these standards before progressing to the
next stage of the program. The initial training is
carried out in a classroom environment, and
includes workshops. The final part of the course
consists of on-the-job training with a qualified
RIS Surveyor. Successful completion of this final
stage allows the reactor operator to be certified to
perform routine radiation surveys, but does not
qualify the operator as a certified RIS Surveyor.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Whiteshell Laboratories (WL), located approxi-
mately 125 km northeast of Winnipeg, is one of
two research and development facilities operated
by AECL Research - the other is Chalk River
Laboratories in Ontario. The facilities at WL
include the WR-1 reactor, a 2-MW(t)
SLOWPOKE Demonstration reactor, shielded
facilities, a large engineering test loop, an
immobilized fuel test facility, a containment test
facility and R&D laboratories.

The WR-1 reactor was shut down in 1985, and
the SLOWPOKE Demonstration Reactor has not
operated since 1990. However, the reactor
operators undertake many tasks that involve
radioactive materials. At WL, the Radiation and
Industrial Safety Branch (RIS) has the
responsibility of assisting in matters relating to

industrial safety, industrial hygiene, radiation
protection, and contamination control, and
ensuring that any exposure to radiation is kept
as low as reasonably possible. Reactor operators
are expected to possess enough knowledge and
skills in all these areas to be able to perform
their duties safely in the absence of members of
the RIS Branch, and to serve as a first responder
to radiological incidents during the off-shift when
RIS surveyors are not on duty.

2.0 PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The goal of the training program is for reactor
operators to be able to carry out their work in a
safe manner. A training program was developed
to meet these requirements using a Performance-
Based Training system. A task analysis was
performed to establish the duties of a reactor
operator, and the radiation and industrial safety
functions associated with these duties were
determined. The knowledge and skills needed to
perform these functions in a safe and efficient
manner were then assessed. A program was then
developed to meet these needs. The program is
not intended to qualify reactor operators as RIS
surveyors.

3.0 TASK ANALYSIS

Table 1 shows the results of the task analysis.

4.0 COURSE OBJECTIVES

The training course is divided into seven modules
that address the knowledge and skills identified
as being needed to perform the necessary tasks.
The modules are:

1. Radiation Theory,
2. Radioactive Work,
3. Hazard Assessment,
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4. Dosimetry,
5. Waste Management,
6. Emergency Preparedness, and
7. General Industrial Safety.

The overall learning objective for each module is
defined, and the sub-objectives required to meet
this overall objective are described. The condi-
tions under which the objectives must be met are
defined, together with the standard that must be
achieved by the operator. The performance of
the operator is measured continuously against the
standard.

•l.i Overall Learning Objectives

Table 2 illustrates the approach followed, using
Module 3 as an example.

Table 3 illustrates use of specific learning
objectives to meet the overall objective.

Each learning objective has these parameters
associated with it:

1. Conditions under which the objective is
performed, i.e., working alone or under
supervision, with or without the use of
reference material, given a particular
instrument or scenario.

2. Standards of performance that must be met
for each objective.

The combination Learning Objective + Conditions
+ Standards = Performance Objective. The
Performance Objective is the desired end-result of
the training program.

5.0 LESSON PLAN

Lesson plans have been developed for each
module. The lesson plan itself presents the key
points to be covered during the lesson (in point
form) and lists the training method, aids to be
used and any special notes to the instructor that
could be useful in conducting the lesson.

Lesson plans are intended as a guide to the
instructor and as a formal record of the training
program. They ensure consistency among
different instructors.

Table 4 shows a lesson plan for the Hazard
Assessment module.

The on-the-job training program does not require
a lesson plan. A qualified RIS Surveyor will
observe and supervise the operator and assess the
performance of the various tasks. When this
final part of the program has been completed
successfully, the reactor operator is considered to
possess enough knowledge and skills to be able to
safely perform these duties in the absence of
members of the RIS Branch, and to serve as a
first responder to radiological incidents during the
off-shift when RIS Surveyors are not on duty.

6.0 EVALUATION PHASE

Table 5 summarizes the evaluation data required
and some typical strategies for obtaining them.

The evaluation process is part of the training
program itself and will be updated along with
other training materials. The data obtained from
the evaluation are analysed and used in any
decisions to redesign the training program.

7.0 REDESIGN

A redesign process occurs annually to ensure that
the objectives of the course are met and that the
course meets the needs of the operators. The
training program represents a significant
investment, and it is important that the program
content remains current and the training
strategies are as effective and as efficient as
possible.

8.0 CONCLUSIONS

A training program has been developed to
provide reactor operators with the knowledge,
skills and work habits in radiation and industrial
safety to perform their required work in a safe
manner and to ensure a safe working
environment for all employees at Whiteshell
Laboratories. The program consists of seven
modules. The operator must complete each
module successfully before proceeding to the next
one. The final stage of the program involves on-
the-job training under the supervision of a
qualified RIS Surveyor.
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TABLE 1 - TASK ANALYSIS

TASK KNOWLEDGE

General
Safety
Protection

Radiation
Control

Safe Handling of
Radioactive
Materials

• Understanding principles of safe working
practices.

" Familiar with Policies and Procedures on
safety.

• Understanding different types of radi-
ation and its detection.

• ALARA principle.
• Radiation monitoring surveys and air

sampling.
" Radiation hazards and their preven-

tion/control.
• Use of protective equipment.
• Radiation Protection Manual, WNRE-

659.

• Protective measures such as rubber
barriers, protective clothing, etc., to be
taken.

Response to
Emergencies

Material
Handling

Safe Handling of
Chemicals
and Gases

Building and Branch Emergency
procedures (Stay-in, evacuation and fire
response).
Lay-out of building(s).
Recognise adverse conditions.

Safe rigging practices (slings, lifting
tackle, signalling, etc.).
Limitation on hoists and cranes.

WHMIS course.

SKILLS

Ability to apply safe work
principles.
Good housekeeping in work

Use of radiation-monitoring
equipment.
Safe use of p r o t e c t i v e
equipment.
Control of contamination.
Surveys and air sampling.

• Safely move/store fissionable
material.

* Demonstrate the proper use
of and completion of all
forms, logs, etc.

• Proper response to emer-
gency signals.

• Emergency process operations
(emergency cooling, venti-
lation, etc.).

* Bomb threat response.

• Operate hoists, lift trucks,
overhead cranes, etc. (dem-
onstrate proper signals and
safe rigging).

* Apply principles taught dur-
ing WHMIS course.
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TABLE 2 - HAZARD ASSESSMENT FOR MODULE S

OVERALL
LEARNING OBJECTIVE

With die use of instrumentation
demonstrate an ability to carry out
surveys and measure both surface and
airborne contamination, and use
calculations to demonstrate a
comprehension of how to use the
results from such measurements.

CONDITIONS

Workshop demo by
instructor. Instru-
ment, scenario and
reference material
available.

STANDARD

Follow procedure used by
instructor. Measurements
within ±10% of instructor's
measurement; 80% accuracy for
calculations.

TABLE 3 - USE OF SPECIFIC LEARNING OBJECTIVES

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Select the proper instrumentation to
measure radiation hazards based on
hazard type and level.

Define efficiency.

Perform pre-survey instrument checks.

Perform a survey of surface
contamination by direct and indirect
measurement.

Demonstrate procedures to be used for
continuous air monitoring and
calculate activity from results of
airborne contamination.

State the operator's responsibilities for
posting signs, barriers, etc., to alert
others about airborne contamination
and radiation fields.

CONDITIONS

Working alone, using
reference material,
scenario provided.

Without reference
materials.
Demo by instructor.

Demo by instructor
for each instrument
and location.

Working alone, using
reference material and
a scenario.

Working alone, with-
out using reference
materials.

STANDARD

100% accuracy.

Articulated using own words.

Perform checks exactly as
shown by instructor.
Within ±10% of instructor's
measurement.

80% accuracy.

accuracy.
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TABLE 4 - HAZARD ASSESSMENT: LESSON PLAN AND INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

TEACHING POINTS

IMPORTANT POINTS

Discuss ins t ruments used for
radiation monitoring.

Define efficiency.

Demonstrate pre-survey instrument
checks.

- end window
- side window
- a scintillation
- AEP 5227
- AEP 2160
- Baird Model 443
- Victoreen Model 490

List typical efficiencies of
detectors.

- 0L meter
- P meter
- 7 meter
- neutron meter

TRAINING METHOD

Lecture and demo of each
instrument.

L e c t u r e , u s i n g l i s t of
efficiencies.

Practical demo.

Demonstrate methods of surveying
for surface contamination.

Demonstrate how to conduct a
survey for airborne contamination
and calculate activity from the
measurements.

List operator responsibilities for
signs, barriers, etc.

Direc t and i n d i r e c t
methods.

Post signs when:
• radiation fields > 2.5

mR/h
• a i r b o r n e a c t i v i t y

> 1000 dpm.

Demo.

Demo, and t r a n s p a r e n c y
showing a calcula t ion of
activity.

Lecture.
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TABLE 5 - EVALUATION TECHNIQUES

DATA

Trainee Performance

STRATEGY

Observation by Instructor/Trainee

lb the trainee performing in the manner described
in the training program learning objectives?

Training Program Efficiency - Is the training
ijesign, quality of instruction/materials producing
results in the most efficient way possible?

Validity - Are the skills learned in the training
program the ones that are required on the job and
can be transferred from the training environment to
ilic job environment?

Written/oral tests on portions of the program.

Exam at selected portions in the training
program, including a final exam.

On-the job observations by the supervisor or
RIS Surveyor.

Trainee's own observations during on-the-job
application.

Questionnaires and discussions/interviews with
trainees, instructors supervisors, RIS Surveyors.

Observations of trainees on the job.

Interviews with trainees, supervisors and RIS
Surveyors.
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THE DARLINGTON EMERGENCY RESPONSE PROJECTION CODE

R.M. ZIMMERMANN and K.S. DINNIE

Ontario Hydro, 700 University Avenue
Toronto, Ontario, CANADA, M5G 1X6

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the main features of the Darlington
Emergency Response Projection code DERP, a self
contained and user friendly personal computer program
developed to supplement Ontario Hydro's emergency
response capability for nuclear power plants. DERP
addresses the particular accident response characteristics of
the negative pressure CANDU containment system, and
makes dose projections for the area surrounding the
Darlington Nuclear Generating Station resulting from
airborne releases following a nuclear accident. Its main
application is as an aid in the decision-making process
regarding public protection strategies concerning off-site
actions such as sheltering or evacuation.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

When an accident occurs, timely and appropriate response
are of the essence. What is happening? What are the
potential consequences? What actions need to be taken?
Will sheltering or evacuation be necessary? In an attempt
to answer questions like these, Ontario Hydro has developed
a series of computer codes to supplement its emergency
response capability for nuclear power plants. The DERP
code is the latest in this series.

The name DERP is an acronym for the Darlington Nuclear
Generating Station version of the Emergency Response
Projection computer code. DERP was developed for making
dose forecasts for the area surrounding Darlington NGS
resulting from airborne releases subsequent to a nuclear
accident The information generated with DERP is intended
for use as part of a decision making process involving both
Ontario Hydro and the Province of Ontario concerning
recommendations for appropriate emergency response action
(e.g. sheltering, evacuation) in case of an actual emergency.

In a typical application, DERP can generate a source term
based on user supplied system status and built-in accident
data, and can predict the repressurization time and the
Emergency Filtered Air Discharge (EFADS) exhaust flow
required to maintain containment pressure subatmospberic
thereafter. It can then evaluate the characteristics of the
ensuing controlled release. From current and forecast

meteorological data, it can calculate atmospheric dispersion
factors, which, when combined with the release, are used to
assess off-site doses for distances of up to twenty kilometres
over any specified time interval. Based on these values,
times required to reach Protective Action Levels' (PALs) can
be predicted, from which appropriate recommendations for
emergency response actions can be developed.
The sections which follow describe the various assumptions
and main models used in DERP, and their implementation
into a modular, user friendly code.

2.0

2.1

MODELLING

DERP is designed for modelling the events taking place as
an emergency evolves. In the initial stages of an
emergency, information regarding the type and extent of the
accident, as well as the composition of the source term are
generally only rough estimates. Until such time as actual
plant or field data are obtained, the best information to use
for modelling and prediction purposes is based on what are
known as default conditions. Default conditions are a set of
predetermined circumstances typical of specific accident
types that have been evaluated for licensing purposes. In
order to obtain a preliminary estimate at a time when little
or no detailed plant information may be available, default
conditions have been built into DERP for a number of
preselected situations. As time progresses, and better data
and measurements become available, default values are
updated by current information, and the predicted results
tend to gradually approach actual values. This step-by-step
approach is illustrated in Figure 1. Note that initial
estimates based on defaults are expected to be conservative
with respect to actual values.

2.2 Mathematical Models

DERP addresses the particular accident response
characteristics of the negative pressure CANDU containment
system, and uses a number of independent mathematical

* Dose levels that provide guidance on the need to take
certain protective measures.
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Figure 1 - APPROACH TO ACTUAL VALUES

models and algorithms to simulate the physical processes
taking place following an event. These include a Source
Term Estimation model that simulates fission product
behaviour inside containment and predicts releases to the
environment, a Source Term Adjustment model that allows
the modification of the initially assumed source term to
make it consistent with in-plant or effluent measurements, a
Repressurization Calculation model that predicts the
containment repressurization time and the EFADS flow rate
required to maintain containment pressure sub-atmospheric,
and an Atmospheric EKspersion model that uses observed
meteorological conditions to determine dilution factors.
These are briefly discussed below.

2.3 Source Term Estimation

From a source term estimation point of view, DERP
performs two types of functions: a) it predicts the source
term based on fission product, tritium and particulates
models, adjusted for current plant conditions, and b) it
allows incorporating measurements of specific in-plant
parameters to iteratively adjust the predicted source term to
make it more closely correspond with observed parameters.

The modelling of the behaviour of fission products within
containment is carried out with a containment model that
represents the station as consisting of two inter-linked nodes
(the Reactor Building and the Vacuum Building - Figure 2),

simulates the transport of fission products within and
between the nodes, and calculates the radioactive release to
the atmosphere via a filtration system. The model takes into
account physical processes such as radioactive decay,
plateout, desorption, filtration and recirculation, and predicts
time dependent releases of iodines and noble gases.
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Figure 2 - DERP CONTAINMENT MODEL

Tritium modelling is performed with a code that calculates
tritium concentration in containment by assuming that the
containment atmosphere is saturated with water vapour, with
tritium present in proportion to its relative concentration in
tbe Emergency Coolant Injection water. This concentration
depends on whether the tritium inventory of the Heat
Transport System and tbe Moderator System have been
released to containment, and the amount of Emergency
Coolant water assumed available. Tritium releases are
assumed to be discharged to (he environment unattenuated
by the filtration mechanism.

Since under accident conditions any remaining particulates
present in the containment atmosphere are expected to be
captured in the EFADS high efficiency filters before
discharge, they are not modelled explicitly unless detected
and measured in the Post Accident Radiation Monitoring
System (PARMS). If particulates are found in PARMS,
their contribution to the release is evaluated based on tbe
measured concentrations in the effluent and on the discharge
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rate. Revised estimates are calculated as new information
is obtained from subsequent measurements.

2.3 Source Term Adjustment

The process of adjusting and predicting the radiological
source term by incorporating the latest available in-plant
information is referred to in DERP as Source Term
Adjustment (STA). Two types of in-plant information are
used for STA purposes: gamma survey measurements and
PARMS measurements. Gamma survey measurements are
obtained by measuring gamma dose rates at pre-selected
locations outside containment with known geometry and
shielding characteristics. In this case, the code assumes that
the measured fields result from fission products in the
containment atmosphere of known composition, released
during the accident. PARMS measurements are acquired
from samples obtained at special take-off points in the
EFADS. These samples provide a direct measurement of the
radioisotopes in the exhaust effluent but only become
available late in the repressurization transient. From both
types of measurements the code derives scaling factors to
adjust the predicted source term. In the case of gamma
survey measurements, generalized scaling factors are used,
and for PARMS, scaling factors are applied to individual
isotopes.

2.4 Repressurization

The determination of the repressurization time and the
EFADS flow rate required to maintain containment sub-
atmospheric is carried out with a code that uses
measurements of pressure and temperature in containment
over a period of time. The code uses thennodynamic
properties of the system to derive the total containment mass
and energy. A least squares exponential fit to these derived
values is then generated , and an extrapolation procedure is
applied to obtain the venting starting characteristics.

2.5 Atmospheric Dispersion

The effect of atmospheric winds and turbulence on the
transport and diffusion of emissions is modelled with a code
that uses a surface similarity model to calculate atmospheric
dispersion factors for a near surface continuous release of
non-reactive contaminants (1). The code uses inputs of
directly observable meteorological parameters as inputs. It
then generates dilution factors for pre-determined emergency
response sectors around the station and also along the plume
centerline for distances of up to 20 km downwind.

2.6 Dose Calculations

Dose projections are carried out after obtaining releases and
atmospheric dispersion factors for a specified time interval
using standard dosimetry models and data for up to 46
radionuclides. Times required to reach PALs are calculated

using the projection interval dose rale. Doses are evaluated
for immersion and inhalation pathways, and separate
contributions are identified from noble gases, iodines, tritium
and particulates.

3.0 COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION

3.1 Hardware

DERP operates on the IBM family of personal computers or
compatibles. It requires 640 kilobytes of memory, a hard
disk drive, a colour monitor and a graphics adapter. A math
co-processor is not mandatory, however the code will run
noticeably faster if one is present. A printer is optional.
The code includes a diagnostics feature that checks the
hardware configuration and operating environment. If the
minimum hardware requirements for running the code are
not met, the program terminates with a diagnostics message
describing the shortcoming.

3.2

The DERP code was developed keeping in mind that there
would be a wide range of users with varying degrees of
expertise, from radiation protection specialists to plant
operators. For this reason the code was written so it would
be easy to use, modular and flexible. In addition, as time
is of the essence during an emergency, it was designed to
execute rapidly, with a typical prediction requiring about 5
minutes to complete. To further assist the beginner, a
tutorial program was developed to lead the novice user
through the basic steps required to operate DERP.

3.3 Data

Information required for running DERP is from two sources:
inputs provided by the user and a built-in data library. All
user supplied data is input interactively via user friendly
screens. Default values are always provided for use when
detailed knowledge of current conditions is unavailable.
Defaults can be overwritten as better information becomes
available. Built-in data for lie code is of two types: station
specific and generic. Station specific data includes
parameters such as core equilibrium inventory, release
fractions, containment volumes, emergency response sector
limits, geographical information and PALs. Generic built-in
data refers to values that are independent of the station
considered and are part of the permanent code structure, for
example radionuclide chains and dose conversion factors.
This data organisation allows for the generation of similar
codes for other stations.

Input data validation and error checking is carried out for
each field in every input screen to ensure that inputs are
consistent and within valid ranges. If the input data is in an
incorrect form, is not within the specified limits, or is
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inconsistent with data input elsewhere, an error is reported
and data must be re-entered before being incorporated for
calculations. Context sensitive help can be accessed at any
time at the touch of a special keyv providing the user with
instructions, default values or a description of the required
input.

3.4 Code Architecture

The DERP code is written in a modular form. The various
modules making up the code are independent units that
perform their specific operations based on information
passed to them from other parts of the program or via user
input. All operations branch out from a Main Menu (Figure
3). This configuration allows independent and iterative
execution of individual calculations, restricts access to
specific modules until all previous required operations are
carried out, and from the programming point of view,
permits implementing changes to individual units when the
code requires updating. Once a particular module has been
accessed from the Main Menu, the code always suggests the
next operation to perform. The user may carry out dial
operation or, when possible, may select an alternate one.
Even when a selection has been made or an operation has
been carried out, the user has the option of backtracking one
step at a time using a special key. In addition, it is possible
to return control to the Main Menu at any time by pressing
another special key. This provides ample flexibility in the
program's flow.

The Main Menu allows access to the following 12 modules:

1. Initial Accident Conditions
2. Release Calculation
3. Dilution Factors Calculation
4. Dose Calculation
5. Results Display
6. Repressurization Calculation
7. Source Term Adjustment
8. Cumulative Dose Record
9. Edit Station Parameters
10. Archive or Restore a Run
11. Print Results
12. Exit to DOS

The "Initial Accident Conditions" module allows input of
data relating to station status at the time of the accident.
Parameters that can be input include time and date of the
accident, the accident unit, the type of accident, the state of
containment, the venting path, repressurization information
and the initial recirculation flow.

The "Release Calculation" module is used in the calculation
of releases. This module is usually accessed only after
having input initial accident conditions. In this module, the
user selects the time interval of interest and performs the
calculation of releases.

MIZAL A X B e N T OOMHIXIM

BBUURCAirULATBN

CALCULATION

DOJB CALCULATION

lfflESSUUZATION CALCULATION

ADJUSTMENT

CUMULATIVE DOJEIBOMD
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IUNTBBSULTS
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Figure 3 - DERP STRUCTURE

The "Dilution Factors Calculation" module is used to input
meteorological data and to calculate dilution factors for each
response sector and optionally, along the plume centerline.

The "Dose Calculation" module is used to calculate doses.
This option is accessible only after obtaining both releases
and dilution factors.

The "Results Display" module is used to access and display
results that were generated in previous modules. Outputs
from the code include quantities such as releases, dilution
factors, doses and times to reach PALs on a sector basis.
Results can be presented as tables, bar charts, maps or
graphs. Maps always display the emergency response
sectors around the plant, with sectors colour coded according
to dose levels and numerical values of the quantities
evaluated superimposed on the corresponding sector.

The "Repressurization Calculation" module is used to obtain
an estimate of the repressurization time and the initial
EFADS flow rate based on user supplied in-containment
pressure and temperature data.

The "Source Term Adjustment" module is used to perform
a source term adjustment calculation based on in-plant
measurement data. The code scales the assumed
in-containment radionuclide inventory to make it correspond
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to gamma dose rate and PARMS measurements obtained as
part of accident response procedures.

The "Cumulative Dose Record" module is used to input
cumulative dose information obtained from ex-plant field
measurements or by other means.

The "Edit Station Parameters" module is used to change
model parameters or to allow for time variation in their
values. Parameters that can be changed include nuclide
desorption rates, plateout rates and filter characteristics.

The "Archive or Restore a Run" module is used to store or
retrieve a complete run or selected portions of a run.

The "Print Results" module is used to obtain a printout of
data and results generated by the code.

The "Exit" module is used to exit from the run to DOS.

4.0 EXPERT FEATURES

4.1 Source Term Selection

The default accident sequences modelled in DERP involve
a release initially into containment and subsequently to the
atmosphere via EFADS. Default accident sequences are
built-in with pre-determined fission product releases to
containment, and form the basis for early predictions prior
to the availability of measurements.

In order to increase the flexibility, scope and applicability of
the code, expert users have two additional means of
addressing accident sequences beyond the scope of the
defaults. In the first place, expert users can define their own
default source term by specifying the fractional releases into
containment of the various nuclides at the time of the
accident. The code will then use (hose values as the basis
for calculations of in-containment fission product transport
and release rate to the atmosphere.
In the second place, rather than use DERP to calculate
releases from containment, expert users can input release
rates for each nuclide, calculated externally. The
meteorological module and the dose module can then be run
to predict the resulting dose.

suggest that dose from any short term releases is not likely
to be significant with respect to PALs.

4.2 Short Term Puff Release

The models included in DERP are designed to simulate only
those aspects of containment behaviour that result in a
continuous release of about ten minutes' duration or longer
through a controlled pathway, such as an exhaust stack.
Accumulated doses that include those incurred from any
short term puff release can be obtained from Thermo
Luminescent Dosimeter field readings, and can be
retrospectively incorporated into the code by means of the
Cumulative Dose Record. Safety Analysis calculations

4.3 Time Varying Station Parameters

DERP allows the treatment of plant modelling parameters
such as plateout and desorption rates, filter efficiencies and
recirculation and exhaust flows in a time varying manner.
This enables the expert user to model for example degrading
filter performance or variations in EFADS flow rates.

4.4 Archiving and Restoring Runs

DERP has a capability to archive and restore all or part of
a run, allowing the user to freeze the program at any given
point, store it on hard disk or on a diskette, and then to
continue with (he run or to restart from another archived run.
This feature also allows transferring information among a

series of computers, a useful capability specially when
various teams specializing in different aspects of the code
are working together during an emergency.

4.5 Limitations and Restrictions

DERP is designed to simulate long duration releases from a
controlled pathway. DERP is a station dependent code, and
cannot be used to make predictions for other stations without
specific customization. Dose projections are valid between
about 1 and 20 km radii from the station. DERP models
airborne releases only, there is no inclusion of aquatic
pathways, or any radiation dose resulting from ground
contamination. Major topographical anomalies ate not
considered in the atmospheric dispersion model.

5.0 APPLICATIONS

DERP has been used for generating accident scenarios for
training purposes. It has also been successfully used in
both Provincial and Corporate nuclear emergency
preparedness exercises on several occasions. Upgrades of
ERP codes for Ontario Hydro's Bruce and Pickering Nuclear
Generating Stations are being prepared using DERP as the
standard.

6.0 CONCLUSION

The DERP code provides a speedy and conservative
prediction of the magnitude and timing of off-site radiation
dose consequences following an accident at one of Ontario
Hydro's nuclear generating stations. It provides the
capability to generate early predictions based on a few
simple plant parameters, and to refine these predictions
based on measurements and updated data. It can handle a
wide range of accident types, it ca>t incorporate in-plant and
field measurements, has a stop and restart capability
allowing to freeze a run at any time, accommodates a wide
variety of users, is user friendly and easy to use. DERP is
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a very practical tool for the emergency planning process,
allowing action to be taken before an event, for example in
training operators, performing drills and studying what-if
scenarios, and after an event, in tracking the event,
predicting consequences and recommending public protection
actions.
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ONTARIO HYDRO'S TRANSPORTATION OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN

NASIR KARMALI

Ontario Hydro
700 University Avenue

Toronto, Ontario, CANADA, M5G 1X6

ABSTRACT

Ontario Hydro has been transporting radioactive material for
almost 30 years without any release to the environment.
Tliere have been three accidents involving Hydro's shipments
of radioactive material with no spill of material in any of the
incidents. In addition to the quality packaging and shipping
program, Ontario Hydro has an Emergency Response Plan
and capability to deal with an accident involving a shipment
of radioactive material. Tlie Corporation's ability to
respond and to provide emergency public information in the
event of an accident minimizes the risk to the public and the
environment. This emphasizes our commitment to worker
safety and public safety. Response capability is mandated
under various legislation and regulations.

1.0 ONTARIO HYDRO'S
TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM

Ontario Hydro makes approximately 1400 shipments of
radioactive material per year. These shipments are
primarily made between Ontario Hydro's nuclear facilities
located at Pickering Nuclear Generating Station (NGS),
cast of Toronto, Darlington NGS, east of Oshawa, and
Bruce Nuclear Power Development (BNPD) Site, on Lake
Huron. Shipments are also made to Ontario Hydro's
Kipling Research Facility in Toronto, Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited (AECL) Facilities at Chalk River, Ontario
and Whiteshell in Manitoba, and to Nordion International
at Kanata, near Ottawa.

The types of materials Ontario Hydro ships include:

* Low level waste such as contaminated protective clothing
and other waste produced in the day to day operation of
a station, shipped to the BNPD site for storage. These
account for approximately eighty percent of our
shipments.

* Tritiated heavy water which is primarily shipped to the
Darlington Tritium Removal Facility.

* Medium level waste such as bulk resin, filters, and ion
exchange columns which are shipped to the BNPD site
for storage. Various other radioactive sources also
fall into this category of shipments.

* Irradiated fuel. This is normally stored at each station.
However, irradiated fuel is shipped very infrequently to
AECL facilities at Chalk River and Whiteshell.

* Cobalt 60 is shipped to Nordion International at Kunata.

* Tritium has been skipped from Darlington to facilities in
Ontario for use in producing light tubes.

Packaging

Packaging for transport of radioactive materials is selected
to protect the public. There are two methods to ensure
that the transportation of radioactive material does not
provide a threat to the public or the environment even in
the event of an accident. They are:

(a) Limit the activity level so that even if the package fails
in an accident, the hazard is small.

(b) Construct an extremely strong container which will
survive the most severe transportation accident.

These are regulated by the Atomic Energy Control Board
(AECB).

Ontario Hydro uses both these methods in our shipping
program. Low level waste is shipped in containers under
general packaging as described in the AECB Regulations
(eg forty five gallon drum) or Type A containers (Cubic
Meter Container). Low Curie tritiated heavy water (less
than ten Curies per litre) is also shipped in drums. These
containers are pretty rugged but could fail in a
transportation accident. Higher Curie tritiated heavy
water, medium level waste, irradiated fuel, and cobalt 60
are shipped in extremely strong containers classified as
Type B containers under the AECB Regulations. These
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containers are built to International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) standards for impact and fire resistance to
ensure that they will not fail in an accident situation.
These standards reflect in the AECB Transport Packaging
of Radioactive Materials Regulations.

AECB Requirements for Transport Packaging

Type A Container

This container is designed to withstand rough handling
during normal conditions of transport. The Curie content
is slightly higher than that allowed for containers under
the general packaging classification. The testing
requirements include:

(a) Water spray test - subjected to a spray equivalent to
a rainfall of 50 mm/hour

(b) Drop test - 1.2 m onto a flat unyielding surface.

(c) Compression test - greater of either five times the
weight or 1 300 kgs per square metre to simulate
stacking of the containers.

(d) Penetration test - a 6 kg steel bar, 32 mm in diameter,
is dropped onto the container from 1 m, eg a forklift
hitting the container.

Type B Container

These containers are designed to survive severe
transportation accidents. The testing requirements
include:

(a) Drop test - from 9 metres onto a hard unyielding
surface.

(b) Penetration test - dropped from 1 metre onto a steel
pin 15 centimetre in diameter.

(c) Fire - 800 degree Centigrade engulfing fire for 30
minutes.

(d) Water immersion - Under 15 metres for at least 8
hours.

Accident History

In our approximately thirty years of shipping experience,
we have had three accidents. All three accidents involved
the forty five gallon drum. The shipments were low level
waste (1976), tritiated heavy water (1977), and empty
contaminated heavy water drums (1979). There was

vehicle damage and injuries in each case, but no release of
any radioactive material.

2.0 TRANSPORTATION EMERGENCY
RESPONSE PLAN

In addition to the quality packaging and shipping program,
Ontario Hydro has a Transportation Emergency Response
Plan (TERP) and capability to deal with an accident
involving a shipment if radioactive material. The plan
identifies the organization, responsibilities, and the
resources required within Ontario Hydro for a rapid
effective response. It also identifies how we work with
external emergency workers to ensure a coordinated
response. The plan has been filed with Transport Canada
as required under the Transport of Dangerous Goods
Regulations.

The emergency plan is based on the following six concepts:

Response Areas

The Province of Ontario has been divided into three
response areas with each of Pickering, Darlington and
Bruce having a designated response area. The division is
based on providing the fastest response and is non binding,
i.e. any station or more than one station can respond
depending on the circumstances of the request.

Response Capability

Each responding site has initial response capability in
terms of trained personnel, procedures and dedicated
equipment to survey and secure the scene, monitor
emergency workers and provide emergency public
information. In addition, Bruce and Darlington have
dedicated clean up teams to clean up any spilled
radioactive material and restore the natural environment.
This capability is available on a twenty four hour basis,
seven days a week.

Central Shipping Log

All Ontario Hydro radioactive material shipments are
logged centrally at Pickering NGS. A computerized
systems enables quick and easy access to vital information
on any shipment in the event of an accident (contents,
activity levels, dose rates, etc.).

Response Initiation

A toll free twenty four hour number is available to first
responders for initiating Ontario Hydro's response. A
shift supervisor at Pickering NGS answers at that number,
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accesses the shipment log and provides immediate on-line
advice to the caller. He briefs the Manager of the local
Ontario Hydro Area office and initiates dispatch of a
response team from the closest responding facility.

Emergency Information

In the event of a transportation accident, a three tiered
emergency public information program goes into action.
The local Area Manager provides the first Corporate
presence. This individual is not a product expert but is
able to reassure personnel at the scene until arrival of the
technical spokesperson, who arrives with the response
team. In the event of a major media event, a Corporate
spokesperson would be available to provide specialized
media and public relations.

Non-Hydro Shipments

Ontario Hydro has agreed to provide initial response
assistance to a transportation accident involving a non-
Ontario Hydro shipment. The extent of the assistance will
be dictated by circumstances at the time of the request.
The assistance will include on-line advice on radiation
protection and dispatch of the response team where
deemed necessary. The owner or person having control of
the shipment is still responsible for recovery and clean-up
of the accident scene.

The initial response team consists of at least two personnel
with radiation protection training. They would take with
them radiation survey instrumentation, some protective
clothing and cellular phones. The initial response team
can be flown out by helicopter if necessary and depending
on the circumstances at the time of the incident. The
clean up teams consist of six to ten people. They would
bring with them a dedicated trailer with equipment
including additional survey instruments, protective clothing,
communications, containment and clean up equipment.

Response Objectives

The objectives of Ontario Hydro's emergency response
are:

(a) Assist in emergency rescue and first aid if required.

(b) Minimize radiation exposure to all personnel.

(c) Minimize the spread of radioactive contamination.

(d) Stop leaks and contain spills, where possible.

(c) Decontaminate people and equipment and restore the
accident scene.

(f) Provide emergency information to the public and the

media.

3.0 OUTREACH PROGRAM

It is essential that emergency workers are made aware of
the assistance and expertise that will help them in an
emergency involving the transport of radioactive material.
A comprehensive information and training program is
available for first responders including police, fire,
ambulance, medical and municipal groups.

The most successful and popular program has been the
introductory emergency response seminar. This is a two
hour seminar covering radiation, Hydro's transportation
program and emergency response. Over 300 seminars
have been presented to first responders on our major
shipping routes in Ontario.

Plasticized Action Cards with photographs and descriptions
of containers and contents; and initial emergency response
instructions have been distributed to all first rcsponders.

A reference field guide containing information on Ontario
Hydro's transportation program has also been distributed.

Ontario Hydro actively supports external emergency
worker training programs. We have assisted in the
development of a one day training course on radioactive
materials and emergency response for the Fire Services.
This program is available at the Ontario Fire College.

A transportation emergency response training video has
been produced with the assistance and cooperation of the
Ontario Provincial Police, Municipal Police, Fire and
Ambulance Services.

The Transportation Emergency Response Plan has been
distributed to all external response agencies.

Transportation drills and exercises involving full
participation by external emergency workers arc conducted
routinely.

This outreach program has enabled Ontario Hydro to
build external worker confidence and improve their ability
to respond during a transportation emergency involving
radioactive material.

4.0 CONCLUSION

In conclusion, Ontario Hydro has a radioactive material
transportation program, and an emergency response plan
and capability developed with public safety as the number
one priority.
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THE ROLE OF HEAVY WATER IN
IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF LIFE
THROUGH MEDICAL APPLICATIONS

MICHAEL ARNOLD

New Business Ventures Division
Ontario Hydro

700 University Avenue
Toronto, Ontario, CANADA, M5G 1X6

ABSTRACT

The majority of people associate heavy water with nuclear
power reactors. Although this is, and will remain the major
use, there are exciting new applications being developed for
the isotopes of hydrogen and oxygen extracted from Ontario
Hydro's heavy water.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Stable isotopes produced during the production of heavy
water at Ontario Hydro's heavy water plants are finding an
increasing number of applications in medical diagnostics and
research. In addition there is an increasing demand for
heavy water based isotopes in research and high technology
products.

2.0 DEUTERIUM

Hydrogen has three isotopes, protium, deuterium and tritium,
Protium which has a mass of one, is the most common
(99.985 percent). Deuterium, the second stable isotope
(0.01S percent), has twice the mass of protium due to the
presence of a neutron in its nucleus. The third isotope,
tritium has a mass of three and is radioactive.

Deuterium oxide or heavy water is produced by Ontario
Hydro using two separate processes. Bithermal isotopic
exchange with hydrogen sulphide increases the concentration
of heavy water from its natural concentration of 0.015
percent to about 25 percent The final process uses water
distillation to increase the concentration to a minimum of
99.92 percent.

The world market for deuterium is not limited to nuclear
reactor applications. Approximately 10 percent of a total
market of about 200 megagrams goes to non nuclear
applications. The "non fission" market is dominated by the
demand for deuterated solvents for use in Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance Spectroscopy and various research applications.
Minor requirements are for the manufacture of deuterium

based crystals, biotechnology, fusion research and lasers.

3.0 OXYGEN-18

The most prevalent isotope of oxygen is oxygen-16 (99.75
percent). Oxygen-17 (.037 percent) and oxygen-18 (.208
percent) are less common but are playing an increasingly
important role in medical and analytical sciences.

The high quality heavy water that Ontario Hydro produces
via water distillation not only concentrates the heavier
isotope of hydrogen, deuterium, but also concentrates the
heaviest stable isotope of oxygen, oxygen-18. Although the
enrichment of oxygen-18 in Ontario Hydro's heavy water is
quite low, approximately .4 percent or twice the natural
concentration, it can be substantially increased by altering
the operating parameters of the finishing processes. In
recent tests Ontario Hydro has increased the oxygen-18
concentration to 1.2 percent, six times the natural abundance,
by placing its heavy water distillation column on total reflux.

The market for oxygen-18 is not as large as deuterium but
is growing at a faster rate. Currently there is a shortage of
oxygen-18 which has resulted in dramatic price increases.
A gram of oxygen-18 sells for about $160. However the
world demand is only about 12 kilograms.

4.0 ISOTOPE EFFECT

Molecules containing different isotopes of the same element
exhibit significantly different physical and chemical
characteristics. This difference is attributed to an isotope
effect resulting from the different masses of the isotopes.

A simple carbon - protium (C-H) bond will vibrate at a
certain frequency at a specific temperature. A carbon -
deuterium (C-D) bond, at the same temperature, will have a
different vibrational frequency due to the increased mass of
the deuterium atom. The difference is inversely proportional
to the square root of the masses.

Not only does the isotope effect change the optical properties
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of materials by shifting the characteristic vibrational
frequencies, it also can effect the chemical stability of a
substituted material. The bond strength of a C-D bond is
greater than that of a C-H bond. This extra stability is a
combination of the zero point energy of the two bonds and
differences in the quantum mechanical properties of
H and D.

5.0 NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE (NMR)
SPECTROSCOPY

The most common non nuclear application for deuterium is
as a solvent for use in analyzing compounds via NMR
spectroscopy. NMR spectroscopy uses the property of
nuclear spin and can be applied to a wide range of
interesting nuclei such as protium, deuterium, tritium,
carbon-13 and phosphorous. The molecule of interest is
placed in a strong magnetic field and then energy is added
to cause the polarity of the nuclear spin to flip. When the
energy is discontinued the nucleus flips back and releases a
specific amount of energy which is influenced by the
environment around the nucleus. This procedure is primarily
used on liquid samples. A solid will be dissolved in a
solvent that is chosen so that it will not interfere with the
signals from the compound being examined. Since the most
commonly studied nucleus is H (protium) it must be
dissolved in a solvent that does not contain H. Consequently
deuterated solvents that contain a high percentage of D, such
as d-methanol, d-DMSO, d-chloroform and d-acetone, have
find wide spread use.

Deuterium is also used as a frequency lock for an NMR
spectrometer. The NMR automatically compensates for
magnetic field drift by following the drift of the deuterium
signal from the deuterated solvent

Although protium is the most commonly studied NMR
nucleus, both deuterium and to a lesser extent tritium, have
been studied. The use of deuterium NMR is especially
important in examining compounds that have been labelled
with deuterium.

6.0 MEDICAL APPLICATIONS

The medical applications of deuterium fall into two broad
categories. First and foremost is as a labelling or detection
tool to examine the elimination of various deuterium labelled
compounds from the body or the increase in concentration
of labelled compounds in various tissues of the body.
Secondly it is used in Pharmaceuticals to enhance specific
characteristics of the compounds.

7.0 LABELLED COMPOUNDS

7.1 Lipid Metabolism

program which is partially funded by Ontario Hydro's Bruce
Heavy Water Plant. Dr.Cunnane will have subjects ingest a
small quantity of heavy water and then take blood samples
over a 48 hour period. The serum cholesterol wili be
analyzed for deuterium content. If the cholesterol contains
deuterium it indicates that the cholesterol was produced from
deuterium contained in the body. If it contains no deuterium
then the cholesterol was not produced by the body but is a
result of food ingested by the subject. This work is aimed
at determining the amount of cholesterol that is produced by
diet or by the body. Elevated cholesterol levels are
responsible for nearly 50 percent of the coronary vascular
deaths in Canada. The results of this research will
contribute greatly to the understanding of the origins of high
cholesterol levels (2).

Drug abuse is an increasing problem throughout the world.
Many companies and agencies have turned to drug

screening for employees in sensitive positions. A major
problem for any test is ensuring that the sample being
analyzed is truly from the correct subject. The US
government has administered lithium-6 labelled solutions to
test candidates. The candidate's sample is analyzed for
lithium to ensure sample switching had not taken place. The
problem is that lithium is a depressant and contradicts the
drug testing program. It has been proposed that heavy water
be administered prior to testing instead of lithium.

7.2 Biologically Produced Deuterated Compounds

Martek Corporation has been one of the world leaders in the
production of deuterated compounds using biological
synthesis. This method produces 100 percent deuteration of
compounds which could not be synthesized chemically.
Initially a culture such as Neochloris oieabundas is grown in
an H2O medium. The concentration of D2O is slowly
increased allowing the culture to adjust to the D2O. Once
the N.Oleoabundas has successfully adapted it is harvested
and placed in an autoclave to break open the algae. Solvent
extraction is used remove the target oils. The solvent is
subsequently evaporated leaving a crude oil (containing
hydrocarbons, sterols, carotenoids and fatty acids) which can
be purified by various techniques. Although many useful
molecules with a wide range of applications have been
produced, perhaps the most significant contribution to
medical science will come from non photosynthetic
deuterated materials such as yeasts, bacteria and fungi.
Deuterated mammalian cells combined with recently
developed NMR techniques and high speed computing have
been used to model the three dimensional structure of
proteins. Such models show the active sites allowing one to
design molecules that will bind to the protein at the active
location (3).

7.3 Cancer Studies

Dr.S.Cunnane at the University of Toronto is conducting a Studies conducted by Altematt et al on mice using heavy
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water have shown interesting results. The first study looked
at the effect of radiation on mice whose body water
contained 29 percent heavy water. The mice were exposed
to 8.5 Gy then were allowed to ingest normal tap water.
Although the radiation induced destruction of tissues was the
same in the deuterated and the control groups, the deuterated
mice show increase regeneration rates of bone marrow cells,
blood components, spleen and thymus. The reason for the
increased radioprotection resulting from deuteration is not
completely known. It is postulated that it could be related
to the yield of ions, free radicals, molecular-singlet oxygen,
and various bio-chemical factors (4).

A further study conducted by the same principals looked at
the effect of heavy water in retarding the growth of human
carcinoma transplanted into mice. After tumor inoculation
the mice ingested 30 percent heavy water. At the end of the
experiment the weight of the tumour in the mice was lower
by 22 to 65 percent compared to the control group. The
mechanisms mediating the retardation of growth by heavy
water are largely unknown but are probably related to the
isotope effect (5).

7.J Metabolic Studies

The caloric expenditure of an individual varies throughout
the day. Conventional methods of measuring whole body
energy requirements such as respiratory gas exchange and
heart rate monitoring are limited to times when the body is
at a resting state. A newly validated technique using double
labelled water (heavy water combined with oxygen-18
labelled water) circumvents these problems. When double-
labelled water is administered orally to a subject, both
isotopes mix with body water and are eliminated in body
fluids over a period of days. The deuterium in the heavy
water is eliminated in the body water while the oxygen-18
is eliminated in both water and carbon dioxide. Subtracting
the rate of elimination of deuterium from that of oxygen-18
yields the production rate of CO2. This parameter can be
used to calculate the total energy expenditure of the subject.
The double labelled water technique, recently adopted by

the IAEA, has been used to determine the energy
requirements of many groups including premature infants
and pregnant women.

7.5 Positron Emission Tomography (PET)

PET scanning is one of new range of imaging tools used for
medical diagnostics. Clinical PET is based on decay by
positron emission. The positron rapidly collides with an
electron resulting in an annihilation reaction. Two 511 keV
photons travelling in opposite directions are produced and
can be detected by an array of complex scanning devices.

Oxygen-18 itself is not a positron emitter. However it is
converted into fluorine-18 in a cyclotron then synthesized
into fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG). The FDG is administered

into a subject where it concentrates in areas of high activity.
The generally accepted time for using PET pharmaceuu'cals

is three half lives. Thus the scientist must synthesize
complex physiologically active agents in short periods of
time; such as 33 minutes for carbon-ll, 6 minutes for
oxygen-15. Fluorine-18 with its 110 minute half life acts as
ideal agent for heart and brain imaging because FDG can be
synthesized in the morning and used for a number diagnoses
throughout the day. There are currently 44 PET facilities in
the US (3 in Canada) with expectations that the number will
double in the next five years.
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PHYSICAL PARAMETERS OF THE ONE PERCENT SEU-FLELLED CANDU-6MK1 CORE

D. SERC.HIUTA, V. RAICA, E. NICH1TA, P. LASLAU. and O. NA1NER

Institute for Nuclear Research
Pitesli. ROMANIA

ABSTRACT

Interest in the slightly enriched uranium (SEU) fuel
cycle as an alternative for the CANDU reactors has
increased lately as it became apparent that actually
in use reactors can be quite easily converted to this
cycle.

The paper contains a physical analysis of the
CANDU SEU fuelled core. The final scope of this
analysis was in determine the alterations requested
by a standard core in order to support SEU fuel.
For a 1.0 percent enriched fuel, it was found that,
from reactor's static point of view, only minor
modifications arc needed; namely regrading of the
adjuster rods (without any change in their position)
and adopting a 2 bundle shift refuelling scheme.
Even under tlie last condition, due to the higher
discharge burnup of the SEU fuel, the task of the
refuelling machine is not significantly increased.

The calculations we performed were primarily
concerned with the study of fuel management
strategies. The adjuster rod cross section
increments were determined in order to achieve a
suitable radial flattening of the flux and a fair
reduction of the axial channel power peak (which
lends to be higher for SEU fuel).

SEU fresh fuel displays higher reactivity than the
natural uranium one and therefore greater power
ripples due to refuelling tend to appear. To
estimate this effect, instantaneous power
distributions were generated using an improved
random age method. Several refuelling schemes
were investigated from the above point of view and
a 2 bundle shift scheme have been found to comply
with the operational limits imposed on a standard
core. The refuelling rate determined from time
average calculations has been found to be roughly
1.5 limes that of the H-bundle shift natural uranium
case.

Thermal-hydraulic aspects were included in order to
refine the calculations.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

In the late seventies, Romania chose the CANDU
reactor as a source of nuclear energy and,
consequently, the construction of the Ccrnavoda
units began in the early eighties. Meanwhile, a
great deal of ihe design and operation codes for
(he CANDU reactors were obtained through the
licensing agreement. These codes were
implemented and are currently being used in
Romania. At the same time, efforts are made to
develop these codes, as part of a broader process
of assimilation of the CANDU concept.

This assimilation includes the design and
operation criteria with a view to further
investigation of possible enhancement of
technical as well as economical performance of
the CANDU reactor.

A certain isolation imposed on ihe Romanian
researchers and especially ihe great delays thai
appeared, in building and commissioning the
Cernavoda units, lay at the bottom of a reduced
experience in the field. This is due in part to the
lack of experimental and operational data and
also to the weak exchange of information lo
allow support for validation of independent
research results.

The main support for physical and fuel research
and design for Ihe CANDU reactors is offered in
Romania by the Institute for Nuclear
Research-Pitcsli.

The investigation of the possible future
development of an advanced CANDU reactor
system is one of the major fields in which our
attenlion concentrates. Research has been
carried on, concerning the possible use of
advanced fuel cycles, mainly SEU (including RU)
and Th fuels. The results of this research form
the basis of a R&D program aiming at the
conversion (in the early 2000) of the CANDU
reactors from Romania, lo ihe use of SEU fuel.
The starling point for this investigation is the
standard 6Mkl reactor and the scope of the work
is to obtain solutions lhat do not imply major
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alterations of the plant's systems.

The present paper is concerned with presenting a
series of results of the investigations for a I
percent SEU fuelled CANDU-6MK1 core.

The use of SEU in CANDU reactors offers
various benefits such as the reduction of fuel
cycle costs, a greater amount of energy obtained
per unit mass of fissile element, a smaller
quantity of discharged fuel, due to the higher
(2-3 times) discharge burnup.

The preservation of the fuel performance level at
high burnup and the need to keep the channel
and bundle powers close to the design limits,
impose the choice of adequate in core fuel
management schemes.

An alternative solution is the use of a fuel
bundle with the rods (43), displaying advanced
performance in what concerns the operational
and safely limits.

That is why, attention is paid in the present
paper to the in-core fuel management,
thermal-hydraulics, and fuel operation conditions
analyses. Improvements to the method evaluation
of the power distribution; an alternative solution
for the adjuster rod grading and some results
concerning the use of the 43-pin fuel bundle
concept arc the main topics presented in this
paper.

proposed with the adjuster rods located at the
same spots using different radial and axial
grading for the absorber material.

MANAGEMENT2.0 IN-CORE FUEL
ANALYSIS

The use of SEU fuel, requires fuel management
schemes, different from the case of natural
uranium use. This is due mainly to the higher
initial reactivity and reactivity decrease (with
burnup) rate. The central location of the
adjuster rods also complicates fuel-management
enriched fuels, because the flux and power lend
to be depressed near the adjusters. Several
fuel-management options have been identified
and presented in literature, including the
checkerboard fuel management scheme (1), axial
shuffling (2) a regular 2-bundIc shift (2) and
two-pass refuelling (3).

Our analyses for the 6MK1 core were made using
a regular 2 bundle shift refuelling scheme.

In order to achieve a good radial power
flattening and to minimize the effect of adjuster
rods on the axial power shape, solutions were

2.1 Methodology

On-power refuelling is one of the main specific
elements of the C'ANDU standard core used to
compensate for the reactivity loss due to fuel
burnup. It also provide a means for controlling
the flux and power distributions in order to
comply with the power restrictions (imposed by
thermal-hydraulic conditions and fuel bundle
behaviour) as well as assuring satisfactory
operational limits. It is for these reasons that
choosing the refuelling scheme is one of the
major physics problems during the design phase
as well as in the course of reactor operation.

Two types of calculations arc mainly required in
fuel management analyses:

(a) those used to determine the nominal
power and burnup distributions;

(b) those used to determine instantaneous
distributions which include the lime
varying line structure of the power
distribution.

The fuelling scheme and core characteristics,
(number of burnup zones, discharge burnup for
each zone) were chosen, based on these analyses,
in such a manner that they comply with the
maximum bundle and channel power limits.

2.1.1 Nominal Power and Burnup Distribution

The equilibrium power and burnup distributions
were computed using the time average method.
Reference burnup and power distributions as
well as channel residence times and average
refuelling rales were obtained from the time
average calculations. Thermal-hydraul ic
feedback was taken into account in a crude
manner in the time average solutions by using the
critical lo nominal power ratio as a criterium for
the determination of core characteristics.

2.1.2 Reactor Model

Computations were made for a CANDU-6MK1
core using the fuel management analysis code
SERA (4).

The code is based on the AECL method and
includes some improvements and supplementary
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facilities. The code can use cell parameter, data
tiles generated wilh either LATREP or WIMS
code, (he results in this paper are obtained using
the LATREP-INR code (a modified version of
LATREP-CYCLE-4). Adjuster rods were taken
into account only through their thermal
absorption increments that constituted ihc
control parameters. Alter determining the
acceptable values for these increments, physical
characteristics of the adjuster rods were
determined using the MULTIC'ELL code.

The /one controller system was taken into
account using (he same increments as for the
natural uranium fuel and a water level of 45
percent (a representative level for the usual
operating conditions).

2.1.3 Time-average Calculations

Time-average calculations are used to determine
the reference power and discharge burnup
distributions. The power distribution is
determined by the core configuration, that is:

(a) number of burnup /ones;
(b) dimensions of burnup /.ones;
(c) discharge burnup for every burnup /one;
(d) refuelling scheme;
(e) radial and axial distribution of the

absorber material in the adjuster rods and
by constraints imposed on the maximum
bundle and channel powers.

The great number of control parameters makes
this problem a complex one requiring a large
amount of computation.

In order to calculate the maximum channel and
bundle powers, instantaneous calculations must
be performed, which increase the problem's
difficulty. The problem was solved in two steps:

(1) The selection of a set of core
configurations (from the time-average
calculations).

(2) The choice of the optimal configuration
based on instantaneous calculations.

The basic methodology for the time-average
calculation is largely described in literature.

3-D diffusion calculations were coupled with
thermal-hydraulics analyses in order to selccl a
set of acceptable configurations.

The procedure consists of:

(a) selection of a set of representative axial
power d i s t r ibu t ions based on a
preliminary power shape calculation;

(b) estimation of critical power for the
selected set of axial power distributions
(as a function of the bundle type);

(c) utilization of critical powers in order to
estimate the critical to nominal channel
power r a t i o , using t ime-aver age
calculations;

(d) the selection of core configurations with
the greatest critical to nominal channel
power ratio (for the high nominal power
channels);

(e) a new selection of axial power shapes and
a new calculation of the critical channel
powers for the selected sel of core
configurations.

This way, the number of core configurations for
which instantaneous calculations must be
performed, in order to check the power
restrictions, is greatly reduced.

2.1.4 Instantaneous Calculations

Instantaneous power distribution calculations
were performed in order (o check the compliance
with maximum bundle and channel power limits.

Two methods were considered:

(a) The random age method.

(b) Refuelling simulation the Autoref
method.

Details regarding both methods are presented in,
(5), (6). a set of improvements to these methods
are presented subsequently.

2.1.4.1 The Random Age Method

The random age method assumes that, at a given
moment, any channel has the same probability of
having stayed unrefuelled for any length of time
between 0 and T, where t is the refuelling period
(residence lime) computed via time-average
calculations.

Moreover, the method assumes the flux
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distribution to be constant in lime and equal to
the reference distribution.

Consequently, for any channel, i, we can define
the channel's age:

in
where:

lj is the time elapsed since the last
refuelling of the channel, and

T, is the refuelling period for the channel.

Briefly, the random age method consists of three
steps:

(1) Generation of a random age for each
channel.

(2) C o m p u t a t i o n of the i r r a d i a t i o n
distribution for the entire core.

(3) Calculation of the flux distribution.

The random age method gives power and flux
distributions that are more disadvantageous than
those encountered in real operation. This is
because a series of rules that are respected in real
refuelling, leading to a smoother flux
distribution, arc not reflected in the generation
of distributions by random age mclhod:

the presence of hot spots in adjacent
channels freshly refuelled is avoided in
real operation by not refuelling adjacent
channels at time moments too close to
each other;

fuelling and also the /one control
absorbers tend to maintain (he power in
the controlled zones at no more that 5
percent deviation from the reference
value.

These two conditions arc to be somehow imposed
on the random age method in order to obtain
better irradiation and flux/power distributions.

The first one can be imposed by generating ages
that, for any two adjacent channels (i,j) comply
with the condition:

A t

To obtain such an age distribution, the channels
are first numbered starting from left upper
corner of the core channel map and sweeping
from left to right and downwards. The ages for
the channels arc generated in order of increasing
index, thai is: (1) is generated firstly, then (2),
and so forth.

A "free zone" is computed for each channel
before assigning an age to it, that is a set:

6 ( 0 , 1 ) | | T j - T K | * A T } 131

where the subscript "K" is taken over all channels
adjacent to the current one and that have indexes
less than the current index (and consequently
have ages associated with them already).

It can be shown that the probability that a
channel has a certain age no matter what ages the
other channels have is still constant over the (0,1)
interval, for this method of generation of random
ages.

In order to account for the second condition
encountered in operation the mean age for the
channels belonging to a zone controlled by a ZCU
is forced to a value a 0.5 using the following
method:

Firstly, the average age for the zone is computed
as:

h ) / N [4]

where
N is number of channels in the zone.

Then every age is replaced by:

T, = x,. * 0.5 / x j 5 |

It is to be observed that some of the new ages
may be greater than 1.

The use of the above modification in the random
age method led to a reduction in the deviation of
instantaneous zone power from the reference
zone power to about 5 to 7 percent.
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2.1.4.2 The Autorefuel Method

The aulorefuel method represents a special case
of the simulation of reactor operating method in
which channel selection for refuelling is done
automatically on the basis of some predefined
fuelling rules. The method's importance in the
field of fuel management analyses appears from
the possibility of obtaining realistic power
distributions and consequently accurate values
for the quantities of interest for fuel
management studies. Moreover, the aulorefuel
method proves very useful during the design
stage, by allowing the simulation of the initial
period from startup till equilibrium, the
investigation of various fuelling strategies and
the precise estimation of maximum channel and
bundle powers, C'PPF, BPPF, discharge burnup
etc.

Practically, the autorefuel method consists in
determining the flux and power distributions at
discrete time steps with the irradiation
distribution incremented from the previous step,
using the previous flux distribution. As the
method is extensively presented in the literature
on the subject of CANDU specific fuel
management (e.g. (5)), we shall only limit
ourselves to present the major difficulties
encountered and our improvements.

The aulorefuel method is currently used in
connection with a finite difference core
calculation, with the flux distribution assumed to
be constant along the time step. This leads to a
lime-consuming algorithm which subsequently
makes use of aprioric rules in channel selection
for fuelling and refuels the selected channels all
at a time, at the beginning or at the end of the
time step. The difficulties reside in:

selecting the lime step length, a
compromise between precision and
execution lime having to be made;

imposing the aprioric conditions on
channel and bundle powers and residence
time in the core for the channel checked
for fuelling and its neighbours;

selecting single refuelling moments for
entire groups of channels leads lo
unrealistic situations in which a large
part of the core is freshly fuelled.

The solution consists in the use of alternative
core calculation methods in which rapid power

distribution estimations can be made; thus
allowing: (a) channel selection or rejection for
fuelling from the resulted power distribution
rather than from the previous one; (b) refuelling
of the selected channels during the time step
together with adequately updating the power
distribution and (c) improved accuracy and use
of longer time steps.

The modal expansion method has already proved
successful as an alternative core calculation
method.

The modal expansion method as used in the
SIMODEX code is yet inadequate for our
problem due to the significant supplementary
effort required by the computation of nominal
modes for the considered core configurations.

Thai is why our choice was to develop the
autorefuel method starting from the SIMULATE
module in FMDP. The main improvements
consists of:

Estimating the bundle powers for the
channels checked for refuelling, on the
basis of instantaneous values for bundle
power to fuel flux ratio and of the flux
distribulion from the previous step.

Estimating the total channel power by
summing over the bundle powers and
comparing the result with the critical
channel power.

Choosing for refuelling the channels for which
the critical to nominal channel power and
maximum bundle power al refuelling are within
accepted limits.

Spreading the refuelling moments for the
channels to be refuelled on a finite time
interval, so as to cover the entire
simulation lime step, in order to obtain a
daily refuelling rate close to the average
r e f u e l l i n g r a t e e s t i m a t e d from
equilibrium calculations.

The above algorithm is implemented in the
AUTOREF module of the SERA code. The
starling point for the refuelling simulation
consists of an instantaneous situation, generated
with the random age method.

Simulation is performed using 25 day steps on a
time interval long enough to contain the
refuelling of approximately half of the core's
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channels. The longer the period, the smaller the
influence of the starting point on the results of
the simulation.

The ripple, or deviation from lime-average,
resulting from (his method is in fact smaller than
what could be achieved in reality, and the
time-dependent simulation is an effort of
estimating more realistically the actual refuelling
ripples and peak powers.

2.1.5 Fuel Bundle Operating Conditions
Calculations

The evaluation of fuel bundle operating
conditions consisted of calculating the power
envelope and power boost history.

Power and power boost envelopes were derived
from the results of the time-dependent refuelling
simulation. Envelopes were calculated for both
37-elemcnt and 43-elemcnt fuel, in the following
manner: SERA stores the power and burnup of
every bundle in the core at each time step in the
simulation at which the flux is calculated. From
ihe LATREP (or W1MS) cell code, the relative
element power and burnup distributions within
the bundle are known as a function of average
bundle burnup. Hence, the element power and
burnup arc to be determined for each ring of
fuel, for every bundle in the core, at each lime
step in the simulation.

A separated module in SERA was used to do that.
This module produces a "scatter plot" of element
power and corresponding element burnup for
every bundle in the core, for each ring of fuel,
for selected times in the simulation.

From this "scatter plot" the power envelope is
drawn as a smooth curve through the power
burnup prints, such that no points lie above this
envelope. Thus, the power envelop shows the
maximum clement power (or liner element rating)
in the core, as a function of element burnup, for
each ring of fuel.

Although the simulation was done using a
43-clement fuel bundle, power envelopes were
deduced for the 37-elemcnt bundle by simply
substituting the LATREP file corresponding to
the 37-elemenl bundle. The module the used the
bundle powers and burnup in SERA which were
calculated using 43-element fuel bundle, with the
intra-bundle element power and burnup
distributions appropriate for the 37-clemcnt
bundle. This method assumes that the axial

bundle power and burnup distributions would be
similar for the (wo bundle types, which is a good
approximation.

Power boost envelopes were derived in a similar
manner to the power envelopes, using SERA wilh
input from LATREP.

2.1.6 Thermal- hydraulics Calculations

In each "figure-of-eight" loop of the reactor,
there are °5 fuel channels between each of the
two inlet and outlet header pairs. The fuel
channel flow-power characteristics depend on the
conditions at the inlet and outlet headers, and on
the flow resistance in the inlet feeder, outlet
feeder and the fuel channel. In the design of the
heal transport system, the enthalpy rise across
each channel was matched so that the channel
exit qualities at the outlet header arc similar. As
such, for given header boundary conditions, the
power and hence the flow are potentially
different for each channel. To evaluate the
thermal limit of the reactor, a core-wise approach
is used. The critical channel powers of all the
channels in the reactor core are assessed for
numerous core flux shapes resulting from various
configurations of reactivity control devices
which might be encountered during the operation
of the reactor. The limiting channel which gives
the minimum critical power ratio, CPR, defined
as the ratio of the critical channel power to the
nominal power of the channel, determines the
reactor thermal limit.

The boundary conditions, header- lo- header
pressure drop, inlet header temperature and
outlet header pressure are estimated by
simulating the complete flow circuit using a
homogeneous fluid, sleady-state computer code at
full power operation wilh the nominal flux
profile. The boundary conditions are input to
(he code in a separate simulation for the part of
the circuit between the inlet and outlet headers
to assess critical channel power, CCP. Since the
variations in the flow conditions of a small
number of parallel channels have insignificant
effects on the conditions at the headers, the
boundary conditions are kept constant
throughout the CCP calculations. Also, at partial
reactor powers, the effect of lower inlet header
temperatures on CCP would more than offset the
effect of lower header-lo-header pressure drops.
Therefore, the same set of boundary conditions
are used for all the core flux shapes at full as
well as at partial powers.
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The heat flux profile along the fuel bundles are
simulated by nodes of uniform heat flux. Then
the flow conditions, pressure, mass flux and
quality, are evaluated for each node.

From these, the local critical heat flux, CHF, is
calculated using the CHF correlation.

The local heat flux is compared to the calculated
CHF to determine the critical channel power. If
dryout is not predicted, the calculation
procedures are repeated for higher channel
powers, keeping the header boundary condition
constant until the calculated CHF locus is
tangential to the axial heal flux profile. This
power is the critical channel power for the onset
of dryout.

2.1.7 Adjuster Rod Calculations

The preservation of the adjuster rod core solution
imposed a new calculation of these rods in order
to obtain maximum effect in radial power
flattening. The reactivity worth of the adjuster
rods was estimated at 11.5 mk to compensate for
the Xe build-up after 30 minutes from shutdown.

The locations of the adjuster rods were
maintained unchanged from the standard
uranium core. The calculations were performed
in two steps:

(a) Estimation of thermal absorption
increments for the adjuster rods.

(b) Estimation of geometrical properties of
the rods to provide the desired absorption
effect and recalculation of the entire
cross section increment set.

The first kind of calculations were performed
using the CHEBXEMAX code. Seme
modifications were performed in the modelling
of core materials and also in the algorithm used
to evaluate the filling degree of the ZCU. A new
core configuration was created using the results
of a time-average calculation with a preliminary
adjuster rod solution. In order to combine good
accuracy with a relatively small computation
time, a radial homogeni/ation of the neutronic
properties of the fuel over regions formed of
channels having similar axial power shapes was
performed. The differences between the
considered axial shape types are due to the
presence or absence of reactivity devices. The
refuelling sense was also taken into account, the
results show good accordance with detailed core

calculations.

The code automatically searches the adjuster
grading that produces an optimum flattening
(especially radial) of the flux corresponding to
bundles 4 to 9. The adjuster rods reactivity
worth is kept constant during the search. The
second kind of calculations were performed using
the MULTICELL code. An estimation of the
effect in absorption of the tube's thickness and
outer surface area was performed, to identify the
optimal solution. This way, curves were plotted
that allowed the building of a design starling
solution.

3.0 RESULTS

3.1 Time-average Calculations

The time-average channel power distributions are
illustrated in Figure 1 for a row of channels
along the horizontal mid-plane of the core. The
channel power map is illustrated in Figure 2.

SEU fuel offers greater opportunity for
flattening the radial channel power distribution
through "burnup flattening" (i.e. through the use
of different irradiations, or refuelling rates, in
different parts of the core) compared with the
uranium fuel, because the resultant fractional
burnup penalty is smaller. In our case the core is
divided in two burnup zones, similar to natural
uranium fuel core, and the discharge burnup
ratio is 0.91 (outer burnup /one to inner burnup
zone). In the case of natural uranium fuel core
this ratio is 0.864.

As a result, the peak channel powers in Figures 1
and 2 are lower than those for natural uranium
fuel.

The flattening effect of the adjuster rods on the
radial power distribution is important and is
illustrated in Table 2.

The radial form factor (ratio of average to peak
channel power) is 0.85 and the total form factor
(ratio of average to peak bundle power) 0.62.

Figure 3 illustrates the axial time-average bundle
power profiles for two channel, one in the
adjuster rods region and the other in the region
without adjuster rods.

The adjuster rods depress the power in the
position corresponding to bundle 4 and 10 in the
channel, resulting in a larger peak bundle power
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Tor a given channel power, and an asymmetric
double and triple hump in the axial power
distribution.

From the lime-average power and burnup
distribution, power histories can be constructed,
which show (he variation of bundle power and
bundle burnup as a bundle gels shifted along the
channel. These are illustrated in Figures 4 and 5
for two typical channels, one in the inner /.one,
in the vicinity of adjuster rods, and another in
the outer /one.

While the lime-average histories do not show the
variations in power due to refuelling, they do
indicate the general features that can be expected^
in typical power histories.

For the first type of channel, power boosts of at
least 100 kW will occur at higher burnups in
shifting from positions 8 to 10 (Figure 4).
Further time-average results are given in Table 1.

3.2 Thermal-hydraulic Calculations

Thermal-hydraulic calculations were performed
for two representative types of axial power
profile: one for the inner (adjuster rod) /one and
the other for the outer (no adjuster rods) /.one.

Compulations were performed for the 37, as well
as for the 43 pin bundle, using the HYDNA-3
code.

Axial heal flux shapes are presented in Figures 6
and 7. Geometrical data for the 43 pin bundle
were taken from a bundle project developed by
the INR fuel design group.

The 43 pin bundle has two kinds of rods, of
different diameters, the small diameter ones
being located in the outer ring.

Critical channel powers (from CHF conditions)
for the considered power distributions were
found to be up to 3 percent larger than those for
a typical cosine shape. A 5 percent better critical
channel power was obtained for the 43 pin
bundle case compared to the 37 pin bundle one.

Critical to nominal channel power ratios for the
entire core are represented in Figures 8 and 9 for
the two kinds of fuel bundles.

3.3 Adjuster Rods Calculations

In the first step the radial grading of the adjuster

rods remained unchanged from the natural
uranium core in order to achieve a strong radial
flux flattening. The axial placement of adjuster
rods is critical, so the axial rows of adjuster rods
wcrc regraded to obtain an optimum axial power
distribution.

All the mentioned determinations used only
thermal absorption cross section increments for
the adjuster rods.

The generated solution, compared with the one
for natural uranium, shows incremental
absorption cross sections about 20 percent smaller
for the middle rod row and about 10 percent
larger for the peripheral rows.

This solution was used as a starting point for the
optimization of radial and axial adjuster rod
grad ing , performed by means of the
CHEBXEMAX code the final accepted solution is
characterized by a strong decrease in the
reactivity worth of the middle row of adjuster
rods (the central rod was completely removed)
and also by a shortening of the extremal rods
from the lateral-axial rows.

To estimate the geometrical properties of the
rods, the absorption effect of tube thickness was
investigated. The main results, obtained with the
MULTICELL code, are:

(a) A 0.32*10'2 cm 2 relative variation of the
thermal absorpt ion cross section
increment with adjuster rod thickness.

(b) A 0.55*10"3 cm'2 relative variation of the
thermal absorpt ion cross section
increment with central rod radius.

(c) A 0.2*10"4 cm"2 relative variation of
thermal cross section increment with the
external radius of the tube (the linear
mass density remaining constant).

The relative effectiveness of geometrical changes
upon thermal absorption cross section was
analyzed based on the relative variations from
cases (a) and (b) corrected with the linear mass
density variation.

A ratio of 1.22 favouring the (a) case was found.

Table 2 shows the results of adjuster rod
calculations, namely adjuster tube thickness and
thermal absorption cross section increment.
Increments are presented as ratios, relative to the
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natural uranium case.

It is to observe that in the presented solution the
adjuster rods (still) have a strong contribution in
radial power flattening.

The overall reactivity worth of the liquid /one
controllers was evaluated and was found to be
about 7 mk. Other results for the liquid /one
controllers are given in Table 3.

3.4 Instantaneous Calculations

Figure 10 illustrates the channel overpower map
in the instantaneous calculations. The
over-power (or ripple) of a channel is simply the
ratio of the channel power to the time-average
power of that channel. If a channel has an
over-power equal to 1.0 then its instantaneous
power is equal to its time-average power.

By correlating these values with those in Figure 2
we can observe that large overpower ratios
appear mainly in channels with small nominal
power. As it can be seen from Figure 8, the
critical to nominal power ratio for these channels
is also large, so we can restrict our attention to
the high power channels (which have a smaller
critical to nominal power ratio).

The key result of the simulation are presented in
Table 4.

The channel power peaking (CPPF) is a measure
of the refuelling ripple, and is defined here as
the largest channel over-power (ratio of
instantaneous channel power at a certain moment
to the time-average power of that channel), taken
over channels having an instantaneous power of
at least 90 percent of the peak channel power at
that moment. The CPPF is an important
parameter in the method currently used in
calibrating the neutron over-power (NOP)
detectors to determine the operating margin. The
method involves the periodic calculation of the
channel power distribution to determine the
current value of CPPF. It is conservatively
assumed that the actual power distribution equals
the time-average or reference distribution, scaled
up by the calculated CPPF. Hence, the maximum
over-power is applied to all channels, rather lhan
to the single channel to which it actually applies.

It is usual to restrict the calculation of the CPPF
to either the channels having an instantaneous
power greater than 0.9 of the maximum channel
power at that time, or to the high-power region

of the core. As we showed, the peak over-power
for the whole core often occurs in a peripheral
channel, which have a larger margin to dryoul
than the other channels.

The average CPPF over the simulation is 1.127.
The value of CPPF for natural uranium using an
8-bundle shift fuelling scheme is about 1.10.

3.5 Fuel Bundle Operating Conditions

The evolution of a rod power with burnup for
the two types of bundle (LATREP calculations)
is presented in Figure 11.

The maximum linear power density for the
43 pin bundle is 16 percent lower than that for
the 37 pin bundle (same bundle power - fresh
fuel).

Power envelopes for the high power rods were
computed based on these data. Results are shown
in Figure 12.

Significant differences between the results for
the two types of bundle were obtained.

The maximum linear power density peak for the
37 and 43 pin bundle are 53 kW/m and 45 kW/m
respectively.

The power envelopes show a slight increase at
high burnup, due to the asymmetry in the axial
power distribution caused by the adjuster rods.

The numerically simulated fuel behaviour
analyses showed good performance (7).

In assessing fuel performance at extended burnup
under these operating conditions, we face the
fact that our current data-base is insufficient to
certainly predict the performance of either the
37-clement or 43-elcment fuel bundles.

4.0 Final Remarks

The results presented in this paper do not exhaust
the physical aspects implied by the use of SEU
fuel.

Nevertheless they demonstrate the possibility of
using this fuel cycle in the CANDU-6MK1
reactor, without major constructive alterations.

The choice of a 1 percent enrichment is
motivated by the fact that it is close to both the
economical optimum (1.2 percent) and the case of
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LWR (RU) recycled uranium (0.9 percent).

The presented core configuration is a
conservative one. It offers (due to the use of an
advanced fuel bundle concept) an important
increase in design as well as operational margins.
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Table 1 Main Parameters of the Core with SEL 1%

Nominal fission power (Mwj
No. of channels
\o. of burnup zones
Axial refueling scheme (bundles)
No of channels in burnup zones

-inner
-intermediate
-outer

Maximum power per channel
at equilibrium (kw)
Maximum power per bundle
at equilibrium (kw)
Discharge burnup (Mwd/kgHE)

-inner zone
-intermediate zone
-outer zone
-average

Maximum avo rage power (kw)
-channel
-bundle

Cl'l'K (average)
CPPF (statistically corrected)
BPPF (average)
Hefueling rate

-channels/day
-bundles/day

2179.9
380

3
2

124
52

204

6452

761

2179.9
380
3
3

124
52

204

6446

769
16
16
14
15

7021
836
1
1.
1

3
6

.1

.8

.9

.50

.134
079
.467

.38

.76

16.07
17.00
14.85
15.51

7158
90 7

1.176
1.105
1.225

2.25
6.75
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TABLE 2

Main Parameters of Adjuster Rods

Axial Position

Middle Rod Row

Pheripheral Rows

Rod

1A, 1C
IB
2A, 2C
2B
3A, 3C
3B
4A, 4B
4C

1A, 1C
IB
2A, 2C
2B
3A, 3C
3B
4A, 4C
4B

ASa2-SEU
A2a2-l)n

1.06
0.33
0.46
0.22
0.24
0.24
0.00

0.00
1.40
1.71
1.46
1.28
1.28
2.02
1.05

Thickness
(cm)

0.016
0.030
0.034
0.037
0.051
0.030
0.000

0.000
0.151
0.148
0.340
0.338
0.338
0.295
0.183

TABLE 3

Main Effects of ZCU

Case

ZCU-full
ZCU -empty

Maximum Channel
Power (kW)

6682
6398

Maximum Bundle
Power (kW)

798
778

K-err-i
(ink)

-0.6
+7.4
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TABLE 4

Instantaneous Calculations Results

Maximum Channel
Power (kW)

7089

6950

7064

7064

6874

7084

Average

7019

Maximum Bundle
Power (kW)

855

806

841

842

845

817

Average

834

CPPF

1.17

1.11

1.19

1.13

1.13

1.12

Average

1.127
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ABSTRACT

Some of the unique CANDU features which contribute to its
high capacity factors, such as on-power fuelling, are well
known. However, one feature which is not well known but
deserves credit is "shim" operation. Shim capability permits
continued near full-power operation when refuelling is
unavailable. Reactor shim operation refers to the process of
using reactivity control devices to add or remove small
amounts of reactivity. This mode of operation subjects some of
the reactor systems, such as fuel, to non-standard operating
requirements. The local power perturbations caused by
withdrawing adjusters from the core during shim must not
cause systematic fuel failures. CANDU 6 experience in shim
(Gentilly 1989190) has been successful, with reactor power
operation conforming with current guidelines. These
guidelines specify reactor power levels for all core
configurations under shim operation. This paper shows how
our analytical tools for estimating bundle defect probabilities
can be modified to determine the risk of fuel failures for any
shim operation and for any bundle power/burnup distribution
in the core.

1. INTRODUCTION

In terms of capacity factors, C ANDUs rank among the highest
in the world. This is primarily because reactivity can be
continuously added to the core by means of remotely
controlled fuelling machines that operate at full reactor power.
However, even when the fuelling machines are out of service
for extended periods, backup systems or reactivity control
devices are available to permit continued operation with shim.

Shim operation, as described in the next section, involves
adjuster removal from the core, local perturbations in bundle
powers, and some risk of systematic fuel failures.

Due to the infrequent need for shim operation in CANDU 6,
the operational guidelines that were originally established in
the 1970s were never reviewed to reflect performance
feedback of power reactor fuel. For example, the systematic
fuel failures that occurred during adjuster removal*1) at
Pickering NGS Unit 1 in 1988 November, provides an
opportunity to validate the fuel defect thresholds. These
thresholds are used to evaluate fuel performance in shim.

This paper discusses the fuel defect thresholds that have
evolved since CANDU 6s first went critical, and how the
thresholds can be used to estimate the risk of fuel failures for
any shim operation and for any bundle power/burnup
distribution in the core. The original CANDU 6 guidelines for
shim operation were considered acceptable using the defect
thresholds that were available in the late 1970s. Since then,
these thresholds were increased to reflect good fuel
performance at Bruce during the early 1980s. Another change
over the years, is that the peak bundle power was increased
from 900 to 93S kW to cover any uncertainties in predicting
actual bundle powers. The guidelines were never reviewed in
light of these changes.

2. CONCEPT OF SHIM OPERATION

The reactivity control devices are designed to compensate for
any surplus or deficit of reactivity in the core. This means that
they control the neutron flux to ensure that the core contains the
correct number of neutrons to sustain a critical chain reaction.
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These devices also control the neutron flux profile across the
core to ensure bundle powers remain below specified limits.
For CANDU 6 reactors, the reactivity control devices consist
of neutron absorbing material, specifically:

• cobalt or stainless steel adjusters which normally reside in
the core at steady power;

• light water that is contained in liquid zone controllers
(LZC) which are vertical chambers within the core; and

• cadmium mechanical absorbers which normally reside
out of the core.

The adjusters, when withdrawn from the core, can override the
negative reactivity introduced by xenon transients that occur
during reactor setbacks and trips ®. The amount of water
inside the LZCs controls any local or daily variations in
reactivity. The absorbers, when inserted into the core,
introduce sufficient negative reactivity to shutdown the
reactor. The depletion rate forthe reactivity due to fuel bumup
is compensated for by refuelling, typically up to 2-4 channels
per day.

Reactivity control during a temporary interruption to
refuelling can be accommodated by reducing water levels in
the LZCs, or by reducing reactor power. For long
interruptions, reactivity can be added to the core in discrete
quantities by withdrawing groups or banks of adjusters. This
is termed shim operation which enables the plant to continue
operating at reduced power for several months.

Shim operation begins after the water in the LZCs has drained
to some minimum level, usually 20% of full. At this point, the
first set of adjusters are withdrawn as the reactor power is
reduced. The excess reactivity introduced at this step is
controlled by partially filling the LZCs. With time, the water
levels begin to drop again to compensate for the reactivity
depletion due to burnup. When it drops to the minimum value,
the second bank of adjusters is removed and the process is
repeated until all seven banks of adjusters are removed.

3. FUEL DEFECT RISK DURING SHIM

CANDU fuel has been designed and tested to accommodate
both steady state high power operation and power changes due
to on-power fuelling. The fuel failure mechanism due to power
changes has been identified from early experience in Douglas
Point and Pickering @\ and has been investigated extensively
in numerous experimental irradiations in NRU W.

As adjusters are withdrawn from the core, local power
perturbations occur in certain bundle positions as the flux
distribution changes. These local power changes can cause
systematic fuel failures as recently demonstrated at Pickering
Unit 1 in November 1988(1). During a trip recovery, all eight
adjusters were withdrawn from the core at 65% reactor power.
The subsequent increase in reactor power to 87% caused a
number of fuel failures due to stress corrosion cracking (SCC)
in bundles located near the adjuster sites.

Stress corrosion cracking defects can occur if the Zircaloy fuel
sheath issubjected toacrkical stress and is exposed to a critical
concentration of corrosive fission products. The total fission
product inventory is determined by the fuel power and burnup,
and its release to the UO2 pellel-to-shcaih gap depends on fuel
temperature or the ramped power, P. The critical stress is
governed by the change in power, AP. The probability of a
defect is limited to the lesser of the probabilities due to the
ramped power, P, and the change in power, AP, according to a
modified version of the FUELOGRAM criteria*3*. Both
sheath stress (AP dependent) and fission product concentration
(P dependent) are required to exceed critical levels to cause a
SCC defect.

Figures 1 and 2 show threshold curves for predicting power
ramp conditions that cause SCC fuel failures. These thresholds
represent the 1% defect probability for 37-element fuel
bundles. The 1979 curves were originally recommended for
use in CANDU 6 reactors where bundle powers peak at about
900 k W. They represented the SCC failure threshold values for
CANDU fuel that contained graphite coatings (Canlub) on the
inside surface of the fuel sheaths. In the 1970s, Canlub was
recognized as an effective solution to SCC problems. In 1982,
the curves were adjusted upward to reflect good fuel
performance during 4 bundle shifts at Bruce 'A'. At that time,
thousands of fuel bundles were successfully power ramped
beyond the 1979 threshold curves. The operating bundle
power envelope peaked at about 1000 kW. The probability of
fuel failure increases during a power ramp if the ramped (final)
power and the power increase both exceed threshold values
along these curves.

OUTER ELEMENT LINEAR POWER (kWnm) BUNDLE POWER (kW)

Figure 1
Ramped Power

40 60 10 100 120 140 160 1S0 800
BUNDLE BURNUP (MWfVkgU)

SCC Defect Threshold for
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TABLE 1
ORIGINAL AECL GUIDELINES FOR SHIM

OPERATION IN CANDU 6

O.E.L.P. INCREASE (kW/m) BUNDLE POWER INCREASE JiW)

Figure 2
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4. OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES FOR SHIM

To reduce the probability of SCC defects during shim
operation, there are two operational limits or rules that need to
be considered, as described below.

• Bundle Overpower Limit: No bundle in the core should
be power ramped beyond "X"% of its initial power, and

• Bundle Power Limit: No bundle in the core should be
power ramped beyond a high power envelope that peaks
at"Y"kW.

In principle, the maximum value of X, depends on the initial
power and burnup of bundles located near adjusters. It can be
as high as 25-30% for low burnup fuel within the range where
fuel has extremely high resistance to SCC failures (see
Figures 1 and 2). The maximum value of Y is fixed by the
bundle power license limit of 935 kW. At this bundle power,
the fuel elements located on the outer ring of the 37-eIement
bundle, operate at about 60 kW/m.

In practice, the operator is given "bulk power limits" which
define the maximum reactor power for each adjuster
configuration. The bulk power limits were originally chosen
in the late 1970s to ensure that bundle powers, after adjuster
withdrawal, did not exceed the bundle power envelope for full
reactor power operation. This is the power/bumup curve that
peaks at 900 kW and encompasses at least 99% of all bundle
powers. The derived bulk power limits, listed in Table 1,
produced bundle overpowers of less than 1.27.

Adjuster Configuration During Shim
(number of banks out)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Bulk Power
Limit (%)

98
95
95
83
81
80
68

The bulk power limits currently used at Gentilly are similar to
those listed in Table I. At Point Lepreau, they were very
simply derived. The actual bulk power limits are merely those
that keep the peak bundle power after entering shim, to the
same power before entering shim. This is a conservative
approach since the fuelling engineer has little difficulty
keeping the peak bundle to about 880 kW, well below the
935 kW license limit The bulk power limits that enforce that
criterion, were reassessed recently for New Brunswick
Electric Power Commission for specific core configurations at
Point Lepreau. The revised limits^ which are listed in
Table 2, are generally lower than original limits. The peak
overpower in this reassessment was coincidentally less than
27%.

TABLE 2
1991 GUIDELINES FOR SHIM OPERATION IN

POINT LEPREAU<5)

Adjuster Configuration During Shim
(number of banks out)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Bulk Power
Limit (%)

99
92
90
79
77
76
64

At Point Lepreau, the operator has the option to adjust the bulk
power limits depending on the power/bumup distribution of
the bundles in the core at the time of shim operation. For
example, it may be possible to exceed the recommended bulk
power limits without exceeding the 935 kW bundle power
limit. If this is the case, then the overpower limit of 27%
becomes criterion for establishing the bulk power limit.
Another approach that offers more operational flexibility is to
set the bulk power to a level that keeps all bundles below the
defect threshold. This can be done directly by incorporating
the fuel defect thresholds into the fuel management simulation
codes. This option is currently being reviewed at Point
Lepreau.
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5. DEVELOPMENT OF IMPROVED GUIDELINES
FOR SHIM OPERATION

To determine if bundles are at risk during a shim operation, the
SCC defect thresholds should be expressed in parameters that
are available to the operator, specifically X and Y. This
conversion can be done in several steps.

The first step is to identify the SCC risk region in powcr/bumup
coordinates. This is the region of overlap between the bundle
power envelope having a peak power of "Y" kW and the
P-SCC threshold from Figure 1.

The second step is to determine the initial po wer/bumup region
for bundles that can have ramped powers that fall inside the
SCC risk region. These are the bundles that have power
increases that exceed the AP SCC threshold from Figure 2.

The third step is to determine a second initial power/bumup
region for bundles that have ramped powers that fall inside the
SCC risk region and that have bundle overpowers of less than
"X".

For a shim operation governed by X and Y, bundles will be at
risk if their initial powers and burnup belong to both regions
described above. If there is no overlap between regions, there
will be no risk.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the above steps for a Y=935 kW and
X=27%. The curves shown in these figures arc described
below.

Curve 1 represents the maximum bundle power envelope
that peaks at 935 kW. All bundles in the core will have
powers and burnups below the curve.

Curve 2 is the 1982 SCC threshold for ramped power from
Figure 1. The area between Curves 1 and 2 is the SCC risk
region. If any bundle undergoes a change in its power (as
it would during shim operation), and its final power falls
below the SCC risk region then it will not be at SCC risk.
If its power falls within the region then it will be at risk,
but only if its power increase exceeds the AP threshold.
The two intercepts between Curves 1 and 2 represent the
bumup range where SCC defects may occur.

Curve 3 represents the difference between the SCC
ramped power threshold and the SCC power increase
threshold from Figure 2. All bundles with initial powers
below Curve 3, i.e., Area A, and with ramped powers that
fall inside the SCC risk region will be at risk because their
ramped powers and power increasesexceed both the Pand
AP thresholds.

Curve 4 represents the difference between the power
envelope and the AP SCC threshold. Bundles with initial
powers located above Curve 4 and with ramped powers
inside the SCC risk region are not at risk because the
change in power will not exceed the AP threshold. If the
initial power is located between Curves 3 and 4 in Area B,
the bundle will be at risk provided its change in power
exceeds the AP threshold.

OUTER ELEMENT LINEAR POWER (kW/m) BUNDLE POWER (kW)

40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220

OUTER ELEMENT BURNUP (MWh/kgU)

Figure 3: Defect Risk Regions (shaded)
for 935 kW Bundle Power Envelope and
1982 SCC Defect Thresholds
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• Curve 5 in Figure 4 coincides with the SCC power ramp
threshold curve, but is set at 27% lower power. Any
bundles with initial powers located above Curve S before
shim can potentially be power ramped to the SCC risk
region with a 27% (or less) overpower. If its initial power
is located ijeJow. the curve it will not be at risk because of
the 27% overpower restriction. Only bundles with initial
powers located within Area-C (above Curve 5) can have
ramped powers inside the SCC risk region because of the
overpower limit of X%, or 27% as is the case shown in
Figure 3.

From a graphical standpoint, SCC fuel failures can be avoided,
provided that Areas A and B from Figure 3 do not overlap with
Area C from Figure 4. The overlapped area, if any, would
represent the initial powers and burnups of bundles that can
exceed both SCC thresholds for P and AP.

From the analytical standpoint, shim operation will cause SCC
fuel failures, among bundles with initial powers (PO that meet
both of these conditions.

OP
PB - APT

where,

PT = burnup dependent SCC threshold for ramped power
(Figure 1)

APT = burnup dependent SCC threshold for power increase
(Figure 2)

PE = bundle power at a given burnup along the maximum
bundle power envelope during shim (Curve 1 in
Figure 3)

OP = maximum bundle overpower during shim.

For a bundle power envelope of 935 kW and a bundle
overpower limit of 1.27, there will be a region of overlap
between Figures 3 and 4. Figure S shows a close-up of this
region. The number of bundles with power/bumup values
contained within this region can be estimated from a power
snapshot of the core. Based on a typical snapshot of the Point
Lepreau core, (his region would represent no more than four
bundles. The maximum defect probability for these bundles
can be determined by reconstructing Figures 3 and 4 with
various defect probability curves replacing the defect
threshold. These four bundles, if overpowered by 27%, would
have a bundle defect probability of slightly more than 1 %.
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Figure 5: Initial Power/Burnup Conditions
of Bundles that can fail during SHIM
with Overpower=27%, Peak Power=935 kW

where.

P =

number of bundles with power conditions exceeding
the SCC defect thresholds (Figure 6)

average defect probability (%) of "n" bundles
(PMAX +1)/2

The preceding analyses can be repeated for a range of bundle
power envelopes and overpowers to determine their
relationship with maximum number of bundles at defect risk
(see Figure 6) and with the maximum defect probabilities (see
Figure 7). These curves can be used to determine the defect
risk due to SCC for shim operation beyond the present
guidelines in Table 1. For example, if the operators know the
peak bundle power and the maximum bundle overpower for a
given adjuster configuration, the defect risk can be detennined
directly from Figures 6 and 7.

The number of bundles (N) expected to fail for a given shim
operation specified by a bundle overpower (X) and a peak
bundle power (Y) is given by this equation:

N « n • JT/100 ,

PMAX = maximum defect probability (%) of these bundles
(Figure 7).

Recently, the SCC defect thresholds and defect probabilities,
expressed as function of ramped power, power increase and
burnup, have been incorporated into the fuel management code
used at Point Lepreau. The operator can now simulate an
anticipated shim operation for the on-line power/burnup
distribution in thecore. The bulk power limit that ensures good
fuel performancecan be determined directly. The operator can
fine tune bulk power limit to match current conditions and
relax the 1.27 overpower guideline. The overpower criterion
disappears in the sense that the bulk power is adjusted to some
level that maintains a defect probability of less than 1 %.

MAXIMUM • OP BUNDLES ABOVE SCC THRESHOLD MAXIMUM BUNDLEDEFECTPKOBABILrry <*)

925 950 975 1000

PEAK BUNDLE POWER (Y in kW)

Figure 6: Number of Bundles at Risk for
various Overpowers (X) and Peak Bundle
Powers (Y) in CANDU 6

BUNDLE
• OVERPOWUI

925 950 m 1000

PEAK BUNDLE POWER (Y in kW)

Figure 7: Maximum Defect Probability for
various Overpowers (X) and Peak Bundle
Powers (Y) in CANDU 6
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Figure 8: Gentilly Reactor Power
History showing SHIM Operation in
Early 1990
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Figure 9: Power/Burnup Snapshot oi
Gentilly Core at 5o% Reactor Power
in 5 Bank SHIM (1990)
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6. CANDU 6 EXPERIENCE

Of the 16 reactor-years experience ai Point Lepreau and
Gentilly, shim operauon was necessary on two occasions only.
Both shim operations were performed al Gentilly. The first
lasted for about ten days in late 1989, with reactor power down
to 87%. The second lasted four months starting in February
1990. During this period, reactor operation continued at
various power levels, including a five bank shim operauon for
two months at 50% power. Figure 8 shows the reactor power
history. The reduced power levels during shim were generally
below the recommended power levels in Table 1. The power
snapshot of the core, see Figure 9, shows that the peak power
was less than 500 kW at 50% reactor power, and that the
envelope had the same general shape as the reference envelope
for full power operation.

In view of the relatively high bumup and the high UO2 density
of the fuel in the core, some consideration was given to the rate
of power rise when Gentilly-2 was returned to full capacity
following the sustained shim operation. No fuel defects
occurred during adjuster removal, nor during the return to full
power in June of 1990.

The successful experience of CANDU 6 in shim demonstrates
that reactor operation can continue safely and reliably for an
extended period in spite of disruptions to refuelling.

7. APPLICATIONS TO OTHER CANDUS

Pickering and CANDU 6 reactors have similar shim
guidelines. Both restrict bulk powers to 64-65% when all
adjusters are withdrawn from the core. Reference 1 reports
that the reactor power in Pickering 1 was further increased to
87%, while all adjusters were withdrawn from the core. This
resulted in bundle overpowers of at least 1.5 as contrasted to
1.24M recommended for Pickering.

A CANDU 6 core with all adjusters withdrawn, operating at
87% reactor power would have subjected fuel to an estimated
1.7 overpowerand apeak bundle powerof 1050 kW. The outer
elements would have operated at powers similar to those
experienced at Pickering 1. Using the methods outlined
above, we would expect 1060 bundles to be at SCC risk or
about 23% of the core. Figure 10 shows the initial power and
burnup conditions of bundles that would be at risk. The
maximum and average defect probabilities would have been
22%, and 10%, respectively. Using the approach outlined in
Figures 6 and 7, up to 106 bundles would have been expected
to fail. This prediction is reasonably consistent with the 35
defective bundles identified at Pickering W.
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Figure 10: Initial Power/Burnup Conditions
of Bundles that can fail during SHIM
with Overpower=70%, Peak Power=1050 kW

In addition, most if not all of the defective outer elements at
Pickering had ramped powers that fell within the SCC risk
region. The initial powers and burnups of the defective
elements examined in Chalk River and shown in Figure 6 of
Reference 1, fell within the upper shaded region of Figure 10.
These findings add credibility to the 1982 SCC defect
thresholds currently used at CANDU-6 sites.

The new generation of CANDU-3 reactors under development
at AECL provide good flexibility for shim operation primarily
because of its relatively low bundle power envelope that peaks
at 800 kW<6>. This envelope is below the 1982 SCC defect
threshold for ramped power. Provided the bulk power limits
ensure bundle powers remain below this envelope, there will
likely be no restriction in bundle overpower.

8. CONCLUSIONS

(1) Shim operations with bulk power limits that ensure that all
bundle powers remain below the original 900 kW bundle
power envelope would not result in any SCC fuel failures
regardless of the bundle overpowers. This is simply
because the power envelope is below the SCC threshold
for ramped power.

(2) The SCC defect risk is minimal for shim operation based
on bulk power limits that keep bundle power conditions
within the 935 kW envelope and the overpower of 1.27.
In theory, there should be no more than four bundles at
risk. These bundles would have: initial bundle powers of
about 640 kW; burnups within 150-175 MWh/kg U; and
be located near the adjusters that are withdrawn during
shim operation. In practise, there will likely be no bundles
at risk because the maximum overpowers normally occur
on bundles having low bumup where CANDU fuel has
good resistance to failure.

(3) The original 27% overpower limit for CANDU 6 is
upheld because the enhanced SCC thresholds (1982
versus 1979,Figures 1 and 2) partially counter balance the
increased peak bundle power (935 versus 900 kW).

(4) CANDU 6 fuel performance under shim operation at
Gentilly has been excellent contributing significantly to
(he validation of the guidelines originally developed for
the shim operation.

(5) The criteria developed for CANDU 6 for operation during
shim can be applied to other CANDUs.
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ABSTRACT

During high-temperature transients, increased
mechanical contact can occur between the fuel stack
and the sheath in the axial and/or radial direction.
As well, there is an axial linear power gradient and
an axial gradient in mechanical properties of the
sheath specific to a CANDU-type (Canada Deuterium
Uranium. Registered trademark) fuel element This
requires a code with the capability to treat multiple
axial segments. This paper describes a contact model
that allows the elasto-plastic mechanical contact in
radial/axial direction for multiple axial segments.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

In an operating nuclear fuel element, whenever the
fuel pellets expand more than the sheath in the radial
and/or axial direction, mechanical contact between the
two bodies occurs. This situation, known as PCI
(pellet-cladding interact ion), is an important
phenomenon to model, because it affects sheath
deformation and can lead to fuel failure as of
Increased PCI during transients.

The PCI condition is a challenging modelling problem,
from both a theoretical and a numerical point of
view. This is especially true during high-temperature
transients, when the plastic deformation of the sheath
has to be taken into account

The steady-state elastic PCI can be worked out easily.
Let two cylindrical bodies come into contact in the
radial direction, with the inner one expanding more
than the outer one. Allowing the two bodies to
expand freely (i.e. both thermally and elastically if
there is an internal pressure) the interference can be
evaluated. Next, one derives an expression for the

contact pressure that develops because of the
interference, and which is deforming both bodies.
The outer body deforms outward and the inner one
inward, until the overlap is relaxed. With Interface
radius R, Young's modulus E, thickness t, i and o
subscripts for inner and outer cylinders, respectively,
and overlapping distance Ar, the contact pressure is
computed as:

Peon = (Ar/R)/( Rj/Ejt, + (1)

For the axial direction, the contact pressure is
replaced by the axial force, because the two bodies
have different cross-sectional areas. Thus, instead of
relation (1), we have:

= Al

«o = F
c o n

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

where I stands for axial deformation, axial length L,
cross-sectional area A, and the spring constant k.

The situation when the contact occurs In both
directions can be handled within elastic theory by
taking into account the Polsson ratio on the elastic
deformations and solving the system resulting from
relations (1) and (5) for the radial contact pressure
and the axial contact force.

An observation can be made regarding the numerical
modelling or PCI in a CANDU fuel element.
Because the axial dimension is 500 mm, and the
remaining axial gap, after a steady-state irradiation, is
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calculated to be (ess than 1 mm, a rather small axial
elongation, of the order of 0.01 - 0.2% is sufficient
to close the axial gap and cause contact Thus, when
simulating a high-temperature transient, the axial
direction is more susceptible to causing numerical
oscillations because of apparent intermittent axial
contact Moreover, after the first few seconds into an
accident, a radial gap usually occurs because of sheath
straining; therefore, the only contact condition likely
to occur later is in the axial direction.

To simulate axial variation of fuel and sheath
parameters, the ELOCA-MK4S fuel behaviour code
[1] divides the element into a number of axial
segments. For many segments, one straightforward
treatment is to assume the same axial force for all
the sheath segments, each having different spring
constants. The resulting axial contact force is:

1 ^ ( l / k j ) (6)Fcon = »<eq-Adl ,

where, j ' numbers the axial segments. This relation
represents the model of a string of elastic springs
connected In series.

Estimation of stresses based on the treatment of the
contact strain as elastic is not adequate, especially
for the high-temperature domain, where the elastic
proportional limit is relatively low. The completely
elastic assumption results in larger computed stresses
than required, and the resulting creep strain-increment
for the respective time-step will be more than that
required to relax the axial contact The consequence
is that the axial gap will be opened for the next
time-step. Then, because of the effects of anisotropy,
the axial creep increment will be negative, so that the
axial gap will close again, and an oscillation is
induced.

2.0 THE NEW MODEL FOR MECHANICAL
AXIAL/RADIAL CONTACT

Recognizing the Importance of the plastic strain
increment and the corresponding stress relaxation
during mechanical contact, the proposed model aims at
Implicitly taking into account the plastic deformation
when evaluating the stresses caused by mechanical
contact

First, a short comment regarding the treatment of
plastic and creep deformation: While the
determination of plastic and creep properties originate
from two different kinds of mechanical tests, the
governing phenomena rely on the same physical

processes. The difference in running the tests, (i.e. a
constant deformation rate for the tensile test, and a
constant load or stress during a creep test) is thought
to be immaterial, because there is no sharp distinction
between the two deformations. Historically, the
different perception of plastic and creep deformation
has been due to the kind of approach taken for the
plastic deformation in general The following two
competing Ideas were prevalent: instantaneous plastic
deformation and strain-rate based plastic deformation.
The first approach leads to the concept of a yield
stress, with stress and strain as state-variables. This
was successfully applied to steady-state calculations, by
handling the elasto-plastic problem with the 'successive
elastic solutions approximation' method. This means
that the stress is initially evaluated as an elastic one,
corresponding to the total strain, and then allowed to
decrease to the yield value in an iterative procedure.
Further developments include strain hardening and
history-dependent processes, allowing for a change of
the yield surface, while keeping the basic feature of a
time-independent plastic deformation. The other
approach is based on a constitutive equation that
states the strain-rate dependence on the stress,
temperature and various internal state-variables, to
account for the microstructural processes involved.
The high-temperature creep model implemented in
ELOCA.MK4S is of this kind. It Is believed that
plastic and creep deformation are similar in nature,
and that a strain-rate constitutive equation is able to
describe the plastic deformation on the whole.
Moreover, the theory has to be microstructurally
based, as different deformation mechanisms can
dominate, depending on the temperature range
involved. The present model is based on the
constitutive equation approach. However, it is
sufficiently general that it can also be applied to the
time-independent plasticity coupled with rate theory.

The model assumes the following:

(1) The fuel pellet stack is more rigid than the
sheath, such that its deformation is imposed on
the sheath.

(2) There Is a sliding contact condition in the axial
direction, between the fuel pellet stack and the
sheath.

(3) The inelastic deformation of the material is
treated by a strain-rate constitutive equation.
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(4) Individual axial s egment s are t r e a t e d
independently when calculating radial deformation
(i.e. sheath bending stresses are neglected).

For a given time-step, the calculational steps are as
follows:

(1) The two bodies, the pellet stack and the sheath,
are freely deformed (i.e. assuming no contact)
based on a given temperature, and difference
between internal gas pressure Pg and coolant
pressure Pc):

a T e + eec0

(3)

ttTz €zc0

where,

= (Pg-PC)RA (9)

e is true strain, a true stress, t sheath thickness,
aT thermal strain, and subscripts 0 and z for
hoop and axial directions, respectively, while
subscript c denotes creep strain.

The fuel pellet stack deformation is computed by
specific models, providing outer pellet radius Rf,
and stack length Lf. These parameters are
computed for each segment, the segment
subscript being omitted for simplicity.

(2) The dimensions of the two bodies are compared
to decide whether mechanical contact is
established. In the radial direction, the following
comparison is made for each segment:

= Rfj - (10)

while in the axial direction, the sums of the
lengths of the pellet stack and sheath for all the
segments are compared:

AL = Z j ^ exP<ca0j) (**)

where the primed hoop and axial strains are
those from (7) and (8) without the elastic
component

If there is mechanical contact, the contact model
is used to evaluate the stresses required to
generate a creep strain-rate which, when
combined with the elastic strain for the given
time-step, provides an incremental deformation

equal to that of (10) or (11). When mechanical
contact is not present, the stresses are computed
on the basis of the pressure difference and the
actual dimensions of the sheath.

The following three cases of mechanical contact
emerge, which are dealt with separately:

(1) There is axial contact, but no radial contact for
any of the axial sheath segments.

(2) There is no axial contact, but there is radial
contact for some axial sheath segments. As the
axial sheath segments are treated independently
with respect to the radial deformation, the
modelling of this case is based on one segment

(3) There Is axial contact concomitant with radial
contact for some or all of the axial she th
segments.

These cases are described below.

2.1 Axial Contact but No Radial Contact

This case occurs when AL > 0 and ARj < 0, for all
Je(l, N). The imposed axial strain-rate is computed
as:

dc/dt= [AL/(2 j ^ (12)

with L from relation (11), and At the current time-
step. This is equal to the sum of the creep strain
rates and the elastic strain rates for all the segments:

(13)

where F, G (and H in equation 19) are the plastic
mechanical properties anisotropic constants for the
fuel sheath.

The first term in the right-hand side of equation (13)
represents the creep strain-rate in the axial direction,
and the second term is the elastic strain-rate,
introduced artificially so that the deformation
increment also takes into account the elastic
contribution. The equivalent creep strain-rate is
computed by the high-temperature creep model [2].
The hoop stresses are computed as In equation (9),
while the axial stresses are related to the axial force
by the relation:
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(14)

where Aj is the actual transverse area of the 'j-th'
axial segment.

The only unknown in equation (13) is the axial force
Fr This non-linear equation is solved by an iteration
technique of the Newton-Raphson type. Equations
(13) and (14) can be combined and represented by
the following equation:

f(x) = 0,

which has the iterative relation :

x n + l = xn " f(xn)/(df(xn)/dx)

(15)

(16)

For this case, the initial value x0 is taken as
corresponding to the axial stress value given by (2.3)
for the first axial segment The convergence criterion
is based on the absolute difference between two
consecutive iterates:

abs(xn + 1 - xn) < eps

2.2 Radial Contact but No Axial Contact

(17)

This case occurs when AL < 0, and ARj > 0, for
some or all of the axial sheath segments, the axial
segments being treated independently with respect to
the radial deformation. Hence the model is applied to
each axial segment exhibiting a radial contact
condition. The resulting equation is similar to
equation (13), without summation, and with the left
side now given by the imposed radial strain rate:

d€j/dt=

dej/dt=

(18)

The same solution procedure Is used for the
unknown, which Is now the hoop stress; the axial
stress being computed as in equation (9).

2.3 Axia l Contac t and Radial Contact
Simultaneously

This case occurs when AL > 0, and ARj > 0, for
some or all of the axial segments, resulting in an
equation identical to (13), and a number of equations
like (19). However, this time both the axial force
and a number of hoop stresses are unknown.

Denoting the axial force by x, and the hoop stresses
for the segments where radial contact is present by y|,
1 = 1,1^ Nc <_ N, the following system of equations
must be solved:

(20)

= 0- i = l to Nr

where the first equation describes the axial contact,
and the balance describe the radial contact of
respective axial segments. Expanding the functions on
the left side or equations (20) into Taylor series up
to the first term, around the n-th iterate, a linear
system is obtained for the next iterates:

(21)xndFn/dx+ 2,N l y,ndFn/dy,

*n+ n + = -F ln+xndF ln/dx+

where the subscript 'n' implies the evaluation of the
functions and their derivatives at the values of the n-
th iterates. The system can be solved analytically,
such that the recursive relations can be provided.
The convergence criterion is based on the same
relation as before, but the maximum of the segment's
absolute difference is taken into account

3.0 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NEW
MECHANICAL CONTACT MODEL IN
ELOCA.MK4S/MOD2 AND COMPARISON
WITH ELOCAA AND ELOCA.MK4S/MOD1

The new mechanical contact model, presented in Part
1, was implemented in the ELOCA code, based upon
the ELOCA.MK4S/MOD1 version [3]. Together with
some numerical improvements In COZY, described in
[4], this forms a version called ELOCA.MK4S/MOD2.

Below, these two versions will be called MODI and
MOD2, respectively.

An aspect of the code is related to the gas-pressure
Iteration loop. Due to the tight tolerance on the
strain increment, which limits the time-step, it was felt
that the iteration loop initially present in the main
calculation loop of MODI is not necessary. Besides,
the final calculation of creep and elastic strain-
increments for a given time-step Is based upon an
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average gas pressure. The experience of running
typical accident cases showed a stow change of gas
pressure, due to small time-steps as provided by
existing limit criteria in the code. Only if larger
tune-steps are allowed will a ga^-pressure iteration
loop be necessary.

The new version, MOD2, was run for several cases
and results were compared with those of MODI and
ELOCA-A. The following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) The capability of the code to deal with
mechanical contact between the fuei-peliet stack
and sheath during transients was improved by
adopting the new model, which is physically
consistent, as it takes into account both elastic
and plastic components of contact-interference
strain, while MODI contains a purely elastic
model. ELOCA-A also has a model addressing
the plastic component of the contact-interference
strain, but the rationale of that model is based
on time-independent plasticity [5], and the axial
and radial contact states are treated separately
even in the case of mixed contact

(2) The accuracy of the numerical procedure of the
subroutine COZY, dealing with high-temperature
creep, was improved, eliminating numerical
oscillations related to the evolution of the
internal stress, an important parameter of the
model.

(3) Due to the combined effect of modifications
described at (1) and (2), the computing-time was
markedly reduced, by 95% and 93% compared to
MODI and ELOCA-A, respectively, for the
Input described below. That is, 270 s CPU-time
for MOD2 against 6800 s CPU-time for MODI
and 4100 s CPU-time for ELOCA-A (on CDC
CYBER 990).

(4) The improved capability of the new version is
demonstrated by results for cases where MODI
failed to run. The failure of the former version
was due to an inability to cope with mechanical
contact during fast and severe transients, the run
being stopped because of too-small time-steps.

A typical LOCA test case was chosen to compare
MOD2 with MODI and ELOCA-A. The transient
spans over 200 s, while the heat transfer coefficient
between the sheath and the coolant drops to very low
values, coolant temperature rises, coolant pressure
decreases and the fission power has a spike at about

1 s, being practically zero afterwards. This case was
of interest because MODI ar.d ELOCA-A produced
significantly different results for the second segment
hoop strain; namely, 220% for MODI and 24% for
ELOCA-A. This particular transient was chosen for
analysis because it was similar to the CANDU-PBF
experiments, but also Included a significant axial
interaction. It was thought initially that the difference
arose because of differences in the high-temperature
creep subroutine, as ELOCA-A utilizes EPS.DOT, an
earlier version of the COZY. It was round that this
difference is only responsible for a small part of the
discrepancy. The main difference was identified hi the
treatment of the axial mechanical contact along the
lines presented above.

The results for the end-of-calculation total true hoop
strains are presented in Figures 2, 3 and 4 comparing
M O D 2 w i t h E L O C A - A , M O D I and
MOD1/EPS.DOT, respectively. It is apparent from
these figures that MOD2 results are closer to those
of ELOCA-A, and the general trend is that M0D2
response is between those predicted by the other two
codes. This is understandable, considering that this is
mainly due to having a purely elastic axial contact
model in MODI, and a time-Independent separate
axial contact model In ELOCA-A, whereas MOD2
incorporates a coupled axial/radial elasto-plastic
contact model. While at the end of calculation the
shape of hoop strain versus length curve is similar for
MOD2 and ELOCA-A, earlier in the history a more
pronounced difference can be seen, as illustrated hi
Figure 1. This Is a combination of differences in the
high-temperature creep subroutine and the different
mechanical contact model. A comparison of Figures
3 and 4 shows that differences between COZY and
EPS.DOT do not affect the results very much.

The axiai plastic strains calculated by ELOCA-A are
always positive, whereas MOD2 predicts negative
values for some segments, as shown in Figure 14 for
the final time-step. This implies different axial/hoop
stress ratios for the two models, due mainly to the
treatment of the axial segments, independently in
ELOCA-A and together in MOD2. The time-
evolution of the creep axial strain is illustrated in
Figures 10, 12 and 13. The similar shapes of the
axial creep strain and sheath temperature curves
versus time are due to the dependence of the axial-
contact magnitude on outer pellet temperatures, which
are close to sheath temperatures. Differences
regarding axial creep strain evolution between axial
segments, as illustrated in Figures 12 and 13, are also
due to different metallurgical conditions. All the axial
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segments having an as-received condition at the
beginning of transient show negative axial creep strain
at the end (Figure 14). The material condition for
these segments is characterized by a large Initial
internal stress, while the other material states imply a
zero or reduced internal stress. Thus, at the
beginning of the transient, before recrystalllzatlon
anneals out the Internal stress, the as-received material
deforms less. An illustration of the effect of the
unified treatment of the axial/i adial interaction of all
segments can be seen by comparing hoop and axial
creep strains from Figures 2 and 14. The sixth, tenth
and fourteenth segments, initially prior-beta material,
have final hoop strains lower than neighboring
recrystaliized material segments, but higher axial
strains. This happens because the axial stress is
almost the same over most of the transient Due to
the specific anisotropy of Zircaloy the distribution of
the equivalent creep strain along the principal
directions is mainly in the hoop and radial directions.
The consequence is that the transverse area varies
only slightly and, coupled with the same axial force,
gives a similar axial stress for all axial segments.
Therefore, the segments having a larger hoop strain
will see a larger hoop stress and, consequently, the
axial strain will be less. This is the case with MOD2,
while for ELOCA-A there is a similar profile for the
axial and hoop strain versus lengths. This is mainly
due to the independent treatment of the axial and
radial contact for each segment The comparison of
the calculated axial force with MOD2 and ELOCA-A
is presented in Figure 7. The same evolution in time
is observed, but consistently lower values are predicted
by ELOCA-A, which correlates well with the above-
mentioned considerations regarding the modelling
features of the two codes. The relation between axial
contact force and sheath temperature has to be
inversely proportional, as the lower the temperature
the larger the stress required to deform the material.
This is shown by comparing Figures 7 and 8, or by
inspecting Figure 11, where the axial creep strain is
directly proportional to axial force.

These considerations regarding the mechanical
calculation with the three codes are substantiated by
small differences in the temperature distribution
evaluation, as shown in Figures 5, 6 and 9 at the
beginning, middle and end of the calculation,
respectively, allowing the consideration that
temperature is not the major cause of differences
between the codes' results. The sheath temperature
history is presented in Figures 8, 10 and 11 for the
second segment, and is of similar shape for all the
other segments. As seen in Figure 8 the sheath

temperature follows coolant temperature as expected
from the boundary condition used in the code. The
only difference is at about 1.5 seconds, when sheath
temperature decreases while coolant temperature is
still rising. This is due to the release of the radial
contact, established immediately after the beginning of
the transient. Without radial contact the heat
transfer coefficient between pellet and sheath is
reduced, therefore decreasing the heat flux to the
sheath and consequently reducing its temperature.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

A new version of the ELOCA.MK4S code was
developed, called ELOCA.MK4S/MOD2. This
includes a new model of the mechanical contact
between fuel pellet stack and the sheath, which treats
the elasto-plastic deformation of the sheath due to
the contact force for multiple axial segments in any
of the radial, axial, or axial and radial contact states.
This model is physically consistent and upgrades the
earlier models. The simulation of a LOCA test case
showed consistency In evaluating correlated parameters,
and the comparison with the other two codes attested
to the Improvements made. Another aspect Is related
to computing-time, which was reduced by about 90%
compared to the other codes.
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ASSESSMENT OF SHUTDOWN SYSTEM TRIP PARAMETER EFFECTIVENESS
FOR CANDU REACTORS UNDER OSCILLATORY

HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEM CONDITIONS

A.F. OLIVA
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L.J. WATT
Idea Research
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Assessment of the effectiveness of the reactor
safely systems to shut down the reactor in a
timely manner is performed for a broad spectrum
of postulated initiating events over a wide range
of plant opeiating conditions. This analysis
comprises detailed simulations of, for example,
reactor kinetics, system thermalhydraulics and
fuel behaviour for specific accident scenarios.
Based on this detailed analysis, special techniques
have been developed to assess trip parameter
effectiveness in the event that heat transport
system oscillations occur following accident
initiation. This paper will discuss these
techniques and provide specific examples of their
application in trip parameter assessment of
CANDU reactors.

2.0 EFFECT OF HEAT TRANSPORT
SYSTEM OSCILLATIONS

Following accident initiation, the development of
coolant void in the reactor outlet feeders, headers
and inlets to the steam generators may result in
the onset of figurc-of-eighl flow and pressure
oscillations in the heat transport system.
Accidents in which this phenomenon can
potentially occur include small break LOCA, loss
of pressure control leading to depressuri/ation,
and certain loss of primary coolant flow events.

In the case of small LOCA, as the system
depressuri/.ed, significant void begins to build
up. The presence of two such voided regions,
associated with the two outlet headers in the
coolant loop, can lead to heat transport system
oscillations characterized by ihe buildup of void

in one two phase region and the corresponding
reduction of void in the other two phase region.
These oscillations are characterized by a period
which is approximately equal to the mass
transport time in the heat transport system (i.e.,
14 to 17 seconds) and are 180 degrees out of
phase.

The development of oscillations can potentially
affect the onset of dryout and trip parameter
initiation in the following ways:

(a) Flow and pressure oscillations will
initiate earlier reactor trips on low flow
and low pressure. A trip on low core
differential pressure may also occur even
though the trip would not normally
initiate in the absence of such oscillations.

(b) The transient reductions in flow
associated with heat transport oscillations
may result in earlier onset of fuel sheath
dryout. Dryout will occur at higher
system pressures than would be the case if
there were no oscillations.

(c) The periodic coolant void redistribution
within the fuel channels that accompanies
oscillations, can potentially result in
neutron overpower and log rate trips due
to the induced spatially dependent flux
variations.

(d) If large amplitude oscillations develop,
manual trips will be effective over a
lower range of break sizes for small
LOCA events since the onset of dryout
will occur at higher system pressures.
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3.(3 TRIP PARAMETER EFFECTIVENESS
ASSESSMENT

Since the precise timing of the initiation and
growth of these oscillations is extremely difficult
to predict with confidence, safety assessments
rely on a parametric approach based on limit
cycle methodology1, whereby loci representing
initiation of the relevant trips, the onset of fuel
sheath dryoul, and the threshold of impaired fuel
cooling are represenled as functions of the
average reactor outlet Reader (ROH) pressure and
the oscillation amplitude. Once initialed,
oscillations are assumed to grow to their limit
cycle amplitude. As an example, Figure 1 shows
the results for Bruce NCiS B following a small
break LOCA occurring from 103 percent full
power during operation with four heat transport
pumps. Dryout loci are '.alculated with
MINISOPHT, and the impaired fuel cooling locus
is calculated with the ELESIM/ELOCA codes.
The impaired fuel cooling locus accounts for the
effect of alternating periods of fuel sheath
dryoul followed by rcwelting and represents the
threshold oscillation amplitude below which fuel
melting or .--heath failures can be precluded.
Where a given trip initiation locus appears to the
left of (he impaired fuel cooling locus and to the
right of the dryoul locus, the trip is effective in
preventing fuel sheath failure in the presence of
oscillations, even though there may be limited
periods of post-dryout operation prior to trip.
The analysis demonstrates thai at least two trip
parameters on each of Shutdown System No.1 and
Shutdown System No.2 are effective in ensuring
adequate fuel cooling.

REFERENCES

1. F.B. Tran, W.C. Bowman, A.P. Muzumdar
and (i.H. Archinoff, "Methodology for
Assessing Figure of Eight Type Flow
Oscillations in CANDLJ Primary Heat
Transport Systems", Proceedings of the
Tenth Annual Canadian Nuclear Society
Conference, Ottawa,
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CATHENA/PACE CALCULATIONS OF AEROSOL
TRANSPORT IN A SIMULATED PRIMARY CIRCUIT
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ABSTRACT

Severe fuel damage in postulated loss-of-coolant
accidents (LOCAs) in CANDV (CANada Deuterium
Uranium) reactors may result in the release and transport
of aerosol fission product materials from the fuel,
through the primary circuit to containment and possibly
into the atmosphere. In order to obtain a greater
understanding of the mechanisms underlying fission
product release, transport and deposition resulting from
fuel damage in such accidents, a series of COG-funded
(CANDU Owners Group) severe fuel damage experiments
have been planned in the Blowdown Test Facility (BTF)
at AECL Research, Chalk River. One of the planned
experiments, BTF-104, has been simulated with the
thermalhydraulics/aerosol transport code
CATHENA/PACE, as a pretest investigation of fission
product transport behaviour. Results of a number of
CATHENA/PACE pretest simulations of the BTF-104
experiment are reported in this paper. The CATHENA
code, developed at Whiteshell Laboratories, has been
used to model the thermalhydraulic phenomena in a
section of primary circuit piping representing the BTF.
The PACE code (a program for Aerosol Code
Evaluation), also developed at Whiteshell, is coupled to
the thermalhydraulic calculations of C'ATHENA to model
the transport of the aerosol fission products generated
from the fuel. The PACE code contains aerosol physics
models from a number of aerosol codes (e. g., HAA4,
REMOVAL, NAUA, AEROSIM, etc.) and can therefore
emulate any one of these by user selection. A number of
codes (including VICTORIA, AEROSIM, REMOVAL, and
HAARM) were emulated with CATHENA/PACE for
aerosol transport in this circuit.

The pre-test simulation postulated produces a time-
varying source of dry Csl fission product aerosols. The
aerosol codes emulated by CATHENA/PACE modelled
special bend, gravitational, inertial, diffusional,
diffusiophoretic and thermophoretic deposition of the
aerosols. The code comparison was made on the basis of
aerosol cloud concentration (kg/m3) and aerosol deposit
in a section of primary circuit piping. Additional runs
were conducted with CATHENA/PACE examining the
sensitivity of the results towards aerosol mass mean
radius and thermal boundary layer thickness. The
significance of the differences in aerosol behaviour
revealed from this analysis are discussed.

This work was funded by the CANDU Owners Group
(COG) as part of the Blowdowr. Test Facility Program flj
at AECL Research, Chalk River Laboratories.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Severe fuel damage in postulated loss-
of-coolant accidents (LOCAs) in CANDU
(CANada Deuterium Uranium) reactors may
result in the release and transport of
aerosol fission product materials from
the fuel, through the primary circuit
to containment and possibly into the
atmosphere. In order to obtain a
greater understanding of the mechanisms
underlying f i s s ion product release,
transport and deposition resulting from
fuel damage in such accidents, a series
of COG-funded (CANDU Owners Group)
severe fuel damage experiments have
been planned in the Blowdown Test
Facility (BTF) at AECL Research, Chalk.
River. One of the planned experiments,
BTF-104, has been simulated with the
thermalhydraulics/aerosol transport
code CATHENA/PACE, as a p r e t e s t
i n v e s t i g a t i o n of f i s s i o n product
transport behaviour. The CATHENA/PACE
code d i r e c t l y i n t e g r a t e s the
thermalhydraul ic c a l c u l a t i o n s of
CATHENA with the aerosol transport
models in PACE. PACE, a Program for
Aerosol Code Evaluation, uses a f inite
difference formulation for solving the
m a s s t r a n s p o r t e q u a t i o n of
multicomponent aerosols under PHTS or
containment conditions [2J. Different
aeroso l phys ics models have been
incorporated into PACE ( e . g . , HAA4,
REMOVAL, NAUA, AEROSIM, CONTAIN/MAEROS,
VICTORIA, TRAP-MELT), any one of which
may be s e l e c t e d by the user for a g iven
s imulat ion. PACE therefore a l lows one
to evaluate the r e l a t i v e performance of
the d i f f e r e n t models under the same
thermalhydraulic c o n d i t i o n s .
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Calculations of dry Csl f iss ion product
aerosol transport in a sect ion of pipe
r e p r e s e n t i n g a segment of the BTF
c i r c u i t were made with CATHENA/PACE
u s i n g s i x a e r o s o l p h y s i c s models:
VICTORIA, TRAPMELT2, AEROSIM,
CONTAIN/MAEROS, HAARM and REMOVAL. In
a d d i t i o n , each of the CATHENA/PACE
s i m u l a t i o n s was conducted with two
di f fe ren t i n i t i a l mass-mean radius of
the f i s s i on product re leased : 0.1 fim
and 1.0 tun. Lognormal d i s t r i bu t ions of
the aerosols were assumed in a l l cases.
The ef fec t of thermal boundary layer
thickness on re tent ion of the aerosol
on pipe wa l l s was a l so examined by
t u r n i n g o f f t h e b o u n d a r y l a y e r
ca lcula t ion , and specifying a constant
boundary layer thickness.

2.0 NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

The simulated accident in the pre tes t
c a l c u l a t i o n s was i n i t i a t e d by
depressurizat ion and loss of coolant in
the BTF circuit containing a single
fuel element. This was followed by a
9055/10% steam/hydrogen purge. The
loss-of-coolant incident represented
time zero in the numerical experiment.
The steam/hydrogen mixture was the
carrier fluid for the duration of the
simulation. With the loss of coolant,
the temperature of the fuel and the
steam/hydrogen mixture in the vicinity
of the f u e l e l emen t r o s e to
approximately 500°C in about 780 s. At
780 s the fuel sheath failed, resulting
in the release of dry Csl fission
product aerosol from the bottom of the
fuel element. The release rate of Csl
expected under the accident conditions
were determined from experiments done
at AECL Research, Chalk River. The
profile of fission product release as a
function of time, used as the initial
condition for aerosol transport in the
PACE code, is shown in Figure 1.
Aerosol transport behaviour in the
primary circuit piping was simulated up
to a distance of approximately 7 m
downstream from the top of the fuel
element. This included two 90° bends
at 5 and 7 m. The calculated Csl
aerosol deposition and concentration
profiles along this section of the pipe
were examined at a simulation time of
971 s. This corresponds to the time

the Csl release rate has just dropped
from a second maximum (Figure 1).
Fluid and wall temperature profiles
generated by CATHENA at 971 s are
illustrated in Figure 2. The CATHENA
thermalhydraulics information are
transferred directly to PACE in the
CATHENA/PACE simulations. The codes
are therefore executed simultaneously.
Further deta i ls on the CATHENA and
CATHENA/PACE codes can be found in
References 2-4.
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The study examining the effect of
artif icially setting a constant thermal
boundary layer thickness on aerosol
transport behaviour was conducted by
execut ing CATHENA/PACE with the
VICTORIA physics option. A thermal
boundary layer thickness of 0.2 x 10" *
m was chosen. Two simulations were
carried out in this study, one with an
aerosol mass mean radius of 0.1 fim, and
the second with 1.0 nm.

3.0 RESULTS

The comparison of the CATHENA/PACE
simulation results obtained with the
different aerosol physics models is
b a s e d on t h e d e p o s i t i o n and
concentration profiles of Csl aerosols
at 971 s after the loss of coolant
( i . e . , at approximately 220 s after the
fuel element failure).

Concentration p ro f i l e s of the Csl
aerosols are illustrated in Figures 3
and 4. Results for the deposition
profiles of 1.0-£im Csl aerosol from the
CATHENA/PACE simulations are shown in
Figure 5. For a l l of the simulations
conducted, percent retention of the Csl
aerosols in the section of piping from
the end of the fuel element to the
beginning and end of the first bend are
listed in Table 1.
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4.0 DISCUSSION

The different aerosol physics models
e m u l a t e d by CATHENA/PACE gave
indistinguishable results for the 0.1-
nm aerosol concentrations (Figure 3).
The effect of the pipe bends on the
concentration of the l.O-fim aerosols,
however, led to three different sets of
resu l t s (Figure 4 ) . A signif icant
decrease in aerosol concentration at
the bends, corresponding to an increase
in deposition, is indicated by a l l but
the AEROSIH emula t ion , AEROSIM
suggests very l i t t l e or no increase in
aerosol deposition due to the presence
of the bends. These r e s u l t s are
reflected in the deposition profiles
shown in Figure 5. Two large peaks in
aerosol deposit at approximately 5.5-
and 7.0-m mark, the location of the
bends. Of the models tested, VICTORIA
calcula ted the g rea t e s t amount of
deposit.

Models for the following aerosol
deposition mechanisms are included in
PACE: g r a v i t a t i o n a l , d i f fus ional ,
thermophoretic, diffusiophoret ic ,
turbulent inertial and bend deposition.
CATHENA/PACE provides a breakdown of
the mechanisms responsible for aerosol
deposition. For the 0.1-̂ nn species,
all CATHENA/PACE results revealed that
thermophoresis, which is the movement
of p a r t i c l e s down a temperature
gradient, accounted for approximately
9BZ by mass of the aerosol deposition.
This is supported by the reciprocal
relationship between the profiles for
aerosol deposition (Figure 5), and the
thermal boundary layer thickness
(Figure 6). Generally, the thicker the
thermal boundary layer, the less the
d e p o s i t . The r e l a t i v e l y small
differences revealed in the magnitudes
of the deposit for different models is
due to differences in the coefficients
used by the different physics models in
the formulation for Brock's factor and
Cunningham slip factor [5], both of
which are required in determining
thermophoretic deposition.

The d i s a g r e e m e n t amongst the
CATHENA/PACE emulations in the relative
cont r ibu t ion by bend deposi t ion
reflects the different bend deposition
models employed. CATHENA/PACE-AEROSIM

O e>
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CO.

0-0 2.0 4.0 S.O 8.0

DISTANCE FROM TOP OF FUEL TUBE (m)

FIGURE 6 : THERMAL BOUNDARY LAYER
THICKNESS a t 9 7 1 s .
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suggests very l i t t l e or no additional
deposit due to bend deposition.. In i t s
original form, AEROSIM, a code designed
for containment problems, does not have
a pipe deposition model. However, an
inertial turbulent deposition model
modified for bend pressure loss [2] was
incorporated as a bend deposition model
for t h i s exe r c i s e . CATHENA/PACE-
TRAPMELT, -MAEROS, -HAARM, and -REMOVAL
models i n d i c a t e an a d d i t i o n a l 15Z
retention after the f irs t bend (Table
1 ) . These models use an equivalent
settling velocity calculation for
a e r o s o l bend deposi t [ 2 ] . The
CATHENA/PACE-VICTORIA model estimates
an add i t iona l 43Z of the aerosols
deposits out at the first bend. The
VICTORIA aerosol physics for bend
depos i t i on i s based on a model
developed by Cheng and Vang [6].

The CATHENA/PACE emulations gave the
unexpected result of a larger deposit
of aerosols by mass, before the bends,
when an initial mass mean radius of 0.1
urn was used than when the i n i t i a l
radius was 1.0 urn (Table 1). The
r e l a t i v e d e p o s i t i o n v e l o c i t i e s
c a l c u l a t e d under c o n d i t i o n s
representative of the analysis (Table
2) suggest that the larger 1.0-pa
aerosols have a smaller theraophoretic
deposition velocity than the 0.1-nu



TABLE 1 - CALCULATIONS OF PERCENT Csl AEROSOL RETENTION

Aerosol Mass
Mean Radius: 1.0 fita 0.1 jum

Location: Before/After First Bend Before/After First Bend

Model Emulated
by CATHENA/PACE:

VICTORIA 3.41/46.26 6.24/6.47

VICTORIA* 78.8/89.2 98.4/98.8

TRAPMELT2 3.11/20.70 4.60/5.18

AEROSIM 4.11/4.39 4.46/4.58

MAEROS 3.43/20.47 3.34/3.83

HAARM 3.88/20.77 3.67/4.23

REMOVAL 3.83/20.91 3.69/4.3

* With thermal boundary layer thickness set at 0.2 x 10"4 m.

TABLE 2 - DEPOSITION VELOCITIES CALCULATED FROM VICTORIA MODEL

Conditions: Fluid Velocity: 2.5 m/s
Fluid Temperature: 420°C
Wall Temperature: 320°C
Pipe Diameter: 0.05 m

Deposition Velocity

Aerosol
Radius Gravitational Thermophoresis Turbulent Inertial Total
(jum)

0.1 0.773E x 10-5 0.652E x 10"3 0.120E x 10« 0.672E x 10-3

1.0 0.670E x 10-3 O.137E x 10'3 0.224E x 1 0 3 1.103E x 10"3
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par t i c les . Deposition mechanisms,
which become more significant as the
p a r t i c l e s i ze is increased, are
gravitational or turbulent inertial .
No surfaces were made available for
g r a v i t a t i o n a l s e t t l i n g in the
CATHENA/PACE emula t ions . Only
turbulent i n e r t i a l deposition was
possible as a mechanism for making a
significant contribution to the removal
of the larger aerosols . Table 2
supports these results by illustrating
that, if gravitional settling is absent
as an aerosol removal mechanism, then,
by mass, less of the 1.0-Mm aerosols is
removed than of the 0.1-jum aerosols.
Without gravitational sett l ing, the
to t a l deposit ion velocity of the
smaller aerosols is larger than that of
the larger aerosols.

Two simulations with the thermal
boundary layer thickness artificially
set to a low value of 0.2 x 10'* m were
carried out to determine how much of
the aerosols would be deposited, and
what effect the aerosol size would have
under these conditions. The thermal
boundary layer thickness calculated in
all previous runs was between 10 x 10*4

and 20 x 10" * m. The results support
t h e e a r l i e r f i n d i n g of the
effectiveness of thermophoresis in
retaining smaller aerosols. Before the
bends, the imposed boundary layer
thickness resulted in essent ia l ly
complete retention (98% deposit) of the
0.1~ftm aerosol released, and a 79%
deposit was observed for the 1.0-/im
aerosols. This information suggests
the ca l cu l a t i on for the thermal
boundary layer thickness is important
in estimating aerosol deposition under
the accident conditions cited.

5.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

For the aerosol fission product release
rates postulated, Csl concentrations of
the o r d e r of 10" 5 kg/m3 were
c a l c u l a t e d . S i m u l a t i o n s with
CATHENA/PACE show that the differences
in the pipe r e t en t ion of 0.1-MDI
aerosols resul t ing from the use of
different aerosol physics models is
1.0% at the maximum. The primary
mechanism of deposi t ion of these
aerosols , as indicated by the PACE

emulations, i s thermophoresis. A
larger maximum difference in percent
retention (3.0%) was revealed in the
simulations for a mass mean radius of
1.0 nm up to the f i r s t bend. The
percent mass aerosol deposition due to
thermophoresis was greater for the 0.1-
fxm ae roso l s than for the 1.0-pm
aerosols.

Bend deposition only affected the
larger 1.0-/jm-aerosols. For these
aerosols , different bend deposition
models in CATHENA/PACE yielded up to a
tenfold difference in % retention.

The effectiveness of re ta ining the
smaller aerosols by thermophoretic
d e p o s i t i o n was e s t a b l i s h e d by
a r t i f i c i a l ly imposing a thin thermal
boundary layer: reducing the thermal
boundary layer thickness by a factor of
approximately one hundred, resulted in
98% and 78% deposition of the 0.1 and
1.0-pm aerosols respectively.
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ABSTRACT

Phase-shift Doppler anemometry (PSDA) measurements
of the size distributions of water droplets generated from
a Spraying Systems Co. nozzle (full cone TG 0.3, 0.02-in
orifice) are compared with measurements obtained with a
laser light imaging probe (Particle Measuring Systems,
Optical Array Probe (PMS OAP-260X)) and a light
scattering probe (PMS Forward Scattering Spectrometer
Probe (FSSP-100)). The PSDA measurements were
conducted at Whiteshell Laboratories, AECL Research,
Pinawa, Manitoba, independently of the FSSP and OAP
measurements performed at the Department of Chemical
Engineering, University of New Brunswick, New
Brunswick. The experimental procedures and conditions
(measurement distance from the nozzle, pressure and
background velocity) under which the PSDA and
FSSP/OAP measurements were conducted are described.

Distributions of cumulative volume fractions calculated
from PSDA and FSSP/OAP traverses are compared.
Differences between the 50% volume fraction diameter
determined with the PSDA and FSSP/OAP systems are
discussed. For the PSDA at 0.5- and 1.2-MPa upstream
pressure, there was no significant effect of pressure or
measurement distance from the nozzle on the droplet-size
distribution. PSDA measurements with an upstream
pressure of 2.0 MPa gave a 50% volume fraction
diameter 40 /xm larger than that of the FSSP/OAP
measurements. For the same case, the PSDA data also
indicated that the 50% volume fraction diameter
increases towards the lower portion of the spray plume.
The investigation reported in this paper is novel in that it
directly compares droplet size measurements made
independently with two different optical methods.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Estimates of f i ss ion product and
a e r o s o l t ranspor t in reac tor
containment during loss-of-coolant

accidents (LOCA) are required to assess
the potential hazard from a source of
radioactive material to the outside
atmosphere. Aerosol transport codes
are available to simulate the transport
of f i ss ion products and aerosols
released into the containment during
accidents; however, they require
information on the in i t ia l aerosol
droplet-s ize distribution at the
source. In a LOCA, high-pressure
liquid coolant with entrained fission
products flashing from a pipe rupture
may represent the aerosol source.
Estimation of the aerosol s i ze
distribution generated at such ruptures
or breaks is therefore necessary.
Aerosol size distributions created by
cold jets have been measured as a first
step towards the determination of
aerosol size distributions created by
flashing jets. This paper reports the
results of the experiments in which two
optical methods of characterizing
d r o p l e t - s i z e d i s tr ibut ions were
compared.

2.0 EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 FSSP and OAP Measurements

The c a l i b r a t i o n and sampling procedures
f o r d r o p l e t - s i z e s p e c t r a
c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n w i t h t h e l i g h t
scattering probe (FSSP-100) and the
l ight imaging probe (0AP-260X) i s
documented in Reference 1. Both probes
use a He-Ne laser. Operation of the
light scattering probe and the optical
array probe are detailed in References
2-3 and 4-5 respectively. The light
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scattering probe measures the intensity
of light scattered by droplets passing
through the measuring volume of the
probe. Droplet size is computed from
light scattering calculations applied
to the Mie equations. The optical
array probe measures the particle size
from the number of photodiodes
triggered by the shadow of a passing
droplet. The light scattering probe
measures droplet sizes in the range
0.5-45.5 /zm, and the light imaging
probe measures droplet sizes between
10-600 fita. A complete droplet-size
spectrum is obtained by splicing the
OAP data for the 50-600 urn dropsize
range onto the FSSP data for the
smaller drops based on the conservation
of the volume flow rate of the
aerosols.

An average droplet-size distribution,
characterizing the spray plume
generated by the TG Spraying Systems
Co. nozzle, was obtained by repeating
continuous traverses in the vertical
direction at 2.54-cm horizontal
intervals. Operating temperatures were
between 7.5 and 10°C- All measurements
were made at 0.65 MPa upstream pressure
at 55 cm from the nozzle. Because a
minimum droplet velocity is required to
trigger the FSSP and OAP, measurements
were made in a wind tunnel at two air
velocities of 26 and 45 m/s. Two data
sets were necessary to ensure that the
background air velocity did not effect
the droplet-size distribution. This
enabled a direct comparison with the
PSDA measurements (see below) where no
background airflow was present.

2.2 Phase-Shi ft Doppler
Anemometry Measurements

Phase-Shift Doppler Anemometry (PSDA)
measurements of aerosol systems have
been reported elsewhere [6-8J. At
Whiteshell Laboratories, measurements
of monodisperse particles and aerosols
[9] using the same anemometry method
have been previously made. The PSDA
technique is based on the measurement
of the shift in the phase of light
scattered by an aerosol particle
passing through a measurement volume.
The phase difference between the
incident and scattered light is a
function of the diameter, or radius of

curvature, of the particle scattering
the light. The PSDA instrumentation
employed at Whiteshell consists of a
Spectra Physics Model 165 argon ion
laser source and a DANTEC 55X Modular
Optics assembly. The data acquisition
system consists of a DANTEC particle
sizing frame (Model 55N25), and a
LeCroy 8013 computer. Data collected
by the LeCroy 8013 are transferred
directly to a PC for processing. An
argon laser light frequency of 514.5 nm
was used in all experiments.

The TG full-cone Spraying Systems Co.
nozzle examined in this study was a
copy of that used in the FSSP/OAP
analysis. PSDA measurements of drop-
size distributions generated by the
nozzle were performed between 20 and
25°C, at pressures of 0.5, 1.2 and 2.0
MPa. Measurements were obtained at
distances of 12, 25 and 39 cm from the
nozzle. Data at these three distances
were collected in order to extrapolate,
if necessary, to the 55 cm distance
used in the FSSP/OAP measurements.
Gravitational settling of the droplets
in the absence of a background airflow
prevented PSDA measurements beyond 40
cm. Traverses along the central
vertical (x = 0) and horizontal (y = 0)
axis were made with measurements at 2-
cm intervals for the 0.5- and 1.2-MPa
tests at a distance of 12 cm from the
nozzle, and for the 2.0-MPa case at 39
cm. Data were also collected in the
spray plume centre at nozzle distances
of 12 and 25 cm for an upstream
pressure of 0.5 MPa.

A PSDA droplet-size distribution
characterizing the spray plume at a
particular z plane (distance from the
nozzle) was obtained by averaging the
data collected from the vertical and
horizontal traverses. Averaging was
achieved by weighting the distributions
according to the droplet volume flow
rate calculated for each distribution.
Measurements were made up to a maximum
radial distance of 10 cm.

3.0 OBSERVATIONS

The effect of background velocity on
the drop-size spectrum obtained with
the FSSP/OAP measurements is shown in
Figure 1 to be negligible. The 10Z,
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50£ and 90£ volume fraction diameters
for the tvo t e s t s are l i s t e d in
Table 1. Either data set is therefore
considered to be appl icab le for
comparison with the PSDA measurements
obtained in the absence of a background
airflow. The test at 26 m/s gave a
d i f f e rence of 11.8% between the
measured flow ra t e and the ra te
calculated from the droplet volume flow
ra te . The test at 45 m/s gave a
difference of 4.5%. Note the slight
d i s c o n t i n u i t y in both curves at
approximately 55 fim, indicating the
location of the FSSP/OAP data splice.

26 m/s
45 m/s

z
o

100 1S0 £00
DROPLET DIAMETER

T—•—r—•—i
250 300 3S0

AVERAGE
POINT DATA

Z

o

I* T—•—i—•—r
160 200 260 300 36000 100

DROPLET DIAMETER

FIGURE 2 : DROPLET SPECTRA FROM
PSDA POINT MEASUREMENTS. SOLID
LINE REPRESENTS THE SPECTRUM
AVERAGED FROM THE INDIVIDUAL
MEASUREMENTS. MEASUREMENTS TAKEN
AT 1 . 2 M P a , 12 cm FROM THE
NOZZLE.

FIGURE 1: DROPLET SPECTRA
CHARACTERIZING THE ENTIRE SPRAY
PLUME FROM FSSP/OAP DATA OF
PTCOT. MEASUREMENTS TAKEN AT
0.65 MPa, 55 cm FROM THE NOZZLE.

Figure 2 i s representa t ive of the data
obtained with the PSDA measurements for
a pa r t i cu l a r spray plume cross sec t ion .
Included in the figure i s the droplet -
size distribution averaged over the
individual measurements. Figure 3
compares the PSDA averaged droplet-size
distributions for the 2-MPa (z = 39
cm), 1.2-MPa (z = 12 cm) and 0.5-MPa
(z = 12 cm) tes t s with one of the
FSSP/OAP spectra. In Figure 4, the
droplet-size distributions measured at
the spray plume centre for the 0.5-HPa
cases (z = 12 and 25 cm) are compared
with the FSSP/OAP distribution shown in
Figure 3. The PSDA results for the
averaged droplet-size distributions are

FSSP/OAP 0.85 MPa 55 cm
PSDA 2.0 MPa 39om
"PjBDA 1.2MPV 12 cm ~_
PSDA 0.6 MPa 12 cm

2
O

-, , 1 . 1 1 1 1 1

60 100 160 200 260 300 360
DROPLET DIAMETER

FIGURE 3 : C O M P A R I S O N O F
FSSP/OAP SPECTRUM WITH AVERAGED
PSDA SPECTRA.
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TABLE 1 : FSSP and OAP VOLUME FRACTION DIAMETERS

BACKGROUND AIRFLOW Dv, 0 . 1 Dv, 0 . 5
(m/s) (am) (Mm)

Dv, 0 . 9

26
45

59
54

127
128

221
232

FSSP/OAP 0.65 MPB 55 cm

2
O

o
<
u. !•-

2
O o
- I <o
Oo
>

1
O

P8DA
PSDA

0.5 MPa
O.'5"MPa"

25 cm_
12 cm"

80 100 1S0 200 280 300
DROPLET DIAMETER

380

FIGURE 4 : C O M P A R I S O N OF
F S S P / O A P SPECTRUM WITH PSDA
SINGLE MEASUREMENTS TAKEN AT THE
SPRAY PLUME CENTRE ( x = 0 ,
y = 0 ) .

summarized in Table 2 in terms of the
10%, 50% and 90% volume fraction
diameters (Dv) Corresponding standard
dev ia t i ons ca l cu l a t ed from the
individual measurements are also given.
For each of the three PSDA tests, Table
3 l i s t s and compares the volume
fraction diameters calculated from
measurements taken in the upper portion
of the spray plume (measurements taken
at +4 cm and above the cen t ra l
horizontal axis) and in the lower
portion of the plume (measurements
taken at -4 cm and below the central
horizontal axis).

4.0 DISCUSSION

The comparison of the PSDA measurements
with the FSSP/OAP measurements has been
a first attempt to assess the PSDA data

c o l l e c t e d a t W h i t e s h e l l for
polydisperse of aerosol systems. The
FSSP/OAP measurements represent a
s t a t i s t i c a l average of the aerosol
droplet-size distributions in both time
and space. The entire cross section of
the spray plume vas sampled with
continuous ve r t i c a l t raverses at
horizontal intervals of 2.54 cm (1 in).
The spectra in Figure 1 are therefore a
smooth representation of the droplet-
size distribution, with no apparent
ef fec t of the magnitude of the
background airflow for the conditions
examined.

Scatter in the PSDA measurements is
e v i d e n t , and sometimes q u i t e
significant (refer to Figure 2 and
Table 2) . Spatial averaging was
achieved by numerically integrating
point measurements at d i f fe ren t
locations. A coarse measuring grid was
employed: at most, only a single
horizontal (y = 0) and vertical (x = 0)
traverse was performed for each test,
with measurements made every 2 cm.
Standard deviations computed from the
point measurements for each experiment
are therefore important indicators in
determining whether an apparent cause-
effect phenomena is real.

The FSSP/OAP and 1.2-MPa PSDA droplet-
size spectra in Figure 3 are in good
agreement. The associated standard
deviation for the 1.2-MPa PSDA volume
fraction diameters (Table 2) is also
re l a t ive ly small (± 20-fim). The
averaged spectrum for the PSDA 0.5-MPa
test is not in good agreement with that
of the FSSP/OAP, but the scatter in the
data (Table 2) is large, encompassing
the FSSP/OAP results. The difference
in spectra between the measurements of
the PSDA at 0.5-MPa and FSSP/OAP is
therefore questionable. The averaged
spectrum for the 2.0-MPa PSDA case,
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TABLE 2: PSOA VOLUME FRACTION DIAMETERS

Pressure
(MPa)

0.5
1.2
2.0

z
(cm)

12
12
39

Dv, 0.1
(Aim)

87
82
97

(20)
(20)
(30)

Dv, 0.5
(Mm)

166
128
175

(<O

(45)
(20)
(20)

Dv, 0.9
(Mm)

290
186
287

(60)
(50)
(20)

TABLE 3: PSDA 50Z VOLUME FRACTION DIAMETERS
IN UPPER AND LOVER PORTION OF SPRA7 PLUME

Pressure z
(MPa) (cm)

Dv a t y ̂  +^ c m (a) D
v
 a t y ^ ~* c m (p)

(Mm)

0.5
1.2
2.0

12
12
39

131
131
162

(15)
(25)
(15)

140
134
197

(15)
(15)
(20)

however, is characterized by relatively (x = 0, y = 0). Considering standard
small standard deviations (Table 2)
that suggest that the difference in the
PSDA and FSSP/OAP spectra is real. The
results indicate that at the higher
pressure (2.0 MPa), droplets farther
from the source (39 cm) are larger than
those measured at 0.5 or 1.2 MPa at 12
cm from the nozzle. If any difference
between these measurements were to be
detected, smaller droplets were
expected at the higher pressure, where
shear and mechanical forces acting on
the liquid jet are greater than at the
lower pressure. These findings suggest
that at the higher pressure, some
mechanism, such as agglomeration of the
aerosols, is significant enough to
influence the size distribution.
Further experimentation and analysis on
the effect of pressure on aerosol size
under these conditions should be
explored.

The comparison in Figure 4 is to check
on the possible effect of nozzle
distance on the drop-size distribution
for the same pressure. These droplet-
size spectra represent single
measurements at a particular position

deviations in the volume fraction
diameter for the 0.5-MPa case (Table
2), the differences in spectra at the
two nozzle distances (z = 12 and z = 25
cm) are not significant.

Finally, it was desired to determine if
it would be possible to differentiate
between the droplet-size spectra in the
upper and lower portions of the spray
plume obtained with the PSDA
measurements. Table 3 tabulates these
results for the 0.5-, 1.2- and 2.0-MPa
cases in terms of the 50Z volume
fraction diameters. The volume
fraction diameter for the "upper"
portion of the plume was calculated
from measurements taken at +4 cm and
above the central horizontal axis. For
the "lower" portion of the plume, the
volume fraction diameter was calculated
from measurements taken at -4 cm and
below the central horizontal axis. The
results suggest the drop-size spectra
can be differentiated only at the
larger distance (z = 39 cm, at
2.0 MPa). The 50Z volume fraction
diameter measured in the upper portion
of the plume was smaller than that in
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the lower portion. This is reasonable 7.0
if for the range of pressures examined
one assumes that, in the absence of a (1)
background airflow, between 12 and 40
cm are required before gravitat ional
separat ion of the aerosols by s ize
occurs.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

The FSSP/OAP measurements have provided
a means of assessing the performance of
the PSDA instrumentat ion operat ing
under s imi lar but not ident ica l (2)
conditions. The investigation reported
in this paper suggests that differences
in the experimental conditions do not
significantly affect the validity of
the comparative study. The direct
comparison made in this study of two
s e t s of measurements obta ined (3)
independently with two different
optical techniques is a novel exercise
in characterizing nozzle spray droplet-
size distributions. In spite of the
scatter in the PSDA measurements, the
agreement with the FSSP/OAP is quite
good at the lower pressures (0.5 and
1.2 MPa) closest to the nozzle (12 cm). (4)
The PSDA measurements at the higher
pressure (2.0 MPa) at 39 en from the
nozzle generated droplets approximately
40 urn l a rge r than the FSSP/OAP
measurements.

Further investigations with the PSDA (5)
instrumentation are continuing, with
emphasis on reducing the scatter in the
measurements. Longer sampling times
with a finer sampling mesh of the plume
will address these problems. More
control of the spray plume environment
will also be attempted. Additional
experiments at Whiteshell will be (6)
conducted in a recently constructed
enclosed cylindrical tunnel. Background
airflow, controlled by a rear exhaust
fan, will be imposed to keep the
aerosols aloft during drop-sizing
measurements.
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MODELLING OF THE ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSION OF ACCIDENTAL RELEASES OF
RADIONUCLIDES FROM ONTARIO HYDRO'S NUCLEAR GENERATING STATIONS FOR SAFETY

ANALYSIS APPLICATIONS

L. LAM anil K.S. DINN1E

Ontario Hydro
700 University Avenue

Toronto, Ontario, CANADA, M5G 1X6

ABSTRACT

The effect of atmospheric dispersion on the off-site
radiation dose to the public arising from accidental
airborne releases of radioactivity from a nuclear
generating station is represented in safety analysis by a
series of dilution factors. These dilution factors are
important in the prediction of off-site dose consequences
because dilution factors are a direct multiplier in the
dose calculation. This paper summarizes the results of
a detailed study of the process by which dilution factors
are calculated. The significance of the location of the
source of meteorological data is examined with respect
to suitability for representing the characteristics of a
nuclear station site. The impact of using different
dispersion models and stability determination schemes
on calculated dilution factors is investigated and a
preferred method recommended.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The effect of atmospheric dispersion on the off-site
radiation dose to the public arising from accidcnlnl
airborne releases of radioactivity from a nuclear
generating station is represented in safety analysis by a
series of dilution factors. These dilution factors are a
highly simplified representation of many complex
phenomena. They are important in the prediction of
off-site dose consequences because dilution factors are
a direct multiplier in the dose calculation.

The calculation of dilution factors requires a
combination of modelling of the physical processes
involved in atmospheric dispersion, derivation of
suitable site representative meteorological parameters to
be used in the models and statistical analysis to
determine dilution factors suitable for application lo

safety analysis.

This paper summarizes the results of a detailed study of
the process by which dilution factors are calculated at
Ontario Hydro. The significance of the location of the
source of meteorological data is examined with respect
to suitability for representing the characteristics of a
nuclear station site. The impact of using different
dispersion models and stability determination schemes
on calculating dilution factors is investigated and a
preferred method recommended.

2.0 METEOROLOGICAL DATA

2.1 Source of Meteorological Data

The Pickering MESONET (Mesoscale Meteorological
Monitoring Network) was a network of meteorological
towers deployed within a 30 km radius of Pickering
NGS to determine local meteorological patterns. The
project received support from the Ontario Ministry of
Environment, the Atmospheric Environment Services of
Environment Canada and the Atomic Energy Control
Board (AF.CB) over the period of operation of the
MESONET (January, 1988 to December 1989). Ontario
Hydro provided funding to support the operation of
improved nuclear emergency respoase procedures.

The network consisted of eight portable 10-m
meteorological towers with an additional 26-m tower at
the Cherry wood site which was instrumented at 1.5, 4,
8 and 16 m to measure vertical profiles. Figure I
shows five tower sites and their designations. These
five are thought to represent the various mesoscale
features such as lake breeze and urban heat island
circulations in the vicinity of Pickering NGS. The
MESONET stations located east of Pickering at
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Skn
FIGURE 1 LOCATION OF METEOROLOGICAL
STATIONS USED IN THE VICINITY OF
PICKERING

Greenwood Conservation Area, Claremont and Aja.x
were omitted from the study to reduce (lie amount of
analytical effort and because their general features are
represented by the Cherrywood station. Parameters
measured with the 10-m lowers were wind speed, wind
direction, air temperature, barometric pressure, standard
deviation of scalar wind speed and standard deviation of
wind direction.

One other data set chosen to be studied in this work was
the meteorological data observed over the same time
period at the Toronto International Airport operated by
the Atmospheric Environment Service (AES). Toronto
International Airport is 42.? km west of the Pickering
NGS and is about 20 km inland from Lake Ontario.
Meteorological data obtained at Toronto International
Airport has previously been used to derive
meteorological data for .sites such as Picketing and
Darlington because there are no historical site-specific
meteorological data available for these locations. In
order to investigate the appropriateness of the use of the
data obtained at Toronto International Airport, statistical
results of the observed and derived hourly
meteorological parameters were used l<> compare with
those measured and derived at the MESONFiT Siatinns.
Hourly data from Toronto International Airpoit were
also used to determine the dilution factors at Pii-kering
NGS for comparisons with those determined using the
ME.SONET data.

2.2 Data_Analysis and Results

Two years of hourly meteorological data from five of
the MESONET stations and the AES station located at
Toronto International Airport for the period January I,
1988 (o !...-comber 31, 1989 were analyzed. The
MESONE i »iuti "s selected were those which, although
located near Pickering NGS, possess slightly different
mesoscale features. For example, data collected at
Pickering NGS and East Point should relied lake/land
breeze effects while data obtained at Scarborough and
the Science Center represent the typical urban mesoscale
motion due to heat island circulation. Data collected at
Cherrywood, on the other hand, represent the pattern of
a more rural type of atmospheric horizontal motion.
Three meteorological parameters, namely, wind speed,
wind direction and stability class, which are commonly
used as atmospheric dispersion model inputs, are studied
and discussed in the following.

Wind Speed

Table I compares the minimum, maximum and mean
wind speeds observed at the 5 selected MESONET
stations and the AES station located at the Toronto
International Airport. The minimum wind speed of 0.5
m/s which occurred at all stations shown in Table 1
reflects the lower limit of the meteorological
instrumentation used to measure the wind speed. The
starling i' -"shold of wind speed of the meteorological
instrumentation is 0.5 m/s. Therefore, wind speeds
lower than 0.5 m/s recorded al each station were set to
be a value of 0.5 m/s. Calm conditions were found to
be very infrequent at the lakeshore locations such as
Pickering NGS and East Point. They occurred more
frequently at the Toronto International Airport (1158
hours, corresponding to 7.3% of hourly data) than at
MESONET stations (between 0.2% to 4%).
Nevertheless, bolh maximum and mean wind speed are
higher at the Toronto International Airport than
measured al the MESONET slations.

Figure 2 shows the frequency of selected wind speed
categories. The frequency of occurrence of stronger
wind observed at the Toronto International Airport (>
(i.O m/s) is higher than measured at MESONET stations.
The two phenomena observed al the Toronto
International Airport, lhal is. higher frequencies of bolh
strong winds and calm conditions, suggest that the
meteorology al Toronto International Airport reflects a
"continental climate" and is not influenced very much
by the lake.

It is to be noted from Table I and Figure 2 thai (he
statistical results listed for (he Science Center show a
slightly different Irend from those obtained from oilier
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TABLE 1 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE WIND SPEED AT 6 METEOROLOGICAL SITES

Wind Speed Statistics

Pickering NGS

Cherrywood

East Point

Scarborough

Science Center

Toronto International
Airport

Minimum
Un/s)

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

Maximum
(m/s)

16.0

13.5

15.8

11.0

11.0

18.1

Mean
(m/s)

4.0

3.2

3.9

3.6

2.9

4.2

No. of
Observations

16267

16282

16489

15132

15804

17520

No. of Calm
Cases*

33

212

169

622

283

1158

Calm is defined as hourly average wind speed to be 0.5 m/s.

stations. The overall wind speeds are lower at the
Science Center. This is fell to be because the
monitoring instrument was situated on the roof of the
Science Center building which is not satisfactory by the
standards of siting criteria applied to AES climatological
stations. A ground level site is more suitable.

Wind Direction

Figure 3 presents the wind direction distribution for the
5 MESONET stations. In general, the wind direction
distributions observed at the five selected MESONET
stations in the vicinity of Pickering NGS show a similar
pattern. The SSW to WNW wind component occurred

W . Int. Airport

!5c lance Centre

•Scarborough

s t Point

;Cherry«ood

Ickerlna NGS

0-2 2-3 3-4 1-5 5-6

WIND 5FEED C m/s)

most frequently and is consistent with the synoptic flow
of the air mass in North America. It is to be noted
from the figure, however, that the lake breeze
frequencies (wind blows from directions E to SW) at
stations Pickering NGS and East Point are not
noticeably higher when compared to other stations. The
probable explanation is that, since all 5 MESONET
stations are located within 10 km from the lake shore,

Cherrywood Eoat Point

Ft<;i'RF 2 FRFOUENCY OF O<CURRF,NCF. OF THE
WIND SPEED CLASS

FIGURE 3 WIND DIRECTION FREQUENCY
DISTRIBUTIONS OBSERVED AT THE SELECTED
MESONET STATIONS
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TABLE 2 FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE <%) OF EACH STABILITY CLASS AT SIX SELECTED
METEOROLOGICAL STATIONS

Stability
Class

A

B

C

D

E

F

Pickering
NGS

0.2 '

1.3

7.3

59.1

26.3

5.9

2.62

4.8

14.9

53.7

12.3

11.7

Cherrywood

1.1

2.2

9.8

66.7

17.8

2.4

3.1

4.0

16.8

47.5

9.6

19.1

East Point

1.1

2.4 ,

8.5

75.2

11.8

1.5

2.2

3.3

13 1

57.9

11.4

12.1

Scarborough

0.7

2.4

8.5

75.1

11.8

1.5

2.4

3.9

14.7

54.3

10.3

14.4

Science
Center

4.8

11.4

18.0

43.4

14.5

7.9

2.6

4.1

13.4

50.6

10.8

18.5

Toronto hit.
Airport

0.93

6.1

10.0

53.1

11.7

18.2

1 Stability class determined by Wind Direction Fluctuation method.
2 Stability class determined by Oolder's method.
3 Stability class determined by STAR method.

they are all under the influence of the lake. The
frequent westerly winds were also found at the Toronto
International Airport.

Atmospheric turbulence levels (stability classes) are
required for dispersion models and are not normally
measured directly by weatlier observation stations.
These parameters have to be derived from routine
meteorological observations using calculation procedures
(mathematical equations) based on an understanding of
atmospheric boundary layer physics. Meteorologists
frequently use the terms unstable (Stability Classes A,
B and C), neutral (Stability Class D) and stable
(Stability Classes E and F) when classifying Ihe
turbulence present in the atmosphere. These terms were
developed originally by Pasquill (Reference 1), adapted
by Gifford (References 2.3 and 41 and modified slightly
by Turner (Reference 5). Pasquill stability classes A
through F can be determined by a number of methods
based on the availability of different observed
meteorological parameters. Two stability determination
schemes, namely, the Wind Direction Fluctuation
method (Reference 6) and Golder's method (Reference
7). were applied to determine the stability class for the
5 selected MESONET stations, while the STAR
(Reference 5) method was used to determine the hourly
stability class for the Toronto Internationa! Airport. The
results are shown in Table 2.

Comparing Ihe results shown in the table, the following
conclusions can be readied:

1) The frequencies of occurrence of each stability
category calculated using the same stability
determination method at each meteorological
site show a similar overall distribution.

2) All methods predict similar high frequency of
occurrence for neutral conditions.

3) Distribution of stability changes when different
.stability determination schemes are applied to
Ihe same meteorological data sets.

2.3 Summary

Meteorological data observed at the MESONET stations
and the Toronto International Airport were processed
and analyzed. Hourly stability classes were derived
from various stability determination schemes depending
on the availability of the meteorological data. The
following conclusions can be readied based on the
results of the analysis:

Toronto International Airport exists in a
"continental climate". Therefore, the
meteorological data observed there are not
directly applicable to the immediate vicinity of
nuclear generating stations located at lakeshore
sites.

Stations which are under the lake influence
rarely experience calm conditions.

Meteorological data taken at stations which are
under the same synoptic flow and characterized
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3.0

3.1

with similar mesoscale features should generate
similar statistics of wind speed, wind direction
and stability.

Distribution of stability changes when different
stability determination schemes are applied lo
the same meteorological data sets.

Meteorological data collecled at MESONET
•stations can be I rented as the site specific
meteorological data for Pickering NGS for they
are close to the nuclear .site and under the same
general lake-land influence.

METHODOLOGY FOR DERIVING THE
DILUTION FACTORS

Dispersion Models

Four different dispersion models were used in the study
to calculate dilution factors. They are briefly described
in the following.

I) Models recommended in the Draft CSA
N288.2 (Reference 8). Tliese models are based
on Gaussian-shaped plume assumptions. The
dispersion coefficients oy and o t are derived
based on the original Pasquill-Gifford diffusion
curves (Reference I). Three algoritluns
corresponding to the short, prolonged and long
term phase of the release transient are
recommended for use for downwind distances
up to 100 km. The major differences between
these algorithms arise from the time scales
over which they should be applied because of
the meteorological assumptions inherent in
each. For short-term release, modification lo
the standard Gaussian equal ions at low wind (<
2.0 ni/s) is recommended to account for wind
meandering. Figure 4 presents the short-term
dilution factors as a function of wind speed
and stability class calculated using the short-
term algorithm. The discontinuity shown in
the figure reflects the low wind speed
correction. The building wake effects are also
accounted for by adjusting the dispersion
parameters oy and CT, in these modules. The
degree of adjustment depends on the cross-
sectional area of the building. The dilution
factor decreases when these modified
dispersion parameters are used. CSA N288.2
recommends ihsit the ratio of dilution factors
for tho muti'.'tiirfwil (lmv to (hat for the
disturbed flow should be limited to a factor of
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FIGURE 4 SHORT-TERM ATMOSPHERIC DILUTION
FACTOR AT THE SITE BOUNDARY (914 m),
CALCULATION ARE BASED ON THE FORMULATION
LISTED IN CSA N288.2

three.

2) The oe model, another Gaussian model.
Here, the dispersion coefficient oy is directly
relate to the wind direction fluctuation oe.
The idea behind this approach is to remove a
layer of empiricism (Pasquill-Gifford curves)
from diffusion calculations by developing a
technique that relates diffusion directly to
turbulence. o. is still determined based on the
Pasquill-Gifford diffusion curves as
recommended in the Draft CSA N288.2.
Figure 5 presents the relationship between
dilution factors, wind speed and the wind
direction fluctuation. Examining Figures 4 and
5, it is seen that the predicted dilution factors
do not show significant differences but they
decrease monotonically as wind speed
increases when oe is used to determine cxy.
Low wind correction is not necessary in this
model, and the wake effect is treated the same
as in the model discussed above.

3) The USNRC Regulatory Guide (Reference 9).
The basic model in this regulatory guide also
assumes that the plume spread has a Gaussian
distribution iti both the horizontal and vertical
directions and, therefore, utilizes the traditional
Pasquill-Gifford curves for ov and <J,.
However, correction factors allow credit for the
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combined effects of plume meander in the low
wind situation and building wake. According
to Hie guide, as Ihe effects of meander diminish
with increasing witiu speed and decreasing
stability, Ihe effects of building wake become
more dominant. This model introduces a
smoothly changing correction factor lo the
dispersion parameter o, at low wind speeds,
avoiding a discontinuity in calculated dilution
factors.

4) The CRDM (Continuous Release Dispersion
Model) used in the Emergency Response
Planning for Ontario Hydro's nuclear
generating facilities. It has been recognized
that the data used lo generate tlie Pasquill-
Gifford diffusion curves were quite site and
source specific, i.e.. near ground level releases
of a non-buoyant tracer, over flat nearly-
unifonn terrain. CRDM does not use the P-G
diffusion daia lo estimate the effluent's
dispersion, and was therefore selected as an
alternative dispersion model for comparison
purposes. The model is based on experimental
evidence which supports the theory that the
average behaviou- of the How near the ground
may be described by general formulae which
depend upon only on a limited number of
parameters. In other words, the model implies
"similar" behaviour of the atmosphere from
one place or lime lo another if certain
parameters are held constant. For sources

3.2

emitting at low levels, which is the most likely
potential release height for all Ontario Hydro's
nuclear generating stations, the air movement
is influenced principally by surface friction.
The vertical distribution of material in the
plume is not Gaussian because of the nearness
of the ground and Ihe strong wind shear. The
crosswind component of the plume is assumed
to be Gaussian.

Derivation of the Dilution Factors

The models described in the previous section (Section
3.1) were applied to determine dilution factors for the
Pickering Nuclear Generating Station. The
meteorological data sets used were those observed at the
Pickering MESONET stations and the AES Toronto
International Airport. The following assumptions were
made for the model runs:

1) All releases are considered to be at ground
level. Tliis maximizes the ground level
concentration.

2) Since all actual release points are at an
elevation less than 2.5 times the surrounding
buildings, building wake effect is credited as
recommended by each individual model. For
Pickering NGS, the building area normal to the
wind is assumed to be 5800 m2.

3) The roughness length z,, = 4 cm was used for
the model runs.

The assumed long-duration post-accident release is
divided into three phases; short-term ( 0 - 1 hour),
prolonged-term ( 1 - 2 4 hours) and long-term (> 24
hours). Each phase is characterized by a representative
dilution factor. The application to safety analysis
requires that dilution factors be derived such that the
calculated dose is conservative for all applications. For
tliis reason, the phases are treated independent of one
another.

The dilution factors are derived by choosing Ihe dilution
factor which will be exceeded by not more than 10% of
Ihe total available hourly dilution factors for each
release phase and each dispersion algorithm/model. The
approach laken is consistent with the concept of "worst
weather existing 10% of the time" stated in the Siting
Guide (Reference 10).
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4 0 MODEL APPLICATIONS AND RESULTS

4.1 Dilution Factors Determined Using Different
Meteorological Data Sets

In this section, the dilution factors are derived using one
dispersion model and eleven meteorological data sets.
The objective of this exercise is to examine the
sensilivity of the dilution factor to different
meteorological data sets. The model is the Gaussian
Model recommended in the draft CSA N288.2. Of the
eleven meteorological data sets, ten are from the
Pickering MESONET (5 stations categorized with 2
stability class schemes) and one is from Ihe Toronto
International Airport.

4.1.1 Short-Term

The following steps are involved in determining the
frequency value at the 90th percenlile:

1) Determine the dilution factor at the sile
boundary (914 m) for each hour of the
recorded meteorological data. There are
therefore 17,520 (equivalent to 2 years)
calculated hourly dilution factors.

2) Obtain the frequency distribution of the hourly
dilution factors.

3) Plot a cumulative frequency distribution curve
using Ihe results from step 2) and determine
the 90th percentile.

Figure 6 shows a typical cumulative frequency curve of
atmospheric dilution factor. The plot is generated using
results obtained at Ihe MESONF.T Cherrywood station.
The stability class was delermined using Ihe Wind

Pisparslcn. CSA >2»B2

Stabilltr Vind direction flactuitlon

Heteorolaglcal data • Cherrrvood

"T" T " ~i r
so

T " ~r "T" T ~
10 30 SD 70 90 110 130

Atmospheric Dilution Factor (i.oe-06 e/m**33

FIGURE 6 CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY OF THE
ATMOSPHERIC DILUTION FACTORS

Direction Fluctuation method. In Ihe figure, the 90%
criterion line gives rise to a dilution factor value of
6.5E-05 s/m'. Similar analysis was performed for
results obtained from the rest of 10 meteorological data
sets. The results are shown in Table 3.

It is seen from the Table that the differences are small
between the 10 derived dilution factors for the five
MESONET stations and the two stability class
determination schemes. The relatively large
discrepancies between results shown for Toronto
International Airport and those for MESONET stations
can be explained simply by the differences between the
frequencies of occurrence of calm conditions. At
Toronto international Airport calm conditions occurred
7.8% of the time, while at the MESONET stations they
occurred in only between 0.2% to 4% of the total

TABI.F .1 THE "MtTII PFRCFNTILE SIIORT-TFRM DILUTION FACTOR (x 1.0E-06 aim') DERIVED
USING DATA SETS OBSERVED AT SELECTED METEOROLOGICAL STATIONS

Stability
Determination

Scheme

Wind Direction
Fluctuation Method

Colder's Method

STAR (Pnsqiiill-
Gifford Method)

Pickering
NGS

58.86

53.85

-

Cherrywood

59.59

05.5?

Eastpoint

59.34

53.27

-

Scarborough

54.90

57.04

-

Science
Center

64.2<>

59.10

-

Tor. Int.
Aiiport

80.35
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available data. Calm cases give rise to higher
concentrations and thus a liigher 90th percentile value of
(he dilution factor. 4)

4.1.2 Prolonged-Term

Release profiles for EFAD system releases vary bold
with accident type and fission product species. For
accident sequences involving an impaired containment
envelope, analysis of expected long-term release profiles
indicates that a large fraction of the dose due to iodine
and noble gases is accumulated within the first 24 hour
period of the total release. Thus 24-hourly dilution
factors are analyzed to represent (he so-called
"prolonged-term" releases.

was determined.

A cumulative frequency distribution for each
wind direction was plotted and the 90th
percentile selected.

The highest value from those obtained for each
wind direction was used to represent the
prolonged-term dilution factor for each
meteorological station.

The same eleven meteorological data sets used in the
short-lenn analysis were applied to the prolonged-term
release model. The results are eleven sets of data each
containing a total 17,520 hourly dilution factors. In
order to obtain the 24-hour dilution factor for use in
safety analysis, the following procedure was applied to
each data set:

!) Beginning at the first hour of recorded data, an
integrated value of hourly dilution factor in
each wind direction sector over the duration of
release (24 hours) was computed. Results of
this exercise are 16 integralcd 24-hour dilution
factors corresponding to tlie 16 wind sectors.
The 24-hour average dilution factor is obtained
by dividing the integrated 24-hour value by 24.

2) The above process was repealed for the same
duration of release but starting the integrating
period one hour later.

3) The frequency distribution of the 24-hour
averaged dilution factor for each wind direction

TABLE 4 THE 90TII PFRPENTILE PROLONGED-TERM DILUTION FACTOR (x 1.0E-06 s/m')
DERIVED USING DATA SETS OBSERVED AT SELECTED METEOROLOGICAL STATIONS

The results are shown in Table 4. The Table shows that
the 24-hour dilution factor is not sensitive to the
stability determination scheme nor to the location of the
meteorological site.

4.1.3 Long-Term

Accident sequences involving an intact containment
envelope possess release profiles which can remain near
constant over many days or weeks. Dilution factors
averaged over such periods of time closely approximate
those derived using long-term averaged meteorological
data. Joint frequency distributions of wind speed, wind
direction and stability class corresponding to the data
observed at the Pickering MESONET stations and the
Toronto International Airport were used to calculate the
long-term average dilution factors. The outputs of the
long-term release model are dilution factors predicted
for each of the sixteen wind sectors. Table 5 presents
the derived long-term dilution factors for each
meteorological station. Again, the highest value was
selected from those obtained for each wind direction.
The results demonstrate that the derived long-term
dilution factors are very similar for all stations and
stability determination schemes.

Stability Determination
Scheme

Wind Direction
Fluctuation Method

Golder's Method

STAR (Pasquill-
Oifford Method)

Pickering
NGS

II (W

13.24

-

Chcrrywood

').««)

11.51

-

Eastpoint

11.48

11.66

-

Scarborough

9.35

8.84

-

Science
Center

9.79

11.12

-

Tor.Int.
Airport

-

-

10.92
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TABLE 5 THE LONG-TERM DILUTION FACTOR I x 1.0E-06 s/m') DERIVED USING DATA SETS AT
SELECTED METEOROLOGICAL STATIONS

Stability Determination
Scheme

Wind Direction
Fluctuation Method

Golder's Method

STAR (Pasquill-
Gifford Method)

Pickering
NGS

2.61

2.77

-

Cherrywood

2.28

2.46

-

Eastpoint

2.62

2.59

-

Scarborough

1.75

1.78

-

Science
Center

2.45

2.56

-

Tor. Int.
Airport

-

-

2.37

4.2 Dilution Factors Determined Using Different
Dispersion Models

In this section, the short-term dilution factors are
derived using four dispersion models. The
meteorological data observed and derived at the
MESONET stations served as the model inputs. Except
for the CRDM model, in which the required
meteorological parameters such as stability class are
detemiined within the modelling system, all other
models used Ihe stability information detemiined by the
Wind Direction Fluctuation Method. The same
methodology used to obtain the short-term dilution
factors and described in Section 4.1.1 was applied here.
The results are shown in Table 6.

As expected, Ihe dilution factors listed in Table 6 show
no significant variations for the 5 stations when derived
from the same dispersion model. This conclusion is
consistent through the results derived from all other
dispersion models. The results obtained at the Science
Center are slightly inconsistent due to siting of met

instrumentation. Examining the results shown for the
same station but obtained by using different dispersion
models, it is seen that the CSA N288.2 method, the oe

method and the USNRC Regulatory Guide predict
generally similar results. The mean values, calculated
by averaging the dilution factors obtained at every
station for these models, are 59.40, 56.91 and 53.55
respectively. The predictions obtained using the CRDM
model seem to be lower than those predicted from other
models. A less restrictive approach used in the building
wake effect modification of this model may contribute
to this difference.

4.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

The implications of using different models and data sets
in the calculation of atmospheric dilution factors have
been examined. The dispersion models, which are the
tools used to derive these dilution factors, and the
meteorological data, which are the inputs to the
dispersion models, were varied in order to examine the
sensitivity of the derived dilution factors. The results

TABLE 6 DILUTION FACTORS ( x 1.0E-06 s/m') DERIVED FOR PICKERING NGS USING DIFFERENT
DISPERSION MODELS (SIIORT-TERM)

Dispersion
Models

N28R.2
Recommended

a, Method

USNRC Regulatory
Guide

Ontario Hydro's
Emergency Response

M««lrl H'ROM)

Pickering
NOS

58.86

56.28

43.86

33.64

Clterrywood

59.59

67.92

56.56

42.56

Ballpoint

59.34

59.12

50.(17

39.55

Scarborough

54.90

57.22

50.47

36.48

Science
Center

64.29

44.02

66.77

26.56

Mean
(Std. Dcv)

59.40
(3.33)

56.91
(8.56)

53.55
(8.65)

35.76
(6.13)
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show that the derived dilution factors:

1) are nol sensitive to the location of the
meteorological site provided that the
meteorological site has the same general
synoptic and mesoscale features as the station
site,

2) are not sensitive to the stability determination
method,

3) vary by less than a factor of two with the
dispersion model used.

An additional outcome of this study is that the
dispersion model, Og method, is recommended as the
preferred modelling tool for use in the future
atniosplieric dispersion applications for die following
reasons:

I)

2)

3)

5.0

It is relatively easy to provide reliable
equipment for wind direction fluctuation
measurement.

SUMMARY

A shirty of the modelling of atmosplieric dispersion for
accidental releases of radionuclides from nuclear
generating stations for safety analysis applications has
been carried out. The sensitivity of the derived dilution
factors to the location of meteorological stations was
examined by deriving the dilution factors using data
measured at six different meteorological stations during
the period 1988 - 1989. The effect on the derived
dilution factors due to the use of different stability
determination schemes was also investigated. Tl»e
major conclusions of the study are given below.

1) Long term averages of meteorological
parameters such as wind speed, wind direction
and stability are not sensitive to measurement
location provided that the data are collected
within a few kilometers of the site of interest.

2) The Toronto International Airport data were

found to be unrepresentative of a lakeshore
site, although the data would tend to yield
conservative results if applied to safety analysis
because of the higher frequency of calm
weather.

3) The derived 90th percentile dilution factors
were found not to be sensitive to either the
source of meteorological data used (provided
condition (1) above is met) or to the stability
determination scheme.

4) Future modelling of atmospheric dispersion
should be based on the V,""nd Direction
Fluctuation Method (oe method), when
sufficient historical data become available.
This method produces comparable results to
other methods without the requirement for an
artificial low wind speed correction.

The dilution factor derived from this model 6.0
agrees well with those obtained using otlier
models. (1)

The wind direction fluctuation, ae, contains
information on horizontal diffusion at the low
wind conditions. There is no need for an (2)
artificial low wind meandering correction.
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ABSTRACT

The promise of significant labour cost savings
prompted AECL to automate the CANDU* reactor
piping systems design. By using a combination of
commercial and AECL-developed computer-aided
engineering software, the effort required to perform two
key tasks, pipe stress analysis and support design, was
reduced significantly. This paper describes the
integrated piping design environment developed for the
CANDU 3 project and benefits derived from its use.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

In preparation for the CANDU 3 Project, AECL
reviewed project work methods. The review showed
that labour cost savings of up to 20% can be achieved
by using modem computing technology to automate
project activities, especially those associated with
engineering. Because of this review, AECL modified
its engineering practices for the CANDU 3 project and
introduced the CANDID** Engineering concept:
"CANDID Engineering is a comprehensive, integrated,
electronic approach to engineering that encompasses all
aspects of engineering from design and drafting to
analysis and data transmission"[l].

A key aspect of the CANDID concept is the Computer
Aided Design and Drafting System (CADDS) used to
support plant design. This system provides
comprehensive 3-dimensional (3-D) modelling. It
includes software packages designed to:

• prepare process and instrumentation diagrams,
• design piping systems,

* CANDU: CANada Deuterium Uranium. Registered
trademark.

** CANDID: CANDU Integrated Design Engineering

• model large pieces of equipment,
• design concrete and steel structures,
• layout raceways and HVAC systems,

and an associated database used to store key design
information, e.g. operating conditions, line and
equipment names, and material class data The CADD
system of choice for the CANDU 3 project is the
Intergraph™ Plant Design System (PDS)[2J.

The piping task of PDS is used to design CANDU 3
reactor piping. It supports the design task well.
Unfortunately, it only provides a limited link to pipe
stress analysis and has no pipe support design
capability.

In response to these deficiencies, AECL initiated two
developments. The first, the development of an
interactive interface to pipe stress analysis, is now
complete and in production. The second, the
development of a pipe support design environment, is
completed and is currently undergoing quality assurance
testing. In the sections that follow, these developments
and their part in the integrated piping design
environment developed for the CANDU 3 project are
described in detail. Also, the benefit of this integrated
approach is illustrated by comparison with the
traditional one.

2.0 THE TRADITIONAL APPROACH

The traditional approach to pipe stress analysis and pipe
support design is a two-stage, multi-step, labour-
intensive process. Each stage involves co-operative
work among several design staff, who share 'paper-
based' information.

The first stage, pipe stress analysis, is performed to
establish pipe run support requirements. It involves
several steps:
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1. Based on a request from engineering, drawing
office staff produce a stress isometric drawing
(stress iso) by referencing appropriate general
;irr;ingemenl and piping isometric drawings.

2. An analyst prepares input for a pipe stress
analysis program, runs the analysis, and reviews
the results. This step is repeated until the
analyst is satisfied with the results.

3 Finally, the analyst prepares a stress report and
marks up the stress iso, indicating require1'I
design changes, and returns it to the drawing
office, where the design is revised.

These steps are repeated until the required design and
safety analyses are complete.

The second stage, pipe support design, is performed
only after the prerequisite stress analysis is complete.
During this stage support details are defined. Again,
several steps are involved:

1. The analyst extracts support function type, and
reaction force, moment and deflection results
from the pipe stress analysis associated with each
support to be designed. This often involves
wading through many pages of stress analysis
program output to find the required information.

2. The drawing office is asked to prepare
preliminary support drawings.

3. The analyst selects support components from a
supplier catalog using computed loads and
deflections.

4. A structural analysis is carried out to size all
steel components of the support. This can be
done by hand, or with the assistance of a
structural analysis program like STRUDL.

5. The drawing office is informed of support details
so that drawings and bills of materials can be
produced, and material procurement can be
initiated.

This support design stage is long and tedious because
there are hundreds of acceptable designs for each required
support. With several designers working on a project,
there is often little consistency in the designs produced.
This lack of consistency leads to signiiicantly higher
manufacturing and construction costs.

To generate the required design and licensing
information for a plant like the CANDU 3, this whole
two-stage process must be repeated several hundred
times, and the second stage, pipe support design, must
be repeated several thousand times.

3.(I THE INTEGRATED CANDU 3
APPROACH

Following the principles of CANDID Engineering, the
goal of providing a piping and support design
environment for use on the CANDU 3 project is
increased prodm :ivity through automation and
integration.

The PDS piping task is used to automate piping layout
design. A program like ADLPIPE[3] is used to
automate the pipe stress analysis task, while the NPSR
Pipe Support Design and Detailing System[4] is used to
automate pipe support design.

Integration among the PDS piping task, piping analysis
and pipe support design is accomplished with
PSA/PDSE, the AECL-developed pipe stress
analysis/pipe support design interface. Details of this
interface are provided in References 5 and 6. An
overview of PSA/PSDE follows. Included in this
overview is a description of a key element of this
interface, the 'expert system-like1 support component
selection advisor.

3.1 The PSA/PSDE Interface

The PSA/PSDE interface consists of four functional
processors, extract, edit/review, export/import and
design Imnger (Figure 1). These processors provide the
required links to PDS, pipe stress analysis and pipe
hanger design and are integrated with each other through
the task database and its associated computational
model. All user interaction is supported through a
graphical interface or a limited alphanumeric interface.

Deli vc rabies
I (Stress Reports,
I Stress Iso's. Hanger
I Drawings, etc)

Figure 1. The CANDU 3 PSA/PSDE Environment.
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The extract processor is used to extract geometric and
analysis data from PDS piping and equipment models,
to populate the task database and to build an appropriate
computational model.

The edit/review processor is used to build or modify the
computational model and to review analysis results. It
is possible to use this module to build an entire model
(pipe, components, supports, elc.) as a stand-alone
system, eliminating entirely the need for the Intergraph
PDS product as it relates to pipe stress analysis.

The export/import processor is used to generate pipe
stress analysis program input, 10 initiate analysis
execution and to load analysis results into the task
database.

The design hanger processor provides a link to the
NPSR pipe support design program. Load and
functional hanger-type data required by NPSR is
extracted from the task database. Component selection
information is gathered from the designer by an 'expert
system-like' processor (Section 3.2). This processor is
also used to load completed support design details into a
project-wide hanger database. These details include a
support drawing, a bill of materials and a detailed stress
report. Other results that can be derived from the
analysis results are:

• overall hanger stiffness that can be fed back to
the stress analysis phase,

• attachment point loading that can be forwarded to
the concrete and structural steel design groups,
and

• an envelope file that can be used by PDS for
interference detection.

The computational model provides a graphical
representation of the pipe run being analyzed. It is
equivalent to the traditional stress isometric drawing.

The task database acts as a repository for analysis model
data. This is a particularly important part of the
interface because it contains, in addition to all current
analysis results data, the information required to
reconstruct the computational model, regenerate analysis
program input, and produce analysis deliverables
(specifically, stress reports).

The hanger database contains the detailed design data for
all project pipe supports. It includes the design results
as well as all of the input data required to perform the
detailed analysis.

3.2 Support Component Selection

Support component selection is a key part of the hanger
design process. It involves gathering design input that
can be used to prepare essential input to the NPSR pipe
support design program. In the sections that follow.

the NPSR approach to support design and ihc
PSA/PSDB component selection advisor are described.

3.2.1 NPSR

NPSR is a commercial pipe support/restraint design and
detailing system which, given the proper specification
data, will:

• select hanger components using an internal
catalog,

• size structural members,
• compute bill of material item lengths and

weights,
• create a complete detail drawing, and
• generate a full STRUDL-type structural report for

the selected configuration.

NPSR describes a hanger in terms of subassemblies or
components that are grouped into 4 logical types: S,
M, P and C (Figure 2). The structural (S) component
provides the connection to building structures, the
optional middle (M) component is the "functional"
element (spring, snubber, etc.), and the P component is
the pipe attachment, e.g. clamp. Any additional
components, such as braces, are classified as C
components.

M

Figure 2. Typical Hanger Components.

To design a specific support, the designer must:

- select desired components from hundreds of
different S, M, P and C components provided in
the NPSR catalog and documented in the user's
manual, and

- verify that the selected components are
compatible by referencing compatibility matrices
provided in the manual.

Once Ihe components have been selected and
compatibilities checked, the designer must give the
required dimensions and elevations of the chosen
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components. To determine what data is required tor
each component, the user must again refer to the NPSR
manual.

When all necessary information has been manually
compiled and NPSR input is created, NPSR is run to
design and draft the assembly based on the user's input.
Provided Ihe user made no errors when choosing
components or dimensions. NPSR will size the
components and produce a dimensioned drawing of the
desired configuration.

3.2.2 The Component Selection Advisor

The process of preparing input to NPSR is rather
tedious and time-consuming. Therefore, to achieve the
CANDU 3 goal of increased productivity, a component
selection advisor (CSA) is included in the PSA/PSDE
interface. It provides a user-friendly and intelligent link
between the task data base and the NPSR program and
minimizes and will eventually eliminate the designer's
need to refer to the NPSR manual.

CSA ' en reduces the list of allowable component
choices by removing any M components that are not of
the required functional type. At the same time, the list
of S components is also reduced by removing any S
components that are not compatible with the remaining
M's.

Next, the user selects the support attachment point,
placing the cursor on a piece of surrounding structural
steel or concrete. Information regarding the attachment
location and type are passed to CSA and used to further
reduce the list of allowable S components. If, for
example, the user selected an embedded plate beside the
support, the advisor would remove any S components
not attaching beside, and then any not attaching to an
embedded plate from the list of allowable S
components.

At this point, the advisor presents the user with an S
component dala input form, Figure 3. This form
contains fields that can be filled in any order. As the
user adds field data, the advisor uses the additional
information to further reduce the list of allowable S

S Component Selection, Hanger-: HG335

S Component Name: 0 >

Pr- j mar-y ftttachment Di recti on
Primary fittachment Type :
Pr i mary Con f i gur ati on :
Pr i mary Member Sec t i on :
Draw i ng U i ew :
Brace Descri p t ion :

LEFT
EMBEDED PLflTE
UNKNOWN
UNKNOWN
ELEUfHT 1 OH
UNKNOWN

ihfciiiaihaxiasi
POST
UNKNOWN

Figure 3. S Component Selection Form.

CSA is an expert system implemented in the 'C
programming language. It consists of:

• a database of the components, their attributes,
and compatibilities,

• a selection of functions that extract relevant
information from the task database (reaction
loads, pipe direction, pipe diameter and thickness,
etc.), and

• a series of data input forms that query the user for
specific configuration information not contained
in the task database (structural attachment type,
number of braces, etc.).

When il is first started, the entire list of components
available through NPSR is initialized from a data file
containing the component names and certain descriptive
attributes.

components. Typically, by this point, the list of
allowable S components is reduced from 200 to fewer
than 10. By the time all form entries are filled, and
often before, the S component list is reduced to one.
Alternatively, the user may select the desired component
from the S component name pop-down menu.

Once the S component has been selected, the list of M
components is reviewed by CSA and any incompatible
M components are removed. At this point, the list of
allowable M components is typically 5 to JO long. To
complete the M component selection process, the user
is presenied wilh a dala input form similar to the S
component form.

Once the M component is selected, the user is again
presented with a P component selection form.
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In addition to the attributes and compatibilities of each
component available in NPSR, CSA also has access to
certain required dimensions, e.g. elevation data, required
for each. Some of this data is populated automatically
from the task database, e.g. pipe elevation and pipe
diameter, and calculations determining the position of
the pipe with respect to the structural attachment point.

4 .0 AN EXAMPLE

To understand the integration of the various processors
described above, consider the analysis of the sample
piping system presented in Figure 4.

Like the traditional work flow, the CANDU 3 work

301

•263

62

202/
.01

Figure 4. Sample Piping System.

Any component dimensions not available to the advisor
are requested from the user in data forms presented after
components have been selected.

Thus, the need for the user to refer to the NPSR manual
is significantly reduced. The need for referral is
restricted to cases in which the advisor is not able to
reduce the list to a single acceptable component or to
determine the meaning of a particular dimension
prompt. In these cases, the user is forced to refer to
drawings in the manual for further clarification of the
choices available.

flow for stress analysis and hanger design is a multi-
step process:

1. Using the extract processor, the stress analyst
identifies the pipe run(s) to be analyzed. The
extract processor extracts geometry and process
information from the 3-D CADD model,
populates the task database and builds a
computational model.

2. The analyst specifies various piping system load
case conditions. The export processor is used to
create an input data for the chosen stress
analysis program and the analysis is performed.
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3. Modifications to pipe support locations or
pipeline routing are made lo the computational
model using the edit processor, and step two is
repeated until the analyst is satisfied with the
stress results.

4. The design hanger facility is started, and used to
design pipe run supports. The component
selection advisor assists with support design by
guiding support component selection and
gathering required load and dimension data.

When all necessary data has been formatted, the hanger
design program can be run to produce a detailed drawing
(Figure 5), material takeoff list and detailed stress
report.

Figure 5. Typical Hanger Drawing.

5.0 COMPARISON OF TRADITIONAL
AND CANDU 3 APPROACHES

The integrated CANDU 3 approach based on
PSA/PSDE represents a significant improvement over
the traditional approach.

For a typical pipe run consisting of 100 to !50 nodes,
estimates of the effort and elapsed lime required to
perform pipe stress analysis lollowing ihe traditional
approach are 14.25 and 32.25 days, respectively. For
the same pipe run, the same analysis using Ihe
PSA/PSDE inlerface lakes only 6.25 days of elforl and
6.75 days of elapsed lime[7J.

Using ihe hanger design capability of PSA/PSDE. more
dramatic improvements are achieved. Following the
traditional approach, a typical pipe support takes 4.6
days of effort and 13.6 days of elapsed lime to design
(Table I). Following the integrated CANDU "3
approach, estimates of effort and elapsed lime to design
the same support are 0.2 days and 0.3 days, respectively
(Table 2).

Table 1. Hanger Design, Traditional Approach.

Step

Collect reaction
forces

Prep;irc preliminary
support drawing

Select support
components

Analyze structure

Prepare final drawing

Total

Effort
(days)

0.1

1.0

0.5

2.0

1.0

4.6

Elapsed
Time (days)

0.1

5.0

0.5

3.0

5.0

13.6

Table 2. PSDE Approach to Pipe Manger Design.

Step

Collect reaction
forces

Prepare preliminary
support drawing

Select support
components

Analyze structure

Prepare final drawing

Told

Kffort
(days)

-

-

0.1

0.1

-

0.2

Elapsed
'lime (davs)

-

-

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.3

A comparison of Ihe traditional and the integrated
CANDU 3 approaches to pipe stress analysis and
support design shows that for a typical pipe run
consisting of 100 lo 150 nodes and supported by six
supports, the CANDU 3 approach has the potential to
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reduce (he required design and analysis effort from 41.85
days to 7.45 days (Figure f->). This reduction in labour
translates directly to a reduction in plant cost and has a
significant effect on project schedule.

In addition, data integration among piping design, stress
analysis and hanger design and analysis phases reduces
the possibility of errors being introduced when
transporting data from one step to another. For
example, using the wrong weight for a valve obtained
from a piping isometric would result in erroneous
reaction force from the pipe stress analysis step and, in
tum, the support design step would result in an
improperly designed support. Having these steps
integrated around one database (the task database)
eliminates this type of error.

Finally, using the export and hanger design processors
for pipe stress analysis and support design increases
consistency in design tremendously. These processors
also allow less-experienced engineers to perform
analysis with a minimum of supervision.

Traditional CANDU

Figure 6. Cost Comparison - Traditional vs CANDU
Approaches.

6.0 CONCLUSION

The integrated CANDU 3 approach to pipe stress
analysis and pipe support design based on the
PSA/PSDE interface provides significant savings in
labour and costs and has the potential to significantly
reduce work schedules. In addition, the uniformity of
analytical approach and data integration results in
consistent, high-quality analysis results, and the
graphical presentation leads to improved problem
understanding. The shortage of experienced analysts
required for stress analysis and pipe hanger design is
also addressed by providing less experienced engineers
with the PSA/PSDE software tool.

7.0 FUTURE WORK

PSA/PSDE is currently being extended to include
several other features and enhancements that will further
reduce the workload on the analyst. Some of this work
includes:

• importing hanger geometry back into PDS to
support interference detection,

• providing extensions to support non-standard
hanger design, and

• extending the component selection advisor to
provide advice on C component seieclion and
improved rule-based component selection.
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SEISMIC ANALYSIS IMPACT ON DESIGN CONCEPT OF CANDU 3 REACTOR
AND FUELLING MACHINE SUPPORT STRUCTURE

J.K. BISWAS, R.P. GRANZ, P.N. SINGH, S.A. SOLIMAN, AND A. WU

AECL CANDU
Sheridan Park Research Community

Mississauga, Ontario, L5K 1B2

ABSTRACT

The conceptual design of the reactor and the fuelling machine
has been developedfor CANDU-3 Nuclear Power Plant. The
scismicity has played an important role in the design process.
Dynamic analysis models for the reactor and the fuelling
machine were generated. With the use of these models,
dynamic analyses were performed to determine the seismic
responses and their impact on design. The effects of design
changes and suitability of alternative designs are evaluated
before arriving at the final concept design.

1. DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEMS

The CANDU 3 reactor is rated at 450 MW of nominal electric
power. It consists of the calandria shell, end shields, shield
tank, extension, and 232 fuel channels. The reactor is located
in the lowest floor of the reactor building and is supported on
four concrete pedestals. The shield tank extension issupporled

FIGURE 1 CANDU 3 RKACTOR

from the upper floor of the building. The arrangement of the
CANDU 3 reactor is shown in Figure 1.

The fuel handling system transfers new fuel into the reactor
and removes irradiated fuel to the storage bay. The fuelling
machine is a pressurized robotic device which exchanges fuel
at the reactor. In so doing it must be able to access every fuel
channel. The fuelling machine is carried by a complex
mechanical device, the carriage, which makes this range of
motion possible, moving the fuelling machine up and down,
and across the reactor face. The CANDU 3 carriage also
provides for turning the fuelling machine through 115°
(vertical axis), and transporting it to the fuel ports, where fuel
is passed through containment and eventually to the storage
bay. The arrangement of the fuelling machine and carriage is
shown in Figure 2.

2. SEISMIC CONSIDERATIONS

For the CANDU 3 plant, scismicity has been considered in the
development of conceptual design of all major systems and
components. The reactor assembly and the fuelling machine
arc designed to resist the effect of earthquakes. A design basis
earthquake with ground acceleration of 0.3 g has been used in
the design. This scismicity level is adequate to locate the plant
at most of the potential sites around the world. Moreover, the
design caters for a wide range of foundation conditions ranging
from a soft soil to a hard rock condition to obtain wide
applications of the standardized design. The seismic input is
generally defined by the floor response spectra which are
obtained by a separate analysis of the reactor building.

Seismic analysis of the reactor and the fuelling machine is
necessary to determine their seismic responses. During the
fuelling operation, the fuelling machine is attached to the
reactor fuel channel. To represent this condition, a coupled
reactor and fuelling machine has been analyzed. The fuelling
machine can assume different channel locations. This required
the use of separate models to represent different
configurations. Methodologies used for the seismic analysis
arc based on the requirements of CAN3-289.3 Standard
(Reference 1).

3. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

During the conceptual design of the reactor and the fuel
handling system, a great deal of emphasis was placed on the
need to qualify the fuel handling system for a design basis
earthquake. This emphasis was particularly important for the
fuelling machine support structure (carriage). From

91222<V570
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experience gained while qualifying past nuclear stations, it was
understood that this need would heavily influence the design.
Therefore, preliminary seism ic analysis began at an early stage
in the design process and played a major role in selecting the
configuration of the reactor, and the fuelling machine carriage
and its related structures.

The reactor and fuelling machine are located at the lowest floor
of the reactor building to minimize seismic excitations.
Analyses were performed with models of reactor and fuelling
machine to predict their responses during earthquakes. These
seismic responses were evaluated to determine their impact on
design in terms of loads and stresses. This was followed by
various design changes and studies of alternati ve designs. This
often required adjustments of the computer model and
reanalysis work. The impact of the design changes was
evaluated and the best solution was adopted.

FIGURE 2 CANDU 3 FUELLING MACHINE AND CARRIAGE

4. REACTOR ANALYSIS

The calandria assembly together with the shield tank and shield
tank extension was modelled as a multi-dcgree-of-freedom
system consisting of plate and beam elements. The
STARDYNE computer program (Reference 2) was used for
modelling and analysis. The lumped mass dynamic model was
generated by condensing the detailed finite clement model.
The masses for the structural elements and the contained fluid

were considered. The fluid masses were distributed using
formulae in Reference 3. Sketches of the reactor model are
shown in Figures 3,4 and 5.

The analysis uses the substructure technique of the finite
clement method. The structure was divided into three
substructures as follows:

a. The shield lank extension

b.

c.

The annular flexible plate between the shield tank
extension and the shield tank

The shield tank, calandria shell with end wall, end
shields supports, and fuel channels.

FIGURE 3 MODEL FOR CALANDRIA SHELL AND EXTENSION

For simplicity, only half of the structure was modelled by
considering the symmetry of the reactor assembly. For the half
model the condensed stiffness and mass matrices, also known
as superclements, are determined by analysis. The
superclements for the remaining half were determined using a
reflection program developed at AECL. The superelements
were combined into one single model for the whole structure.
From the detailed finite clement model, the lumped mass
dynamic model was developed by the "Guyan's" reduction
technique (Reference 4).

The frequencies and mode shapes of the reactor model were
determined using the modal extraction routine in
STARDYNE. The response spectrum method was used to
compute the seismic responses. Floor response spectra for the
support locations were used for inputs. The analysis was
performed on a PC-386 computer. The analysis produced
accelerations, displacements, and loads at selected key
locations of the structure.
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5. IMPACT ON REACTOR DESIGN

FIGURE 4 MODEL FOR REACTOR ASSEMBLY

The main purpose of the analysis was to ensure the adequacy
of the basic design in resisting earthquake loads. Generally, the
seismic behaviour of the basic configuration of the reactor
assembly was found to be acceptable. However, for the initial
configuration, the loads on the fuel channel were high. This
was the case when the f uell ing machine was attached to the fuel
channel for fuelling. A closer look in to the seismic behaviour
revealed that this load was generated due to flexibility of the
endshicld in the axial direction (Figure 6). A reduction of this
flexibility by design changes would result in decreased seismic
loads.

FIGURE 5 MODEL FOR SHIELD TANK EXTENSION

FIGURE 6 END SHIELD DESIGN

A number of proposed changes were analysed. The process
involved modifying one substructure only, while the results
from the other substructure are reused. A series of
manipulations with the computer provided the condensed
dynamic model which was used for the reanalysis. The work
was organized in such a way that the results could be obtained
with a quick tum around time. After evaluating the proposed
changes, the recommended design modifications for the end
shields were found to lower the seismic response of the reactor.

The following design changes were recommended:

a. increase the thickness of outlet end wall annulus to
the corresponding lubeshcel thickness values

b. extend the end wall stiffeners, in the outlet end, to the
annulus

These changes along with other modifications of the design of
fuelling machine produced acceptable loads on the fuel
channel.
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6. FUELLING MACHINE ANALYSIS 7.1 Mechanisms

For the seismic analysis of the fuelling machine, lumped-mass
models consisting of beam elements were developed. These
models represent the stiffness and masses of the carriage
structure. A number of models for different fuel channel
locations were necessary. The analysis and modelling was
performed with the use of the ANSYS computer program
(Reference 5). For the unattached case the model for the
carriage was analyzed. For the refuelling case, attached
models for the fuelling machine carriage and the reactor
connected by one fuel channel was analyzed. A model for the
carriage structure is shown in Figure 7.

At first the frequencies and modeshapes of the structure were
determined using the ANSYS computer program. Response
spectrum method was used to determine seismic responses.
Loads and stresses at different components were evaluated for
acceptance. In areas where the design was not acceptable,
changes were proposed. The impact of these design changes
was evaluated by reanalysis with modified models.

UPPER
BKAM

CARRIAGE
BASE

FIGURE 7 MODF.L OF CARRIAGE STRUCTURE

7. IMPACT ON FUELLING MACHINE DESIGN

The seismic consideration has affected the design of fuelling
machine carriage in a number of ways. It has influenced the
selection of various mechanisms and design features. It has
also affected the selection of structural features and sizing of
components.

The following mechanisms were added to the carriage
specifically to reduce seismic loads, or to simplify the design
so that the analysis can show the structure is adequate.

- Seismic locks, (motor-driven lock pins) are used to
temporarily connect structural elements, for the purpose
of restraining an operational degree of freedom. Top locks
and bottom locks prevent horizontal motion of the top and
bottom of the carriage respectively.

- Seismic brakes arc placed on a drive system solely or
primarily for resisting seismic loads. An example of this
is the seismic brake on the vertical drive.

Isolation systems, or mechanisms, are used between
structural elements to provide unrestrained relative
motion in specific directions. A floating Z-molion has
been used along the fuel channel axis to isolate carriage
structure from the rcaclor structure.

Dampers arc used to suppress excessive displacement in
low-frequency subsystems. The pitch and yaw motions of
the fuelling machine are controlled in this way.

7.2 Design Features

In addition to various seismic mechanisms, a number of design
features as follows arc also influenced by seismic
considerations:

- Fail-safe brakes arc used. Since power supplies are
uncertain during an earthquake, brakes were selected
which arc activated by loss of power.

- Positive drives arc used (e.g. screw-type drives) to avoid
slippage during earthquake. In some cases the drive was
also self-locking to eliminate the need fora seismic brake.

In some instances plain bearings instead of ball or roller
bearings are used to develop the needed load capacity in
a compact arrangement

Special attention is paid to eliminate and minimize gaps
and other non-linear structural features. This is to avoid
impact loads deriving from seismic motions and to use
linear models for analysis.

- Counterweights have been eliminated. They were
removed to reduce the amount of elevated mass
generating additional loads on the support structure.

7.3 Structural Features

In deciding on the configuration of the carriage structure, the
seismic analysis and seismic loads were a major influence.
Some of the specific structural features arc:

- Careful attention was given to analyze and study the
natural frequencies. To the degree practical, these were
kept beyond ihe peak region of the floor response
spectrum curves.

- Care was also taken to avoid cascading resonance, (i.e. a
subsystem is mounted to a main system that has almost the
same natural frequency).
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- Fuel ports were lengthened to reduce seismic loads.

- An upper support beam was added in the reactor outlet
vault to restrain the top of the carriage.

- Box-section beams were selected to carry seismic torsion
loads.

- Some preference was given to easily-analyzed structures.
For example, continuous wheel shafts were used rather
than stub shafts.

- Custom support rails were chosen because railroad rail is
unsuited to high side loads.

- The structural arrangement was specified keeping in mind
the nature of load transfer between components.

- Thick plate sections as well as stiffeners were used in
areas where concentrated loads were applied.

7.4 Sizing of Components

The sizes of many components are dictated by seismic loads.
Operational loads are often trivial by comparison. For that

purpose, the seismic loads obtained from the analysis are used
to verify the design. In the conceptual design phase, the loads
are converted to stresses by using classical formula of stress
analysis. If the stresses are found excessive, the size of the
member is modified. In some cases an alternative arrangement
wiii have to be studied. This has required modifications of the
model and reanalyses.

8. COUPLKD ANALYSIS OF FUELLING MACHINE

A seismic analysis of the fuelling machine coupled to the
reactor is necessary. This represents a case when the fuelling
machine is locked on to the fuel channel end fitting and is in the
process of refuelling. The on-line refuelling of the CANDU 3
reactor requires the fuelling machine to be attached to the
reactor on a regular basis (daily). The duration of refuelling is
long enough to require a seismic analysis with the fuelling
machine coupled to the reactor model. The main interest of the
analysis is to assess the loads generated on the fuel channel. It
is necessary that these loads can be carried by the fuel channel
satisfactorily. The configuration of the fuelling machine
attached to the reactor is illustrated in Figure 8.

/Fit mSM:>&§€^i'::^ [".W:P]-
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FIGURE 8 FUELLING MACHINE COUPLED TO REACTOR
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A coupled fuelling machine and reactor model is obtained by
combining the lumped mass model of the fuelling machine
(Section 6) with the matrix representation of the dynamic
reactor model (Section 4) at a selected fuel channel location.
The analysis was done using the ANS YS computer program.
For that purpose the STARDYNE model for the reactor was
converted into an equivalent ANSYS model using a code
translator. A response spectrum analysis was performed to
compute the seismic loads on the fuel channel.

9. COUPLED ANALYSIS IMPACT

A coupled analysis of Ihe fuelling machine and the reactor
using the initial configuration generated high loads on the fuel
channel. It was necessary to investigate ways to reduce this
load. In addition to increasing Ihe rigidity of the reactor
endshield, a number of changes in the design of the fuelling
machine carriage structure were necessary.

The effects of these changes on the interaction loads of the fuel
channel were evaluated by modifying the model and repealing
the analysis. Substantial reduction to the fuel channel
interaction loads were obtained by altering the supporting
arrangement for the shielding.

CANDU 3 fuelling machine is built with heavy shielding for
radiation protection of personnel during emergency recovery.
In the initial design, the shielding was attached in such a way
that it was moving with the fuelling machine. As a result,
during seismic vibrations, the mass of the shielding was adding
to the mass of the fuelling machine, creating high fuel channel
loads.

By using an isolation system, the shielding mass was carried
by the support structure instead of the fuel channel. Figure 9
shows a schematic of the isolation system. Analysis using this
support arrangement has shown a reduction of the fuel channel
axial loads. This feature has achieved acceptable loading and
been implemented in the design.

10. CONCLUSIONS

The conceptual design of CANDU-3 reactor and fuelling
machine has been finalized. The seismicity was considered
from the very beginning of the conceptual design phase. It has
influenced many design decisions. Measures have been taken
either to reduce the sci sm ic loads or to make appropriate design
changes to carry the expected loads. This has helped to achieve
a scismically safe design which is both economical and
feasible while avoiding major modification to the structure in
the final design phase.

SHIELDING

SUPPORT
STRUCTURE SPRING

CRADLE

FUELLING
MACHINE
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ABSTRACT

A study has started at AECL to assess the safety and capital
cost implications of a more extensive use of passive safety
design features in CANDU reactors. A positive assessment
would lead to a more detailed design study.

At this stage, a number of concepts have been identified for
passive heat removal and passive containment of fission
products for a range of accident scenarios. The paper
describes the more attractive concepts. The passive designs
avoid reliance on electrical power and on operator action
during an accident. A further goal is to avoid the need for
periodic testing to ensure availability of safety systems.
This can be done if the system functions during normal
operation and can therefore be continuously monitored.

The next steps in the study are to assess the performance of
the selected concepts and proceed to a cost and safety
assessment. The latter will include an estimate of core melt
frequency for the different design options.

2.0 "PASSIVE"

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Passive designs offer the potential for plant simplification
leading to improvements in capital cost and safety. Safety
would be expected to improve through a lower probability of
failure of safety systems. Capital cost could be reduced
through the elimination of systems such as standby power
and pumped cooling water. For these reasons, a study has
started at AECL to assess the safety and capital cost
implications of a more extensive use of passive design
features in CANDU reactors. A positive assessment would
lead to a more detailed design study.

Passive design concepts are to be identified that, in the event
of an accident, will shutdown the reactor, transfer decay heat
(and any non-nuclear heat) to the environment and contain
any fission products released from the fuel. To dale some
alternative design concepts have been identified and a
selection is described here.

In practical terms, we have taken "passive" to mean the
exclusion of operator action and any reliance on electrical
power supplies (except batteries) during an accident.
Consistent with the EPRI requirements^ for passive design
of advanced light water reactors, we allow the use of signals
and the repositioning of valves. After 72 hours, we allow
limited (straightforward) operator actions and easily installed
electrical supplies. To ensure protection against systems
being impaired or unavailable when called upon, we give
preference to design options that can be continuously
monitored enabling their operation or availability to be
corrected if necessary. This goes beyond the EPRI
requirement.

3.0 PASSIVE SHUTDOWN

CANDU reactors have two shutdown systems which are
independent of each other and of the reactor regulating
system. They are both passive making use of stored energy
to insert neutron absorbing material into the low pressure
moderator environment. One shutdown system uses rods
which drop under spring assistance. The other uses
pressurized helium to inject a gadolinium nitrate solution
into the moderator. Since the CANDU shutdown systems
are already passive, this study focuses on passive concepts
for cooling and containment.

4.0 PASSIVE COOLING

For CANDU, as for light water reactors, the loss of coolant
and the loss of heat sink accidents dominate the cooling
requirements. Considering these accidents, cooling can be
done at four levels of increasing severity of damage.

The first level protects the primary heat transport
system from loss of the normal steam generator heat
sink.
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The second level provides emergency coolant injection
when the primary heal transport system has failed.

The third level (moderator cooling) provides emergency
core cooling if the emergency coolant injection system
has also failed.

Though a degree of containment cooling is required at
levels 2 and 3, the fourth level is the containment
cooling which would be needed to protect containment
integrity if and when the lower level systems have
failed.

It is not necessary that passive cooling be implemented at
all of the above levels. One approach could be to
implement passive cooling at level four only, accepting the
damage that might occur with failures of active systems at
other levels. The approach described here is to implement
passive cooling at levels 1, 3 and 4 but not at level 2. This
lakes advantage of the ability of the CANDU moderator to
act as an emergency core cooling system in a loss of coolant
accident.

We will consider in turn the concepts for cooling at the
various levels: we will review the concepts employed in
current designs and we will examine the more promising
passive options. We will start with the containment
cooling system because it effects the design of the remaining
cooling systems.

4.1 Level 4: Containment Cooling

In conventional CANDU designs, at all levels, heat is
eventually rejected to the environment either via the
secondary system or via a common service water system. In
a passive plant, heat could be rejected either via the
secondary system or via a passive containment cooling
system.

The containment design could employ dual steel vessels as
shown in figure 1. The external vessel could be cooled by a
natural convective upwards flow of air. The space between
the two vessels could contain water employed to transport
heat from the reactor. For example, the figure shows a
water loop used to remove heat from another loop used to
cool the reactor. AH flows would be by natural convection.

Figure 1 also shows a vacuum tank located inside and at the
top of the containment vessel. It provides a negative
pressure containment atmosphere to prevent the release of
fission products to the environment. This is described in
more detail below.

Figure 1 does not show the concrete structures that would
surround containment to shield the environment from
radiation and to shield the reactor from external events.

Air Baffle

Heat
Exchanger

4.2

FIGURE 1

PASSIVE COOLING COMBINED WITH
NEGATIVE PRESSURE CONTAINMENT

Level 1: Passive Heat Sinks

The first level protects the primary heat transport system
from loss of the normal steam generator heat sink. It has to
be effective without power to the primary pumps and it
could take advantage of the demonstrated ability of the
primary coolant to thermosyphon on loss of forced
circulation f̂ l.

Operating CANDU reactors have several alternative systems
at this level. An auxiliary feedwater system, a low pressure
steam generator cooling system and a shutdown cooling
system are active systems although, in some plants,
auxiliary fecdwater is supplied by steam turbine driven
pumps. The low pressure system, supplied by gravity from
an elevated lank and requiring depressurizing the steam
generators, could be classed as passive except that it is
activated by the operator and eventually relies on pumped
emergency water. The shutdown cooling system can be
activated at full primary system pressure but again uses
pumps and is activated by the operator.

Several oplions exist for passive heat rejection at this level.
On the secondary side, energy in the steam could be used to
supply auxiliary fecdwater via a steam turbine or steam
injector.13) Currently the preferred approach is simply to
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condense the steam as shown in figure 2. This has the
advantage of not requiring a source of feedwater. As shown,
an auxiliary tank could be employed to provide an immediate
flow given reduced level in the steam generator. The
cooling coils in the auxiliary tank could be configured to
ensure that some condensation is continuous. This would
facilitate continuous monitoring of the condensation
function.

STEAM MAIN

• COOLANT

\
AUXILIARY
TANK

MAIN

FEEDWATER

FIGURE 2

PASSIVE COOLING WITH A STEAM CONDENSER

On the primary side, a heavy water natural circulation loop
could be used [4) or, when the temperature rises, heat could
be transferred to a third cooling loop, as will now be
described.

4.2.1 Pressurized Light Water LOOP

A passive decay heat removal system having the advantage
of being independent of the steam generator is shown in
figure 3. When primary coolant temperatures start to rise in
an accident, heat would be transferred from the primary
system through a heat exchanger to a pressurized light water
loop. This would cause boiling in the light water loop
which would induce a flow and transport the heat to a heat
sink.

Normally the light water loop could be stagnant with flow
prevented by the steam separator. The temperatures could be
equal on both sides of the heat exchanger preventing
significant heat loss from the primary system. However

some heat losses would be advantageous. They would
induce a small flow within the light water loop which could
be monitored to ensure availability of the system.

Steam
Separator

Main
Pump

Heat
Exchanger

4.3

FIGURE 3

PASSIVE COOLING WITH A
PRESSURIZED LIGHT WATER LOOP

Level 2: Emergency Coolant Injection fECD

The second level provides protection if the primary heat
transport system fails. Fuel cooling is provided by the
emergency coolant injection system which, together with
some containment cooling, transfers decay heat to the
environment.

The conventional CANDU 6 ECI design has a passive high
pressure phase and an active low pressure recovery phase.
The initial high pressure phase is activated by opening
valves which connect a vessel of high pressure nitrogen to a
vessel of light water which is thereby injected into the
headers of the primary heat transport system. A mixture of
light and heavy water collects in a sump in the reactor
building basement from which it is pumped through a heat
exchanger back to the reactor.

This system could be retained. It is automatic but requires
electrical power to drive the recovery pumps.

4.4 Level 3: Moderator Cooling

The third level provides protection if the primary and the
emergency coolant injection systems fail. In CANDU, the
low pressure, low temperature moderator system protects the
fuel channels from failure f5J, and transfers heat via service
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water to the environment. However fuel failures can occur
and there is reliance on containment to prevent releases to
the environment.

In conventional CANDU designs, a forced convection
system for moderator heal rejection maintains a moderator
subcooling of 30°C which is sufficient to prevent fuel
channel failures during a loss of coolant accident. The
moderator could be cooled passively by using a natural
circulation loop as discussed by Natalizio I4'. Computer
simulations have demonstrated that to achieve sufficient
flow, boiling of the moderator would occur near the top of
the natural circulation loop.

To achieve 30°C subcooling, the heat sink would have to be
located some 15 m above the moderator tank (the calandria).
This would require additional expensive heavy water. An
option is to improve the channel design to reduce the
subcooling and the heavy water requirements. R&D is
proceeding which is expected to reduce the required
subcooling to less than 5°C.

Moderator heat would be rejected to the environment in the
manner illustrated in figure 1. In this case the heat
exchanger would be a D2O to H2O heat exchanger.

Moderator heat loads are larger under normal operating
conditions than they would be in an accident. However, the
same loops could function during normal operation to ensure
that they are continuously monitored. For example, they
could be pumped during normal operation.

5.0 PASSIVE CONTAINMENT

Containment buildings, in themselves, are of course
passive. However fission product containment requires the
functions of isolation and hydrogen mitigation and, for some
designs, filtered venting is employed. These functions are
provided in conventional CANDU reactors using active
systems. Passive options will be examined below.

5.1 Negative Pressure Containment

Multi-unit CANDU plants arc designed with a vacuum
building that provides negative containment pressures to
prevent the escape of fission products in a loss of coolant
accident. A goal of this study is a single unit containment
design which has similar attributes.

The water tank surrounding the containment vessel might,
in itself, prevent fission product release given a containment
impairment. Water ingress would be fairly obvious
allowing the leak to be detected and repaired. Even if the
impairment developed during prcssurization of the
containment atmosphere in an accident, the water in the tank
would quickly pressurize to prevent substantial ingress of
fission products. Even with some such ingress, an

additional leak in the external vessel would be necessary for
radioactivity release to the environment.

However the design of penetrations such as those involving
feedwalcr and steam piping might be difficult to make leak-
proof. An option is the employment of the vacuum tank
concept of figure 1.

The evacuated volume of the vacuum tank would be
separated from the main containment volume by a column
of water. The main volume would normally be at a pressure
which is slightly subatmospheric and the height of the
column would be such that a float valve at the bottom
would sec a small seating force.

In a LOCA, at a small increase in building pressure, the
float valve would pop open allowing steam to flow through
and condense in the pool. Then the water would fall via a
dousing header (not shown), to condense residual steam and
wash out fission products.

The concept would confer the advantages of negative
pressure containment to single-unit plants. The main
advantage is the prevention of outflow of fission products.
Another advantage is the high heat transfer coefficient for
condensation of steam on the internal walls of the
containment building: the coefficient increases as the
concentration of non condensibles is reduced. For multi-unit
plants, the concept would have the following advantages
over a separate vacuum building.

High Heat Transfer to the Ambient: As compared to
the conventional concrete vacuum building, the steel
dome itself would assist in the conduction of heat to the
ambient.

Thermal Utilization of Pool Water: Unlike a normal
dousing system, the pool water would be used twice in
the condensation of steam.

No Contamination of Other Units: In the vacuum
building concept, all units would be affected, possibly
contaminated, in a loss of coolant accident.

5.2 Containment Isolation

A review of containment design is being made with the
objective of eliminating penetrations that have to be
isolated.

If a need for isolation remains, the preferred approach is to
act on a radiation signal using stored energy.

5.3 Hydrogen Mitigation

Spark igniters arc in current use for mitigation of the hazards
of hydrogen produced by the oxidation of zirconium. This
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can occur in a loss of coolant accident with loss of
emergency coolant injection. The igniters are not passive
because they need a/c power. However they could be made
passive by powering ihem with batteries.

A passive igniter option is under development by Sandia
Laboratories and AECL. It uses the AECL wet-proof
catalyst technology in combination with a patented Sandia
igniter. Some hydrogen reacts with the catalyst to produce
heat generating high enough temperatures to ignite the rest
of the hydrogen in the vicinity.

5.4 Filtered Venting

Ontario Hydro's containments are required to remain at
subatmospheric pressure for an extended period after an
accident and this is accomplished by the eventual use of the
Emergency Filtered Air Discharge (EFAD) system.

EFAD requires operator action and electrical power and so,
according to the terms of this study should not be required
within the first 72 hours of an accident. This in fact is
being achieved.

(4) A. NATALIZIO et al, "Passive Safety Features for
Next Generation CANDU Plants", AECL-9942,
1989 August.

(5) R.A. BROWN et al, "Degraded Cooling in a CANDU
Reactor", Nuc. Sci. & Eng., Vol. 88, 1984.
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6.0 CONCLUSION

A set of additional passive design concepts for reactor
cooling and fission product containment have been identified
for CANDU reactors. Passive design should reduce or
eliminate the need for some auxiliary water and electrical
power systems. It should confer safety benefits by a lower
probability of system failure.

Further assessments are needed before a choice can be made
between these and other concepts prior to a plant capital cost
and safety evaluation. A favourable evaluation would lead to
a more detailed design study.
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ABSTRACT

The CANDU 3 nuclear power station conceptual layout has
been arranged to meet current safety and licensing
requirements, to improve constructibilily, commissioning and
operations, this paper describes the unique and innovative
features of the station layout to achieve the above objectives.

1. INTRODUCTION

Station Layout is the relationship between the buildings in a
nuclear generating station, and between the buildings and site.
Plant Layout is the relationship of equipment within the
buildings. The CANDU 3 station layout meets the sometimes
conflicting objectives of:

2. SAFETY AND LICENSABILITY

Improved safety and licensability by:

a. Enhanced separation both physical and functional by
application of a Group 1 (power production) and
Group 2 (safely related) philosophy.

b. Buildings and structures arc designed so that the
systems therein are protected against the following
phenomena:

• Earthquake

• Flooding

• Tornado winds and missiles

c. Environmental qualification of systems and
equipment simplified by having structural barriers
against*

• Fire

• Steam line failure. There is a buffer zone between
the turbine hall and the safety related systems.

d. Containment

• Reactor building size optimized to achieve an
economic balance between:

- volume is minimum target free volume not to
exceed the design pressure under reactor loss of
coolant accident (LOCA) conditions.

- height within very heavy lift (VHL) crane
limitations when lifting modules and steam
generators.

diameter to provide space around equipment for
installation and maintenance.

• Equipment hatch/airlock uses only one penetration
in containment wall, through access is at grade,
bottom of access is well above water level in
reactor building during LOCA, minimum size of
airlock.

3. CONSTRUCTABILITY

Shortened construction schedule and reduced construction
cost by:

a. Station layout that allows separate organizations to
contract for design and construction of major portions
of the station such as the conventional or balance of
plant (BOP).

b. Minimize construction time and costs by reduced
quantities of commodities due to relative location of
systems; minimize excavation time and costs by only
having basements to buildings where necessary for
functional reasons.

c. Design for the use of a very heavy liftcrane to install
large components and prefabricated modules.

d. Develop a station layout adaptable to a range of sites
whilst preserving the Standard Product Design of the
nuclear steam plant (NSP).

c. Minimum use of site area and location of very heavy
lift (VHL) crane access to allow additional CANDU
3 units nearby.

f. Access to the reactor building is at grade so that a
truck can go through the hatch/airlock into the reactor
building.

4. CONSTRUCTION TESTINO AND
COMMISSIONING

Construction testing and commissioning activities arc
facilitated by the following features and those under
Operations:

U1O19IV97O
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a. Construction testing:

• the covered access all around the reactor building at
the lower level in which containment penetrations
are grouped for convenient inspection.

• Individually testable electrical containment
penetrations.

• Use of modules, allows for some shop testing and
inspection such as radiography.

b. Commissioning

• Systems and equipment arc located outside the
reactor building whenever possible, i.e., new fuel
loading, irradiated fuel transfer, rccirculating
cooling water valve stations. This provides easy
access.

• Good accessibility on power throughout the reactor
building by grouping and shielding of active
systems and components, e.g., the shutdown
cooling system is in a shielded area.

• Secondary control and equipment rooms are
grouped in a separate independent service building
with good access.

• Main control and equipment rooms arc grouped in
a separated area of the reactor auxiliary building
with good access.

• The Emergency core cooling (ECC) system, new
fuel loading and irradiated fuel bay arc directly
accessible from the maintenance building crane
hall.

5. OPERATIONS

Reduced operations and maintenance costs and increased life
of station by:

a. Upfronl consideration of normal equipment
maintenance, inspection and replacement needs, e.g.:

• A complete pressure tube assembly may be
removed through a fuelling machine port in the
reactor building wall near the irradiated fuel bay.

b. Design for long term plant refurbishing to achieve
100 year life.

• There are ports in the reactor building containment
wall, allowing the fuelling machine carriage to
transport irradiated pressure tube assemblies and
discharge them directly into the yard; then to pick

up new pressure tube assemblies. This will shorten
She shutdown required to replace all 232 pressure
tubes.

• The VHL crane can approach one quadrant of the
reactor building to remove complete steam
generators through the reactor building roof, and
replace with new steam generators.

c. Reduced man rem.

• Low radiation exposure target

• Zoning concepts developed early

• Grouping of active systems

• In the reactor building there are three areas:
(Accessible area, Heat transport area, Moderator
area) with separate atmospheres.

• Reduced tritium levels because these areas have
separate heavy water recovery dryers.

d. Good personnel and vehicle access.

e. Post loss of coolant accident (LOCA) habitability is
designed in.

f. There is a single passageway between the NSP and
the BOP so that the BOP could be zoned separately
with direct access from the yard during major BOP
maintenance.

6. APPROACH TO DESIGN

The layout of the C ANDU 3 developed in an evolutionary way
with all the above objectives in mind, a formal design review
process was used including panel review by experts from
outside the CANDU 3 project group and which also included
persons from outside of AECL. The design was then adjusted
to achieve an optimum balance between the above objectives.

7. ATTACHED CANDU 3 FIGURES

Station Layout for Generic Site

Station Layout

Two Group Separation Philosophy

VHL Crane Placing Module 20 in Reactor Building

Reactor and Auxiliary Building Plan at Elevation 100 m

Reactor and Auxiliary Building Plan at Elevation 107.S m

Section Through Hatch/Airlock

T/B to RAB Interlace

••10190970
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2C. MAIN CONTROL ROOM
2F. FUEL CHANNEL REPLACEMENT ANNEX (FUTURE)
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CANDU 3 STATION LAYOUT FOR GENERIC SITE
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ABSTRACT

The design of the CANDU NPP control centre and
the associated control centre design process has
evolved considerably over several generations of
plants, from Douglas Point through Darlington, and
beyond, to new designs like CANDU 3. In the early
plants, the control centre configuration had to be
based on designers' projections of control interface
requirements. With succeeding generations of
designs, along with the introduction of advancing
computer control technology, a larger base of
operational experience has been factored into the
control interface design, and increasing attention has
been given to more formal requirements definition,
and more systematic consideration of human factors
aspects of the design.

systems and functions to be addressed and overseen,
plant operation is a demanding activity, and a well
designed Control Room and Human Machine
Interface (HMI) makes an important contribution to
overall plant operability and safety. In this, it is
important that both the plant systems characteristics,
and the needs and requirements of the human
element, i.e. the operator, be considered.

The physical evolution of the CANDU control room,
particularly the increasing use of advancing
computer technology, has been discussed in earlier
papers, [1], [2]. In the present paper we describe
the evolution of the associated control centre design
process, from Douglas Point to Darlington, and
outline more recent developments which represent
a further evolution of the process, applicable to new
plants such as CANDU 3, and to control room
retrofits in existing stations.

2.0 DOUGLAS POINT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Although CANDU reactor and plant control is
relatively highly automated, the operator has been
and remains very much in overall charge of the
plant. The operator's duties include command
responsibilities for power maneuvers, monitoring,
testing, coordination of maintenance, and
responsibility for direct intervention in the control
of the plant in the event of equipment failures,
abnormal incidents, or special operations needed to
support maintenance or commissioning activities. To
support these activities a substantial monitoring and
control interface is provided. This is situated
principally in the Main Control Room (MCR),
(although backup controls are present at various
locations in the plant, and in the Secondary Control
Area).

Because of the wide scope of a nuclear power plant
operator responsibilities, and the large number of

For Douglas Point, control room design was
handled, along with other responsibilities, by the
Plant Control Group. The group leader initially had
one other staff member to support him, and later, a
few additional ones. The Plant Control Group was
part of the I & C Section, which also included a
Reactor Control Group, a Process Control Group,
and a Fuel Handling Group. The Control Room
design involved a substantial amount of liaison with
these other groups and with Ontario Hydro designers
who were responsible for Balance of Plant (BOP)
system design.

The "Human Engineering" of the day was very
much concerned with miniaturization and
compactness. The designers tried to pick instruments
suited to the individual tasks, and devoted a lot of
attention to labelling, and to the use of mimic
arrangements on the panels.

Controls were laid out in functionally related groups,
with related controls, meters, and indicators placed
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in association with each other on the panel, and with
coloured dividing lines employed to distinguish
groups of functions. Reactor Control instruments, for
example, were arranged in a large circle,
corresponding to the reactor face.

A computer played a limited role in reactor control,
as most of the automatic plant control functions
were still based on analog control technology.
Computers were also employed in a monitoring role,
(for channel temperature monitoring), using
alphanumeric "Nixie" tube displays, and printouts of
temperature scans. There was a rudimentary
computer communication console, using bitswitches
and thumbwheels as interfacing devices.

Sequence of events monitoring at Douglas Point was
done by a separate logic system with 32 character
paper strip printed output, and numerically coded
event and time information. (Later, in the mid
1970's, this was replaced at Douglas Point with a
computer-based CRT display with text based
messages.)

Annunciation was window-based, using a large
number of conventional annunciation windows,
(approximately 650), situated at the top of the
control panels. Apart from the above-mentioned
computer communication console, there was no sit-
down control console, only stand-up panels,
organized on a by-system basis.

A full-scale control room mockup, located at Ontario
Hydro's Etobicoke Manby facility was used to
develop and verify the design. The control room
panel designer would ascertain the interface
requirements from the other designers in the I & C
section, and would then select devices, and paste-
up pictures of them on the mockup. Except for a
small number of actual devices, (switches, lights,
recorders) to illustrate device types, the mockup was
a static one.

Verification of the design was then done between
the panel designer, system designer, and operations
specialists, (ex - NPD shift personnel assigned to
the Douglas Point Project). Typically this would
proceed by having the responsible system designer
explain his system, and the panel designer explain
the panel. Operations personnel would then ask
questions, and provide comments, and changes
would be made as necessary. Senior management
also took an active interest, and the general manager
of Power Projects, (John Foster), would drop by
from time to time and provide his personal
comments and suggestions.

The Mockup work was done over a 2 1/2 year
period, basically by one designer, who also had
other responsibilities. The design was completed by
freezing the mockup in sections, whereupon
draughtsmen would be brought in to produce panel
drawings. Contractors would then build the panels,
to the design organizations specifications. Installation
would be done by OH construction.

Operating procedures associated with the control
panels, were produced later, by Operations
Personnel, during the early stages of commissioning.
The procedures were derived from the design rather
than vice-versa, i.e. had little effect on the interface
design. Later during commissioning and operation,
some minor design adjust.nents, e.g. nameplate
replacements, were made, to better support the
operators needs. However, at this stage the designers
were no longer involved.

3.0 PICKERING 'A'

Pickering 'A' control centre design was done at
AECL Power Projects by a Control Centre Design
team. This team was part of the Station Control
Branch, which, in turn, was part of the I&C
Department. The Control Centre design team was
responsible for control centre layout, control panel
design, annunciation , and logic relay system design.
Other sections within the Station Control Branch
looked after Reactor Control System design, Plant
Control Computers, and Protective systems.

Since Pickering 'A1 was an Ontario Hydro Station,
an OH operations group, headed by Station Manager
Larry Woodhead, was also involved, and
considerably influenced the design. For example, the
operations people had reservations about the
compactness of the Douglas Point design, and asked
for increased spacing between devices, and different
handswitch styles.

The general organization of the control panels at
Pickering stayed similar to Douglas Point. Standup
panels were used, with systems arranged to
correspond to energy flow, from Reactor Systems
on the right to Moderator Systems, Heat Transport
Systems, Boilers, and Turbine Generators on the
left.

In this arrangement, Shutdown Systems were a small
part of the Reactor panel, with the associated
process instrumentation, being situated on the
respective process panels. This is in contrast with
more recent designs, which have separate panels for
Special Safety System control and instrumentation.
Behind the panels at Pickering 'A', however,
instrument channelization, odd-even power supply
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divisions, and instrumentation placement in the field
are handled in a similar manner to more recent
designs.

Changes relative to Douglas Point included reduced
information density on the panels, and more use of
English language instrument group labels, (in
addition to BSI (Basic Subject Index) labelling), to
identify related sets of switches. There was also less
diversity and more standardization in the choice of
panel devices and indicators. This was motivated by
a desire to simplify procurement and maintenance
activities, and, in retrospect, may have been a bit
disadvantageous from a human factors, (pattern
recognition) point of view.

Another innovation in Pickering 'A' was the
introduction of modular control panels, of a design
where the whole panel face can be removed in 30"
wide modular segments, and replaced with segments
having altered layouts. This feature has been used
several times for updating ihe design of specific
control panels at Pickering, (e.g. to accomodate
conversion of Control Absorbers to Shutoff rods in
1985). The same modular approach to panel design
has been followed in all subsequent CANDU's.

Unlike Douglas Point, Pickering is a multiple unit
station, and a single control room accommodates all
four units, with identical reactor unit panels in each
of the four corners of the room .There was no sit-
down console, other than an operator's desk, for
each of the four units. (Several years later, with the
introduction of the 'PACE' control room backfit [3],
a sit-down console was added.)

Pickering 'A' featured increased use of computers
for automatic control, notably for reactor control and
unit power regulation. Accordingly, the computer
panel incorporated interface functions for the new
computer-controlled functions. There was also a
computer-driven alarm message printout function,
which was later upgraded to add a CRT-based alarm
message display. CRT's were not used at Pickering
for general control and monitoring purposes, the
primary means of communication with the computers
being pushbuttons, keyboard and printer. Relative to
Douglas Point, window annunciation was much
reduced,with only 90 windows (approximately) per
unit.

A static control room mockup, located at the
Sheridan Park Office of AECL Power Projects, was
used to develop the control room panel design,
following a development process generally similar to
that at Douglas Point. However, the development
process was becoming somewhat more formal, i.e.
discussions with system designers and operations

personnel were minuted, and paper forms were
introduced lor recording panel requirements inputs
from the system designers. Also, there was a greater
degree of involvement in the mockup verification
process from die OH-based BOP designers, and on
the operations side, from OH people having Douglas
Point experience.

4.0 BRUCE 'A'

In the Bruce 'A' design there was a substantial
further increase in the use of computers for
automatic control, and a corresponding increase in
the use of CRT displays, on a relatively large scale,
to replace conventional chart recorder and indicating
meter functions, and to support the operator's
supervisory interface with the control computers. In
addition to a number of CRT interface stations
situated on the system panels, there is a control
computer CRT and associated keyboards and control
pushbuttons at the sitdown operator console of each
unit, which provides access to the full repertoire of
computer-based displays.

Along with these changes, the design organization
changed as well. In particular there were now
separate groups responsible for panel design, and
computer system design. Computers were used
extensively for the NSSS (Nuclear Steam Supply
Systems), for which system design responsibility
was held by AECL, but somewhat less for BOP
systems, for which system design responsibility
resided with OH. Both the panel designers and the
computer designers interacted extensively with the
responsible system designers to establish interface
requirements-.

There was also a further increase of input from OH
operations people. In particular, the interface
designers were now dealing with the separate
individuals, typically former shift supervisors, who
were assigned commissioning responsibility for the
various systems. These people exerted considerable
influence on the design of their respective systems.
Generally this was beneficial to the design; however
it did lead to some undesirable diversity in style of
implementation among the different systems.

Some noteworthy differences from Pickering 'A' , in
addition to the above-mentioned increase in the use
of CRT displays, were more use of conventional
panel mimics, e.g. addition of a large boiler
iced water and condensate mimic, and a substantial
increase in the number of conventional annunciation
windows. The increased window count, (mostly on
the safety systems panels) was partly in reaction to
the extreme reduction in windows at Pickering.
Annunciation windows now included computer
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driven group alarms used to draw the operator's
attention to problems detected and messaged by the
computers.

The Bruce 'A' control room design was again
supported by a static panel mockup and by a
separate control computer development laboratory at
AECL's Sheridan Park facilities. The static mockup
was used in a manner similar to that described
above for Pickering 'A', i.e. as an evolving full-
scale palette, for developing and validating the panel
configuration. From a control interface design point
of view, the role of the computer development lab
was analogous to that of the static panel mockup.
However, in this case, the design requirements
documentation included "Program Rules", i.e.
detailed written program requirements specifications,
including list of messages and displayed variables
and control input requirements, prepared by the
System designers for the major computer-controlled
systems. Also, a simplified dynamic plant model was
developed for use wiih the control computers to aid
the verification of the computerized control functions
and the corresponding operator interfaces.

5.0 BRUCE 'B ' AND PICKERING 'B '

The 'B ' plants.which added 4 additional reactor units
to each of Bruce and Pickering, were basically
repeat plant designs, with relatively little changes
from their respective 'A' Plant predecessors. In
Bruce 'B ' , colour CRT displays were introduced. In
Pickering 'B ' , CRT displays analogous to those
introduced in Bruce, were added to support the
computer-based reactor control function. Also, in
both plants, a few additional automatic control loops,
(Boiler Level Control and De-aerator level control at
Bruce, Boiler pressure control and moderator
temperature control at Pickering), and the associated
interface functions, were computerized [2].

No control room mockups were built for either of
the *B' plants. However, both did have computer
development laboratories, which were used to
develop and test the control computer software and
the associated CRT displays and printouts. For the
new elements of the design, e.g. the new RRS
(Reactor Regulating System) displays and the new
computer controlled functions, operations inputs were
again solicited and used in a manner similar to that
followed in the 'A' plants.

6.0 CANDU 6 PLANTS

The CANDU 6 plants, Gentilly 2, Point Lepreau
GS, Wolsong 1, and Cordoba, (and more recently,
Cemavoda, and Wolsong 2), were developed

between Bruce 'A' and Bruce 'B ' , and, from a
control room viewpoint are single-unit extensions of
the Bruce 'A' design. The CANDU 6's were the
first CANDU s to introduced the use of colour CRT
displays, and to add some new systems to the
computer controlled repertoire, (PHT pressure and
inventory control and Boiler Level control) . Also
the CANDU 6's introduced the "dark panel"
concept, whereby the panel indicator lights are
turned on only to signal abnormal panel conditions,
(e.g. in CANDU 6's the attitude of EMI's on the
panels indicates the control valve open or closed
status. In Pickering different coloured panel lights
were used to indicate whether valves were open or
closed).

The CANDU 6's, were also the first CANDU's to
introduce computers for initiating automatic Safety
System action, (i.e. SDS1 and SDS2 process trips).
However, this had only minor impact on the Control
Room design, since the human machine interface
and testing functions remained conventional, (until
computerized safety system monitoring functions
were retrofitted much later).

For the CANDU 6's', as for the Bruce and
Pickering 'B ' plants, there was no static mockup,
but there was a computer system development
laboratory, and a dynamic simulation of major plant
functions for testing the control computer software.

The design and validation process for the control
cenire was generally similar to that described above
for Bruce 'B ' . However it should be noted that the
CANDU & design work preceded the Bruce 'B '
work. In the Candu 6's, design guides were
introduced regarding the design of CRT displays,
various standardized CRT display formats were
established, and special forms were introduced for
handling computer input/output requests and alarm
annunciation requests. Also Special attention was
given to the choice and use of colours in the CRT
displays, the information density and character size
in the displays, and to associated glare and lighting
considerations [4].

A new element in design verification of the CANDU
6's was the introduction of Safety Design Matrix
studies in the latter stages of CANDU 6 design, [51.
The SDM studies were systematic event sequence
analyses of accident scenarios, supported by fault
tree analyses of the associated mitigating system
actions. The event sequence studies included
consideration of the existence of signals to the
operator indicating a need for manual mitigating
actions, and thereby provided a gross check of the
completeness of the interface for accident conditions.
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7.0 DARLINGTON

The Darlington Control Centre Design introduced
further extensions and innovations in the use of
computers and further formalization of the design
process.

7.1 Pre-Project Activities

Work on the control centre design for Darlington
began in the Human Factors Engineering Unit of
the Functional I&C Department at Ontario Hydro,
prior to the formation of the Darlington Project
team. The work in the Functional Department
included:

setting of basic anthropometric requirements
to be followed, e.g. panel heights, distances,
viewing angles, etc.

preparing basic guidelines for CRT display
formats, colours, response limes, etc., based
on a series of human factors experiments
that were conducted on an experimental
display system, using randomly selected
human subjects

establishing specifications for lighting
requirements for the control room, and
setting guidelines for panel device selection,
to minimize glare, and obtain good visibility

establishing the overall structure and
organization of displays in the CRT based
display system, including a new hierarchical
"system health" monitoring setup, which
provides an overview at the top level, and
more details on individual systems, at the
second level of the hierarchy,

reviewing the available methods for operator
interaction, (touchscreens, trackerballs,
joysticks, lightpens, function keyboards), and
recommending the approach to be followed,
(a combination of light pens and function
keyboards),

conducting a major study of control centre
layout, i.e. location of control room in
relation to shift office and instrument
rooms, and relative location of the control
room interfaces for the four reactor units
and common services,

conducting a major study and preparing
recommendations regarding the overall
operator interface arrangement: use of
colour CRT's, extent of CRT-based operator
inputs, and recommended panel/console split

of function, recommended number and
general arrangement of CRT's.

The latter two studies included review of Bruce
experience, and extensive consultation with related
design and operational disciplines, and were
subjected to a formal design review. Subsequently,
this work became the basis for more detailed
design work carried out within the Darlington
Project group.

7.2 Control Room Mockup Development and
Design

In the Darlington project there was a four person
Control Centre Group which formed a part of
Ontario Hydro's Darlington I&C section. The
section also included a Nuclear Processes Unit, and
a Conventional Processes unit, each with a number
of designers responsible for the instrumentation and
control system design of various process systems. In
addition there was a separate Darlington Control
Computer section, which was responsible for
preparation of control computer software, and
specification of Control Computer hardware. The
work of the control centre group involved extensive
interaction with these various other groups. Another
group, at AECL, was responsible for the design of
the new fully computerized Shutdown Systems, and
had a shutdown system panel mockup and
shutdown system computer development facilities at
AECL's Sheridan Park Offices.

An important aspect of the control centre group's
work was a full sized control room rnockup,
situated in Ontario Hydro's downtown offices. The
mockup had all of the CRT's installed, along with
a cardboard paste-up of conventional interface
elements. The CRT displays were developed by the
control centre group, using a display editor and an
associated database tool known as "Genesis", which
recorded the number and coordinates of dynamically
updated display variables, addresses of source
information, light pen target locations, etc.
Ultimately, there was some computerized translation
work to the actual control computer environment by
the Control Computer Section. However, the display
appearance and the display navigation features
remained the same, from a user viewpoint, as those
of the mockup.

The approach followed in developing and checking
out the mockup was generally similar to that in the
earlier projects, such as Bruce, i.e. it was based on
consultations with the various responsible system
designers, and operations people, and where felt
necessary, (e.g. for the ECI system), on informal
task analyses, of the associated operator tasks. In
line with Darlington's Quality Engineering process,
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formal system design documents, (Design
Descriptions (DD's) and Design Requirements), were
produced up-front by the system designers, and were
available as inputs to the mockup development.
Also, special forms were developed for the system
designers, for identifying CRT display requirements
and backup interface requirements for dealing with
dual control computer failure scenarios. The DD's
were required to include functional rationales for
panel hardware and CRT displays, to justify their
choice, and to facilitate meaningful integration into
the overall interface.

Verification of the interface design was done at the
Ontario Hydro Control Room mockup, by combined
teams of process designers, interface designers, and
operations staff. This consisted of a walkthrough of
the various process systems to confirm that all of
the necessary controls and indications were present
on the panels and the CRT displays. Parallel
activities for the shutdown system design were also
carried out at AECL's shutdown system computer
development facility.

7.3 Human Reliability Aspects

A significant extension of the SDM activity
mentioned above (for CANDU 6), was the
Darlington Probabilistic Safely Evaluation (DPSE).
This consisted of detailed event sequence and fault
tree analysis for safety-credited systems, and
included consideration of human reliability for
circumstance where the operator was credited.
Human Factors aspects were handled mainly by the
system designers, using forms, guidelines, and
procedures, prepared by the Human Factors
Engineering unit. In addition there were task
analyses to support reliability assessment in some
areas. This human reliability assessment work did
not have a major impact on the shape and
organization of the control room. However it did
result in some important design adjustments, e.g.
adding some annunciation points and display points,
that had originally been overlooked by the system
designers.

7.4 Commissioning and Review

After design handover, the control room was
implemented both in the plant and in a full scope
training simulator, and operating procedures were
developed by operations personnel. The simulator
was used to check out operating procedures and to
train operators. Designers were not at this point
closely involved. However, the training simulator
activity provided additional assurance of the
soundness of the design.

Currently there is an operations review ongoing at
Darlington to consolidate operations feedback about
the control room design. The general reaction of
operators has been favourable. Early indications are
that there are no major deficiencies in the design,
although some further enhanced features which
would be desirable for the future have been
identified.

8. NEW DEVELOPMENTS

A new development at AECL is the investigation
of more formalized function-oriented control room
design methodologies based on early consideration
of operating procedures, and operator information
needs and capabilities. This approach, outlined
below, represents an evolution of traditional CANDU
design methods, along the directions of an
internationally evolving trend towards more formal
application of human factors methods and knowledge
in Nuclear Power plant design. It is derived in part
from EEC 964, a recently published IEC standard
on Nuclear Power Plant design [6].

Under the traditional CANDU design approach,
described in the preceding sections of this paper,
plant design began with the definition of the major
process functions, and proceeded to process system
design, followed by instrumentation and control
design, and mockup-based control room design.
After the design was complete, operating
procedures were developed and the plant was
commissioned by commissioning personnel, based
on the design documentation and on consultations
with the designers. Verification of the integrated
plant/personnel/procedure system consisted
principally of walkthroughs and reviews at a training
simulator or at the plant itself in the latter stages of
commissioning.

The above process served CANDU quite well, as
demonstrated by the good overall performance
records of the operating stations. However, it had
the undesirable characteristics of shifting a
substantial pan of the burden for dealing with
human-machine system design limitations to the
personnel training and procedures development
domain.

IEC 964 promotes a "function-analysis" approach
to control room design which addresses this
concern. The IEC 964 approach calls for a
systematic analysis of control functions, human-
machine function allocation, and control room
system integration and design concept validation
all done in the early stages of system design.
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followed by detailed design, verification, and
validation work in later stages.

For CANDU 3 and subsequent new designs, AECL
have been developing a streamlined and tailored
version of the function-based design approach
proposed IEC 964, adjusted to take advantage of
other elements of CANDU design and CANDU
Safety analysis, and to fit current CANDU plant
design process and schedules. The function-based
design approach is seen as part of a broader,
formalized Human Factors Engineering Program
Plan, (HFEPP), which guides the overall application
of Human Factors Engineering techniques and
knowledge to the overall design of the plant [7].

As presently envisioned, the function-based design
approach consists of the following main elements,
which are derived from a research study performed
in 1989/90 by AECL [8].

(i) Function Analysis.
A comprehensive description of the
functions to be performed from the control
room or other related areas of the plant
involving human-machine interface.
Essentially, this is an extension of similar
analysis done in earlier designs, in support
of probabilistic risk assessment.

(ii) Function Information Analysis.
A definition of the essential information
(goals, entry conditions, input and output
variables, etc.) associated with each
function.

(iii) Function Allocation.
A review of the human-machine function
allocations.

(iv) Peer Review.
Review of the preceding steps by related
design disciplines and plant operations
experts.

(v) Preliminary Human-Machine Interface
design.
Control room layout definition, selection of
interface device types, allocation of
functions to device types and locations,
control room mockup development.

(vi) Job Analysis.
Definition of operator tasks and procedures,
and preliminary assessment of operator
workloads, as required to support design.

(vii) Formal Design Review.
Formal review of the integrated control
room design concept.

(viii) Requirements Handover and Detailed
Design.
Handover of requirements to detailed
hardware and software designers, and
procedure development personnel; continuing
support and review of detailed design.

The approach to be used for different classes of
functions may vary in degree of formality and depth
of analysis. In general, it is expected that power
production functions will be treated less formally.
Accident mitigation functions, on the other hand,
are expected to be treated more formally, and to be
analyzed in greater detail.

An important aspect of the function-oriented design
methodology is the use of preliminary versions of
emergency operating procedures during the
conceptual design stage. This should help to make
the design more user oriented, and will tend to fit
the design to the procedures rather than vice versa.
The preliminary emergency operating procedures
would be based on preliminary probabilistic safety
analyses for the plant in question, and on analogous
procedures from existing plants. They would be used
as inputs into the function analysis, allocation, and
preliminary design stages outlined above, and would
be key elements in operator workload analyses
which would be carried out with the help of a
control room mockup. In this process, extensive
consultations with operations personnel and
involvement of qualified CANDU operators in the
mockup tests are envisioned. Overall, the process
can be regarded as an extension of past practise,
with some procedure development moved up-front,
and with some additional formalization and
documentation of the development and verification
process.

The function-oriented control room design
methodology is expected to bring several benefits
to CANDU design. The most obvious is the benefit
of concentrated operations feedback at a stage
where control room design features can still be
easily modified. In addition the methodology will
help to satisfy regulatory demand for more formal
and more audilable treatment of human factors
aspects of the design, will help to facilitate up-front
licensing, and should lighten the burden of
producing detailed operating procedures at the tail
end of the detailed design process.
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1. ABSTRACT

The paper provides the guidelines for categorization of ASME
service limits for the nuclear equipment and components. It
reviews some of the options available to the designer and
provides simple rules to choose the appropriate service limits
on which to base the design of nuclear components. The
guidelines will assist the designer and analyst of nuclear
components to ensure the proper application of the ASME
codes and CSA standards to comply with the overall safety
criteria and to take advantage of inherent CANDU
characteristics that result in optimum station performance.

2. INTRODUCTION

One of the important considerations in the design of the nuclear
components is to ensure that the requirements of the governing
nuclear codes (ASME) and standards (CSA) are properly
applied. The nuclear components and appurtenances such as
pressure vessels, pumps, piping, valves, etc. serve the purpose
of producing and controlling an output of thermal energy from
nuclear fuel and those associated systems essential to the
functions and overall safety of the nuclear power system.

The pressure retaining components are designed as per the
rules provided by various sections of the ASME codes.
Although these rules are defined separately in each section of
the code such as Section III of the ASME Code for the
construction of nuclear power plant components, Section XI
for the in-service inspection of nuclear components; they may
at times influence each other. The objective of this paper is to
provide an overview of some of the implicit and explicit
requirements of the Section III of the ASME code for the
design of nuclear components. One of the requirements of

Section III of the code is that the design shall include all the
loads and loading conditions that the component will
experience during its service life. The design conditions and
functional requirements of components which provide a
pressure boundary should be reflected in the application of
appropriate design limits (e.g. stress or strain limits) for the
most adverse combination of loadings to which these
components might be subjected. For the pressure retaining
components constructed in accordance with Section III of the
ASME code and CSA N285.0 standard, provision of a design
specification is required which stipulates the design
requirements for the components. It includes the normal
operating loads in terms of pressures, temperatures, weights,
mechanical loads, etc. In addition to these normal loads, it also
includes the abnormal loads due to process and control systems
and components malfunctions. The design should also
consider the low probability postulated events such as
earthquakes, LOCA etc. that may require safe shutdown of the
reactor.

Neither Section III nor any other published code or standard
provides adequate guidance for selecting combinations of
loadings for the design. In general, the designer is provided
rules for categorizing these normal and abnormal events into
various categories such as Levels A, B, C and D service limits.
Depending upon the choice of service limits for a particular
operating mode of the reactor, there are some down stream
effects that impact on the station performance in terms of
component inspections and down time that are not very
desirable for the reactor operator. A careful overview of all
such considerations at the time of design specification will be
helpful in optimizing the component and station performance.
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3. CLASSIFICATION OF COMPONENTS AND
SERVICE LIMITS

Section III of the ASME code docs not provide guidance in the
selection of a specific classification to fit a component in a
given system. According to ASME such guidance is derived
from systems safety criteria for specific types of nuclear power
systems based on the requirements of regulatory and
enforcement authorities having jurisdiction at the nuclear
power plant sice.

CSA N285.0 provides some guidance for the classification of
the pressure-retaining systems and components based on the
AECB dose limits. After the system and component
classification is fctablishcd, ASME Section III, Division I
provides rules for the construction of Class 1,2,3 components
and their supports.

For the major equipment and components classified as a
nuclear class 1,2 and class 3 component, a design specification
is prepared identifying the loadings and combinations of
loadings in order to establish the appropriate Design, Service
and Test Limits for each component and support

The design and test loadings and their limits can be easily
established based on the guidance provided in the AS ME Code
(NCA-2140). For the service limits, the design specification
designates the normal operating, abnormal and postulated
conditions into the Level A, B, C and D service limits as
defined in the Code.

The current edition of the ASME code provides limited
guidance on the choice of service limits for a particular
operating mode. In the earlier editions of the code, the level
A, B, C and D service limits were known as Normal, Upset,
Emergency and Faulted Conditions respectively. Normal,
Upset, Emergency and Faulted conditions generally refer to
plant conditions whereas level A, B, C and D service limits
refer specifically to a given component or system which may
vary from the plant condition depending on its function. The
earlier Editions of the ASME Code Section III provided an
explanation of the code intent on these service limits. The
guidelines provided in the paper are based on this intent of the
ASME Code and CSA standards.

The Level B Service Limits (known as Upset Conditions in
earlier Editions), should, in general, cover the incidents of
moderate frequency. It should cover any deviations from
Level A (Normal Conditions) limits anticipated to occur often
enough that design should include a capability to withstand the
condition without impairment. Level B limits, may include
any abnormal incidents not resulting in forced outages for
which the corrective action does not include any repair of
mechanical damage.

The Level C Service Limits (Emergency Conditions) are
infrequent incidents covering those deviations from normal
conditions which may require shutdown for inspection and
correction of the condition or repair of damage in the system.
The conditions have a low probability of occurrence and the
limits permit large deformations in areas of structural
discontinuity which may necessitate the removal of the
component from service for inspection or repair.

The Level D Service Limits (Faulted Conditions) are those
combinations of conditions associated with extremely low
probability, postulated events. These sets of limits permit
gross general deformation with some consequent loss of
dimensional stability and damage requiring repair. Level D
limits may require removal of the component from service.

ASME Code also makes provisions for alternative service
limits whereby components or supports may be alternatively
designed by using more restrictive service limits than specified
in Design Specification. For example, Level B Service Limits
may be used where Level C Service Limits have been
specified.

Over the years the ASME Code and CSA Standards have
evolved to cover many aspects of the design and analysis of the
nuclear components. The Code provides flexibility to the
designer in the selection of Service Limits. The experienced
designer with a broad knowledge of the design, operations and
regulatory considerations can use the Code effectively to
optimize the equipment performance. The next section
discusses examples of the CANDU pressure vessels design
that utilize the appropriate selection of the service level limits
for the calandria and fuel channels.

4. CALANDRIA ASSEMBLY

The calandria vessel is a horizontal, cylindrical, single-walled
stepped shell enclosed at each end by tubcsheels and spanned
horizontally by several hundred calandria tubes. The stepped
shell is comprised of a main shell with a smaller diameter
sub-shell at each end. Flexible annular plates welded to the
main and sub-shells accommodate the differential thermal
expansion between the calandria tubes and the calandria shell.
The calandria assembly is shown in Figure 1.

The calandria vessel, comprised of the calandria, calandria
tubeshects, and calandria tubes, forms the moderator pressure
boundary. It is designed by analysis to comply with the intent
of the ASME Code Section III, Division I, Subsection NC,
Class 2.

For the general type of loading conditions such as normal
operating pressures, weights, temperatures and earthquake
events, the calandria assembly analysis is performed by using
finite element techniques (Ref. 1). Substmcturing techniques
are employed, where required, to handle large models as shown
in Figure 2 (Rcf. 2).

The models are run for different loads which are then combined
to determine stress intensities for comparison against ASME
code allowables for the various service limits.
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FIGURE 1 REACTOR ASSEMBLY

The service limits applicable to the calandria assembly design
and analyses are categorized in accordance with ASME
Section III, NCA 2142 into Service Levels A. B, C and D as
described in Table 1.

Table 1
Calandria Assembly Service Limit

Loading Conditions

- Full Power Steady State Operation

Normal Shutdown

Normal Start-up

- Loss of Class IV Power

- Loss of Service Water to
One Moderator Heal Exchanger

- Loss of End Shield Coolant Pumps

- Failure of One Pressure/Calandria
Tube

- Dual Computer Failure

- Vault Pressure Increase due to Header

Service Limits
Options

#1 #2

A

A

A

B

B

B

C B

C B

Failure C

Vault Pressure Decrease due to opening
of relief valves C

Design Basis Earthquake

Fuel Channel Flow Blockage

FUEL CHANNEL ASSEMBLY

C

D

B, D

C

FIGURE 2 CALANDRIA / SHIELD TANK ASSEMBLY MODELS

5.

The CANDU reactor consists of several hundred parallel,
horizontally supported fuel channel assemblies. It forms the
in-core portion of the primary heat transport (PHT) system
classified as a class I nuclear system. The fuel channel
assembly illustrated in Figure 3 comprises a zirconium
niobium pressure tube connected to the stainless steel end
fittings at each end by means of high integrity rolled-expanded
joints. The pressure tube contains the fuel bundles contained
in the in-core portion of the fuel channel. The end fittings form
the out-of-core extensions to the pressure tube and provide
connections to the different interfacing components including
the feeder pipes, fuelling machine, positioning assembly and
channel annulus bellows. The end of each end fitting is
designed such that each fuel channel can be readily accessed
by a remote-controlled fuelling machine to undergoon-powcr
refuelling and is scaled by a channel closure when the fuelling
machine is not attached. The feeder coupling illustrated in
Figure 4 is a bolted joint which connects the feeder to the fuel
channel at the end Fitting sideport. Heavy water is used as
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FIGURE 3 FUEL CHANNEL ASSEMBLY

primary coolant to transport the heat energy generated in the
fuel channels to the secondary side through the steam
generators.

The classical methods and finite element techniques are used
for the thermal, stress and fatigue analyses of the fuel channel
pressure boundary components. Typical finite element models
(rolled joint and feeder coupling) are shown in Figure 5.

Typical loading conditions representing (he various operating
modes and postulated events are shown in Table 2.

The alternative options for categorizing the service loadings
are also shown in Table 2. The designer can choose
appropriate options to categorize the postulated events. For
example, the reactor stepback, reactor trip and reactor
overpower can be categorized as Level A or Level B service
limits. Similarly, the rapid PHT system prcssurization can be
categorized as Level B or Level C limits as shown in the Table.
These options are valid in view of the number of operational
cycles expected for the events over the reactor life.
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Table 2
Fuel Channel Service Limits

Loading Conditions

Service Limits
Options
#1 #2

Warmup, Cooldown and
Deprcssurization Level A

Zero Power Hot Startup

and Shutdown Level A

Power Manoeuvering Level A

F/M Ambient Fuelling Transient Level A

Reactor Stepback Level B A

Reactor Trip Level B A

Reactor Overpower Level B A

Turbine Trip Level B

Class IV Power Failure Level B

Loss of Feedwater to One Steam

Generator Level B

Rapid Cooldown Level B

PHT Pump Trip Level B

Abnormal Cooldown Level B

Loss of Pressure Inventory Control Level B

Rapid PHT System Pressurization Level C B

DBE Loading Level C B, D

Removal of Jammed Fuel Bundles Level C

Loss of Coolant Level D C

6. SERVICES LIMITS OPTIONS FOR OPTIMUM
PERFORMANCE

Tables 1 and 2 provide the basis for categorizing service limits
for some of the CANDU components. Column #1 under
Service Limits identifies the basis for the CANDU design.
Column #2 identifies the possible options for alternative
service limits. As noted in Tables I and 2 some of the
conditions for the calandria and fuel channels can be designed
to more restrictive service limits.

Generally the conditions anticipated to occur often enough are
categorized as Level B. It requires more detailed stress and
thermal analyses including fatigue assessment to ensure that
the component can withstand the designated number of cycles
for such an event. Levels C and D categorizations are meant
for the severe improbable postulated events and the Code focus
is on the structural integrity and public safety. These generally
do not require thermal and fatigue assessment. Levels C and

D categorization will, in general, require shutdown and
inspection of components that will impact on station down
lime and equipment performance.

Table 3 provides the guidelines for service limits
categorization.

Table 3

Loading Conditions Service Limits

Routine aspects of normal operation Level A

Abnormal Events of Moderate
Frequency expected to occur
often enough Level B

Infrequent Events with low
probability of occurrence (10"1 events/yr.) Level C*

Maximum of 25 stress cycles
during life of the component

Extremely low probability postulated
events (10~3 events/yr.) Level D*

7.

Check "Alternative Service Limits" for operational and
economic considerations.

CONCLUSIONS

The paper discusses the guidelines for the selection of ASME
Service Limits for the nuclear components. Although the code
provides the flexibility in the selection of the Service Limits,
it is recommended that a broader overview of the impact of
these categorization be considered at the earlier stages of the
desig.. More restrictive categorization of the postulated
events of low probability (Level C, D) to Level B limits if
possible, may result in reduced down time and better station
economics.

The inherent CANDU design philosophy utilizes restrictive
categorization of the service limits for the system and
components design. The Design Basis Earthquake seismic
event is considered as level C instead of level D. The structural
integrity is considered within the level C stress limits to
minimnizc the need for the inspection and repairs of
components.
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ABSTRACT

Soon after the discovery of radium, its potential for curing
cancer was realized. This important use, along with
industrial applications, generated a demand which was met
by the establishment of a radium mining and extraction
industry. The first large supplier was the United States, later
completely supplanted by Belff'im. The Canadian radium
industry arose with Eldorado Gold Mines Ltd. mining
pitchblende ore near Great Bear Lake and extracting radium
at Port Hope. The venture foundered financially, but
Eldorado's technical and marketing expertise provided the
foundation for later successes in fields in which Canada is
now a world leader.

INTRODUCTION

Today's nuclear industry mines and extracts uranium for
the generation of electrical power and provides
radioisotopes for medical and industrial uses. This is
actually our second nuclear industry. The first nuclear
industry existed roughly from 1900 until 1950. Its purpose
was to mine and extract radium, which was once regarded
as the wonder of the age and demanded fantastically high
prices.

THE DISCOVERY OF RADIUM

Radium was discovered because of Marie Curie's
curiousity about radioactivity. In November and
December of 1895, Wilhelm Roentgen's dogged labour in
his physics laboratory at the University of Wurzburg had
resulted in his discovery of X-rays. Immediately following,
fellow physicist Henri Bequerel at the Ecole Polytechnique
in Paris delved into the suggestion that luminescent
materials also emitted X-rays. This idea was proven
incorrect. But during his investigations Bequerel detected
radiation emitted by uranium. He published his findings
in mid-March 18%, calling the radiation "uranium rays."
Others called them "Bequercl rays."

At the University of Paris, doctoral candidate Marie Curie
was then looking for a dissertation topic. She asked a

simple question: Do materials other than uranium emit
similar rays? By the spring of 1898 her research had
turned up an anomoly. The radiation emitted from her
pitchblende sample was four times greater than would be
expected from its uranium content. Madame Curie
published this observation in a paper which coined the
term "radioactivity" for the observed emissions. She
concluded that something in the pitchblende was more
radioactive than uranium. By December of the same year,
working with her physicist husband Pierre, she had
extracted two new elements from the pitchblende. The first
she named polonium, after her native Poland. The
second, named from the Latin radius meaning ray, was
radium.

BIRTH OF THE RADIUM INDUSTRY

Radium is a radioactive decay product of uranium. It thus
occurs in uranium mineral deposits. The radium content
of these deposits is not high. If the uranium decay
products are in equilibrium there are approximately 3
parts (by mass) of radium to ten million parts of uranium.
Many tonnes of radium ore must be processed to extract
a single gram of radium. Radium production on an
industrial scale - that is, at a rate of at most a few grams
per year - was miniscule, and all the radium produced so
far in the world would not fill a cube 7 centimeters on a
side.

Marie Curie extracted the first significant amount of
radium in order to determine its atomic mass and other
chemical properties. She started with material supplied by
the Austro-Hungarian government from its uranium mine
at St. Joachimstal in Bohemia (now Jachymov La
Czechoslovakia). This mine was worked for uranium
because uranium salts were used (iu very small quantities)
for colouring glass and ceramics. Marie Curie's raw
material was waste from the St. Joachimstal operation.
Starting with some 11 tonnes of feed, she slaved for almost
4 years in a rudely equipped, unheated outdoor shed (her
laboratory") to obtain the first 0.1 gram of radium.

(Ultimately 1 gram was extracted from the 11 tonnes of St.
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Joachimstal waste.)

One gram of radium releases 1,000 calories of heat per
year, 0.1 microlitre of radon gas per day, 36,000,000,000
alpha particles per second, and is a powerful gamma
radiation source. Because radium exhibited fascinating
properties apart from its remarkable radioactivity - for
instance, it glowed in the dark - public interest in the
newly discovered element was high. By 1901 people
working with radium noted that ill radioactivity could
cause burns identical to X-ray burns. They reasoned that
radium might also be of theurapeutic benefit. Alexander
Graham Bell described the main hope: "There is no reason
why a tiny fragment of radium sealed up in a fine glass
tube should not be inserted into the very heart of a cancer,
thus acting directly upon the diseased material." When
radium's potential for curing cancer was announced, it
caused a sensation.

For cancer radiotherapy, radium came to be preferred for
all accessible lesions of limited size, whereas X-rays were
preferred for deeper lesions and all larger or disseminated
lesions. Radium was applied externally with moulds such
as vests, stockings and neck collars. Internal application
was by implantation of radium needles or inlracavity
application of radium tubes. Typical radium needles, 1.65
to 2.25 millimeters outer diameter, carried from 0.5 to 5
milligrams of radium, usually as radium sulphate diluted
as necessary with inactive fillers. The needles were made
from platinum or platinum-indium alloy. Radon, a
radioactive gas formed by the radioactive decay of radium,
was encapsulated in "seeds" which were implanted as an
alternative to radium needles. A radon seed was a tiny
glass tube (6 millimetres long by 1.4 millimetres diameter
maximum size) encased in a thin-walled gold container.
Radium radiotherapy was normally continuous for 150 to
200 hours. Over-exposure to radium (and X-rays) was
found to damage health rather than cure. Radiotherapy
clinics guarded their staff and patients by providing
protective devices (eg, a lead safe for radium storage), by
controlling the amount of work done and the conditions of
work (eg, control theatre time for nurses and surgeons),
and by periodic medical and physical health checks (eg,
blood counts and "finger checks" for detection of the onset
of radiation damage.)

Subsequent to the confirmation of medical healing with
radium, popular speculation about radium's "life-force"
properties was rampant. One headline proclaimed "Secret
of Sex Found in Radium." Waters in health spas in
Europe and North America were found to contain very
small concentrations of radium and consequently mild
radioactivity. Did the rays stimulate health? Spa
promoters claimed so, and newspapers declared "Old Age
May be Stayed by Radium." Life magazine told arthritis
sufferers of the health benefits ascribed to radon, calling
it "nature's own remedy." Abandoned mines were

reopened as "health mines"and attracted people with
perceived ills to sit in their old workings and breathe the
beneficient radon. Benefits were advertised for arthritis,
sinusitis, migraine, eczema, hay fever, allergies, diabetes,
etc. Some of these "health mines" operate today. Radium
toothpaste, hair tonic, mouthwash, patent medicines, and
lotions and potions of all kinds were marketed. Many of
these were spurious and contained no radium or
radioactivity of any sort. Some, unfortunately, actually did
have radium in them and these caused harm and even
death. However, since claims were made that radium was
so wonderful that it could even raise the dead, the
temptation of radium elixirs was irrestible to many.

Radium had industrial uses also. A small addition of
radium to zinc sulphide dust was found to provide pigment
for a greenish luminescent, paint. It made watches, clocks,
meters and signs visible in the dark. The paint was also
used on bedroom slipper buttons and chamber pot
handles. Until the hazard was realized, painters doing
small detail work (eg, watch dials) often kept their brushes
pointed by licking the tip and smoothing it with their lips.
The radium they ingested severely damaged their health
and caused some deaths. Health protection measures
developed for this industry, in conjunction with the
medical protection methods described previously, were the
precursors of our present radiation protection methods.

In the natural resource sector, a mixture of radium and
beryllium served as a strong neutron source used for
geophysical well logging in petroleum exploration.

The demand for radium from the medical/scientific
community, industrial users and the public led to the birth
of the radium industry.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE RADIUM INDUSTRY

Exploration for radium ores was essentially a search for
uranium mineral deposits. Uranium is not a particularly
rare clement and is indeed ubiquitous in rocks such as
granite. As a result radium initially was mined in many
countries, including Australia, Austria, Canada, Ceylon,
England, France, Hungary, Japan, Madagascar, Norway,
Portugal, Russia, Sweden and the United States. Some of
these were relatively low grade and/or small size deposits.
Mining and extraction economics favour high grade, larger
deposits. (It should be emphasized that even though
uranium is not a rare clement, because of the low ratio of
radium to uranium noted previously, radium is a rare
element. Even "high grade" radium ore carries a very small
concentration of radium.) As the industry developed a
lesser number of successful mining areas survived. Figure
1 shows the locations of the principal radium mining areas,
which as expected held the high grade, larger deposits.
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Table 1 describes radium ore minerals which were mined
for radium extraction. (It is interesting to note that all of
the listed minerals later became economically important
uranium ore minerals.) As Table 1 shows, even with the
pure minerals tonnes of material would be needed to
obtain one gram of radium. The mined ores were of
course not pure minerals. Concentrating plants were built
to upgrade the ore prior to feeding the radium extraction
plants. These plants processed a wide range of feed
grades, as illustrated in Table 2. Other factors being
equal, higher feed grade enhanced profits.

A conceptual radium extraction process flowsheet is
diagrammed in Figure 2. The front end of the extraction
process was feed specific, and so varied from plant to
plant. The final purification stages universally used the
fractional crystallization method pioneered by Marie
Curie. Uranium and, particularly in the United States,
vanadium were recovered as by-products.

The complexity and high cost of extracting and purifying
radium, coupled with a virtually insatiable demand for the
product, resulted in the astronomical prices charted in
Figure 3. A reasonably efficient producer with sufficient
volume could potentially realize fantastic profits.

The first commercial radium extraction plant was started
in cooperation with the Curies in Paris in 1904.
Production from this plant was minimal. At about the
same time, the Austro-Hungarian government responded
to the situation by outlawing the export of pitchblende
ore. They built a radium extraction plant at St.
Joachimstal which produced roughly 2 grams of radium
per year. Through 1922 this was the largest capacity
radium refinery in Europe. Figure 3 presents the annual
radium production from the principal extraction plants.

The Colorado plateau, running through southwestern
Colorado and southeastern Utah, contains numerous
carnotitc deposits. Prior to the rise of the radium industry
these deposits were mined for their uranium and vanadium
content. Although of relatively low grade (compared, for
instance, to the pitchblende ore at SI. Joachimstal) and
widely disseminated, these carnotitc deposits were
extensive and so represented a large radium resource.
Beginning in 1914 the ore was mined and concentrated in
the western states, with the concentrate shipped east to
feed the Standard Chemical Co. refinery near Pittsburgh.
In 1915 another radium extraction plant was set up in
Denver by the National Radium Institute. The output
from these and several smaller plants made the United
Stales the predominant radium producer. Figure 3 charts
the United States production through these years, and also
shows that even with the added supply of radium from the
United States the price remained fantastically high. This
was probably a reflection of the high costs arising from the
relatively low grade of the United States ores.

Just before World War I the Union Minierc company, part
of the Societe Generale, a huge Belgian conglomerate,
discovered high grade pitchblende deposits in Katanga
province in the Belgian Congo. Exploitation of this ore
was delayed by the war. Union Miniere kept the deposit
secret and after the war moved immediately to construct
a large-capacity radium extraction plant at Oolcn (near
Antwerp) in Belgium. The introduction of the Belgian
radium to the market forced almost immediate closure of
the United Stales plants. Although the price dropped
after the Oolen startup, as seen in Figure 3 Union Minicre
enjoyed a virtual monopoly for about a decade at an
average price of $60,000 per gram. With production costs
likely well under $10,000 per gram their profits must have
been extremely gratifying.

CANADA ENTERS THE RADIUM INDUSTRY

In 1929 Eldorado Gold Mines, Limited needed a mine.
Gilbert LaBine decided to check out reported copper and
gold showings near Great Bear Lake in Canada's North
West Territories. What he found was pitchblende - very
high grade pitchblende, with the first samples assaying
60% uranium. In the spring and early summer of 1931 20
tonnes of surface-excavated ore were shipped from the
site, now known as Port Radium. The ore sample went to
the Mines Branch in Ottawa where development of a
radium extraction method was underway. By the winter of
1932-33 the Mines Branch metallurgists had developed an
extraction process designed specifically for the Eldorado
ore. The flowsheet did not differ conceptually from the
conventional process diagrammed in Figure 2, but some
performance improvements were expected relative to the
Union Miniere process. Eldorado made the decision to
get inlo the radium business and proceeded to sink a shaft
at Port Radium and set up a refinery at Port Hope, a
small town on Lake Ontario just east of Toronto. The
plan was to ship a concentrate from Port Radium to Port
Hope. The laiter site had access to shipping routes for the
processing chemicals, and it was preferable to ship the
refinery feed io Port Hope than to ship the processing
chemicals from southern Canada all the way to Port
Radium.

ELDORADO'S RADIUM OPERATION

Eldorado's Port Radium mine was a conventional
underground operation. The shaft had a two-compartment
hoist. Drilling was with compressed air, and the blasted
muck was hand-trammed. Stope development was not
under geological control but simply followed the
pitchblende veins. The first ore mined was hand sorted
and shipped directly south. Loss of valuable material was
unavoidably high with this method, so a concentrator was
designed and erected in late 1933.
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The concentrator operations included hand sorting,
crushing and grinding, and gravity separation using jigs and
tables. By today's standards the uranium and radium
recoveries were relatively low, with the hand sorting stage
being particularly inefficient. By the standards of the
1930's for remote operations the results were satisfactory.

The remote location, provision of camp and medical
facilities, high heating loads in the long cold winters and
continuous pumping requirements to keep Great Bear
Lake from flooding out the mine contributed to high
capital and operating costs.

In Port Hope the refinery was installed in buildings
purchased from the Morrow Seed Company. Much of the
original equipment was glass. Transfer of materials
between process stages was generally a manual batch
operation. Eldorado's First radium was produced in 1933.
Subsequent production levels are charted in Figure 3.

ELDORADO'S OPERATING RESULTS

When Eldorado decided to enter the radium business the
price was $70,000 per gram. As seen in Figure 3, by 1936,
when Eldorado's cumulative production reached one ounce
(about 30 grams), the price had fallen to $30,000. This
was still comfortably above Eldorado's expected
production cost of $4,000 per gram. Unfortunately the
expected production cost was exceeded because the grade
of extraction plant feed fell far below the predicted 40%
U3Og. This design feed grade would have required 5
tonnes of feed to contain 1 gram of radium. As listed in
Table 2, the refinery feed grade achieved was initially one
quarter of the design grade. The low refinery feed grade
was a direct result of the drastically low ore grade feeding
the concentrator at Port Radium. Despite the very high
grade ore (20 to 80% U3Og) taken in the initial surface
work at Port Radium, on production startup the average
ore grade was just 1% ^ O ^ . As shown in Table 2 some
improvement in refinery feed concentrate grade was
achieved after 1933, but the design concentrate grade was
never attained.

Eldorado also appears to have assumed that the Union
Miniere refinery feed grade was falling, so that the Port
Hope refinery feed concentrate would at least match that
delivered to the Oolen refinery. As shown in Table 2,
Union Minicrc's concentrate grade was actually climbing,
making them ever fiercer competitors.

As charted in Figure 3, the price of radium fell
continuously subsequent to Eldorado's entry into the
business. This decline was trumpeted as proof positive of
Eldorado's success. In fact, it was a disaster. Union
Minierc, with high feed grades and enormous stocks of
radium, forced the price down to and below Eldorado's

production cost. Finally, in the spring of 1938, Union
Miniere was selling at $6,000 per gram. Eldorado's death
knell was sounding. Eldorado officials approached Union
Miniere and agreed to what was politely termed a
"convention." A union Miniere - Eldorado radium cartel
was formed, with the world market split roughly 60 - 40
and the price fixed at (effectively) about $28,000 per gram.

The respite was temporary. Eldorado showed a profit in
1938 and a lesser one in 1939. Then.the outbreak of
World War II decimated commerce, and Eldorado's
radium market vanished. Eldorado decided in June of 1940
that the shutdown of their mine and refinery was
unavoidable.

The mine was reopened in 1942 for the extraction of
uranium, and Eldorado was nationalized. With the
reopening, radium production was carried out in
conjunction with the uranium operation. Thus in 1946
Eldorado found itself with a large stockpile of radium.
Sales were obtained over the next few years for some of
the stockpile. Beginning in 1948 radium's medical
applications market was rapidly taken over by the cheaper,
safer, more powerful synthetic isotopes produced in
nuclear reactors. The most successful of these new
isotopes was cobalt 60, which the Canadian reactors
produce proficiently. Ironically, it was the Eldorado sales
and marketing arm which nurtured cobalt 60 into a
replacement for their own radium. In March of 1948 the
Port Hope radium circuit was ordered closed. The
uranium circuits continued operating and were later
expanded and improved as Eldorado became a major
supplier of uranium fuel for nuclear power reactors and a
noted innovator in the mining, extraction and refining of
uranium.

RADIUM TODAY

Radium today is not an item of commerce. With a half-
life of 1,620 years, radioactive decay of the existing stocks
is not causing serious depiction. Present consumption is
practically nil. Medical radiotherapy use of radium has
dwindled to the infrequent implantation of radon seeds.
It seems unlikely that radium will be purposely mined and
extracted in future. Radium is now mined and extracted,
unavoidably, along with uranium, but radium is a waste
product which is carefully removed and rcburied.

SUMMARY

Eldorado entered the radium industry with the expectation
of attractive profit margins, even accepting a competition-
driven price drop from $70,000 per gram. The Canadian
government encouraged Eldorado and, through the Mines
Branch laboratories, helped Eldorado with mining and
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processing technology. During the Depression years the
government's motivation was partly to aid economic
development and job creation. Probably there was also an
urge to reduce cancer treatment costs and thereby make
the therapy more widely affordable by obtaining a
reduction in the monopoly-maintained radium price. The
price did fall. However, Eldorado's production cost was
higher than predicted. Eldorado guessed that Union
Miniere's production costs were being driven up by
dropping feed grades. They guessed wrong. As a result,
Eldorado's shareholders were badly disappointed. On the
demise of the radium market, Eldorado's marketing and
sales expertise in the radiotherapy field did permit Canada
to establish a solid early lead in providing synthetic
radioisotopes and the radiotherapy equipment using them.
Canada is still pre-Eminent in this field: The Canadian
nuclear industry supplies 90% of the radioisotopes used in
more than 80 countries around the world.
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TABLE 1

RADIUM ORE MINERALS

Typical Tonnes Mineral Containing
Mineral Formula % Uranium 1 Gram Radium Mining Locations

Pitchblende U02 to U02 25 8 6 - 8 8 4 Canada, Austria, Hungary,
Sweden, Norway, United States,
Belgian Congo (Katanga)

Carnotite KjCUO^VO^pHjO 53 - 55

Autunite Ca(U02)2(V04)2.10H20 48 - 50

Uranothorianite (Th,U)02 <40

6

7

>8

United States, Portugal

France, Portugal

Ceylon, Japan
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TABLE 2

RADIUM EXTRACTION PLANT FEED GRADES

Plant Location

Marie Curie, Paris
(Laboratory, 1898 - 1902)

Union Miniere, Oolen
(circa 1940)

Union Miniere, Oolen
(1925 - 1935)

Eldorado, Port Hope
(Design)

Eldorado, Port Hope
1933
1946
1948

United States, various sites
(1913 - 1922)

USSR, Turkistan and Moscow
(1920 - 1940)

Tonnes Feed Containing 1 Gram Radium

7

8 to 10

20
12
30

275 to 350

450
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FIGURE 1 - PRINCIPAL Ra MINING AND EXTRACTION SITES

• MINING LOCATIONS

A BOHEMIA/CZECHOSLOVAKIA
B COLORADO AND UTAH

C KATANGA

D PORT RADIUM

• EXTRACTION PLANTS

1 ST. JOACHIMSTAL

2 OOLEN (UNION MINIERE)

3 PITTSBURGH (STANDARD CHEMICAL CO.;

4 DENVER (NATIONAL RADIUM INSTITUTE)

5 PORT HOPE (ELDORADO)
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ABSTRACT

The linear analysis for a reinforced concrete structure with a
concrete cap buried under ground for storage of low level ra-
dioactive wastes leads to an adequate design, which bounds
the results of the nonlinear soil investigation. Two stages,
operation and postclosure, are considered in the dynamic and
static analysis, plate elements and solid elements are used
respectively in the finite element analysis to represent the
concrete structure and the soil island below the structure.
The soil around the structure is modelled using soil springs.
The arch shape of the structure helps to minimize the
cracking and give long life to the IRUS building.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Intrusion Resistant Underground Structure (IRUS) facil-
ity is an open bottom reinforced concrete structure with a

33.66 •

1.0B

0.69 •

SBCT1CU Q

FIGURE 1 PLAN AM) VBmCAL SECTIONS OF IRUS SlHUCIUtE

concrete cap buried underground for storage of low level
radioactive wastes. The walls of the structure are arch
shaped, resulting in compressive stresses in the concrete
walls under earth pressure loading. Internal walls are con-
nected to the intersection of the arches, partitioning the
structure into 2 cells by 3 cells of approximately 10 m by
10 m each. All walls of the structure, both internal and ex-
ternal, are 0.61 m thick. The thickness of the cap is 1 m.
The structure is 8.61 meters high. Figure 1 shows plan
and vertical section of the IRUS structure.

The proposed site for the IRUS structures is a thick sand
dune deposit which will be excavated to approximately 7 m
below existing grade. The maximum excavated depth is ap-
proximately 1 m above the maximum recorded ground water
level.

The scope of the present work is to carry out a seismic and
structural analysis of the IRUS structure on the basis of
which the structural design shall be performed.

2.0 LOADING

The loading conditions applied in the design of IRUS result
from the two different stages of operation and postclosure.
These stages are defined as follows:

a) Operation Stage: It takes a few years before the
completed structure is filled up with waste and is
closed. This creates considerable temperature differ-
entials on the structure due to the differences
between the ambient temperature, the ground tem-
perature and the temperatures arising from the waste
material. In the design for the operation stage the
structure is considered empty inside with backfill
on the outside. Figures 2a and 2b show the
configuration during the operation stage.

b) Postclosure Stage: This is the long term configu-
ration of IRUS with waste material and back fill
inside, backfill outside and the concrete cap on the
top overlain by top soil. The configuration during
this stage is shown in Figure 2c.

Various loading conditions resulting from the two stages de-
scribed above are considered in the analysis. The stresses
from the individual load cases are combined in accordance
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with the provisions of the design requirement for the
structural design. The loadings considered for the IRUS
consist of the following:
Dead load: The dead load consists of weight of the structure
and the concrete cap and the weight of soil above the con-
crete cap in the postclosure stage.

Live load: Live load consists of at rest and active earth pres-
sures; hydrostatic pressure: surcharge load from vehicular
traffic; and compaction of backfill. The live loads assumed
in the analysis for backfill compaction and for surcharge load
due to vehicular traffic are 600 Ib/sq.ft (28.8 kPa) and
2001b/sq.fu (9.6 kPa) respectively. The method followed
for calculating the active and the passive earth pressures is
described in Reference 1.

Thermal load: Thermal loads consist of winter and summer
temperature gradients across the thickness of the wall.
These gradients results from differences between ambient
temperature, ground temperature and heat generated by the
waste.

Seismic load: The Design Basis Earthquake (DBE) is de-
fined as a 0.17 g horizontal peak ground acceleration and
0.09 m/s peak ground velocity event. The DBE is
represented by a ground response spc:trum (GRS)
compatible with CSA Standard CAN3-N289.3.

3.0 STATIC ANALYSIS

(a) BUS Ssucan - Flu

Wa

Cam

VmmTtUt
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(e) POKCIOSUR Stife

Fine 2 : IRUS ftciBiy - Stcoooi

A three dimensional finite element model of the IRUS struc-
ture is developed. Four node quadrilateral plate elements ca-
pable of carrying both in plane membrane forces and bending
moments are used to model the walls. The wall height of
8.61 meters is modelled by six layers of elements. Along
each layer, the circular side walls are represented by 40 ele-
ments and the internal walls are represented by 28 elements.

The cap is modelled with a combination of quadrilateral and
triangular plate elements.

The footing under ihe structure is modelled by 68 beam ele-
ments.

The soil underneath the structure is modelled using cubic
elements. The sides of the soil grid extend to twice the
dimension of the structure along both X and Y directions. A
roller boundary condition is used on all sides and the bottom
of the soil grid is fixed. This model is shown in Figure 3.

FIGURE 3 isoreroic VIEW OF IBUS FINTTE ELBE^T MXKL

The soil surrounding and underneath the structure consists of
four separate layers. Layer 1 is primarily surrounding the
structure. Layers 1A, 2 and 3 are underneath the structure.
The material properties used for these layers in the analysis
is shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1 - MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Material Modulus of Poisson's Density Friction
Elasticity/E Ratio Angle

Layer 1
Layer 1A
Layer 2
Layer 3
Concrete

MPa
120
144
311
311
30000

0.40
0.35
0.45
0.40
0.15

KN/m3
18.5
16.5
19.0
19.0
24.3

Degrees
40
32
37
37

Notes
1. Coefficient of expansion of concrete used is 0.99 E-5/°C.
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The temperature loads used in the analysis are shown in
Table 2.

TABLE 2 - TEMPERATURE LOADING

Summer
+ Heat

Winter

Summer/Winter
+ Heat

Operation
Inside
26.3°

-22°

i Stage
Outside
18.6°

-6.1°

Postclosure Stage
Inside Outside

13.5° 13.5°

Summer/Winter 3.5° 3.5°

The analysis is performed for the operation and post-closure
stages as identified in Section 2. The thermal, earth pressure,
hydrostatic pressure and seismic loadings are considered and
combined in accordance with the previsions of the design
requirement document of the IRUS.

For (he postclosure stage, the effects of the support condi-
tions for the concrete cap are investigated. Two cases are
considered; a) with the cap simply supported (only forces are
transferred between the cap and the wall) and b) cap fixed to
the wall (both forces and moments are transferred).

4.0 DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

The DBE and the soil conditions have a significant effect or.
the design of the IRUS structure. The provisions of
CSA-CAN3-N289.3 are used to develop the GRS graphs at
the required damping values. The design GRS are shown in
Figure 4.

The IRUS structure is completely buried under ground and
its dynamic behavior is very much affected by the character-
istics of the underlying and surrounding soil. In hard rock
sites, the IRUS structure may simply move with the ground
with very small seismic response amplifications in the
structure. In soft soil sites, the IRUS structure interacts
more with the soil and is subject to higher seismic response
amplifications. The soil structure interaction in such cases
must consider both the surrounding and the underlying soil.

In the case of the proposed site, the sand dune is relatively
soft and therefore the motion of the rock will be amplified
through the layers of sand. On (he other hand, the surround-
ing soil will act as a spring and damper providing lateral
support through the height of the building. The dynamic
characteristics of such soil structure interaction are nonlinear
and the soil response is strain dependent

Three approaches are used to evaluate and bound the seismic
response of the IRUS. In the first model, the underlying soil
is modelled using lumped springs. The stiffness of these

springs is calculated using the elastic half space method. The
surrounding soil is modelled with lateral soil springs. For
simplicity, these soil springs arc lumped at 6 locations
around the structure and at 7 elevations. The stiffness of the
lateral springs is calculated using the analogy of a circular
cavity under internal pressure in a two dimensional infinite
medium; the method used in these calculations is detailed in
Reference 2. Figure 5 shows the IRUS finite clement
model and its lateral soil springs.

FIGURE 4 DESIGN BASIS EARTHQUAKE HORIZONTAL
GROUND RESPONSE SPECTRUM

In the second model, the underlying soil is modelled using
the same finite element mesh as in the static analysis. The
depth and the width of the foundation model are selected such
as to minimize the influence of the model boundaries. These
lateral springs are the same as the first model. The output of
this analysis are the displacements, accelerations, forces and
stresses in the foundation soil and the IRUS structure.

In view of the nonlinear characteristic of the foundation
medium, it is found necessary to verify the adequacy of the
above models by conducting a nonlinear analysis of the soil
structure interaction. For that purpose the IRUS structure is
modelled two dimensionally such that the first fundamental
frequencies of the 2D model are similar to those of the 3D
structure. This simplified model is then placed inside the 2
dimensional model of (he soil medium and then a nonlinear
strain dependent response analysis is carried out using
response spectrum compatible input time histories. The
output of this analysis are the maximum accelerations and
displacements along the height of the underlying soil and the
IRUS structure.

The responses of the first two models are analysed using the
response spectrum method. The nonlinear model uses time
history analysis; the time history used in this analysis en-
velops the design basis GRS at all points. In general, the
results from the nonlinear analysis are lower than those
obtained from the linear analysis.

The comparison of the results from the three analytical mo-
dels is made to confirm the validity of the models. The
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seismic response used for the design of the IRUS is chosen
as the envelope of the responses from the three models.
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A review of the analysis results shows that the critical load 6.0
combination which governs the design of the walls in the
operation stage is the load combination of winter tempera-
ture and the axial tension force resulting from the Design
Basis Earthquake.

The summer and winter temperatures in the postclosure
stage are the same since these are the below ground tempera-
tures of the soil. In this stage, the critical load combination
condition which governs the design of the walls for both the
fixed and the hinged cap boundary conditions is the load
combination with the temperature without internal heat of
the waste material combined with the tensile axial force re-
sulting from the Design Basis Earthquake load. In order to
study the effect of the connection between the cap and the
wall of the IRUS structure, both the hinged and fixed cases
are analysed. It is found that the moments and forces for the
fixed cap are greater than those for the hinged cap boundary
condition. Therefore the hinge connection between the cap
and the walls is more desirable.

Comparisons of the linear analysis accelerations at different
levels of the structure with the corresponding values from
the nonlinear analysis indicate that the nonlinear accelera-
tions are always lower. At the base of the structure the
nonlinear accelerations are about 10 to 20% lower than the
linear analysis and at the top of the structure the reduction
due to use of nonlinear analysis is significantly more. 7.0
Thus, none of the stresses from linear dynamic analysis need
to be modified. Figures 6 and 7 show the values of the 1.
responses at various elevations of the structure.

The nonlinear analysis shows that accelerations are not am- 2.
plified significantly from the bottom to the top of the struc-
ture. The main reason for the lower amplification in the
nonlinear analysis is the effect of the strain dependency and 3.
the damping on the response. The analysis of the sand dune
alone without IRUS structure confirms the same reduction
response in the soil model.
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DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

The critical and governing load combination for the design
of IRUS in the operation stage is the load combination
which includes the DBE and the winter temperature load.

The critical and governing load combination for the design
of the IRUS in the postclosure stage is the load combination
which includes the DBE and the temperature load without
internal heat from waste material. Since the tensile force in
the walls of the IRUS structure due to this load combination
is already high, it is decided that the hinged cap should be
used in order to eliminate additional tensile stresses resulting
from the moment connection between the cap and the walls.

In order to apply the result of finite element analysis
(moment, shear, and axial forces) to the design, the
methodology applied in Reference 3 is used. In this method
the shear and the axial forces are added together and used for
reinforcing the design in the vertical and horizontal
directions.

Since minimizing the width of cracks is a major criteria in
the design of IRUS, the distribution and the size of the rein-
forcement is selected such as to maintain as low a crack
width as possible.
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ECONOMICAL DRY STORAGE OF SPENT CANDU FUEL
IN THE CANSTOR MODULE MONOLITH
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ABSTRACT

The dry storage of spent CANDU fuel is an iterative,
long-term endeavor, requiring an up-front expenditure
of funds to procure and install the necessary fuel
transfer facilities, and then a series of annual operating
expenditures to procure fuel baskets and to construct
concrete canisters. The largest cumulative cost
component in a CANDU 6 spent fuel dry storage
program is the construction of the concrete canisters,
requiring about $13 millions in 1991 dollars, over the
30-year lifetime of the storage program. AECL has
developed and tested the CANSTOR Module concept,
an economical, concrete, vault-like structure that stores
the same quantity of spent fuel as 22 canisters, thus
reducing the size of the annual operating expenditure.
The concept also sharply economizes on storage area
requirements.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Construction of the Point Lepreau and Wolsong Spent
Fuel Dry Storage (SFDS) facilities is now well
advanced. Transfer of spent fuel from wet storage to
storage in concrete canisters is scheduled to take place
at both sites during 1991.

Because the dry storage of spent fuel is an iterative,
long-term process, AECL has continued during the two
years these projects have been underway to look for
ways to make the technology more economical.
Attention has been focussed on the major cost
component of the 30-year SFDS program, i.e. the
construction of the concrete canisters (see Figure 1). In
1991 dollars, this construction (including the base pad)
represents about $18 M over the lifetime of the
program.

The CANSTOR Module concept, a cost-saving idea
relevant to the concrete canister storage of the fuel, has
been developed by AECL to an advanced conceptual
stage. The CANSTOR Module concept holds the
promise of significant savings to the CANDU 6 station
owners, over the lifetime of their SFDS programs.

The Paper describes this new CANSTOR Module
storage concept and compares it to the existing CANDU
canister storage concept. The similarities and the
differences between the two storage modes are
described and a cost comparison is provided. The Paper

also includes a brief description of the full-scale thermal
testing of the CANSTOR Module concept that took
place at the Whiteshell Laboratory, in December of
1990.

FIGURE 1 ELEVATION VIEW OP A
CANDU 6 CANISTER

2.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE CANSTOR
MODULE

The CANSTOR Module is a rectangular, air-cooled
monolith structure that stores twenty stacks of ten
(60-bundle) fuel baskets. The Module is about 7 metres
wide, 22 metres long, and 7 metres in height (see
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Figure 2 and 3). It contains an array of twenty,
vertically-oriented, carbon steel pipes which are
approximately 1 metre in diameter, and 10 mm in
thickness. Each pipe is welded to one of the steel-lined
circular openings in the Module's reinforced concrete
top. These openings in the top are "stepped" in the
elevauonal configuration (see Figure 2) to "nest" the
shielding plug, and to augment the radiological
shielding while the Fuel Transport Flask is resting over
the circular opening (with the Flask door in the open
position). The carbon-steel-lined canister plug is seal-

welded to the circular openings liner after the
completion of the loading operation, and IAEA
safeguard seals are installed.

The stacks of baskets inside the Module are
radiologically isolated from the biosphere by the
thickness of the pipe (steel) and by almost a metre of
concrete.

The CANSTOR Module is designed for deadweight,
thermal and seismic loads, and for tornado-driven
missiles. The concrete mix is designed to provide a
28-day compressive strength of 27.6 MPa (4000 psi).
The specified concrete mix calls for 5% air entrainment,
to provide resistance to alternate freezing and thawing
cycles.

The Module design is such that none of the existing
canister site equipment (the gantry crane included)
requires modification. All of the mechanical features
vital to the licensing of the existing canister storage
system are retained. The methodology of handling the
fuel is unchanged; the basket handling activities that
take place at the Module are essentially the same as
those presently involved in the licensed canister storage.
Because each of the pipes inside the Module (that house
a stack of baskets) is seal-welded to the shielding plug
at its top, the concept is, from a licensing point of view,
equivalent to the seal-welded canister arrangement
already in wide use.

FIGURE 2
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3.0 COMPARING CANSTORS AND
CANISTERS

Design Comparison

The CANSTOR Module can be considered as being the
storage equivalent of twenty-two concrete canisters,
consolidated into a single, large, concrete monolith. The
principal overall consideration in comparing the two
concepts is this: whereas twenty-two canisters occupy a
site area of about 400 square metres (see Figure 4), a
CANSTOR Module has a "footprint" of only
160 square metres. The overall height of a CANSTOR
is about the same as that of a canister.

The CANSTOR Module wall thickness is essentially the
same as the thickness of the canister wall. In both cases
this wall dimension is dictated by the gamma plus
neutron shielding requirement, i.e. maximum contact
25 u,Sv/hour. (Strength requirements don't need this
much wall thickness.)

- ACCESS ROM) -

FMURE4

CANDU 6 STORAGE SITE
WITH CANISTERS AND CANSTORS

There is an important thermal design difference between
the CANSTOR Module concept and the canister
concept. Whereas the canister cooling is based solely on
conduction, the CANSTOR design incorporates passive
convection cooling to augment the conduction cooling.
Convection cooling air enters the Module by means of
10 openings located along the base of each of the two
longitudinal walls, and exits via 5 larger openings at the
top of these walls (see Figure 2). These openings are
appropriately labyrinthed to assure radiation shielding,
and are screened, to prevent the inadvertent entry of
birds or small animals.

There are minor differences between the CANSTOR
Module and canisters with respect to inc configuration
and metallurgy of the seal-welded liner/shield plug/
cover arrangemcni. In the CANSTOR design, stainless
steel has been entirely eliminated from this arrangement.
The carbon steel shield plug is weided to the carbon
steel liner, a carbon steel cover plate mot stainless) is
welded to a carbon steel (not stainless) embedment in
the CANSTOR's reinforced concrete top.

Cost Comparison

The construction of twenty-two canisters at a Canadian
CANDU 6 Station site is known to cost about $1.3 M,
in 1991 dollars (including the basepad). While no
CANSTOR Module has been constructed yet, a
conservative estimate indicates a cost reduction of 35 to
40%. This cost reduction is largely attributable to the
saving in concrete and rcbar usage, und in site labour
time required to put rcbar and imbedded parts into
place. Some saving stems from the substitution of
carbon steel for the cover plate (and embedded part) that
resides over the shield plug at the top ol each bundle
stack.

Substituting CANSTORs for canisters at a CANDU
Station site means that the perimeter dimensions of the
security fence that surrounds the storage area can be
reduced by more than 50%. At a site where a building is
to be erected to house the canisters, the size of the
building will be sharply reduced if CANSTORs are
used for storage.

A single CANSTOR Module has enough capacity to
hold the spent fuel arising from about 30 months of
operation of a CANDU 6 station. If it were possible to
construct canisters in groups of ten at the same per unit
cost as in groups of twenty, a cost-of-money penalty
would have to be taken into consideration, because
some of the storage space was being constructed 12 to
18 months before it was needed. The amount of such a
penalty would be difficult to quantify, but it would
likely be small enough to not be a significant factor in
the overall cost comparison. It seems more logical to
assume that a CANDU utility that opted for CANSTOR
Modules would choose to transfer spent fuel only every
other year, in sufficient quantity to completely fill the
Module just constructed.

The CANSTOR Test

Although analytical methods for the prediction of
convection cooling are well established. AECL elected
to perform a field test program last year, to positively
verify the heat rejection capability of the CANSTOR
Module design configuration. This field test also served
to demonstrate that this storage mode can be readily
adapted to cope with the much higher heat rejection
requirement of LWR fuel storage.

A full-scale, demonstration test module was assembled
and tested in the autumn of 1990, at the Whiteshell
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Laboratory. The test mod jle was constructed using 4" Conclusion
precast concrete panels (and fiberglass insulation) to
closely model the thermal conduction of the concrete A first generation of (8i) concrete canisters has been in
walls of the module itself. successful use now for some years, storing 463 MgU

of spent fuel from the retired CANDU prototype
A representative heat load was generated by the use of stations (i.e. WR 1, Gentilly-1, Douglas Point, and
electric resistance heaters. Starting with very large NPD). A second generation canister design, featuring a
ports, the inlet and outlet openings of the test module 60% higher payload.was developed in 1987 and will
were reduced in size, iteratively, until the optimum see commercial use at two CANDU 6 station SFDSs
convection air inlet and outlet port sizes were later this year,
determined. Test results have been used to verify
analytical predictions of heat rejection. The development of the CANSTOR Module concept

discussed in the Paper represents an important
achievement in the ongoing commercial development of
the CANDU technology. It holds the promise to the
CANDU station owners of significant savings over the
lifetime of their respective SFDS programs.
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